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LA PRIÈRE DU RÉFUGIÉ

Seigneur, tels que des grains de mil

Eparpillés parmi les peuples,

La Divine Main nous jeta

Pendant ces semaines terribles

Où la nuit rougeoyait aux torches d'incendie,

Et l'aube se levait sur les morts. . . % .

Alors la douce France et la noble Angleterre
Nous tendirent les bras; et nous avons connu

L'accueil tout de pitié, les foyers large ouverts.
Les cœurs chaleureux, les mains pleines,

Et le sourire ami des petits enfants.

Mais la guerre passa, comme passe le vent,

Et s'évanouit ;

Et parmi les ruines, nous allons chercher

Le souvenir de jours d'antan.

Seigneur, fais que, rentrés au pays coutumier,

Nous ne permettions pas à l'oubli, cette rouille,

De ternir notre gratitude infinie;
Fais que nous aimions mieux d'avoir beaucoup souff

Que nous pardonnions mieux d'avoir connu l'offense

Que nous suivions Ta loi, Seigneur de Compassion;
Et que nous bâtissions sur l'Amour le Haut Temple
Où nous irons prier vers Toi.

Que ceux de nous qui sont de Ta Garde future,

Qui marchent ceints de bleu,

Et tracent l'Etoile à leur front,
Rapportent au pays l'Etoile comme un phare

Au milieu de ces naufragés ;

Et marchent enrôlés sous Ta chère Bannière,

Bénissant le chemin rocailleux et ardu,

Puisqu' un jour, O .Seigneur, notre Espoir et Refuge,
Tes Pas sanctifieront leur pas !

Marguerite Coppin



A QUESTION has been addressed to
•**-us, by an inquirer, as to the duty of
the individual, placed amid the somewhat

limited and cramping surroundings of

ordinary life, in face of the belief which

all of us hold as members of the Order of

the Star in the East. The questioner's
attitude is roughly this : The coming of a

Great Teacher is an event which must

necessarily be of supreme interest to all

who believe in its possibility. To those

who are concerned about the passage of
our civilisation through the difficult years
which lie before it

,

such an event is like
the distant lighthouse shedding its beam

across a stormy sea. It is the pledge and

guarantee of final safety. However un-

towardly things may go for a time —and

there are few who are altogether easy in

mind about the immediate future —at least

beyond that brief period of chaos and up
heaval lies the promise of order, sanity and

spiritual enlightenment. For those who

feel chiefly their own lack of grip upon the

realities, their own ineffectiveness amid the

innvmerable demands of the age for strong
and intelligent action, there is the hope of
at last finding the guidance which they
need. They will not be for ever, as they
are now, " moving about in worlds un

realised." The hidden springs of action,
of which we are never so conscious as in

our ineffectual moments, will one day be

released. The joy and fulness of living
will then, they feel, be theirs. While for
those who are suffering from the sickness

of discontent —whom life, as it is, seems

somehow to cheat of happiness — the

presence of One so great must, it is felt,

be sufficient to disperse the clouds and to

lay bare the distempered soul to the open
smile of heaven.

CO much all of us believe. But what is

^troubling the mind of the questioner is

the problem of the intervening period —
the period which must be passed through
before that great event can happen. Is
mere passive waiting, even though forti
fied by belief, enough? Or if it be not

enough, how is one to become active in

stead of passive? The business of the

propagandist, of the person whose work it

is to spread abroad the expectation of the

coming, is simple and straightforward ;

but all have not the ability or the oppor

tunity for this kind of activity. Equally
simple and straightforward is the task of
the public worker, whose enthusiasms and

natural bent combine with the necessary

opportunities to direct his energies into

some political, social or humanitarian

cause. Such an individual, believing in

the near coming of a Great Teacher, can

import his belief into his work. He can

find inspiration in the thought that he is

" rough-hewing," in order that a Greater

than he may one day take up the work
and shape it in the light of a deeper and

more far-seeing wisdom. Similarly, all

those whom circumstances have placed in
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a position of responsibility for others —

people such as teachers, employers of
labour, men and women of wealth and
influence —may find in the sphere already
allotted to them ample scope for the objec-
tification of their belief into action. But
what of the ordinary person, the man or
woman without any particular bent for
special lines of work and, even were the
inclination present, without the oppor
tunity of indulging it? What of those
who are condemned to lead humdrum
lives, and on whose existence the sordid
every-day realities press so heavily as to
crush out of them every element of
romance or spiritual excitement? Must
these people be mere drones during the
period of waiting? Or is there something,
appropriate to the situation, which they
can do or think or feel?

* * *

THAT
is the questioner's difficulty ;

and it is not one to be lightly put
aside. To begin with, it is one which con
cerns, probably, nine-tenths of the mem
bers of our Order. We are not, by reason
of our membership, extraordinary people.
We are very ordinary people. Outside
our ranks, in the world about us, are
thousands who are less ordinary than our
selves, with abilities, opportunities and in
terests on a larger and more liberal scale
than ours. All that we have, which they
lack, is a certain expectation as to the
future. But that expectation means so
much to us, and to the world in general,
that we would fain make, out of the com
monplace faEric of our lives, something
commensurate with our belief. We would
rise, in Milton's words, " to the height of
that great argument.

" What can we do?

* * *

TT is our purpose, in this month's Edi
torial Notes, to suggest an idea or two
with regard to this question ;—not to
preach a sermon, for the simple reason
that we have neither the right nor the in
clination to do that, but merely to set

down, in a few words, how the matter
strikes us. It is useless to exhort

people to be up and doing, unless you
make it quite clear what it is which they

ought to do. And you cannot make it
clear what they ought to do unless you
explain the reason why. The true remedy
is, rather, to study the situation calmly,
in a spirit of detachment ; to see how the

land lies ; to consider what it is, exactly,
that the coming of a Great Teacher means
in relation to our little, commonplace,
every-day lives ; and then to draw the

logical conclusions. We must see before
we can act. Given the necessary vision,
we have most of us the willingness to turn
it to account. What holds us inert is the

feeling that we are groping in the dark.

* * *

LET us begin, then, by putting forward
a proposition which is fairly obvious,

as soon as we begin to think about it—
and that is, that the coming of a Great
Teacher —although, considered as an out
ward event in history, it may be remark
able enough —must yet, in its inner force
and significance, be of a piece with the
whole fabric of the world's life. It is not
an invasion of something from without; it
is a bringing to the surface of something
from within. It is the externalising of
something deep down in the common
heart of Humanity. In so far as we have
what is called a " spiritual side " to our
natures, in so far as we are souls and not

merely bodies, we have within us already
that which will enable us to respond to
that event and which will give it any mean

ing that it can possibly have for us. In a

word, the coming of a Great Teacher is
not, ultimately, an event at all ; it is a

heightening of the whole world's inner
spiritual experience. The emphasis, in

thinking about it
,

should be laid on our
side of the equation. What is going to

matter, for the world, will be its response
■—not the mere fact of the Coming. For
those who, living at the time, do not per
ceive, it will be as though the event had
never happened. What, therefore, we
have to prepare ourselves for is not the
event itself, but our reaction upon the
event ; and the machinery (as one may say)
for this reaction we have within us
already. The practical problem is, how
to get this machinery into working order.
For, once we have put it right, we need
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not trouble ourselves about anything else.
The Coming may happen how it may, and
when it may ; but we shall be ready for it.
And our readiness will not consist in our
having marked and noted outward signs,
in our having studied the march of events
in the external world. It will consist in
the possession, within us, of a mechanism
which will, at the appropriate moment,
automatically respond. The readiness of
the eye to see, when one is shut in a dark
room, does not consist in knowing before
hand the exact moment at which a ray
of light is going to be flashed upon us ; it
consists in possessing an eye capable of

seeing. If the mechanism of the eye be

in a healthy condition, the moment is a
matter of complete indifference. So it is
with us, in relation to the Coming. We
all of us know, from our intuition and from
our reading of history, something of
what a Great Spiritual Teacher stands for
in the world, and must always stand for.
Our problem, so far as the period of wait
ing is concerned, is to be able, at a sudden
summons, to stand for the same things--
in a word, to respond.

WE have pressed this point at some

length, because it is the necessary
preliminary to all that follows. Once let
us get into our heads that it is not some

thing from without that we are waiting
for, but something from within, and the

whole question becomes simplified. Let
us cease to bother about the " event

"

aspect of the Coming and confine our at
tention to its aspect of a psychological re

sponse from our side; for, if we do this,
we shall see our way much more clearly.
Our problem will then become that of get
ting ourselves into such an attitude of
mind that, when the call comes, we shall
not have to make a sudden twist and turn,
in order to respond to it, but shall (to use
another metaphor) take the crisis in our
stride. It will, in that case, only mean
the intensification of something which we
ourselves have already set going; an ac
cession of energy along lines which we
have already opened up. It will be the
light flashing suddenly upon the healthy
and normally functioning eye.

BUT is this interpretation really
simple? Does it not, rather, drive the

whole problem down into the recesses of
an intricate psychology,? Is it not easier
to prepare for an event than for an atti
tude of mind? The answer is that, once
the whole problem has been converted into
one of attitude, the solution really becomes
so simple that many will put it aside purely
on account of its simplicity. All spiritual
things are simple ; that is why they are
so difficult to grasp and hold. In the
present instance, the attitude of mind
which will ensure immediate response to
the presence of any great Spiritual Being
suddenly appearing in our midst, is cap
able of such simple definition that it may
be introduced most fittingly by a number
of homely similes drawn from every-day
life.

ON any railway journey there arc the

hosts of travellers, each planning to

get to a certain destination, each interested
in his own concerns, each completely in
different as to the affairs of his fellow-
passengers ; and there are the engine-
drivers, the guards, the porters, whose
whole business it is to look after the

safety and the comfort of this eager
crowd. At any restaurant there are the

hungry customers, scanning the menu
with no indifferent eye, and each de

termined to get the best meal he can for
his money ; and all about the room dart
the silent waiters, wholly bent on minis
tering to the comfort and the caprices of
the diners, while belowstairs somewhere
are the cooks, all labouring invisibly for
the same end. In every town human

beings are hourly and daily expending
physical energy, in various ways, in pur
suit of their various ends ; while, in the
same town, ready to put things right if
they go wrong, are the doctors —utterly
detached from the personal aims and ob

jects in pursuit of which health has been

sacrificed, but ready, nevertheless, to place
their skill and experience at the disposal
of the sufferers. Life is full of these con
trasts. Surely the devotion of those who
serve their fellows in this wholehearted

way should be both touching and impres
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sive ! But alas! it is not. Why? For
one simple reason ; namely, that all these
people expect, and get, a reward for their
services. The railway servant gets his
salary, to which he adds whatever he can
lay hands on in the way of tips ; the waiter
at a restaurant is buoyed up, in the per
formance of his countless acts of service,

by the anticipation of what he is about to
receive; doctors, as a class, are not cele
brated for their indifference to fees. But
take away this element of payment and re

ward, and, in the twinkling of an eye,
the whole thing becomes transformed.
Imagine a railway service in which
porters, guards and engine-drivers
laboured, not for any reward, but simply
in order that the travelling public might
be safe and comfortable. Conceive a

restaurant where the waiters worked for
love alone. Picture a town supplied with
doctors, all of whom laboured, without
fee or payment, from disinterested solici
tude for the health of the community. The
thing becomes Utopian. Nay, more than
that, it becomes spiritual. And it is pre
cisely from a homely thought of this kind
that we can derive our truest conception
of the Spiritual Life.

* * *

THE spiritual man is the unpaid guard,
or porter, on the journey of life. He

is the unremunerated waiter at the feast of
life. He is the unfeed doctor who takes
upon himself to heal life's sufferings and

distempers. Like all these classes of
workers, he is detached from the interests
and pursuits of those whom he serves.
The porter serves the commercial traveller
who is anxious to get to Leeds; but he

himself has no interest in commercial
travelling, nor does he wish to journey to
that celebrated city. The waiter does not

participate in the variously attuned appe
tites of the diners ; and yet he ministers to
those appetites. The doctor does not
share in the ailments of his patients ; he is
there to cure them. So it is with the
spiritual man. In life's journey he is not
a traveller, but he serves travellers. At
life's feast he is not an eater, but he serves
eaters. Amid the suffering of the world,

he is concerned only to comfort and to
heal. Detachment with service; respon
sibility without implication ;— these are his
watchwords. Let us apply them to the

problem in hand.

# # *

\X7^ are asking what is that sovereign
™

» secret which will enable the most

ordinary man and woman to respond in

stinctively to the presence of a Great

Spiritual Teacher. The answer, the
almost obvious answer, is— let them be

come spiritual themselves. And this, in

the case of any man or woman, can be

translated into a simple injunction—
Detach yourself and serve. Whatever be

the station of life in which you move, you
have at all events some surroundings.
Detach yourself in spirit from them. Step
aside from the whirlpool of personal aims,

concentrations, interests and desires which

engulfs those who are around you ; and,

having stepped aside, serve these people
from without. Be like the porter, the

waiter, or the doctor ; you will have occa

sion for all these various figurative forms

of service. And, at the same time,

emulate the detachment of these servants

of the community. Having no interests of
your own, devote yourself to the interests
of those about you. Step outside the

whirligig of life and help from the quiet

place which will then be yours.

* * #

THIS, of course, is a high ideal, un

compromisingly expressed. But let

us compromise a little and bring it down

to a more ordinary level. All that is re

quired, to make a practical beginning, is

a slight heightening of the sense of respon
sibility. As things usually are, we are

almost wholly devoid of any real feeling
of responsibility for other people. Certain
responsibilities fate throws, of course,

upon us. But they are imposed upon us

from outside; we are largely negative, in

stead of positive, in our attitude towards
them, and we have no desire to enlarge
their circle. But supposing some mil

lionaire came to us and said :
" Look here,

I want to spend my money in a new

and more sensible way. I propose en
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dowing a new profession. I will pay you
a salary of five thousand a year if you
will make it your business to concentrate

upon the happiness and well-being of all

the people around you —not in the mass,

but as individuals. But you have got to

earn it. You must devote all your in

genuity to the task; you must be con

tinually on the alert to note the slightest
hint of any need or trouble; and I, for
my part, shall estimate your activities en

tirely by the results.
' ' With what eager

ness should we not, in that case, throw
ourselves into this fascinating profession !

How watchful, how studious of others we

should become ! How keen our percep
tion would grow ! How many barriers
should we not break down, in our anxiety
to do the thing thoroughly, which ordi
narily divide us from our fellows ! How
heightened, how continuous, would be the
new sense of responsibility !—Naturally, —
because of that five thousand a year. But
take away the five thousand, and you
have the truly spiritual life admirably and

concisely defined.

# * *

THE spiritual man is he who does all
these things, which any of us would

do in the imaginary circumstances just
mentioned, not for a material reward, but
out of the fulness of his heart. And yet,
even here, we must be careful about
words. It cannot be said that he has no
reward ; for the wisest of all ages have
ever insisted that out of unselfish service
alone can come the highest happiness.
None knows what true happiness is, say
the sages, until he has achieved that
greatest of all human blessings, " a heart
at leisure from itself." To have no per
sonal cares, to be concentrated wholly on
the welfare of others —this, we are always
told, is the supreme bliss. It is the
spiritual " five thousand a year," which is
the reward of service. Some have experi
enced this in its fulness ; others, who have
experimented with small beginnings, have
found it true enough to induce them to go
on. All can, in one way or another —even
in trifling ways —put it to the test. It will
almost certainly be found that, with
every deliberate detachment of in

terest from his personal affairs to
the affairs of others, there is a Sud
den heightening and enhancing of an
individual's life. Life is dull for most
of us for two simple reasons —lack of in
terest and lack of responsibility. It is
open to us to awaken the interest, and to
take upon ourselves the responsibility, by
a single simple act of will ; single, oecause
responsibility is only interest roused to the
point of action. All that we have to do
is to begin to " take notice," to open our
eyes, to look a little closer at the wonder
ful drama of variegated life which is going
on all around us. And when we have
done this we shall have taken the first
step in the spiritual life. From it will
come that " heightening of the sense of
responsibility," of which we have spoken
above; and there will only be a difference
of degree between this first awakening of
a new sense and its full exercise.

x * *

THE feeling which we have to culti
vate, in short, is one which may be

put roughly into the following words :
" I

have not been placed where I am, amid
these particular circumstances and condi
tions, in order to get anything out of them.
I am here on special duty. My business is
to keep a watchful eye on the people about
me, to give them a helping hand when they
need it

,

to study their natures in order to
be able the more easily to detect their
difficulties, and to do everything that I

can to make things smooth for them.
This is more than my business; it is the
object of a secret guild to which I belong.
Outwardly I look like anybody else. No
one would detect that I stand outside of
all this in my heart. But I do. Upon
my shoulders the sword has been laid,
which consecrates me to the spiritual life."
The more this conviction of a special mis
sion, of a secret obligation, can be culti
vated, the more living will become the
inner consciousness of responsibility, and
also the feeling of detachment. Haroun
Al Raschid masquerading as a beggar, the
detective moving in disguise among a

crowd, the angel ministering invisibly to
mortal suffering —many and varied are the
possible situations in which a conscious
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ness of detachment can be imagined ; and
the spiritual life, lived amid the ordinary
conditions of the world, includes all of
these. It is this kind of life which is open
to every member of the Order of the Star
in the East, by virtue of his membership,
no matter how dull or how apparently
cramping his circumstances may be. One
effort at detachment and service and the

dullness will become transfigured, the
sense of confinement changed to one of
freedom and fulness of life. For what
really made things dull was not the cir
cumstances themselves, but the looking
out upon those circumstances through the
pin-hole of the personal self.

* * *

THE change, as was remarked right
at the beginning, is an inner one ;

and it is, as was also remarked, a simple
one. Let us now come a little closer to
the problem, and try to understand what
is its supreme importance. The im
portance lies in two facts. The first is
that, when once this change has been

made, there remains only a difference of
degree between the person concerned and
the loftiest Being in the universe. The
attitude of both is the same. Both are
looking in the same direction. Detach
ment and Service is a formula which runs
right up to the loftiest reaches of the

gamut of existence. And so this single
little change of attitude at once puts the

heart of the aspirant into tune with what
ever is fair and noble in all the worlds.
The second fact is, that the moment he

contrives to effect this new envisaging of
life he enters unconsciously upon a vast
organised Order of things. Every Religion
hints at the existence of hosts of supernal
Beings whose life is devoted to the carry
ing out of the Divine Will. Occultism
knows that this is so. It knows also that
these hosts represent a mighty Organisa
tion, graded and sub-divided, and that it
extends from the loftiest heights of Being
right down into human life. At its lower
end that Organisation is entered by recog
nised stages. There are men and women
living to-day who have consciously en

tered it
,

passing through certain stages of
mystical experience. Its seal is on their

brows. But it has a periphery which ex

tends even beyond the level of these defi

nite probationary and initiatory steps.
That periphery extends far enough to in

clude all unselfish service, no matter how

humble or how faltering. Wherever and

whenever an unselfish act is done, or an

unselfish impulse followed, for the moment

that person comes into contact with that

mighty Organised life of service. Uncon
sciously he has become, for an instant, one

with the Will that creates and sustains the

worlds.
* * *

THAT

is the two-fold importance of
this change of attitude. Its action

is instantaneous and automatic. He may
only preserve the attitude for a fleeting
moment. But, for that moment, he has
contacted Reality ; he has expanded to the
infinities of'Being. Can we not see, now,
its bearing upon the coming of a Great
Spiritual Teacher, considered in its rela
tion to ordinary life?

* * *

FAR up in that organised Hierarchy
of World-Helpers, of which we have

been speaking, stands the Great Teacher
whose coming we expect. Mighty He is

beyond all our limited conceptions of
might. He is, as it were, one of the
Commanders-in-Chief of that Army. And
yet—and here is the important point-
that Army is one and indivisible. There
are greater Servants and lesser Servants,
but the service is one and the same. The
formula of allegiance does not vary with
the different ranks. It is Detachment and
Service throughout. Consequently, the

humblest man or woman who has taken
that formula as a watchword is, by that
very act, in contact with the Great
Teacher. On widely different levels, both
are doing the same work ; both are serving
the same Cause. Each is bound to each
by the strongest of all bonds, a common
Service. Can there be any doubt, there
fore, as to the recognition of the greater
by the lesser, when the time comes for that
Mighty One to appear in the world? Can
there be any doubt, too, that, of all ways
of passing the time which must intervene
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before that great event, that is the best
which will attune the waiting soul most
directly to the Spirit and work of the
Master?

♦ * *

THE answer, therefore, which a care
ful thinking over of the problem

would prompt us to give to our enquirer is

as follows : Do not trouble about " lines
of work," for these are external. Do not
seek to change your eivironment, for this
is your allotted sphere of action. Instead
of changing it

,

use it ; turn it to account.
Make it the experimental ground for a
change of attitude. Decide, if you are
strong enough, to step aside from it in
spirit, while remaining in it in body.
Cease to identify yourself with its
various energising forces. Look upon
yourself as placed there " on special
duty," as an outpost of that great Orga
nisation of World-Helpers, of which your
unselfish desire to serve makes you auto
matically a member. Be that Organisa
tion's representative in your own particu
lar sphere of life, and cherish the con
sciousness of this high mission in the
secret recesses of your heart. The more
strongly you embrace this idea of a special
mission, the more will your detachment
grow ; and the more detached you become
the greater will grow the interest and the

delight of an environment which, up till
then, you had thought both cramping and
dull. There is no environment in which
possibilities of service are not endless. For
service leads continually to new dis
coveries. New vistas open out. New
depths of meaning are revealed in what was
erstwhile without interest or significance.
For these, although they seem to be dis
coveries of your surroundings, are really
discoveries of yourself.

* * #

IF you do this, and really set your mind
to it, you are preparing much more

efficiently and directly for the coming of

the World-Teacher than you would be

were you to take upon yourself all kinds
of outer activities without the all-
important and necessary change of
heart. For when the Teacher comes He-

will endeavour to produce in the world,
in general, precisely this change of atti
tude which you have striven to produce
in yourself; and in this way you will have
done part of His work for Him. More
important still, you will be an instrument
ready attuned to His hand ; and He will
require many of such instruments to
spread His music through the world.
Most important of all, you will be knit to
Him by the supreme bond of community
of service. He is great and you are small :

but that does not matter. The other clay
when Marshal Foch drove through the
streets of London, to the cheers of a vast
multitude, we could not help thinking of
the inner link which united him to the
humblest soldier on duty in the streets
through which he passed. Any one of
those men might have said to him :

" You
commanded an army of millions ; I was
only a private in a certain company of a

certain regiment. But we are on the

same side and we both fought for the same
Cause : I in my place, you in yours. And
so I greet you as my brother-in-arms. "

That would have been a profound truth ;
and it is true of all Causes which involve
concerted action. It is true of the greatest
Cause of all. In the fight against
ignorance and wrong and stagnation,
against injustice and misery, against sel

fishness and indifference, all who partici
pate are brother-in-arms. They arc
bound together by a common Free
masonry. And that Freemasonry it is

which is destined to tell when the Great
Leader comes amongst us. He will know
His own, and they will know Him; and
the test will be, not " What great things
have you done in the eyes of men? "

but
" How did you acquit yourself in the sur
roundings amid which you were placed?

"



THE HINDU BELIEF IN
ETERNAL LIFE

By K. N. DAS GUPTA

[Hindus do not forget those who have passed behind the veil of death, but keep in touch with

their dear ones through the ceremonies of their religion, as Mr. Gupta explains to us. Not only
the newly dead, but his Father, Grandfather and Great-grandfather are helped by the subtle

action of the mantras and offerings in the Shraddha ceremonies performed by the eldest son.

(" The Hindu Advanced Text Book of Religion," Central Hindu College, Benares.) The

Great-grandfather is omitted when he reaches Heaven (Swarga), where prayers can no longer

help him, and he dwells therein with the Holy ones until the period of his next birth as a babe

on earth.]

EVERY
Hindu believes in a future

life and in a happier world, where
the good and virtuous go after
death. They live in hope of going

lu Swarga, the world of light and glad
ness and of eternal life, wherein there arc
no wars, no disease, no death.

It is an inborn belief among all Hindus,
high and low, rich and poor, tlvat the Soul
never dies, and doubt on this point never
enters their minds. Every year on the

anniversary of a death in a family the

nearest relative offers Pinda (rice cakes)
as food to the departed one. This cere
mony is known as annual Shraddha.
According to the Hindu conception, one

year with us corresponds lo one moment
of time in the abode of Brahma, where the

Soul resides after death. Besides this
annual ceremony, an orthodox Hindu
pours a libation of water in the name of
his departed relatives at the time ol his

daily bath. According to Hindu Law, the
one who is privileged to perform this
annual Shraddha ceremony inherits the

properly of the deceased.
This common belief in (he immortality

of the Soul is to be perceived in (he way of

expressing a man's death. Instead of say
ing " he died," "

he is dead," or "
he

breathed his last," a Hindu would say
"he left his body," " he obtained
Heaven " (Swarga), or "

he has gone to
Heaven. "

All Sacred Scriptures of the Hindus
agree on the doctrine of the immortality

of the Soul. At the time of the Shraddha
ceremony Slokas from the Bhugavad-
Gita —"

The Lord's Song
"—are recited

by the Brahmanas, and its teaching is

wrought into the very life of every Hindu,
man and woman, lettered and unlettered.

The Blessed Lord's immortal teaching
in the Gila to his friend and disciple
Arjuna is familiar to every Hindu from
his boyhood.

Just as (he Dweller in these [mines
I'uts on His childhood, youth and age.

So doth He clothe Himself afresh.
At this the wise are not distressed.

What is. can never cease to be.
That never w as cannot exist ;

This dual truth is plain to them
The essence part from accident.

Who think of Him as One who slays,
Or who believe that He is slain.

They both are steeped in ignorance ;

He slayeth not, nor is He slain.

He never enters birth, nor doth He die.
And having been, He cannot cease to be.

Eternal, primal, changeless and unburn.
He is not killed, though killed the body be.

Like to the man w ho casts off garments old,
And clothes himself in other raiment new.

So, loo, doth He. the Dweller in these frames.
Discard the old to live in bodies fresh.

The Vedic conception of Life after
Death is beautiful. Yama is the benefi
cent King of the future world, where the

good and virtuous go after their death.

Clothed in a glorious body, they sit by
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Yama in the realms of light and spark
ling waters, and enjoy endless felicity.

O Pavamana ! take mc to that deathless and
imperishable world where light dwells eternal,
and which is in Heaven. Flow, Indu, for Indra !

Make mc immortal in that realm where Yama
is King, where there are the gates of Heaven, and
th j waters are young and fresh. Flow. Indu for
Indra !

Make mc immortal in that realm where they
can wander as they list ; in the third sphere of
highest Heaven, which is full of light. Flow.
Indu. for Indra !

Make mc immortal in thai realm, where every
wish is satisfied ; the abode of I'radhama. where
there is joy and contentment. Flow, Indu, for
Indra! Rig Veda

A beautiful story on the subject of what

happens after death has been poetically
narrated in the Katha Upanishaid :

There was a poor and pious Brahmana,

by name Vajasrava, who gave away all
he possessed, hoping thereby to obtain a

place in Heaven. He had a son named
Nachiketas. When the gifts were

brought for presentation, a strong filial

anxiety seized the young man's heart, for
his father's cows were old, yielding no
milk, and quite worthless as gifts.
Surely, he thought, such useless presents
would never secure a place in Heaven for
his father. In order that there might be

some substantial return, he offered him
self as a sacrificial gift. This interference
on the part of the boy offended the father.
He kept silence at first; but, seeing
Nachiketas persistent, burst out in anger :

" To Death, then, I give thee !
"

No sooner had he realised what he had
said, than he repented his heedless utter
ance. But a Hindu's word once given
cannot be retracted. So his grief-stricken
father suffered him to go to the abode of
Death. But arriving there unsummoned,
Xachiketas could not find Yama (Death)
to give him welcome. He staved at the

door three days and nights without re

ceiving any attention. Yama, on his
return, was horrified to find Nachiketas all
un welcomed and without food, as a guest
should under no circumstances be dis

regarded. All is lost to him in whose
house a Brahmana waits unattended.

"Since thou." said Yama. "hast tarried fond
les* in inv louse for three days. I make repentant

salutation to thee, and beg thy forgiveness for
my sin. By way of recompense, O Brahmana.
ask me three boons for the three nights thou hast

passed at my gate."

One of the boons Nachiketas asked
was :

•' What happens to the soul after death ? There
is doubt. Some say that alter death the soul still
lives, some say it ends. Teach me which is
true."

" Nachiketas," said Death, " thou
hast spoken well, but press me not on
this question; it is too subtle; it is my
secret from all. Even Gods in the olden

days shared in such doubt. Fray set me

free from this. Ask for any other earthly
blessing which thy heart desires ; what
ever it may be I will bestow."

Lest his teaching should be wasted by
being imparted to an unworthy pupil,
Yama set about testing Nachiketas'
sincerity and strength, putting before
him various other temptations of earthly
happiness. But Nachiketas was per
sistent in his request to know the secret
which is the only means of deliverance.
Yama having been satisfied with the
youth's sincere desire for wisdom, finally
granted the third boon.

The answer given was in the affirma
tive : The soul survives after death, then
migrates into another body, the character
of which is determined by past deeds as

well as past thoughts ; and after few, or
many, lives is finally set free from the
wheel of birth and time by obtaining the

Divine Knowledge of Self.

Having learnt the wisdom imparted by
Yama, Nachiketas was freed from death.
So also will it be with all who obtain this
knowledge of the Self.

The doctrine of the Upanishads is that
all beings proceed from Brahman, and
merge in Him in the end. Each indivi
dual soul passes through a number of
shapes or incarnations, according to its

doings in this World, and at last mingles
with the Universal Soul. The Divine
elements which enter in at birth come
forth at death. The senses remain with
the departing soul when it leaves the

body, and return with it at rebirth.
The soul is the ruler of the senses, and
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all the functions of life depend upon it.

When the soul has left the body these
functions cease. Life does not proceed
from any of the vital functions, but from
something else different from them, upon
which it is founded. As one and the same
lire by its coming into contact with
various things becomes various, or as
water, though of one nature, appears of
many forms when in connection with
other forms, so appears the soul various
by its various relations. In all these rela
tions, however, the soul is not affected by
the imperfections of the things it contacts,
as the sun is not sullied by the defects of
the eye, in which it is reflected; for it is

not only within but also without the
creatures.

The progress of each soul through
\arious incarnations until it merges in
the Universal Soul is explained in many
legends and similes, one of which is given
below :

As a caterpillar, after having reached the end
of a blade of grass, and alter having made ano
ther approach to another blade, draws itself
together towards it ; thus docs the soul, alter
having thrown off his body and dispelled all
ignorance, and after making another approach to
another body, draws itself together towards it.

And as a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold
turns it into another newer and more beautiful
shape, so does the soul, alter having thrown oil
its body and dispelled all ignorance, makes it
self newer and mere beautiful shape.

tiriliadaranya.

Two very important points have been
deduced from the Upanishads and the
Bhagavad- Gita regarding the prc-
existencc and survival of soul :

1. Argument from Design. When
ever we find a contrivance we find some

one whose purpose it serves. A house,
for instance, is not built for its own sake,

but to meet the needs of someone who
wishes to live in it ; and all its details arc

so arranged as to satisfy his require
ments. The house anil its inhabitant are

disparate, and the destruction of the

house docs not necessarily imply the

destruction of the dweller. The same

applies to our body. Its various organs
are designed and perform their actions to

serve some particular end. The existence
of a body implies the existence of some

thing else. This something is the soul.

Apart from such independent entity, the

whole mechanism of the body would be

meaningless. The dissolution of the

botly does not as a matter of course mean

death to the soul. Rather desertion by
the soul would mean disintegration of the

body.
2. Argument from Karma. The re

sponsibility of the individual for his

actions is a deep conviction of the human
heart. If there were no such conviction
there would be absolute chaos in the
moral world. Hut in the narrow span of

our present life we cannot possibly reap
the fruit of all that we do. Nor can we,
so far as this life is concerned, be held

responsible for all the pain or pleasure
that may come to us. A single life is

too inadequate to account for all its
anomalies, and if the common belief in

moral responsibility is well founded, we

must admit not only the survival of the

soul, but also its pre-existencc.
K. N. D.\S CiUFTA



THE NEW DISPENSATION
THE RELIGION OF THE BRAHMO SAMAJ

% HARENDRA N. MAITRA

IN
these days of steamships, tele

graphs, and cinematographs, and of
the new fraternal interest in and
deeper understanding of our neigh

bours, which has naturally grown up side

by side with these marvels, the world
should know something of that great re

ligious movement which so deeply stirred
the Indian mind during the hundred
years of the last century. Founded by
the celebrated Rajah Rammohan Roy,
the Brahmo Samaj gave the initial im
petus needed to set going the great re

ligious awakening which is still taking
place in Tndia to-day.

It is one of the fundamental principles
of every religion that it

: takes to certain
particular forms and creeds. Hinduism

is no exception to this rule. But as

soon as ever these forms become the main
part of the religion, mighty ideals full of
new life are needed to save the believers
and to help the race forward. One
thinks of the words of Krishna, in the

Bhagavad Gita :

I produce myself among creatures, O Son of
Bharata. whenever there is a decline of virtue and
an insurrection of vice and injustice in the world :

and thus I incarnate from age to age for the
preservation of the just, the removal of sorrow,
and the establishment of joy upon earth.

This has always been the method of
progress in all our ideals and beliefs. The
Indians have been a religious people ever
since the dawn of history. Their minds
are deeply saturated with a religious con
viction which satisfies them more than
bread and butter, telephone and motor
car. Thus India has always been the

cradle of various philosophic, systems and
religions.

Before the founding of the great world-
movement known as the Brahmo Samaj,
India was deeply sunk in polytheism ;

various social evils were striking at the

very root of her ancient idealism ; and the
people were becoming more and more
materialistic. " Eat, drink, and be
merry

" had become very much the creed
of the educated few, and idolatry the

accepted religion of the masses. It be

came necessary, therefore, that the true
religion of the Vedas and the Upanishads
should be revived once again, and this
task was accomplished by Rajah Rammo
han Roy, who fully represented the in
telligence of his race, and who founded
the Hrahmo Samaj, the trust deed of
which was drawn up in the year 1830.

Since that day the religion of the
Brahmo Samaj has been simply that name
less and formless faith which is the per
ception of the continued presence of the
One God; its worship has been that wor
ship without language and without ritual,
which is more real and more beautiful
than any other sentiment of which human
nature is capable; and its sacrifice has not
been the sacrificing of flesh and blood, but
daily labour and ceaseless service in the

cause of humanity. Its members have
formed the nucleus of a universal brother
hood which has laid the foundation-stone
of the Future Religion. It was Keshub
Chandra Sen, of the Brahmo Samaj, who
made the following prophetic declaration
at the inauguration of the Parliament of
Religions in America :

The infallibility of established Churches has
been disputed ; and amidst the confusion and
perplexity of countless and multiplying sects, men
are anxiously looking forward to, and speculating
about, the probable Church of the Future, where
in they hope to find truth and peace. It is

therefore of great importance to theology to
harmonise such conflicting opinions and hopes,
and to determine, honestly and dispassionately,
where all religious movements will most likely
meet and unite in future ; so that the hearts and
minds of contending sects may be brought to
gether and made to pursue the common path
w hich leads to the future Church.
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With regard to what that path might be,

he continued.:

In common with all other nations and com
munities, we shall embrace the theistic worship,
creed, and gospel of the future Church ; we shall
acknowledge and adore the Holy One, accept the
love and service of God and man as our creed,
and put our firm faith in God's almighty grace as
the only means of our redemption. But we
shall do this in a strictly rational way. We shall
see that the future Church is not thrust upon us,

but that we independently and naturally grow
into it ; that it does not come to us a foreign
plant, but that it strikes its roots deep in the
national heart, draws its sap from national
resources, and develops itself with all the fresh
ness and vigour of indigenous growth. One
religion shall be acknowledged by all men. one
God shall be worshipped throughout the length
and breadth of the world, the same spirit of faith
and love shall pervade all hearts : all nations
shall dwell together in the Father's house, yet
each shall have its own peculiar free mode of
action. There shall, in short, be unity of spirit
hut diversity of forms, one body but different
limbs, one vast community with members labour
ing in different ways according to their respective
resources and peculiar tastes to advance their
common cause. Thus India shall sing the glory
hi the supreme Lord with Indian voice and with
Indian accompaniments, and so shall England
and America, and the various races and tribes and
nations of the world, with their own peculiar
voices and music, sing His glory ; but all their
different voices and peculiar modes of chanting
shall commingle in one sweet and swelling
chorus —one universal anthem proclaiming in
solemn and stirring notes, in the world below and
the heavens above, the Fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of man

This is indeed the true message ; this is,
in fact, the simple religion of the Brahmo
Samaj.

The Brahmo Samaj contains within it

certain rituals and ceremonies which are
world-w ide in character and significance.
The first essential in this great religion is

that one should strive for direct approach
to God. There is no mediation in the

sense in which the world understands it.

There have been many creeds which con
cerned themselves w ith mediatorship ; the
religion of the Brahmo Samaj speaks of
a living God and a living and direct re

lationship with Him in His various
aspects. This conception of direct re

lationship with God brought into the

Brahmo Samaj a current of inspiration
which infused a new atmosphere into the

religious ideajs of. the whole of India.

Such religious enthusiasm had been un
known since the days of Chaitanya in

Bengal and Kavir in the Panjab. Great
missionary gatherings were organised,
and many new fields of activity were
opened, with the result that the Brahmos
became the makers of a new India. They
turned their attention successively to re
ligion and politics, sociology and philo
sophy, science and literature, ever uplift
ing the imagination of their hearers to that
highest evolution of yoga and bhakta
which is the beginning as well as the final
fulfilment of all ideals. The world had
never witnessed such an ideal as was pro
claimed during the latter part of the nine
teenth century from Lily Cottage, Cal
cutta, by that Yogi of the New Age,
Keshub Chandra Sen.

We have heard much of yoga and
bhakta from various sources, and some of
us have come to think that a peculiar man
in a yellow robe is the type of the true
yogi and the true bhakti. But the world
is becoming tired of such misleading
mysticism. Gestures and postures are not
the essentials of religion, nor do they con
stitute the path of truth and righteous
ness. Let us attend to what Keshub
Chandra Sen says to his two disciples of
yoga and bhakta. To his disciple of yoga
he says :

O thou learner of yoga, know that true com
munion is not possible unless thou dost draw
within thyself wholly. Draw thy feet close with
in ; and thine ears, and thine eyes, and thy hands
also draw within thy soul. Thy feet, folded
away from the world without, must tread and
travel tar into the inner realm of thy being to
behold the formless temple of the spirit of God.
Thine eyes, sealed to all objects of sight and
sense, must reopen within thy soul, and there
penetrate deeply into the secrets of communion:
thine ears. O disciple, must be deaf to all sounds
around thee, intent only upon hearing the har
mony of the spirit world. Thine hands, inactive
in all other things, must busily work in serving
within the God of thy heart. Thus all thy senses,
nay. thy whole being, must be absorbed in the
profound contemplation of the object of thy
yoga. Yet, thou shalt not always tarry within
thyself. There must be the reverse process of
coining from within to the world outside. The
yogi who, bound hand and foot in his soul, ven
tures not to stray into the fair earth around him,
whose eves dare not look things in the face, is
w.ak and immature: he has but half accomplished
his task. Therefore thou shalt have to come out
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of thyself again into the world. But is it neces
sary for this that thou should' st turn thy back to
the G(xi of communion in the soul ? In reversing
the process of yo^a. must th >u als) reverse thine
attitude towards Him whom, self-contained, thou
hast seen ? No. Behold Him without and
behold Him within.

And to his bhakla disciple he says:
O learner of bhakla, know thou th:tt bhakla is

only the true and tender love of the soul. The
true, the good, the beautiful : these are the seed
truths of bhakta. These are the three sides of the
nature of the Deity : they produce three corre
sponding sentiments in man's soul, one alter
another, and the three sentiments in their turn
comprehend divine nature : a reverence for the
true, love for the good, and enthusiastic devotion
of inebriation in the beautiful. The real exercise
of bhakta, however, ranges between the good and
the beautiful. These two attributes of God form
the basis of bhakla, which grows upon them.
Affection or love is the commencement of bhakta,
enthusiasm is its maturity. Love is the infancy,
enthusiasm is the youth. But what of moral
purity ? Is there no morality on the ground of
bhakta * Nay ; true blink a is beyond the region
of morality or immorality. The bhnkli cannot be
sinful. It is unnecessary to say that he must be
holy. Now let us ask whence springs bhakla.
It springs from restlessness. Thou hast faith
in God. thou hast aith ul.y performed all the
religious exercises ; thou art good to thy neigh
bours, to thy kinsmen, true to all domestic and
social relations ; but the heart cries out in the
midst of these things, saving. " There is no rest
for me in this," therefore God sends forth the
dispensation of bhakla ; this is the reason of the
bhakla dispensation, and there is no other.

With the renewed emphasis of this prin
ciple the religion of the Brahmo Samaj
became the most popular religion of India.
Another distinctive principle of the

Brahmo Samaj is their belief in t he pro
phets, not merely as dead forms, but as
living characters. For this reason they
inculcate the principle of pilgrimage to the

great men of the world :

" Not by moving from land to land in quest ot
a sacred stream or mount," they say, "does a man
perform the real act of pilgrimage. No one
walking many miles, by bathing, or by the
offering of flowers or gold does a man fulfil the
object of real pilgrimage. He is a true pilgrim
who travels in spirit, and in search of the spirit
land ; who seeks lor the promised country
within the heart, where the true Vrindavan is,
and which Christ founded as the Kingdom of
Heaven. Our pilgrimage is to that land. We
must consent to have new relations, new institu
tions, new usages, new forms, new ideas, new
.mages, new sacrifices — in fact, we must be pre
pared for a New Dispensation.

Moses and Christ, Sakyamuni and Chait-
anya, and the Hindu Rishis : these are the

Deities of the places of their pilgrimage.

The New Dispensation of the Brahmo
Samaj gives to history a meaning, to the

action of Providence a consistency, to
quarrelling Churches a common bond, and
to successive dispensations a continuity.
It shows by marvellous synthesis how the
different colours of the rainbow are one in

the light of heaven. The New Dispensa
tion is the sweet music of diverse instru
ments played in harmony; a precious
necklace in which are strung together
rubies and pearls of all climes and ages; a

celestial court where around enthroned
divinity shine the lights of all the heavenly
saints and prophets; a mighty absorbent,
which absorbs all that is true and good
and beautiful in the objective world. It
will bring forth a New Man who will say :
"

Jesus is my will, Socrates my head,

Chaitanya and Kavir my heart, the Hindu
Rishig my soul, and all philanthropic
people my right hand." Thus shall he

proclaim the Fatherhood of (lod and the

Brotherhood of Man.
Harendra X. Maura



AN AMERICAN CODE OF
MORALS FOR CHILDREN

By ADELIA H. TAFFINDER

AST year a successful business
man in the United States offered
a prize of five thousand dollars for
a code of morals for children.

He explained that he believed that our
national character was inadequate to meet

the problems of the future. At this time
the United States had not entered the
war, but he felt that America's growing-
importance in the world's affairs must in

crease in their complexity.
Inspired with the desire to serve his

country, and requesting that his name be

kept secret, he authorised the National In
stitution for Moral Instruction to offer a

prize of $5,000, and to conduct a country
wide competition to obtain the desired
code. This National Institution has a

directorate chosen from all over the

country, and headquarters in Washington,
U.C.

The executive committee for this con
test included Philander I'. Claxton, United
Slates Commissioner of Education ; Wil-
land S. Small, Principal of Eastern High
School; H. C. Ruediger, Dean of the

Teachers' College, George Washington
University ; and Miss Merrill, a teacher
of W estern High School, all of Washing
ton, D.C.

Fifty-two codes were submitted. The
contest extended from Washington's
birthday, 1916, until Washington's birth
day, 1917. There were seventy original
competitors — at least one from every State
in the Union.

It took a year for three judges of
national reputation to decide the contest.
Prof. George Trumbull Ladd of Yale
University, the Chairman, represented
general scholarship in ethics and the social
sciences; Associate Justice Mahlon Pit
ney, of the Supreme Court of the United
States, interpreted the Constitution and
the broad legal history of the nation; and

Mr. Philip N. Moore, of St. Louis, Mo.,
president of the National Council of
Women.

The winner of the splendid prize is Mr.
William J. Hutchins, Professor of Homi-
letics at Oberlin Theological Seminary,
Ohio. He was ordained to the Presby

terian ministry in 1896.

The following is the Code of Morals for
Children, which The American Magazine
for April published and was privileged to
make the first announcement to Mr.
Hutchins, to the other contestants, and to
the public of the result of the contest :

THE CHILDREN'S CODE
Boys and girls who are good Americans

try to become strong and useful, that our
country may become ever greater and
better. Therefore they obey the laws of
right living which the best Americans have
always obeyed.

The first law is the Law of Health.

The Goon American Tries to Gain and
to Keep Perfect Health

The welfare of our country depends
upon those who try to be physically fit for
their daily work. Therefore :

1. I will keep my clothes, my body
and my mind clean.

2. I will avoid those habits which
would harm me, and will make and
never break those habits which will
help me.

3. I will try to take such food, sleep
and exercise as will keep me in perfect
health.

The second law is the Law of Self-
Control.

The Goon Americ an Controls Himself
Those who best control themselves can

best serve their country.
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1. I will control my tongue, and will
not allow it to speak mean, vulgar or
profane words.

2. I will control my temper, and will
not get angry when people or things dis

please me.

3. I will control my thoughts, and
will not allow a foolish wish to spoil a

wise purpose.

The third law is the Law of Self-
Reliunce.

The Good American is Self-Rei.iant
Self-conceit is silly, but self-reliance is

necessary to boys and girls who would be

strong and useful.
1. I will gladly listen to the advice of

older and wiser people, but 1 will learn
lo think for mvself, choose for myself,
act for myself.

2. I will not be afraid of being
laughed at.

3. I will not be afraid of doing right
when the crowd does wrong.

The fourth law is the law of Reliability.
The Good American is Reliable

Our country grows great and good as
her citizens are able more fully to trust
each other. Therefore :

1. I will be honest, in word and in
act. I will not lie, sneak, or pretend,
nor will I keep the truth from thoso
who have a right to it.

2. I will not do wrong in the hope of
not being found out. I cannot hide the
truth from myself and cannot often hide
it from others.

3. I will not take without permission
what does not belong to me.

4. I will do promptly what I have
promised to do. If I have made a

foolish promise, I will at once confess
my mistake, and I will try to make good
any harm which my mistake may have
caused. I will so speak and act that
people will find it easier to trust each
other.

The fifth law is the Law of Clean
Play.

The Goon American Pi.ays Fair
("lean play increases and trains one's

strength, and helps one to be more useful
to one's country. Therefore :

1. I will not cheat, nor will I play for
keeps or for money. If I should not

play fair, the loser would lose the fun of
(he game, the winner would lose his seif-

respect, and the game itself would be
come a mean and often cruel business.

2. 1 will treat my opponent with
politeness.

3. If I play in a group game, I will
play, not for my own glory, but for the
success of my team and the fun of the

game.
4. I will be a good loser or a generous

winner.

The sixth law is
. the Law o
f Duty.

The Goon American Does His Duty

The shirker or the willing idler lives
upon the labour of others, burdens others
with the work which he ought to do him
self. He harms his fellow-citizens, and
so harms his country.

1
. I will try to find out what my duty

is, what I ought to do, and mv duty I

will do, whether it is easy or hard.
What I ought to do 1 can do.

The seventh law is the Law o
f Good

Workmanship.

The Goon American Tries to do the
Right Thing in the Right Way

The welfare of our country depends
upon those wrho have learned to do in the

right way the things that ought to be

done. Therefore :

1. I will get the best possible educa
tion, and learn all that I can from those
who have learned to do the right thing
in the right way.

2
.

I will take an interest in my work,
and will not be satisfied with slip-shod
and merely passable work. A wheel or

a rail or a nail carelessly made may
cause the death of hundreds.

3
.

I will try to do the right thing in

the right way, even when no one else
sees or praises me. But when I have
done my best, I will not envy those who
have done better, or have received larger
reward. Envy spoils the work and the
worker,
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The eighth law is the Law of Team-

Work.

The Good American Works in Friendly
Co-operation with His Fellow-

Workers
One man alone could not build a city or

a great railroad. One man alone would
find it hard to build a house or a bridge.
That 1 may have bread, men have sowed
and reaped, men have made plows and
threshers, men have built mills and miaed
coal, men have made stoves and kept
stores. As we learn better how to work
together, the welfare of our country is
advanced.

1. In whatever work I do with others,
1 will do my part and will help others
do their part.

2. I will keep in order the things
which 1 use in my work. When things
are out of place, they are often in the
way, and sometimes they are hard to
find. Disorder means confusion, and
the waste of time and patience.

3. In all my work with others, I will
be cheerful. Cheerlessness depresses
all the workers and injures all thi>

work.
4. When I have received money for

my work, I will be neither a miser nor a

spendthrift. I will save or spend as
one of the friendly workers of America.

The ninth law is the Law of Kindness.

The Good American is Kind
In America those who are of different

races, colours and conditions must live to
gether. We are of many different sorts,
but we are one great people. livery un-
kindness hurts the common life, every
kindness helps the common life. There
fore :

1. 1 will be kind in all my thoughts.
I will bear no spites or grudges. I will
not think mvself above any other girl
or boy just because I am of a different
race or colour or condition. I will
never despise anybody.

2. I will be kind in all my speech.
J will not gossip nor will I speak un-

kindly of anyone. Words may wound
or heal.

3. I will be kind in all my acts. I
will not selfishly insist on having my
own way. I will always be polite.
Rude people are not good Americans.
I will not trouble unnecessarily those
who do work for me. I will do my best

to prevent cruelty, and will give my
best to help those who need it most.

The tenth law is the Iaiw of Loyalty.

The Good Americ an is Loyal

If our America is to become ever greater
and better, her citizens must be loyal, de

votedly faithful, in every relation of life.
1. 1 will be loyal to mv familv. In

loyalty I will gladly obey my parents or
those who are in their place. I will do
my best to help each member of my
family to strength and usefulness.

2. I will be loyal to mv school. In
loyalty I will obey and help other pupils
to obey those rules which further the
good of all.

3. I will be loyal to my town, my
Slate, my country. In loyalty I will
respect and help others to respect their
laws and their courts of justice.

4. I will be loyal to humanity. In
loyalty I will do my best to help the

friendly relations of our country with
every other country, and to give to
everyone in every land the best possible
chance.

If I try simply to be loyal to my
family, 1 may be disloyal to my school
If I try simply to be loyal to my school,
I may be disloyal to my town, my
State and my country. II I try simply
to be loyal to my town, State and
country, I may be disloyal to
humanity. I will try above all things
else to be loyal to humanity ; then I

shall surely be loyal to my country,
my State and my town, to my school
and to my family.

And he who ohevs the law of lovaltv
obeys all the other nine laws of the Good
A merican.

Apf.ua H. Taifinder



RECONSTRUCTION IN
MEDICINE

By G. COLMORE

RECONSTRUCTION

implies
overthrow : it means that the

thing to be built anew, whether

it be a system, a building, or an

ideal, must first be destroyed.
There are two reasons for the destruc

tion of systems or of objects : one is that,

originally sound and in harmony with their

environment, they become outworn and

cease to fulfil the purpose for which they

were created : the other is that they have

been reared on a false foundation and have

been defective from the start.

The science of medicine in the West
must be placed in the latter category.

Subject to perpetual reconstruction, the re

construction has never been complete, as

the destruction has never been entire; but

partial only, as theory after theory, cure

after cure, has been discarded, and fresh

remedies and hypotheses have been sub

stituted, relied on, and in their turn found

wanting. The parts have been changed,

but the foundation has remained, and the

foundation is false. In this foundation

the art of healing has little, if any, part;
its place is taken by the investigation of

disease; the pursuit of knowledge is its

chief corner-stone, as the attainment of

knowledge is the paramount ambition of
the builders, their darling aim.

It is not contended that knowledge is

other than good, the desire for knowledge

other than a noble desire, but only that

when the good of knowledge is regarded

as the supreme good, when it is pursued to

the exclusion of every consideration which
would appear to bar its advance, its light
is changed from a beacon to a lure, and

those who follow that light are beguiled

from the truth.
That knowledge is acclaimed by medical

science as the supreme good is not in dis

pute. That scientific curiosity is of more

value than aught else to a community is

affirmed by one of the high priests of the

medical-scientific faith. Professor Star
ling told the Royal Commission on Vivi
section that "It is the greatest asset

which a nation can have to have amongst
itself a number of men with this mere

curiosity, men who will put everything
second to the advancement of know
ledge." The desire to know is thus as

serted to be the highest of all desires, and

must be furthered at all costs. And at

all costs it has been furthered. Chivalry,
mercy, pity, these have been thrust aside
when the choice has been between them
and the acquisition of knowledge ; suffer

ing has counted for little, pain has been

induced in order to provide material for

study ; in the dumb world of animals, in

the helpless world of hospitals and

asylums, human and sub-human beings, at

the mercy of this mere curiosity, have met

with no mercy.

Like all bad systems, the existing
system of medical research endures by
reason of the support of good people.
There could be no evil, no established,

corporate evil, unless the majority of re

spectable people backed it up. In ignor
ance, in thoughtlessness, in a faith not so

much blind as slothful, the unco' guid
support iniquities which, if supported only
by the iniquitous, would soon be stamped
out. Not conscience only, but custom,
makes cowards of us all, and an estab
lished system, by the mere fact of its
establishment, so clouds the perception of

men as to warp their judgment and bring
their attitude into sympathy with itself.
Good men, noble men, honest and unsel
fish men, within and without the profes
sion, support, believe in and admire the

present methods of studying and prac
tising medicine. They have been born

into the system, brought up in it, in the

case of medical men, trained in its
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methods, .saturated with its dogma,
imbued with its ideas. With the most
excellent intentions and the sincerest
motives, men and women, doctors, nurses,
scientists, open their hearts and their
minds to the iniquities of the system,
sayings in attitude what they would
repudiate in speech :

" Evil be thou
my good."

At this moment the evil appears to the
medical profession and to the vast bulk
of the laity to be very good indeed.
Plaudits there are on all sides from the

public, and a paean of triumph is sung by
the scientists over the services rendered,
the results achieved, during the war; and
the unselfishness and devotion of the
doctors is acclaimed as being as fully part
of the medical system as are the methods
of the laboratory and the practices which
proceed from them. All honour to un
selfishness and devotion ; nevertheless an
unselfish and devoted man may give you
a cup of poison with the best and purest
of intentions if he honestly believes the
poison to be nectar.

As to the great diminution of disease in
this last war as compared with other wars,
what are the facts? The facts are that
never in any war was sanitation so care
fully attended to, that never was food so

good and so plentiful, that never were
nursing arrangements so complete, and
that the chief means employed to combat
disease has been inoculation. To inocu
lation the medical scientists and their
followers ascribe the good results." Look," they say, and thousands say it
after them, " what inoculation has
done !

"
meaning that it claims for its own

all cases of recovery and freedom from
disease and has no part or lot in the
failures.

It is not the purpose of this paper to
frame an argument by results, to combat
statistics with counter statistics, or to cite
case after case in which inoculation has
not prevented but has preceded disease or
been followed by death. These things are
easy to do, but they lead nowhere ; for
still, when a man has remained healthy
or has recovered from illness, the disciples
of the system will maintain that his re

covery or his health is due to inoculation,

and when he has fallen ill or died or done
both, will assert that the injections were
given too late or in insufficient quantity.
To two facts only, out of very many, I
would call attention, and they are big, cor
porate facts, not individual cases. The
first is that in Mesopotamia there was an

ample supply of vaccines, and inoculation
was in full swing; but food, water and
sanitation were deficient ; and in Meso
potamia men died like flies, and died from
the very diseases against which they were
inoculated. The same thing is true of
Gallipoli. The second fact is the great
mortality amongst soldiers in the in
fluenza epidemic : they have succumbed as

men succumb whose powers of resistance
have been weakened by the presence of
deleterious agents in the blood.

These are points to be considered, but

they are not my main point, though they
bear upon it. My main point is, that we
are faced, under the Ministry of Health
Bill—a Bill excellent in many respects —
with the prospect of a medical autocracy ;

that the menace of this autocracy lies in

the direction of compulsory inoculation, or
compulsory anything else that the auto
cracy may adopt, and the introduction,
already provided for, of vivisectional ex

periments in the schools ; and that the
medical profession, dominated as it is by
the present system, is not fit to be en

trusted with plenary powers. And ihe
point of my point, if I may so put it
,

is

that the system is founded on false prin
ciples, accepts a false morality, ignores,
in the very search for them, the laws of
nature, and, in exalting the advancement
of knowledge above all else, breaks the

fundamental law of the universe, the law
of the creative force of love, without the

observance of which there can be no real
knowledge, no full understanding.

And real knowledge, true understand
ing, elude still the grasp of those who
by means of the present methods of re
search pursue them ; even the followers of
the system admit the system's failure. At
the great Congress of Physiologists held
in Vienna in 1910, Professor Charles
Richet said it was truly extraordinary that
for sixteen hundred years all physicians,
all physiologists, had remained bound in
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the shackles of the incomprehensible error
of the four cardinal humours. Professor
Matthew, in " How to Succeed in the
Practice of Medicine," says :

" Theories
that were prominent facts in medicine a

decade ago, are to-day ignored, and facts
of to-day may, in another decade, be pro
nounced mere theories." And in the
British Medical Journal, the leading organ
of the present system, the following words
are contained in a leading article :

" Reme
dies and modes of treatment .... have
their little day and cease to be. Back
numbers are graveyards of dead theories,
nf which the various forms of quackery
that survive are the ghosts."

Why, in the face of this testimony and
of the incontrovertible evidence of the

past, should the country be subjected to

a despotism which will burden it with
every mistake which medical fashion
adopts or the latest scientific craze de

crees? For the mistakes will go on till
in medicine there is reconstruction ; a true,
radical reconstruction ; and this cannot be

unless the fabric is destroyed and a new
foundation is laid. The knowledge
gained by wrong means, if true at all, is
only partly true, is misleading and leads
to error after error. Can men gather
grapes of thorns or figs of thistles? We

know they cannot, nor from corruption
reap incorruption ; and humanity will
never be benefited by a system which pei-
mits and pursues that which is an im

pregnable bar to humanity's progress, ihc
exploitation of the weak by the strong.
Specious may be its promises, bold its
claims, dazzling the apparent results of its

passing phases ; but the goal of humanity
is a spiritual goal, any veiling of it by the

interposing of lower aims, material gains,
delays humanity in its march ; and, as the
greater contains the less and not the less
the greater, only as we allow the laws
of the higher shall we know-, understand,
and be able to apply the laws of the lower.

In many directions reconstruction is
needed ; in none more than in this. In
many directions its supporters are legion ;

in this they are but few. In many
directions public sympathy is enlisted
in its favour ; in this it has in a great
measure to be awakened. All the more
need to work, to instruct, to stand.
There is no religion higher than truth, nor
is there any knowledge apart from truth
save the knowledge that passeth away.
Love alone at last pierces the mysteries of
being, sees face to face ; and whoso would
reach that highest understanding must
follow, not violate, the laws of love.

G. Colmoke

CHRISTMAS DAY 1918

1 saw a vision in the upper world :

Above the surge of mortal toil and strife
There rose the powers distilled from death and life

Into a glorious blossom, fresh uncurled,
Its heart love-lighted and its petals pearled

With tears of millions, shed for Liberty :

And a Voice said : The Flower of Peace-to-be
Is sign of what the Age-to-come holds furled ;

So, take, O world of men, this Christ-birth-tide,
Cod's gift of Peace on earth, and build anew

Upon the noble roots of what ye are,
And have been, World's Peace ; no foundation wide

As Brotherhood, and strong as Love, build true ;

And Light shall fail you not, for lo ! the Star.
Evelyn G. Pierce



CITIZEN HOUSE, BATH
By C. M. de REYES, M.A.

A GREAT increase of Settlements
or Centres of Social Work has
taken place during the last
twenty years. These have

mainly formed centres for training in

social work, usually connected with
Universities, and as such have been

developed for definite research and
experimental purposes.

Citizen House differs from these in

having no such basis. It endeavours to

approximate more closely to the original
ideal of Toynbee Hall : that of a group
of people who endeavour to share their
citizenship and life with those of a poorer
neighbourhood. And this not from any
desire to do good or to experiment upon
human life, but rather because there is,
in the close proximity of poverty and in

the heart of a city, a warmth, a variety
and a beauty of work and friendship
wholly unknown save to those who live
in its midst. Citizen House began with
three residents, and with one funda
mental idea—that those who possessed the

gifts of education, art, and wealth should
share a common life and citizenship with
those to whom such things were un

known. At the same time, the residents
were clearly to receive as much as they
gave. For the very poverty of the neigh
bourhood brought a singleness of pur
pose, a sincerity and an understanding
of life which would ever keep the ideal
of a common life true to its centre and
prevent that philanthropic attitude and
social dalliance which has so greatly in
jured genuine work during this century.

During the five years in which Citizen
House has been established the number
of residents increased to fourteen, to

gether with some hundred workers in

various departments.
The house itself was an old tenement

building originally constructed by the

famous architect Wood in 1720, but with
all its architectural beauties smothered
under a deadening coat of drab brown

paint. The process of restoration has
been largely the work of the residents,

and now the house forms one of the most

interesting specimens of early 18th-cen

tury architecture in Bath. The grand
old staircase, the fine diamond writing
and sonnets on the windows, the powder
closets and panelled rooms frequently
call forth the admiration of the many
archaeologists who visit it.

Adjoining premises have been added

as the work extended, until now the

building forms a large square. One side,

preserving its old moulded facade, fronts
the garden of a little square and is

strangely similar to parts of old Oxford,
a second side is divided only by a narrow
street from the slum : houses which slope
down to the river and which have been

fitly described by the present Prime
Minister as the " worst in England. " A

third side faces the traffic of the cheap
shopping street of the city, and the
fourth side looks directly over the old
Roman Baths and the embroidered tower
of the Abbey.

The work of Citizen House is as varied
as its surroundings. On the ground
floor is found the office of the Guild of
Social Welfare. This is a place of en

quiry for all. To it come the poor with
their difficulties, the woman who wants
convalescent treatment for her child, the
soldier's wife who cannot obtain her al
lotment, the man with legal difficulties,

the fashionable visitor who requires \
" little light war-work "; as far as pos
sible each requirement is granted with a

view to the permanent good of the indi
vidual, or if it lies outside the scope of
the Guild's powers, the applicant is put
in the best and speediest way of obtain
ing it.

From noon to 2 p.m. daily the large
cafe and club rooms in Westgate are
thrown open as a National Restaurant,

and some thousand portions are served
in this lime. All food is as varied and
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appetising as possible and includes hot
joints, soups, vegetables, entrees, vege
tarian dishes and puddings. Cost price
alone is charged, together with a 25 per
cent, increase to include wages of pro
fessional cooks, gas, service and rent.
There is, therefore, no element either of
charity or of profiteering, and people of
all occupations frequent the restaurant
A special department has been made for
children's meals, where halfpenny and
penny portions of porridge and treacle,
gravy, soup, rice, and custard, vegeta
bles and puddings, find long waiting
queues of little customers. The import
ance of child-health to the nation must
be apparent to all, and yet at the same
time the country is sadly negligent with
regard to that coming generation which
alone constitutes its real wealth ; little is

done to provide children with the hot,
nourishing meals that the limited rations
and inadequate home cooking cannot
supply.

In many cases the widowed or war-
working mothers are out all day and the
children are left to shift for themselves.
Underfed and undermined in constitution,
it is small wonder that, before the blast
of an epidemic, the children are swept
away like leaves, and the figures of child
mortality constitute a permanent censure
to any civilised country. That a chil
dren's restaurant may fill a great need
and become intensely popular has been

shown at Citizen House. From six ad
venturous customers on the first day, the
number rose to two hundred within a

week, and is still increasing. The present
accommodation has become utterly in

adequate, the children having to wait
their turn to enter in long queues out
side ; and an effort is being made to raise
funds, among all those who have the
nation's welfare at heart, to equip larger
premises.

As soon as the dinner rush is over the

afternoon staff of helpers arrive, and
from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. the New Empire
Club (as the men's section of Citizen
House is called) is open to provide teas

and suppers, as well as recreation, read
ing and writing rooms to all members of
H.M. Forces and discharged men. In

a very true sense the men speak of their
club as

" home," and when during the
winter months a number of troops are
billeted in the city over a thousand men
frequent the club nightly. Through the
dense khaki throng in the cafe, smiling
helpers, gaily clad in the bright check
overall which is the club waitresses' uni
form, thread their way, bearing the
steaming dishes which earn the highest
praise when they are called "

nigh as

good as my mother makes me at home."
The skittle alley, quoits, billiard tables,

pianos, punching balls, have all their
crowded circle of players, while a strange
contrast is found in the silence rooms,
where the quiet, tense rows of men are
all "writing home." On the top fhxjr

of the building the constant sharp report
of a ritle shows that a match is being
held in the rifle-range, and that all are
eager to compete in the weekly challenge
competition, when the winner will proudly
carry off a silver spoon as token of his
prowess. Then comes the central attrac
tion, the entertainment in the little
theatre, where every evening from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. a play or concert is given.
Professional and local talent mingles
with the hugely-applauded efforts of an
honest Tommy, whose repertoire ranges
from a song of "

'Igh Life," depicting
in the most vivid language the not too
exemplary life of the gentleman con
cerned, to "A little child shall lead them."
But the innate sense of justice in the
British soldier never fails, and every turn
receives its hearty meed of applause. At
10 p.m. those who have not to hasten
home beneath the many-eyed vigilance
of the Military Police " turn in at
home." The long dormitories, provided
with that greatest treat to a soldier-man
—mattresses and sheets—are soon full
of cheerful occupants. The nightly
pillow-fight takes place across the pros
trate form of the unfortunate gentleman
who said that he wished to go to sleep ;

others, deploring the lack of public
dances, seize the mattress and execute
nimble steps with their uninspiring part
ner to the tune of " Won't you come and
dance with me? " Till at last sleep in

tervenes, and the club steward adroitly
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seizes the right moment for " lights
out."

But during' the evening in an adjacent
street the Citizen's House Girls' Club
has also been hard at work and pleasure

At 6 p.m. arrive a merry tumbling
troop of junior members, children of
those Bath men who have joined the

First Expeditionary Force, and whose
harassed, anxious mothers are only too
glad to feel that they can send them "

up
to club " for a couple of hours' happy
recreation away from the dangers of the

streets. Whole families of all sorts and
sizes besiege the door of the children's
playroom and library, which forms a

veritable wonderland to the children who
know no beauty and have no toys.

The gift of a gentleman who had tra
velled largely in America, the playroom
is a model of those specially designed
for children in all big cities of the States.
Bookshelves of white enamel, crowded
with tales of adventure and fairy, full of
vivid illustrations, and yet arranged
close enough to the ground for the small
est arm to explore, little desks and
brightly-painted tables, toys of all coun
tries, and giant rocking-horses complete
this new world of thought which can
only be greeted with gasps by the new
comer. Scattered over the floor are little
groups with their favourite toys, and a

bunch of babies, too small to read, are
listening to a fairy-tale from the kindly
lips of the Lady Librarian and making it
" for real "

by acting all the adventures
themselves, livery week a library book
is taken home and eagerly devoured. No
brown-paper covers damp the glory of
the outside cover, for each child is
responsible for bringing the book back
in a clean and good condition. The fact
that the demand is almost wholly for
fairy-tales shows how colour and design
call forth the child's imagination, and
that at the beginning of life at any rate,
poet, mysticism, and beauty form the

great reality.
When two hours later the babies are

sent home, there comes the great rush
of girls from work. Their ages range
from 14 to 30. Business and factory
girls work and play side by side, for

their whole interests are centred in the

club which is open to them every even
ing. First there is an hour's work. A
Swedish Drill or Country Dance prac
tice, a nursing or millinery class — some
are having a choir practice, while others
are cooking appetising dishes to take
back as a little surprise supper for those
at home. The championship teams are

busy working up for the annual compe
titions of the Association of Girls' Clubs,
to win back once more the formidable
challenge shields which crowd the club-
room walls.

The many club-rooms are full with the

throngs of gay, light-hearted girls who
are learning the delights of real recrea
tion. Half an hour's singing and danc
ing will unite all in the big hall at the

close of the classes and the old grey
alleys round Citizen House re-echo with
laughter and good-nights as they reluc
tantly leave the club-house at 9.30
p.m.

The remaining feature of Citizen
House is its Art Centre. The celebration
of the great religious and national festi
vals in the form of dramatic representa
tions has done much to arouse interest
in this Centre, where every detail of the

plays is planned and constructed.
The formation of the plays is based on

the old Miracle and Mystery representa
tions. All action and gesture is of the

simplest, every scene is chosen to con
vey the one unity of thought and expres
sion, and to this a complete music and
colour harmony is united. These repre
sentations are given some six times a

year in the little theatre of Citizen
House, which has been constructed in

the simplest manner, to fall well within
the scope of every club and school.

During the summer months they are
given on a roof-garden, converted from
a neighbouring factory and made gay
with flowers and little Noah's Ark trees.
No irrelevant cardboard scenery or fur
niture is allowed. A set of curtains gives
the one dominant colour note for each

scene, the lighting is diffused, every
thing that is placed upon the stage is

chosen for its intrinsic meaning and

beauty.
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In this way a simple and direct appeal

is made to every member of the audience.
The players are the people of the neigh
bourhood, who have not been trained
in the tags of so-called stage-acting,
who have no education to help them, but
who are, nevertheless, actuated by a

high idealism which renders all their
work convincing and sincere.

Many of the Citizen House plays are
now being given in various parts of the
country, and attempts have been made to
transfer the players to a wider sphere,
but it is probable that little would be

gained by this. The products are essen
tially " native to their soil," and in
transplanting them much of their original
simplicity would possibly be lost.

A keen and live branch of the
Workers' Educational Association,
equipped with lending library and lecture
rooms, is also to be found at Citizen
House. This aims at providing a ladder
from the Elementary School to the Uni
versity in a very real sense. The Asso
ciation is open to all adult men and
women on the payment of a nominal fee

of one shilling a year, excellent tutorial
classes and lectures are given by Pro
fessors of the Universities of Oxford

and of Bristol, while big open meetings
are organised monthly for the discussion
of economic, philosophic, and social

problems.
In addition, various literary, social

and dramatic clubs have their centre and
conduct their meetings at Citizen House,
which is open to all avenues of thought
on a non-political and undenominational
basis, and welcomes all progressive
societies to its midst.

The question
" What is Citizen

House? " has often been asked, be

cause the institution does not con
form to any recognised type or follow
a pre-conceived settlement plan ; and
the answer lies in the fact that no
systematic regulation of human life
is possible, and that institution can
only succeed which is based on a con
stant readjustment to the needs both of
the time and of the neighbourhood.
Citizen House is, therefore, only the ex
pression of a passionate desire to unite
art with matter, love and sympathy with
human failure and misunderstanding,
idealism with the commonest facts of
everyday life and, above all, to create
a new interpretation of the sense of
citizenship.

C. M. de Reyes

THE INNER VOICE

PEACE,
Peace, thou turbulent child

in my soul,
Why all this inward strife?

All of Reality that is here to-day
Will be to-morrow, was in the ages past.

Let the rest go, break from the beaten

way
Of impulse and carefulness. Life is so

vast.
Only let Self be quiet —

Have faith—you shall be whole.
" You shall be whole "

say I?
Nay, you are whole, whole and re

deemed —

The innermost You that dwelleth so

secretly still.

Yet on the surface the waters are
troubled —Oh, why,

Little child soul (remembering what you
have dreamed)

Do you doubt for a moment the wisdom
of Infinite Love?

Only surrender Self to the Eternal Will,
Rise on the wings of believing and hover

above
Your tinted earth toys, viewing them from

the height
Of the Spirit's deliverance. So you shall

find your delight
In the Realm of Reality — you shall be

utterly whole.
Therefore, peace, thou turbulent child in

my soul.
Phyllis M. James



THE PLAY-CENTRE
A DESCRIPTION OF A PLAY-CENTRE AT BRADFORD

By N. M. PARKIN

MUCH
has been spoken and writ

ten during the last decade of a

newer and better world for the

children, in the endeavour to

provide for them a brighter and happier
heritage than that of their predecessors.
Child welfare, higher ideals of education,

problems of adolescence, arc branches of
service in which the workers on the chil
dren's behalf have laboured in the past,
oft-times with little apparent success,
amidst a goodly harvest of adverse criti
cism. Notwithstanding, the Dawn of a

New Era, which is even now with us,

brings in its train a better and brighter
outlook for the children, a better under

standing of their rights and privileges,
such as our present civilisation has not
known.

On behalf of the child-life of the slum
areas of our great cities, I submit the fol-
fowing short account of what has come
to be generally spoken of as the Play-
Centre Movement —humble enough, and
even crude perhaps in its begin
nings, but destined, I trust, to

grow into such an organisation as

will bring happiness, light, and love
into the child-life of the future. For these
children of the poor have known so very
little of the joys of childhood. Surrounded

by the hideous environment of a great in

dustrial system, deprived in many cases
by extreme poverty of the barest necessi
ties of life, their child lives have known
nothing of that brightness which is the
rightful heritage of each child soul sent to

learn his lesson in the school of life.
Little wonder that the natural activities of
childhood, for sheer lack of guidance into

legitimate channels, find expression in
acts of juvenile crime and general
lawlessness. In these homes of the
slum areas the social life of the
child is literally crowded out—his

only playground is of necessity the

street, with its, more often than not,
evil associations. It has needed a world
war to bring home to us the fact that,
given a fitting environment in which he
can spend his leisure hours, the seemingly
lawless child of the street turns natur
ally to right methods of play and recrea
tion, as a flower to the sun.

It was in the early summer of 1917 that
this particular Play-Centre was begun as
an experimental venture, in the midst of
one of the most sordid spots of a great
industrial city. In this, as in other slum
areas, the rapid increase of juvenile crime
had brought home to the authorities the
fact that something practical must be at
tempted, to check, if possible, this de
plorable state of affairs. In other words,
the community had begun to aw-aken to
some sense of its responsibility with re
gard to these children committed to its
keeping. A large day school was given
over for the work of the Centre, after the
work of the ordinary school day was
ended. Children of both sexes, between
the ages of three and fourteen, were in
vited to reassemble for play instead of
work, (ireat indeed was their curiosity
at this novel state of affairs, and the open
ing night met with a huge response from
a crowd of eager and excited children.
Not the least part of their joy was founded
on the knowledge that they were at liberty
to come and go as they pleased ; they were
extremely conscious of the added dignity
of being able to act like " grown-ups " in
such an important matter as a choice of
attendance at school. The Centre was
open to all comers for five evenings of the
week, for a period of one and a half hours.
The work was in charge of an organiser,
assisted by a staff of helpers, one helper to
be nominally in charge of not more than
forty children ; but, since attendance was
quite voluntary, experience has taught
that the question of numbers was a flue-
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tuating quantity, and on numerous occa
sions the helper has found himself called
upon to entertain sometimes as many as
sixty children instead of the prescribed
forty.

At the commencement the whole of the
workers consisted of day teachers who
were interested in the furthering- of a

movement for the building- of a happier
environment in which these less fortunate
little ones might learn to spend their
leisure hours in happy play. Each had
been carefully chosen, not only for ability
to deal with large numbers of children
from the point of view of right discipline,
but for capacity to surround them with the
real play spirit. At a later period much
valuable help has been given by voluntary
workers, some of whom have helped by
means of personal service in the Centre,
and others who have helped in no less
degree by sending to us gifts of toys and
attractive books. For these latter we are

extremely grateful, since the life of a toy
or book is, with us, a short and strenuous
one, passing, as it does, into hundreds of

eager, and often grimy little hands.
For the first week or two after the open

ing of the Centre, the whole of the chil
dren gladly joined in the different sets of
organised games arranged by the helpers.
Games of a competitive nature involving
" sides " were, and have continued to be,

the most popular with both boys and girls.
In addition to these, swimming and
dancing have invariably attracted large
and enthusiastic groups of participators.
And here I should like to say that as re
gards pluck, a genuine desire to

"
play

the game," and an unselfish willingness
to give place to another, the child of the
slum area gives place to none. Here at
last " the harvest is ready

" for that
social reformation which is engaging
the leading thought of to-day.

Being summer time, the work was
carried on entirely out-of-doors, except
on an occasional wet evening, when we
had, perforce, to betake ourselves under
cover.

Gradually, those children who were not
naturally keen on the more strenuous
games began to take up the various kinds
of recreative occupations which had, in

the meantime, been prepared for them—

pencil or crayon drawing, painting, model
ling in cardboard, clay or plasticine,
basket - weaving, toymaking, paper-
cutting, doll-dressing, needlework, read
ing, etc. These were augmented and
varied from time to time by newer occupa
tions, immediately the more familiar ones
appeared to be growing stale and unin
teresting. Our " Times " Section (six
years of age and under) was provided with
a plentiful supply of the ordinary kinder
garten apparatus now in common use in
all classes of school. Together with toys
of various descriptions, these provided un
limited interest and pleasure, and one was
bound to admit that, " given something
to play with," these small people were
much less difficult to entertain than some
older people we have known.

By the time the various occupations
were in full working order, the Centre had
gradually arranged itself into a nightly
attendance of from two hundred to two
hundred and fifty, which meant that five
or six hundred children were in direct
touch, and could be looked upon as regular
attenders ; a regular attender being one
who came not less than two or three
evenings per week.

With the advent of the dark evenings
of autumn came the necessary transfer
from outdoor to indoor play, accompanied
by various modifications and changes in
the games and occupations adapted to
indoor work; and last, but by no means
least, an augmented attendance of an addi
tional hundred children per evening. The
helpers quickly realised that they were in
for a still more strenuous time providing
congenial occupation for so many eager
young seekers. ITie same choice of occu
pation was allowed them as had been

given in the outdoor work, together with
the maximum of relaxation and freedom
from undue restraint, but such freedom
was never allowed to develop at any time
into rough and unseemly behaviour, or to

verge on disobedience to the rules of the
Centre. A tactful word here and there in

variably sufficed to check any disposition
towards such, into which an occasional
new-comer might be tempted to lapse.

We were now able to establish a special
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room for " Free Play." Here, suitable
toys and games for older children were
arranged, and proved specially attractive
to older boys, groups of whom would
assemble night after night to compete
with one another in simple games of skill
dear to the boy soul —draughts, dominoes,
darts, skittles, etc. A course of instruc
tion in woodwork for older boys was also
successfully launched, together with an
equally successful course in simple house
wifery for older girls. In spite of
" rationing," this latter is quite self-
supporting. The girls themselves bring
in the necessary supplies, having pre
viously arranged with the helper what
they would like to make. Any surplus
soup, puddings, cakes, etc., find a ready
market, since one can purchase in half
penny portions if desired.

Throughout the winter neither incle
ment weather nor darkened streets acted
as a deterrent to our young visitors ; and,
at the conclusion of our first winter ses

sion, we had undoubted evidence that the
Centre had fulfilled its mission, in the
marked diminution of juvenile crime in the

neighbourhood, for out of three or four
hundred lads in touch with the Centre, one
instance only of such came to my imme
diate knowledge.

The beginning of our second winter
campaign promises well, with a steady
increase in the number of our child guests.
Probably the limitations of war-time
economy will be with us for a time yet,
but one can look forward with hope to a
future in which the work shall extend in
an ever-widening circle.

N. M. Parkin

NOTICE

It has been felt that the time-limit of two months, or thereabouts, which has
hitherto been imposed in connection with our Herald ok the Star Prize Compe
titions, is too short to allow to subscribers in distant parts of the world an oppor
tunity of competing. We have therefore decided to offer a special prize of ten

guineas for a competition in which the closing date for entries will be just under six
months hence, namely, May 15th, igig. The price, alluded to, will be given to the

best set of 25 Aphorisms on the Spiritual Life, each one of these Aphorisms to he

not longer than fifty words. No definitions of the Spiritual Life are here offered,
nor is any guidance given to prospective competitors as to the lines which they
sliould follow, the whole object of the competition being to encourage first-hand
and original thinking. All that can be said here is that the qualities which will
be looked for, in adjudicating the entries, will be depth and freshness of thought
and the ability to express such thought in terse and living words. It will also be

considered a merit, if the twenty-five Aphorisms submitted do not exhibit too great
a sameness. The winning set of Aphorisms will be published in full in the June or
July number of the Herald, together with extracts from some of the other sets
sent in. It should be noted that this competition is only open to subscribers to the

magazine.
EDITOR



AN AMERICAN HANDICRAFT
TRAINING COLLEGE

% ROBERT WALTON, LLB.

AN
enlightened movement is in pio-

gress in America to bring within
the scope of organised educational
institutions the scientific training

of social workers, who shall have as

a recognised public profession the
rendering of skilled service in all
forms of social service work. This
includes the training of probation
officers, juvenile court officers, settlement
house workers, visitors for associated
charities, industrial nurses, parole officers,
secretaries of labour organisations, public
health nurses, playground instructors, ex
tension secretaries of the Y.M.C.A. and
the V.W.C.A., field workers for research

organisations and social surveys, trained
investigators for children's aid societies,
infant welfare societies, social welfare
nurses, department store secretaries in

charge of employees, investigators for de

partments of education and for vocational
supervision, police matrons, supervisors
of hospitals, superintendents of charitable

organisations, investigators of societies
for the prevention of cruelty to children
and for anti-tuberculosis societies, social

service bureaus for coloured people and

foreign colonies, supervisors of gymna
siums in high schools and other schools
and colleges, playground instructors,
legal aid societies, special agents for
United States bureaus of labour, inves

tigators for mothers' pensions, depart
ments of municipal government, and

kindred activities.

One of the best-known schools to give
training in all of these lines is the Chicago
School of Civics and Philanthropy, with
headquarters on South Michigan Avunue,

Chicago, Illinois. It is headed and staffed

by widely-known altruistic workers, most

of whom have elsewhere and otherwise

gained fame and commendation. The

President is Graham Taylor, and among
the directors are such well-known names
as those of Jane Addams, head of Hull
House ; Charles R. Crane, manufacturer,
philanthropist, and member of the Diplo
matic Service ; Julia C. Lathrop, head of
the Children's Bureau of the Department
of Labour of the United States Govern
ment ; Julian W. Mack, Judge of the
United States Circuit Court, now con
nected with the Council for National De
fence ; Julius Rosenwald, president, Sears,
Roebuck and Company, and one of the
sponsors for repatriating the Jews in Pal
estine ; Edward L. Ryerson, and other
nationally known philanthropists.

The Chicago School of Civics and Phil
anthropy began its work in 1903 as the
Chicago Institute of Social Science. In
1908 it was incorporated : "To promote
through efficient instruction, training, in

vestigation and publication the efficiency
of civic, philanthropic and social work
and the improvement of living and work
ing conditions. "

The work runs practically throughout
the year and the tuition is $120 per annum.

The school maintains a Placement Bureau
to secure positions for its graduates and

all others seeking employment in social

service work, and the success of this

Placement Bureau may be gathered from
the fact that it has placed graduates in

every one of the classes of work listed in

the first paragraph of this article.
The school is not identified with any

university. Representatives of several

university faculties are, however, trustees

of the school or serve on its advisory
council ; the work done at the school is

recognised by various universities, and

credit is given in accordance with the con

ditions under which the respective uni

versities recognise non-resident work of
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institutions of high standing, and to the
extent to which the courses in the school
can be regarded as analogous to their own
graduate courses. Many scholarships pro
viding for free tuition are offered and some
Research Studentships have been en

dowed, which carry both tuition and sub
stantial compensation for a few especially
qualified students in the Department of
Social Investigation. The school's loca
tion in the City of Chicago is favour
able owing to the large number of admir
ably-conducted public institutions, the
fine public recreation centres, and the
large foreign population, representing
many nationalities, that tend to live in
segregated communities or foreign
colonies.

All students or candidates for admission
to the school must have taken a con
siderable part of a college or university
course, or must have shown ability in

practical work of this character. In addi
tion, the school has the usual American
requirements for admission that satisfac
tory evidence of good health, good
character, capacity for practical work,
and earnestness of purpose must be pre
sent. A large number of the students
of the school are college graduates; the
other members of the student body are

persons who have had discipline and train

ing in other professional schools and in

practical work, and the standard of in

struction maintained is that of a graduate
professional school. The methods of in
struction resemble those applied in courses
in law and medicine rather than in the

graduate school of a university. Training
for social work cannot be given merely

by lectures or by the study of books or

even by observation ; one can learn how
to do only by doing under expert super
vision. Students are therefore required
to carry not only lecture courses at the

School, but practice work under the direc
tion of efficient social agencies.

Applications for positions in social work
are sometimes made in the Social Ex
change by students who believe that they
have had training for such work through
graduate courses in economics or soci
ology. Such students may have had
courses or seminars which deal with the

causes of poverty, the labour movement,
phases of modern industry, or theories of
social reform. These courses, however,
have been theoretical rather than practi
cal, and the students taking them have
not had any experience either in the field
or in the office. They may have learned
how social work is being done ; they have
not learned how to do it. Obviously the
distinction should be carefully drawn by
the college student who anticipates enter
ing the field of social service, between
graduate study leading to the advanced
degree on the one hand, and the profes
sional school of philanthropy with its care
fully arranged system of social apprentice
ship on the other.

It is constantly becoming more evident
that social work should no more be under
taken without preliminary training in the
field, than medical practice without clini
cal experience. This practice work is as
important a part of the curriculum as the
lecture courses, and as high a standard
for regular and intelligent work must be
maintained.

Emphasis is laid upon practice with
case-work organisations. For the pur
pose of training, no form of social work
has so many advantages of a fundamental
kind as the family work of the United
Charities. This is due partly to the fact
that the method and technique of treat
ment have been so thoroughly worked out,
and partly due to the fact that this work
provides so many points of contact with a

great variety of co-operating organisa
tions, that students are within a very
short time given an actual knowledge of
the social field.

All second year students are, therefore,

required for the first three months to

spend three hours a day five days in the
week in one of the district offices of the
United Charities. Directly related to this
field work is the class-room work in the
course : Principles of Case Work. At the
end of this time students are given a
choice of work. They may either remain
with the United Charities or go as ap
prentices to such agencies as the Proba
tion Department of the Juvenile Court, the

Juvenile Protective Association, the Illi
nois Society for Mental Hygiene, the
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social service department of one of the
large hospitals, the Department of Voca
tional Supervision of the Board of Educa
tion, the Legal Aid Society, the Immi
grants' Protective League, the Illinois
Children's Home and Aid Society, or some
other specialised social or civic agency.
Arrangements can sometimes be made for
a very limited number of students who
are especially interested in municipal prob
lems to work with the Bureau of Public
Efficiency, with the Association of Com
merce, with the Secretary of the City Club,
or in special cases in a few departments
of the City and County Government.

Visits of inspection to the different insti
tutions in and near Chicago with whose
work the students should be acquainted
form a regular part of the first year's
work, and carefully planned to connect
with the course which is called Methods in
Social Work. Two mornings a week are
set aside for these visits, so that the work
of important institutions and agencies
may be adequately observed and profitably
studied. The places selected for visits
vary from year to year ; but visits to such
institutions as the House of Correction,
the Chicago Parental School, the Juvenile
Court, the Municipal Lodging-House,
Allendale Farm, the county institutions
at Oak Forest, the State Training School
for Girls at Geneva, the State School for
Boys at St. Charles, and the State Prison
at Joliet, are usually on the list each year.
In addition, visits to some of the large in

dustrial plants in and near the city, to the
settlements, and to various special ex

hibits are arranged.

The School has about 170 regular
students, and naturally cannot be entirely
self-suppporting, in view of the low tuition
and the high-grade faculty. It has been
assisted among other 'agencies by the

Russell Sage Foundation, concerning
whose activities a later article in this

series will appear.

The work done in this school is in sym

pathy with all of the best thought of
modern altruism, as will be seen from a

description of some of the courses offered,

which it seems worth while to set down

here in considerable detail. If more

schools, colleges and universities through

out the world could be brought to estab
lish similar courses, a distinct impetus
toward the world's great need, Social Re

construction, would assuredly be given.
Among other things that the school offers
are :—

An introduction to the conditions of life
and labour affecting the family, neigh
bourhood, industry and local govern
ments, and the requirements they exact
of social workers and agencies.

Industrial Groups : their functions and
relations, as bearing upon community
work and studies. Organised labour, em

ployers' associations, causes and settle

ment of industrial differences, apprentice
ship old and new, ideals of the industrial
order and co-operative movements to

realise them. Attention is also paid to :

—Social Advance through Co-operative
Effort, as exemplified by official and volun

teer agencies, including political parties,
voters' leagues, direct legislation, enlist

ment and training for citizenship, work
with the courts, police and other depart
ments of local governments.

The activities of the Federal, State and

local government that have special social

significance are examined. Laws govern

ing the Federal Immigration Service, the

educational work of the Department of
Agriculture, the Children's Bureau, the

Federal Public Health Service, the State

provision for the blind, deaf, insane and

feeble-minded, and the country organisa
tion for the care of the poor and sick are

studied. The laws of Illinois and Cook
County are used as illustrations with
which the laws of other communities may
be compared.

The reports of the various social agen
cies of Chicago, especially those caring
for children, are carefully studied; and

from them a fair idea is obtained of the

different forms of social service, the

sources of their income, and the difficul

ties under which they labour. Emphasis
is laid upon the principles and methods

employed in the successful care of depen

dent and delinquent children.
A course in the Principles of Case Work

deals with the principles of social treat

ment and their application primarily in

the care of dependent family groups. The
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purpose and methods of investigation, the
necessity of special diagnosis and treat
ment are studied in connection with
selected case records. Sources of relief,
problems in treatment, the use of volun
teer workers, and special problems of
relief in the small community are among
the topics discussed, as are difficult cases
illustrating the care of wayward children,
the care of families in which insanity is
present, those involving co-operation with
public and private medical agencies. These
cases are supplemented by the necessary-
study of such public agencies as the Juve
nile Court, the Compulsory Education
Department, and the Child Hygiene Divi
sion of the Department of Health, as well
as of private agencies such as Children's
Aid Societies and Societies for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Children. Compli
cated cases are studied, dealing with prob
lems of the immigrant family, and of
families in which there is mental inca
pacity, and families of the inebriate.
Special attention is given to household
economy and standards of living.

A course is given dealing with the
social, political and industrial aspects of
immigration. The history of State and
Federal immigration legislation, changes
in the causes and sources of immigration,
the statistics of crime and poverty among
the foreign born, difficulties of industrial
adjustment, educational needs, relation to

municipal politics, the location and his
tories of Chicago's foreign colonies, and
methods of protection against exploita
tion are discussed, together with an ac
count of remedial agencies which are at

work.

In the course for the Social Treatment
of Crime the development of present
methods of dealing with the problem of
crime is discussed, together with modern
methods of dealing with offenders. Recent
improvement in prison discipline and
prison labour, the indeterminate sentence,
administration of probation and parole
systems, after-care of offenders, special
problems relating to women offenders,
and needed reforms in the penal system,
the courts and the criminal law are
considered.

The Forms, Functions and Relations of

Local Governments are studied with
specific reference to their humanitarian
service and public efficiency. A course of
the Practice of Local Government includes
the study of the new tendencies in local
government ; commission government and
city manager plans ; the latest city
charters; proportional representation,
taxation and finance. The course in
Municipal Problems discusses problems in
the working of popular government, with
illustrations from the government of
Chicago. The organisation, powers, and
inter-relations of the various public agen
cies are studied in relation to their direct
activities for the sake of public order,

public health, and safety ; the interests of
labour ; the regulation and encouragement
of business ; the raising and spending of
public money.

Public recreation is now recognised as

an important social problem, and Recrea
tion Courses are given to meet this need.

Recreation centres are in reality a new-

form of settlement, and for successful
community leadership many of the same
qualities and the same forms of training
are desirable as in successful settlement
work. If the school in a crowded quarter
is to be made a force as a social centre, it
can only be by demanding that the direc
tors be trained in methods of social and

neighbourhood work. To train leaders of
community and social centres, settlement
workers, and directors of playgrounds,
the school has a two-year curriculum, in

which there are both the courses offered in

schools of physical training of high
standing, and those that can be given
only by a school of civics and philan
thropy. By this combination students can

be trained thoroughly for social centre,

playground, public school work in gym
nastics and play leadership, for club and
recreation work in social settlements, and
for the leadership of recreational work in

small communities. In the fieldwork the

training offered in recreation is given in

part by technical and theoretical classes,

which are held in the Hull-House gym
nasium and classrooms, and in part by

practical experience in the field. Students
are required to assume charge of classes

and clubs in settlements, and through the
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co-operation of the leaders in the various
park systems it is also possible to arrange
regular fieldwork under the supervision
of the directors of the various centres in
the playgrounds and parks. For some
students there is opportunity to direct
clubs and classes among the workers in
hospitals and in factories where welfare
work is being developed among the em

ployees. During the year 1916-17
students in the Recreation Course held
clubs and classes in thirty-two settlements
and recreation centres.

The social settlement has long recog
nised the place of dramatic expression,
both as a factor in enlivening and in

beautifying- life in the crowded quarters of
the modern industrial community, and as
an instrument for teaching English. In the
Courses in Dramatic Expression the foun
dation for dramatic work is laid in the

analysis and study of the great folk and
fairy tales, some of which are adapted by
the students for use with the settlement
groups of children and other neighbour
hood people. On these foundations later
courses in dramatic work, pageantry and
festival celebrations are developed.
Students are also given practical experi
ence in directing the presentation of plays
and pageants.

Weekly conferences on various phases
of Community Organisation, its work,
development and administration, are held.

Among the topics discussed are : Boards
of administration and control ; supervision
and administration of community centres ;

general theory of organisation and ad

ministration of clubs and classes in social
centres ; development of self-governing
and self-supporting community organisa
tions ; essential factors in office manage
ment and record-keeping.

Courses are also given in Team Games

and Athletics, Swimming, Folk Games,

Folk Dancing, Handwork, Story-Telling,
Dramatic Art and Festivals for Children,
Community Music ; and there are special
courses for Public Health Nurses which

are given in co-operation with the Visiting
Nurse Association, the Infant Welfare
Society, the Chicago Department of

Health, the Illinois Society for Mental
Hygiene, and the Field-Nursing Division
of the Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitorium.
These courses >re designed to meet the

constantly increast»igkdemand on the part
of public health agencies^ hospitals, and
other social agencies for gfJtduate nurses
who are also trained social workers.

Many lectures are given upon the
methods of dealing with the defective, de

linquent and dependent wards of the State.
The organisation and administration of
public institutions, hospitals for the insane
and feeble-minded, schools for the blind
and deaf, the epileptic colony, reforma
tories and prisons, and local or Stale
boards of charities are discussed.

The Course in Principles of Efficiency
in Social Administration deals with such

subjects as the relation of a chief execu
tive to his board, office management,
charitable publicity, the financial cam
paign, and the making of an annual
report.

The problems of eugenics, social hy
giene, birth control and other population
questions are dealt with in the course on
Race Betterment.

A special course consists of a course
on Social Service in War Time. Among
the subjects discussed are : The forms of
service required for the soldier's family
during his absence ; co-operating agen
cies, medical, educational, industrial and
charitable ; provision for soldiers' widows
and orphans, widows' pensions, etc. ; re

education for the handicapped soldier ;

forms of distress likely to arise in war
time, such as industrial and mal-adjust-
mcnt, increase in juvenile offenders, and
child neglect ; special needs of different
national groups, emergency relief in other
catastrophes than war.

Is it too much to believe that if schools
such as this could be established and

gotten under way in the cities of the

world, they would have tremendous effect

in moulding the coming generation? All

honour to Graham Taylor and his co
workers and supporters in this work for

the New Day.
Robkrt Walton



SCHOOLS OF TO-MORROW
IN ENGLAND
X.—M1XENDEN SCHOOL

By JOSEPHINE RANSOM

IT
was upon a grey day in November

that I ventured to try and find the
Mixenden County School, of which
the headmaster is Mr. John Arrow-

smith. At the New Ideals in Education
Conference of 1916 Mr. Arrowsmith ex

plained the aim that lay behind his work :

to introduce a system of Physiological
Education, or Education through all the
Senses, primarily through touch. So I

sought out Mr. Arrowsmith and the prac
tical expression of his ideal.

It was rather like going on a pil
grimage. Halifax is not a prepossessing
place, and a long tram-ride landed me on
the edge of a valley, which I crossed on
foot, and finally found the school. Grey
hills, grey hard lines of valley, grey
houses, grey roofs, grey mists, and
streamers of dark grey smoke seemed to

envelop one on every side. I wondered
what sort of an enthusiast I should find
in the midst of such unprepossessing sur

roundings. Mr. Arrowsmith afterwards
assured me that it was very beautiful
there in the summer — I wonder !

The school is small and old, and there
are within it evidences of poor building
and relics of an extraordinarily anti

quated type of furnishing. It is high up
on the hillside 900 feet above sea-level,
and around it are rugged and bare hill
sides, with an absence of trees that gives
one an uneasy sensation as of something
vital missing.

I found Mr. Arrowsmith at the school,
and sat down to ply him with questions.
His Jblue eyes glowed with inner fires
when he spoke of the children, and his
voice quickened into rebellious tones
when he discussed the difficulties with
which he had to deal. For eight and a

half years he has contended with unto

ward circumstances. The habitations
about are sparsely distributed over the

valley top and sides. The accommoda
tion in them is limited ; the inmates are
herded into an insufficient number of
rooms. Mills are on all sides clamorous
for cheap child-labour. The children who
have completed the proper number of
attendances go at twelve years of age
to the mills for half-time work. They are

up and at the mills at six o'clock in the

morning, and work till 12.30 noon. They
attend school in the afternoon. The next
week they go to school in the morning
and the mills in the afternoon till about
5.30. At thirteen they leave school alto

gether. It seems incredible, but so it is;
and, unhappily, parents are keen ex
ploiters of their own children —perhaps
the economic position of the family de
mands this sacrifice of child vitality and

growth. Alas ! that it should be so. No
wonder a kindly Providence set down in
their midst a lover of children, who would
defy custom and opposition and indif
ference, and who believed passionately in
" mutual aid " instead of competition.

One of the first things that Mr. Arrow-
smith did was to unscrew the iron legs
of the tables from the floor and give the
children something more flexible to deal
with. One room has baffled him ; it still
has in it a particularly hideous and un
comfortable little seat for the small child
to sit in. What torture it must be !

As the whole object of the school is to
" develop the mental and physical growth
of the individual child by bringing him
into contact with things," one sees prac
tical demonstration of it on every side.

Nothing is wasted, everything is care

fully stored for future possible use.
Boards that no longer serve a definite pur-
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pose are stacked for future needs; iron,

wire-netting, nails, and so on. Piles of
dry plants lay ready to be stripped of
their seeds for next year's planting. The
floor was giving way in one spot ; some
boys put it right very neatly. One room
had blackboards of the children's own
preparation all around it ; blackboards
that could be taken down and set up out
side against the walls in the summer-time,
when the classes are held out of doors.

" Reading and writing are excellent and
necessary tools for the further develop
ment of mind, but it is also recognised
that the mind of the race gained its know
ledge and its power by and through things
handled, seen, heard, tasted and smelt."
In the Mixcnclen School there is

ample evidence given of the practical
application of this belief, though the
war interfered with its fullest de

velopment. The hen - house, chicken-
coops, rabbit-hutches and pigeon-loft
have all been abandoned for the moment,
as also the simple instruments set up in

a small white-fenced enclosure to mark
and measure the changes of wind and
weather, and take simple observations.
But two things remain to compensate
them— the garden and the construction of
an open-air bathing pool. The garden is
truly, as Mr. Arrowsmith put it

, "

a verit
able oasis " on that bare hillside. Every
thing in it has been done by children and
teachers together. The soil being heavy
clay, they had literally to carry to their
garden all the surface soil in which planls
and trees could grow. The sheltering
border of trees they put in themselves,
and under their shade, in delightful cor
ners, outdoor classes are held.

The open-air swimming-pool found in

Mr. Arrowsmith an enthusiast. " It will
be the first open-air sw:imming-pool made
by children in an elementary school in

England," he proudly declared. It

looked quite promising, but certain de

fects of construction had been ruthlessly
shown by recent heavy showers of ra:n.
Mr. Arrowsmith welcomed these as ex

perience. The flow of water was easily-

arranged for by pipes from the higher
ground, and the quaint sluice in one
corner was to let off the water whenever

necessary. There was a gleam of mis
chievous delight in Mr. Arrowsmith's eyes
when he exclaimed :

" I shall like to hear
what the parents have to say when we
commence mixed bathing in our pool !

"
The playground has a border of tree=

around it
,

planted by the children and
watched over by them. They have learnt
to love to beautify. Between two of the
class-rooms is a glass partition, and the
children were seized with the idea that
they must decorate it. Each one was
allowed a pane, and the result was quite
effective and gay, lending the joy of
colour to the dull rooms. Nature-study

is conducted out-of-doors with nature.
When plays are performed the children
manage all their own scenery and prepare
it. It is, indeed, all a wonderful demon
stration of the belief that "

every thing
they do shall be of real use in their daily-
life."

Mr. Arrowsmith had stories to tell of
the effect his work and his ideals have
had on the lives of the children. He
dwelt tenderly on certain incidents that
showed a bigger realisation of life's pur
pose in those who had been with him
for several years, whom he had guided
through all their brief school career. He
would see the schools of the future as
clubs, basically, open from 8 a.m. till bed
time, especially in villages, where they
should be the centres of vitalisation for
the whole village. In them he would leave
the "

type-instinct
" to work itself out in

the grouping of the children. For the
realisation of themselves there would be

gardens, art, science, craft, calislhenic
and music rooms, not all completely
equipped, but which the children should
help to furnish and so create their own
atmosphere. In these rooms they could
spend a few minutes or a few hours as
they wished. They would have also
rooms where the a, b

,
c was learnt, and

reading and writing and so on. This, he

dreams, would be the right way to con
duct a truly continuous education, ex

tended to the age of twenty-one or there
abouts, which would equip youth for its
best and fullest expression. To guide
and conduct this kind of education he

would search for the real teachers, men
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and women, who are by nature fathers
and mothers and lovers of childhood, and
to whom teaching1 is a sacred vocation,
a joy, and not a routine profession.

Naturally Mr. Arrowsmith has been in
conflict with authority, and with those who
demanded of his children the strict method
of response to question. But he has
weathered many storms, and is confident
that what he has done has been pood and
has brought out the true self in the chil

dren who have laboured with him. He
has worked for the

" To-morrow," that
is already becoming the " To-day," with
a faith and vigour that finds its entire
justification in the nobler life demanded
by those who go through his hands : the
children who grow out of their present
conditions and demand the larger, freer,
and more beautiful life, and are deeply
imbued with love of, and desire to serve,
their fellows.

Joski'hine Ransom

NO PARTING OF THE WAYS

'Twixt you'and me

No parting of the ways can be,

And no Good-bye.
Into my heart Death carved a door
Deep down it led to my heart's core,
And there He laid your memory,
That y JU might closer live with me

Than e'er before.
And in the door two panes He set,

And on it wrote in shining gold :
" Love cannot die nor yet grow old.

What need to fret? "

Then through Death's windows did I see
How closely knit your love for me
With mine for you.

I saw you stand
More radiant than tongue can tell—

Close, close at hand —
And heard you whisper : All is well.

See I am near ;

What need to fear? "
And then I saw above Death's door
A sentence I had missed before.

'Twas :
" God is Love."

None equals it
,

nor ranks above.
And, reading it

, I straightway knew
That it was true —
'Twixt you and me
No parting of the ways can be,
And no Good-bye,
For Love is God,

And God Eternity.
S. B. M.



REVIEWS
I

THE HOUSING PROBLEM

[" Housing : The Present Opportunity." By E.J.Smith. P. S. King and Son]

AS
its title suggests, the publica

tion of this little volume is par
ticularly appropriate to a time ripe
for change. Consistingof a series

of addresses delivered by Mr. E. J. Smith
to various bodies on various dates, the

greater number of which fall in the present
year, it gives us this distinguished social
reformer's mature tenets and practical
suggestions for that department of recon
struction which looms largest on the
horizon of the future.

These essays in reconstruction are

eminently readable. They have the vivid
ness of the spoken word, glowing with
the evangelist's passion. But their

special value is the wealth of practical
suggestion which they embody. The
author is certainly not alone in his con
demnation of the terrible material condi
tions under which the majority of our
urban population live, but he is one of
the few who are ready —not with a

panacea —but with a completely thought-
out plan for gradual improvement. He
speaks on behalf of Bradford, but his sug
gestions are applicable to any other of
the urban centres which stain the fair face
of England with the abomination of slum
dwellings.

Mr. Smith brings the stern logic of
facts and figures to his indictment against
the housing conditions in the slums of
Bradford. " While the death-rate in 1913
in houses of four rooms and over was only
8.6 per 1,000, that in one and two roomed
dwellings was 25 per 1,000." " In the
three best wards of the city —by no means
ideal — in what was practically the pre
war, and, therefore, normal, year of 1914,

the infant mortality averaged 62 per
1,000 births, while in the three worst
wards the figure was 179, or three times
greater in the squalor of the centre than
in the sunshine and purer air of the out

skirts." Facts like these speak for them

selves, and the author's indictment of the
local authorities who have allowed such
conditions to grow up in districts " where
children are not so much born into the
world as damned into it " is fully justi
fied. It is a wasteful system, to say the
least of it

,

which allows the conditions to
exist (and even in some measure fosters

them) by which " drink and disease, im

morality and squalor
" are bred, and then

pours their victims into costly work
houses, prisons, hospitals, asylums, and
kindred institutions. " " Instead of letting
the favoured few live in the midst of
green fields, spreading trees, singing
birds, and meandering brooks, and the
many in or near the centres of cities, why
cannot we send the many out into the
country and leave as few as possible near
the towns, at the same time prohibiting
the erection of houses on industrial sites
and industrial concerns on housing
sites?" " Land in the centre is far too
costly for houses, while in the country it

is cheaper than linoleum." Here is the
kernel of the reform on which Mr. Smith
insists.

And he is ready with the ways and
means. He shows from the number of
houses in Bradford the number which
should be built each year to make good
the natural decay and that the actual re

plenishment falls far short of half this
number. To make good the shortage,
which will be much more keenly felt
when peace conditions are restored, he

demands that 10,000 houses (5,000 in the
first instance) shall be built on the out
skirts of Bradford. In these the jerry-
builder is to have no part. The houses
are to be standardised, but only in the
best sense. The convenience of the house
wife is to be the first consideration. She

is to be freed from the more harassing
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conditions of the housewife of to-day in
order to fulfil more perfectly the sacred
functions which, though they, too, are
labour, spell joy to the normal mother.

Mr. Smith brings forward many argu
ments in favour of the bungalow type of
house. This would remove the labour re
presented by running up and down stairs.
Mr. Smith evidently does not take into
consideration the affection many people
feel for the " first floor," but presumably
his bungalows would be well raised from
the ground, and it is, after all, probably
the shadow of the " houses opposite

"

which make the " ground floors " of
town houses a little melancholy.

But it is not only in the construction of
the house that the salvation of the
mothers of the future, and through them
of the race, is to be worked out. Mr.
Smith pins his faith to the principle of co
operation in housekeeping. His model
villages will have " communal cooking
kitchens, laundries, hot water service,
baths, schools, libraries, recreation
rooms, playing fields, allotment gardens,
churches, Sunday schools, &c, and be

served by trams run at a universal penny
rate." The author is alive to the difficul
ties in the way of what may seem so new
and strange, but he shows how co-opera
tion has already entered into many
material sides of life where efficiency has
become a commonplace, as in the tram
service, gas and water supplies of big
towns.

Moreover, in the future things will
move much more quickly. The old order
has been swept away by the war, and,
willy nilly, men must face the making of

a new world; "and whether we will
or not, actively or passively, we are

compelled to take sides on the colos
sal problems of determining its new
character."

Mr. Smith points out that if the
Christian ethic were to become a local
factor in men's lives, and not as now a
mere ideal "to be admired rather than
realised," the path to reform would be
straightened out. He calls the churches
to come into line, and even thinks it neces
sary to ask those with vested interests in
the churches of the decaying parts of
Bradford not to stand in the way, because
of those interests, of the movement of
migration which he hopes to bring about.
One would hardly expect such cynicism
among the class of men to whom this
appeal is made. For the larger issue, let
us hope that Mr. Smith will not be a voice
crying in the wilderness. Many prophets
through the ages have preached the
gospel, the kernel of which is expressed
in the text, " Seek ye first the Kingdom
of Heaven and its glory, and all these
things will be added unto you." But Mr.
Smith's is the modern form of the Gospel,
and in the mingling of idealism and prac
ticality in such social reformers our age
may find its salvation.

It would be impossible in a short re
view to give an adequate impression of
the wealth of suggestion and criticism
compressed within the pages of this
shilling pamphlet. Everyone interested in
social and economic reform should buy
and read it. He will find sound reason
ing and a wealth of suggestion expressed
in comely style.

E. O'N.

II
THE HEROINE OF RUSSIAN FEMINISM

[Sbornik pamyati Army Pavlovny Philosophovoy : Tom I. A. P. Philosophova i eya vremya;

Tom II. Stati i materialy. Editorial Committee, Petrograd : 1915. Rbles. 10.]

THESE
two volumes contain a as a collection of newspaper articles,

biography of the well-known speeches and addresses produced on

leader of the Woman's Move- various occasions in her honour. The
ment in Russia, the late Mme. whole of the first volume, nearly 500

Anna Pavlovna Philosophova, as well quarto pages, is devoted to the biography
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by Mme. Tyrkova, which was commenced
shortly before Mme. Philosophova's death
in 1912, and completed in the two follow
ing years. Her charming personality is
admirably depicted ; indeed, as the reader
draws near the end of the book and sees

the portraits and photographs changing
from those of a young girl and a beauti
ful society woman to a white-haired old
lady at last, he feels a pang as if a friend
were passing away. Few biographies
have such an intimate effect, but then few
have such admirable heroines.

Anna Pavlovna Diaghileva was born in
1837, the year of Pushkin's death; in 1855

she married M. V. Philosophov, an able
and conscientious official who in the course
of his career reached one of the highest
posts in the War Office and finally be

came a member of the Imperial Council.
Mme. Philosophova's first public activity
coincided with the revival of the feminist
movement in Russia in the early 'sixties.
The disasters and maladministration of
the Crimean War had precipitated internal
convulsions and reforms, and the move
ments towards women's educational and
economic emancipation, which had
come obscurely into being in the Euro
pean atmosphere of liberalism in the
'forties, now began to take shape under
the inspiration of the reformers Pirogov
and Chernishevsky. In 1859-1861 there
was founded the famous "

Cheap Dwel
lings Society," the aim of which was to
provide cheap homes for working women.
The initiators of the society, which was
still in existence on a huge scale in 1915,
were three women, the famous " trium
virate " of Russian feminism —Mmes.
Trubnikova, Stasova and Philosophova.
Arising out of this society, a

" Women's
Work Association " was formed on inde
pendent co-operative lines, beginning its
work by translating and printing a num
ber of books, among them Hans Ander
sen's tales, which were severely mauled
by the Censor, and Bates' " Naturalist
on the Amazon." This society, in spite
of official disapproval— the Government
department to which application was made
for the necessary sanctioning of its rules
did not reply until after four years — lasted
with varying success for about ten years

and proved a powerful stimulus to the
women's cause. Women had been present
at lectures at the Moscow University
during the early part of the century, but
not in numbers or for long. At the be
ginning of the 'sixties they again began
to attend, especially in St. Petersburg,
and this new move met with a mixed re
ception from the professors, the other
students and the public. While the
Government was making up its mind
whether or not to encourage the innova
tion, political disturbances broke out in
some of the Universities, and among the
young people arrested there was found
one woman student. The reactionaries
saw their chance ; and the doors of all the
Universities in the Empire were closed
against women. The more determined
women students decided to complete their
studies abroad ; many went to Switzer
land. In 1868 the agitation for admission
recommenced. Mme. Philosophova was
elected president of a committee formed to
urge the reform ; her peculiar position as at
once an energetic reformer and a society
lady moving in the highest bureaucratic
circles stood her in good stead. When
the committee had put forward a definite
request for permission to establish higher
classes for women, both Mme. Philoso
phova and her husband took every oppor
tunity of keeping the matter before the
notice of the Minister for Education, who
was himself sympathetic to the request:

When they met the Minister m society, they
always reminded him of our affair, and once
even at a ball at the Palace she confronted the
Minister —though with her characteristic amia
bility and gentleness—and said simply : " When
is the answer coming?"

This was by no means the usual way in
which reforms were brought about in
Russia. However, the method was partly
successful, since in December, 1868, per
mission was given by the Minister, in a
letter addressed personally to Mme. Philo
sophova, for lectures to be given at which
both women and men students might be
present. Though this compromise did not
satisfy the extreme feminists, it was gene
rally recognised as a great step forward.
After this success, Mme. Philosophova
retired for a time with her children to the
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country. But even while she was in re

tirement she found occasion to bring about
the establishment of an elementary school,
a great rarity in those days, in one of the
neighbouring- villages. After her return
to St. Petersburg the " mixed " lectures
began, the first being given in 1871, in
the Minister's own official quarters ; their
success was enormous, but troubles soon

began. The committee sent the " trium
virate " as a deputation to the Home
Office to ask permission to publish in the
newspapers an appeal for funds and sub
scriptions ; permission was gruffly refused.
Varius private means were adopted to
meet expenses; Mme. Philosophoy i used,
for example, to give fashionable private
concerts at which Mme. Patti and other
famous singers assisted. In the second
year of the classes the reactionaries took
the offensive ; Trepov, the head of the

police, reported to the Home Office that the
lectures had no genuine educational sig
nificance and that, moreover, the lec
turers sometimes touched upon the deli
cate subject of Law ! Thanks, however,
to the personal and social influence of
Mme. Philosophova, who was an intimate
acquaintance of both Trepov and the
Ministers, the attack temporarily failed.
Indeed, the Government was gradually
awakening to a sense of its own folly in

driving abroad the brightest of the Rus
sian young women ; and in 1872 a special
commission was appointed to enquire into
the matter. It came to the conclusion
that higher education for women ought to

be provided within the limits of the Em
pire, and, as a first practical consequence
of its report, midwifery classes for women
were officially sanctioned and came into

being in the same year. Without private
energy the classes might have been a
failure, but Mme. Philosophova and her
friend formed the inevitable "

Society for
the Assistance of Women Medical Stu
dents," which helped them in many ways,
including the building of a hostel for
their accommodation. The Government
meanwhile developed its policy by order
ing all women students abroad to return
to Russia before the first day of 1874,

under the threat of excluding all recalci
trants from examinations and from prac-

tising. The Universities of Moscow and:

Kiev bettered the example of the capital
in providing openings for women students.
Mme. Philosophova was now at the sum

mit of her success. Her acquaintances
ranged from her husband's important
bureaucratic colleagues to the extreme
liberal elements ; Turgeniev and Dos
toievsky, the latter especially, were her
friends; her reputation reached London
and even New York, whence a delegation
was sent to invite her to form a Russian
branch of the International Women's
League, of which she had been made

honorary vice-president in the year after

its foundation.
The relations between the reactionary

and the revolutionary elements in the Em
pire grew more and more strained ; and

moderately-minded people like Mme.
Philosophova found their position increas

ingly difficult. She sympathised to some
extent with each section, and was there
fore attacked by both. Her husband, who
was by no means an instinctive reac

tionary, felt nevertheless that to give up
his official duties at such a time would be

equivalent to an act of desertion ; he,
therefore, dutifullv threw in his lot with
the Court and the bureaucracy and ap

pealed to his wife to renounce some of her
activities, such as the " Cheap Dwellings'
Society," which, though innocent enough,
might well incur official disapproval in the

coming struggle. Mme. Philosophova,
only too well aware of the truth of this,

bravely replied that for her to leave the
"

Cheap Dwellings Society
"

at so criti
cal a moment would be equally an act of
desertion, and she refused to resign.
Meanwhile, the higher classes for women
were triumphantly inaugurated in 1878
under the direct patronage of the Minister
for Education, whose protection, secured
largely by the personal influence of Mme.
Philosophova, alone saved them from sup
pression by a suspicious Government
Their success exceeded expectations and
increased constantly during the next five
years.

It will probably never be known to what
extent Mme. Philosophova allowed her
heart to override her'head in regard to the
revolutionaries. Rumour even implicated
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lier in Kropotkin's escape, though what
has so far been published in support of
this suggestion does not bear it out. She
never hid her personal sympathy with the
younger victims of the repressive and
merciless autocracy, and used to visit them
in prison, bringing with her that beauty
and sweetness which had for so long
charmed the salons of the capital. She
could not hope that this sympathy would
not be misinterpreted. Already Dostoi
evsky had written to her :

Few people could have suffered more from
others than you have, as 1 myself can testify,
who have so often heard your name traduced by
all kinds of people.

The blow fell at last. An innocent action
of her sixteen-year-old daughter was re

presented to the authorities as an act of
deliberate assistance to the revolutionary
movement ; M. Philosophova was friend-
lily warned to send his wife and daughter
abroad if he did not wish a worse fate
to befall them. In 1879 Mme. Philoso-
phova left the country, exiled in all but
name. They arrived at Wiesbaden at the

end of November.

For fourteen months Mme. Philoso-
phova and her children endured their
banishment. Then, when all other means
had failed, she wrote personal letters to
the Tsar and to Count Loris-Melikov in
which, pleading the despair and illness of
her husband and her own unswerving
loyalty to the throne, she begged for per
mission to return home and offered, if
necessary, to give up all her public
activities if only this were granted.
Alexander II. assented unconditionally,
and on February 5, 1881, Mme. Philo-
rsophova returned to Russia. Three
weeks later, to her almost religious
horror, the Tsar was assassinated.
In the ensuing reaction, all the re
forms for which she had worked so hard
either ceased to exist or took on a new,
mildly philanthropic appearance ; the lec
tures were suppressed. It was not until
1889 that they were re-opened and that the" Cheap Dwellings Society

"
again settled

down to work and Mme. Philosophova
was re-elected to responsible offices. It
was not until 1895 that the formation of a

was finallyWomen's Medical Institute
sanctioned.

In 1892-3 Mme. l'hilosophova took a

leading part in the relief of the widespread
Russian famine. In the following years
she suffered many personal losses ; in 1894
her beloved husband died ; in the following
year Mme. Stasova, and, in 1897, Mme.
Trubrikova. Mme. l'hilosophova was left
the only survivor of the famous " trium
virate." She began definitely to feel her
self one of an older generation and to take
a somewhat less active part in the work ;

her task was now rather to reconcile con
flicting tendencies within the feminist
movement by the force of her charming
personality and the respect with which
she was universally regarded. In this she
was as eminently successful as in the
wider but not more difficult activities of
her youth. In 1901 the fortieth anniver
sary of her work for Russian women was
celebrated. During all this time she had
received absolutely no official recognition
of her services, unless her banishment
could be regarded in that light; but, when
the Japanese War broke out in 1904, she
was personally sent for by the Empress
and asked to assist in the organisation of
aid for the wounded ; at the same time, she
and two of her colleagues received the Im
perial thanks for their work in furthering
women's education. To balance this turn
of favour, however, she was forbidden by
the authorities to deliver an address to one
of her associations in 1905. In the next
year she joined the "

Cadet "
party after

its decision to adopt the feminist pro
gramme. In 1908 she was the Russian
delegate to the Geneva Congress of the
International Women's Council ; in the
same year she was elected president of the
committee for arranging the first Russian
women's conference, to which also she de
livered the inaugural address. This led
to quite the most unpleasant incident in
her long public career. A notorious reac
tionary member of the Duma, M. Purish-
kevich, sent letters to Mme. Philosophova
and to two other ladies in which he sense
lessly called the conference a " brothel."
Mme. Philosophova promptly sued him for
libel. He was found guilty and sentenced
to the maximum penalty —a month's arrest
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without the option of a fine ; through hfs
advocate he appealed to Mme. Philoso-
phova for mercy, but she proudly refused
to help him. He received, however, the
Imperial pardon and went scot-free. In
1911, the fiftieth anniversary of Mme.
Fhilosophova's activities was celebrated.
The manner in which her admirers ac
claimed her demonstrated how much she
was loved and respected by all that was
best in contemporary Russia. On March
17 (O.S.), 1912, she died in her seventy-
fifth year.

Mme. Tyrkova's biography excellently
portrays her heroine and the times and
conditions in which she moved. Readers
might be inclined to cavil at the opening
chapters, which seem almost to treat in too
great detail the immediate ancestors and
the early life of Mme. Fhilosophova and
her husband ; but it is hard to find fault
when we come upon so exquisite a picture
as the following, of an old-fashioned land-

owner (M. Philosophova's father) after
the liberation of the serfs :

When the priest came to tell him that Katenka
was going to marry the cook, and another girl
the groom, and a third someone else, the old
man stamped his feet and shouted, " I forbid
it ! "

How many years had this phrase of his pos
sessed a supreme, magical power over the exist
ence of several hundreds of grown-up people and
to a large degree even over the priest himself !
But this time the clergyman, still, by force of
long habit, casting down his eyes and shuffling,
had to explain to the old feudatory : " You are
putting yourself out to no purpose, Dmitri Niko-
laevich. You cannot forbid them any longer.
You have not the right."

The old man jumped to his feet and shouted
with all the strength of his lungs : " Horses ! "

It reads like an epilogue to Aksakov. In
cidentally, as the writer intended, it shows
the kind of world from which Mme.
Philosophova set out to fight, so bravely
and so successfully, for the emancipation
of her sex.

C. E. B.
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[In view of the importance of Education to the present World Reconstruction that proceeds apace
on every side and heralds the new age, we have decided to include information on educational topics
likely to be of interest to all readers. As we desire to make this information international in value,
we shall welcome contributions from all parts of the world, which should be addressed to the

Educational Sub-Editor, " Herald of the Star," 6, Tavistock Square, London, W.C.i.]

IT
is not too much to say that the whole

future of civilisation depends on the
establishment in the near future of a

League of Nations. Now that peace is
upon us, it behoves

The League every lover of humanity
of Nations to do all he can to bring

Society ajbout this consumma
tion. This is not the

first time nations have allied themselves
to overthrow militarism ; people have said
before with equal fervour, " Never
again !

" The very steps taken at the
Congress of Vienna to make future wars
impossible, sowed the seeds of the many
wars which were waged at intervals in the
nineteenth century. The one idea was
to weaken and isolate France. As
a means of achieving this Prussia
was strengthened, with the results we
have seen. The " Holy Alliance " was a

kind of partial and immature League of
Nations, based on individualism. From
the beginning of the world until now, each
war has been the parent of more and worse
wars, and if we are saved from the same
fate it can only be by the skin of our
teeth.

What we need is a change of spirit,
and the best hope of achieving this lies in
the work of educationists.

The League of Nations Society has been
in existence for over three years and has
made immense progress, the most eminent
politicians, clergy, and men of letters
being glad to work for it. An Educa
tional Auxiliary Committee has been
formed, the aims of which, as formulated
by the chairman, will be given in our next
number.

The Society is constantly publishing
new pamphlets and leaflets which keep
its members in touch with the pro
gress of the movement. The more
recent publications bring up to date the

most important pronouncements of
leading statesmen, both in the Allied
and enemy countries, in regard to the
League of Nations. A leaflet, giving pro
nouncements in favour of the League by
Labour and Socialist representatives and
organisations, has also been published,
and another leaflet gives a short and
simple explanation of the basis of the
Society, which should prove very useful to
those who have little time for reading.

The payment of a registration fee of
2s. 6d. entitles members and non-members
to receive all the literature of the Society
as it is issued, and the monthly report.

* * *

THE Penal Reform League held its
annual meeting in the Caxton Hall

on November 28. Among the items de

tailed in the report was evidence of gross
ill-usage of prisoners in

The Penal Holloway, which had
Reform been collected and pre-
League sented to the authori

ties, but the latter had
declared themselves unconvinced. The
report also contained a large mass
of evidence from apparently unim
peachable sources as to the alleged
brutality common in British military
prisons in France. If true, it equalled
the worst that the writer ever read
in the newspapers about German atroci
ties to British prisoners. The audi
ence sat frozen with horror and some
wept. So much for the claim, re
cently quoted in these notes, that Govern
ment institutions are now so generally run
on humanitarian lines that the " Little
Commonwealth "

was superfluous !

The part of the proceedings most in
teresting to educationists was the account
by Miss Shaw of the Training Colony for
Women, Cope Hall, Newbury, of which
she is warden.
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Cope Hall stands in twenty acres of

grounds about two miles from the market
town of Newbury, and can accommodate
sixteen girls. The Colony is intended for
delinquent girls and women, and the aim

is to re-educate them so that they may be

come self-supporting and useful citizens.

It is run on a basis of liberty, helped out
by the establishment of mutual trust,

sympathy and forbearance. The authori
ties admit girls who have been sent away
from stricter homes, or whom other insti
tutions refuse. They go on the assump
tion that the inmates wish to do right, and

try to help them to live up to their own
code.

The difficulties of the first eighteen
months have been enormous, partly owing
to the fact that the inmates vary in age
from fourteen to forty-five ; some had

yielded to dishonesty, some to sexual vice,

others to drug-taking. Some were the
black sheep of respectable families, others
had grown up under the most depraved
conditions. Some had often been in ordi
nary institutions, and practically all had

been in conflict with the police. Some

had lost control of their nerves through
alcohol, drugs, or sexual vice. In such
circumstances severe periodical crises
were inevitable ; but the staff have never
faltered, and have, at whatever cost to
themselves, proved that incomparably
more can be done for the girls on this
line than by repression.

When the latter have broken bounds or
need bad language, no word at all of re

proach is uttered, but they are asked if
what they have done has helped them.
They usually confess it has not. They
often come and tell the warden when they
are in the clutches of a great temptation,
and she gives them her sympathy, but lets
them struggle with it so far as she thinks
them capable of doing so.

When they first enter, most of them
can talk of nothing but vile things, and
those who have been in " silence homes

"

are often worst. In these they are onlv
allowed to talk at recreation times, and
as they have not had any other interests
there is nothing else to talk about. At
the Colony they are not sent away or
punished for this, but they know it does

not help them, and they gradually begin
to exercise such will-power as they have
to stop it. They constantly fail and for
get, but they are never blamed.

For the first few months very little was
heard except indecent songs and ribaldry,
and these have in very large measure dis
appeared. The staff tries to substitute
other interests for vicious ones, and gives
the girls games, dancing, acting and
story-books in recreation times. At first
the acting consisted of scenes from night
clubs and horrible lives, but gradually they
have come to like more wholesome sub
jects and to have more gentle ways.

The staff has heroically to live up to
the girls' sense of humour, which often
consists of horseplay and coarse practical
jokes. There will always be ups and
downs, because the population is very fluc
tuating, and at present the classification
of delinquents is so inadequate that the
authorities have sometimes to take girls
who are quite incapable of benefiting by
the system, for example, nervous wrecks
beyond hope of recovery.

Miss Shaw said she could not have
carried on the Colony at all without a
strong element of religion. It was not
imposed by compulsion, but permeated the
atmosphere. Often all the girls went of
their own accord to service in the little
chapel, and again and again she had found
that only religion could help them over
their hours of temptation. They have an
extraordinary sense, of God, and also of
evil.

Armistice day was a difficult time, and
there were anxious moments during which
the girls seemed to lose all control ; but
Miss Shaw urged them to remember the
former colonists who were in great danger
owing to the excitement, and they went in
a body to chapel to pray fervently for the
souls of these. It is astonishing to see
how great is the concern of nearly all the
girls for the souls of others.

They make tremendous efforts to re
claim themselves when once they have ex
perienced real sympathy and fellowship >.

One girl has been away from the Colon y
for six weeks, and the only way she cao
keep herself straight is to write to Mis s

Shaw two letters and a postcard ever y
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that time she has not onceday. All

failed.
Many more places of detention and re

education must be established in the near
future, and unless the public demands a

complete revolution these will certainly
continue to be worked on the old basis of
restraint. The Penal Reform League has
been trying for eleven years to educate
public opinion in this matter, and has pub
lished many interesting pamphlets. Con
tributions large and small are thankfully
received and members enrolled by the

Secretary, 68a, Park Hill Road, London,
N.VV. 3.

* * *

WE constantly hear people describing
the evil tendencies of the cinema,

and deploring the extent to which young
people frequent it. But let us consider

what part it plays in the
The Cinema lives of the poor. The
Recreative wage-earners of the

Council family have been all day
sweeping the streets,

punching tickets, sewing on buttons, put
ting in sleeves, or engaged in one or other
of the thousands of mechanical occupa
tions. Boys and girls in the formative
period of life, famished for mental and
spiritual nourishment, are in a desperate
state by evening. Sometimes they have
to work all day, not allowed to speak a

word, and with nothing to think about.
When they return to the crowded, stuffy

kitchen which makes their living room,
they may find it in disorder with sick or
squalling children, and at the best of times
it is not the place for comfort or relaxation.
Formerly the only way out was to seek
•oblivion for a little by means of alcohol ;

now it is natural for young and old to turn
longingly to the magnificent building with
its luxurious furnishings, red plush
cushions, and entertainments, which can
become their own for a couple of hours
at a small fee.

Thus the cinema obviously supplies a

need, but, unfortunately, the films de

manded and supplied are often sensational,
melodramatic, and even of immoral ten

dency. It is known that the more ex

hausted people are, the more they crave
for violent stimulus, and the more easily

they are tainted with corruption. This
fact should be borne in mind by those who
fix the working hours of very young men
and women, for it is the direct cause of
the undesirable element in the " pictures."

The superior people had better accept
the fact that the cinema has come to stay,
and set about considering what is to be

done to improve it. This invention could
do wonders for the education of the young.
It is quite possible to have films, ennobling
in tendency, which would feed the starved

intelligence and the aesthetic and moral
natures of factory

" hands
" and other

drudges, and yet would at the same time
entertain them. Many of the clergy and

important educationists are awake to the

necessity of taking action.

The Cinema Recreative Council is

working hard to bring about the produc
tion of films of educational value, and to
create a demand for them. It is rapidly
gaining the support of eminent men,
scholars, doctors, soldiers, clergy of all
denominations, and headmasters.

Recently the Council arranged a

splendid programme from already existing
films, lent by well-known makers, and in
vited educationists in London to come and
see them. A large cinema theatre was
lent free by the proprietor for the purpose,
and Sir Sidney Lee presided at the

meeting.
It is every encouraging to find that pro

prietors of cinemas and film-producers are

eager to help the movement in every pos
sible way. They say they prefer making
good films, but as they have to live they
must make those for which there is a de

mand. The principal work of the Coun
cil, then, is to create a demand for the
best. They urge the "superior" peoplenot
to adopt a censorious attitude towards the
trade, but to go to the pictures sometimes
and to write their views to the proprietors
with suggestions. It is desirable that the
movement should become as well-known
as possible, and also that all efforts in this
direction should be co-ordinated.

The policy of the Cinema Recreative
Council is to cultivate and maintain
friendly relations with the trade; to co
operate as much as possible with those
having cinemas, rather than to encourage
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competitive efforts ; to approve, commend
and advise, rather than blame.

So far the work has been done by volun
tary service at considerable expenditure,
but financial support is now necessary
for propaganda, and also to assist
in the production and circulation of
films of educational value, and others
of such a nature as are likely mean
time to be shown only in privately-
managed cinemas of schools, institutions,
or church halls. In connection with these
it is hoped that an increasing demand will
be made for films teaching Church His
tory, stories of heroes and saints, the
imaginative, the wonderful, the beautiful.

There is a Viewing Committee which
selects suitable films, and supplies to those
who consult them lists of subjects which
they can recommend. The Council is par
ticularly anxious to interest teachers who
are willing to experiment in special pro
grammes for school purposes. A Con
ference is to be held soon after Christmas,
and suggestions are asked for. All
communications should be addressed to
the Secretary, Cinema Recreative Council,
85, Upper Gloucester Place, London,
N.W. 1.

THIS theatre is doing excellent educa
tional work, and should be recognised

and supported by all who wish to restore
the appreciation of Shakespeare so

general even among the
uneducated masses in

* his own dav.
"Old Vic" It is u;uany found

that when a nation has
lived under the shadow of a great danger
and that danger passes suddenly away,
there follows a great outburst of song and
dramatic activity. After the destruction
of the Armada England became "

a nest
of singing birds." There were literally
hundreds of poets and dramatists of first-
class merit. The conditions seem favour
able for a recurrence of this phenomenon,
as witness the stress being laid on the

artistic aspect of the soul, and the recog
nition on all hands of the value of drama
in education.

This term, nine Shakespearean plays
have been staged in the " Old Vic "

:

" Love's Labour Lost," " Henry V.,"
"Twelfth Night," " As You Like It,"
" The Merchant of Venice," " Much Ado
About Nothing," "Measure for Measure,"
"Macbeth," and "The Tempest." Each
week three matinees are given, and on
these occasions the whole theatre is usually
filled with children from the L.C.C.
schools, and from secondary schools of
different grades. The management takes
the most paternal interest in them and

gets them to sing together before each

play. At " The Tempest
" the children

sang with the utmost zest, " Where the

bee sucks "
; and at " Henry V." " Here's

a health unto His Majesty." To judge
by many comments overheard, they
seemed to enjoy the performances very
much, and some surprisingly apt remarks
were made.

After Christmas it has been decided to

play
" Hamlet," "

Julius Ca?sar," " Mid
summer Night's Dream," and " Winter's
Tale "

; and among those under considera
tion are Milton's " Comus " and Mar
lowe's " Dr. Faustus. " The theatre is
small and the staging simple, but the

players have caught the spirit of the
Elizabethans, and, like them, apparently
fear no difficulties in the way of produc
tion.

* * *

SIR
FREDERICK BRIDGE delivered

the Gresham Lectures on Music for the

Michaelmas term at Gresham College.
The subjects were :

" Moore's Irish Melo
dies," " Sir Hubert

The Oresham Parry's English Ly-
Lectures on rics," " Purcell's Ayres

Music for the Theatre," and
the "

Masque of Dio-
clesian," also by Purcell. These lectures
were extensively illustrated by the help of
well-known musicians and of choristers
from Westminster Abbey. They were
free to the public.

The masque must have been a gorgeous
affair. It was produced on a large scale
and with great splendour by means of a

huge machine of four stories, and a vast
company of gods, goddesses, fauns,
satyrs, nymphs, bacchanalians, shepherds
and shepherdesses, took part in it.
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The opera of Dioclesian, at the end of
which the masque occurs, was the only
one Purcell published, and it was far in
advance of anything contemporary either
in England or abroad.

All his life the great composer suffered
from lack of appreciation and encourage
ment, and unfortunately he died at the age
of 37. Sir Frederick deplored the fact
that for centuries the English have had
this defect : that they run after foreign
musicians and neglect their own. Later
on when Handel appeared in England he
became very popular at once, although the
lecturer thought he was not to be com
pared with Purcell. It is to be hoped this
will no longer be true when the New Ideals
in Education have triumphed !

Generally speaking, the English people
seem to have to a great extent lost their
national music. One hears of people
trying to collect fragments of it in the
valleys of the Appalachians among the
descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers,
which is surely the irony of fate. In the
days of " Merrie England " there was a
full tradition of distinctively English song.
One has only to compare what remains
of it with, say, the music of Norway,
Russia, or the Highlands of Scotland, to
see how individual it was. For the most
part major in key, not piercing or excit
ing, perhaps not very imaginative ; cer
tainly it suggested no problems, but it was
sane and calming. It reflected smiling
landscapes and the simple, natural joys
and sorrows of home life, and must have
had a healing effect on the race which pro
duced it. One wonders what can be got
from composers like Wagner by children
whose natural heritage would be such
music.

To-day the children of the cultured
classes are nourished chiefly on foreign
music, but the mass of the people have

nothing except pantomime songs. The
writer once tried to discuss songs with
a class of boys, some of whom were the
sons of Midland farmers, others came
from London and various parts of the

country ; all had comfortable and some
luxurious homes. Apart from pantomime
songs there was little to discuss.

A few boys knew the words,
but not the tune, of " The Farmer's Boy,"
and several knew one or two Scottish
songs. One had a favourite song at home
called " The Village Organist," which
turned out to be incredibly sentimental
and weak. Surely this must be worse
than the average condition even of school

boys, but the fact that it can exist at all
shows something very far wrong.

* * #

THE Seventh Annual Conference of
Educational Associations will be held

at University College, Gower Street,

W.C. 1, from the 1st to 11th January, in
clusive. About twenty-

The Conference five of the affiliated As-
of Educational sociations have made

Associations arrangements to hold
one or more meetings

in connection with the Conference, and
the full programme is now ready.

Members of all the thirty-five affiliated
Associations can attend the open meetings
of any of the Societies, and others can
procure tickets for single meetings, price
1/-, or for the whole Conference, price

5/-. For further particulars apply to the
" Conference Secretary," 9, Brunswick
Square, W.C. 1.



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

By "FEMINA"

(Under this heading we propose to give each month a survey of leading events in the

world of women.)

THE
Great Peace is actually

here ! At the time of writing it
is only one week old ; but soon
after this number of the Herald

of the Star is out, the greatest of all
Peace Conferences will have met at Ver
sailles and will be pursuing its momentous
deliberations. In this hour the women of
all nations (Allied, Central-European and

neutral) have a special part to play. By
vote and voice and in every way that is
open to them, they must insist, now and
henceforth, on the iibolition of the insti
tution of war. Whether by general dis
armament, by a League of Nations allow
ing armed forces as an International
Police only, or by diplomacy open to and
dependent on democracy and its verdict,
the Gordian knot at which all ages have
fumbled must be definitely cut at last.
Women must bring their knife if men can,
or will, produce none. Happily, however,
the enlightened manhood of every nation
seems disposed to follow President Wil
son's fine lea<i in " making the world safe
for democracy," humanity and peace.
Womanhood, we may be sure, will not lag
behind.******

The three P's (Peace, Plenty and
Purity) are commonly supposed to be as
inextricably linked together as the three
R's in elementary education. But, in the
present case, it will be a long time before
we " custodians of the cupboard

"
can

hope to find the pre-war plenty reigning
there. A world food-shortage, the inevit
able result of a world-war, will necessitate
strict rationing for many months at least.
As to purity, one thing at least is certain :" 40D " must go. In practice, as many-
Labour contemporaries have pointed out,

this infamous regulation is chiefly applied
to working-class girls and women ; the
daughters of the leisured or professional
classes are seldom troubled by it. But
there are exceptions. We agree with the
Croydon magistrate who declared that
while " 40D " remains " no respectable
lady of Croydon "

(or elsewhere, we may
add)

" is safe " from wanton accusation
and degrading humiliation ; the first re
maining as a slur on her character unless
she undergoes the last, in the shape of a

medical examination. To such an in
tolerable injustice no self-respecting
woman, obviouslv, can continue to submit.

* *
'
* * * *

By the time these words are read the
most remarkable and fateful election of
modern times will be a thing of the past.
In the history of English womanhood it
will be a landmark which, it seems safe to
say, the most stirring events of future
years will scarcely overshadow. For the
first time in this country women will have
voted in their millions ; women will have
" stood " as candidates; and —very pos
sibly, though this cannot, of course, be
predicted with certainty —one or more
women will have been elected. That they
should have the opportunity of election, in
any case, is all to the good ; and it is
amusing to recall the rapidity with which
both Houses of Parliament, formerly so
solemnly opposed to woman's claim to
vote for even a man to "

represent " her,
registered their conviction that she should
henceforth, the constituencies consenting,
be allowed to represent herself.******

Both the Coalition Party and its Liberal
and Labour opponents seem to be of one
mind about the urgency — the immediacv.
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it may be said —of the Housing of the

People Problem in this country. Per
sonally we have always considered this,

peculiarly and pre-eminently, a woman's
problem. Women, even in these days
when so many of them " go out to work "

with head or hands or both, have so much
to do at home that the roominess and con
venience of the house (the home's raw

material) affects them far more than their
brother men. Women architects, as we
have pointed put before, will be the best
solvers of the problem. They will at least
see to it that the awful misery of the one-
room " home," where in times of domestic
bereavement the living perforce herd with
the dead, is definitely and finally abolished.
Every woman more happily circumstanced
ought to have it on her conscience, till she
has done her personal best to remove the
scandal that not a few of the heroes, who
went out to defend her and her children,
will return from the horrors of war to
" homes " like this. Two rooms up and
two down, with bath, backyard and proper
sanitary offices (the

"
yard

" to be a

garden wherever local circumstances per

mit) must be the irreducible minimum of
working-class housing in the future.

# -x- * * # *

Demobilisation schemes are proceeding
rapidly, but serious trouble is threatened
in some districts by failure to adapt exist
ing industrial machinery, formerly em

ployed for war purposes, to peace condi
tions. A more generous allowance from
the Government to the girls and women
thrown out of work would do much to
check the disturbance. While the cost of
living remains as at present, 20s. weekly
will hardly provide the barest necessaries
of life ; and it must be remembered that
the girl worker, like the soldier, came at

her country's call and magnificently sup
plied its need in its hour of peril. It owes
her—and him — too much to ignore either
claim in the hour of victory. It may be

noted, however, that one section of the
problem has solved itself (very satisfac
torily) by the recruiting of the Girls' Land
Army from the munition areas. The girls
and the land, it is said, have benefited
equally by the change.

* ' * * * * *

The excellent war-time work of the" Wrens "
(or, to give them their more

dignified title, the Women's Royal Naval
Service) is capable of various extensions.
For some time past, under the stress of
the nation's need, they have proved them
selves efficient naval surgeons and doctors.
Now they want to be naval architects as
well. Up to the time of going to press,
the decision of the only body technically
competent to determine the question of
their admission —the Institution of Naval
Architects—has not been received. But

if
,

as was recently stated, women are now
able to construct with their own hands
every part of a ship from keel to topmast,
there seems no reason why the three in
trepid spirits who have applied for admis
sion should not be allowed to design one
as well. In Canada and Nova Scotia, by
the way, two women are serving as

lighthouse-keepers. Others are likely to
follow suit.

A Happy New Year to every reader of
this magazine and, more especially, of this
particular page in it ! The year which
had Peace for its herald and morning-star
ought, indeed, to be a happy one ; crowned
with those best gifts for the human which
only come by the Divine. And the God-
Man—the Son of Man— is for ever found
to be the Son of Woman.

" Femina "
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OUR PRIZE COMPETITIONS
WING to a mistake, for which our apologies are here tendered, the result of our
latest Prize Competition was announced in the December number of the Herald of

V^Xthe Star— i.e., before the closing day fixed by the terms of the Competition for the

sending in of MSS. As this mistake was entirely our own, the only fair thing to do was

to regard both the Sonnet and the Quotation Competions as still open, and to award
prizes accordingly.

In the Competition for the best Sonnet on " Christmas Day, 1918," the poem an

nounced in our last number as having won the First Prize of two guineas, was consequently
taken as the standard, and it was decided that anything better than, or of equal merit with,
that poem, among those subsequently sent in, should receive an additional First Prize of
the same amount. As it turned out, however, none of the many Sonnets which came in

were, in our judgment, quite up to the level of the one which we printed last month. The
best was that contributed by Miss E. G. Pierce, Chiltern House, Thornton Heath, which
is printed elsewhere in this number, and to this a Second Prize of One Guinea has been
awarded. But the following Sonnet by Miss Hetty S. Bennett, 24, Alcester Street, Stoke
Devonport, certainly deserves an honourable mention :

Once more a herald of the far-shone Birth
We hail ; the old accustomed visions rise —
Of shepherds lowly, strangers heavenly wise
Adoring Love's own Star that drew to earth.
Long have we searched skies swept by fury's flame,
Long lost the radiance of that white serene ;

While age-old hatreds hurled their clouds between,
And falsehood stained the air and greed and shame ;

Long cried, " O, Watcher on Times' battlement,
Comes there no Helper in our later dearth,
No love-sign for a wounded world's content?"
O'er mournful marshes, mirrored in the mere,
Lo, yestereve, One Star— in heaven —on earth,
The Star of His Returning shone out clear!

The Prize of Two Guineas for the best Quotation from any writer, embodying the belief
and ideals of the Order of the Star in the East, was declared " not awarded " in our last
issue, but has now been awarded to A. Eveline Barron, of Ballyhemlin Manse, Ballywalter,
Co. Down, Ireland, for the following well-known quotation from an address delivered by
Emerson in 1838 to (he Senior Class in Divinity College, Cambridge, U.S.A. :

" I look for the hour when that supreme Beauty, which ravished the souls of those
Eastern men, and chiefly of those Hebrews, and through their lips spoke oracles to all
time, shall speak in the West also.

" The Hebrew and Greek Scriptures contain immortal sentences that have been bread
of life to millions. But they have no epical integrity, are fragmentary, are not shown in
their order to the intellect.

" I look for the new Teacher that shall follow so far those shining laws that he shall
see them come full circle; shall see their rounding complete grace; shall see the world to
be the mirror of the soul; shall see the identity of the law of gravitation with purity of
heart ; and shall show that the Ought, that Duty, is one thing with Science, with Beauty,
an J with Joy."

Editor



Important Reprints <S£ New Editions

ESOTERIC BUDDHISM, by A. P. Sinnett 4/-
The first comprehensive statement of modern Theo&ophical thought given to the
world. It has been reprinted many times, and is in constant demand.

THE GROWTH OF THE SOUL, by A. P. Sinnett 7/6
New and revised edition. An endeavonr has been made to clear the present book
of all misleading passages in the earlier edition of the same work.

AN OCCULT VIEW OF THE WAR, by C. W. Leadbeater, Pamphlet 6d.

ELEMENTS OF THEOSOPHY, by Lilian Edgar 3/~
A concise and clearly written statement of the elementary principles of Theosophy

INITIATION: THE PERFECTING OF MAN, by Annie Besant 3/~
Treating of the Path of initiation, and the qualifications necessary to its treading

MEDITATION FOR BEGINNERS, by J. I. Wedgwood 9d.

The Thcosophical Publishing House,
Head Office and Shop: 1. Upper Woburn Place, W.C.I. Branch Shops: 169, Piccadilly, and 43, Great
Portland Street. T. P. H. Publications are also obtainable at The Slur Shop, 314. Regent Street,
London, W.l, aud at The Theosophical Book Shops, 42, George Street, Edinburgh, and 144, West Nile

Street, Glasgow,

THE INTERNATIONAL NEW THOUGHT ALLIANCE hJESSU.
THE HIGHER THOUGHT CENTRE, 39, Maddox Stmt, Regent Street, W. 1.

na-rrakM f*r tk * list isks. J. MICE WIUCE. «.». JANUARY. Sicrrtary.MISS». M.CA110W.
SUNDAY MEETINGS open to all 11.30a.m. and 6.30 p.m. ; also at 40. COURTFIELD GARDENS, S.W. 5,
11.30 am. MONTHLY CONFERENCE of LONDON CENTRES. Sunday 26th inst.. 6.0-9.0, at

THE LECTURE HALL, 3, VERE STREET, W. 1.
Subject: The Spiritual Awakening in the New Era—" WHAT IS THE SECOND ADVENT ?"
Speakers : Mrs. Dorothy Grenside, Miss Neaum, Mr. Alexander Mclnnes, and Inayat Khan.

All interested are cordially invited. Full Syllabus on application to Secretary.

THE LONDON GARDEN SCHOOL, stL'ohnIwood^.yv.s,
has opened as an experiment to offer a first -class

MODERN EDUCATION ON NATURAL LINES.
Open-air classes, Eu rythmics, Swedish Drill, Dan ci nit. Music Appreciation, Acting, Singing, Drawing,
Painting, History of Art Gardening. Cookery. Fine Laundry( Handicrafts. BOARDERS taken who do

some share of the service of the house.

Co-education during Preparatory age. Vacancy for one little boy boarder.

The

41Education as Service.'

pendtb 1Ftew*5cbool,
Co-educational Day and Boarding School and Kindergarten.

IbenOon Xane. C.£., tftncbles, "R.3.
Principals: Miss F. V. CREATON,F.T.S^ Miss E. ALDEN BRAY, F.T.S.

Local Branch of the Incorporated London Academy of Music

Rhythmic cftfetbod Classes and Private Lessons.

OUTSIDE PUPILS TAKEN.
Open-air School. Full curriculum on Progressive lines.

Publi Examinations If desired.



©L.
LOOMS & SPINNING WHEELS

ALSO

HAND-WOVEN MATERIALS
ON SALE AX

THE ALSTON WEAVING STUDIO.
HAND-SPUR WOOLLENS. VEGETABLE DYED. Splendid for Coats. Costumes, etc.

v n irr Prom 7/6 yard. Jumpers from 2i guin«a3. Artistic Dress Lengths for day and
jfin four own ii «/. evening wear in silk and linen, pure wool, silk and wool, cotton, etc. Sports coats

l!" Ck! from 2- "ninea8- Chi dren's Frocks and Coats from 19/8.
Special Courses of Instruction for Ladles wishing to start Village Industries.

There is an overwhelming demand at the moment for all yarn spun by hand. THE ALSTON STUDIO will
provide the raw material and purchase all that is properly spun. Everyone in the household can learn this
beautiful and interesting craft. A spinning wheel is a real joy in the home. Write or call for particular*—

THE ALSTON STUDIO, 8, NEW BOND STREET, W.I. Zit'SU,

LADY DISPENSERS
NEXT COMPLETE COURSE OF TRAINING FEBRUARY 5th.

Over 1,000 Ladies have qualified as Dispensers
from the College since it was established in 1874.

WESTMINSTER COLLEGE, 190, CLAPHAM ROAD, S.W.9.
Principals: G. S. V. WILLS, PLC. (Founder, 1874). P. H. WOODNOTH, M.P.S.

Prospectus post free on Application. Telephone : 1728 Brixton.

MISS LAURA SMITHSON, l b.am elocution a. <*fi&l2i&S2?&i3Sr
Recommended by Htr Frank Benson, Miss Lilian BaylU, The Counter ol Crornartie.

Lady Gomme, Ben Greet, Esij., William Pool, Esq.

VOICE PRODUCTION & DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE.
Pupils prepared lor L.K. A.M. ELOCUTION DIPLOMA. Schools within reach of London visited.

A special study Is made or STAMMERING and OTHER DEFECTS OF SPEECH.
Address : 109, ABBEY ROAD MANSIONS, N .W. 8.

THE NEW THOUGHT CENTRE <Foundft8bs Fg\55f uM
3, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, W. 1.

This Centre baa no connection with any other London Organisation.
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES at 11.15a.m.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, and THURSDAY. Lectures on The Sileuce. Concentration, etc.
For Syllabus, apply to Secretary. All Lectures and Classes Free.

SPEECH TRAINING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Oral Expression is a Power which is being increasingly recognised— no Speaker or Teacher can afford to neglect it.MISS LOUIE BAGEEY

HOLDS CLASSES IN VOICE TRAINING. PUBLIC SPEAKING AND EXPRESSION.
TEACHERS prepared for L.R.A.M. DIPLOMA.

Copies of letters from successful Public Speakers will be sent on application. Terms and full particulars from
Miss Louie Bagley. 15. Langham Place. \V.l.

(" Christ in you the Hope of (/lorj.") New Publication. —Now Ready.

"THE BHAGAVAD GITA INTERPRETED"
In the Light of Christian Tradition. By HOLDEX EDWARD SAMPSON.

Of Booksellers, or W. Rider & Sox, Ltd., Paternoster Row, London. E.C.
Price, 3 6 nett ; 3/10 post free.

All inquiries respecting ADVERTISEMENTS to be addressed to
Miss FRANCES L. FULLER, 99, New Bond Street, W.I.

Tel : Mavfair 2421.
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MY UNLAUNCHED BOAT
The hour hath come to launch my boat, my sailless boat

At sea. . , .

I sit upon the shore alone, and daylight dies

In silence on the bosom of the darkening skies .

And with him, every note

Is crushed to silent sorrow in the song-bird's throat,
Ah me !

And 1 have not launched out my boat to sea !

The Spring hath come and gone with all her coloured hours.

The earth beneath her tread

Laughed suddenly a peal of blue and green and red

And for her tender beauty wove a flowery bed . . .

She gathered all her touch-born blossoms from bright bowers

And in her basket rained quick-dazzling showers,

And fled with all the laughter of earth's flowers

Ah me !

And I have not launched yet my boat to sea !

The restless waves are dancing in the sea

Mad with a drunken grief . . .

From every tree

Quivers and drops each red and purple leaf

That was its spirit's joy and hidden heart's relief!
In every breeze and corner of the sky
Whose lip was dumb and mute

Showers suddenly a scattered melody
Behind the clouds some hidden Flutist plays His flute .

Ah me !

And I have not my boat launched out to sea!

12th September, 1916.

Harindranath Chattopadhyav

[The above is taken from a very remarkable little book of poems by a young
Brahmin of about twenty years of age, which has recently been published by the

Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar, Madras, India. The volume is entitled,
" The Feast of Youth," and shows not only a wonderfid mastery of the English
language but a genuine poetic inspiration. We reprint elsewhere in this issue two
other poems from the same source, in the hope that some, at least, of our readers

may be drawn thereby to help the sale of the book by ordering copies from the

publishers.]



A HAPPY suggestion has been made
■* in the first of a series of monthly

booklets, which have just begun to ap

pear under the title of Change. It is that

we need a new word instead of " recon

struction " to apply to the work which is

at present before the world; and it is

argued that something like 'n
regenera

tion "
would be far more suitable. We

heartily agree. Not only has the word
" reconstruction "

already been done to

death, even before the process for which

it stands has really begun, but, as a matter
of fact, it never had much life to lose. It
is a dry, forbidding word, without flair or
appeal. Its adoption by one of His Ma
jesty's Ministries did much to divest it of
any romance or idealism which it might
otherwise have possessed, and altogether
it is most ill-fitted to be the watchword of
a new age.

" Regeneration," on the

other hand, is a word of limitless appeal.
Even the reader least sensitive to niceties

of vocabulary will recognise that it goes

deeper than the other and has about it a

truer glow of life. The reason is that it

involves the idea of life. Regeneration
means "being born again," a phrase
sanctified by long and familiar associa

tions. Quite apart from these associa

tions, however, it is a better and truer

word, for it denotes a change right down

in the springs of human nature, something
real and vital and not merely external,

whereas " reconstruction " need imply

nothing more than a rearrangement of

existing materials. In the name of the

Herald of the Star, therefore, we cor

dially welcome the suggestion, not only
because it is a sound one from the point of
view of mere language, but because the

idea involved in the change is one for
which this magazine has always stood.

* * *

' I AHE Herald of the Star, while be-
■*■lieving that the world has reached the

opening of a new age or dispensation, has

never thought that this new age could

come about by a simple reshuffling of the

fabric of the civilisation which we are

leaving behind us. Something far deeper
than this, it has always thought, is

wanted ; and it is primarily because the

need of the times is so evidently for a new

spiritual revelation that it is convinced

that before very long there must appear

among men a Revealer —a Teacher des

tined to give to mankind the light and

guidance which it needs at this great and

unprecedented crisis in its history. The
outcome of such a revelation, when it

comes, will not be reconstruction ; it will
be regeneration. That is to say, the effect

of it will be to touch the human spirit, to

awaken it to new ideals, and to galvanize

it into a thorough reinterpretation of life.

From this awakening reconstruction will
follow as a matter of course; it will stand

naturally to regeneration as effect to

cause. But without such an antecedent

rebirth of the spirit, reconstruction, even

il it be possible, can be nothing but the
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threshing of dry chaff. And that, as a

matter of fact, is all that it is at present.

* * *

T^TOTHING has been more remarkable,
■^■^since the declaration of the Armistice,

than the curiously uninspired tone of most

public writing and speaking on the com

ing work of reconstruction. Mticn has

been said about the " new age," but the

spirit of a new age is obviously not yet

with us. Men and women are planning
and discussing about the changes which

are needed in the outer conditions of life,

but very few appear to have given a

thought to the changes which are needed

in our whole attitude towards life itself.

Hardly a single representative person has

dared to be spiritual or to challenge our

fundamental conceptions of human nature

and human duty. On every side it is

tacitly assumed that more cannot be de

manded of human nature than is at pre

sent asked of it
,

that men must go on

being cynical and self-centred, that public

questions are all ultimately questions of
" business," and must be treated in a

spirit of hard-headed bargaining. Politics
are no purer than the politics of old; the

professional politician is the same indi

vidual as he ever was. liven the Peace

Conference, that magic alembic in which

the compound of the new world is to be

distilled, shows every sign of being no

more inspired than similar gatherings in

the place. Look where we will, we miss

that genuine idealism, that deeper stirr
ing of the Spirit, which must prelude the

true rebuilding.

* * *

T '1
'

is worth while reflecting, for a mo

ment, on this word "
regeneration "

in

order to sec something of what it con

notes. Let us take any of our modern

problems at random — the Labour pro
blem, for example. The best that recon

struction can do here is so to readjust

outer economic conditions that the friction
between so-called Capital and Labour will

cease to exist. Revolution, it is true,

could abolish capital; reconstruction can

not go further than finding room for both

in the common edifice. But, even when

it has done this, will the problem really

be solved? Think for a moment of the

Labour movement, as it at present is in

any of the great countries of the world.
Is not the whole thing simply a bargaining
tussle on a vast scale, with one side out
for whatever it can get, and the other
determined to yield as little as possible?
Where, except in a very few quarters, is

the struggle enlightened and dignified by

any kind of genuine idealism on either

side? For we have to remember here

that, although it may be idealistic of A to
fight for better conditions of life for B, it

is not idealistic of B to fight for his own
material betterment. Because an ideal

ordering of society would involve a vast
change in the conditions of the so-called
" working classes," it does not follow
that the working man, who is out for
higher wages, is thereby an idealist. Most
probably he is, in his own place, precisely
what the ordinary capitalist is in his.
Both, that is to say, want more than they
have got, and want it for themselves. It

is true that, from the point of view of jus
tice, the working man has the sounder
claim, seeing that the capitalist has more
than he needs, while the working man has,
too often, not enough. But this should
not blind us to the essential similarity of
the two aims, when judged from a purely
ethical point of view.

* * *

'THE failure to perceive this has thrown
quite an unreal glamour over the

Labour movement of to-day, in all but a

very few of its manifestations. The plain
truth is that the struggle, so far as the
majority of those participating in it are
concerned, is simply one of conflicting
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selfishnesses, in which neither party stands
on a higher ethical level than the other.

The aims of both are materialistic and the

philosophy underlying those aims is the
same. Only in the minds of a very few,
who have nothing to gain out of the con
flict, is the whole thing seen in its ideal
istic bearings. Apart from these, nothing
could be less inspiring than the great
economic battle which is going on to-day
all over the world. Interpreted in its

present terms, it can, at the very best,
lead to nothing more than barren recon
struction — barren because, although outer
conditions may have changed, the Spirit
of Humanity will have gained nothing in

the process.

F> LIT how different a complexion would
-'-'the whole problem assume if it were
ever interpreted in terms of regeneration !

For this would mean nothing less than a

change of heart in Society. It has been

well said that, in an ideal community, no
individual could be really happy or com
fortable so long as he knew that someone
else was lacking in comfort and happiness.
Here we have a rough hint as to what is

meant by a
"

change of heart," and it
gives us an idea of what is implied in the
word " regeneration." Supposing the

rich and the privileged ever awoke to a

feeling of true compassion for those less
fortunate than themselves ; supposing the

mere idea of squalor and hunger, of
maimed lives and scanty opportunities, of
drabness and colourlessness and discom
fort, ever became intolerable to the awak
ened sensibilities of the better-to-do
classes, so that, out of the fulness of their
hearts, they should demand an instant
release for their brothers and sisters from
these cramping and demoralising condi
tions; supposing that, with this impulse,
were born the willingness for spontaneous
sacrifice, a readiness to share the good

things of life with all around them ; sup

posing all this were by some miracle to

come about, would there be a Labour

problem then ? This is what is meant by

regeneration, and this is what is abso

lutely necessary before any of our social

problems can ever be truly solved. Such

a change would at once sweeten the whole

atmosphere in which the practical side of
the problem had to be worked out. It
would awaken a new idealism in the ranks

of Labour. It would break down the

barriers which at present exist between

the manual worker and those who are

working along other non-manual lines.

As though by magic, the whole great

world of work would become spiritualised.
The ideal formulation of Society would

have come into being.

XX
the materialistic and rancour-charged

atmosphere of to-day such a supposition
will naturally be put aside as an idle

dream. It offends the ingrained cynicism

with which we are accustomed to regard
human nature. It will be dismissed as

completely L'topian. But let us not be

misled. Only by a regenerative movement

of this kind can the problem ever be

solved. If it is beyond the compass of
human nature, well and good ; the pro
blem will continue for ever. But let no

one hope that simple " reconstruction,"
in our present mood, is going to do any
thing for us. This is one of the most

certain prophecies that anyone can make
at the present time. Put aside the hope
of regeneration, and all that we now speak
of as Bolshevism is an absolute certainty,
which reconstruction can never hope to

avert. For Bolshevism is only the break

ing through of Labour, long repressed,
along the line of class antagonism. It is

the outcome of reaction and resistance,
an effect and not a cause; and the cause
lies in the inner attitude towards Society
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of those in whose initiative lay the one

chance of solving the problem in time.

Regeneration thus becomes a matter of
acute practical importance. It is not so

much an ideal as a necessity. It is the

one alternative to chaos. Therefore, even

though it seem impracticable, it is worthy
of careful consideration on the part of any

student of the social movement of our
times.

* * *

V[()W, the difference between this

magazine and the majority of contem

porary periodicals lies largely in the fact

that it does not dismiss, as idle, these high
conceptional demands upon human nature.

A regenerative movement, such as we

have pictured, does not seem to it to be

beyond the bounds of possibility. On the

contrary, it holds that the nature of man

has depths which are seldom stirred in the

ordinary course of things, but which are

nevertheless there, capable of being
stirred when the occasion arises. Man is

far greater than he knows. Let him but

feel the spiritual touch, let him but come

into contact for a moment with the reali

ties, and he is capable of infinite response.
The spiritual history of the world shows

this to be true. It is only the fact that,

in recent times, there has been no such

gigantic stirring, which makes us incred

ulous. But the Herald of the Star
believes that such a time is coming. It
holds that the hour is not far off when

forces will be released of which we hardly
dream now. The heart of the world, it is

convinced, will and must be veritably re

newed, because in no other way can the

world-problem be solved and mankind
move out of the old into the new dispen
sation.

AT is our faith, and it is all con

tained in the word " regeneration."
And so, while all the world to-day is talk

ing of reconstruction, we wait, for we

know that something else has to come first.

It is possible that frantic efforts at recon

struction will continue for many years,

and that men and women everywhere will
sicken with the bitterness of failure. And

then, w-hen the hour strikes, the regenera

tive movement will begin. When the

Divine Messenger, for whom we look, ap

pears, then will the spiritual forces be

released which will make that movement

possible. And then, and only then, will

the New Age come into being.

* * *

' I ' O those who may regard this as a
-*• romantic fantasy, we say— let them

wait and they will see. They will witness

a world grappling with a problem which

it has not the philosophy to solve. They
will witness antagonisms growing fiercer

and fiercer. They will see darkness and

chaos descending on many a land. And

finally when things are desperate, they will

see the dawn of a new idea, brought home

to the common consciousness of men by

the sheer compulsion of defeat — the idea,

namely, that what is wrong is not so much

the external machinery of life but the

inner heart of mankind. And, with the

birth of that idea, will come the begin

ning of the new Movement, which is what

we are all craving for inwardly to-day,
whether we realise it or not —the Move
ment, not of reconstruction, but of re

generation. And then the true reconstruc

tion will follow. For with the Rebirth of

the Spirit all things will be made new.

'-pH



AMERICA AND A LEAGUE
OF NATIONS

<fty WARWICK DRAPER

(Barrister, of Lincoln's Inn)

AS
the thunder and havoc of

the Great War subside, Presi
dent Wilson has come to Europe
to include the League of Nations

principles in the Peace Treaty. The
other day Mr. John Masefield said at
the Washington Inn in London, " If
America and England agree upon it

,

such a League can be formed." A
voice from New York says that "'

after
all the controversies among the Allies,
the German Republics may fall into

a League of Nations by their own
weight, no one protesting." On this side
of the Atlantic public opinion is scarcely
informed as to the prolonged and vigor
ous thinking of eminent and practical
Americans upon the central ideas of the
conception of a League, a Society of Free
Democratic States, in which lies the only
escape for the world from future war.
We were startled when Dr. Page, at
Plymouth, in August, 1917, said :

Free peace-loving nations will have no more

o
f

the colossal armed and ordered pillage, and
no combination of peace-loving nations can be
made effective without both branches of our
race. This Kmpire and the Great Republic
must then be the main guardians of civilisation
in the future — the conscious and legal guardians

o
f

the world.

The War, a very huge and costly
schoolmaster, has taught whole nations of
combatants and non-combatants unfor
gettable lessons in geography and
economics. The marvellous inventions
of human scientific ingenuity, which, but
for the mania for world-influence of
Herman leaders, were unmistakably ac
celerating a new internationalism based
directly upon the existence of the scparalc
and independent nations, have long since
broken down the physical barriers of time
and space which used to divide the parcels

o
f

the earth. Thus, the coming genera

tions, tragically robbed by the war's
mystery of the flower of the race, are on
the threshold of a momentous new era,

and mankind is faced with the task of
profiting by experience and avoiding the
repetition of such a vast calamity.

That man or woman is an unenviable
cynic who does not see in history the ad
vance from force to reason and the onward
march of the world's conscience. That
conscience is a fruitful soil, and the last
four years of upheaval have stirred it

deeply. In Mr. Asquith's often-quoted
words :

The war means, or it ought to mean, perhaps
by a slow and gradual process, the substitution
for force, for the clash of competing ambitions,
for grouping and alliances and a precarious
equipoise — the substitution for all these things
of a real European partnership, based on the
recognition of equal right and established and
enforced by a common will.

These words may be measured with the
statement of M. Albert Thomas that

We French Socialists are firmly persuaded
that a durable peace can only be secured by an
international organisation, a Society of Nations
based on the right of peoples to dispose of
themselves,

and that of Mr. Balfour, who, recognis
ing the difficulties about a League of
Nations, has lately said :

I think it is mean and cowardly to shrink from
them, and I hope that the civilised world will
take that great problem seriously in hand and
see it through.

From America, before the United
States, with the consummate statecraft
necessitated by the millions of Germans
included in the melting-pot of its popula
tion, was steered into the War to end
War, President Wilson said (on May 27th,
1916) :

Only when the great nations of the world have
reached some sort of agreement as to what thev
hold to be fundamental to their common interest,
and as to some feasible method of acting in con
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cert when any nation or group of nations seeks

to disturb those fundamental things, can we
feel that civilisation is at last in a way of
justifying its existence and claiming to be finally
established.

And on the following day two and a

half years ago— such years !— the Presi
dent added :

I feel that the world is even now upon the eve

of a great consummation, when some common
force will be brought into existence which shall
safeguard right as the first and most funda
mental interest of all peoples and all govern
ments, when coercion shall be summoned not to

the service of political ambition or selfish
hostility, but to the service of a common order,
a common justice and a common peace.

From the statesmen of the Central Em
pires, subject, at any rate in the case of

Germany, to the grave distrust of leaders
who have so betrayed not only public
morals and political decency, but what
ever is noble and purging in war itself,
come similar voices which it would be

folly to ignore :

" Europe," said Count Czernin at Budapest
in October, 1917,

" must without doubt after
this war be placed on a new basis of right,
offering a guarantee of permanence. This basis
of right, I believe, must essentially be fourfold :
first, it must offer a security that a war of re
venge cannot occur again on any side. We
wish to achieve so much that we may be able to
bequeath to our children's children as a legacy
that they may be spared the terrors of a terrible
time such as we are now passing through. No
shifting of power among the belligerent States
can attain this end. The only way to attain it
is that mentioned —namely, by international
disarmament and by the recognition of arbitra
tion."

In Germany, in October, 1918, on the
eve of the great Armistice, Professor
Hans Delbriick, a veteran publicist, wrote
in the Prussische ]ahrbi\cher :

All my political observations hitherto have
been written subject to the traditional points of
view in policy, which have held good for thou
sands of years —the idea that the State is Might
and that its highest law is self -maintenance.
As the Entente States continually proclaim that
for their future and their security they must
fight down Germany, we, on the German side,
contemplate the impossibility of this will to
destruction being realised against us either now
or in the future. Opinions differ as to what is
really necessary for this purpose, and f have
represented the point of view that we could exist
very well even with the status 0.110ante. . . .

But what if after this war we enter upon a
new age, in which entirely new conditions of
international life will take the place of the old
idea of Might ? What if, by the common opinion
of the peoples, a power is set up which will in
future exclude warlike explosions? What if the
result of this world-struggle were to be that it
has made the peoples ripe for the idea that this
war must have been the last of all wars ? Would
then all these anxious deliberations and violent
debates about what must be our war aims, and
what " securities " we must bring home, be
superfluous and objectless?

Delbriick goes as far as to admit defi

nitely that the idea of a great League of
Nations has become "

a power with which
even the most reactionary Might-poli
tician of the old type must reckon." He
says that until the problem of reconciling
the sovereignty of individual states with
the idea of a League of Nations has been
solved " the German patriot cannot do
otherwise than desire to secure the Em
pire in the first place according to the old
principles of Might-policy. " But he-

adds: "If other prospects offer, I also
shall welcome them, and I shall gladly
co-operate in them."

It would be surprising if this consensus
of leading opinion were the flower and
fruit of seed only recently sown in the
great conscience of mankind, swiftly
ripened by the scorching flames of the
war. It would indeed be vain and hope
less if it were so. Great moral events do
not so happen by jumps. And, therefore,
those who now anxiously grab for a basis
of durable peace between the nations and
are ardent to increase that public opinion
among all people without which the
machinery of a League of Nations would
be ineffective and a mere curiosity,
would do well to watch the early growth
of this potent idea in unpromising en
vironment, and to honour its prophets
from the past.

The germ of the idea is
,

of course, found
in the Old Testament, and it was actually
practised, in a sense, by the Greek City-
States. Ancient Rome, characteristically,
often arbitrated between but not with
other Powers. In 1306 a French barris
ter, Du Bois, propounded a plan for the
avoidance of war and the maintenance of
peace in Central and Western Europe. In
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1461 a King of Bohemia and his Chan
cellor negotiated with other Sovereigns
for the establishment of a permanent
federal state to sit at Bale. The so-called

great design of Henry IV. of France,
really the work of his minister, the Due
de Sully, was, in truth, no more than a

plan to gain by arms for France the

hegemony of Europe and not a genuine
proposal of universal peace, and yet it had
a very real influence in developing among
later generations the idea of keeping peace
between the members of the family of
nations.

Modern History, the scroll of the still
Living Past, is full of brave essays and
experiments towards what is implicit in
a League of Nations, since the day when
Grotius, the Dutch lawyer in exile, wrote
a book during the appalling crimes of the
Thirty Years War itself, which first gave
form and authority to the science of inter
national law. The contemporary book of
a Parisian monk, Emeric Cruc£, argued in
favour of the abolition of war as the test of
disputes and the substitution of a scheme
by which all sovereign powers in Europe,
Asia, Africa and America should send
ambassadors to some city, such as Venice,
the ambassadors of disputant powers to
plead before those of the others who
should decide the issue, with the sanction
of the combined power of arms of the
third parties for enforcing the judgment.

About 1693 William Penn, taking his
inspiration from the Great Design, pro
pounded an elaborate scheme for a World
Parliament; and a less-known Quaker,
John Bellers, in 1710 issued a little-known
pamphlet entitled :

" Some reasons for a European State, pro
posed to the Powers of Europe by a universal
guarantee, and an Annual Congress, Senate,
Diet or Parliament, to settle any dispute about
the bounds and rights of Princes and Slates
hereafter . . . in order to prevent broils and
wars at home when foreign wars are ended."

Bellers fastened wisely on essentials —
the permanence of the Congress, war's
waste of labour and wealth, and the eco
nomic argument of avoiding war.

In 1789 and 1795 Jeremy Bentham and
Emmanuel Kant published their better-
known essays, and Rousseau wrote an
incomplete scheme about the same time.

If, indeed, reference to these early pleas
for settling disputes between states with
out the slaughter of their best manhood is
academical, it is well to note them as com
ments upon the emergence of the modern
world from its regulation by that single
omnipotent Schoolmaster the Pope and
Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire into
a community of separate states. Between
them international discourse was only pos
sible if Machiavelli's doctrine of necessity
justifying all methods was discarded, and
mutual relations were regulated and ob
served in good faith according to the code
of rules founded on the precepts of the
laws of nature and of religion and on inter
national usage. This, with the conviction
that some restraint must be imposed on
the excesses of warfare for reasons of
humanity and decent civilisation, is the
foundation of that living international law
which Germany outraged in 1914, and
which the institution of a Society or
League of Free Nations is to redeem.
The enthronement of Public Law, not only
in Europe but throughout a globe now
wholly divided and girdled with the means
of rapid communication, is the only poli
tical achievement of the future which can
compensate for the world-wide havoc of
the war and avoid its recurrence. Just
as a man who breaks his faith or commits
acts of cruelty is condemned by the judg
ment of his fellows or banished from re
spectable society, so in international law
we have the same sanction in public
opinion.

A proof of this lies in the strenuous
efforts of Germany up to 1917 to obtain
the good opinion of neutral states, and
especially the United States, and in the
significance of the masterly strokes by
which President Wilson and those asso
ciated with him steered American opinion
into firm and generous co-operation with
the Allies, and have more recently ex
posed the moral situation to the bewildered
and dazed sense of the peoples of the
Central Empires. The inward value of
these tremendous services lies in the fact
that, as acknowledged by one of our own
leading international lawyers, Sir Erie
Richards, K.C., K.C.S.I., the United
States has ever been foremost in the de
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velopment of international law, and in re

cent years has conceived and planned the
machinery of a League of Nations with
a thoroughness and insight hardly yet
realised on this side of the Atlantic.

It was not vainly that on the 19th of
August, 1786, Lafayette wrote to George
Washington :

Although I pretend to no peculiar informa
tion respecting commercial affairs, nor any fore
sight into the scenes of futurity, yet as the
member of an infant Empire, as a philanthropi-
cal character, and (if I may be allowed the
expression) as a citizen of the great republic of
humanity at large, I cannot help turning my
attention sometimes to the subject. I would be
understood to mean that I cannot help reflecting
with pleasure on the probable influence that
commerce may hereafter have on human manners
and society in general. On these occasions I
consider how mankind may be connected like
one great family in fraternal ties. I indulge a
fond, perhaps an enthusiastic, idea that, as the
world is evidently less barbarous than it has
been, its amelioration must still be progressive;
that nations are becoming more humanised in
their policy, that the subjects of ambition and
causes for hostility are daily diminishing ; and,
in fine, that the period is not very remote when
the benefits of a liberal and free commerce will
pretty generally succeed to the devastations and
horrors of war.

Can it be doubted that the movement of
a thought of much higher hope and
courage, passing between such corre
spondents 130 years ago, has— like that of
a pebble through a pond —been felt
widely in the Great Republic of the West ?

Listen to yet one more expression of it
,

by the great soldier General Grant, writ
ing to the Universal Peace Union of Phila
delphia forty years ago. In 1870 :

Although educated and brought up a soldier,
and probably having been in as many battles
as anyone else —certainly in as many as most
people could have taken part in—yet there was
never a time nor a day when it was not my
desire that some just and fair way should be
established for settling difficulties, instead of
bringing innocent persons into conflict, and
withdrawing from productive labour able-
bodied men, who, in a large majority of cases,
have no particular interest in the subject over
which they are contending. I look forward to
a day when there will be Courts established
that shall be recognised by all nations, which
will take into consideration all differences be
tween nations, and settle by arbitration or
decision of such Courts, these questions.

In these deliberate utterances and in the
yet more recent voices and acts of Presi-

dents Roosevelt, Taft and Wilson, and a
score of eminent American publicists like
the late Joseph Choate, Professor Charles
Eliot, Mr. Elihu Root, Mr. Theodore
Marburg, Mr. James Brown Scot and

Professor Benjamin Ide Wheeler, the con

ception of a League of Nations, which is,
after four years' of titanic military and

naval contention, an essential element of
the programme of the Paris Peace Con
ference, has assumed definite shape and

status. What Mr. Wells has called " the

great openness and simplicity of the

United States in foreign relations and its
freedom from the European entanglement
of overlapping nationalities " and the

solid, deep foundations of her own Great
Supreme Court of Judicature, in which,
by a great act of common sense and poli
tical foresight, she vested the entire judi
cial power of the American nation over its
component states, have enabled the best

thought of North America, aided by good
counsels from Canada, to develop this
beneficent idea in Europe, and our own
island's matured and insular judgment
and the rivalries of Continental states
have kept political thought, except among
scholarly students, in the shackles of
mediaeval and old-fashioned diplomacy.
The old world has become so saturated
with "the Great Power idea," that unless

it can be exorcised mankind will sink in
bloodshed and anarchy. The Great War,
instigated as to both causes and occasions
by the Central Powers, has involved whole
peoples and even non-combatants in its
costly toils. All men and women, by a
momentous act of deliverance from mental
slavery, are at liberty to face the need of
an Inter-States Force for serving Peace
by guarantees and safeguards, in the
light of a clear and illuminating body of
American thought.

A little detail will illustrate this :

In 1910, four years before the war
broke out in Europe, the Congress of an
unofficial but influential propagandist
Society was at Washington given con
siderable addresses by a remarkable group
of public men and State-servants —Presi
dent Taft himself, two ex-Secretaries of
State, the Presidents of three leading uni
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versities and the President-emeritus of
another, an ex-Governor of Virginia, the
Governor-elect of Connecticut, former
members of the diplomatic service as well
as the heads of three important foreign
legations at Washington, present and
former members of Congress and several
leaders in American commerce and indus
try. It is as if a Conference in West
minster Hall on proposals for the Judicial
Settlement of International Disputes had
been addressed before the Balkan Wars
and some years before the bomb at Sera-
jevo set fire to the European conflagration,
by the wisest of our leaders, Lords Bryce,
Grey, Curzon and Lansdowne, Mr. As-
quith and Mr. Balfour, the Chancellors
or Rectors of our British Universities,
Prince Lichnowsky (of Germany) and M.
Paul Cambon (of France), Lords Parker
and Parmoor, Professor Gilbert Murray
and Vice-Chancellor Fisher, Lords Court
ney, Rhondda and Shaw, Judges of the
High Court and Law Officers like Sir
Frederick Smith, Sir John Simon and Sir
Gordon Hewart, and not least by those
like Sir Willoughby Dickinson, Mr.
Lowes Dickinson, Mr. Aneurin Williams
and Mr. J. H. Thomas, who have de

votedly tilled in difficult new ground
in our country. If this had been the
case, is it not possible, as a really prac
tical speculation, that the urgent plea of
Lord Grey on, the fateful July 27, 1914, to
the Cabinets of Paris, Berlin and Rome,
that the four Powers should intervene in
the dispute between Austria and Serbia
and seek a means of solving the difficul
ties,* might have found a permanent
judicial forum already in existence for
their adjustment, and that a catastrophe
carrying 20 millions of people to their
doom or maiming, plunging the flower of
the race into a holocaust of sacrifice,
might have been averted? All the pages
of the " White Book " of diplomatic cor
respondence at the opening of the war,
when studied in contrast with the extra
ordinarily valuable but little-known trans
actions of the American Society for
Judicial Settlement of International Dis-

* " Diplomatic Correspondence Respecting
the War," published by the French Govern
ment (CM. 7717), p. 76.

putes which preceded it for some years,
show a cleavage between the main trends
of public and political endeavour in the
two continents which it has required the

tragedy of war to bridge, and, let us

hope, for ever to close. The machinery
for slowly but surely securing the

prevention of war by permanent Courts
of Conciliation and Judgment in large or
vital affairs, and Arbitration in the less
dangerous cases, might have been erected
to replace the hunger for armaments fed

by private firms of industry. Even in
a few years the irresistible strength of
public and international conscience,

already massed in a kind of progressive
growth by the parallel forces of inter
national finance and international labour-
opinion, might thus have found an instru
ment for averting carnage. In Germany
itself, the insane conceit of the militarists
and financiers who egged the dynasty on
to its doom in the name of a marvellous
but overwhelming patriotism, might have
been exposed and exploded. In March,
1913, in an unforgettable secret military
memorandum issued from Berlin, it was
stated that :

Public opinion is being prepared for a new
increase in the active Army which would ensure
Germany an honourable peace and the possi
bility of properly ensuring her influence in the
affairs of the world. Neither ridiculous shriek-
ings for revenge by the French Chauvinists,
nor the Englishmen's gnashing of teeth, nor
the wild gestures of the Slavs will turn us from
our aim of protecting and extending Deutsch-
tum (German influence) all the world over*

And yet, simultaneously with this
theatrical and calamitous nonsense, the

French Minister at Munich could report
from Bavaria :

From a political point of view people are
asking what is the object of the new armaments.
Recognising that no one threatens Germany,
they consider that German diplomacy had
already at its disposal forces sufficiently large
and alliances sufficiently powerful to protect
German interests with success, t

While Europe was thus brewing trouble
on the unstable equipoise of balanced
Powers, American public opinion was
being steadily formed and hardened on
the methods for settling the disputes and

* Ibid. ,

t Ibid.,
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natural rivalries of states. With a

thoroughness worthy of but more human

istic than modern German methods of

thought, it was referred to the lessons of

history and to first principles. It refused

to be daunted by the apparent but not real

failure of the American delegation to the
Second Hague Conference of 1907 towards
establishing a permanent Court of Judges
acting under a sense of judicial responsi
bility and representing the various judicial
systems of the world. That delegation,
authorised by Mr. Root as Secretary of
State and ably conducted by Mr. Choate, *

closely canvassed the problem with the
first delegates of Germany, Great Britain
and France, after securing the approval of
the Russian Government of that day. The
time was not ripe. The backing of public
opinion was not yet. By an odd irony its
definite proposals broke down before the
fears of the delegates of other and smaller
states, and now, in 1918, in the fulness
of time, those smaller states have learned

by bitter experience that no other way
will save them from entanglement and

slaughter, and the whole world is fasten

ing on the formula of the League of
Nations as an essential need of the future.
Mr. Choate never despaired. He steadily
contributed from his deep funds of wisdom
and humour acquired as a judge, a states
man, and an ambassador, to the victory of
the cause. He knew its growth was slow,
but he believed in it. In 1910 he spoke of
it as one of those reforms which work
step by step, little by little, here a little and
there a little, until at last the conscience of man
kind is aroused in regard to them, and the

object which seemed so distant at first, so
almost impossible to its critics, is at last, and
sooner than was expected, accomplished. t

To the end he co-operated with Mr.
Root, who has survived him and has lately
said :

The democracies of the world are gathered
about the last stronghold of autocracy. . .
No one knows how soon the end will come or
what dreadful suffering and sacrifice may stand
between ; but the progress of the great world
movement that has doomed autocracy cannot be

* See his illuminating account of what hap
pened in the Transactions of the American
Society for Judicial Settlement of International
Disputes, 1910, p. 343-348.

t Transactions, iqio, p. 343.

turned back or defeated. —Miscellaneous Ad
dresses.

The services of such men to mankind
are immeasureable, and claim the grati
tude of us all. They have sent the legions
of American soldiers and sailors to
Europe, because isolation became impos
sible for America in the struggle for the
moral aims of the Allies. They nurtured
and fortified the free opinion of the Ameri
can democracy, and that a very singular
democracy of mixed races, which has
found that flower of its expression in
President Wilson's recent words :

In order to gauge the precise contribution of
America to the present prestige of the League
of Nations idea, that idea wants to be clearly-
stated. It is immaterial to weigh the differences
between the American League to enforce peace,
the English League of Nations Society, which is
entitled to the credit of fostering the plant in
difficult insular soil, and the more recent
League of Free Nations Association, which has
now made proper union with the Society.

The objects of such a League are thus
in fact stated :

1. That a Treaty shall be made as soon as
possible whereby as many States as are willing
shall form a League binding themselves to use
peaceful methods for dealing with all disputes
arising among them.

2. That such methods shall be as follows :

[a) All disputes arising out of questions of
international law of the interpretation of
Treaties shall be referred to the Hague Court
of Arbitration, or some other Judicial
Tribunal, whose decision shall be final, and
shall be carried into effect by the parties
concerned.

(b) AU other disputes shall be referred to and
investigated and reported upon by a Council
of Inquiry and Conciliation Council to be
representative of the States which form the
League.

3. That the States which are members of the
League shall unite in any action necessary for
ensuring that every member shall abide by the
terms of the Treaty ; and, in particular, shall
jointly use forthwith both their economic and
military forces against any one of their number
that goes to war, or commits acts of hostility
against another, before any question arising
shall be submitted as provided in the foregoing
Articles.

4. That the States which are members of the
League shall make provision for mutual
defence —diplomatic, economic and military —
in the event of any of them being attacked by
a State, not a member of the League, which
refuses to submit the case to an appropriate
Tribunal or Council.
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5. That conferences between the members of
the League shall be held from time to time to
consider international matters of a general
character, and to formulate and codify rules of
international law, which, unless some member
shall signify its dissent within a stated period,
shall thereafter govern in the decisions of the

Judicial Tribunal mentioned in Article 2 (a).
6. That any civilised State desiring to join

the League shall be admitted to membership.

Mr. Wells* has tersely stated the urgent
reasons for adopting- such a programme :

1. The increasing destructiveness of modern
scientific war, of which this war —make no
mistake about it— is only an improvised sample.

2. The impossibility of controlling armaments
and securing a world disarmament without a

properly empowered supernational authority.
3. The impossibility of relieving the economic

struggle in the world by a mere network of
treaties, tariffs, and dealings without a world
authority.

4. The impossibility of achieving any satis
factory settlement of the problems of tropical
and derelict countries —Africa and Mesopo
tamia, e.g.—without a world authority.

5. The impossibility of developing the rich
and splendid promise of air traffic in anything
but a belligerent direction without a world
authority.

American opinion, free from Europe's
complications and prejudices, could point
to two different object lessons : first, the
solid fact that along a 5,000-mile line of
undefended border separating Canada
from the United States mutual trust and
confidence had obviated all need of for
tresses, warships or guns ; secondly, the
monumental but working institution of the
Supreme Court of the United States,
founded and operating for the express pur
pose of settling inter-state disputes
affecting boundaries, commerce and even
honour itself. Thus, at the close of the
nineteenth century, the United States of
America remained immune from the mili
tary tempers and standing armaments
which had brought Europe to a condition
of bankruptcy, armed to the teeth, bound
— in Gambetta's phrase — to end in the
final climax of " a beggar crouching by a

barrack door."
America, then, fortified her conviction

that war is an unprofitable servant, "
a

great ogre " as Bastiat said, " devouring
as much when he is asleep as when he is
awake," or, as an American economist has

* In the Times for June 29, 1918.

put it, " imposing taxes without which
man could have his house free, were the

money to be used in such a fashion."*
America has been thoroughly satisfied

with the working of its Supreme Court.
A modern writer on the American Consti
tution! says :

In all cases where the common law of the
States is not in agreement or adequate, the

Supreme Court asserts its right to apply prin
ciples, drawn either from federal or inter
national law, and thus to build up what may
properly be termed an " Inter-state Common
Law."

In 1912 Mr. Attorney-General Wicker-
sham, in an address which gave an illumi
nating account of the Court's working,
urged that :

Surely it is humanly possible to establish and
maintain a tribunal of equal merit for the pur
pose of deciding questions arising between
sovereignties less closely united than the

States of the American Union.*

In the same address he pleaded the great
advantage of a permanent Judicial Court,
constantly engaged in together hearing
and determining controversies of great im

portance, over an arbitrator summoned ad

hoc and anxious to please both parties ;

and he pointed to the similar work of the

political Committee of the Privy Council
sitting in London for the determination of
British Empire cases.

It is increasingly worth while at this

grave crisis of international affairs to

study this American model of judicature,
remembering the estimates of it by great
jurists. " In the nations of Europe, the

courts of justice are only called upon to

try the controversies of private indi

viduals ; but the Supreme Court of the

United States summons sovereign powers
to its bar." Sir Henry Maine described

it as " a virtually unique creation of the

founders of the Constitution." Lord
Brougham deemed it " the very greatest
refinement of social policy to which any

age has ever given birth." John Stuart
Mill saw in it " the first example of what

is now one of the most prominent wants

of civilised society, a real International
Tribunal."

*
Jordan in Transactions, iqio, p. 234.

t Willoughby " on the Constitution," Sec. 605,

p. 4.052.
%Transactions, 1913, p. 40.
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Modern facilities of telegraphy and

swift trans-oceanic communication have
abolished the hindrances of distance and
rendered possible the close and prompt in
vestigation of disputes between States.

Before the personnel and engines of war
need be summoned, statesmanship and
wisdom can be brought into play, and
henceforward all wise statesmen, as well
as the general folk to whom they are or
should be ultimately responsible, are aware
that at every cost of trouble and good
faith the final arbitrament of the
mechanical and chemical methods of
destruction, substituted for the cham
pionship of Marathon, Agincourt or
Waterloo, must be avoided. In this
conviction in 1914 the American and
British Governments signed an open
treaty for the reference of all disputes, in
cluding those of honour and vital interest,
to a permanent commission of investiga
tion, the two parties undertaking not to
declare war or begin hostilities until a re
port had been received. Similar treaties
now also exist between America and
France and with several other countries.
This great step towards a League of
Nations was an active stroke towards the
abolition of war. It may well have
alarmed the Hohenzollerns and Hertlings
and Ballins of Prussia into a desperate
large gamble.

During the war the tentative American
Draft Convention drawn up by Dr. Mar
burg's Private Committee, and the Scheme
of Organising a League of Nations pre
pared by Sir Willoughby Dickinson's
English Sub-Committee,* are careful
documents which our statesmen and our
selves are bound to study. Thev deal,
within clearly defined scopes, with the
machinery of the proposed Courts, the
choice of Judges, the vital questions of
sanction, military, economic, moral.
They agree on all substantial points such
as the need of permanent really judicial
Tribunals, working by rules of settled but
plastic law, inspiring a confidence not
given by temporary arbitrators or a single
empire. They are avowedly intended to

* Publications Xos. 30 and 42 of the League
of Nations Society.

allow that new and genuine international
freedom the notes of which were nobly
sounded by Mr. Root at Rio de Janeiro in

July, 1906, when he said :

We wish for no victories but those of peace,

for no territory except our own, for no
sovereignty except the sovereignty over our
selves. We deem the independence and equal
right of the smallest and weakest member of the
family of nations entitled to as much respect as

those of the greatest empire, and we deem the

observance of that respect the chief guarantee of
the weak against the oppression of the strong.
We neither claim nor desire any rights or
privileges, or powers that we do not freely con

cede to every American Republic. We wish to

increase our prosperity, to expand our trade,
to grow in wealth, in wisdom and in spirit ;

but our conception of the true way to accomplish
this is not to pull down others and profit by their
ruin— (this was spoken in 1906 before Ger
many's final plot for imposing Deutschtum on
an indignant world) —but to help all friends to

a common prosperity and a common growth,
that we may all become greater and stronger
together.

This noble avowal and the like remark

able statement of the fundamental rights
and duties of nations agreed in 1916 by

the American Institute of International
Law are both printed* in a most valuable

small book, entitled
" The Basis of

Durable Peace," published in 1917 in New
York by Scribner's firm by an author of

eminence, perhaps President Wilson,
styling himself Cosmos. They rank
worthily with Mr. Wilson's great oration
of May 28th, 1916, when he offered

America as a mediator before she became
a belligerent. They will rank with Lord
Grey's clear and welcome speech in
October, 1918, at Westminster, as

establishing the case for a League of
Nations to ensure the Peace of the
World.

Remembering that after all militarism
is, whether in Germany or in any other
country, a state of mind, and that the
Great War has definitely proved the neces

sity of abolishing war, and that to pray
for peace and advocate war is a mockery
of the Most High God, we see the
momentous need of fixing the scheme of a

League of Nations well and wisely, and
not with the failure of attempting too much
all at once, into the social fabric of the

* Pp. 54, 67 ; see also p. 92.
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human race in concluding this war. The
strain upon the machinery will be great.
The calls upon the fidelity and forbearance
of that public opinion of a released demo

cracy, without which the machinery must
be idle, will be severe. The scheme will
be tested at every turn— in helping to lay
the foundations of future safety ; in watch
ing Germany lead the way down the slip
pery slope of armaments up which she has
led modern Europe ; in requiring Govern
ments to keep the manufacture of and
trade in war-material in their own hands,
and in safeguarding the future economic
conditions of the world, based on present
changes of the map. The Courts of the
League, whatever its formula, will be

charged with keeping the Atlas which the
Treaty of Paris must edit and publish —
Belgium restored to absolute independ
ence, with Antwerp an open port ; Italia
Irredenta recovered to Italy, with the
best practicable adjustment of Latin and
Slav claims on the borders ; all that is
really French in Alsace-Lorraine restored
to France—Serbs, Croats and Slovenes
confirmed in one sovereignty with a free
Adriatic seaboard ; Greece, under Veni-
zelos (may he live long enough !),' 'in*-

creased into the solid nationality of a mari
time republic worthy of the land to whose
ancestry the world owes the noblest debts
in liberty and knowledge and art; Rou-
mania restored to the status of which Bul
garian duplicity robbed her; Denmark to
recover the purely Danish part of North
Slesvig ; Finland to keep its own inde
pendence in the Baltic; Poland, after a

century and a half of injustice, to have a
free people of 20 millions, free from the
Baltic to the Carpathians ; Bohemia and
Ireland each restored to nationality, under
the control of the best organised and
educated of their respective races ; in
Austria-Hungary some federal substitute
for the Hapsburg Monarchy ; Turkey, ex

pelled from political power in Europe,
Armenia, and Palestine, as well as from all
her old bad ways, free to develop as a

national State in Anatolia ; Constanti
nople a police centre of the League of
Nations, until or unless she can be a

capital city of an honourable Balkan
Federation; Russia, rescued from Bolshe
vism and German influence, autonomous
and working out her own salvation in
federal terms ; Germany, after forfeiting
her captured colonies, free, if her disillu
sioned people in good faith and sanity-

keep honourably within the League as
their interest will dictate, to enter large
free-trade spheres in Asia and Africa con
trolled by some Associated Management
guaranteed by the League ; India and

Egypt gradually liberated into the self-

government and self-determination of
their own destinies, if indeed they wish,
which is doubtful, to shake off all that
is best in the liberal British Colonial
policy.

To this stupendous task, associating a

sense of moral obligations with the power
of statecraft, the conception of a League
of Nations is now moving. It will not

bring us swiftly to Utopia, but being
founded in Justice, which is Truth in
action, it will settle all men and women
of the peoples in a busy and eager condi
tion of enterprise and faith, free from the
dread of their children being reared t6
slaughter and mutilation in future wars.
It will engender not a cosmopolitan con
fusion but a healthy internationalism, com
posed of nations keeping their own charac
ter, like a noble city that is composed of
sturdy families. Let us be proud of our
own race, which can claim to have led
civilisation along this road —Britons and
Americans, Americans and Britons —the
Anglo-Saxon stock, with whatever admix
ture ; the race that has begotten them that
were recently training in their bands at
Winchester all round the image of King
Alfred, the first hero of the race, where the
banners of Great Britain and the United
States hung together across the chancel
screen in the great cathedral house of
memory, worship and prayer.

Warwick Draper



THE AIMS OF THE EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE
OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION

THE
war has turned many minds in our

country to questions of education, and
we feel that no apology is needed for

our submitting the following considerations to
your attention.

We belong to a Society which has for its aim
the formation of a League of Nations : and we
claim your assent to the proposition that the
time has come to present to the rising generation
an interpretation of History and Politics which
will encourage the growth of international
sympathies rather than the insularity of senti
ment which has hitherto characterised our
teaching.

Since the patriotism of the young is not un
likely to be of a somewhat narrow and intolerant
character, it is the more incumbent on teachers
to offer such a presentation of facts as may
help to create a sane and sober judgment in the
grown man.

Such a presentation has not hitherto been
made on any wide scale with conviction or per
severance. The large majority of the school
history books give a picture of mankind in
which England figures as the one really impor
tant nation. Her interests are always of
supreme concern ; her policy towards foreigners
has always been just, wise, and successful.
Other nations are only mentioned when their
development has conflicted with ours. Little
or nothing is said of any intellectual or other
debt we may owe to any of them. The pressure
of cataclysmic forces is teaching us that no
nation either develops or thrives independently
of others : that the conception of the English
as the one chosen race, and as the only heirs of
the ages, is unwarranted, profoundly mis
chievous, and plainly contradictory to the prin
ciples which are taught in all schools.

It is unthinkable that the fundamental moral
laws which govern the relations between one
individual and another, one family and
another, and, as we are at last learning,
one class of society and another, should
be permanently ruled out as inapplicable
between nations. For instance, History re
cords how the principle " Do as you would
be done by " has been gradually extended
from the stage of independent family groups,
represented by the Cyclops in Homer's " Odys
sey," over increasingly wide and complex
associations of human beings. Men have
hesitated at each advance, fearing lest the
larger unselfishness might injure the narrower
unit. But the contrary is now known to happen.
In a family of brothers the most unselfish of
them develops his own personality to a fuller
stature than the one who always thinks first of
his own interests and enters least into the lives
of the others. So we are theoretically sure it
must be between nations. Has not the time
come to translate theory into practice?

If we are tempted to shut our eyes to our
We are called on to lift the minds of the young
to a brotherly view of other nations, just as we
have long tried to train each individual child
to a brotherly view of other individual children.
The summons is not new, but it has remained
almost unheard till it was re-enforced by the
disclosure of German nationalism in all its
nakedness in 1914. The unspeakable horrors
we have been witnessing are only an instalment
of what must befall mankind if the atomic prin
ciple of " all against all " does not give way to
that of fellowship and co-operation.

The call is most clearly addressed to us
Britons. As Seeley used to teach, our imperial
position gave us the opportunity of reconciling
the discordant ideals of other peoples : the
ideals of Eastern and Western civilisation, and
geographically, of the new world and the old.
To-day we find ourselves sympathising alike
with the international hopes expressed by
President Wilson, and with the traditional
nationalism which is, apparently, more con
genial to our European Allies. Between these
divergent influences we and we alone can
mediate. On us it may depend to which ideal
the foremost nations are to commit themselves.

If we are tempted to shut our eyes to pur
responsibility, we may gather warning not only
from Germany, but from other nations, each of
which in its own measure has been entrusted
with a message for all mankind. Too often in
this fact they have seen an excuse for national
pride, instead of a summons to give of their
best to foreigners, to form relations with them
free of all exclusiveness and presumption : and
so to be true to their own national character.
Similarly we have to recognise t!iat it is not our
power and prestige, but the grandeur of our
opportunity as an Imperial people that ought to
fill the breast of every young Briton with some

thing far nobler than national pride, with " holy
hope and high humility," with steadfast resolve
to give all he has to this new movement towards
concord amongst the nations of the earth.

We venture, therefore, to urge that a new
spirit in our teaching, especially of History,
Geography, and Modern Languages, is
demanded of our schools.

In regard to the latter, Schoolmasters are
aware that in the last fifty years English boys
have come to survey a wider horizon than their
forefathers did. They do not start, as many of
our adults started, with scorn for everything
foreign ; they will actually take pains to acquire
a fair French accent. But an immense deal
remains to be done. We are hoping that in
future the learning of modern languages may be
pursued, not for any narrow or disputable
reason, but mainly because—among Britons
more than any other people—it is required for
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the encouragement of a sound international
■spirit.

We have no wish to intrude on your province,
and suggest practical changes ; but we would
point out that it is not a question of adding to

the time to be devoted to these subjects, but of
the kindling of a new desire, the fostering of
a wider aspiration for the future of the world.
Once let the teachers be touched with this
spirit, and almost every subject they handle
will quicken international hopes, so that boys
and girls will be prompted to a generous con-

■cern for the welfare of distant countries, with
whose progress they will discern that our welfare
is more and more intertwined. They may also
be brought to see that to this ideal of fellowship

and co-operation there is no alternative possible
except a suicidal rivalry of ambitions and
armaments.

We can hardly be in doubt as to our imme
diate duty in the schools. It is that, recognising
the unreality of any sharp distinction between
sacred and secular subjects, we should secure
that the same ethical impulse be given by all
alike —an impulse towards conciliation, not
division ; brotherliness, not condescension ;

knowledge, in place of ignorance.
E. LVTTELTON,

Chairman Educational Auxiliary Committee.
League of Nations Union,

i, Central Buildings,
Westminster, S.W. i.

We reprint also the following extract from a Prospectus which has been sent to us.

THE LEAGUE FOR THE COMMONWEAL: ITS
ORIGIN AND OBJECTS

THE
LEAGUE FOR THE COMMON

WEAL owes its existence to a recogni
tion of the fact that in order to secure
Social and Industrial Reconstruction

in the fullest sense it is not sufficient that
co-operating effort should be confined to

particular classes of the community. It is
not too much to say that the whole future
of the country depends on a re-adjustment of

industrial relationships as between employers
and employed. While the actual basis for that
re-adjustment can only finally be brought about
by Capital and Labour, through joint action on
the part of their representatives, it is obvious
that such a great task cannot be accomplished
with complete success unless there is created
that vital atmosphere of goodwill, unity and
national comradeship, by means of a concentra
tion of public opinion, and by the efforts of

thousands of individuals throughout the coun
try, all pledged to common aims and a common
organisation.

# * * *

The objects of the League are :—

(i) To create a unity of citizenship by com

bating all influences which work for class
antagonism and social disruption.

^2) To oppose bad conditions of employment
and social environment, and by bringing
different sections of society into active co
operation, create the necessary atmos
phere of goodwill and confidence by which
employers and employed will be able to
work together for their mutual benefit
and the goodwill of the community.

(3) To solve by national united effort, rather
than by means of party politics, problems
of social amelioration such as {a) Hous

ing ; (b) Education ; (c) National Mini
mum Wage; (d) Status of Women in In
dustry; (e) the Just Treatment of Sailors,
Soldiers and War-Workers ; (/) all matters
of Industrial and Social Welfare which
require the co-operation of employers and
employed, and men and women of all
classes working together for the Common
weal.

(4) To support" all efforts directed to build
ing up a happy and secure standard of
national life.

Each member is required to sign a Certificate
of Membership accepting the central principle
of the League, that men and women of all classes
should unite in a spirit of comradeship to im
prove conditions of social and industrial life,
and pledging himself or herself to render every
possible service to further the objects of the
League.

Any group of twenty-five or more Members
may form themselves into a Lodge, and a

Branch of the League consists of representatives
of all Lodges within an area. In turn the
Central Council is constituted of representatives
from each Branch with a proportion of co-opted
Members.

There are infinite possibilities behind an
organisation having Lodges and Branches in
every part of the Kingdom—all pledged to the
cause of the Commonweal. By such means men

and women who are determined that the national
spirit shall be one of unity can save all that is
best in civilisation and advance the great cause

of humanity.
All communications to be addressed to the

General Secretary,
League for the Commonweal,

64, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.i.



THE PATHS OF THE LORD
<Sy the Rt. Rer. J. I. WEDGWOOD

{An Address given to the Order of the Star in the East, at Sydney, N.S.W., on Sunday
October 20, /pig.]

THERE
is one use of the plural

which we may regard as sig
nificant, even if perhaps in the
original it was not intended so

to be significant— in the words attributed
to John the Baptist :

"
Prepare ye the way

of the Lord; make straight His paths."
If we try to forecast the work that the
Lord will have to do when He revisits
the earth and comes to reshape our
modern civilisation, one is struck with
the bewildering diversity that confronts
us. There are, indeed, many paths to be
made straight, so many different depart
ments of human thought and activity,
and one sees the grave need that exists
for reconstruction along almost every one
of these several paths. Very close to our
hearts is the work of reconstruction
in our social and economic relations.
That stands at the very foundation of
prosperity and public welfare. Another
line of thought and activity which is also
fundamental is the line of religion.

Religion is an instinct which lies at the
very heart of humanity. It is that in
fluence in the man's life which is intended
to lift him up towards the things of the
spirit, and it is evident, therefore, that
the work of reconstruction in religion
must play a very important part in the
future. I have taken this particular sub
ject because there are certain lines of
thought which suggest themselves which
will be of interest to us perhaps, and along
which we may direct our thoughts in the
little work which we are each of us doing
to help to prepare the way of the Teacher
who is to come.

Now if there is one thought which is
suggested by the study of Theosophy, it
is that our view of life must necessarily
be most inadequate, so long as we only
take into consideration the physical plane
and adopt the ordinary physical plane

habits of thought and outlook. If through
ignorance of the higher worlds—through*
ignorance of those teachings which are
given to us in the Theosophical philo
sophy about the higher planes or the
super - physical worlds, if through
ignorance of all that branch of study
and thought, we shape our policy in life
purely from the physical plane standpoint,
that policy will be hopelessly inadequate.
It is very much as though we were trying
to put together a picture puzzle from
which the more important pieces were
missing. That must inevitably be so,
because in practically ignoring the higher
worlds, as is done in popular thought, we
are ignoring those worlds whence origi
nate the causes of things. Any religion
which leaves out of account those higher
worlds must be inadequate and unable to
cope with the varied demands of human
nature, and it is largely because our
modern civilisation and that of the prece
dent centuries have gradually passed out of
touch with the life-springs from the
higher worlds, that things have both in
religion and elsewhere become so dis
torted.

In every branch of life practically the
truest methods of thought and action are
those which endeavour to reproduce in
terms of physical life the archetype of the
higher worlds. Let us take an illustra
tion which will serve to explain what I
mean. Take architecture : those who
possess the inner vision know that beauti
ful thought and feeling or aspiration pro
duce in the higher worlds beautiful forms.
That was known and recognised in the
older days, and the architecture of those
older periods was based upon the forms
in the higher worlds. The spires, domes,
minarets, pinnacles of churches are en
deavours to reproduce in physical archi
tecture the super-physical forms produced
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by the highest types of thought and feel

ing.
" Where there is no vision the

people perish," says a writer in the Book
of Proverbs. When people no longer
saw in the higher worlds, the architecture

naturally tended to change, and even the
tradition tends to become changed, the
forms being debased. Those forms then
become increasingly inadequate for the
purpose of uplifting the mind and as a

vehicle for the spiritual forces which they
are intended to express or transmit. That
is another point which will need careful
consideration. The closer we keep to
our archetypes the more will our physical
life be flooded with the influence of
the spirit. Those forms themselves
inherently act as a vehicle for spiritual
influences from the higher worlds. Ig
noring the great value of beauty, the

people in these modern days erect cities
the architecture of which is shaped
almost entirely and purely by utilitarian
considerations. It may be an advantage,
from one point of view, to run up a build
ing of the most efficient type at the least
cost without any reference to beauty of
structure, of form, of outline; but to do
so is a very grave disadvantage from
another and far more important point of
view, for where a city reflects ugliness
the type of egos drawn into that city will
necessarily be lower— the egos who come
will be of the more dissatisfied type, and
inevitably economic disturbance will be
the result of that. There will be strikes,
class warfare, economic unrest, all those
things which tend to inflate prices, so in
the long run what is saved by leaving out
the element of beauty has to be paid for
in other directions.

We can see by observing the field of
architecture how important it is that in
all our departments of life we should en

deavour to keep true to type. The same
thing applies to the great study of re

ligion. If we invent fancy religions from
our own physical plane point of view thev
are likely to be inadequate. There are
certain great laws operating throughout
all the worlds of Nature, and it is only by
taking into consideration those laws that
we can arrive at a religious polity ade
quate for the requirements of humanity.

Looking through the ages, and taking
these religious systems which have come
down to us from the wisdom of the past,
those which have been given to the world
by the Great Teachers, we can see that
they embody certain features, and in any
reshaping of the religious polity of the
future it is essential and imperative that
those features shall be retained. I sup
pose we can lay down as a first axiom
that all religion is intended primarily not
for the helping of the few people who
take part in its worship, but for the

helping of the world at large. Church
worship is not intended primarily to
minister to the few people who take
part in it

,

though that is one very im
portant side of its use, but it is designed
to distribute spiritual power over the par
ticular locality in which the church is

situated. It must be planned on certain
lines and according to certain principles,
which will best make for the distribution
of that spiritual power on the higher
planes in the spiritual worlds. One
essential feature of such a system of
worship must be the unification, the
bringing together, the making one, of
those who are taking part in the worship.
You find, in most of the systems of
worship in vogue among us, that there is

practically no scientific attempt to bring
that about.

Not long ago I was speaking in a New
Thought Church in America to some six
hundred people. When one went into
the building and began to speak there
were practically six hundred different
vibrating centres, and it was quite a

Herculean task, to endeavour by one's
almost unaided effort to ensure that by
the time one had finished there should not
remain six hundred separate vibrating
centres. The more scientific system of
worship would have endeavoured at the
beginning of the proceedings to unify the
people, to blend them together, to reduce
them as far as possible to the lowest
common multiple, and to see that their
thought and feeling were harmonised so
far as was possible. Certain definite and
distinct types of thought and feeling
should be laid down so that the congrega
tion may become a body corporate, a col
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lective unity, acting as one body. Every
thought and sentiment suggested in the

liturgy should be reflected from the con

gregation as from one body and not
from six hundred different vibrating
centres.

That is just one feature that may be

suggested, and it serves to illustrate the

point that there are certain scientific prin
ciples on which public worship ought to
be based, and no doubt in the religious
reconstruction of the future these prin
ciples and others will be taken duly into
consideration. At present people think
that one form of worship is just as good
and effective as another, and that forms
should be shaped simply according to dif
ferences of temperament. In ancient
Greece great stress was laid upon the
Trinity of the Good, the Beautiful, and
the True. In that Trinity you have re

presented three quite fundamental aspects
of religion. The True represents —shall
we say— the philosophical side of religion.
It is extremely important that religion
should explain to us why we are here,
whence we come, whither we go ; what is
the purpose of life; that it should outline
the plan of our work ; that it should en
able us to understand exactly where we
stand in life and what we are intended to
do. If you take the Christian religion
you find that that philosophy is summed
up in the traditional Creeds. Those re

present the earliest formulation on the
part of the Christian Church of the teach
ing of the great Master Himself, and are
intended to be a philosophical exposition
for the intellectual instruction and de

velopment of those who take part in the
worship. Each one of these clauses of
the Creeds is intended to suggest a certain
line of teaching, and when you approach
the clause from that point of view you
find it is a very remarkable summary of
Christian philosophy. I know it is the
custom to scoff at Creeds, because the
ideas have been misunderstood —because
the ideas have been enforced by authority
from without rather than by a process of
inner illumination. That does not alter
the fact that the Creeds represent the
original teaching of the Christ Himself,
and do, when properly understood, con-

stitute a very magnificent system of
philosophical thought.

The Good is the Second Person of
the Greek Trinity. That, of course,

stands for what we now call moral or

ethical teaching. Again it is exceedingly

important that religion should explain to
its adherents the principles of conduct

that they should follow. We find in all
religions certain ethical teachings, and

those teachings, we also find, are common

to all the great religions of the world.
For example, the teaching of the Sermon

on the Mount was anticipated by some

five hundred years in the Buddhist scrip
tures, and those ideas are found also in

other religious representations. Thrse
moral precepts are given to humanity by
those who stand higher than the average
—by the great Teachers, the Founders of
Religion. They constitute, as it were,

a kind of map of conduct. They are in

relation to human conduct just what a

map is to a traveller in a strange country,
given to him by those who have travelled
the way, who have explored the country.
The teachings represent the accumulated
wisdom of those who have gone before
us; that being true only, of course, of the

fundamental precepts of morality and
ethics and not of those particular features
which are purely local and geographical
or which appertain to a particular period
in history.

Unfortunately in the Churches, with the

gradual ebbing away of the life, just rs
the clauses of the Creeds have become

crystallised and have lost their original
life and meaning and purpose, so also
the moral teachings have largely become

crystallised and people have become
rather weary of moral precepts —of being
told, to put it colloquially, that they must
be good without having it explained to
them why they should be good, or—still
more important—how they are to achieve
that desirable goal.

A larger conception of religious teach

ing would explain the necessity for the
moral endeavour — for the treading of the
path, the future that lies ahead of each
one of us, the particular way that we are
taking, the spiritual development that
each one of us can make, and would give
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us explicit and scientific instruction as to

just how this mastery and development
of the character is to be achieved and

accomplished.
Then we turn to the third principle of

this Greek Trinity —the Beautiful, and
there we have represented a side of things
which has in modern times been very
sadly ignored. There has been little

recognition of the value of beauty in the
unfoldment of human character. It may
be said that, if you can teach a man to be

beautiful in himself, there is no particular
necessity to teach him to be good, be

cause that will already have been brought
about along this other line of effort. In
some of the older religions of antiquity,
particularly those of Greece and Egypt,
great stress was laid on beauty. To
mirror within oneself the beauty that was
without, to shape one's whole nature ac

cording to the ideals of beauty that were
laid before one— therein lay much of the
effort of those older religions. There
arose in mediaeval Christian times a body
of Puritans who protested against this
use of beauty in connection with worship,
and did their best to eject it from
Christian churches, and it is only within
quite recent times that this element of
beauty has been restored among the more
popular forms of worship. It has always
existed in connection with the Roman
Catholic and the Greek Churches, but in
the Protestant Churches beauty has been
at a discount. It is particularly notice
able in California, and in those parts of
America where the new Subrace is spring
ing up, that there is a kind of Greek
renaissance taking place. There is even
emerging in California a new type of
architecture, somewhat different from
anything which has gone before, charac
terised by simplicity but by great beauty
of line and curve —not so elaborate as
some architecture of the past, having its

own distinctive characteristics, just as the
Gothic was a development from the
basilica-like structures which preceded it.
Thus we may look for a newer architec
ture which will in itself be a development
from the Gothic. The Gothic represented
the aspiration of human thought and
feeling, the loftiness of the arches all
tending to uplift the mind and emotions,
but now that we have progressed further
in the direction of idealism of thought and
feeling and are capable of more intense
activity at these higher levels, instead of
the arches being pinched in at the top we
may look rather for the upward soaring
pinnacle or spire to be surmounted by a
dome, representing the expansion of
thought at these higher levels, which pre
viously had been inaccessible to the less
developed thought and feeling.

We can well realise that each age has its
own architecture and its own music.
Both the architecture and the music of the
Sixth Subrace will surely differ widely
from anything that has gone before, and
most certainly the element of beauty will
enter far more largely into our worship
in the future. We shall understand that
to be beautiful, as I said just now, is in
itself to be good. That if you can lift a
man's aspiration up towards things of
beauty, you necessarily tend to lift up his
ideals of conduct, his standards of action,
and so on. There are a great many
people who are more interested in and
moved by ideals of beauty than by prin
ciples of morality, which have been so
largely held up to us in the past.

These are just a few thoughts suggested
by a consideration of the need for recon
struction in religion. It is important that
we should have definite and clear-cut
ideas as to what we want to do, and how
we may be useful in this great work of
preparation to which we are putting our
hands.

J. I. Wedgwood



REALITY
E. V. HAYES

" From the Unreal, lead me to the Real "

THERE
are some dreams more

real than daybreak. Maybe this
is such a dream. A man once
became conscious of the near

ness of a Presence hitherto unsuspected.
He did not fall asleep; he did not pass
into any form of mystic or occult trance.
He just became aware. This presence
was benignant ; in light and colour purely
radiant; from It breathed a benediction
and a grace which thrilled. Trained
along Christian lines of thought, the
man's mind conceived It as an Angel." You called me," said the Heavenly
Messenger.

The man was not inclined to argue,
because this Presence did not permit of it.
Yet he could not remember calling upon
any spiritual force or intelligence at all.
He had lived a simple, uneventful life.
He had followed tamely along the normal
Christian path, untroubled by dogma,
either for its assertion or its denial. But
the words of Christ had touched him so
often with their beauty, that his soul was
afire with the Sermon on the Mount, and
the Gospel of St. John. The ter/ible
teachings implied in them —terrible, that
is, to the conventional churchgoer and
respectable member of Society —he had

sought always to practise. Yet hardly
sought to practise, since they became as
second nature to him, inevitable to the
fulfilment of his life's purpose.

"All your life," the Angel seemed to
explain, "

you have sought for reality.
In consequence you have been condemned
as a visionary and a fantastic dreamer by
your fellow men. i will show you a few
realities which may encourage you to
continue building your castles in the air.
The building of castles in the air shall no
more be a reproach to you. You shall see

why it is that those lost dreamers of
earth, whose empty souls can never rise
beyond some petty lust or avarice, why

they despise you ; why they are as the
Foolish Virgins who bore no oil in their

lamps for a long journey, thinking that
life was but a fleeting hour and no night,
and that the voice of the Imperial Bride
groom would never sound. Come with
me."

The man followed those flame-shod
feet, his eyes on the primrose light of the
Angel's hair. And very swiftly, all the
scene changed.

He saw a group of people who seemed
to keep some festival, yet were far from
happy. Their faces were lined and marked
with anxiety and care; their hearts,
which seemed to stand out from their
bodies, like the symbolic Hearts of Jesus
and Mary in Catholic imagery, were
hideous in colour, quite different from the
Heart of the Angel leading him on, for
that Heart was glowing with intense fire
and beauty. That was how his physical
brain registered the superphysical vision.
Perhaps they were the chakras in the
astral body of which occultists speak,
seen by him as human hearts. It matters
not. A spear of gold was pierced through
these hearts, draining them of their life.
They pulsated feebly, and presently
would surely stop altogether. Listlessly
and painfully this group kept festival to
some unseen deity. They poured out a

tuneless, unmerry song; they danced a

gaunt, unsteady measure. One of their
number seemed to act as High Priest for
them. His misery was greater than
theirs, and in his hands he held vials, or
rather chalices. One chalice seemed filled
with red wine and the other with clear
water ; he presented these chalices to the
unseen deity, as a priest offers the Blood
of Christ in the Mass. As he offered
them, the agony of the worshippers
seemed more poignant. The features of
the High Priest seemed familiar to the
man who watched at the side of his Angel.
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" Who are these men? "

he asked.
"

They are keeping their quarterly fes
tival," replied the Angel. " St. Divi
dend's Day. The only festival they ever
keep in reality. The chalices which their
Chief Priest offers to Saint Dividend
contain, one, human blood, the other
human tears. On earth you speak about
some imbecile travesty of the Christian
Rite, and shudder at its supposed sacri
lege. This is the real Black Mass. The
hosts offered are the broken bodies of
human beings, and the Chalice of Curs
ing is mingled blood and tears. In Un-
reality, that is on your earth, you have
no horror for this. ' '

The man passed on, following the
Angel. They made to pass a certain man
whom the dreamer knew quite well, or
thought he so knew. He went to speak
with him, but to his utter astonishment,
the other man broke into the most foul
blasphemy. Heavy clouds of black smoke
and flashes of lurid angry flame seemed
to pour from this man's heart.

" You thought you knew this man? "

queried the Angel, as they went on.
" I do know him. We were school

mates together, young friends together.
Worked in the same office. A more plea
sant, gentle chap you could never wish
to meet. What has taken possession of
him? "

" You are mistaken," replied the Mes
senger.

" You never knew this man in
Reality. You knew his human figure, the
sound of his voice, the shape of his
human features. He is one of the worst
of blasphemers. He takes the Name of
the Lord his God in vain a thousand
times a day."

"
Impossible! "

said the man. " Our
only difference of opinion rose over his
somewhat narrow-minded view of reli
gion and my more liberal interpretation.
1 never knew him to use a bad word all
his life. I have used many. While he
went to chapel regularly twice on Sun
days, I used to often spend my Sabbath
hours digging the garden or getting a
breath of fresh air in the country. He
was a sidesman at the local chapel. ..."

"
In Unreality all this may be true,"

said the Angel. " But this is Reality.

All the work he did was slop work. That
which brought him money or notoriety
he did just sufficiently well to justify the
reward. He would have shuddered at
the easy

' Mon Dieu ' of the French
man or the '

Jesumaria
' of the Italian.

The rough oaths of a soldier shedding
his blood for his fatherland would have
made his flesh creep. We smile at those
things in Reality. It is offering to God
or to Humanity your second best, which
constitutes real blasphemy, and this man
did nothing else. The flowers he brought
to God's Altar were stale and faded, no
longer fit for selling in the world's
market-places.

"

The man went sadly on. Borne to his
ears came the sound of bitter strife.
Drawing nearer, he saw a crowd who
fought each other cruelly. Their quar
relling was too reminiscent of a vulgar
street brawl for the man's liking, only
that he again recognised people he had
known. It astonished him, because
these were people of whose impec
cable respectability there had never
been any doubt. What surprised him
even more was the fact that they were
people he had greatly admired because
they espoused causes and ideals he him
self thought worth while. One he re
called as a leader of an anti-vivisection
crusade ; another as a protagonist of
Social Purity ; a third was a well-known
Parliamentary figure devoted to the bet
terment of the race. Why then this
brawling and this unseemly battle?

The Angel enlightened him." In your world these men stood in
the vanguard of all that makes for racial
evolution. The causes they defended and
upheld were worthy. More than worthy.
Essential to the development of the
world. Yet in Reality they cut so sorry
a figure — because they ruined these
sacred causes by lying, by misrepresenta
tion, by exaggeration, by intolerance. It
is permissible to lie and to mislead in an
evil cause. That is part of the cause.
But to lie in defence of a holy thing is
worse than the profanation of a sacra
ment. Yet hundreds do it

,

thinking
they render God a service, forgetting
that to bear false witness in the Name
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of Truth, to smirch one's honour in a

supposed defence of Purity, to inflict
pain in the name of Brotherhood, makes

you become an enemy of the very Cause

you seek to protect.
' '

Again the Angel led.
A mighty throng began to pass away

across the path the man and the Angel
were treading. They seemed countless,

though they spoke little, and their
marching was quiet and restrained.
Nearer to these passing battalions drew
the Angel and the man. These cohorts
of simply clad, happy people spoke to
each other not very often but very softly
and musically. Their tramping feet
made little sound. It was as though
they walked on emerald grass with bare,
light feet. Somehow the man wished

they would speak louder and more fre

quently. For the low murmur of their
conversation fascinated him. Still they
passed, multitudes unreckoned, of every
race, of every colour, and of varying
types." Look behind you," commanded the
Angel.

The man looked. Across the path
along which he had travelled there

passed another procession. Their talk
was loud, raucous, and unceasing. Their
tramp was heavy as though rougly-shod
feet stumbled as noisily as possible over
cobbled roads. They seemed to pass very
quickly ; the man could hear the noise
of their broken marching in the distance,
and still the sound of their loud-mouthed
conversation came to him after they were
lost to sight. He turned his head back
again ; still the battalions of the Silent
Ones went, unbrckenly on.

" Who are these people?
" he asked.

"The Armies of the Good, the Brave,
the Clean, the Noble, the Gentle," ex
plained the Messenger.

" The others
who passed behind you are the sad, dis
ordered remnants of the Army of Evil,
Cowardice, Impurity, the Mean-hearted,
and the Cruel."

The man was perplexed." But I always understood that evil
was rampant and its followers numerous
and powerful. That the disciples of
Good were few and insignificant."

" In your world— in Unreality —that is
so," responded the Angel. "In your
world you judge things by the noise they
make, the flare of their lights, their con
stant seeking of advertisement. The
Regiments of the Renegades of Evolu
tion are small but noisy. The Armies of
the Good Folk quiet, unostentatious,

seeking retirement. So you fancy, and

many of your prophets tell you, that the
world is very evil, that man is vile, that
all the earth is steeped in wickedness,
that the number of the Lost far exceeds
the number of the Elect. In Reality
we know differently. In his essence man
is divine, and by an overwhelming
majority of human souls, he realises
that. But he does not stand on a house
top and shriek for all the beings on earth,
under the earth, and above it, to witness.
The laggards, the men who set Evil be

fore them saying : 'Evil, be thou my God !
'

are few, but turbulent. They stand forth
proclaiming their sin ; clad in their scar
let and their flashing ornaments, painted,
and with ever newly devised methods of
announcement, they cry in their folly :
' Behold us! See how evil we are! See
how like lords on earth we live !

' And
you wring your hands over them. That
is what they seek. Laugh at them, and
half the pleasure of their ill-doing is
gone. Ignore them, and evil becomes
distasteful as ashes in their mouths. You
think that God either spends His time
cursing and excommunicating these crea
tures, or that He suffers spiritual and
divine agony over their delinquencies.
He does neither. He laughs at them,
at the colossal folly that believes that
the childish, silly makebelieve of evil
which man hugs to himself can ever
injure the Divine Plan. ' He that sitteth
in the heavens, laughs.' And at His
laughter, man's House of Sin falls about
man's own ears like a sand castle built
by children on a seashore."

And the man pondered for a while." Cannot you go back to Unrealitv,
glad at heart, a lesson well learned? "

said the Angel. " Go back more sternly-
vowed to the work you have set your
hand to do ? Cannot you afford to ig
nore those who keep St. Dividend's Day,
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knowing how wretched they are in

Reality? They who would bind you to
the observance of a Sabbath or a new
moon, of a religious convention which is

a hindrance, while they cheat God even
at His Service, cannot you afford to smile
at their frenzied denouncings of you ?

Since in Reality they are such hopeless
blasphemers, can you not afford to cut
from your companionship those who
would try to bolster up the truth by
lying ? Yes, denounce the greatest
apologist of your dearest cause, when
he misrepresents! Is there no happi
ness for vou, now that you know that in

Reality Good is more powerful than Evil,

though Evil makes the most noise ? And

cannot you find opportunity for laughter
in the antics of that painted Jezebel you

call Sin, since in Reality you know that

the lovely Goddess of Goodness and

Purity laughs with you ? You will save

more sinners by laughing at them, than

you ever will by weeping over them.

Go back to Unreality and test it for

yourself.
"

The man has been testing this advice
ever since, and he knows that the

Angelic utterance was true.
E. V. Hayes

THE TOPMOST HILL

Have you ever stood on the topmost hill
And watched for the dawn of day ?

Have you seen the beams of the rising sun
Drive the trembling night away ?

Oh ! then you have thought the wonderful thought
That another day has come,

Another chance has been given to do
The things you have left undone.

Have you ever stood on the topmost hill
In the twilight's magic glow?

As the twinkling lights are born one by one
In the shadow-ed world below.

Oh ! then you have known the heavenly peace
That soothes each earthly pain,

And so much as your work has cleansed your soul
The day was not born in vain !

Cecil R. Bernard



THE "RECONSTRUCTION
OF POWER

By DAVID J. WILLIAMS

IT
has often been maintained that

the Great War was a war in
which ideas were locked in con-

.flict. The idea of Right came out
victoriously; the idea of Might and there
fore of Wrong has been vanquished and

utterly disgraced. The War of Ideas is
,

however, not at an end, nor will be for
some length of time.

In the coming reconstruction, ideas will
again engage in battle. The successful
reorganising and rebuilding of our social
and economic systems will largely depend
upon the issue of this very

" far-flung "

battle-front of ideas and ideals.

Perhaps it will not, be uninstructive and
unimportant to consider what ideas will
engage themselves in this warfare.
Fundamentally, it may be that the oppos
ing camps are arranged on the side of
selfishness, in some form or another, and
on the side of unselfishness; another
expression, perhaps, of the long, long
struggle of the basic human emotions of
love and hate.

Almost innumerable, of course, are the

forms in which these two primary emo
tions have expressed themselves in human
history and evolution. And for a long
time to come the student will endeavour to

trace the origin of a particular emotional
quality or characteristic in human nature
back either to these primal sources of love
or hate.

The emotion quality which we describe
as " love of power

" is one that requires
some study. It would, indeed, be a fasci
nating study from a purely theoretical
point of view, and one that would prove
very fruitful. But " there is a war "

in

process, and this idea of power, based
upon the desire-emotion of power, is one
of the chief combatants. And we would
rather consider it as such !

The storming of the fortress of power

in social and national life will undoubtedly
be one of the main tasks of future as well
as of present reconstructionists. For
many a century it has been stormed and
won —and occupied. That may not have
been a great evil in the past. However,
the standards of the past were of the past.
Not so in the future. Kings, barons, and
nobles long wielded the sceptre symbolic
of the

" force of temporal power." Later
came parliaments and governments

"
duly

elected by the people," with "
parties

"

and " classes
" holding sway under a

guise of democratic representation. To-
dav the toilers and the masses are bidding
for power, and very many people look
forward, either with dismay or elation,
to the advent of a

" Labour Govern
ment.

"

Incidentally, we learn from certain
schools of Socialist thought that economic
power precedes political power, meaning
thereby that the controlling of the pro
cesses of wealth-production is the govern
ing factor in all things political. This

.view also tends to show that, without the
obtaining of control by the workers over
the industrial processes that produce the
essentials of physical existence, and also
over the " wealth," and the power and in

fluence which wealth implies, their obtain
ing of political power will not entitle them
to power in any large and effective de

gree ; for they will be unable, without the
obtaining of "economic power," to re
lease themselves from the bondage of
class-servitude and of wage-slavery.

Thus the storming of the fortress of
power — for occupation and advantage —
goes on. Who will say that the fighting
and the struggling are not necessary and
legitimate? Who will suggest, if he
knows anything of industrial history
and history in general, if he knows how
the worker looks at history, if he
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can read it with human eyes and under

stand with a human heart, that
the worker's fight for power, and
hence for freedom, is not one that may
fitly carry a banner upon which " Right "

is inscribed? Neither can he who knows
how millions live and toil to-day have the

hardihood to deny them sympathy and

encouragement.
Nevertheless, the storming and the

holding of the fortress of national power
belong to the past. The future, if we
are to have Reconstruction really worthy
of the name, must have no fortress to
storm and occupy.

Just now men accustomed to the idea
of " ordered freedom " and the sanction
and authority of Parliamentary govern
ment, are bewildered by the prospect of
the loss of control over the executive
power of Parliament. On all sides

subsidiary powers, more or less menacing
to the central authority of Parliament,
have sprung into existence. We have the

power of Press combines, manufacturing
interests, and amalgamations of huge
Trade Unions, each section or interest

wielding enormous power, and each seek

ing not so much to be heard by the
Government, but to control its will and
resist its authority when occasion de

mands. Hence political life is a chaos,

and the prospects of effective parlia
mentary government for the future are not
such as to raise great hopes.

Whither is all this going to lead us?
Where is the solution to be found of this
great problem? Is a reconciliation of
" interests " and parties and classes pos
sible? It is of no use burking the issue
or putting the question "on one side."
It is a problem that must be faced, and

why not now?
At present a reconciliation may not be

possible, even if
,

on terms of compromise,

it were highly desirable. Like disease,
these ills and humours of the body politic
must work themselves out. Whatever
be our sympathies and predispositions for
this or that form of power-desire waging
war in the national life, we should be

wary, it seems, lest in the conflict we
should lose sight of the goal. The resolu
tion of these difficulties is, needless to say,

a matter of time. Neither one form nor
the other of the present expression of the
desire-emotion of power, manifested as it

may be in larger or smaller social groups,
can last indefinitely. In time all desires
and emotions will be transmuted into

higher and nobler expressions, giving
birth not to ideas of power and influence,
but to service and co-operation.

It will be rather obvious from the fore

going that there is something fundament

ally wrong with our present system of

government ; it is also pretty clear that the

average view of the function of govern
ment is wrong. We may elaborately
theorise and speculate on the basic prin
ciples of statecraft, weave very plausible
arguments concerning the "

general will "

and " consent " or " assent " of popular
opinion from which proceeds the power
and authority of the State. We may even

assume that the State has succeeded king
ship in the " divine right " of ruling and
governing nations. But all such argu
ments and glorifications are shown by
present events and tendencies to be rather
specious and hollow. There is hardly any
need in these days to challenge the idea of
the " divine right " of the State, nor to

prove the falsity of the theory of the
"

general will "
underlying it

,

much less
to disprove the validity of the

" moral
sanctions " in the "

metaphysical theory
"

relating to it. Its authority is being
undermined and its erstwhile dignity
seriously imperilled. The discerning may
long have seen through the shallow
claims made in justification of State power
and authority, and not a few have pictured
an ideal of "

non-governmental society
"

as a way out. The arguments and ideals
of philosophic anarchism, however, need

not detain us; anarchist aims and theories
are, and, from the nature of things, most
probably will remain, negative and inap
plicable to any society of people as we
know them.

Government of some kind will always
be necessary; its source of power must,
however, be different in different ages. Its
motive and function must change with
changing times. The form it takes need
not concern us very much ;

" for forms of
government let fools contest!" What
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will be the fount of power in future
government ? What will be its motive
in operation and practice ? What will be
the principle upon which it will rest ?

These are important questions and
demand the most careful attention.

There is no shadow of doubt that a new
attitude of thought is required in regard
to the problem of government. The
past is rapidly strewing its ruins on
the floor of the present ; its ideas and
methods and structures are tumbling about
our heads. And this applies to present
modes and ideas of government and power
—as well as to many other things. We
need a revolution in our thinking ! One
of the imperious needs of the hour is for
reconstruction in thought and ideas, and
also a boldness and sweep in the envisag
ing and grasping of the problems of the
future. We need " audacity," as Mr.
Lloyd George suggested, in building the
new world.

While our view must be large and com
prehensive, and our efforts bold and
courageous, our insight and intuitive per
ception must be equally keen and clear.
The loud demands of the hour should
not make us deaf to the still small voice
of wisdom urging upon us the realities of
the future. And it does seem as if the
future were quietly but insistently press
ing home to us the truth that power in
the future will mean the absence of power,
as we know it to-day, in social and
national life.

It will be a colossal task to break
down and destroy our citadel of
power. The very suggestion sounds
like the subversion of all authority ;

it seems like a modern equivalent of" treason " of older days ! Really, it is
no more revolutionary and iconoclastic
than the precept that "

the meek shall in
herit the earth." Power to-day proceeds
from many motives, from fear of losing
possessions or " rights " of property, or
from fear of damage to such or to one's
person; it proceeds from greed and sel
fishness, from envy and jealousy, from
pride, and many other things. The fount
being impure, how can the stream be
clear and pure ?

Power in the future must proceed from
an unostentatious but deep love of the

people and a truly disinterested regard for
their welfare, physically, morally, and

spiritually. It must proceed from sacri
fice of self, from a strong impelling motive
of service. It will spring from humility,
and will be used for the common good
without suggestion of ulterior motive.
Coercion will be foreign to it, and the

language of coercion will not be found in

its edicts or expressions, written or

spoken. It will know that the true func
tion of government and power is not to

over-awe or punish, but to seek to obtain
obedience and " to bind people together

"

by law, not to secure order by force, but to
awaken and foster a spirit of trust and
benevolence, and even reverence. It will
seek, not to "govern" people, but to
teach and help each individual, in his
varying degree of power and capacity, to
govern himself. And in governing him
self the individual will learn how best to

express himself, thus enriching both him
self and his community. Rather than spend
time in making complicated deterrent
laws for "criminals," it will seek to de

vise ways and means to educate them in

the most kindly and suitable way both for
their own welfare and that of the nation.
The source of power being pure and
springing from the best in the human
heart, the stream must flow with healing
and blessing wheresoever it goes.

Of this nature and character, though
very inadequately portrayed, is the recon
struction needed in our ideas of power.
Government in the future should aim at
being something like the " self-controlled
man " of Lao-Tzii, who, if he

" desires to
exalt the people, in his speech he must take
a lowly place ; if he desires to put the
people first, he must place himself after
them. Thus, though he dwell above
them, the people are not burdened by him ;

though he is placed before them the people
are not obstructed by him.

" Therefore men serve him gladly,
They do not tire in serving him.
Because he does not strive,
No one in the world can strive against

him."
David J. Williams



HUMAN NATURE AND
SYSTEMS

W. J. WILLIAMS

IN
the September number of the

Herald of the Star Mr. Radnor H.
Hodgson traverses a statement made
by

" A. G. G." recently in the Daily
Sews, that " the source of trouble in in
dustry (as also in the world) is not in
human nature but in the system that pre
vails." Your contributor says: "A
change of system, in itself, is not sufficient
to bring about that better and harmonious
social order that we aim at, and it is im
portant that this truth should be under
stood now. ' '

We may fully agree that a change of
system is not the only thing needful, and
also with the truth that we need a new
and better social morality. Further, we

may be in complete agreement with the
generalisation that the "

system
" is the

true expression of contemporary social
consciousness and character. Again, we
may not be inclined to dispute the fact that
the real source of trouble is the self-seek
ing spirit that generally prevails ; nor
yet, again, with the fact that this self-

seeking spirit is not confined to employers
and capitalists, but that it obtains among
the general workers. As one of these
latter, I can quite recognise the truth of
a sentence in Mr. G. D. H. Cole's
World of Labour which says : "It is
a matter of accident that injustice is on
the side of the employer, and justice on
the side of the worker."

It seems to me, however, that Mr.
Hodgson may have overlooked the im
portance of one or two things in regard
to this question of " human nature and
systems." If, as he says, our success in

the realisation of a better social order will
be exactly proportionate to the measure
in which the individual recognises the
truth of his just relationship to his fellows
and to his community, and this in spite
of the generally prevailing self-seeking
spirit , there is, one is bound to admit,

very little, and that poor, ground indeed
upon which to build the slightest hope for
reconstruction. It may be metaphorically
objected that bricks cannot be made with
out straw ; but here it cannot be too
strongly urged that the process which we
call reconstruction is not an exclusively
human undertaking. The reconstituting
and re-ordering of social life is not an arti
ficial process, as brick-making would be ;

it is a perfectly natural process in every
respect. At best man does but feebly,
and in many instances perhaps uncon
sciously, co-operate with Nature. And

if
,

as philosopher and historian, he has
ascribed to physical surroundings, econo
mic structures and conditions, and en
vironment generally, certain reflex influ
ences of a formative or modifying charac
ter, in so far as social life is concerned, to
this extent, one thinks, he has recognised,

if not acknowledged, the part Nature
plays in social evolution. The insistent and
passionate idealism of the reformer, too,
seems to be inexplicable, if it be not true
that he intuitively reaches forward and
attempts to grasp tne purpose and glimpse
the " next step

" Life proposes to lake,
as it were, along the road of social pro
gress. This intuitive glimpse becomes his
ideal, which he more or less anxiously
wishes to translate into the practical terms
and conditions of life ; hence his im
patience at obstacles and characteristic
belittling of difficulties. He may be almost
despairingly aware of the failings and
weaknesses of ordinary human nature ;

may be fully alive to the huge drags on
the wheel of progress ; but whence comes
his vision and optimism and splendid
faith ?

If we take the view that Life has a pur
pose within and behind it

,

and that
" forms "

(of organisation as any other)
are the temporary instruments of this
purpose, then we may more readily come
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to the conclusion that every man's part
in the re-ordering of things, though abso
lutely necessary, is exceedingly and neces
sarily small. There is much in this view
that may perhaps act as a corrective of
human presumption !

There may be a few people —they must
be very few —who hold the idea that a

change of system, in itself, will make
things right. In Nature's method and
economy, however, even this idea, to
gether with the few who hold it

,

may-
find a not unimportant part to play. That
the idea may be a fallacy from other
points of view does not seem so very im
portant from this one, and really does not
matter. This " idea "

may or may not
ignore the possibly dangerous effects of
a rapid change in our social and economic
systems, and also the need of the moral
and spiritual uplift of the people ; but if

it may not have ignored these things, and
still holds its own, then it strips itself of
the guise of " fallacy." It sees itself be

coming a minute part of the Play ; a minor
actor on the stage of Reconstruction !

Of course, merely to change a system
will certainly not remedy the abuses in
view. The word "

remedy
"

may be some
what unfortunate ; it may be taken to
mean either a palliative effect or a cure, in
the sense of removal of causes. But, taken
in either or both senses, its meaning is

difficult of application when concerned
with a process of growth and adaptation.
Abuses and evils in social life are primarily
matters of moral and spiritual growth and
expression. The main thing to consider

is not whether these abuses and evils can

immediately be remedied by a change of

system, but whether we may, as a result
of such a change, give an opportunity for
a fuller growth and a better expression of
human and social qualities. To many it

would appear that the removal of the

many things in our social and industrial
systems, or what we please to call such,
which inhibit the expression of finer
human qualities and largely help to hinder
the emergence of the spirit of Brother
hood, is in itself something eminently de

sirable and worthy of every effort avail
able. There may be, on the other hand,
some amount of truth in the idea of "

re

action to environment." A stimulus may

perhaps be provided by a proper social
and economic environment, as well as b

y

ideal educational and artistic conditions,
to the greater expression of such socially
desirable feelings and impulses. Slum-
dom and economic squalor tend to produce
unbeautiful souls as well as bodies. Have
not beauty, leisure, space, and comfort

any moral and spiritual influence, re

flexive or otherwise, upon our character?
What then of bright and humane con
ditions of life and labour?

If we think of social arrangements,
as they have existed up to the present
moment, as having had a certain evolu

tionary value, e.g., in the direction of

cultivating individuality, does it not

appear equally reasonable to expect a

step forward in another direction, e.g. , in

the cultivation by very gradual stages of
the social and altruistic side of our
nature ; and this, inter alia, with the aid

of another and more suitable "
system "?

We may believe that all things subserve
the eyolution of the soul, the expression
of the Divine within, by means of the

working of the Evolutionary Law, but it

does not follow that the instruments of

that Law and Purpose, and the help

they extend, are always recognised
and appreciated. And we need hardly
remind ourselves that " examples " in

the past, whether as prophets, saviours,
or reformers, have had to suffer many
things, even death, and what is per

haps worse, utter indifference, the fate of

being contemptuously ignored. God's
instruments suffer this fate in every

age—but it is also true, though in

a lesser degree of importance, that
what applies to man as regards in

difference and lack of appreciation,
applies also to other instruments of

God's purpose, including the much-
derided and much-lauded " system."

We may be sure that when the Lord of

Life and Love builds the House He will
not overlook the help and co-operation of

any of His servants and " instruments,"
human and otherwise. All will share in

the work and shine in the reflected glory
of achievement.

W. J. Williams



TWO LITTLE STORIES FOR
CHILDREN

By CECILY M. RUTLEY

I.—SUNNY SMILE

SUNNY

SMILE was of the tribe of
Happy Hearts, and of the Land of
Joy. She was only a simple peasant
maiden, but none out of all her

nation lived up more truly to their name,
and wherever she went she carried joy and

gladness with her.

Just behind her home rose a range of
high mountains, but what lay upon the
other side not even the wisest knew. And
although Sunny Smile had often climbed a

long way up, she had never got anywhere
near the top.

One evening there came a loud knock
upon her father's door, and Sunny Smile
ran to open it. Outside stood a man, the
like of whom she had never seen before.
He was clad in a long dark cloak, a black
hood was drawn tightly over his ears, and
—strangest sight of all in the Land of Joy
—his face was sullen and frowning." Who are you, stranger? " asked
Sunny Smile, striving to hide her fear." I am of the tribe of Glum Faces, and
I hail from the Land of Gloom," he re
plied.

" I pray you give me shelter for
the night."

As the Happy Hearts never refused hos
pitality to anyone, the stranger was made
welcome. After he had supped he grew
talkative, and Sunny Smile listened
eagerly as he told of his journey over the
mountains, and of his home upon the other
side.

" No one has ever smiled in our land,"
he said. " We live in the shadow of a

great gloom, and laughter and happiness
are unknown."

As he talked, Sunny Smile was filled
with a great pity for the Glum Faces, and
the next morning, when the stranger had
departed, she said :

" Dearest father! Will you let me go

across the mountains, and show those poor
folk yonder how to laugh and be glad? "

" Nonsense, child !
" said hen father,

and went to his work. But the more
Sunny Smile thought, the more deter
mined she grew, and at last she persuaded
her parents to let her go.

It was a long weary climb, but at last
she reached the mountain top, and for the
first time in her life looked down upon the
other side. Stretched out at her feet lay
a country utterly unlike her own. The
houses were small and ugly, and packed
so closely together that the inhabitants
seemed scarcely to have room to breathe.
The few tiny gardens were untidy and ill-
kept, and even the flowers looked sad and
full of gloom. From the midst of the
houses rose a huge building of solid stone.
Most of the windows were barred and
shuttered, and it looked more like a prison
than what it really was — the palace of the

king. Such was the outer appearance of
the Land of Gloom.

As Sunny Smile hastened downwards
she sang lustily for fear even her own hap
piness should go ; and the Glum Faces
whom she passed working in the fields
looked up in amazement on hearing the
strange sound.

" She must be mad !
" exclaimed one.

" She is a stranger !
" cried another.

" Let us capture her !
" said a third.

" Whence do you come, maiden? "

asked one, who seemed more friendly dis
posed." I come from the Land of Joy," replied
Sunny Smile.

" And your name? '"
" My name is Sunny Smile."
" This is marvellous !

" cried the man.
" Nay ! Harm her not. We will take her
to the King."
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The King was seated on a great black
throne in a large gloomy hall, and ugly
frowns covered his naturally handsome

face.
" What is all this commotion? " he ex

claimed angrily as the little group entered.
" A stranger, your Majesty !

" replied
the chief of the labourers.

" A Happy
Heart from the Land of Joy !

"
" Leave her with me !

" commanded the

King, and the people returned to their

work.
As Sunny Smile gazed upon the King

her first fear changed to pity. He looked

so terribly sad and glum." What troubles you, O King? " she

asked, in her sweet, gentle voice.
" Everything! " replied the King. " It

rains, and I wish to go hunting. Yester
day the sun shone, and I had planned to

stop indoors. My people are discon

tented. They work badly, and the whole

country is going to ruin through lack of

proper care." In peevish tones he recited

an endless number of complaints, while
Sunny Smile stood by a window, humming
a tune.

" What are you doing, maiden? " asked

the King, pausing in his grumblings.
■'Singing!" replied Sunny Smile,

" like the birds !
"

" But why? "
" Because I am happy, that is all."
" Happiness! What is that? " asked

the King.
"See!" cried Sunny Smile, turning

towards him a face rippling in sunshine.
" See how gratefully your corn lifts up its

drooping head to receive the rain, and how

the birds are rejoicing in a bath. Yester
day they were revelling in the sunshine.
Your people need more play. They are

working far too hard ; therefore they
are discontented, and discontent leads to
idleness and decay. Go out, and smile on

them, O King ! Make vour laws lighter,
and their tasks easier. Let us go now

and tell them that to-day shall be a Holiday
throughout the land."

The King allowed Sunny Smile to lead
him out on to the balcony. Then she

blew a loud blast upon the trumpet that
was hanging by his side.

Immediately all the Glum Faces left

their work, and flocked into the courtyard
of the palace.

Then Sunny Smile whispered to the

King, and, raising his voice so that all

could hear, he said :
" I have a new law to give you, my

people ! A part of each day shall hence

forth be devoted to recreation, and certain

days shall always be kept as holidays
throughout the land. And, whether at

work or at play, we will always be happy,
and—smile !

"
Imitating his little friend's expression

the King's gloomy face suddenly burst
into a great beaming smile. So kind and
handsome did it make him look that all
the people cheered lustily." Now do as I do !

" cried the King,
and all his subjects began to smile. From

smiling they quickly passed to laughing,
until the whole countryside echoed with
the joyous peals. It was a delicious sen

sation. How delicious, only he who had
never laughed before could tell. It made

everyone feel so happy and so glad, so fit

and eager for their work, and, above all,
so strangely kind and loving towards each

other.
"Long live the King!" shouted his

subjects, as they dispersed to celebrate
their first holiday.

" And long live Sunny Smile !
" cried

the King.
Such good use did the people make of

their new-found possession that they were
tired out writh laughing long before the

holiday was over, and all went home and
to bed. They slept so soundly and so

peacefully that next morning they awoke

feeling strangely fresh and ready for work.
The result was that such a good day's
work had never before been accomplished
in the Land of Gloom.

Before Sunny Smile went home the en

tire appearance of the land had changed.
The ugly houses were pulled down, and
cheerful, airy ones put up in their place ;

the gardens were made larger; and a new
palace was built, and the name of the
country was changed to the Land of Glad
ness. The people called themselves the
Smiling Faces in honour of Sunny Smile,

and they never regretted having altered
their nature and their name.
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II.—THE STORY OF THE PRIMROSE

GERMAN

children have a beautiful
little story about the primrose. It
shows us that everything which
comes from Germany is not bad,

and in these days that is something very
good to know. This is how the story goes.

It was springtime. Out of doors the
birds were singing, the trees were bursting
into bud and blossom, and the fields and
woods were gay with flowers. Some of
these little Elisabeth was gathering for her

mother, who was ill, and the little girl
hoped that the sight and scent of them
would help to make her better, in place of
the nourishing food which she had no

money to buy.

Presently Elisabeth saw a maiden

coming towards her—a tall and beautiful
maiden, with a sweet smile upon her face,
and with garlands of primroses on her
head and dress. She was the Fairy of the

Spring." How is your mother, Elisabeth? "

the Fairy asked, and Elisabeth was sur

prised to find that the Fairy knew all
about her mother, and how she was ill and

poor." Little Elisabeth," continued the
Fairy, " I will help you to help your
mother, for I love to help people who are
not thinking of themselves. Here is a

primrose. It will unlock the castle doors.
Follow the primroses, and they will bring
you to the Treasure Castle on the hill."
And when Elisabeth would have thanked
the Fairy she had gone.

The ground was yellow with primroses
which stretched onwards, ever on. Elisa
beth followed them, and presently she saw
a castle perched high upon a hill. Up the
hill the primroses were growing, and up
the hill Elisabeth followed them to the
very top.

The great doors of the castle were fast
shut, and for a moment Elisabeth won
dered how she could get in. Then she re

membered the primrose that the Fairy had
given her, and placed it in the lock. Next
moment the heavy doors swung open wide,
and Elisabeth was about to enter, when
she paused. For what she saw before

her filled her with wonder and a great sur
prise.

The great hall of the castle was filled
with primroses. Primroses were strewn
upon the floor, primroses hung from walls
and roof, and on big tables all down the
centre of the hall primroses were piled up
high. And every blossom was perfect,
fresh and sweet.

" It is beautiful, isn't it
,

Elisabeth? 1

am glad you like it
,

too !

" And Elisa
beth found the Fairy standing by her side.
But how had she come up the hill? A

moment before, and she had not been in

sight !
" Now let us go in," said the Fairy,

and, taking Elisabeth by the hand, she led
her into the hall.

" You said it was a Treasure Castle,"
said Elisabeth. " But I see only prim
roses, everywhere!

"
" And the treasure is here, too," said the

Fairy. Going to one of the tables she

lifted up a mass of the yellow flowers. Be
neath them was a chest which sprang open
at the Fairy's touch.

" Come, see what is inside," said the
Fairy. And when Elisabeth looked her

eyes sparkled with delight. For never be

fore had she seen, all together, so many
beautiful jewels and precious stones.

" You may take as many as you like,"
said the Fairy. " And when you want
some more you may come again. But you
must never take any of these primroses
from the castle, and any that you move
away to find the chests you must always
put back just where you found them before
you leave. "

Again Elisabeth began to thank the

Fairy. But again the Fairy had gone.
Elisabeth filled her pockets with a

number of the beautiful jewels. She shut
the chest, and carefully put back the prim
roses on the top. Then, going out of the
castle, she ran quickly down the hill, and
home.

"See, mother, dear!" she cried,
" what the Spring Fairy has given me

from the Treasure Castle on the hill !

"

And she emptied her glittering treasure on
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to the floor. " We will sell them, and
with the good things that I will buy you
will soon get well and strong."

It would be difficult to say who was the

happier — the sick mother or her little girl.
Elisabeth and her mother were now no

longer poor. But they did not spend all
their riches upon themselves. Many a

friend and neighbour, sick or poor, did
they gladly help. And many times Elisa
beth climbed up to the Treasure Castle and
brought away more jewels, for the big
doors always swung open when she held
a primrose to the lock. And that is why
the primrose is called " Die Schliissel

Blume
"

( The Key Flower) in Germany to
this day.

There are no Treasure Castles like
Elisabeth's whose locks the magic Key-
Flower will unlock for us to-day. But
there are other castles of a different kind
containing treasures of far greater worth,
treasures which cannot be bought for any
amount of gold or precious stones. For
when we go out into the fields and woods
in the springtime do we not seem to enter
into a new land —or castle, if you like—of
joy, and health, and love ; and is it not the

primroses that unlock the door and let
us in?

Cf.cily M. Rutley

LOVE IN A DESERT

My breast burns wildly like a desert lonely
Beneath the cruel sun-rays of desire;
That scorch its herbless sands like glowing fire .

And thou, O strange beloved, art the only
Only traveller that treads the desert of my breast,
Leaving soft footprints on its sands to rest.
Thine is the only tent of Love that stands
In tranquil splendour on its glowing sands,
Where thou, O stranger, like a king dost dwell,
And rlrinkest crystal water from its well,
And riding on the camel of desire,
Wakest my silence with the tinkle of its bell .

When the red, passionate sun of longing sets to rest,
Thy face, thou turncst towards Love's dreamy West,
And prayest on the desert of my breast !

Harindranath Chattopadhyay



JOAN AND PETER" AND
MODERN EDUCATION

<By THEODORA MACGREGOR, M.A.

THIS
novel is of the class written

to catch the popular interest
of the moment, and is there
fore a sign of the generally

awakened anxiety about education. An
attempt is made to show all the conflict
ing currents of thought which have been

playing on children between the years
1893 and 1914, and the total inability of
our educational systems even to begin to
grapple with the essential problems. But
in reality, more progress than is indicated
has been made during the last few years.

Mr. H. G. Wells pleads for greater co
ordination between school and life, and
for the setting-up of a definite aim on
which all educational efforts may be

made to converge. The book contains
many true psychological touches, and
often hits the point exactly ; but the tone
of criticism is bitter, and there is a kind
of irony and cynicism which is regret
table.

Peter and Joan have been early left
orphans under the guardianship of
three aunts and an uncle. Two of the
former are "new women," while the
third is an early Victorian of the most
uncompromising type. The uncle is an

ex-Navy V.C. who has done much
pioneer work in Africa, and is very much
awake to the responsibility which the
British Empire has assumed and must
discharge. He makes a thorough study
of English education with a view to
getting the best training possible for the
children, and his groans, shouts, and
lamentations on the subject make a kind
of chorus. Are we making mentality in
our schools to solve the Irish riddle ? Are
we preparing any outlook for India here ?

How do we train the children for discus
sion and reflection about God, the State,
and sex ? The general impression left on
one's mind, after reading the book, is

that the system (i
f such it can be called)

is absolutely futile, and those who ad

minister it very unintelligent. The author
shows no light anywhere, holding up to
ridicule what is new and condemning the
old without mitigation. One could

imagine an anxious parent being almost
distracted by the perusal of this book.

At first Peter and Joan lived with the
advanced aunts, who wore pre-Raphaelite
costumes of Morris patterns, and felt

they had a mission towards the children.
One of them was always writing " little
wise poetical books about education,
about the tremendousness of children,

chiefly out of her inner consciousness."
The wards were not baptised at the usual
time, and were given no religion of any
kind ; but the third aunt, a formidable
Anglican, kidnapped them when they
were four or five, and had them surrepti
tiously baptised. Then a maid, pitying
their heathen condition, taught them a

prayer. Peter was charmed with this,
especially with the ending,

" For Jesus
Krice Sake, Amen," and constantly in

terrupted his games to repeat it.
Miss Murgatroyd was their first

schoolmistress. Her place was in the
van. She did not mind much where the
van was going so long as she was in it.

She epitomised the movements of the
time. A love disappointment caused her
to have a passion for the plastic affections
of children, and she gave herself wholly
to the creation of a new sort of school
embodying

" all the best ideals of the
time. "

She furnished it in art colours and Mor
ris patterns, with green and perforated
woodwork, and bright symbolical prints.
The children wore djibbahs and sandals
ran about a great deal bare-headed in the
open air, and had open-air classes. Miss
Murgatroyd was indiscriminately recep
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tive of educational ideas, and went off
every summer to educational conferences,
congresses, and summer schools to get
some more. She had the temperament of
a sensational editor, and her school was a
vehicle for booms, now a loyalty to the
Empire boom with pageants, then a

Shakespeare boom, then handicrafts,
and so on.

She tried to build up the characters of
her pupils by moral talks, of which two
are given in full—one on " Truth," and
one on the " Wickedness of Fight
ing." In the latter case she had caught
Peter and another small boy in the act,
whereupon she had summoned the school,
and put on either side of her the culprits,
still flustered, unrepentant, and full of
the ardour of combat, while she delivered
her harangue.

The children were healthy and full of
physical happiness, but the teaching and
mental training was of a lower quality.
The headmistress had no professional
training, and it was only by a hard
struggle that Peter escaped having his
mind ruined for life by the "

serpentine
"

muddle-headedness of Miss Mills, the
assistant. It appears, also, that Joan
almost escaped, but not quite.

The picture ends with a scene in which
Miss Murgatroyd is expatiating to the
mother of a prospective pupil on the de

sirability of co-education, when "
a nice-

looking boy of ten (Peter) and a well-
grown girl of thirteen "

pass in close
conversation. The mother is being told
that the girls refine the boys, and the
whole atmosphere is just a family atmo
sphere. The children's conversation is
then quoted. It ends, " Oh! I love
spooning. 'Member when I kissed you
before ?"

It will be apparent that the author has
caricatured the modern type of school in
the most extravagant way. He seizes on
outside appearances, such as hygienic
dress and mode of life and art furnish
ing, which are known to be thoroughly
characteristic, and makes them lend con
viction to criticisms of the invisible and
more spiritual aspects, of which the man
in the street cannot judge. He ridicules
Aunt Phoebe for drawing her educational

ideas from her inner consciousness, and

is still more severe on Miss Murgatroyd
for her attendance at conferences. Now,

if it be absurd to get ideas from our own

minds, and also to get them from con

ferences, what are poor teachers to do?

There may be heads as chaotic as that

of Miss Mills, but the advance movement

in education has not the monopoly of

them, and this is not a representative

type of the progressive teacher.
The " spooning " scene is the only

reference to school co-education in the

book, and though, in the infinite variety
of human nature, an isolated case of this
kind might occur, it gives a thoroughly
false impression of the real state of

matters in co-educational schools. The
writer can assert this categorically,
having been educated along with boys

from the age of five till graduation, and

possessing, besides, eleven years of co

educational experience in teaching.
Yeats said :

The Light of Lights
Looks ever on the motive, not the deed,
The Shadow of Shadows on the deed alone.

The latter is exactly what the author
has done. He has left entirely out of

account the ideals which are the very
raison d'etre of the new schools. The

only
"

progressive
"

teachers he shows
have no idea of the meaning of earnest
ness. When Miss Murgatroyd gives her

talk on truth she appears to have no un

derstanding of the principle of truth.
In fact, no principle of any kind is ap

parently realised.
The cloud-tower adumbrations of deca

dents, and the mawkish sentimentality of
uneducated, devitalised women are sug
gested as the foundation of the reform
movement in education.

When the children were about ten,

Aunt Charlotte kidnapped them again,
and got her solicitor to find for Peter a

school where he would get proper reli

gious and political ideas. She was one

who cared more to have children branded
in a certain way than whether they lived
or died.

In the description of Mr. Mainwearing,
Peter's new headmaster, there are no ex

travagant touches. He is certainly not
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much below the average. He had a Uni
versity education, and, after having
:>quandered most of his money by card-
playing, came to the conclusion that as he

was good at games he had better turn
teacher. He had no training, and no
ideas about education at all. He had no
social philosophy. He taught as he

had been taught. Certain school-books
existed, and the classes were taken
through them. The results were periodi
cally checked by examinations because
the parents wanted examinations. No
work was done which did not lead to
them, and if they had not existed no work
would have been done at all.

The staff consisted of three colourless
nonentities who lived a life which could
not have been endured by anyone with the
least independence of spirit or self-
respect. Their footing in the school was
intolerable, and they were simply crushed.
What inducement was there for them to
do good work ? One of them had failed
to qualify as an elementary assistant-
schoolmaster, " and so had strayed into
the unchartered and uncertified ways of
a private school. "

The whole place was ugly, dingy,
dusty, and untidy. The boys loafed about
the playground a great deal with nothing
in particular to do, the big bullied the
small, and poor Peter was given a bad
time because he had not learnt to be sub
missive. But he put up a good fight and
held his own remarkably well. One day
Mr. Mainwearing addressed him in a

flippant way, calling him by a nickname ;

Peter thereupon disobeyed and defied him
point blank, for which he received a

severe beating and an outrageous imposi
tion. He then laid careful plans, ran
away, and succeeded in regaining home.

Stray hints appear as to how the school
stood regarding sex hygiene. It was in a
bad way. The periods of bored loafing in
the playground which forced boys of all
ages into close proximity, and the fact
'hat boys of all ages were sent early to
bed without adequate supervision of the
dormitories, caused a degree of corrup
tion which did Peter abiding harm.

Again we are tempted to ask, What
course the author would advise us to

pursue, if co-education leads to "
spoon

ing," and segregation of the sexes to vile
conversation and unspeakable habits ?

Meantime, Joan has been placed with a

morbid widow who talks to her all day in
a whining monotone about cancers,
tumours, and horrible diseases suffered
by all the invalids she has ever known.
The idea is that Joan shall learn her real
position in life, and shall become cor
respondingly humble. She is illegitimate,
and if she were permitted to grow up
as Peter's sister, the whole fabric of
society would be shaken to its founda
tions. But the plan is frustrated. She
catches measles, and Aunt Charlotte is
forced by legal threats to disclose her
whereabouts. She is rescued and brought
home, hollow-eyed and pale, having lost
for the time all her natural exuberance
of spirits.

At this point the uncle, Oswald, start
ing off from the Board of Education, pro
ceeds to scour England in search of suit
able schools for his wards. He interviews
Principals of every type, and bombards
them with questions about why they teach
this, why that. What is their aim ?

What sort of boy are they trying to turn
out? How will he differ in imagination
from an uneducated boy ? Oswald has
fearful quarrels with the exasperated,
overworked and under-exercised Princi
pals. One calls after him, " I wouldn't
have the little nigger at any price!"

The majority of these men were well-
meaning, but unintelligent. They hoped
they were turning out clean English
gentlemen. They did not train their boys
specially to any end at all, but left it to
the boys themselves to give their contri
bution of service to the Empire.

"No arguments, no apologetics, stayed
the deepening of Oswald's conviction that
education in the public schools of Great
Britain was not a forward process but a
habit and a tradition. The classics were,
for the most part, being slackly, te

diously, and altogether badly taught
to boys who found no element of interest
in them. The boys were, as a class,
acquiring a distaste and contempt for
learning thus presented, and a subtle,
wide demoralisation ensued. They found
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a justification for cribs and every possible
device for shirking work, in the utter re

moteness and uselessness of these main
subjects ; the extravagant interest they
took in games was very largely a direct
consequence of their intense boredom in
school hours. To his eye these great
schools, architecturally so fine, so happy
in their out-of-doors aspect, so pleasant
socially, became more and more visibly
whirlpools into which the living curiosity
and happy energy of the nation's youth
were drawn and caught, and fatigued,
thwarted, and wasted."

At first Oswald had been more con
cerned about the education of Peter than
of Joan, but "as he watched British
affairs more closely he came to measure
the mischief that feminine illiteracy can
do in the world. In no country do the

lunch and dinner-party, the country-house
and personal acquaintance play so large
a part in politics as they do in Great
Britain. The atmosphere of the inner

world of influence is an atmosphere made

by women who are for the most part un
trained and unread. At the existing col
leges there is no room for a tithe of the

girls of the influential classes." The
others are educated with the utmost care

by
"

totally illiterate governesses of
gentle birth.

"

Meantime, Peter and Joan were grow
ing up into fine specimens of humanity.
At Cambridge Peter took to biology and

Joan to moral philosophy, but the main

part of their real culture was to be found
in the affairs of life. The outer world was
in a turmoil of clashing and conflicting
ideas, and both took the greatest interest
in all the movements of the time. Peter
had his love affairs and Joan her excur
sions into the Bohemian world, and they
had many bitter experiences before they
fully realised that they were not really
brother and sister. Eventually, after
Peter had been wounded in the war, they
were happily married.

Theodora MacGregor, M.A.

SONNET

We shall not meet in fear, nor love and part.
Our love would perish and our dreams grow poor.

Life would turn bitter to the very core,
0 Love ! my heart would soon forget your heart.

We shall not meet in fear, nor love and part.
1 lain would love you more and more and more
Until my soul knock whitely at your door
To claim your soul that wept so long apart.

Over the earth's dead margin we shall rise

On great white wings towards our shining goal.
We shall not yearn to see through earthly eyes,
But love like lightning Hying from pole to pole
Will light our lives, till all the earth and skies

King with clear marriage-bells of soul to soul.

Harindranath Chattopadhyav



SCHOOLS OF TO-MORROW
IN ENGLAND

XL—THE YORKE-TROTTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC

By JOSEPHINE RANSOM

A TALK with Dr. Yorke-Trotter
is a delightful experience. His
quick sympathy with the thought
that lies behind a question, his

sensitive response to a view expressed,
made conversation turn at once on a deep
and even spiritual pivot. It soon becomes
clear that music to him is a profound self-
expression, a revelation of the real inner
life.

Dr. Yorke-Trotter has behind him
years of musical study and teaching. He
grew dissatisfied with the musical train
ing in vogue some years ago. To him it
appeared that, if art is an expression of
the inner nature, of that deepest self in
us, it is not then through a mere study of
facts that one becomes an artist, a

musician, but that because the self needs
expression is a musician made. It is the

way in which the inner flows out to ex

pression. Mere knowledge of notes is
not enough. The first thing in music is
to put the child in the way of self-
discovery, to make his own tunes; the
next thing is that everything shall be ex

pressed in the idiom of music — that it shall
have meaning.

It is here that Dr. Yorke-Trotter, de

spite his silvery hair, is delicately alive
to the flair of youth for the discovery
of its own mode of expression. He
is with every modern educator, who
stretches out his welcome to the future,
when he advocates the discovery of
musical truth by each child for himself
or herself. By way of illustration he

cited how a girl was asked to interpret a

minuet. She could not; said she had no

talent for composition. But, demurred
Dr. Yorke-Trotter, that was like saying
that one should study literature and yet
not have the power to use literary know

ledge for writing a letter. For years he

tried to teach older people, and then it
came to him to try and teach children
what he had discovered. From that time
onwards he has never looked back ; he

has himself "
learnt everything from

children." His work with them did not
proceed very fast at first, but their re

markable response has never ceased to
interest him.

It was in his work with children that
Dr. Yorke-Trotter realised most fully
that Art is the outcome of the individual
nature of the performer, and he saw that,
by contrast, Science is knowledge of rules
and regulations, not expression of feeling.
It astounded him ; more, it left him in
fear and trembling, lest he should not do
full justice to the " wealth of power that
lies latent in a child."

" The first law is to appeal to the
emotions, not to the intellect, to arouse
the sub-conscious, the inner, and then
add to that what you have to teach."

Here the great difficulty is to get the
teachers, accustomed to the ordinary-
methods of teaching, not to give facts —
they do not realise the necessity of the
first law, the arousing of the musical feel
ing; they want to make a science and not
an art of music, hence their desire to make
their first appeal to the intellect. To feel
the rhythm, the "

hang of the music," is
the first need.

The second law is to think in musical
phrases and not in single notes, went on
Dr. Yorke-T rotter. Hence, he gives
even to the veriest beginner a phrase, or
rather, half a phrase, and expects the
child to complete it. But the child must
complete it quickly, must feel and not
think it out. Feeling is the "

great
way

" in his training of his pupils. In
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a class of twelve or more each pupil will
give a different completion and each will
be right. From the way of finishing a

phrase he understands what the child is.

Of course, with this goes a whole
course in psychology for teachers, who
are to remain the guides of the musical
powers of their pupils, not to be instruc
tors only. Dr. Yorke-Trotter showed
how singing an answer was easier to a

child than writing it down. Singing is an
immediate expression of the feelings, while
writing demands the use of the intellect,
and at first it hampers expression. Later
on, writing becomes easy and some prefer
it. His object is to help his pupils to
know what they are about, and frequently
at first they know much more than they
can play. The mechanism of playing
they acquire and master. Anyone who
has watched music lessons given after the
manner advocated by Dr. Yorke-Trotter
will know howr eager the children are
about it

,

how keenly interested and
anxious to tackle the problems set, and
how true a perception of tone and rhythm

it helps them to acquire." What of the future of your system?
"

I asked.
"Well," said Dr. Yorke-Trotter with

a gentle smile, " those whose opinion I

value are impressed with what I have ac
complished, but discourage me about ihe
future. They point out, and truly, how-

strong the present tendency still is to
wards mechanical education, which
misses the essential. They think that
my system, too, will settle down into
something cut and dried, because teachers
and pupils will come to want set lessons.
But I hope this will not happen. My
hope is in the children now growing up.

I love to listen to them. I trust the
children will want to keep the system
fluidic, to let it grow with them, and there
fore be a means of expressing the changes
that take place, the powers they develop
and the tendencies of the world in which
they live. I hope it will remain alive."

" Let me illustrate what I mean," he

went on. " I have two pupils who are
quite different in temperament. One
loves the French atmosphere, is mobile,
vivid ; the other loves a slow serious style

— like Brahms. Here one must satisfy
both types, to see that they find true satis
faction for and expression of that which

is in them.
" When I first began this work 1 still

had an idea that I ought to give music
to my pupils of a kind they did not respond
to, and could not appreciate, by way of
an exercise in control. But I soon saw
that there was nothing in it and stopped
it. In fact, I still thought it my duty
to be technical. Then I add where neces

sary various exercises which we call

'

tortures

'

to eliminate defects. The
pupils fully appreciate the reason for
them, so we try always to have their
willing co-operation."

In response to a question, Dr. Yorke-
Trotter explained that the crux of
Western music is harmony, and that this
should be given from the beginning. The
child then forms associations from the
first, for he is given combined sounds at
the first lesson. Harmony is thus
brought at once into the earliest efforts
in composition. Some years ago the
London County Council sent some inspec
tors to report on the system taught in the
London Academy of Sfusic (which is the
title of the Institution in Princes Street),
and reported so favourably that some
pupils were sent on to the Institution.
Now there is a regular attendance of
about 70 sent by the L.C.C.

Some of the great musicians have been

deeply interested in his work, said Dr.
Yorke-Trotter — for example, Sir Hubert
Parry; others, again, have objected. His
methods are not attacked, but disparaged.

All sorts and types of children attend
his classes, drawn from all classes of
society, and with all alike the method
seems attractive and interesting. Indeed,
judging by their progress, they love this
means of gaining musical knowledge and
expression.

Dr. Yorke-Trotter reveals himself as
in touch with the rising current of feeling-
and opinion about hard and fast examina
tions. He believes in testing a pupil's
musical progress, but not in passing
formal judgment on his performances at

a given moment and in accordance with
plans strictly and severely laid down. He
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protests against teachers of music who
have no experience behind them, but set

up as teachers on the strength of diplomas
and letters to follow their names. A
teacher, he avers, requires to study chil
dren and their ways before proceeding to
train them ; a teacher must be responsive
to the individuality of each pupil and must
help that individuality to ripest perform
ance, and not only impart a method or
system of interpretation which the pupil
is expected to imitate.

There is a quality in Dr. Yorke-Trotter
which I am coming to recognise in greater
or lesser degree in the educational re
formers in many departments with whom
it has been my privilege to meet during
the time since this series of articles began.
It is a quality that upon analysis seems to

yield a blend of seer and practical
common-sense. " Crank " is sometimes
the word used to describe them, but this
is not a fair label. A " Crank " should
be a visionary lacking the power of appli
cation. Dr Yorke-Trotter and his kind
are visionaries with an intensely practical
power of applying their visions for the
raising towards a higher level that phase

of human development with which they
are most concerned. There is one more
thing which marks them for me as belong
ing to the future, the To-morrow of the

world, more than any other quality they

display. I sometimes wonder if they
realise they possess it. They are all
children at heart. By that I mean they
have that liquid golden unspoiled quality
which is at once the all-conquering charm
and the beauty of youth. The world and
their experiences never destroy, overcome,
or spoil it. Thugh they may be middle-
aged or old in body, they are in soul and
spirit the keen adventurous youth still,
with ideals glowing, with adaptability un
impaired, with magnetic attraction for
children. Children are at one with them
and yet respect their greater experience
and knowledge ; children willingly yie'd
to the guidance of such, for in them the
fount of life Hows in full vigour. In them
lies the mystery of a rich treasure which
draws irresistibly, not an arid desert from
which childhood instinctively recoils. Be
cause of this quality of youth in them, the
real youth of the world walks securely
through their hearts to the future.

Josephine Ransom

OUR PRIZE COMPETITIONS
[We omitted to announce in our last number that the quotation from Emerson,

which won the first prise for the best quotation embodying the belief and ideals of
the Order of the Star in the East, was also sent in by Miss J. F. Forbes, of Davids-
hill, Dairy, Ayrshire, to whom a prize of one guinea has consequently been awarded.

We take this opportunity of drawing the attention of subscribers who may
not have seen our announcement in the January "Herald of the Star," to the prize
of ten pounds which we are offering for the best set. of twenty-five Aphorisms on
the Spiritual Life. The closing date for this Competition has been postponed till
June ijth, in order to allow plenty of time to competitors in distant parts of the
world. — Editor. ]



TWO PATHS IN EDUCATION
% E. SHAM

I AM told that some of the readers of

the Herald of the Star may be in

terested by the story of two educa
tional activities in a school with

which I am connected. I have chosen the
word " activities " rather than " experi
ments," because I cannot claim that there
is anything really experimental, in the

proper sense of the word. There is no

thing- very novel or very daring about
what I describe — I have no doubt that
similar work has been carried out more

successfully in many other schools, and
the last thing I desire is to assume any
sort of originality or distinction about
these two "paths." A description of
them may, however, be of some slight
value to those who are working in the
same direction. Teachers may all learn
something from one another, if it be only
what to avoid.

We lay a good deal of stress, then,
first of all, on the dramatic instinct which
seems to be the birthright of all children.
There is no doubt about this universal love
of " acting." In a teaching career, which
extends over many years, I have never
met a child —or "young person " within
the meaning of the Education Act—who
was not at times strongly possessed with
the desire to represent somebody else—
somebody, or shall we say some character
utterly and completely different from the
actor himself? To dress up, to make up,
to be another —have we not all in our
golden youth felt the thrill and been visited
by the ambition? Even when the glow
of youth has died away the passion never
•wholly quits the mind —deep down in our
ashes live the wonted fires ! All the
world's a stage and we are actors all. It
used to be a complete puzzle to me to
understand this passion, but I think the
explanation is comparatively simple.
There is, first of all, the innate "

sym
pathy "

in the literal meaning of the word
which binds together with its golden cord
all human life. Nature, by its sovereign

OOD SMITH

touch, has made us all akin. Each of us

is potentially everyone else, and the

yearning to become another, or all others,
is never very far away from any one of us.
We must at times break down our narrow
party walls, and transcend the limitations
with which fortune and circumstance have

hedged us in. The soul in its descent into
matter has cribbed and confined itself all
too strictly, but it never really forgets the
time when it was, in a sense, the whole
universe. It is always beating against
the bars and struggling to get out.
Acting, to the imprisoned spirit, affords
one way of escape. It is good, no doubt,
for children to see others act, particularly
if the representation is sincere, and the
play desirable ; but, at best, to watch the
acting of others is a vicarious outlet for
the pent-up emotion. It cannot, at any
rate for the child, be a sufficient substitute
for the " drama "— the " doing " which
must be its own. And the more limited
and unenlightened the child, the greater
need for acting. It is my experience that
boys who, at first sight, are as stolid and
unimaginative as one could well find, often
astonish audiences, and most of all them
selves, by the fire and passion of their
display. Of course, it depends naturally
on the patience and sympathy which is
shown them. Most children, though no
doubt they " trail clouds of glory with
them," have been fenced round during
their growth with all sorts of "

taboos "
and inhibitions. This is particularly the
case with those brought up in too"

pious
"

households. They have been
straightly guarded and sheltered from the
world, the life force has been confined to
too narrow a channel. Sometimes it
seems blocked up altogether, with alas !

most devastating consequences at somi:
future time, as every educator knows.
For the current must free itself somehow,
and as it is charged with a high explosive
force, it may, if the natural outlets are
blocked, make channels for itself which are

9161A
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to the last degree disastrous. Now,
" acting " offers an excellent safety valve.

It is a great liberating power ; it provides

a means for carrying off many products

which would be harmful if they remained

in the ego; it breaks down senseless
" taboos," and allows the self to expand

and take possession of its appropriate

inheritance. Particularly is this so, I

believe, during the stormy period of ado

lescence, when all kinds of convulsions

and disturbances are caused by the

awakening of the spirit and its fierce

struggle against the senses. It is then

that
" taboos

" are shown to be so futile

and so wrong. For the essence of a
" taboo," as I conceive it, is that it is fas

tened on the immature personality merely

as a safeguard of convention and respect

ability. It is imposed by others, and

accepted, if accepted, blindly, without

reason and without conviction. It is a

matter of opinion and not of knowledge.
So " taboos," like the statue of Daedalus

in Socrates' famous apologue, are liable,

even if they be sound and healthy, to run

away and leave their despairing possessor

bankrupt of any principle of life.

However that may be, whether my

reasons be true or not, I have utilised very

largely this dramatic power. Every
winter we have a performance of one of
Shakespeare's plays. This term — ima

gine our audacity —we are presenting
" Hamlet," and, whatever the shortcom

ings, I feel certain the performance will
be well worth the doing. It is most in

spiring to watch how, during the rehear

sals, little by little the meaning of the lines

steals into the young actor's mind, how
his voice gradually takes on a firmer

utterance, how his bearing becomes more

and more resolute, and his whole
" aura

"

or atmosphere more subtle and refined,

how at last — usually only just before the

actual performance — the genuine
" thrill " is evoked, and the young actor

momentarily becomes possessed by his

new character and is what he represents
himself to be. The "demon"— the

divine superhuman power —has captured
him, and the chains of time and space and

circumstance drop off him completely.
Of course this does not always happen ;

I do not wish to exaggerate, but far more

often than one would expect one gets that

undefinable raising of the atmosphere —

that "tension" which transports one

almost to another world.
But even if this did not happen —and

some may possibly think it a dangerous

thing to meddle with this tremendous

force — I could justify the play on other

grounds. The appreciation of Shake

speare is immeasurably increased by the

acting of his plays, and surely that is no

small thing. After all, the plays were

written to be acted, not to be read and

commented on and examined on by dull
" examiners.

"

Then in the summer term a Greek

tragedy in an English translation is

performed. This takes place in the

open air, and we have already presented
the

" Electra " of Sophocles, the " Iphi-
genia in Tauris "

(twice), the " Electra,"
the " Iphigenia in Aulis " of Euripedes,
and the " Libation-bearers " of ^schylus.
The odes are set to music by the school
music-master, and the chorus trained

usually by one of the staff. Obviously,
all the conventions of the Greek stage are

not preserved, but I make bold to main

tain that the Greek spirit is there, living
and strong and delightful, as it was two

thousand years ago. To one spectator
who watched the

" Iphigenia of Tauris "

last July it seemed that even the austere

spirit of Euripides would have given a

gracious benediction to the performance.
The beautiful odes in Gilbert Murray's
translation were this time

" said," instead
of being sung, and the change was all for
the better. Every word in the play was
distinctly heard over the whole of a spa
cious lawn, and the action of the drama
from start to finish was followed with
absorbing interest by the spectators.
Truly, the great works of art, however
distant their date, are never dead if treated
with grace and reverence and the spirit of
beauty. The roses that bloomed so

divinely in the old pagan world are un-
withered yet.

But, it will be said, all this takes
time away from the proper school
work. So it does, if the proper school
work is the hearing and doing of formal
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lessons, but even then not so very much.

Most of the rehearsals take place out of
school hours. The great thing is not
to spend too long at a time on the

rehearsing, and I have found half an hour
a day for the principal actors, and about
two to three hours a week for the chorus,
continued for about nine weeks, quite
ample. But if it all came out of what is
called

" school time," so much the better.
For what is education but the deliverance
of the spirit ? So much for the two great
plays— the main events of the school year
—and they are really more important and
more intensely looked forward to and
looked back on than even the big struggles
with our adversaries at cricket or football.
They are the summer and winter flower
ing of the school, and we have amassed
by now many very charming memories of
these two seasons of our year.

But all through the year in the various
forms, "scenes" and "episodes" are
acted, sometimes only in the privacy of
the particular form room, sometimes for
the benefit of the whole school. This year
we have started the teaching of French
with the acting of a simple play —no
grammar was learnt, no vocabulary, no
syntax. The master simply read over
each speech, translated it

,

and saw that
the proper pronunciation was acquired,
and then it was acted. It is possible that
many of the pupils cannot as yet conju
gate " avoir " and " 6tre," but they have
imbibed something of the French spirit,
and acquired an interest in the language
which it would take some years of formal
teaching to destroy. " Avoir " and" etre " and all the irregular verbs will
come in their due time, and be all the
better known for the postponement of
their claims.

Such is the practice of the school. I

am bound to say it does not help very
much to the passing of examinations as at
present conducted, and inspectors are not
disposed to bless it. But so much the
worse for examinations —and inspectors.

As for the other activity of which I

spoke, it is confined to the Sixth Form,
the average age of the members being

about seventeen years. A very brief de

scription of it will suffice. We spend
from one to two hours a week —that is all
— in discussions on the various religions
of the world. We read, explain, contrast
and criticise and try to see the "unifying "
principle that runs through all, and we
sometimes find it. The boys in the form
are familiar with the main outlines, at any
rate, of Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Con
fucianism, Stoicism, and the chief prin
ciples in their simpler form of the teaching
of Plato and Socrates. And I am inclined
to believe that as a result they understand
what Christianity means at least as well
as those who are brought up solely on the
Bible. The freest possible discussion is

encouraged ; the boys talk as much as
they like within the time limit ; no opinions
are repressed, however heretical ; and
essays are written (and criticised) on the
various aspects of the various religions.
There is a good library, the books of
which are well used. But this, I am often
told, is to unsettle religious convictions,
to lead astray, to encourage heresy and
schism, and to undermine the securest
foundations of faith. It needs no argu
ment to show that the exact contrary is

the result, and indeed it were to argue the
most extraordinary distrust in the divine
governance of the world to hold so strange
an opinion. All religions have the same
aim. To one this, to another that, makes
its strong appeal ; to everyone, unless there

is something very seriously amiss, there is

a religion to satisfy his immediate needs.
And in the final analysis they are all one,
just as we are all one, and there does not
seem any real reason why the adolescent
boy or girl should not be helped to see this
rather sooner than later, rather in the
ordinary smooth course of education, with
sympathy and encouragement, than with
explosions and unsettlements and disgust.
For though the divine is never very far
from any one of us, our eyes may be
blinded and our ears stopped up by teach
ing that maintains the exclusive claims of
any particular revelation of the Infinite.
And that seems to me very like a sin
against the Holy Spirit.

E. Sharwood Smith
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we shall welcome contributions from all parts of the world, which should be addressed to the
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GLEANINGS FROM THE CONFERENCE OF
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

THE Seventh Annual Conference of
Educational Associations took place

at University College, London, from 1st
to 11th January inclusive, and thirty-nine
societies were represented. Nineteen
publishers sent exhibits of books and
apparatus, and many lecturcttes were
given by their staff on the use of the
latter.

It has been necessary to choose a few
out of many topics, and as psychology and
eugenics were emphasised in the autumn
reports of the New Ideals Conference and
of the Summer School of Eugenics and
Civics, little mention will be made of them
here. Accounts of the Uplands Associa
tion, the Parents' National Educational
Union, and the National Home Reading
Union are likely to be interesting and use
ful to readers, and it has been thought
advisable to leave them over for fuller
treatment in a future issue.

The Conference was unanimous in de

claring that the ultimate end of education
is the perfect unfoldment of all powers,
intellectual, a?sthetic, and moral, of the
child. The world is to be rebuilt, and in
order to become a worthy citizen the child
must have freedom to grow at his own
rate and in accordance with the laws of his
own being. The only hope of the future
is an enlightened democracy which knows
how to live, has high aims, and can judge
everything from the world point of view.

The principal concern of the Conference
was as to how the best use could be made
of the new Education Act, especially in
connection with continuation schools.

FOUR
kinds of people will have

their say about the new day con

tinuation schools : (1)
Continuation Organised Labour, (2)

Schools Educationists, (3) Em
ployers, (4) The young

people who come under the Act.

* * #

VIEW OF ORGANISED LABOUR

THE views of Labour have been ex

pressed in no uncertain way by
the Workers' Educational Association.
Labour realises, as can no other part of
the population, what have been the disa
bilities of the working-classes in the past
owing to lack of education, in what en

vironment their children are growing up,
and what are the exact causes of the very
unsatisfactory condition of the latter.
During the war the eyes of many thou
sands have been opened to the monstrous
injustice of our system, under which a

large proportion of the citizens of our
country never have the least chance of de

veloping what is in them. The verdict of
the W.E.A. is that the continuation
schools must be purely cultural, that they
must help the young men and women to a

better life, must enrich, strengthen, refine,
and ennoble individuality and character.
The teaching must take place altogether
away from the workshops, and the sub

jects taught must be entirely unconnected
with them. The Trade Unions will not
permit vocational training at the expense
of the State to produce experts who will
be used as a means of keeping down
wages.
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VIEW OF TEACHERS

THE educational world is at one with
Labour in its desire to give cultural

training. It concentrates less on the effect

of housing conditions, long hours of work,
monotony, lack of fresh air and recrea

tion on educative capacity, and more on

the actual educational problems with
which it has to deal. It repudiates the

utility motive with equal scorn, asserts
the necessity of considering only the worth
of personality, and desires the means of
giving it free scope.

Teachers are appalled by the difficulty
•of the task with which they are confronted.

They see that innumerable types of
schools will be needed to suit the infinite

variety of stages at which the pupils will
be. An adolescent cannot be treated like
a child of five, and will revolt violently if
he feels any attempt at dominating him.
The 20 per cent, of young people who

already attend classes present no difficulty.
The question is how are the remaining 80

per cent, to be tackled. To begin with,
two-thirds are extremely ignorant, not

having been able to go through the ele

mentary school course through poverty,
ill-health, and neglect. These need most
attention, but are least interested in their
own mental and spiritual welfare. Then
the nature of the occupation must be taken
into account. Those who spend their days
at purely mechanical work such as mind
ing a machine while it turns out J0 of
a boot, must get into an absolutely dif
ferent atmosphere in the classes. But
some kinds of work are in themselves
educative— for example, cabinet-making,
engineering, house-building, carpentry.
It is true that those who follow these
trades will be the better workmen the more

they can get of a purely disinterested cul
ture, but it has to be remembered that in

this class the children who learn easily
by words will mostly have gone to central
or secondary schools, and those left will
be of the type which learns best through
creative handwork, and does not gain
much by studv of the abstract and in

visible. Their manual skill must be made
the starting point of their training, but it
must be harnessed, according to their
natural bent, either to art [e.g., statuary,

painting, pottery, wood-carving) or to
science. Handwork and science must be

correlated and taught by the same person.
The science must be simple and informal,
and the pupils should have access to a

room containing tools and also scientific
instruments. They might make sun

dials, sextants, simple wireless installa
tions and electric apparatus. They must

go their own way with a little personal
guidance, perhaps studying the debt of
modern civilisation to science and art, and
the history of the science or art in which

they are specially interested. The teachers'
work would be to guide reading and lead

popular discussions.
Teachers (and Labour equally) have very-

strong views as to the kind of people who
will be capable of carrying on this kind of
work. They are not to be benevolent per
sons without qualifications willing to at
tend a few hours daily for nothing, or
people who have got tired of day-schools.

They must be thoroughly competent
teachers with wide academic culture, and

they must be trained in general teaching
method. They must be well equipped, well

paid, well pensioned, and must regard con
tinuation school teaching as their life work.
There must be no room for day-school
teachers anxious to eke out meagre sala
ries. Teachers should be in training now
ci a serious shortage will make all efforts
vain when the Act comes into operation.

Suitable buildings should be prepared,
as nothing enrages young men and women

so much as to be asked to sit in tiny desks
surrounded by mural decorations savour

ing of the infant room, especially as such

places are associated in their minds with
the payment by results system of educa
tion. The only hope of success lies in

getting quite away from the atmosphere
of the day-school. Teachers wish very
much to know whether boys and girls are
to be taught together, in the same build

ing, or in separate buildings.
* * *

VIEW OF EMPLOYERS

EMPLOYERS
fall into three cate

gories. Some are really enlightened
and are anxious to give their workpeople

every facility. Not only have they the
welfare of the latter at heart, but they
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are sufficiently intelligent to see that a

better educated man is a better work
man. This kind of employer says that
young people leave school to-day with
a smattering of everything and no accurate
knowledge or mastery of anything. In
particular are they backward in speaking
and writing the English language, which
is an absolute necessity for prosperity in
life. He wishes the study of English to
be given the foremost place.

A second class has not thought of the

matter at all ; the owner of a large factory
in London had not heard of Mr. Fisher
or his Act, when visited to see what he

was prepared to do about it.
A third and very large class is actively

hostile and is determined to resist the Act,
or at least to do everything possible to en

sure its failure. The agricultural employ
ers as a whole are worst. Large numbers
of them have very little education them
selves, and sincerely believe that education
is bad for working people. They wish to
take children away from school to work in
the fields at the age of twelve, are very
much averse to letting them stay till they
are fourteen, and are furious at the bare
idea of any extension of their education.

* * *

THE BO YS AND GIRLS CONCERNED

THE ordinary slum and rural-labouring
product is extremely resentful at

having to go back to school, and feels that
he is being treated with the greatest in

justice. He is at the age when his sense
of independence is most easily hurt, and
the compulsion element is gall and worm
wood to him. This is the type which
usually enters monotonous occupations,
and either his mind is dulled, or both mind
and body are in a state of violent reaction.
He will need much physical training, and
his education must start from the social
side on club lines. He must be treated
very gently and wooed by slow degrees to
things of the mind. Free choice of sub
jects must be given him, and the teachers
must be very friendly, ready to take him
as they find him and to carry him along
with them in willing co-operation.

If he has had any chance at all of
developing his individuality, the adoles
cent is at the most promising stage

for purposes of education. The social
consciousness is at its strongest, and
also the hero-worshipping element.
Idealism and disinterestedness are more

predominant than at any other stage.
Ambition is easily aroused, and the desire
to get on first forms a strong motive in
the life. This is normally a spiritual
aspiration, and should be made the basis
of high teaching, not disparaged.

* # *

ANYONE
who goes into an elementary

school on prize-giving day will be im

pressed by the pleasant manners of the
children. These leave school and plunge

into the gross material-
The Place of ;sm 0f industrial life.

the School Six months later they
In Society are unrecognisable;

they have retained no

thing of their school ways or culture.
School gave them no preparation for their
work in life, so that they had to begin to

adapt themselves to an entirely different
environment. No solution of the problem
is in sight because the conditions into
which they come are incompatible with the
ideals of an enlightened democracy.

Labour demands equal educational op
portunities for all. Nursery schools must
be established for children up to six, uni
versal full-time education till sixteen, ade

quate maintenance allowance must be pro
vided, employment out of school hours
prohibited, all fees for secondary schools
abolished, and salaries of teachers raised
to attract the best people. The primary
motive of education must be to strengthen
character, physique, and intelligence.
Adequate provision must be made for
physical training, organised games, play
ing fields, and for dental and medical
treatment.

If teachers know very little of housing-
and factory conditions how can they pre
pare the children for life? What pictures
are being built up in the minds of the
latter?

It is extremely difficult to get the truth
about anything, on account of the mis

representation of facts in politics and in
the daily journals. Teachers should not

accept the popular definitions of such
terms as Socialist, Pacifist, Bolshevik,
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but quite irrespective of what their own
private opinions are, should show the
etymological meanings, and explain
impartially what the words have meani
at different periods to different sections
of the population.

Labour gets its information from those
in all countries who bear the burden of
society. Working-men send documentary
evidence of what they are trying to do and
how far the authorities respond. Much
has been learnt from the Danish folk-
schools which were begun when Denmark
was a conquered country with Schleswig
torn away. The first was opened on the
boundary of the lost province, and kept up
communication with the Danes there.
Danish continuation schools have been en

tirely cultural, and the results have been
so wonderful that the attention of the
whole educational world is to-day concen
trated on Denmark.

With regard to sex-teaching, working-
class mothers long for the co-operation of
teachers. They feel helpless, have never
been properly taught themselves, cannot
cope with the fearful problem of preparing
to send children out into the workshops
where the conditions of impurity are some
times beyond description. The latter must
be taught about sex long before puberty.
They learn all the facts in any case but in
the vilest way, and they need the safe
guard of previous instruction. Bad habits
arise, in the first instance, from lack of
cleanliness; secretiveness and nastiness
are later developments. Many thousands
of children never have any privacy at all.

It would be very helpful if teachers made
an effort to understand the Labour point
of view.

* * *

AT the end of each war comes a chance
of rebuilding the world, but it comes

just at the moment of greatest exhaustion,
when the nations have no energy left for

further action. For-
Educatlon and merly all that happened
the League of was attributed to the

Nations finger of Cod; now
science delivers to us the

message of despair that, owing to the
fighting instincts of human nature, wars
must continue to recur.

Every instinct has its value in evolu
tion, but a time comes when it must either
change or die. The fighting instinct has
reached a point when it must be trans
formed. It wrill be as necessary as ever,
for peace, too, has its conquests ; but it
must change its direction or the whole
human race will be destroyed. We have
no choice between Utopia and Hell. Pre
parations for the next war must be on such
a scale that they will become the central
motive of life, must drain away the wealth
which ought to be used for reconstruction,
bring to nought the whole of human pro
gress from the beginning of the world, and
make an end to the sojourn of mankind
upon earth.

In the past history has taught the tra
ditional point of view that humanity is
divided up into different species, not all
equally human. The children of each
nation have been allowed to infer that their
own side is always right, and that thev
are necessarily superior to all others. This
produces a sense of separateness and an

tagonism which continually makes for
war. We must learn the point of view
of other nations, and must study the
causes of present conditions. The basis
of life must be service instead of competi
tion. Each nation has something to do
for humanity which can be done by no
other nation. Only by performing this
natural inalienable function does it justify
its existence.

Every nation must be as ready to receive
as to give. For example, Britain has been
too ready to assume that because it is poli
tically more advanced its function is to
give to India and Egypt and theirs to re

ceive, forgetting that philosophically its
peoples are children in the presence of
these nations.

At present we are hesitating between
two worlds, one dead and the other power
less to be born.

* * *

IN*
ancient and mediaival times a certain

simplicity existed with regard to educa
tional ideals; this disappeared at the
Renaissance and Reformation when the
individual emerged with his infinite variety
of type. Spartan education aimed at pro
ducing the warrior (Leonidas), that of
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Athens the politician, that of Rome the

administrator (Julius Ca>sar), that of the

Middle Ages the theologian (Thomas
Aquinas). To be complete we must com

bine the communal ideal
National and with th;lt of developing
International thc individual type. It

s has been shown that
Teaching of ^ whole course of his-

Hlstory , , , . •
tory may be changed in

one or two generations by the persistent

preaching of any one given ideal. (Japan,
Germany.) Therefore the teacher must

ask himself what general result he wishes

to follow from his teaching. His respon

sibility is very heavy.
Nationality is the basis of Inter

nationalism, which differs from cosmopoli
tanism where national characteristics are

lost.
To-day people are bound together in

nations as they formerly were in clans ;

therefore the nation must be the basis of
teaching history. Enlargement must

come by a much deeper understanding of
our own characteristics and ideals and of

those of other nations, and this means

continually extending sympathies.
The starting point must be our common

humanity. If children become acquainted
first of all with the lives and achievements
of great men and women irrespective of

nationality, if they are told stories ot

heroic and noble deeds done in all parts
of the world, before continuous teaching
of national history begins, if the errors of
our own past are shown as readily as

those of other nations, and if the object is

to make clear what has been the contri
bution of each country to society as a

whole, then a narrow insularity of

outlook can be avoided.
It has been found helpful to teach con

tinuously the history of France to children
who have been once through that of Eng
land.

The Catholic Church was the great
international body of the .Middle Ages, and
its disruption was followed by the rigid
prejudiced nationality of the 17th, 18th,
and 19th centuries, which constantly
created wars. This attitude has been no

longer practicable, even from a business

point of view, since the use of steam.

electricity and radium increased interna

tional communication to such an extent

that we cannot get on together even

badly unless all nations acquire the world

point of view. It is the greatest mistake

to think this can be got by the preaching

of a vague backboneless cosmopolitanism.

Each nation is a living organism which

has its own psychology and traits, as

persons have, and it would gain nothing

by losing the will to live its own indi

vidual life. The way of progress lies in

the growth of interest in and sympathy

with all national characteristics. Real

tolerance is based on understanding and

knowledge.
History is so important and its range so

vast that a danger exists of hurry, and of

imposing on immature minds ideas which

need the full powers of adults. A child

cannot understand another nationality

until he first has some degree of under

standing of his own, but the study of local

history in all its aspects, and of social life

In general, would be within his grasp when

quite young. Later, the study of his own

race, of the constitution, and the compari

son of different systems of government at

different times in different countries, must

take the place of the present one-sided

military and diplomatic history.

By British people all the races of the

British Isles must be studied, and stress

must be laid on those movements in any

country from which can be deduced prin

ciples for future guidance.
* # *

EVEN
in France the ordinary soldier is

out of touch with social and political
affairs to an extent which it is dilii-

cult for us here to realise, but in

Egypt and Palestine al-

Clvlcs In most nothing is known

the Army
°< wh* is

%0"?8
on"

the Censor is ex

tremely strict. W'e are

in danger of having among us a huge body
of very ignorant men, and these the most

vigorous part of the population. The
Y.M.C.A. has been trying to combat this

danger since the beginning of the war, and

last year spent ^30,000, appointed 210

organising secretaries, and sent 130,000

text-books to the front. The military
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authorities are now getting into working
order a vast scheme for education in the

Army, for which the Y.M.C.A. work has

paved the way.
The soldier is amazed at the resources of

the country shown in the last four years.
Why should there be so much poverty if
the nation can go on so long spending
^6,000,000 a day unproductively ? He has
seen how the organisation of the Army
differs from the chaos of industrial life,
.and he asks why we do not organise for
peace as we do for war. He glories in
the life of service, sees individualism
to be anarchy, and is horrified at the
mean, pettifogging corruption in politics
at home. It is important that he should
not lose the value of Army training, of
working with others, and the tradition of
sacrifice.

The soldier has realised for the first
time what it means to be a citizen of a

great Empire. He sees that the Turk
makes desolate every country he governs,
and asks what is the effect of the British
government on subject peoples. He
studies the causes of the fall of ancient
Empires in Mesopotamia, and is inclined
to trace the working of the same disin
tegrating forces at home.

Educated Indians have often been asked
to speak to hundreds of white soldiers
from all quarters of the world, and when
the latter have seen his superiority in cul
ture and in striving after righteousness,
and have heard from him something of
what is the heritage of Indians, they have
"

sat at his feet," and will never again be
so ready to speak contemptuously of
"niggers." A distinguished Indian
doctor lectured to Australians, who are
not open-minded with regard to colour.
They were delighted, and invited him to
go to Australia. His reply to the effect
that he would not be allowed to land there
must have caused them some embarrass
ment.

In all cases where the conditions of life
are so hard as in the trenches the tendency
is for the different races to rub each other
the wrong way, and to get each to hate
and despise the others on account of
trifling offences of individuals. Tommy
face to face with the poilu will tend to lose

sight of the greatness of the soul ot

France, and vice versa. The Y.M.C.A.
carries out a policy of reconciliation by

trying to make each nationality see the

best in every other. Many Europeans
have believed every Asiatic to be a liar
and a rogue, and it is good for them to

hear that the Chinese labourers in Assam
are so honest that they lay down their

tools wherever they happen to be working,
incapable of the suspicion that anyone
would dream of taking them. Indians
nearly always see the worst of European
civilisation when they come across, and
are inclined to believe that the West is

sunk in irredeemable materialism. When
they arrive in Marseilles they are sur
rounded by women of the demi-monde

trying to seduce them, and they are horri
fied at the prevailing laxity with regard to

drinking. The Y.M.C.A. shows the other
side of the West, points out the actual
contributions to the work of the world.
The Army is very much in sympathy with
the League of Nations movement, and all
over the world the ideal of Brotherhood
is being realised as never before.

Attempts are made to give young boys
ambition for a clean and full life. They
are taught about the influence of environ
ment and prenatal care. During these

years the men have hungered for home
which has been the centre of their best
thinking, and they will listen for any
length of time to lectures on reform of
education, and on fatherhood and its
duties.

In the teaching of sex-hygiene individual
military commanders have heartily sup
ported the Y.M.C.A., but in general a vast

abysm of ignorance with regard to sex

prevails in the Army. Many military
commanders give poisonous advice to
young men through sheer lack of knowing
the truth. The only way to destroy in

temperance and impurity is to give wider
interests socially and educationally. The
organising of a good dance deals a death
blow at the social evil. Nothing but good
hascome of the association of soldiers and
" Waacs." The men long for the sight
of a woman, sometimes have not seen one
for nine months, and they must have the

company of women of one kind or another
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at all costs. Narrow Church teaching
which makes believe that innocent social
amusements are wrong, does more harm
than anything else.

* * *

AT Chailev, Sussex, a school (formerly
described in these columns) has

existed for many years in order to prepare
armless and legless boys and girls to earn

their own living. A
Re-education scheme to apply the

of Disabled same training to maimed

Soldiers soldiers was begun with
in a fortnight of the

outbreak of war. The cripple boys built
huts for themselves, left the school build
ings for the use of the soldiers, and shared
teachers and work with them. The combi
nation of Montessori babies, raid-shocked
children, cripple boys, and soldiers,

gave quite a family feeling to the place.
An atmosphere of work and joy was estab
lished, and the children actually conspired
to make the soldiers try to be useful, for
at first they were often so depressed that

they had no heart to do anything. They
soon learned to perform feats as astonish

ing as those done by the boys. Each
wounded man has a small orderly similarly
handicapped to himself. If he has one
arm the orderly has one arm, if one leg
the orderly has one leg. The babies are
a great comfort to the men.

* * *

Music takes a very important place in
the training. The men form the village
choir, learn songs and glees of many
kinds, and give entertainments all round
the neighbourhood. Many delightful views
were shown of men working on the land,
in the piggery, in the conservatory, gar
dening, making baskets, rabbit-hutches,

embroidery, repairing boots, and at
school writing with their toes.

An unwritten law has grown up to the
effect that no billiards or games may be

played till after tea. Strenuous industry

throughout the day greatly increases the
joy of the games, but certainly, to judge
by the happy faces in the pictures, the
work seemed to give almost as much
pleasure.

MENTAL
deformities are far more

common than physical, because the

laws of the body are much better known
than those of the mind. Certain physical

laws can be seen to ex-
Drawlng as a tend to mind, or at

Means of least an analogy exists
Self-expression between bodily and

mental structure. Hun
ger and appetite are to the body as
curiosity and interest to the mind. Food
is digested, ideas are combined into com

plex forms. Digestion is impossible
without exercise, as is mental progress
without self-expression. What fresh air
is to the body, novelty and movement are
to the mind.

Drawing is of paramount importance
in education as the earliest and easiest

way in which the child can express him
self He can draw long before he can
read or write and often before he can
speak.

The Royal Drawing Society (50,

Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W.
1) has done invaluable educational work
for years by spreading rational methods
in the teaching of drawing. It has in
stituted simple periodical tests, in which
the children draw from memory and from
objects placed before them. They learn
to draw by drawing, and correct them
selves by reference to the original. The
Society has now collected thousands of
examples of what children can do by
their own efforts at different ages. Lan
tern slides were shown of w-ork done
from the beginning right up to the end
of school life, from sets of wavering
spirals intended to represent umbrellas,
to real works of art depicting a locomo
tive, a man-of-war, cottage and garden,
and other things, drawn from memory
with much detail which seemed correct
to an outsider. The results of teaching
drawing in this way seem analogous to
those obtained in the teaching of music
by the Vorke-Trotter system.

A full report of the Conference will be
published soon at 4s., and is obtainable
from the Conference Secretary, 9,
Brunswick Square, W.C. 1.



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

By "FEMINA"

(Under this heading we give each month a survey of leading events in the

world of women.)

THE
Peace star still eclipses every

other on the woman's horizon,
and her chief interest is still fixed
on the clouds and storm-signals

occasionally threatening its rising. At
the time when these notes are read the
Conference will be definitely in being. It
is unfortunate, from our point of view,
that no woman should sit at the Peace
table : the sex which has done so much
to win the war, as we have urged before
in these pages, is entitled to its share in

winning the peace. However, events
in the woman's world have marched with
such bewildering rapidity that we are,
perhaps, inclined to expect too much in
the way of the break-up of old conven
tions and traditions. And, in any case,
there is a fair prospect at the time of

writing that the question of supreme in
terest to women— that of the stability of
the peace arranged—will be satisfactorily
settled. Considerable antagonism may
be apprehended to certain aspects of the

Washington peace policy (the historic
"Fourteen Points"); but there is at
present every hope that it may be over
come by President Wilson's masterly
diplomacy, aided by his sincere desire to
avert from the future the calamity of the
past. The " leader of the world's demo
cracy," as he has been well called, has
before now earned the thanks of women,
first by his memorable declaration of
sympathy with American women in their

struggle for full citizen rights ; then, and
still more notably, by the great part he

played in bringing about the end of the
war. If he should also prove able to
secure the peace, by the definite embodi
ment of his Fourteen Points in a League
of Nations Treaty, he will incidentally

establish a third and even stronger claim
to the lasting gratitude of womanhood.

* * *

The extraordinary interest in the hous
ing question manifested by the women of
these islands at the General Election of
last December proved —what many candi
dates had before professed to doubt — that
the average woman is sufficiently alive to
her own interests to care about " politics
of the home." Certainly the difficulty of
housing the population adequately has
reached an acute stage, and woman's
practical common-sense makes her par
ticularly impatient of any " red-tape

"'

obstacles in the path of a solution.
" Houses not fit for cattle " were recently
reported at the Rural District Council of
Northants, where a recent inspection
showed only 28 houses really habitable '.

Village after village was found to be in a
similar state of house-famine, and the
same tale comes from all sides. Women

(with their children) are the chief suf
ferers, and must be the prime movers in
the matter accordingly. Certainly their
enthusiasm when the election was in pro
gress left little to be desired.

* # *

The question of domestic dwellings
leads naturally to that of domestic service
—another of the urgent problems of the
woman of to-day. It is good news that
the members of the Women's Industrial
Council are playing so active a part in this
matter. They have been wise enough to
make use of existing machinery for their
scheme for the standardisation of domes
tic work (the machinery of the Ministry
of Labour, through which they hope to
work the plan in connection with the Em
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ployment Exchanges)—an admirable ar

rangement, which proves in itself

woman's insight and grasp of detail
in matters of administration. The
Sub-Committee on Daily Domestic Ser

vice seems likely to do a work equally
useful to mistresses and maids, and

profoundly necessary to both. Its
composition guarantees breadth of view,
domestic workers and the various
bodies which have been organised for
their help (such as the Association
for Befriending Young Servants) being
alike represented. Hours, wages and
conditions for the domestic help should
all be improved considerably as a re

sult of this committee's labours; and it
is expected that many girls and women
to whom " service " is now an impossible
career will accept it under standardised
conditions.

* * *

The plucky protest of the two girl" Waacs, " who declined to sleep in dirty
and verminous beds (previously occupied
by girls suffering from scabies !) a few
weeks ago, was happily effectual, as many
of us will remember. Their sisters of
the services, whether Army "Waacs,"
Navy "Wrens," or " Penguins " of the
Air Force, owe them gratitude for calling
attention to an intolerable scandal which,
it is to be feared, still exists in some dis
tricts. Like the soldiers quartered in
empty houses, these girls who have
volunteered for their country's service are
not rewarded by unthinkable and unneces
sary hardships. Many companies, of
girls as of men, are well cared for in

every way, but that does not remove the

disgrace, to us as a country, of the not
infrequent exceptions.

* # *

The future of those munition-girls not

strong enough for land work has exer
cised the minds of many interested in girl
welfare. One solution seems to lie in the
Household Orderly Corps, which makes
an equal appeal to employer and em
ployed. For an annual two-guinea sub
scription (plus, of course, payment of
workers engaged at the Corps' fixed
rate), the mistress receives help guaran
teed efficient; while the "orderly" gets
a minimum wage of 30s. a week, living
out and boarding herself. Orderlies
wear, like nurses, a special uniform—an
excellent means of raising the status of
the domestic profession from its pre-war
degradation of "slaveydom." Fixed
hours of work, with the living-out sys
tem, guarantee their freedom, and with it
the enjoyment of home life to girls whose
homes are near their work, just as the
mistress's requirements are guaranteed
by the test in cooking and general house
work which the girl " orderly " must

pass. The experiment seems to carry in
itself the elements of success.

* * *

More feminine (and Feminist) tri
umphs ! The recently-announced appoint
ment of Fraulein Rosika Schwimmer as
Hungary's Minister Plenipotentiary at
Berne, is a tribute to woman's diplomatic
gifts and powers long overdue. An
active adherent of the Feminist cause,

Fraulein Schwimmer is the first woman
diplomatist.

" Femina "
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Subject: "HOW MAY WE ATTAIN' PERMANENT HEALTH?"

All interested are cordially invited. Full Syllabus on application to Secretary.

THE LONDON GARDEN SCHOOL, stL'ohnI^ood^.s
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MODERN EDUCATION ON NATURAL LINES.
Open-air classes, Eurythmics, Swedish Drill, Dancing, Music Appreciation, Acting* Singing, Drawing,
Painting, History of Art. Gardening, Cookery. Fine Laundry, Handicrafts. BOARDERS taken who do
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" Education as Service."
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Principals: Miss F. V. CREATOX,F.T.^ Miss E. ALDEN BRAY,F.TS.

Local Branch of the Incorporated London Academy of Music

Rhythmic ^Method Classes and Private Lessons.

Ol'TSIDF Pl'PILS TAKEN'.
Open-air School. Full curriculum on Progressive lines,

Public Examinations If desired.
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V'» >W Ou-» iv«l. and Flax by the Wheel and from the Dis,aff. Weaving,
Uimu Given. Vegetable Dyeing, Sandal Making, Greek Gymastics, <&c.

There is an overwhelmingdemandat the momentfor all yarn spun by hand. THE ALSTON STUDIO will provide the
ran: materialand fureh.iteall that is properly spun. Every one in the householdcan learn this beautiful and interesting

craft. A Spinning-wheelis a real joy in the Home.

Telephone :
Mayfalr 3062Apply THE ALSTON STUDIO, 8, NEW BOND STREET, W.I.

LADY DISPENSERS
NEXT COMPLETE COURSE OF TRAINING FEBRUARY 5th.

Over 1,000 Ladies have qualified as Dispensers
from the College since it was established in 1874.

WESTMINSTER COLLEGE, 190, CLAPHAM ROAD, S.W.9.
Principals: G. S. V. WILLS, PLC. (Founder, 1874). P. H. WOODNOTH. M.P.S.

Prospectus post free on Application. Telephone : 1728 Brixton.

THE NEW THOUGHT CENTRE (Fonnd^8b8yE.c£ owST
MD)

3, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, W. 1.

This Centre baa no connection with any other London Organisation.
8UNDAY MORNING SERVICES at 11.15a.m.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, and THURSDAY. Lectures on The Silence, Concentration, etc.
For Syllabus, apply to Secretary. All Lectures and Classes Free.

(" Christ in you the Hope of glory.") New Publication. —Now Ready.

"THE BHAGAVAD GITA INTERPRETED"
In the Light of Christian Tradition. By HOLDEN EDWARD SAMPSON.

Of Booksellers, or W. Rider & Son, Ltd., Paternoster Row, London, E.C.
Price, 3/6 nett ; 3/10 post free.

GREEK GYMNASTICS & DANCES.
VIOLET ALSTON (Pupil of Raymond Duncan) takes PUPILS for
Greek Gymnastics and Dances, and is also prepared to accept en
gagements for the INTERPRETATION OF MUSIC by movement.

TERM COMMENCES ANY TIME.
At the Sheldonian Theatre. Oxford (Extract from Press Notice).— "The
leading dancer— Miss Ulyi (Violet) Alston— appeared to great advantage,
dancing with much grace and charm."— The Oxford Times. January 12. 1918.

Terms on application to

THE ALSTON STUDIO 8, NEW BOND STREET, W.l.

All Inquiries respecting ADVERTISEMENTS to be addressed to
Miss FRANCES L. FULLER, 99, New Bond Street, W.l.
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OUR ENDEAVOUR
It is sometimes well lo repeat, for the information of new readers, the aims and

ideals for which this Magazine endeavours to stand.

They may be briefly expressed as follows:

1. The Herald of the Star believes that we are on the eve of a new civilisation, and

the general unrest and upheaval in the world to-day it takes as a sign that the

dawn of the New Era is not far off. For it regards all this intensity of movement

as arising ultimately from the death-struggle between two Ideas— the one

belonging lo the past, the other to the future. These ideas it would define,

respectively, as those of Competition and of Brotherhood ; of the Survival of the

Strongest, as against the ideal of Mutual Service and Helpfulness. Probe any of
our modern problems, and this fundamental dualism will be found at its root.

2. Believing, as it does, in a great Spiritual Purpose behind all human history, The
Herald of the Star is convinced that there can be only one outcome of this

gigantic struggle. The Idea of the future, it holds, must inevitably prevail; for
it has the Spirit of the Age behind it. The new civilisation must cotne.

3. That being so, it endeavours to adapt its interpretation of our modern problems to

this deeper view of the real issues. It sees that any attempt to solve those problems

in terms of the older philosophy, which bnd them, must be in vain. What is

needed is a complete revision of our customary values, a reinterpretation of life.
In other words, Regeneration must go hand in hand with Reconstruction. We

need a change of heart.

4. This change of heart, it holds, is not an impossibility , but a thing which may

inevitably be expecte\l. A great Constructive Movement is the logical outcome

of the present general movement of Destruction. But, in the opinion of The
Herald of the Star, it can only come in one way—and that is by a great

Spiritual Revival. The Herald of the Star confidently looks forward to such a

Revival and sees in it the promise of the definite inauguration of the New Age.

5. In connection with this belief, it suggests to its readers a view which it does not

ask them to accept, but merely commends to their thought; the view, namely,

that this Revival is not unlikely to be associated with the appearance among men

of some great Spiritual Teacher, who will give a definite form to the vast amount

of inchoate idealism which is stirring in the world to-day and shape, with true

spiritual wisdom, the outlines of the coming civilisation.

6. Meanwhile the business of the Magazine is to survey, so far as possible, the field of
contemporary idealism; to endeavour to discriminate between what is on the

true lines of the future and what is merely a continuation, under new forms, of
the discarded philosophy of the past ; and to bring lo the notice of its readers any
lines of practical work or suggestion, in the progressive world of to-day, which
it conceives to be of real and permanent value.



The Present Industrial Unrest

WE have no accurate knowledge of
how things are in other countries.

But we in England are, at the moment of
the writing of these Notes, in the throes
of an epidemic of strikes. The material de

tails of a strike—the demand for so many
more shillings a week or for shorter hours
—are not matters which, considered in
themselves, have any universal signifi
cance. Nor is there anything really uni
versal about organised Trades Unionism,
which is, after all, a poor and limited form
of organisation for those who think in
terms of society as a whole. There is,
however, one aspect of the present in
dustrial unrest, which has a certain uni
versal significance quite apart from the
actual questions at issue. We do not wish
to be academic upon a subject which has
such a vividly human side ; but we should
like to make one or two suggestions along
a line of thought which may help to ex

plain something of the general disquiet to
day, and may, incidentally, indicate some
thing of its brighter and more hopeful
side.

THE declaration of the Armistice was,
from one point of view, the removal

of an obstacle against which a vast amount
of concentrated force had been pressing.
What many people expected —namely,
that with the removal of the obstacle the
force itself would sink into quiescence —
was, from the point of view of simple
physics, an erroneous belief. When an
obstacle, against which a man is exerting
the whole of his strength, is suddenly re

moved, the man rushes forward, impelled

by the unexpended residuum of his effort.
The same law holds good of concerted
mental and emotional force and of non-
physical obstacles. The pent-up energies
of a nation at war cannot be suddenly
shut off just because of a sudden cessa
tion of hostilities. The impetus is still
there. And, being there, it must carry
onward the people in whom it has been
generated. The only difference is that, in
stead of having a definite objective against
which to expend itself, it now rushes
blindly into the void ; and, finding itself in
the void, it seeks instinctively any new
objective which may give it a feeling of
self-realisation and effectiveness by pro
viding an object of resistance.

* * *

THIS is precisely what happened on
November 11th, 1918. We finished

the war with an unexpended residuum of
force ; and the present universal unrest is
a visible sign of that residuum. Many
people have wondered what has been

wrong with them since the signing of the

Armistice. They have been conscious of
a vague discontent. Something of the
satisfaction which they had hoped to de

rive from a state of peace has been lack
ing. The phenomenon is almost universal.
Let them apply to the problem this simple
formula : that there is still outgoing from
them a force w-hich has no longer a defi
nite object. The Germans have been re

moved ; there has been nothing to take
their place. A force without an object on
which to expend itself becomes a

" dis
contented

"
force. Instinctively it seeks

some body of resistance, for only thus can
it achieve its appropriate satisfaction.
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Finding none, it becomes a vague, inde
finable yearning, a source of nameless dis
quietude. Many people have frankly con
fessed that they

" miss the war." What
this means is not that they wanted the

carnage to continue, but that they want
some definite object against which to
direct their energies. The unfairly treated
and the unprivileged have an object ready
to their hands in the shape of their long
standing grievances. These grievances,
quite apart from their intrinsic nature, give
them precisely what they need in order to" work off " their already generated
energies. The whole thing is an inevitable
sequel to four and a half years of
desperately concentrated national effort.
As such, it was only to be expected.

* * *

TO have finished the war with energies
completely expended would have been

the most direful of calamities. For it
would have meant exhaustion and stag
nation. It might have meant restfulness
and quiet too; but those are not what we
want. We need a surplus of energy in order
to build up that new world of which we
have been dreaming ever since the war
began. All the force which is at present
running riot in the world is so much poten
tial constructive energy. The trouble is
that, instead of being constructive, it has
largely run into channels of destruction.
Whose fault is this? It is the fault of
the nations at large, in having no really
constructive idealism into which to pour
this reservoir of power. There has been
too much procrastination—too much rele
gation of the constructive programme till
the magic time "

after the war." And
now that the war has ended, the states
men of the various nations are (or should

be) becoming aware that they have no
reconstructive programme ready into
which these dynamic energies can be
diverted.

* * *

\XT H ETHER it be now too late toW remedy matters it is impossible to
say. It is conceivable that the current of
events may take a definitely destructive
turn for some years to come. If this be

so, then a great opportunity has been
missed. But there is one point of which
readers of The Herald of the Star
should never lose sight—and that is that,
whether the immediate future be one of
chaos and destruction or of order and re
construction, the ultimate (and not very
distant) outcome is the same. Both
methods equally serve the Eternal Plan.
There are at present two possible futures
before the world. One is a period of ener

getic reconstruction, informed by a really-

practical idealism, leading naturally on to
a deepening of the whole process in the
form of a spiritual revival. The other is a

period of universal upheaval, of darkness
and anarchy, leading to a veritable im
passe, and thence to a profound reaction ;

this, in turn, ushering in a revival of the
Spirit. According to all human stan
dards, the latter is the more likely alterna
tive. Only one thing can avert it

,

and that
is the active intervention, in the world of

men, of certain of those Messengers who
may always be expected shortly before the
advent of a great World-Teacher. But,
in whatever way things actually fall out,

it is important for readers of The Herald
of the Star, at least, to realise that all
will be well, because the two possible
paths both lead to one and the same goal.

If there is to be a period when everything
seems to be hopelessly disorganised, when
society seems to be crumbling to its foun
dations, and when faith itself seems to be
mocked, let them hold on, knowing that
the dawn is not far off. The law of Action
and Reaction is certain. Out of the ex
tremity of Disorder must, sooner or later,
be born that positive and imperative yearn
ing for Order- which is one of the heritages
of the human soul. What is needed is

the discerning vision, the calm realisation
of the eternal law behind the clash and
din of external phenomena, which are the
fruits of true wisdom. The very violence
of the present unrest inevitably shortens
its period of duration. If we can only
hold on, it will all be over in a few years'
time.

* * *

AT EANWHILE, let us rejoice that the
X\± war, instead of exhausting the civi
lised world, has left it with sufficient
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vitality wherewith to tackle its problems
vigorously, even though crudely. The one
deadly sign, the irrevocable postponement
of reform, would have been exhaustion.
Who knows—had the fighting continued
another year or so—whether this might
not have ensued? Let us, then, bear the
discomfort, knowing that it brings us
nearer to the Day.

Children's
Peace.

International League of

WE have received from a gentleman,
who does not wish his name to be

published, a copy of the following letter,
which he has addressed to President
Wilson on the subject of an International
Children's League of Peace. He has also
written to the King, Mr. Lloyd George,
and other notable personages :

To President Woodrow Wilson, Washington.

Sir,— I have been haunted for some time with
the idea of an International Children's League
of Peace.

Although I most earnestly desire that my
name should under no circumstances be made
public in connection with this idea, I am eager
to do what I can towards its organisation, and
there are surely many people who would be pre
pared to consecrate themselves permanently to
the work that its organisation would entail, if
you could only take up this idea and give it
the strength of your recognised position of the
World's Spiritual Leader.

I feel that the possibilities of this idea will
probably appear even greater and more certain
to you than they are to me. After the horrors
of this war even the most hardened Prussian
Militarist father would welcome the idea of a
Universal Children's League of Peace, if it
were only for sheer shame. It would have all
the women, mothers, sisters for it. The hope
that the lives of their sons would no longer be
sacrificed to the Cods of War will mean joy in
life for all mothers, and a new Era of Happiness
would begin for every human being.

Simple-worded rules could be drafted which
would have to be adopted by all existing
schools, Children's Associations or Clubs (Boy
Scouts, Cirl Scouts, &c), in all lands. Then,
gradually, a whole literature based on peace
would be created ; readers, books of history,
showing how the effects of Fear-Thought on
human minds during the centuries of civilisa
tion culminated in the last war ; how people
were afraid of educating the masses and kept
them in ignorance. And these books would sub
stitute the idea of peace and goodwill to the
idea of fear and war. A list of " Paths of
Service" would be drafted and children and

young men would be encouraged to volunteer
for social or educational work during, say, a

month every year, the proceeds of their work
going to Social Betterment Schemes. Or this
service could even be made compulsory, so as
to replace military service. It would have the
same vivifying effects that War is supposed to
have, in the opinion of militarist writers. Thus
through the schools the homes would be reached,
until a new generation would come which would
gradually develop a social, international,
universal Consciousness, instead of the indi
vidual or national or class Consciousness.

There is no doubt that when this idea is
developed to its full effects the thought of War
on the physical plane will be gradually stamped
out of the minds of the civilised world, just as

many immoral ideas which were rampant at the
beginning of Man's Civilisation have been

banned up to now. The more advanced nations
would bring the light to their less evolved
brothers in less advanced countries.

Is not such a Children's League of Peace
the shortest way to a lasting League of Nations?

The scheme could be put forward for adoption
at the Peace Conference, along with the pro
gramme of the League of Nations.

There is no doubt that the World is now
ready for this idea, and coming from you it
would surely be adopted by the Governments
of all Nations. The Peace Conference will be

the best opportunity that will ever present
itself to the leaders of humanity to obtain almost
at a stroke results which are stupendous in their
importance. The self-filled persons whose in
terests lie in New Wars would most probably
scorn the effects of such an idealistic scheme,

and would consider it a good policy not to op
pose it immediately, intending to do so later on.
But the idea being genuinely concerned with
the upliftment of humanity, would provoke no
opposition. On the contrary, it is sure to

receive the blessing of all sincere people who
have been through the distress occasioned by
the present War. Thus the seed will be sown,
and its fruits are almost incalculable in the

benefits that will be conferred upon Mankind.
The beneficent influence which such work of
organisation would have upon the men and
women themselves who would work at it, is
almost as far-reaching as the results of their
work. By following what is going on at schools,

parents would gradually see their own thoughts
change, and they would adopt a cosmic, broad
point of view. Thus children would react on
their fathers and mothers, who would come to

see in them the real hope of the World.
The whole thing is so pregnant with possibili

ties that its discussion will bring good to who
ever becomes interested in it : Teachers, Labour
or Trade Cnion Committees, Old Pupils' Clubs.
Business Men's Associations, Women's Associa
tions, Church Armies, religious groups of all
sects and denominations in all countries; Theo-
sophists, New Thoughters, Newspapers. &c,
all will be sure to contribute heartily to the

scheme, which will always grow and improve.
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It is a thing which ought to excite everybody's

imagination and quicken the most noble human
faculties. I am filled with the hope that it will
grip your imagination as it has gripped mine.
The few friends or strangers from whom I have
sought advice on the surest way to approach
you quickly have all been impressed with the

extraordinary importance of such an idea at
the present time. The idea is so vital, so power
ful, that it will sweep all opposition in all
minds. ,

I beg you to give it your earnest considera
tion and I write to you in good faith, knowing
that it now lies in your power to do whatever
you deem wise with this idea, which is now
yours, and thus help us all in the swiftest
change of mentality which will ever be possible
to Mankind.

The Rt. Hon. David Lloyd George,

io, Downing Street.

Sir,— I enclose a copy of a letter which has
been forwarded to President Wilson, and which
1 beg you to read in an earnest and helpful
spirit. This letter has a direct and most im
portant bearing on the future of the League of
Nations.

The Victory of the Allies which is coming
makes it a matter of the very utmost urgency
that the scheme for a Children's League of
l'eace, which is set forth in this letter, should
be taken up vigorously now. If it be true that
(he Cause of the Allies is to make the World
safe for democracy, that their ideal is Right —
then to-day the right moment has come, an

opportunity which is unique presents itself to

make these ideals permanent by giving them

to the keeping of the Children all the World
over. Up to now things have been greater
than men, creatures greater than their creators.
If we all want to create nobler ideals from now
on, is there a shorter way than this —that men

shall make little children build more beautiful
worlds, better worlds, by simply helping them

to think the right thoughts?
The aims of this letter are absolutely disin

terested. If I had the power to organise such
a Children's League of l'eace alone, I would do
so. But only those in power can enforce it,
and you as the Head of the British Government
are in the fortunate position to have this matter
taken up here, and also to recommend it to the
urgent consideration of President Wilson. This
is the supreme crisis in the World's History,
and you can help to reshape the destinies of

Humanity. Will you hold back?

Although you are the busiest man in the
world, I beseech you to give your full and
sympathetic consideration to this vital proposal.
Its results will recompense you a thousandfold
for any time you may spend in thinking of this
idea, until it is embodied into a series of prac
tical Resolutions, to be adopted at the Con
ference Table by all the Powers represented
there. —Yours, sincerely, (Signature).

IT is a little difficult to comment on a
scheme like this without creating a false

impression. That The Herald of the
Star is in sympathy with the writer's
ideals and commends his warm-hearted
enthusiasm, goes without saying. At the
same time, we must candidly state our
opinion that the scheme seems to us to
bear the signs of a certain kind of idealism
which, though familiar enough, is really
off the lines of what the world requires
nowadays. The idealism to which we re
fer we may define as being of that vast,
out-flooding type, whose usefulness is
wasted because of its lack of boundary
and proportion. It is obvious that the
writer of the letter to President Wilson
dreams of a world regenerated by the pure-
hearted generosity of the world's children ;

also that he thinks of these children in
the mass — in their hundreds of millions.
All this, though impeccable from the point
of view of pure idealism, belongs to what
the Theosophist would call the " higher
mental plane." It is beautiful, but it is
not operative. The real difficulties of the
scheme would begin precisely at the point
which would mark the beginning of its
real usefulness — the point, namely, where
it first contacted the world of physical
realities. At that lower level (i

f ever
reached) it would speedily become plain,
first of all, that children necessarily, by
reason of their tender age, reflect their
elders, and that any initiative along the
line suggested by the writer would thus
have to come from the senior generation ;

consequently, that the first effort should
logically be to convert the " grown tips

'
of the world en masse to an idealistic en
thusiasm for l'eace. In the second place,

it would also become evident that the real
obstacle to Peace in the world is not men's
love of war—everybody, almost, hates war
—but the existence of certain conditions—
international, social, and economic —
which of their own nature raise problems
which war alone can solve.

* * #

A LITTLE practical thought upon the
matter will throw us, then, back on

the conclusion that the best of all ways
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to end war is to abolish, or to minimise,
the conditions likely to produce war. And
this is what we hope President Wilson and
his colleagues at the Peace Conference are
honestly endeavouring to do for us. They
may not wholly succeed, from a perfec
tionist point of view. That is to say, they
may do very little, if anything, to effect a

radical change in human nature. But at
least we expect them to erect an elabo
rate series of barriers, against which
human nature, even if roused to a state
of primitive passion, will beat itself in

vain. This is the most that we can
expect of any purely political body. But
it has this virtue —that it is practical
and that it is beginning at the right
end. From the particular to the uni
versal is the only practical process in
concrete human reform. We make a

number of specified readjustments, in
order that a certain general result may
ensue. The man who starts at the other
end and elaborates his universal, without
really thinking out how it is to be em

bodied in particulars, may be a finely dis
interested character, but he is not really
helping the world—at least, not as the

world desires to be helped nowadays.
Helping the world is, if properly under
stood, just as sternly practical and as
scientific a matter as doctoring. We do
not choose our physician because he in

dulges in golden dreams of a World Made
Healthy. We choose him because he

knows how to deal with measles, small
pox, whooping cough, and the thousand
other natural ills that the flesh is heir to.

The same principle may be usefully ap
plied to Reformers. The real intellectual
fault of Bolshevism, for example, is to be

found in its method of attacking its prob
lem. The Bolshevist has a vague dream
of some kind of regenerated world. His
ferocity, when confronted with the hard
facts of life as it is, is partly, if not
largely, due to his consciousness of his
impotence in the face of those facts. Ideal
ism only becomes desperate when it is
fundamentally unpractical; and what ulti
mately causes its despair is the fact that
it finds itself contending, not with man-
made conditions merely, but with the irre
sistible forces of Nature.

WE fear that we may seem unkind to
a man who is obviously in love

with a very fine ideal. Let us hasten to
say most emphatically that this is very far
from being our intention. But The Herald
of the Star has a task to perform. It is
not a

"
fancy

"
magazine, playing with

idealistic dreams. It is a magazine with
a deeply practical purpose. It has to pre
pare for what, when it occurs, will be the
supremely great Reconstructionist Move
ment of the age. How, precisely, that
movement will shape itself, when it comes
into being, it cannot say ; for the simple
reason that the Force at the back of the
movement will be altogether beyond nor
mal human experience. But at least it
can study, and discriminate between,
methods. What is, more than anything
else, needed nowadays is a right method
of Idealism. Useless Idealism, mis
chievous Idealism, we have with us in

plenty. A wise Idealism is still to seek.
Grandiose plans, which have to be thought
of in terms of millions, do not, in the

opinion of The Herald of the Star, re

present a truly wise form of Idealism. To
employ an expressive vulgarism, they" bite off more than they can chew." We
do not in the least deny the right of a

Spiritual Power, sufficiently great for the
task, to think in terms of the whole human
race. But we very seriously doubt the
usefulness of such inflated thinking in the
case of the ordinary man and woman. We
could, for example, propose a more diffi
cult task to the writer of the letter which
we have quoted than the thinking out of a

scheme for a world-wide International
Children's League of Peace. It would be

the task of taking half-a-dozen selected
children (two would be enough) and train
ing them into the habit of mind which his
scheme would demand of the children of
the entire human race.

* * *

HE real fault in all those matters lies
not in any defect of temperament, but

in simple lack of experience. Every
idealist, at the outset of his career, dreams
great dreams of universal regeneration.
His first lesson — invariably a painful one
—comes when he is compelled to recognise
his limitations. A dream, with limitations,

T
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is for many not a dream at all. It loses
its inspiring force. It becomes dulled and
tarnished with the dross of earth. The
true Idealist— the one who is destined to
achieve — is he who can retain all the

original driving force, while recognising
that only one thousandth part of his youth
ful dream is capable of realisation. The
hero—the one golden soul in a thousand
— is he who can dream just as generously
and whole-heartedly, and work just as

keenly, when it seems that his vision is

absolutely impracticable. But a spirit of
this temper has always one distinguishing
mark. It works, with all the concentrated

energy of its being, at the particular. The
more it is thwarted the more it narrows
down its aim ; and with each narrowing
down the pressure of concentrated force
becomes greater. The touchstone of true

greatness is not the capacity for large
ideas, it is the capacity for retaining large
ness of idea while narrowing down its
action. The Greatest Idealist of all— He
who is the Divine Life of the Universe—■

lives just as fully, as vividly, and as power
fully in the grain of dust as in the Arch
angel. This is the last lesson of Earth's
idealists, the sorest lesson of all. To be

veritably and in fact the saviour of one

human soul is a more difficult task than to
be the originator of a plan for the salva
tion of mankind as a whole. Idealism only
becomes useful in so far as it can be
" pressed home." And this is just the

part of the task which the ordinary
idealist is often only too anxious to shirk.

# * #

LET us once more disclaim any idea of

decrying a noble impulse. It would
distress us very seriously if we felt that
we had done anything to discourage a

fine and inspiring idea. We hope, there
fore, that the writer of the letter to Presi
dent Wilson will not take our comments
amiss. They are, when all is said and

done, criticisms not of his plan but of his
method. If he can start at the other end
and, working outwards from a small be

ginning, form a concrete nucleus of th;

kind of organisation of which he is dream

ing, we shall be only too delighted, in

some future issue, to acclaim his achieve

ment. For he should remember that the
truly practical idealist is he who is pre
pared, in his own person, to turn the first
sods in the field which he desires culti
vated. To proclaim a plan for others to
carry out is a second-hand kind of
idealism which seldom bears fruit. If our
friend can write another letter to Presi
dent Wilson in five years' time, saying," This have I done myself by my own un
aided efforts ; help me to extend the
work," he may be sure of an interested
and respectful hearing and of a greater
volume of help being forthcoming for his
scheme.

* * *

The •New Child."

APROPOS
of children, Mrs. Ransom,

who contributes the admirable series
of articles on " Schools of To-morrow"
to this magazine, has informed us of some
interesting features which she notes in the
type of child, to-day, who is to be found
at most of these forward-looking and pro
gressive schools. Wrherever she goes,
she finds, it seems, a certain set of well-
defined characteristics ; so much so that
she really believes that she is on the track
of that special section of the new genera
tion which is destined to be the active
power in the great rebuilding of the near
future. The typical child of this kind, she
says, is quite different from his predeces
sors of a few years ago. He has no shy
ness ; on the contrary, he is extraordi
narily self-possessed. He has no fear of
his elders, as elders. So far from being-
disturbed from his poise in your presence,
he will look you squarely in the face with
steady, appraising eyes. It is not you
who sit in judgment upon him ; it is he
who sums you up and " places" you.
Together with these qualities goes a
remarkably developed power of will. It
is impossible to control a child of this
type by force. The only thing to which
he will yield is love. In loving hands he is
extraordinarily malleable ; in the face of
harshness or lack of sympathy he is
inflexible. * * *

I F all this be true —and Mrs. Ransom
has had very wide experience — it is

exceedingly interesting. Anyone who
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believes in a great Plan behind human
events will be ready to believe that the
actual peopling of the world, at a time of

great crisis, must be part of that Plan.
Believers in the doctrine of Reincarnation
will find it

,

perhaps, easier to admit this
than those who hold that every human

being is a soul created de novo at the time
of birth. The Reincarnationist, holding
as he does that the long life of the soul
through a series of progressive earth-lives

is all under higher supervision and direc
tion, can well believe that, when special
work has to be done, those souls, or egos,
will be drawn into earth-life, who have
acquired the requisite experience and
developed the appropriate qualities in the
past. Particularly will this be so at a

time when a new type of civilisation has
to be inaugurated. Obviously, here, a

first essential will be the importation into
the world's life of a host of egos through
whom the new type of civilisation may
readily manifest itself ; those, in other
words, in whom the distinctive qualities
of the new dispensation are already more
or less in evidence. In the light of such a

belief as this, Mrs. Ransom's observa
tions have no little significance. For if

one were to ask oneself the abstract ques
tion as to what qualities will be especially
needed in those who will be called upon
to scrap the old world of individualism
and to build up a new world of brother
hood and co-operation, the answer could
hardly fail to be

"
Independence of spirit

and a loving nature "

; the first to enable
them to break away from the old, the

second to enable them to respond intui
tively to the distinctive note of the new.

* * *

THE emergence of such a new type of
child, if definitely established, is one

of the strongest arguments in favour of
educational reform, and is undoubtedly
exerting its silent pressure, even now,

in that direction. The last argument in
favour of reform is success, and success

is only another word for "suitability."
The fact that the new idealism, which is

so active in the non-official educational
world to-day, is being proved successful in
meeting the needs of the child of the hour,

is the strongest of all its credentials and

the firmest guarantee of future develop
ment. Not without significance, in this
connection, is the essentially modern
doctrine, which may be summed up as
" Let the child unfold himself "—a neces
sary doctrine when you are dealing with

a new and strongly marked type with a

considerable amount of self-directive
power. Possibly the doctrine would have
been hardly so applicable to the typical
child of fifty years ago. It may conceiv
ably be scarcely appropriate to the child
of a hundred years hence. We cannot, of
course, tell. At any rate it seems to be

certainly the right thing for the present
moment, and there is no doubt that it is

on the main stream of the typically
modern educational movement.

* » *

Spiritualism as a Commentary on After-
Death Conditions.

A WRITER in the English Review for
January has the following vigorous

remarks about the state of the dead, as

apparently revealed by modern Spiritual
ism :—

To be decently dead and decently buried and
there an end is simple, but it is at least not
ignoble. But to be condemned to a continued
existence, hovering round the places and people

you loved when on this earth, like spiritual
area-sneaks, spiritual bar-loafers, spiritual
Weary-Willies, cadging and pestering and
whining for notice and recognition, perpetually
being challenged and perpetually debarred
from giving the illuminating pass-word, unable
to be of any use to any mortal, though the lift
ing of a ghostly finger would stop this war as

surely as the last trumpet — is not this to damn
every spirit, good or evil, to the combined tor
tures of Tantalus, Sisyphus and the Danaides?
And all these tortures are to be rendered more
excruciating still, as we must at all costs be

up - to - date, and therefore they must be

thoroughly and indecently advertised and
analysed and dissected and discussed. Torture
is not enough —we must add shame. We must
waste our time and they their eternity in these

futile inanities. What Hell imagined by Dante
can surpass this?

No assurances of the poor bedevilled spirit
that he is happy would reassure me. If he can
be happy under such conditions, he must
be mad, and a Heaven —or Hell—the word is

immaterial —peopled with madmen is not, one

would think, the highest ideal to which we can
attain. The cant phrase in spiritualist circles

is : " They have passed on." Hut that is exactly
what they have not done ; they still encumber
us, and need a spiritual policeman to tell them
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to " Pass along, please." They play mad
games of " Russian Scandal" or " Cross Ques
tions and Crooked Answers ;" they are thimble-
riggers, confidence-trick men and card-
sharpers. Sludge and Jeremy Diddler, Codlin
and Short, Jingle and Kagin, and Pistol and
l'arolles are their cronies and boon com

panions. The shades are a little too shady."
* * *

IF we set aside the penchant for phrase-
making-, which weakens rather than

strengthens this criticism, it is fairly easy
to detect what is troubling Mr. Bernard
Sickert, the writer of the above passage.
He finds the hints given at spiritualistic
seances as to the conditions of after-death
life impossible to square with any dignified
conception of Eternal Life ; and finding
this, he is faced by a dilemma. Either the
phenomena of Spiritualism are fraudulent
—a belief difficult to entertain in face of
the available evidence —or good-bye to all
our ideals as to the life beyond the grave.
We do not know which of the two alter
natives Mr. Sickert is himself inclined to
accept, but we appreciate the difficulty
with which he is confronted sufficiently
to dwell for a few moments on this very
important subject.

* * *

WE feel sure that half of the difficulty
would disappear if it could be

proved that the conditions to which he

refers are (i
f

true) temporary merely, and
not continuous. That this can be

proved to the satisfaction of a normally
sceptical mind is, however, unlikely, for
the simple reason that it is quite possible
that the majority of those who, imme
diately after death, find themselves in the
conditions referred to, have no knowledge
that these conditions are temporary nor
any realisation of what lies beyond. Nor
can direct information be expected from
those who have passed on to what may
be called "

a higher sphere," again for
the simple reason that the very act of thus
" passing on " would put them out of
touch with the earth-dwellers with whom

it would be necessary to communicate.
This being so— if

,

as would seem to be

reasonable, we do not dismiss the over
whelming evidence furnished by Spiritual
ism as the product of simple fraud and
chicanery —we are driven back on alterna
tive theories, and have to decide matters,

as best we can, on the basis of what w-ould
seem in the abstract to be most reason
able. This is not at all a bad standard of
reference in dealing with questions of" this
type. Let us appeal to it in connection
with the matter in hand.

* * *

WE would suggest to Mr. Sickert
that, even though there be a state of

blessedness and perfection awaiting each
soul on the other side of death — a belief
which is deeply rooted in the human spirit
and almost universally held— it does not
follow that the soul passes into that state
at the instant of physical death. It is, as

a matter of fact, far more reasonable to
suppose that the " passing

"

is a gradual
process, attended by some kind of purga
tion — that there must be an interval be
tween physical dissolution and that state
of ultimate fruition. The basis of this
supposition is to be found in the obvious
fact that very few persons, at the moment
of death, are free from imperfections.
Most of them are cumbered with earthly-
passions of one kind or another ; nearly-
all have earthly ties, ranging from ties of
an undesirable sort rignt up to the highest
human love. To imagine that such
imperfections can be changed to perfec
tion by the mere fact of death, or that all
such ties can cease to be operative in
consequence of the simple laying aside of
the physical body, is surely not, on the
face of it
,

reasonable. Far more likely

is it that both perish for a time, and that
the period necessary for their complete
disappearance depends logically upon
their strength and number.

* * *

SO
long as they persist —and this we

must hold of imperfections as well as
of definite emotional links—they must, in
a certain sense, bind the individual soul
concerned to earth. Thus there will
always be, amongst the recently dead,
numbers who are temporarily " earth-
bound "

by unexpended desires, often of
a degrading nature. The spiritual " bar-
loafer " referred to by Mr. Sickert is an
obvious possibility from this point of
view. So, too, is the " torture of Tanta
lus "

; for it is clear that the whole purga
tive process, involved in being earth-bound
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by desire, must consist in the temporary-
survival of the desire without the possi
bility of affording- it the gratification for
which it craves. The purgation here will
be, from one point of view, a purgation
by suffering ; but it will at the same time
be a process of release. For the desire
will, as it were, burn itself out through
this very denial of satisfaction, and the
soul will thereby be made free to pass on
towards its true home.

SO
much for the more obvious kind of" purgation." It is rather unfair, as

Mr. Sickert seems to do, to class with the" spiritual bar-loafers " and " spiritual
Weary Willies " those who are tempo
rarily linked to the life which they have
left by some strong tie of love. To our
mind, it is a more beautiful thing that this
tie should persist after death than that it
should be irrevocably broken. We have
every sympathy, too, with the desire of
the dead to keep in active touch with
those whom they have loved —even
though this be a desire which, in the
nature of things, must eventually yield to
the pressure of the force which is all the
time drawing the discarnate spirit away
from earth. As a matter of fact, it is
reasonable to suppose that a strong tie of
love can never be broken. All that can
happen to it is that its more concrete
methods of manifesting itself must even
tually give place to other more spiritual,
and probably far fuller, means of satis
faction. We think that Mr. Sickert, in
his passion of distaste for the normal
quality of " spiritualistic phenomena,"
has allowed himself to be a little hard and
unfeeling here. Let us now come to
closer quarters with this "

phenomena
"

aspect of the question and try to see how
matters stand.

MR. SICKERT is obviously disgusted
with the triviality of most spirit

communications, as well as with the
triviality of the means which are
ordinarily used for thus communicat
ing with earth. With regard to the

first point, we are cordially in agree
ment with him —with the reservation
that, for purposes of verification, of
"belief-inducing," a trivial communica
tion is often more convincing than one of
higher intrinsic dignity. Apart from this,
however, the reason why many spirit
communications are of a trivial nature,
and contain no spice of revelation, is to
be found in the postulate from which we
started —namely, that the dead person
enters the next world with his imperfec
tions and limitations still upon him, and
is, therefore, no more likely to be the

mouthpiece of prophetic utterances than
he was when he was still in physical life.
Moreover, he is obviously a newcomer
into the non-physical regions in which he

now finds himself, and knows practically
nothing about them. He is probably just
as ignorant of the fact that he is involved
in a definite spiritual process as he was

during his earth-life—earth-life being
necessarily just as much a part of
the process in question, if there be

such a process at all. Small wonder,
then, that he cannot, in Mr. Sickert's
words, give

" the illuminating pass
word." Unless there are special reasons
to the contrary, it is unlikely that he will
be in a position to give that "

password
"

until he has passed far beyond the reach
of earth. Finally, we have to remember
that, in the light of our argument, the

dead person carries with him into the next
world the emotional and mental equip
ment of his earth-life. These constitute
the spectacles through which he will
naturally look out on his new surround

ings, and it may be some time before a

truer vision and a higher order of sense-
and cognition-apparatus begin to awaken
within him. When we add to all this the
fact that (similarly ex hypothesi) it is only
during this initial period that earth-
dwellers can communicate with him —i.e.,
while he is still " within reach "—then,
we think, we have ample explanation of
the unsatisfactory nature of so many spirit
communications. It would be surprising
if they were more satisfactory. The mis
take lies on our side, in expecting more
than we can get, owing to our habit of
idealising even the most recently

" dead."
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WE now pass to the triviality to be

found in the ordinary methods of
spiritualistic communication. Here, we
think, Mr. Sickert confuses the means
with the end. There is nothing very dig
nified in putting in and pulling out

pegs, or in ringing bells. Yet these

happen to be essential to the act of
telephoning. We estimate the dignity
of the telephone, not by the material
means involved in the process, but by
the human purposes which it subserves.
Similarly there is nothing dignified in

the employment of dots and dashes, in
the case of one who has the whole

language of Shakespeare at his disposal ;

only this happens to be an integral
part of certain methods of mechanical
intcr-communication between human

beings. The method in question may
give the order for a gigantic battle on
which the fate of civilisation depends ;

yet it is still, from the crudely material

point of view, nothing but an affair of
dots and dashes. Mr. Sickert, in his

highly-coloured sentence about thimble

rigging, etc., seems to take up precisely
this attitude towards the apparatus of
spirit communication. The truth is that,
in the absence of direct methods of com
munication (which in this case would only
be open to the trained clairvoyant), round
about means have necessarily to be

employed. Whether those means be

automatic writing, or table-rapping, or
the temporary obsession of a medium, is
a matter of indifference. The point is
that they subserve the end in view —which
is the bridging over of the gulf between
•' death " and " life."

WE have no space to examine Mr.
Sickert's remarks in detail. Let us

briefly conclude by reminding him of one

very important point ; and that is that
Spiritualism has done what no amount of
abstract argument could ever have done

equally well — it has convinced thousands
of sceptics that life does persist after the

death of the physical body. In view of
the profound significance of this revela
tion, the question of the ways and means
of communication dwindles into insignifi
cance. The "triviality" seems, indeed,
to lie rather on the side of the individual
who carps at these. We are willing to
concede to Mr. Sickert a great deal of
what he says as to the character of much
of the information thus received —also as
to the character of very many of the
informing entities. We agree that a great
deal of modern Spiritualism is due to
mere sensation-mongering, that in many
ways it is unhealthy both for the dead and
the living. But against all this we set the
indubitable fact that it has done a very
great deal to bring hope and comfort to
those for whom life had lost its meaning
and its zest, that it has softened the pangs
of separation for thousands of bereaved
hearts, and that it has been potent in

reviving, in souls which had long lost
every kind of religious belief, a deep and
sudden conviction that life is a greater
and a more wonderful thing than they had
ever imagined. With this to its credit,
Spiritualism, with all its dangers and its
faults (which none know better than
students of occultism), may justly claim
to have been of service to the world. Let
us be generous enough to leave it at that.



WHAT ATTRACTED ME TO
BUDDHISM

By BHIKKU SILICARA

\The special interest of this article lies in the fact that the writer belongs by birth to

the Western world, being of half-English, half-Scottish parentage. He tells us here what
were the special features in Buddhism which appealed to a mind trained on typically
Western lines, and which induced him to throw up everything in order to be ordained a
priest of that great Religion. Broad-minded readers will find the article of striking interest.]

IF
an iron filing endowed with the

powers of hearing and speech were
to be asked what attracted him to
the magnet, his probable reply

would be :
" I am made of iron. Magnets

attract iron. So I was attracted." In
somewhat similar fashion, when the
Editor of this magazine invites me to
tell his readers what attracted me to
Buddhism, I can only reply, something
like my suppositive iron filing: "I am
a being largely compounded of a love of
the reasonable, the rational. Buddhism
is a religion in which the reasonable, the
rational, plays a prominent part. So it
attracted me, inevitably, irresistibly, so
soon as I came to know it."

Yes, I think it was the strongly
rational feature in the fundamental doc
trines of Buddhism which attracted me to
it in the first place. We Britons—with
my body that is of Scoto-Yorkshire
origin, I cannot well say

' We Scots,'
nor yet

' We English '—we Britons have

always been noted for our great interest
in the living of life and our comparative
indifference to views about the living of
life. We are and always have been much
more concerned to know how a man be

haves himself than to learn what his par
ticular theory about behaviour may be.

That theory may be what it chooses, but
it is his practice that commands our
keenest interest. In short : We are all
practical moralists first, and anything
else only afterwards—often only a long
way after.

So my primary interest in Buddhism
was a desire to know how it met the

practical question of conduct ; and here
1 was delighted to find that it did so from
a perfectly rational, perfectly intelligible
standpoint. It did not make any asser
tion about sin being displeasing to some
great being about whom neither I nor

anyone I knew had any definite know
ledge. Statements of this kind obviously
leave the door open to considerable de

bate. Or perhaps one ought rather to
say that they leave no room at all for
discussion. For they are statements with
which not much else can be done but
briefly to accept or reject them. They
are not susceptible of any definite proof,
any clear demonstration of their truth,
one way or another.

To my pleasure and satisfaction I
found nothing of this kind in Buddhism.
Instead, I found something like this said :
" Killing and stealing and impurity and
lying and the using of intoxicants or
stupefying drugs entail evil, that is

,

hurt
ful consequences upon yourself and
others ; therefore it is advisable not to
do these things. On the other hand : To
abstain from doing these things entaila

good consequences, that is, consequences
which promote the benefit, advantage,
well-being of yourself and others ; hence

it is advisable to practise abstention from
such deeds." I at once thought this a

most sensible way of setting forth ethical
principles. I could see nothing in it to
which I could object. I was not told that

I must do this, that, or any other thing.
No Thou shalt, or, Thou shah not,
thrust its irritating barrier in my way.

I seemed to be told that I might do what
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I pleased, but that the consequences of
my doing, of whatever kind it might be,

were sure and certain ; and this, not by
the arbitrary decree of any arbitrary
power, but just by the nature of things
as they have come to be ; and that, seeing
that this is the case, it would be sensible
of me to regulate my conduct accord
ingly. I also found that I was not told
to believe this on the authority of any
book or person whatsoever, but was
simply invited to take a good look round
me and see if it was not so.

I am, or, rather, I at one time was,
of a very controversial nature, and dearly
loved an argument about anything or
nothing for pure argument's sake. But
in this simple setting forth of a moral
code I found nothing on which I could
lay any hold to dispute ; and I thought
within myself :

" Well, if this is Budd
hism, anybody can be a Buddhist, for all

they need to do to believe this is just to
use their common-sense."

And, of course, this was Buddhism so
far as it went. But I soon found that
Buddhism did not by any means stop at
the purveying on rational grounds of
ethical commonplaces, as the critical
might call this morality. I found that it
went on to much deeper depths ; and it
was these deeper depths which, I think,
constituted for my mind the second great
attraction of Buddhism.

If I see my own nature clear, I have

always had a strong bent towards philo
sophical thinking, even as a child. Chil
dren —some children, at least —philoso
phise a great deal more than their elders
ever give them credit for. And they do
it very much better, in much cleaner,
more straightforward fashion than com
monly do these elders (when these do it
at all) , because they have so much less to
unlearn, they have so much less to get
rid of—very often nothing— in the way
of roused, active self-interest and all that
this implies of vitiating influence upon
clear and honest thinking. At any rate,
I distinctly remember, when I was be

tween eight and nine years old, one day
suddenly sitting down on the floor of the
room in which I was playing alone and

earnestly asking myself the tremendous

question: " Why is there any anything?
If there wasn't, then there wouldn't ever

be any trouble." I cannot recollect at all
what it was that moved me to ask myself
such a question ; perhaps I had lately
been punished for something and was
resenting it. At least I did ask the
question ; but I did not find any answer
to it at that time, nor for many a day
thereafter. I did not find an answer in

deed until the day when I took my first

deep plunge into Buddhist philosophy.
There I found something like an answer
to it. For all philosophies are only so

many attempts to answer that odd child's
question of mine as to why things in

general should be in existence at all, just
as all exact science is the endeavour to
solve the problem of how some one or
other particular thing has come to be.

In Buddhist philosophy, then, I found

myself told that the reason why there
was anything at all was because my mind
had made all these things. And since
my mind had made them, I was further
told my mind could also unmake them,
cause them to cease to be ; and, with that,
all trouble also would be unmade, would
be made to cease. And the ethics which
had interested me as a practical solution
of the practical question as to how men
can live their lives so as to cause the
least possible annoyance or pain to them

selves and others, I now found was at
the same time —being followed out in
actual practice — a first step in the other
practical business of getting control of
this mind of mine that was always
making the world and all the trouble in

it
,

and of so getting control of it that I

could make it do away with that trouble.

This seemed to me very satisfactory
indeed and a promising beginning at tell

ing me all that I had most wanted to
know on these matters. And my satis
faction was further and considerably in

creased when I found that a system of
training for the mind was drawn up,
through following which one might make
definite progress towards die goal
pointed out. And my dawning confi
dence that this system was a reliable one,
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and likely to do what it promised, was
strengthened by my reading, in some of
the Buddhist books, one of the most de

tailed and intricate analyses of human
psychological functioning that I had ever
imagined could exist or was possible..

Needless to say, I could not, and can
not now, either verify or confute many of
the statements made in these analyses.
Candour compels me to say that at times
1 am not very sure if I have yet rightly
seized the exact signification of some of
their terms, as these terms are used.
And yet with it all, so far as my powers
of judging and testing extend, they bear
a very considerable air of probability.
Moreover, other records contained in
other parts of the Buddhist Writings
seem to show that more than one indi
vidual in the past, as a result of following
up in practice this particular psychologi
cal science —practising the art corres
ponding to the science —has actually ob
tained that complete control of his mind
which it is the object of the practical
training to bestow upon him ; has truly
attained to "the Deliverance of the
Mind that comes through Wisdom," as
the Books phrase this achievement. And
so, finding it to be in possession of a

satisfying philosophy of the mind, a defi

nite system of mental training, and a

clearly defined goal to be reached as out
come of that training, Buddhism came
to have for me another very powerful
attraction.

A third thing which attracted mc

powerfully to Buddhism was the fact that
circumstances so brought it about that I
came to live in a Buddhist country and to
realise speedily the striking difference
between the general psychical atmosphere
of such a country and that of any non-

Buddhist country. I do not know that
I can put this any better than by saying
that a Buddhist country —at any rate, the
Buddhist country in which I have the
good fortune to live—has a generally pre
vailing atmosphere of geniality and
happiness which in non-Buddhist lands
seems replaced by a feeling in the air of
fret and harassment and unease, of
inability properly to "take comfort."

The main cause of this easily to be felt
difference is, I suspect, that a Buddhist's
present lifetime is to him only one of a

long series of similar lifetimes ; it is only

one day in a succession of days very
much alike ; and so what each day brings
of good or evil hap is not of such
desperately serious import as it must be

to those who believe, or are taught to
believe, that they

" will not pass this way
again." The Buddhist believes that he

has passed
" this way

"
many and many

a time already in the past, and in all like
lihood is going to pass along it many ani
many a time more in the future, and so,
naturally, he takes a cooler, saner, better
balanced view of its events, whether
good or ill, than is possible to those who

unhappily do not share his calming out
look upon wider horizons. He sees no
reason for being either so fussy about
life or so fearful in face of death as other
men seem to think it necessary to be.

He has lived thousands of times already
—and died : one more turn at both need

not be taken too tragically whatever may
happen as events unfold themselves.

It is not that the Buddhist is indifferent
to the consequences of his acts. How
can he be that, when his religion tells him
that in the last analysis there really is

nothing else but doing, called ' Kamma,'
and its results — that he and other men,
in fact everything that exists, is simply
the outcome of a series of happenings,
in the strict sequence of which every
cause produces its exact, necessary, and

unfailing effect ? The Buddhist is not

indifferent ; it is only that he knows—

being taught so by his religion —that
none of his deeds, not even the worst of
them, have eternally irrevocable conse
quences. There is always present in his
mind the cooling, calming consciousness
that "there is another day coming," and
what you cannot do to-day you will get
another chance of doing to-morrow,
what to-day has clone amiss, to-morrow
may make good ; what you may have to
leave undone in this lifetime may be

finished up in the next ; a mistaken,

wrong piece of doing now , atoned for in

a future life. Hence his whole attitude
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to life, his entire way of behaving
towards his fellow human beings, wears
the impress of a genuine philosophical
outlook which, I have often thought, will
bear comparison with that of many who
can talk philosophy much better than he

can. For it is not to be supposed that

every individual Buddhist in a Buddhist
country has a thorough, conscious, men
tal grasp of the philosophy that under
lies, and is, his religion. But he very often
has what perhaps is much better : he has
a good practical grasp of it ; so that when
misfortune overtakes him he meets it
with a smiling composure, a cheerfulness
even, that might be envied by men far
more cultured, superficially, than he ; and

calmly sets to work to make good his

position again as well as he can — to build
again the burnt-down house, replant the
flooded-out paddy field ; and this without
wasting a particle of time or energy in
that most irrational and unphilosophical
of all employments, crying over spilt
milt. He has his philosophy well set in
his blood and bones ; whereas we others
have only got it in our heads — if even
there !

The individual Buddhist, as found in

a Buddhist country like this, is also a

very generous man with his worldly sub
stance; and from his religion, with its

teaching of the transitoriness of all

things, he has learned, not merely in

theory, not merely as a suitable subject
for discourse in pious moments, but as

an actual practice, to keep his hand from

closing with too eager a grasp upon the

things of the world ; or, when such

things are possessed, from holding them

too tightly so that he cannot easily let

them go again. He has got well into
his blood the truth that a little while ago

they were not there, these things ; and

that yet a little while again, and they will
not be there. He knows in his bones,
without much thinking about it with his
brains, that a little while ago he was not
here, and in a little while again will not

be here. And this knowledge, this reali
sation planted in the very fibre of his

being, makes him kindlier, easier, more

tolerating, less pushing and thrusting

and driving, in his relations with his
fellow-men, than people of other and
harder beliefs, so that, for all his un-
couthness in some respects, he yet ap
pears really more human, more civilised
than men who on the outward, material
side of things, belong to a more advanced
civilisation.

To one coming straight from the press
and throng of an every-man-for-himself-
and-devil-take-the-hindmost community,
from the intensely individualised and in
dividualistic civilisation of a western
country, to this land of genuinely, unself
consciously live-and-let-live people; it
came as another and not the least of the
things that attracted him to Buddhism,
to find a race bred up under its influence
who, backward as they may be and are
in what is usually called civilisation, are
yet in the civilisation of the heart —per
haps, after all, the only true kind, recent
history to witness —by no means behind
the rest of the world, but in many res
pects, in their own unsophisticated way,
far in advance of it.

I do not forget that there is in this
country much police-court crime of the
kind that gets entered in tables of statis
tics, and among some has procured for it
the name of being the " most criminal
province in the Empire." But a great
deal of this " crime " is purely of the
petty theft description ; and nearly all of
it due to the introduction by the foreigner
among this people, against all the tradi
tions of their race and religion, of oppor
tunities for indulging in intoxicating
liquors and opium and other noxious
drugs— a thing that was never possible
under the rule of their own kings save in
very exceptional circumstances, and
always severely punished when found
out. The poor stupefied victim of these
vices, with only a hazy consciousness of
what he is doing, takes a blanket or
jacket, or anything that happens to be
hanging out in the sun, without looking
round to see if its owner is observing him
or not, in order to sell it for a few pence
and get another dose of the drink or drug
he so badly needs, and then in blind,
stupefied fashion walks to the station
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with the policeman who has taken him in

the act ; and so one more case is added
to the " criminal statistics

" of the pro
vince. Meanwhile, however, among the
respectable and self-respecting people of
the country, it still remains, as it always
has done, a shame and disgrace to be

known to have in the house a bottle of
intoxicating liquor or a packet of any
stupefying drug. And if such a thing
should actually be, it is hidden, as if it
were a crime, from their Buddhist com
patriots at least.

However, with all the regrettable
changes for the worse that have taken
place through the introduction among
these people of the foreigner's vices of
free indulgence in intoxicating liquors and
noxious drugs, there happily are signs of
official intelligence beginning to suspect
that all is not well — not nearly as well as

big budget funds seem to indicate. It
is beginning to dawn upon the official
mind that there is no particular sense or
profit in taking in lakhs of revenue from
dram and drug shops, and then paying it
all out again for multiplied policemen
and prisons. Already a pretty drastic re
volution has been effected in one part of
the province especially notorious for its
manifold drinking and drugging facili
ties, and consequent very prevalent
crime, both petty and serious, and with
the most gratifying results in the criminal
statistics of the district, which were re

duced almost immediately quite 50 per
cent. And there are prospects that the
same thorough treatment may be ex

tended to other similarly plagued parts
of the country. If only officialdom in

general could get it into its head that
Britain rules these peoples, not in order
to extract the maximum possible amount
of revenue out of them, but in order to
make them proud and glad that they
form part of the British Empire, and to
give them good reason for so feeling
proud and glad, it would be a happy day
for everybody all round in these parts of
the world. Of an " Imperialism " of
this brand, we could never have too
much.

On the whole, then, as far as the

generally prevailing psychical atmos

phere of this Buddhist country is con

cerned, one who has left it to visit a west

ern country and comes back again, as

he steps ashore within sight of the great

golden pagoda, feels in a way as if he

were stepping into a clean bath, a clean

psychical bath, and were going to get

washed of all the dirty water sticking to

him from the places he has lately left —

that, at least, was how it was once actu

ally put to the present writer by one thus

returning to this land. And so, the third

thing that attracted me to Buddhism was

the general
" feel

" in the air of a coun

try professing that religion which I have

here tried to indicate, this atmosphere of

something less harsh and forbidding
more kindly and humane, than the pre

valent atmosphere of the land from which

I had come.

The final thing that attracted me to

Buddhism was the character of its

Founder. This particular attraction was

comparatively late of declaring itself. I
am by nature a person who is suspicious
of personal influences : I have suffered

too much from them in the past. I do

not like to think or feel that I am being

influenced by what is merely personal.

By simple instinct, I as a rule vigorously
resist such influences if I have any reason

at all to think that they are being

brought to bear on me. And yet, as I

have pursued my reading and studies in

Buddhist literature, little by little, with

out my knowing it
,

without my observing

it
,

as simple result of such reading and

study, gradually there has grown up in

me a vast respect and admiration for the

character of the Founder of Buddhism.

I respect and admire Him chiefly, I

think, for this, that He is a man ; and, a

man, yet has gone so far beyond all that

most men dare attempt. I respect and

admire Him for that He has plumbed, to

my thinking, the last depths of human

being and all being, and uncovered

a thoroughly adequate method of dealing
with that being, and getting beyond con

ditioned, therefore limited, therefore lack

ing, and therefore infelicitous existence ;

and with all this stupendous achievement,
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yet remains —as we find Him depicted in
the Records—as human and lovable as
any other man, nay, far more human
and lovable, in the amplitude of His all-
understanding mind and heart, than the
vast majority of us human beings ever
succeed in becoming. Being a man, He
seems to promise me so much. Were He
a god or a half-god, He would not attract
me anything like so powerfully : I do not
think He would attract me at all — I that,
as I only too keenly feel at times, am
neither god nor demi-god. But because
He, a man, has won to such victory as
never can turn to defeat, I too may do
the same, may achieve the last triumph
of conquest over my own limitations and
all they entail of the distressing and the

unlovely. He seems to me a ripe, per
fect, topmost fruit of that tree of
humanity, upon which I also hang, even

though at present it be but as mere bud
of what has still to become blossom be

fore eventually it can mature to fruit.
But at one time, He, too, was only a bud
upon humanity's tree; and if He has be

come perfect fruit, so also may I. Hence,
far off, sublime, so highly raised above
me as He is, I yet may dare to love and
admire Him from my so much lower
place, as a younger brother looks up to a

loved elder brother, and respects and
admires and adores all at once in that
most happy and blessed of relationships.

But I was not always thus. Along
with my philosophical bent of mind —per
haps just because of it

,

since all genuine
philosophy has its starting-point in ques
tioning and doubt — there has gone a con
siderable sceptical bias. For long I

thought hardly anything of the Founder
of Buddhism. I was too deeply in

terested in what was said to care very
much who said it. And sometimes, too,

I must confess, I felt rather impatijnt,
even vexed, with some I saw around me
in this Buddhist land who seemed to me

to care far more to worship than to
understand. I, with my bent of mind

wholly directed towards understanding,
saw no good reason why anyone else
should think of anything else but that.

(A characteristic outcrop of western in
tolerance, this, of course : one does not
shed all one's inborn weaknesses in a day
—nor in a year either!)

But it fell to my lot once to hold
in my hands, in the crystal vessel
that encased it

,

a small rounded piece
of calcined bone that once had formed
part of the physical body of the
Great One whose teaching I admired;
and—but perhaps this is among the
things of which one should not speak : 1

do not know. This at least I can say,
anyway, that as I held that tiny frag
ment of substance in my hands I re
ceived such a vivid impression of the
true, veritable actuality of Him, to whose
body it once had belonged, that all my
hitherto comparative indifference toward
Him as an individual, all the cold cau
tious scepticism in regard to His persoiW
ality and the like, that still lay lurking in
my mind, was scattered to the winds. I

attained an assurance that henceforth
makes Him for me as certain a fact as
my own existence, just as certain, just
as sure. And the certainty, the surety
that such a great, human, lovable One as
this did once in actuality live and move
through a man's life on this very same
earth on which I tread, was the final
thing that attracted me to Buddhism, to
the Teaching this Great One taught. As
once a barber in the Buddha's day sang-,
so, a whilom clothier's cutter of these
modern days, to whom as to that barber

it also has been granted to wear the Robe
of the Blessed One's Order, I can repeat
after him at this long distance of years,
but with no less trust and confidence :

The Kxalted One who life's long thirst hath
quelled,

Scattered the smoke of passion, all-victorious,
Worthy of adoration, unexcelled,

Incomparably great, pure, glorious.
Of Holy Ones, that holiest, that most high,
He is my Lord : his liege for life am I.

SlLICARA



STATE BONUS—THE KEY
TO RECONSTRUCTION

By BERTRAM PICKARD

| Those of our readers who are interested in the economic basis of Reconstruction should study
carefully this suggestive article by Mr. Pickard. The State Bonus Scheme, which he here

outlines, has all the simplicity which he claims for it. The question is
, How far is it a practical

solution o
f the economic problem ? See the Note at the end o
f the article.]

"
-WT SOLEMNLY warn my fellow-

I countrymen you cannot maintain anI Al Empire with a C3 population."
These already famous words,

spoken by Mr. Lloyd George at Man
chester, aptly summarise not only his
own but also the general view of the
problem of Reconstruction. There is a
growing conviction that the prevailing
pre-war conditions of life and labour were
as idiotic as they were intolerable. There

is a great expectancy on every hand ;

men and women expect new conditions,
new values, new ideals — in short, a New
Age. Expectancy alone, however, will
never bring us into this new era : the
gateway of Reconstruction is locked
against us, and the Key is yet to seek.
The Government have deemed this quest
sufficiently important to warrant the set

ting up of a special Department whose
sole function is to face the facts of the
Reconstruction problem. Outside the
Government, too, there is an ever-increas
ing amount of thought being given to
the subject ; but as yet there is no con
siderable agreement as to any plan at all
adequate to meet the urgent demands of
the present situation. It is the purpose
of this article to outline a Scheme re
cently put forward by Mr. Dennis Milner,
B.Sc, A.C.G.I., a Scheme which in the
writer's opinion does meet the needs of
the times as no other proposal at present
before the public.

Before detailing Mr. Milner's Scheme
for a State Bonus, however, it will he
well to enumerate certain qualifications
essential to the success of any scheme.
The first of these is soundness. Any plan

to succeed must be fundamentally sound.
We have long attempted to solve the

Social Problem by applying poultices when
the disease has exhibited acute symptoms,
but our failure in the light of the present
unrest is too obvious to need demonstra
tion. To-day w-e are ready for the bold

experiment, and only ask that such experi
ment shall be consonant with moral and

economic law.
The second qualification is comprehen

siveness. It would be useless when sum
moned to a house on fire to concentrate
the hoses upon one room alone, yet that

is exactly what so many reformers pro
pose to do when they are dealing with
the fire of social and industrial unrest.

The third and last qualification is that
of simplicity. This is of two-fold import
ance : firstly, the proposal must be in

telligible to the less intelligent as well

as to the more, so that a public opinion
may rapidly be created in its favour ; and

secondly, it must be simple in order that
its immediate adoption may be feasible.
Whether or no Mr. Milner's Scheme for

a State Bonus fulfils the above conditions
must be left to the judgment of those who
will examine his proposal with an open
mind. His Scheme, it cannot be too
strongly urged, is not worked out in
the interests of a single class or party ;

its aim is to achieve the maximum benefit
for the many with the minimum hardship
for the few; and, judging from the en

dorsement it receives from those in

widely differing circumstances and with

widely differing outlooks on life, it suc
ceeds in its purpose to a remarkable

degree.
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Scheme for a State Bonus
The proposal is this, that a part of the
national income collected as an equal per
centage of all individual incomes, should
be pooled, sufficient to enable payment
from the pool of a minimum subsistence
allowance to every man, woman, and
child in the community, whether rich or
poor. It is suggested that 9s. per week

(current value) would be about the
amount requisite to buy a minimum of
food and shelter, and it is estimated that
about one-fifth of the national income
would be sufficient for the payment of
this weekly amount to the whole popula
tion. Thus, stated in more specific
terms, the proposal is this; —that one-fifth
of the national income should be collected
as a 20 per cent, tax on all individual in
comes for the use of a central pool, from
which should be distributed, in the form
of a weekly Bonus, a minimum subsist
ence allowance of 9s. per head to everv
man, woman, and child. It is further
suggested that, when the correct percent
age of the national income has been
ascertained, it should become a fixed per
centage — that is to say, the same per
centage should always be distributable as
Bonus, so that the pool (and therefore
the Bonus) would rise and fall with
rising and falling prices; thus would the
spending power of the Bonus be auto
matically maintained at a constant level,
except, of course, when national Produc
tion rose or fell ; if Production rose, then
the Bonus, being an equal share in the
fifth of that Production, would also rise
in value ; whilst, if Production fell, the
Bonus would fall too. In this way would
be established national profit and loss
sharing. That is the proposal we are
asked to consider. Its simplicity has
been described by one writer as " stag
gering." Its comprehensiveness we will
endeavour to test by forecasting the
probable effects of its adoption upon
certain of the problems which face us

to-day.

The Bonus and the Family
The present

" Equal Pay for Equal
Work "

controversy has made apparent,
as never before, the anomalous position

of the family man or woman in industry.
Generally speaking, the married man or

the widow with a family receives precisely
the same wage as a single man or woman

respectively. The remedy is not with the

employer, for he is obviously bound to

pay in proportion to the work done. Yet
it is certainly as foolish as it is unjust to

leave the man or woman with the heavy

responsibilities of a family exactly in the

same position as a single man or woman.
The solution can only be found in some

form of family endowment, and this the

Bonus would achieve. Let us take an

example. A single man drawing £3 per

week in wages would pay in tax 12s. and

would get in Bonus 9s. ; he would thus be

the loser by 3s. His work-mate, how
ever, a married man with a wife and three

children, would also pay in tax 12s., but

he would get in Bonus 45s. (9s. x 5),
so that he would gain to the extent of 33s.

If the reader cares to work out a series of

examples for himself he will find that the

tax, together with the Bonus, constitute
a very nicely graduated scale of benefits
both as between differing incomes and

differing sizes of family.
The Bonus and Destitution
The problem of extreme poverty has

vexed social reformers from time imme
morial, and still we have to confess with
shame that great masses of our fellows
arc compelled to live under conditions
which make self-betterment well nigh im

possible, and which constitute a menace
to the civilisation which tolerates them.

Very few will deny the failure of the Poor
Law system, whilst the degrading of the

word " charity " is a tremendous indict
ment of private philanthropy. But even

the workhouse and the beggar's dole

have been of some service in that they
have kept alive the principle conceded by

civilised communities, namely, the prin
ciple of the Right to Life, irrespective of
service rendered. It will be remembered
that in the American Declaration of

Independence the Right to Life and the

Right to Liberty were spoken of as two of
the inalienable rights of men. Public and
private charity have failed, in that they
have been over-cautious in granting these

rights. They have made the admission
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of poverty an essential condition of relief,
so that the self-respecting have suffered
rather than forfeit self-respect, whilst they
have imposed other conditions, such as the
semi-penal treatment of vagrants, which
are as lacking in educational value as our
prison rules and regulations. The Bonus
concedes the Right to Life to all— to the

good, the bad, and the indifferent —to
gether with such measure of liberty as a
minimum subsistence would bring. The
history of reform is teaching us that what
is right is safe. There are few mate
rialists, even, who would carry the denial
of the Right to Life to its logical conclu
sion : then why not put the principle into
effect in such a way that the defects of our
present method would be remedied ?

The Bonus and the Fear of Destitution
Although destitution itself plays a great
part in sapping the energies of the nation,
it is doubtful if it plays a greater part than
the fear of destitution. When we remem
ber that, before the War, 87 per cent, of
the population had incomes of less than
£160 per annum for an average family of
five persons, we shall realise how the
spectres of ill-health, unemployment, and
old age must haunt the mind of countless
breadwinners to the detriment of physical
and mental efficiency, not to mention their
effect on moral rectitude. It will be seen
that the Bonus is tantamount to an in
definitely continued insurance benefit,
even when misfortune has robbed a man
of his entire income from other sources ;

whilst in the case of death the Bonus
would still continue for the remaining
members of the family (less, of course, the
Bonus previously due to the deceased).
The Bonus Scheme constitutes, therefore,
a colossal insurance scheme whose chief
money benefits accrue to those in greatest
need, and to which all contribute in pro
portion to their means. Worry, we are
told by doctors, psychologists, and others,
is a prime cause of inefficiency of all kinds.
It would surely be difficult to over-esti
mate the added efficiency and joy in life
which would inevitably be the outcome of
a system of risk-pooling such as the Bonus
Scheme offers.
The Bonus and the Distribution of Wealth
The disproportionate nature of the dis

tribution of wealth has always baffled the
student both of economics and ethics.
Some point to this factor and others to
that as being the cause of what is gene
rally admitted to be an evil ; but, despite
advances in Education, Temperance,
Trade Unionism, etc., the phenomenon
still persists. We suggest that there is
one factor which more than any other
accounts for the maldistribution of wealth,
namely, that of economic dependence.
It was admitted by John Stuart Mill that
there was a considerable class in industry
so nearly destitute that they were com
pelled to accept starvation wages for dis
agreeable work. It is easy to see (the
experience of the Trades Board Act points
the way) how the existence of such a class
has the effect of " undercutting "

wages
generally. In short, wages are relative
to bargaining power, and are based on
those of the Bottom Man who, as we have
pointed out, has practically no bargaining
power at all. The result is, of course,
that because the Bottom Man is exploited
all those above him are also exploited, in
diminishing degree, until a point is
reached where sufficient economic inde
pendence enables a man to bargain for the
full fruits of his labour. Mr. Milner's
remedy is this : give to all, and therefore
to the Bottom Man, the minimum needs of
existence, and so enable him to defy ex
ploitation ; he will then be able to make a
fair bargain with his employer, and thus
all wages must necessarily rise at the
lower end of the scale, and must neces
sarily fall at the higher end. In this way
starvation, or the fear of it

, would have
ceased to be a factor in determining the
wages a man was prepared to accept. The
law of supply and demand would still
determine relative remuneration, but a
greater equality of bargaining power
would have been achieved, and a flagrant
injustice would have been removed for
ever. A man would always have his alter
native, and what the effect of this woultl
ultimately be upon the distribution of
wealth experience alone would show.

The Bonus and Status
Hand in hand with the worker's de
mand for a more equitable distribution of
wealth goes the demand for a greater
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equality of status. Labour demands a

greater share in the control of industry,
a greater power to determine the condi
tions of employment. The Whitley Re

port has frankly acknowledged the justice
of this claim, and the introduction of In
dustrial Councils and Works Committees
is a step towards the solution of what is

mainly an educational problem. The
Bonus would hasten this educational pro
cess, for it would strengthen the power of
Labour to demand Control by making it
possible for any individual dissatisfied
with conditions of employment to seek out
conditions more agreeable, or in the last
resort to become his own employer.

As regards the relative status of men
and women, the Bonus would achieve
another beneficial reform, for it would
give economic security not only to women
in industry but also to women in the home.
The effect of such independence would
surely prove a great stimulus to the ideals
of social purity and of sex equality. Some
monetary acknowledgment of the services
of mothers and housewives is surely just,
and it would be fitting that this reform
should follow rapidly upon the granting to
women of the franchise.

The Bonus— Its Effect upon Health
and Education

The problem of national health may be

surveyed under the three heads of Hous
ing, Nutrition and the Land. Before
better housing can be accomplished two
things are essential : firstly, there must
be a demand for better houses ; and
secondly, people must be in a position to
move. The Bonus, by raising the stan
dard of life, would create the demand,
whilst it would enable people more easily
to change houses or even localities.

With reference to nutrition, the Presi
dent of the Board of Education stated
recently in the House of Commons that
never had the children of the Elementary
Schools been so well fed and clothed as
they are to-day. This is doubtless due
in some measure to the system of separa
tion allowances which takes into account
the relative needs of different-sized fami
lies. The Bonus Scheme embodies the
separation allowance principle, making it
of universal application.

It is generally agreed that if a stimulus
could be given to the rural population the
effect upon national vigour would be
marked. The Bonus having a greater
spending power in the country, and thus
bestowing greater bargaining power,
would create a tendency towards the land.
Whether such tendency would be strong
enough to overcome the prevailing in
clination for town life, it is difficult to
forecast ; but at least it is certain that
those who preferred life in the country
would be enabled to follow their choice
by reason of the economic independence
given by the Bonus.

To judge of the effect upon Education,
we have only to remember from what
quarters came the opposition to the Fisher
Bill. The parent has generally and quite
inevitably proved a stumbling block in the
way of the child's education, but with
family endowment it would be much easier
to enforce attendance up to a later age.
The advantages to the nation of higher
education are too obvious to point out.

The Bonus and Production
The problem of production bulks large
in the public mind to-day. Business men
have learnt new lessons in efficiency under
the stern task-master, war, and it is the
intention of the Captains of Industry that
such knowledge shall be turned to good
account. Perhaps the most vigorous
criticism to which the Bonus Scheme is
subjected comes from some of those
greatly interested in industrial efficiency.
The criticism is of a two-fold character.
It is argued, firstly, that the Bonus would
increase the number of slackers, and
secondly, that additional taxation would
cripple those largely responsible for the
direction of Industry. Let us examine
these charges separately.

There is not space here to deal with the
problem of the slacker in detail, but,
broadly speaking, the answer to the
charge is this : that we support him and
his dependants already, either by public
or private charity. The only motive, urg
ing a man to work, which will be removed
by the Bonus is the motive of dire neces
sity, and we suggest that such a sordid
motive never has nor never could make for
national efficiency, whilst it always has
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and always will make for unrest and

criminality.

With regard to the second charge —
namely, the plea that industry would be

unable to support the extra burden —such

plea has been advanced against many a

reform in the past, and has many times

proved a fallacious and short-sighted ob

jection. It is only proposed to effect a

more equitable distribution of wealth, and
the lower the national income the more

important does equitable distribution be

come. Moreover, it is apparent that the
Bonus tax, being chargeable on income,
would have none of the paralysing effect
of a tax taking the form of conscription
of capital.

So far we have only dealt with the nega
tive virtues of the Bonus proposal. Let
us consider now two positive factors.
Goodwill and mutual interest are essential
for the attainment of efficient production.
Goodwill must inevitably spring from a

corporate venture, whose aim is the estab
lishment of juster social and economic re

lationships, whilst mutual interest would
be achieved by the introduction of a

measure of national profit-sharing. There
is no reason why local schemes of profit-
sharing of various types should not go
hand in hand with the Bonus Scheme ; but
by themselves they will fail simply because
their operation will be so unequal. It is
important that efficiency in individual
businesses should be developed as highly
as possible ; but it is still more important
that the standard of life should be raised
throughout the nation, and this the Bonus
would achieve through the regular distri
bution of one-fifth of the total production,
assuming —as it is safe to assume —that
production will continue to rise. In this
way would the principle of mutual inter
dependence, brought home by the war,
be perpetuated.

Is tbe State Bonus Scheme Practicable ?
In conclusion, let us consdier the feasi
bility of the scheme. With regard to the
collection of the pool, it is suggested that
the tax should be taken at source. The
money from dividends, profits, etc., would
be collected by the existing income-tax
machinery, whilst the tax on wages,
salaries, etc., would be taken in the form

of a cancelled Government stamp. Mr.
Milner is confident that the manipulation
of these stamps could be made much
easier than that of the present Health In
surance stamps, which would in all pro
bability be superseded by the Bonus.
There remains a class of some million
persons (small shopkeepers, etc.), who
still remain untaxed. These would need
to be assessed annually, ancf the assess
ment would be somewhat costly ; but Mr.
Milner has taken some trouble to discover
how these difficulties might be met, and
he has it on good authority that the total
cost of working his scheme would only
be about half the working cost of the
National Health Insurance, and would be

about -J per cent, of the total money dis
tributed, a figure comparing very favour
ably with the working costs of any
scheme.

It is suggested that the distribution
should be done through the Post Offices,
which already undertake the work of the

Army separation allowances, thus having
the necessary machinery and experience.
Each person over fourteen years of age
would draw his own bonus, which would
be paid on sight of signature, a permanent
record of which would be kept at the office.
In the case of children under fourteen it
is suggested that the parent or guardian
should draw the bonus for the child or
children, and it is thought that the mother

(where possible) should be legally entitled
to spend the money for herself and her
children, except, of course, where flagrant
misuse could be proved, but such details
would have to be settled later.

Another vital aspect of the question of
practicability is that of public opinion. Is
there a sufficient body of opinion to carry
the principles of the Bonus Scheme into
effect? It would not be right to answer
this question by a direct affirmative, for
as yet only a comparative few have heard
of the scheme ; but there is every evidence
that such a public opinion is being rapidly
created, and not only in one section of the

community, but in all sections. It has
been Mr. Milner's policy from the begin
ning to go to all parties, political, social
and industrial, and wherever he has gone
he has almost universally been accorded
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an interested hearing-, and very often a

measure of support. Economists have

judged the scheme economically sound ;

religious and social workers have judged
it morally sound ; representatives of
Labour have acknowledged that it meets
many of their demands ; business men
have admitted its justice, and have seen in
it a good basis for industrial progress.
Mr. Lloyd George pleaded at Manchester
that the problem of Reconstruction might
be faced in the same spirit with which this

country faced the problem of war. With
out this unity, springing from the convic
tion that the true interests of all are one,
the future is black indeed; but with this
unity and with the co-operation that unity
makes possible, the new country may be
explored with hope. We would ask most
earnestly that the readers of this article
will seriously consider whether or no the
above outlined scheme constitutes the
much-sought Key to the Gateway of
Reconstruction.

Bertram Pickard

NOTE
We consider that Mr. Pickard's article opens up a question of such importance

that we propose to throw the matter open to correspondence. Readers of The
Herald of the Star are therefore invited to write to the Editor, giving their
views of the State Bonus Scheme and suggesting any points where, in their
opinion, it would seem to fail as a practical measure. For example, it strikes
us that, in view of the taxation already required in order to keep the machinery of
the State going, an additional tax of 20 per cent., designed to provide every
citizen with a minimum subsistence allowance , would he an excessive burden. We
put forward this suggestion simply as typical of the kind of criticism which the
Scheme naturally invites. In view of the sweeping nature of the Scheme, nothing
but benefit can come from subjecting it to a close examination, which is obviously
what it would have to undergo before being admitted to the realm of practical
politics. It is our intention to invite Mr. Pickard, or Mr. Dennis Milner, to reply
in a subsequent issue to any criticisms which may have been put forward. Mean
while we suggest, in answer to the criticism which we have ourselves ventured to
make, that a possible solution might be found in using the funds hitherto absorbed
by all civilised States for the purposes of armaments, as the basis on which to
build up a State Bonus System. To our mind the financial feasibility of the Scheme
depends entirely on the abolition of war and the consequent release of the necessary

funds. Probably Mr. Pickard would agree with us on this point.- —Editor.



SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL
MASTERS

<By THEODORA MACGREGOR, M.A.

[This article has a pathetic interest, as it must have been, we think, the last written by Miss
MacGregor before her death. We heard of Miss MacGregor's death, after a very brief
illness, only three or four days after receiving the MSS. of this article and of this month's

"Educational Notes."]

IN
his preface to the W.E.A. Year

Book for 1918, Mr. Bernard Shaw lays
the whole responsibility for the low
status of the teaching' profession on

the teachers themselves. He says that no
class could so easily gain the respect of
the community, but that this is denied
them because headmasters are shameless
boy-farmers, and assistants are warders,
that both behave like executioners rather
than teachers, and that such people ought
to be paid at the rate of unskilled
labourers. When they have become

worthy of their high calling, their status
can be left to take care of itself.

This attack would only be justifiable if
teachers had been given free choice
whether they would be true teachers in
the highest sense, or boy-farmers, warders
and executioners, and had deliberately
elected to be the latter. Everybody knows
against what impossible odds the profes
sion has to struggle. Presumably Mr.
Shaw thinks that by stinging teachers to
fury at his egregious remarks he will
rouse them to do something for them
selves ; but men in chains cannot do much
even when hit to make them get on.

Those who are bound need a deliverer,
and in fact Mr. Shaw is just the man,
because in reality he understands the
situation down to the very roots,
although it is a pity he is so blatant
about it. If he be a teacher, as he
claims, let him help his fellows instead
of making their burden heavier.

Teachers cannot train children to be free
citizens so long as they are not themselves
free ; they cannot give their pupils a

technical, far less a liberal education,

when they have not had the opportunity
of acquiring the one or the other for them
selves. Either the teacher moulds society
or society moulds him. In England it has
moulded him in the past, and he has
seldom had the least chance of showing
his mettle.

The present cannot be separated from
the past but grows out of it. It has been
said that a man's education begins about
700 years before he is born. Let us con
sider the immediate past of Scottish and
English teachers, and try to trace its in
fluence on their respective conditions to
day.

Many people wonder at the love of, and
indefatigable striving after education of
the Scots. They more than hold their
own wherever they go, and it is common
to see men rise from the obscurest origin
to positions of the highest responsibility.
Much of their power in this direction
results from the fact that for many gener
ations their teachers were left perfectly
free, holding their position like the clergy,
ad vitam aut culpam, and answerable
neither to parents, school board, nor in
spectors. The achievements of the old
parochial dominie show the effect pro
duced by independence.

The last of his class has now retired
from active service, and the nefarious
school-board has gained control of his
successors, but he remains a glorious
memory enshrined in every Scottish heart.
The tradition of respect for education and
teachers, and the habit of mind in the
community of expecting them to be free,,
is of enormous help to the Scottish
teachers in their present titanic struggle tO'
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re-emancipate themselves. All grades are
welded into unity through the Educational
Institute, and they are fully determined to
go on without intermission till they have
got the whole management of national
education into their own hands. It will
then be possible to concentrate on charac
ter-formation, and all that real teacning
connotes, along which path alone will be

found high professional status.
It is still possible for Scottish teachers

to regain their freedom, as the essential
conditions remain almost untouched. The
way still lies open from the cottar house
to the University, though steeper to-day
than of yore, and the school, with its
mutual improvement and debating socie
ties, is still the centre of village life. All
classes of children, boys and girls, are
taught in it

,

though those who mean to go
on are now sent to certain central schools
of the same kind for higher instruction.
When children are sent to the towns to be

educated they have to board in some
family, as almost all the schools worth
going to are day schools. Several board
ing-schools established in imitation of
English public schools, exist, but touch
not at all the life of the people.

The landowners mostly live in England
nnd have their children educated in Eng
lish schools and universities. Nobody
remembers their existence except on rent-

days. One can sympathise a little with
their habit of educating their children in
England, where the latter will never have
to associate with " ill-bred " persons. It
will readily be seen that a Scottish educa
tion is not the thing for a " gentleman,"
and it has to be confessed that the
standard of manners, in the Lowlands at
least, is not high, but the system contains
great promise when real democracy
arrives.

The parochial dominie has filled the
Imagination of the people to an extraordi
nary degree. They have forgotten all his
shortcomings and idealised him into a

god. Men remember only his utter devo
tion, and his readiness to spend himself to
the last for his pupils. There was then
no familiarity between teachers and
pupils, each maintained the strictest re

serve. The dominie lived his life without

comment, explanation or excuse, and

made no bid for popularity. He never

talked about his ideals or moralised ; but

as year after year he stood " in the fierce

light which beats about a throne," his

exact measure was taken by the parish.
His behaviour in an epidemic, his father
ing of orphans, his day and night labours
with any

" lads o' pairts " that came his
way, inevitably betrayed the heart of gold
under a grim exterior. He was usually
registrar of births, deaths and marriages
as well, and in course of time he got to

know the characteristics and most inti
mate affairs of every family, and became
like a grandfather to the children of his
pupils. He was as constant as the church
spire, and like it pointed upwards. His
pupils reverenced him more and more the
older they grew, and appreciated him
more at forty than at ten. Those who
rose to high places delighted to honour
him. Specialisation had not " come up "

in his day, but he was usually a university
graduate, or at least an alumnus, with
good all-round attainments. At one time
he taught the whole school in all subjects
and at all stages, with the help of one or
two of the oldest pupils, and he might
have a dozen classes. Besides this, in
winter, when it was impossible to work in
the fields, there was a special table at
which sat bearded men trying to extend
their education with his help. Conse
quently, the amount of progress made was
strictly in accordance with the efforts of
the pupils themselves. They never found
him lagging if they were anxious to learn,
but, apart from religious instruction, he
did not take the burden of it on himself
except in the case of clear talent. Such
an exalted personage could not see trifles,
and he walked about blind and deaf unles.s
some boy were foolish enough to force on
his notice some of the "

quips and cranks
and wanton wiles " which went on when
he was absorbed in teaching some par
ticular class, in which case the boy was
thrashed. No disgrace was involved and
no resentment felt on either side. The
dominie had been there himself and
thought such behaviour natural in boys,
and the boy took it as right and natural
that the breach of order should be
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punished. It was permissible to walk with a menagerie rampaging about him.
about and fetch things, and usually the His successor gets over the difficulty by
presence of the dominie was enough auto- reading it to his pupils, and telling them

matically to keep the noise below a certain about current events. He gets
" civics "

pitch. out of it and geography from the markets

Except in the case of those who were and shipping. He takes the children for
preparing for the university, lessons were botanical, geological, or surveying excur-
done in school when the other classes were sions, has a school garden, tells them

being taught, and this left time for plenty about the rotation of crops and manure,
of unsupervised play, exploration, and ad- and always gives them carpentry and
venture which provided the necessary out- drawing from objects. (He must.)
let for high spirits. Compulsory or orga- The dominie forced them to learn end-
nised games were unknown. When any- ieSs psalms, and the Shorter Catechism
thing went wrong in his domestic sphere without one word of explanation even of
of influence, and especially if the course the meaning of the huge words ; for him
of politics were not to his liking, the religious instruction was the heart of
dominie was apt to get into an " ill-teen," everything, although he made no effort,
and it was a poor look-out for anybody as a rule, to render it attractive. His
who came athwart him that day. Then for successor often omits the Shorter Cate-
days he would be as meek and gentle as chism altogether, and instead of making
an angel ; all the children knew he was the children learn the psalms, he and they
sorry for it

,

and forgave him heartily, as s|ng them together. He need not ask the
they did his impatience and crabbedness, minister to examine his school in religious
always provided he was really a just man knowledge unless he chooses, whereas the
and of high principle. dominie was very often a minister himself,

It cannot be denied that the dominie or was at least the same as one. The
held as high a position in the community successor has come down from Olympus,
as any man could reasonably expect, yet does his best to be friendly, and is far
he was execrably paid and had a continual more indulgent. In every detail one can
struggle with narrow means, so that it mention, the teacher of to-day scores, and
was the usual thing for farmers to send yet, to hear the older people talk of educa-
him gifts in kind. Even now a tendency tion, one would think the greatest calamity
survives in the remoter districts to send since the flood had befallen the nation in
to the schoolhouse from time to time a this respect. They cannot speak of it
chicken, jam, pancakes, or cream. without being moved in the direction

Again, he could be very severe, and either of tears or exasperation. The con-

nobody thought the less of him for it. viction is absolute that something has

Nothing is more certain than that the use gone radically wrong. I believe this is

of the tawse did not lower the dominie in so, though on the surface there does not

the eyes of the parish by a hairbreadth. seem to be much to support the assump-
The children themselves believed that they tion. The root of the trouble lies in the

ought to be punished when they did fact that the spirit of freedom is gone,

wrong. It is the fundamental necessity, and no-

The reign of the dominie is past, but body can have [i without being free,

there is no doubt that he took a principal I have less direct knowledge of the

part in developing the strong individu- English elementary teacher, and am in-

ality, determination, and conscientious- competent to describe the village school
ness which seems to be almost the birth- from within, so that I hope any omissions

right of the Scot. Yet most of his in these respects will not be taken as in-

methods were directly contrary to the tentional disparagement.
Xew Ideals, and any honest educational Let us consider what has been the

authority would be horrified at the bare general position of the English teacher,
idea of a man who would sit down to read The aristocratic constitution of society has
the newspaper at the moment of its arrival kept all but the labouring classes out of
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the village schools. For long many
parishes had no schools at all, and many
labourers had therefore no education. It
was impossible for the sons of the soil to
go to the university, and no university
man would dream of spending his life
teaching them. The well-to-do people of
the parish had to send their children away
altogether to boarding-schools. The few
rich sent them to a preparatory and then
to a public school, but the great mass had
to look for something cheaper. A few
endowed grammar schools existed, and
enterprising men could make good profit
out of them by taking boarders. As the
principal's success was judged according
to the number of pupils he could scrape
together, all were fish that came to his
net. He was absolutely at the mercy of
the parents, before whom he had to
grovel, and the more talent he had for
cajolery the better. It became a common
thing- for a man with capital to sink it in
a private school, and his hunt for pupils
was incessant, as his livelihood depended
upon it.

Parents were (and are) continually find
ing new schools, and would remove their
children from one to another without a
second thought, so that no chance existed
of any real understanding or sympathy
between teacher and parent or child. No
particular qualifications and training were
demanded even of principals, and the life
of the assistants was incompatible with
any degree of intellectuality. It was very
rare for either to be graduates, or to have
any training or knowledge of pedagogy.
The assistants had no time to improve
their culture by reading. The principal
could not afford to let them go their own
way as the dominie was free to do when
he got assistants ; they were his instru
ments for herding the boys he had cap
tured, and the nearer they came to being
automata the better for him and for their
own comfort. Therefore, the assistants
also migrated constantly from school
to school, thus preventing the establish
ment of the "personal touch."

The boys were nearly always super
vised, for the principal could not dare to

take the responsibility of giving them free
dom, and thus they could get no outlet
and no scope for their individuality. •

When the Scottish dominie was severe
his pupils knew that

'• The love he bore to learning was at fault."

but the mass of English children were
crammed by and suffered harshness at the

hands of people for whom learning was
not a living thing, and who themselves
had no entry into the world of thought.
Consequently the children could not be

expected to gain either love of learning or
respect for their teachers.

It is absurd to blame teachers for the
present state of education in England.
This was brought about in the first in
stance by the disorganisation of the vil
lage community, which caused confusion
throughout the life of the nation, and
prevented unity and coherence in the edu
cational policy. There was no national
conscience, and education as a whole had
no definite place. To-day advanced edu
cation is enormously expensive, and is
admittedly the privilege of a favoured few.
No general notion seems to exist that a
university education is the inalienable
birthright of every child in the country
who can benefit bv it.

A man with vistas cannot live without
mental food, as resident assistants had
and have to do. He has an inherent sense
of dignity which will make it impossible
for him to endure and remain on an un
satisfactory footing.

If the tenure of the teacher were secure,
he would no longer lose his self-respect
by having to swallow insults and humilia
tions from a person no better than himself,
who can dismiss him at will and can ruin
the whole of his future career. Some
times he is forced to let himself be
trampled upon because he has to support
a family of his own, or his parents, or has
to help with the education of his brothers
and sisters. If he were free his status
would take care of itself, but his income
must be secure and ought to be adequate
before he can be free.

Theodora MacGregor



THE PHYSICAL SURROUND
INGS OF SCHOOL LIFE.

SOME COMMON-SENSE PRECEPTS

% MARIE WROWN, M.B., B.S. (Lond.), D.P.H.

THE
ideal school should provide

an environment which will
enable the child to live and learn
without detriment to general

health or special senses. It should
also be arranged in such a way as to mini
mise the chances of infection, of spread of
infection, and to facilitate an easy and
thorough cleansing and disinfection in
the event of epidemic disease. It has
been repeatedly proved that better educa
tional results are gained when the child
works comfortably in adequately
warmed, ventilated, and lighted sur
roundings.

The Site of the proposed school shoul 1

be chosen deliberately on high ground,
amid quiet surroundings, well apart from
other buildings, not too closely sur
rounded by trees and, preferably, on a

sandy or gravel soil.
The Drainage System of a school is a

very important matter and should be as
near perfect of its kind as circumstances
permit. If the premises of the school are

already in existence the drainage system
should be inspected carefully and passed
as good by the local health authorities
before further steps are taken.

The Sanitary Arrangements of the
institution are also of great importance
and should be supervised also by one who
has expert knowledge on the subject.

There should be one W.C. to every ten

people, and those for use by the children
must have lower seats than those for
adults. They should be of the simplest
pattern, almost free from woodwork, in a

room whose walls can be readily washed,
and they should not be in a bathroom.

They should not have locks upon the

doors.

There should be as many baths as will
enable each person to have at least one
cold shower a day and one or two hot
baths a week. Several shower baths in
one bathroom would serve, as absolute
privacy in schools is neither necessary nor
desirable. There should be no wood
work round the baths and there should
also be a good supply of lavatory basins
for hand and foot washing.

Ventilation in schools must be very
free. Each scholar requires from 1,500
to 1,800 cubic feet of fresh air per hour.

The windows must be big and capable
of wide opening and should be opposite
a fireplace or door. It is well, also, to
have ventilating bricks let round the
walls near ceiling or floor.

Walls are preferably to be covered
with washable paint of a pleasing light
colour with no pattern. Failing paint they
may be Kalcomined.

Wallpapers are bad as they retain dirt
and germs and are not capable of being
cleaned.

Wallpapers with patterns are also un
suitable as they are inartistic and tend to
distract attention from work. In a Thco-
sophical school we must aim at a high
standard of artistic merit with the utmost
simplicity.

The Floors must have no carpets as

these are unhealthy and cannot be suffi

ciently cleansed.
The best floors are polished wood or

simple linoleum. A child who goes bare

foot out of doors needs no soft carpet

upon which to tread in school.
Curtains and Draperies likewise are

unsuitable and unnecessary in this coun

try —they harbour dirt, add to work and

are generally of no use but to exclude
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wholesome sunlight. Verandahs and
outside sunblinds will give shade suffi
cient when required.

The Decoration of a school should be
of the very simplest and most artistic
type.

A very few, very good pictures may be
employed, also a few ornaments of high
artistic standard. The Japanese idea is
the one to follow, it being healthy, restful
yet stimulating.

Accumulations of oddments such as
picture postcards and small knick-knacks
should be discouraged.

The Furniture generally is best of
good plain wood devoid of ornamentation
and upholstery. Chairs and seats can be
absolutely comfortable and yet have no
padded seats and velvet or leather cover
ings to harbour dirt and dust and germs.
Upholstered furniture cannot be dis
infected.

Bedrooms. — In this country all the
children should sleep out of doors on
sheltered verandahs.

When this is not possible great care
should be taken in the arrangement of the
dormitories.

Adequate space and ventilation is the
great thing to aim at. At least 500 cubic
feet of space is required by each child
under 12—more for older children. The
beds should be well apart and be com
posed of white-painted iron— like hospital
beds. These are cheaper than wood —
stronger and far more suitable. A tight
wire mattress, and a hard hair or kapoc
mattress are required, with the least
possible clothing. A hard bed is very
important for several reasons. Beds
should not face a window. Each child
should have a separate compartment in a
wardrobe and separate drawers. The
clothing must not be mixed.

In the Schoolroom each child requires
15 square feet of floor space— 500 cubic

feet of air space and from 1,500 to 1,800
cubic feet of fresh air an hour.

Seats and desks must fi
t the children

and therefore be of several sizes for the
several ages of scholars. If children sit
in the wrong-sized seat, or one unsuit
able in shape, there will result certain
physical disabilities.

The height of the seat should be nearly
the length of leg from knee to heel— the
width of the seat two-thirds of the upper
leg and the back should be straight.

The desk ought to be adjustable, as an
angle of 15 degrees is best for writing
and 45 degrees for reading. The desk
should be at right angles to the window,
which should be on the left side of the
pupil to avoid shadows when writing and
consequent eye-strain.

The window area should be one-fourth
that of the floor.

In attending to the Clothing of pupils
avoid too much, which is worse than too
little. Wool next the skin is quite un
necessary : cotton or linen is cleaner and
better; for extra warmth wool may form
outer layers if desired.

Corsets should be forbidden, also gar
ters if stockings are worn, and stiff
collars.

Bare heads and feet are best if parents
are willing.

There should always be a hospital room
kept ready, away from the pupils, where
doubtful cases of illness may be put pend
ing a diagnosis of infection or otherwise.

When these items have been considered
in the planning of a school then look for
your teacher, who should be both an ex
pert in the modern science of teaching
and a student of the deeper side of things.

A child will be better trained, morally
and mentally, if his physical surround
ings are good and, moreover, a school
which attends to these common-sense
details will tend to attract the favourable
notice of parents and therefore afford a

finer opportunity for good work.
Marie Brown



FROM A COUNTRY STUDY
Some Thoughts on Life and Letters

<By S. L. BENSUSAN

[ This is the first of a series of monthly essays which Mr. Bensusan, whose writings will be familiar
to large numbers of our readers, has undertaken to contribute to the " Herald of the Star."]

I.— LITERATURE AND THE GREAT WAR

The Test of War

I USED to wonder in the terrible

years from which we have .so lately

emerged, whether it would be possible
to find the extent and direction of

any debt we might have incurred to

literature ; the Sacred Books of whatever

faith standing, of course, outside the ques

tion. Time out of mind I would go to

my library—a modest one enough, but

not ill-furnished—and would scan shelf

after shelf seeking for the book that could

strengthen and encourage while charming
a leisure hour and giving the measure of

tranquillity that the world without denied.

Travel stories, garden books, essays
could and did serve for a little while, and

then it seemed best to turn to the reading-
stand on which the Moxon Edition of
Wordsworth's Poems, an edition com

plete save for " The Prelude," seemed to

sit in perpetual session. At all hours, in

times of personal or national grief, in

seasons when Zeppelin bombs shook the
old house to its foundations or the long
drum taps of far distance spoke of the
London barrage, Wordsworth's serenity
appeared to disarm disturbance, to con
sume it as Aaron's rod swallowed up
the rods of the magicians at the Court of
the Egyptian king. Impossible not to
remember with a sense of satisfaction
that William Wordsworth lived through
wars longer than ours and no less terrible
to their times, that he had known " red
ruin and the breaking up of laws," while
from his cottage in the Lake Country he

set himself to help the people of England,
to teach, to guide, and to console. By
sheer singleness of purpose he won

through. He must have been accounted

successful had he done no more thar
reach the late Georgian and early
Victorian era, but after one hundred

years he can still charm our leisure,

bring the spirit of peace to our most

agitated councils, and reveal himself

the custodian and expositor of truths that

age cannot wither nor custom stale.

Wordsworth's Sincerity
The keynote, apart from a natural gift

severely trained, is absolute sincerity.
Poetry, to Wordsworth, was something
in the nature of a solemn task, for the

proper fulfilment of which he would be

called in the fullness of time to account.
Not for light or trivial purposes had he

been favoured. Art had to be entirely
honest ; she must walk, if the term be

permissible, in Quaker garb ; there could

be no ornaments to heighten her attrac

tion. Deliberately the stern poet plucked
from his vocabulary all the words beloved
of his class and divorced by careless

usage from their old, high estate. His
Muse must be

" sober, steadfast, and
demure." She must tell the truths that
abide, offer the consolations that are

perennial, urge the ways of life that in

the long run make for the only enduring
happiness. The laughter of Byron and
the vituperation of the reviewers could
not reach him. He moved —a little aus

terely perhaps — to his self-appointed goal.
It has seemed to me that the qualities, the

special qualities that were his, have pre
served his message and retained for it,

one hundred years or more after first

delivery, the quality of perfect freshness.

Scores of brilliant writers, who were for
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a time, at least, his contemporaries and
brought more spectacular qualities have
simply ceased to count. There is no need
to mention them, for who shall blame the
dead because their gift, though great, was
hardly great enough? Suffice it that
their message has not survived them
while Wordsworth talks to us to-day as
he did of old time when he walked the
hilly roads, muttering his verses to the
astonishment of the dalesmen, who
thought but little of him or his works, and
preferred Hartley Coleridge as com
panion and as poet.

Our Present Needs
If the Napoleonic era could produce

such an outstanding figure, to say nothing
of men like Byron, Shelley, Keats, Cole
ridge, Southey, De Quincey, and others
too many to be named, may it be truly
held that we in these latter days can point
to anyone of whom Wordsworth may be

said to stand for prototype? 1 fear not.
Many men have done excellently. There
are writers of a fiction that is eminently
readable, and is read even unto the fourth
and fifth editions by those who have the
leisure and a taste for the ephemeral. Of
short poems there is an abundance, of
pleasing essays a few, of sermons and
addresses enough and to spare, but
whether you look to England, to America,
or to France there is nothing that stands
in relation to our epoch as Wordsworth's
work, down to the Rydal Mount period,
stands to his own. It may be that there
is more brilliance to-day and that the
price of it is paid in sincerity ; it may be

that literature has entered the mart and
has become a matter for traffic, discovery,
and reclame. Perhaps the spirit in which
William and Dorothy Wordsworth could
face life and poverty together so happily,
and the spirit in which, later on, Mary
Wordsworth brought her devotion and
self-sacrifice to the common stock have
passed from our writers. It may be that
the self-consciousness of the literary artist
dominates his outlook and plays havoc
with his best laid plans of sincerity. Be
these things as they may, we have men
and women among us now who can earn
in six months far more than William
Wordsworth received for what he wrote

throughout his long and honourable
career, and though these men and women

may be delightful companions and staunch
friends, in whose good fortune we re

joice, the fact remains — the melancholy
fact — that they leave nothing for us of

lasting value or solid comfort. There is

much sound and not a little fury. New
gods have been discovered and old gods
dethroned ; statesmen, soldiers, social re

formers have been taught how to govern,
how to fight and how to fill the face of
the earth with rare and refreshing fruit.
But the message is delivered in haste,
swallowed as quickly as possible and

digested not at all, even when, as rarely
happens, it has aught digestive in its
content.
Anticipations

I had looked to the war to create a re

volution in letters. There are men and
women among us whose gifts are great ;

the world-upheaval might have been ex
pected to find its reflex in books. Nothing
of the kind happened. The poetry has
been disappointing. Striking sonnets here
and there, and stately invocations now
and again, but no message that seemed to
spring from the crisis as Pallas Athene
leapt, armed at all points, from her
father's brain. Passion, pathos, revolt,
we have had them all, but where, en
shrining them, is the book that will live ?

Perhaps Israel Zangwill's " War for the
World " comes very near to earning a

permanent place ; he had seen trouble
brewing, and he insists upon emphasising
his prescience. It is the one blot upon a

great performance. The book stands
high above a host of competitors, instinct
with vision, full of the pathos of human
strife. The author's outlook is from
heights that few have scaled. His pas
sion is not for a nation or a sect, it is
for humanity, for humanity crucified.
From the time the book was published
until Lord Morley gave his reminiscences
to the wrorld there was no work that
appeared to be written in the same clear
serene. Let it be granted that there was
much admirable output in prose and verse,
the point to be emphasised with delibera
tion is that there was nothing that rose to
the height of tragic grandeur or plumbed
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the depth of the infinite horror of world
war. Every writer seemed to see a tree
or a clump of trees ; nobody, with the ex
ception of Zangwill, saw the wood of
which they were a part. Yet it is possible
that if our great intellects had been living,
as Wordsworth lived by Grasmere, in a

tiny cottage, with no more than a bare
sufficiencv of the necessities of life, they,
or some of them, might have risen to the
summit of an occasion that, we hope and
pray, may never return.

Justice to Qenius
Are we fair to those among us who

have the best brains ; do we not tend to
kill them with kindness? Whatever gifts
they may enjoy, repose is not one of them.
On the least provocation or on none, we
demand their opinions upon matters that
lie right outside the radius of their normal
thought ; through the medium of the
daily Press we insist upon learning all
about the working of their minds. If they
are silent they are soon forgotten. A
great surgeon was talking to me the
other day about the war. " Four and a
half years of private practice means more
than you would think between the ages of
thirty-five and fifty-five, "

he remarked.
" It is an irrecoverable loss." His ex
planation was that no surgeon could hope
to make his reputation before he was
thirty-five or justify it after he was fifty-
five. The first part of his life would pre
pare him for success, and after a com
paratively brief spell he would be wise to
retire upon the proceeds of it. So, to no
small extent, it is in the world of letters.
Men strive with courage and energy to
arrive, giving on the road hostages to an
anticipated success. If they succeed they
must make the best of their time befort
new men create fresh fashions. Should
there be doubt in the reader's mind, let
him consider the literary fashion how it
changes. There is but one man living in

the world of letters who has stood aloof
from the crowd, who has never stooped
to its follies, dressed in its fashions, or
troubled for its whims. He is not to be

found on the fourth page of the daily
Press, the public platform knows him not,
he limits his opinion of people and things

to the fortunate circle of his intimates.
That man is Thomas Hardy. For Dove
Cottage read Max Gate, for the sonnets
that Napoleon inspired substitute " The
Dynasts," for the austere optimist the

eminently lovable pessimist. Sometimes
it is possible to believe that Thomas
Hardy, remote and aloof in the environs
of " Casterbridge, " redeems our literary
age from the charge of vulgarity —he, the
last survivor of a band of great men. It
would have been well for us, indeed, if
he had been younger, for he might have
given us another " Dynasts " worthy of
the first. Unfortunately, his work is well-
nigh over. The serene evening of his days
brings him a repose so well earned that the
most devoted lovers of his pen would not
ask him to resume it save when some call
is too clamant for suppression.

Who Shall Speak for Us ?

Granting then, however regretfully,
that Hardy's work is done, that Words
worth, while he can quell the riot in our
breasts, had a message that does not
stretch from war to peace ; and that our
Miltons, if any, are mute and inglorious,
to whom shall we look for an interpreta
tion of all these things that have come
upon us? America has limited her really
literary contribution to President Wil
son's messages and dispatches. Romain
Rolland has vision, and it rises above
strife; Maeterlinck is frankly obsessed
by his country's sufferings; Gabriele
d'Annunzio is a brave and adventurous
imperialist who writes diatribes at the top
of his voice ; the artist-warrior has become
infected by the " sacred egoism," that last
infirmity of minds seeking to satisfy their
own qualms of conscience. Other men,
whose names rise almost as far as the
point of the pen, are concerned with the
driving home of one of the scores of
lessons that trouble has or should have
taught. From the League of Nations to
the Forty-hour WTeek, from the Inter
national control of undeveloped countries
to a bounty on wheat, from the abolition
of war to the rehabilitation of beer, you
may find the advocate of the sublime, the
defenders of the ridiculous. Every writer
tends to become a specialist, the micro
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cosm absorbes his energies. We look in

vain for the man who shall watch as from
an eyrie the march of events, the trend of
developments, whose survey shall be

checked by historical knowledge and in

formed by faith in the progress of
humanity. He will have a difficult task

and a hard struggle for hearing, because,

since all men are brethren, he must have

the international outlook and to-day an

intensely national spirit is informing the

Western world and internationalism is

suspect. Yet it is not difficult to see that

he who will gather the lessons of war,
the moral of sorrow and suffering, cannot

hope to be effective if his views are limited

by the conventional boundaries of the

country to which he owes his service.
Wordsworth wrote in English, but not for
England alone.

The Optimist's Outlook

If in spite of all the temptation to fear

that the time will not bring the man one
is patiently expectant, it is because the
need is so bitter. The vague adumbra
tions of the crowd, suggesting a growth
of good out of evil, were very genuine and
heartfelt. People seemed to think that
some divine law of compensation must
needs make atonement for sufferings well-
nigh too hard to be borne. As soon as

Peace was declared Time would turn back
"to bring the Age of Gold." Alas,
nothing of the kind has happened down
to the time of writing. The private, per
sonal, national interests are obscuring the
world outlook, people are less concerned
with the fate of civilisation than with the

stoppage of a transport system. Thought
is unpopular, relief from the strain of war
is sought in dissipation. Let us eat,
drink, and be merry for to-morrow there
may be another strike or further shillings
on the income-tax. Materialism overrides
us. The Church has suggested that by
the aid of five million pounds it may
achieve much ; politicians have asked for
a great majority and have secured one ;

Labour demands better conditions of life
in terms of shorter hours and more money.
It might appear that everybody requires
a nostrum or a panacea ; there is none to
see the order at work under the chaos ;

nobody to bring home to the thinking
public, as Wordsworth did, the simple

truths of life. Does need create? If it
is so, and I cannot believe otherwise, then
literature will be equal to the hour. It
will give us a Wordsworth, a Milton, a
Bunyan, an interpreter of the times in
which we live. He should come from the
ranks of the Army, speaking a language
that all can understand ; he should be a

lover of the great Earth Mother and a

friend of all her children without regard
ing the portion of her breast to which they
cling for nourishment.
The Function of Literature

It would be little less than tragic if,
after all the sacrifices war has enforced,,

literature could do nothing to enshrine
the memory not only of our great dead.

Surely it must pay them tribute through
the medium of its most gifted representa
tives —men known or unknown. All they
stood for, strove for, died for, must be

seen and glorified. Let us make no mis
take. In the piping times of peace litera
ture may be merely beautiful, fanciful,
exotic, precious, it does not greatly
matter; but when the times come that
stir men to the innermost fibre of their
being, it must rise to the supreme height
of the occasion. For less than a tithe of
the miseries that have engulphed a great
part of Europe the prophets Isaiah, Eze-
kiel, and Jeremiah became articulate.
They were in a sense the literary men of
their generation, and their utterances-
have come ringing down the years with
an intensity of passionate exaltation that
Time is powerless to diminish. Yet we

may claim that the woes inspiring the

prophets were not to be compared with-
those to which by land and sea this cen

tury has given birth.
The question we are left to face is

whether literature can meet life on even

terms. At the moment there is no sign-
that it is able to do this thing, but the

paramount need of the hour is that it
should. To do itself justice, to rise above
the level of what is trivial or insincere,

literature must give us the man, the
woman, or the group who will do for the
era of the Great War what Wordsworth
did for the era that ended at Waterloo.

S. L. Bensvsan
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^ HE great strikes of last month
I have brought the whole labour
I question into the foreground.

The closing down of the London
Tube and Underground systems caused
much more sensation in the capital than
the Clyde or Belfast troubles or the
demands of the " Triple Alliance " of
miners, railway workers, and transport
workers, although, compared with these
greater movements, it was relatively unim
portant. A grain of dust in one's eye is,
for the time being, of greater moment to
the possessor of the eye than an earth
quake, and it is not an exaggeration to
state that London was more upset during
the first week of February than during
any spell of air raids. Incidentally, the
events of that week made millions of
people realise for the first time how largely
dependent their comfort and convenience
are upon the work of a few thousand men
and women.

The Workers versus the Public
If one were to believe the daily Press,

the London public was greatly incensed at
the action of the Underground railway
workers in throwing' up their work. In so
far as such a statement covers a consider
able portion of the well-dressed men and
women whom one encounters in first- and
second-class railway carriages, it is true ;

but the Press, which is controlled by, and
run in the interests of, the wealthy classes,
is apt to write as though those sections
of the community alone formed " the
public." The great mass of the London
working- class, who, after all, constitute
the bulk of the public, took the disturb
ances more philosophically, and felt that
the Underground workers must have some
reason for their conduct. One of the
men's leaders, on being told that the rail

way workers' action was only alienating
public sympathy, replied brusquely that

they were tired of hearing that statement.

They were sorry for the inconvenience
caused to the public, but if they waited for
"the public

" to secure to them a half-
hour's lunch time with payment, or,
indeed, any betterment of working condi
tions, they would have to wait a long
time ! If this statement is true, as it is to
a large extent, it is a serious matter and
worth investigating ; as is the hostility
referred to above that is springing up
between "

the public
" that is articulate

in the Press and the great body of workers
who themselves constitute a much larger" public,'' but whose case is not presented
to their fellow-citizens, the Press being
practically closed to them.

* * *

An Unrepresentative Press
It is significant that in starting to deal

with the present disturbances in the social
world one is at once brought face to face
with the fact that the Press is unrepresen
tative and is used politically in the
interests of the possessing classes. While
dimly aware of the truth of this general
statement, the average person has no idea
of the manner in which his mind is
poisoned against the working class as a

whole ; not merely by perversion and dis
tortion of facts, although this is common
enough, but by suppression. Many readers
of these notes who are engaged in reform
work will be only too painfully aware of
the public meeting in which a speech of
first-rate importance is given by a distin
guished authority, a speech of which the
reporters do not even trouble to take
notes, for they are aware that their pro
prietors would not permit any publicity to
be given to sentiments which they regard
as subversive of the present social order.
The platitudes of some pompous dignitarv
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who speaks at I lie same meeting will be

reported.

I have been to meetings addressed by
distinguished reformers, in which the
audience numbered thousands and for
which the hall could have been filled three
times over ; yet, not a word in the papers
next morning. In another hall near by
there has been a small audience to listen
to some mediocrity whose views were
palatable to the governing class, and such
remarks have been duly reported. Where
a meeting or assembly has been so impor
tant that it simply could not be ignored —
as, for example, in the case of the Labour
Party Conference, reports do, indeed,
appear in the Press, but, in the majority
of cases, they are cunningly manipulated
so as to convey quite a false impression to
the reader. Any ridiculous episode is
magnified and related at length, whilst
weighty subjects and arguments are either
not referred to at all or are dismissed in a
line. To some readers these remarks may
appear bitter and biased, but I speak from
actual experience, and if we are to deal
with the social problem we must face
facts. One of these facts is that, generally
speaking, the daily Press is used to give
the public a false idea of almost every
genuine movement directed towards
changing or improving the present social
system. The governing classes themselves
suffer from this process, for having no
other channels of . information than the
Press which they control, they gain a
wholly false idea of the feeling of the
country. From top to bottom the ruling
classes are oblivious of the great currents
of ideas which have been sweeping
through the minds of the mass of the
people, and are continually being pulled up
in great surprise as they receive evidence
of the strength of movements which they
have regarded as quite unimportant.
Herein lies the explanation of the extraor
dinarily inept handling of crisis after crisis
as it arises, and even when the crisis be
comes acute everything is done to keep
the public from knowing what is occurring
until, as happened early last month,
people go to the London Tube stations one
morning and are astounded to find them
closed.

Strikes— Authorised and Unauthorised
I can imagine some readers saying :

" There is a good deal of truth in your
observations, but do you expect us to
approve of a number of workmen carrying
on a service of the utmost importance to
the community, suddenly ceasing work
without giving due notice and against the
wish of their own officials? " It is easy
to answer this question in the negative,
but that does not quite dispose of the
matter. You may often not approve of a
specific action on the part of a person, but
when you come to investigate all the cir
cumstances, you can fully understand how
that person should have been provoked to
do the thing of which you do not approve,
and so it is in ninety-nine out of every
hundred of these unauthorised strikes. It
is not so much the actual matter over
which the strike started as rather the fact
that it occurred which is important. A
strike is a symptom of an inflamed state of
mind, and it is that which requires sym
pathetic and impartial investigation. In
the case of the Tube strike, each side could
show documentary evidence proving that
its standpoint was correct, which show s

bungling and lack of co-ordination on the
part of the authorities ; but the reasons for
the strike lay deeper than that. The
whole attitude of the leaders of the railway
industry has been arbitrary and coercive
towards workers who dared to unite for
mutual protection, and even to-day it is
doubtful if the railway companies have
officially recognised the Trade Unions. A
little sentence which appeared in the terms
of the settlement, from which it was evi
dent, that the men insisted upon due provi
sion being made for physical needs, may
have been an indication to some perspica
cious readers that something was wrong
with the conditions under which drivers
and train attendants work. Just fancy
thousands of men having to strike work in
connection with a matter like this !

Notice, too, how devoid of guiding prin
ciples the governing class is. It made no
distinction between its attitude to the
unauthorised strikes and the fully autho
rised demands of the Railway Clerks'
Association, refusing, in the year 1919, to
recognise a Trade Union having in its
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ranks 72 per cent, of all eligible, whilst it
was actually negotiating with the other

two railway Unions ! It had to submit

ingloriously, with bad effect upon the

other labour troubles.
* * *

A State of Mind
The state of feeling that exists among

the workers on the London Underground
Railway system prevails also on the Clyde,
in Belfast and among the great mass of
the workers of the country, and may at

any moment find violent expression. It
is difficult to define in words the exact
nature of this feeling, for, arising out of
the conditions under which they live, the

great mass of our working population are
not clear thinkers and are not able to
formulate clearly and incisively their

grievances and aspirations. Briefly, these
represent an ever-increasing consciousness
of the fact that they have not been fairly
dealt with, and that under the present
system the good things of the earth which
they produce are not for them or for their
children ; that when there is a period of
bad trade they are the first to suffer, and
in this respect are treated worse than their
employers' horses; and that, whatever
happens, they are not given a "

square
deal." As the result of decades of labori
ous efforts in the face of tyranny and
oppression they have built up Trade
Unions for their mutual support. Time
and again the employers have perempt
orily refused to meet Trade Union leaders,
and have said that they would deal only
with their employees, whom, be it noted,

they could victimise. Even to-day this
seems a reasonable attitude to many an
employer, oblivious of the fact that he, in

dealing with his workers, employs the best
outside expert aid in the shape of lawyers,
accountants, etc. It often happens that,
actuated by a series of petty persecutions
and victimisations (of which, to be just,
the employer himself may be wholly
ignorant), a number of men will go on
strike. It is a fact, often overlooked by
the public, that the majority of these
spontaneous strikes are not for better con
ditions, but occur out of loyalty to some
fellow-worker who, in the men's opinion,
has been unjustly treated. Once on strike,

demands for improved conditions often
follow, but in the majority of cases the
disturbance has its origin in a sense of
injustice. On these occasions public
opinion, as represented by the Press,
hastily expresses itself against the
workers. The working man opens his
favourite evening paper and discovers that
he is a thoughtless, inconsiderate, selfish,
and grasping person, causing the old and
infirm to suffer hardship and perhaps
death, merely for his own selfish ends.*

It is just the same thing as the " widow
and orphan

"
plea that is adduced directly

any proposal is made to interfere with a
vested interest. Not having sufficient
education or leisure to be able to put for
ward a clear refutation of these charges,
the average worker's state of mind on
reading such cunningly manufactured dis
tortions is one of bewilderment followed
by indignation. He knows that he has
been most unfairly dealt with, and ends up
by having a feeling of intense bitterness
against the governing class and against
the whole fabric of society as it exists
to-day. This is the state of mind into
which the working class — that is to say,
the greater part of our population— is
being steadily brought. This fact should
be clearly understood, for it is the key to
a comprehension of the social disorders
which now threaten society. A Govern
ment representing the large vested
interests, and a Parliament consisting
almost wholly of " big business "

mag
nates, who show not the slightest indica-

* Note the following extract from the Sunday
Times of February 16, 1919 ; the verses were
entitled " His Majesty the Tube Man." One
wonders what the writer would say if he were
limited to 30 minutes for dinner ! :

He forced the aged cripple to face the snow and
sleet,

Weak women and poor children to tramp the
slushy street.

He sowed for Death a harvest —he struck for
just a whim,

And, striking, slew a host — but what mattered
it to him ?

Hut here he is again at work ! Ah, well— let's
make pretence

We welcome him, despite his ways of studied
insolence.

He will not be at work for long, for common-
sense reveals

He's still a chance of striking for No Work
between his meals.
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tion of effecting any real change in the
system as it is to-day, are not likely to
avert the crisis.

The institution of Whitley or Industrial
Councils, i.e., consultative bodies of em
ployers and workers, is the only new con
structive proposal that has received even
partial acceptance at the hands of the
governing capitalist class ; and these are
likely to be as effective as a pill for an
earthquake.

* * *

How the Masses Live
It is hard for a cultured person to realise

the conditions under which the majority
of the workers of this great country live.
In a newspaper that lies before me I read
that in Birmingham there are one thou
sand houses with ten people eating and
sleeping in the same room ; three thousand
are inhabited by four families ; five thou
sand by three families ; and ten thousand
have two families under one roof. Small
wonder, then, that many of the workers
are uncouth and unpleasing in their man
ners. There is no need for a social
reformer to idealise the people whose lot
he wishes to better, but he may be per
mitted to express indignation at the fact
that the present system of society con
demns the mass of the people to such
awful conditions, the results of which are
frequently put forward as an argument to
show how unworthy the workers are. In
other words, vou roll a man in the mud
and then criticise him for being dirty.
Vou house people under these awful con
ditions and then blame them for frequent
ing the public-house, which does at least
afford light, a certain brightness, and
human society.

* # #

The Wage System a Failure
In spite of all the drawbacks and

privations from which they suffer, the
working class do produce some men and
women to point out what is wrong and to
educate their fellows. To these they point
out that the present system results in one-
tenth of the community allocating to
themselves nine-tenths of the total wealth
produced ; and when the miners are told
that the country cannot go on if they work

only six hours and get paid a decent wage,
and the unthinking "

public " to which
reference has already been made unhesi
tatingly swallows this statement, the
leaders of the workers remain unper
turbed. They realise that if for the word
country were substituted the words
present system the warnings and admoni
tions which are showered upon them
might be true. What they do not admit,
however, is that the present system,
whereby a small section of the community
enjoys every luxury and the majority have
to live under the conditions referred to in
the preceding paragraph, is the result of a
divine law which cannot be improved.
Even before the war the defects of a social
system which had resulted in bootmakers
being out of work because too many boots
were being made, whilst the majority of
the people had not a decent pair of boots
to their feet, became too apparent to be

glossed over any longer, and the social
unrest throughout the world was a contri
butory factor to the war itself. The fact
is that the wage system has proved to be
a failure. The man with a wife and five
children needs three times as much income
as the bachelor, but cannot produce more
commodities than his unmarried fellow-
worker ; yet both receive the same wage.
L'nder the present system of private enter
prise the employer cannot pay according
to the needs of his workers, but only-
according to their production ; for the
manufacturer employing a large number
of single men or women would have a
decided advantage over another whose
employees had a larger number of de
pendents. If, as I understand, the miners
are resolved to force upon the Government
the nationalisation of mines and minerals,
they are showing a better recognition of
the problems that assail society than the
gentlemen, mostly drawn from the idle
rich class, in whose inept hands lies the
governing of this country. What is
required is not a series of measures which
are mere palliatives to a system that is
inherentlv unsound.

* * *
A New Social Vision

A new social vision is essential, and
whether it come through the advent of a
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great teacher or whether it spread through
the minds of men in any other manner,
come it must, or disaster threatens our
whole social order. A wage system
whereby a man is paid only (and that

inadequately) while it suits some other

person to employ him, regardless of
whether he and his dependents have to live

during periods of unemployment, must

go ; the nation must regard itself as one

great family, no member of which shall
benefit to the detriment of another. There
must be no question of whether the nation
can afford it

,

and, as has been well said,
no one should have cake until there is
bread for all. It is no longer a question

of practicability ; humanity has reached
the stage when a perfectly satisfactory
organisation of society is quite feasible.

It is the will that is required, and, with
certain honourable exceptions, this will
does not exist among those who still
control—although much less securely
than before — the machinery of the

State.

I make no apology for dealing in these
notes with the material side of life. " Man
does not live by bread alone," but give
him bread, give him security and leisure,
and then he will develop his higher and
spiritual side, opportunities for which
to-day are denied him.

Emil Davies

THE SONG
One day when 1 was sad at heart,

And everything went wrong,

I stood beside a little stream
And hearkened to its song.

But oh ! it was a mournful strain
That streamlet sang to me ;

It seemed to say that wrong would last
For all eternity.

There dawned another day. I stood
Beside the self-same stream,

When all the world seemed wreathed in smiles,
And life a golden dream.

And oh ! the music in the song
That thrilled me with delight.

But more — the music in my heart
That made me hear it right !

Cecil R. Bernard (Gunner R.M.A.)



HUMANITARIAN NOTES
By G. COLMORE

" The object of humanitarianism is to prevent the perpetration of cruelty and wrong— to redress

the sufferings, as far as possible, of all sentient life."— Henry Salt.

The Curse of Callousness

THE proverb,
" Prevention is better

than cure," is peculiarly applicable to

suffering, and especially so when suffer

ing is deliberately inflicted ; for the inflic
tion of suffering produces results directly
antithetical of those which Shakespeare
claims for mercy : it curseth him that

gives and him that takes. And the curse
lies more heavily, though it may be less

evidently, on him that gives. In other
words, callousness is a greater evil than

pain, and callousness in a nation, as in an
individual, means inability to respond to
the finer stimuli of environment, response
to which constitutes advance, while lack
of response means stagnation and conse

quent decay.
* * *

Children's Courts

IN this connection it is disquieting to
observe the growing callousness in the

treatment of child criminals— if
,

indeed, it

is possible to apply the term criminal to
the misunderstood, misunderstanding
mites who are sentenced in the Children's
Courts. It is noteworthy that Chil
dren's Courts, so successful in America—
constructive, instrumental in forming
good citizens out of the material with
which they deal—are here akin to
failure. Why is it? Mr. Homer Lane,
President of the Little Commonwealth,
speaking at the School of Economics on
the evening of January 22, supplies the
answer. He condemned the Children's
Courts on the ground that they were
phvsiologicallv unsound, by reason of
their formalities, the presence of the
police, and the absence of any personal
relation between the child and those who
were to judge him. The Courts, he said,

simply drove deeper into the child's mind
his misconception of society. Psychology,
then — the delicate, mysterious psychology
of the child, with its undeveloped brain,

physique, and emotional nature —must be

studied if the Children's Courts are to be
a success. If it were, the souls in the

bodies of these infant offenders might be

helped instead of handicapped ; if it were,

those magistrates whose appeal is to
physical force would substitute for the
birch a punishment less harmful and more
efficacious.

* * *

The Humanitarian League and Flogging

SINCE
the beginning of the war the

birching of boys has enormously in
creased. In pre-war days it was inflicted,
but not frequently inflicted ; the long cam
paign waged by the Humanitarian League
against flogging as a punishment had its-
effect, and flogging, to a large extent,

went out of fashion. During the war it

has been revived, and notably in the pun
ishment of children, though the futility^
of the punishment has been amply demon
strated in the Children's Courts. Again
and again birched boys return to the
birching, not deterred or reformed, but
hardened, hating the law and confirmed
in enmity to the society that enforces it.
The axiom "

Spare the rod and spoil the
child " may have had some germ of truth
in it when human nature was in a cruder
phase of development, when nervous
systems were less complex and sensitive,
and may have had some show of reason
when the prevailing conception of God
was that of a revengeful judge. But in
days when brotherhood is preached and
love is recognised as being very God it

would be wiser, saner, more in keeping
with precept and with logic, to spoil the
rod and spare the child. Experience,
however, is bringing its weight to bear
on the truth that ethical argument has
failed to enforce. Mr. Clarke Hall, the
Old Street magistrate, speaking in
January on the question of juvenile crime,
declared birching, whether as a preven
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tive or a reformative, to be an absolute
failure ; whereas he found that a decrease
in birching resulted in a decrease in
delinquency.

Crime and Punishment

WHAT
is true of the child is true of

the adult. It has been contended
by the Humanitarian League throughout
the course of its courageous and strenu
ous existence that punishment is not a

deterrent from crime, and gradually the
idea that our penal system is not the best
of all possible systems is finding its way
into the thought current. Very slowly !

But the idea is alive, and its vitality is too
great to be quenched. The dissemination
of this idea is a primary object of the
Penal Reform League, the honorary
secretary of which declares that our pre
sent way of treating criminals often tends
to make them worse. One is tempted to
eliminate the word " often " or to substi
tute for it " always," for, indeed, the
tendency to produce deterioration is in
herent, even if its results are not always
patent, in our prison system. Ask the
Suffragettes, ask the Conscientious
Objectors, ask any man or woman who
has undergone prison discipline and who
has sufficient power of thought and ex
pression to describe his or her exoeri-
ences and to draw conclusions from them
what those conclusions are, and the
opinion is always the same : the prison
system is a cruel system and futile in that
it degrades, discourages, weakens the
will, and condemns as faults any and
every effort on the part of prisoners
to show kindness and sympathy to
other prisoners. Brotherhood amongst
criminals in prison is a crime.

* * *
The Equine Defence League and the War

THE Annual Meeting of the Equine
Defence League was held in October,

while the war was still in progress, and
the phrase

" There's a war on " was re

garded as a reasonable, if not a complete,
answer to charges of cruelty and injustice
of many kinds. The tacit sanction given
by the public attitude to oppression in
various directions has produced in no

section of the community a greater crop

of suffering than in that of the horses. To
include horses in the community is not
erroneous, nor fanciful, nor even exag
gerated, for without them the community
could not have carried on its communal
work, and throughout the war they have,
in the interests of the community, fought,
toiled, and suffered. Above all, they have
suffered, with suffering intense and wide
spread, arising partly out of the
immensely increased work they have had
to do, partly owing to the wretched and
insufficient rations on which the increased
work has been done, and partly due to the

lack of care and the cruel usage to which
they have been subjected by young,
ignorant, and incompetent drivers. Mr.
Leslie Scott, K.C., M.P., speaking at the
meeting above referred to, said that the

sufferings of the horses up and down the
country were comparable to the worst
sufferings of the worst treated prisoners
in Germany. Prisoners can speak, and
the world trembles with indigation at the
recital of their woes ; but horses are
dumb, and the world goes carelessly on its
way, deaf to their inarticulate pleas, blind
to their patent misery in the streets.

* * *

The Barrier of Respectability

THE
Equine Defence League, led by

Mr. Francis A. Cox, the League's
indefatigable secretary, works untiringly
to reveal and to relieve this misery, but
there are many barriers to success in
coping with the sufferings and ill treat
ment of all creatures who are defenceless,
inarticulate, and come under the laws of
property. One of these barriers, cited by
Captain Applin, R.A.F. , at the League's
annual meeting, is respectability :—

" I have had some little experience in police
courts," he said, " and I may say I have always
found in cases of cruelty that the first thing the
defendant says is that he or she is a respectable
person. I have discovered that the greatest
beasts to horses are respectable people.
Respectable people are generally a curse to
animals."

Captain Applin appealed to the public,
to each separate individual of which the

public is formed, to act in the cause of
mercy and of justice, saying that if every
individual in the r(x>m in which he spoke
would so act a great difference would be
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made in London inside a month. Captain
Applin himself stops ill-treated horses in
the street and insists upon the provisions
of the law being' carried out ; but here
again he is hampered by the cowardice of
the man or woman in the street. "

People
come up to me and say :

' I am so glad
you have stopped that horse; I do love
horses — the dear things !

'
I reply :

1 Thank you, sir or madam. Would you
mind giving me your name and address?

'

But they will not do that. They run
awav. They are respectable people.''

* * *

The Indecency of Cruelty

CAPTAIN
APPLIN does not restrict

immorality and indecency to those
questions with which they are usually
associated. For him morality and
immorality, decency and indecency are
active throughout the whole field of
human conduct.

We have no real morality, no sense of de
cency. A gentleman called Mr. Iiok came over
from America a week ago. He stayed in London
three days. He wrote long letters about the
horrible state of our streets, the immorality and
indecency he saw. . . . liut I tell you, as a
married man and a man who has knocked about
the world, that I would rather take my
daughters, my children, and leave them to walk
through those streets at night . . . than let
them stand five minutes in Holborn or Tower
Hill by day and see the truly indecent and de
grading sights of starved, bruised and mangled
horse-flesh which we parade boldly under the
noses of the police.

Strong words, but not too strong, since
they express truth. Charily covereth a

multitude of sins; but cruelty, which is
the negation of charity, of love, cannot be

covered ; ashamed or unashamed, naked
it goes, and its nakedness is hideous to
those who have eyes that see.

* * «■

The War Horses

SO
much for the horses at home. What

of the horses abroad? The part played
in the war by the horses abroad has been
an essential factor in the winning of it.
W hat is to be their reward?

* * *

The Four Classes

THEY are to be classified into four
classes. In the first class are horses

between the ages of five and eight in

sound condition ; in the second class are
horses between the ages of nine and

twelve in sound condition ; and these two
classes, it is proposed, shall be brought
back to England, and their former owners
may, if they wish, purchase them. To
the third class, Class C, belong horses
in unsound condition or over twelve years
of age, but still considered fit for work.
The fourth class, D, contains horses un
sound and unfit for work, of any ag-e.

The horses in the last class are to be
killed and used for food on the Continent,
and their lot is a comparatively happy
one—at least, their suffering is at an end.
It is to the horses in Class C—those who
have given to the service ol the Empire
the chief of their health and strength, but,
retaining some remnants of each, retain
also some small commercial value, that
callousness and greed are meting out
pain instead of rest, punishment in the
place of reward. A letter from Mr.
Francis Cox to the editor of the
Abolitionist, the organ of the British
Union for the Abolition of Vivisection,
puts their case with terseness and sim
plicity. The letter is given below, but is
preceded bv another letter, one which
appeared in the Times of January 31, and
which shows that even the horses in Class
A and Class B are bv no means secure
from misfortune and ill-treatment.

* * *

Officers and their Horses

"OIR, —May I draw your attention
^ to the Government scheme for the

purchase by officers or soldiers of their
war horses? The scheme, to my mind, is
characterised by the usual parsimony of
all such schemes ; what thev give with one
hand is taken away by the other." The scheme is, roughly, as follows :

Any officer or soldier who sold a horse to
the Government for his own use may re
purchase same at a valuation. So far so
good. But the majority of officers and
men have been riding chargers issued to
them by the Government. Officers or
soldiers who wish to purchase these
horses are to be allowed to scissor clip
their names on them, and the officer or
soldier in question will then be informed
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of the time and place of sale, and will be

allowed the privilege of bidding for his
horse at public auction.

" This means to say that the horse who
has carried him through all dangers and
discomforts, who has stood for days fet
lock-deep in mud for his master, who has
carried him faithfully in the long, cold
night hours on many a weary march, with
nothing for him at the end of his trek but
his nosebag and a post to which he is tied
in the mud, wind, and rain ; the horse who
was always his last care at night, for
whom he stole a bit of straw here or some

hay there to make his bed a little warmer,
for whom he cannot help feeling affection,
is first of all to be dragged from his care
to pass through the horrors of an animal-
collecting camp, where he will probably
remain for weeks, neglected, with very
grave risks of catching pneumonia or
some infectious disease. If he survives
this he will go to auction with the officer's
name clipped on him, so as thoroughly to
advertise the fact that he is a good horse,
or the officer who best knows him would
certainly not want to buy him. The
wretched officer must, therefore, pay
high.

" The officer has probably had the horse
for years, has taken endless trouble with
him, and I consider that he should be

allowed to buy him back at a valuation
based on the original price of the animal.
Surely the Government who have wasted
millions during the war can afford to
forgo the few thousand pounds extra
profit that they would gain by selling by
auction. They would lose nothing by
selling at a valuation. Finally, the aver
age officer cannot afford the price horses
are fetching now, and although he would
like to see his old charger end his davs
happily, he will be compelled to let him
gro.

" Why is it that the Government can
never do anything handsomely and gener
ously? They allow themselves to be
swindled "By horse-dealers, yet thev must
screw the last penny out of the men who
have fought for them.

" I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
" A Soldier's Friend."

The Cast-off Horses

MR. FRANCIS COX'S letter on the
horses deprived of all chance of

being purchased by their owners runs as
follows :—

" Sir, —Does this nation realise the
infamous scandal which is being perpe
trated in its name? During the war
thousands of our best horses were taken
for active service, being the best ; hun
dreds from kindly owners who treated
them properly, and some were even
domestic pets. From all hands we have
had testimony, not only that they have
' done their bit,' but that they have an

absolutely essential factor in the winning
of the war. Their reward? The most
serviceable —which means those who have
borne the least stress —are to be returned
to England ; the wrecks— those who have
accomplished our victory—are to be sold
to Arabs, Egyptian fellaheen, the French
and Belgian peasantry, and even to the
Huns ! Are our authorities absolutely
devoid of morality? Is there no sense of
shame left in this ' nation of horse-
lovers? '—save the mark ! Is history to
record a more foul stigma upon us than
upon the Huns for their crimes against
human beings, who could, at least, articu
late their wrongs? Another point.
Thousands of pounds have been raised by
animal protection societies on behalf of
these horses. As it is, the British public
will have been subscribing towards
enabling decrepit horses to be supplied at
lowest prices to peoples notorious for their
lack of humanity. Is this to be? "

Apparently it is to be, for the sales of
these horses have already begun.

* # *

The War Dogs

A CORRESPONDENT in the Febru
ary number of the Abolitionist draws

attention to the great need for vigilance
in connection with the dogs of the corps
of Messenger Dogs. These dogs (and not
only these, but all the dogs used in the
war) have done splendid service. The
Abolitionist correspondent asks what is
to become of them. They come, he says,
giving the Manchester Guardian as his
authority, many of them from various
homes for lost dogs ; some were un
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claimed dogs sent to the camp by the

police ; all have rendered faithful service.

What is to be done with them now? he

asks. Is their reward, he asks, to be the

vivisector"s hell ?

* * *

Dogs and Research

NOT an unnecessary question, but a

highly important one in the interests
of humaneness and fairplay, and pecu
liarly relevant when taken in conjunction
with the facts referred to in a resolution,

passed unanimously at one of the recent

meetings of the British Union and for
warded to the Secretary of the Industrial
Fatigue Board. The resolution is couched

an these terms : "In view of the recent

■cruel experiments performed by American
investigators on the subject of fatigue —
which included putting dogs on tread

mills, towing them by motor-cycles, and

•exhausting them by various other

methods— the Committee of the British
Union for the Abolition of Vivisection
asks for an assurance that, in conducting
their investigations into the same subject
the Research Board, appointed jointly by
the Department of Scientific and Indi
vidual Research and the Medical Re

search Committee, shall confine their
attention to actual experience in industrial
life and shall not allow experiments of
any kind upon animals."

The Committee points out that the fact

that Professor Sherrington, a licensed
vivisector, is the Chairman of the Indus
trial Fatigue Board calls for the utmost
watchfulness.

* * #

Humaneness and Humanity

NOT only in the interests of dogs, but
in the interests of the men, women,

boys and girls who suffer from the effects
of industrial fatigue, should this watchful
ness be established and maintained.
Here as elsewhere humaneness is best for
humanity. For woe to the industrial
workers if attention is turned from their
conditions, their capacity for work, their
manifold kinds of labour, their symptoms,
sufferings, powers of endurance and re

cuperation, and conclusions upon these
points are arrived at by subjecting dogs,

differing in many ways from human
beings, to tests of fatigue to which the
human beings concerned are never sub
jected.

* * *

The Life Divine

THE whole creation groaneth and
travaileth in pain together until

now," and it is likely that the efforts to
relieve pain in one part of it at the ex
pense of another will continue until it is
recognised that the life which animates
the whole is one life, that that one life is
divine, and that the means of its unfold
ing —or evolution —differ at different
stages.

* * *

Higher and Lower Forms

THE assertion of a modern scientist,
the late Professor Huxley, that life in

the higher forms progresses by means of
self-sacrifice instead of by sacrifice of the
not-self, as in the lower forms, is at one
with the teachings of all the great reli
gious teachers of the past, and notably
with those of Him called in the West the
Christ and in the East the Bodhisattva.
And were these teachings a directing
force in the conduct of societies instead of
a pious opinion, were it realised that they
prescribe a scientific means as well as
point to a lofty end, science would grasp
humanitarianism by the hand, under
standing that the path to knowledge is
paved with humane methods.

* * *

An Unorthodox Hospital

THE Battersea General Hospital is an
interesting example of what can be

accomplished without departing from
humanitarian principles. Many of the
orthodox hospitals have laboratories in
which experiments on animals are carried
on ; all have their serums, vaccines, and
prophylactics, connected in one way or
another with animal experimentation.
This hospital has no laboratory, no vac
cines, serums, or other vivisectional
remedies ; yet, ministering to a population
of nearly 200,000 and dealing with cases
of all varieties of disease and accidents,
the death rate, instead of being higher
than at the other hospitals, is the low one
of 3.2 per cent.
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Mines and Machinery

\ MOST interesting letter by Sir Leo
Chiozza Money appeared in the

columns of the Daily News of January 23,

the subject being the mines and how to
secure the greatest production of coal.
Sir Leo advocates putting an end to the
use of coal as fuel and the transforming
of all coal into electricity at the pit-head
in coal districts and at suitable economic
points in other than coal districts. If the
all-electrical scheme were carried out —
and the carrying out of it thoroughly and
efficiently demands the nationalisation of
the mines — it would give us health and
wealth in measure hitherto unknown ; it
would change the conditions of work and
of society, and do away with the filth of
coal-dust and smoke. Lighting, heating,
and cooking would be done by means of
dirt-cheap electricity, the enormous waste
of coal in the mines would disappear, and
the waste of life due to deaths and acci
dents would be decreased to a very great
extent.

A Much-Needed Reform

THE deaths and accidents are largely
due to machinery and plant so in

credibly bad, says Sir Leo, that it has to
be seen to be believed ; and inquiry into
the question reveals another instance of
the way in which the interests of men and
animals run side by side. For new plant
and machinery would mean not only
greater safety and better working condi
tions for the miners, but also an end to
the use of ponies in the pits. The suffer

ings of these ponies is terrible, cannot fail
to be terrible, considering the amount and
the kind of work which they are put to
do ; and the cruel treatment inflicted upon
them by the pit boys is due not to inherent

brutality in the boys, but to the excessive
tasks which they are obliged to force the

ponies to perform and the nervous irrita
bility induced by the obligation. The
question of the substitution of haulage
for horseflesh is a question of expense —

that is to say, of initial expense. The
gain to the men, the boys, and the ponies
would be immense.

Food and Furs

pROM the Animal Defence and Anti-
Vivisection Society comes a letter in

which the Honorary Secretary, Miss
Lind-af-Hageby, refers to some of the
Society's activities. In it occurs the fol
lowing paragraph :—

" I wish you would write something
against the abominations of the fur
trade and the vanity of women. I have
never seen anything like this year's
orgies of fur-wearing. As a moral
offence, wearing furs is much worse
than eating meat from animals killed
even under the present slaughter-house
system in England."

Slaughter-house Reform

THE Animal Defence Society has in
the past worked steadily on behalf of

humaner methods in the slaughter-houses,
and in the April Notes some account will
be given of the something that has been
done and the much that there remains to
do. Only those people who have studied
the subject of killing for food, and not all
of those, realise the mass and the magni
tude of the suffering entailed by the prac
tice of meat eating. For this realisation
two qualifications are requisite —know
ledge and imagination. Few people
possess the first, and it is astonishing
what a dearth there is of the second

amongst ordinary kind-hearted men and
women.

* * »

The Cost of Furs

T must be this dearth which is account-I able for what Miss Lind-af-Hageby, as

quoted above, calls an orgy of furs.

Ignorance plays a part, no doubt, but in

face of imaginative incapacity knowledge
stands powerless. Facts may be poured
into the ears of audiences and stare into
the eyes of multitudes from the written

page, but unless imagination is active the
ears that listen do not hear and the eyes
that read have no vision.

G. Cot. MORE
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Dr. Armstrong Smith

READERS
will be sorry to hear that

Dr. Armstrong Smith, well known in
most English-speaking countries as a
pioneer in education, has been forced on
account of ill-health to resign the Prin-
cipalship of the Arundale School, Letch-
worth, Herts. The Doctor was the first
Principal of the first Theosophical School
in England, which he started at a very
dark period of the war, and which owes its
success largely to his faith and devotion,
and to the tenacity with which he held on
through every difficulty despite incessant
bad health. He is about to make a long
sea voyage, during which he will visit
Australia and New Zealand among other
places, and no doubt he will be welcomed
by old friends in many parts of the world.
We wish him a happy holiday, a quick
recovery, and many years of renewed
vigour.

The new principal of the Arundale
School is Mr. Wilfred Layton, B.Sc,
F.R.S.O., who is well known among pro
gressive educationists. Members of last
year's summer school in Oxford will re
member that he opened the daily medita
tion with very inspiring music.

* * *

Summer Schools and Conferences

THE time is approaching when readers
must decide what they are going to do

in the summer holidays, and the dates of
most of the Conferences and Summer
Schools have now been fixed. We have
all met the friend who holds up hands in
horror at the mere thought of thus spend
ing a holiday ; but, looked at more closely,
this is not so absurd a practice as it
appears at first sight. Thousands of
teachers are isolated all the year
round and have very little chance of
entering social life of any kind, while

at a conference college friends and
former colleagues often achieve re
unions which would otherwise be impos
sible. One is plunged right into the
intellectual atmosphere of what is usually
a great centre of learning, and brought
into close intercourse with large numbers
of people whose interests must be con
genial or they would not be there. Then
one hears what experts have to say on the
subjects most dear to us, and can even, if
sensitive on the mental plane, get the
fruits of their labours at very little cost
to oneself.

At the same time the majority of mem
bers are determined not to be too stren
uous about it

,

and, in fact, the place is

usually chosen partly for its holiday
attractions. Emphatically, conferences
give unique opportunities for making and
renewing friendships and for gathering
stores of happy memories.

* * #

New Ideals Conference

THE Xew Ideals Conference is to be
held at Cambridge from July 25 to

August 1 inclusive. The programme will
be varied as usual, but the special feature
will be accounts of experiments in creative
handwork. Secretary, Miss Singe, 24,
Royal Avenue, Chelsea.

* * *
Theosophical Fraternity in Education

' I 4 HE Theosophical Fraternity in Edu-
cation has been asked to join the New-

Ideals Conference as last year, and fifty
places in one College have been reserved
for members. Thus it will be very easy to
cater for vegetarians. Those who intend
to be present had better send in their
names early, because nearly fifty were
there last year and the Fraternity has
greatly expanded since then. Secretary,
11, Tavistock Square, W.C. 1.
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St. Andrews Summer School for Teachers

UNDER
the auspices of the Provincial

Committee it has been arranged to
hold a Summer School for teachers at St.
Andrews. Two complete courses are
offered : (A) from 16th to 30th July, and

(B) from 1st to 15th August (inclusive
dates). The subjects will be : (A) Mon-
tessori Method, with special reference to
Infant School practice, Play-centre work,
Story-telling and simple dramatisation,

and(B) Montessori Method, dealing chiefly
with work for older pupils and those
of defective intellect, Physical Culture
(personal hygiene, games for adolescents,

Eurhythmies, dances), and a Short Lite
rary Course. There will also be lectures
and discussions on subjects of general
educational interest, with concerts and
various plans to facilitate social inter
course. Teachers and lecturers will be

well known and acknowledged authorities
on their several subjects.

This is the first attempt in Scotland to
hold a school for the definite purpose of
studying progressive methods of teach
ing, and it gives promise of being ex

ceedingly popular. Already close on a

hundred names have been enrolled.
It may not be amiss to remind English

readers that there is air to breathe in
summer at St. Andrews, a glorious golf
course, and a wealth of historical associa
tion calculated to satisfy the most greedy
antiquarians. St. Andrews is the heart
of Scotland. For particulars apply to the
Director of Studies, Provincial Com
mittee, University of St. Andrews.

# # *

The Penal Reform League

THE Penal Reform League met on
23rd January to consider how it could

best extend its activities. It is out to
alter the whole attitude of society towards
the criminal, and it feels the need at this
moment, when so many traditional beliefs
and prejudices are being swept away, of
bringing home to the nation at large the
injustice of letting children grow up in
evil surroundings in which they have no
chance of living a full life, and then of
laying on them the full responsibility for
misdeeds which have their root in the
negligence of society.

Members of the Labour Research De
partment of the Fabian Society were pre
sent, and a very interesting discussion
took place. Hitherto the treatment of
criminals has been based on the assump
tion that the latter have no claim on a

society which finds them a nuisance, shuts
them up so that its convenience may not
be interfered with, and punishes them as
a terror to other evil-doers.

Psychologists now find that untoward
conditions of childhood, which admit of
no free self-expression, inevitably drive
the energy into vicious channels. Crimi
nals suffer from arrest or retardation of
growth, and the only reasonable thing is
to heal and re-educate them as if they
were pathological cases, to give them an
opportunity of living a full life and to train
them to take advantage of it. Formerly
lunatics were treated in a similarly repres
sive way, but public opinion has been

educated to a realisation of the iniquity of
this, so that the treatment is now, in

theory at least, psychological and educa
tive. The League aims at introducing a

like treatment of delinquents.

The first need is that all unconvicted
persons shall be admitted to Reception
Houses, quite removed from the atmo
sphere of prisons or police, and these must
be furnished with Clinics for physiological
and psychological investigation. The pro
bation system must be greatly extended.
Every case must have full attention, suit
able treatment, and training for a career.
At present a cruel uniformity exists in the
treatment of inebriates, epileptics, the
feeble-minded, and the over-energetic, the
cause of the delinquency being officially
nobody's concern. An experiment like
the Little Commonwealth is needed for
adult hardened criminals.

The League wants an unofficial stand
ing Probation Commission, with repre
sentatives from such bodies as the Minis
try of Health and the Home Office, which
might prepare some arrangement adapt
able to the needs of the new democracy.

The Labour Research Department of
the Fabian Society is to draw up a report
of the penal system, slating how far it
attains its objects, and all the exact con
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ditions, intended to instruct the Parlia
mentary Labour Party with a view to
reform.

Both the above-mentioned bodies w:ant
a great deal of money to cat ry out their
plans, and they ought to get it

,

especially

from educationists, as the whole question
of school discipline is bound up with the
public attitude towards punishment. e

can get no further in education until the
prevailing confusion of thought on the
subject is cleared up.

NOTES FROM AMERICA
[We are glad to be able to publish this month the first instalment o

f Notes from America. A

New York member o
f the Theosophical Fraternity in Education has undertaken to collect infor

mation likely to be o
f interest to educationists, and similar promises have come from Australia

and New Zealand.]

The Bureau of Educational Experiments

THE Bureau of Educational Experi
ments is an organised group of men

and women who are engaged in first-hand
efforts to improve education, and who
have all shared in the general movement
that has brought about a more scientific
study of children. The members feel that
the development of some more compre
hensive plans for utilising the results of
the recent interest in " free education " is

the next step in this progressive move
ment, and that the framing of such plans
depends essentially upon securing a closer
co-operation among experimenters.

Among the noticeable features of the
present educational situation are : a

broader view of education, which makes
well-considered experimenting a much
sought-for opportunity ; the emergence
of a considerable number of educators
who really are experimentally-minded ;

the accumulation of a large amount of
highly specialised experience; the ap
pearance of a considerable literature
dealing with experimental procedures ;

and the gradual sorting-out of doubt
ful experiments from those that have
more permanent usefulness. To this
situation the Bureau hopes to contribute
by affording an opportunity to increase
the value of all experiments through co
operative effort, and by preserving and
making permanent certain experiments
that may become parts of an organised
system of experimental education.

The Bureau aims to accomplish these
ends by giving support to present experi
ments ; by initiating new experiments ; bv

collecting, and making available for public
use, information about the whole field of
experiments in education, and by hasten
ing the introduction of newly acquired
methods through actual teaching experi
ments.

The active members of the Bureau form
a General Committee or Working Coun

cil, which, through various departments,
has entire charge of the educational work
of the Bureau. This working Council is
divided into four departments, namely :—

The Department of Teaching Experi
ments,

The Department of Social, Mental and
Physical Experiments,

The Department of Information,
The Department of Records and Sta

tistics.

Each department has its staff of special
workers, and the different departments
contribute in characteristic ways to the
conduct of any experiment undertaken by
the Bureau. In practice, therefore, the
departments will provide both the adminis
tration of experiments and the necessary
library, laboratory and clinical facilities.

During its first year, the Bureau has
established a Department of Information
which has a reading-room, a library and
certain special exhibits. The Bureau has
also been working in several experimental
schools. During the coming year it will
undertake several new experimental
classes and through its departments will
make an intensive study of all the pupils
in these classes from the point of view of
their social, mental and phvsical needs.
Through this systematic observing and
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recording- of children, it hopes to arrive at
a more satisfactory and accurate method
of assessing the results of varying school
environments than has hitherto been

possible.
The Bureau has at its disposal funds

which make possible a programme of
work extending over a term of years.

Through its Department of Information
the Bureau offers its services freely to
those desiring information on current ex
periments. It asks the co-operation of
all engaged in lines of work similar to its
own. Those interested in the general
work of the Bureau are invited to address
the Chairman of the Working Council,
16 West 8th Street, New York City.

Bulletin No. 7 describes Camp Liberty,,
a farm-cadet experiment carried on by
the Bureau of Educational Experiments
in co-operation with the farmers of a New
York State Community and twenty-five
young men of New York City. Extracts
of letters from farmers and boys show the
entire success of the enterprise from both
points of view. One boy thus describes
his return to city life :—

When I arrived at the foot of Twenty-third
Street I wanted to go back because I saw people
running this way and that way, and the
chimneys with the black smoke enveloping the

city. It's very tough when a fellow must live in
the city. Push on the opening of camp next
year with a vigorous punch if you want to save
a poor, tormented soul.

EXTRACTS FROM AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL PAPERS

THE following extracts have been

taken in sequence from the Kinder
garten Primary Magazine, Education,
Modern School, School Life, and the last,
"An Opportunity School," is reprinted
in full from the American Magazine:

Bad Boy Reclaimed
" The worst boy in one of the public

schools of Wichita, Kansas, was re
claimed simply by putting him to study
ing birds and their habits. Miss Ger
trude E. Martin, his teacher, tells about
it this month in ' The Kansas Teacher.

'

Here was a boy truant, who ' swore like
a pirate,' fought like a wild cat, teased
the girls, killed birds and robbed their
nests. He was the terror of the neigh
bourhood. Mothers wouldn't let their
good boys play with him. He was on the

way to the reform school, and from that
it is only one step to the penitentiary.

" A good many school teachers would
have helped the ruin of this boy by expel
ling him from school ; but Miss Martin,
a bird-lover herself, had discovered that
any boy or girl can easily be interested in
birds. There seems to be some sort of an

affinity between children and birds when
the children are taught to watch birds,
listen to them, and study their nests and
habits, and Miss Martin took the bird
route to this boy's heart. She taught him

the names of the different birds, the differ
ence in their plumage and ways of build
ing nests, and all about them. One day
he came into the schoolroom with a dead
sparrow in his hand.

" ' I found it on the ground, and I'm
afraid the boys will step on it,' he said.

" It turned out that he was not a bad

boy at all. Most ' bad boys
' are not.

He was simply overflowing with energy
and was longing for something to expend
his deep sympathy on. The teacher
understood, switched his energy and sym
pathy from wrong ways of expression and
centred it upon birds. This led to

tramps in the timber along the Arkansas
River bottoms, to an intimate study of
trees and wild flowers, and a deep love
of all outdoor life, and thus the boy came
to his real self.

" But this is not all. The bird study-

spread through the whole school, and to
other schools in Wichita, and bird clubs
were formed, and it was found that child
ren became so much interested in bird
study that they were more alive to all the
other school activities, and now it is

planned to extend bird study to every
school in tne state.

" This is an important thing when one
considers that Kansas loses millions of
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dollars every year from insects which de

stroy crops, and that birds are the best
insect destroyers. It pays in dollars to
protect the birds, to say nothing- of the
joy birds may bring into our lives if we
will only learn to value their companion
ship."

* * #

School and Home Garden Movement
" * I * HE Government at Washington

A reports the following results of the
school and home garden movement
throughout the country. One million
five hundred thousand boys and girls have
responded to the call of the President and
enlisted in the U.S. School Garden Army.
Twenty thousand acres of unproductive
home and vacant lots have been converted
into productive land. Fifty thousand
teachers have received valuable instruc
tion in gardening through the garden
leaflets written by experts and distributed
from Washington. Boards of Education
and other civic organisations have been
influenced to give financial and moral sup
port to the school and home garden move
ment, and to pay extra salaries for super
vision and teaching. Hundreds of thou
sands of parents have become interested
in the garden movement and are working
with their children in home gardens.
Thousands of civic, commercial and pa
triotic organisations have become inter
ested in the movement and are giving it
hearty support. One million five hundred
thousand children have been given some
thing to do this summer, something that
will help carry the burdens of their coun
try in this struggle for freedom, some
thing that will help them to build charac
ter, and something that will appeal to and
develop their patriotism. Home and
vacant lot gardening in cities, towns and
villages has been dignified and made
popular to a degree that practically in
sures it a prominent place in the school
system of our country. It would be diffi
cult to estimate the educational an J
material value of such results."

* * *
A Plan to Educate the Workers" A PLAN which is thoroughly in accord

with the democratic spirit of our age
and this free land of America has been

inaugurated by the Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U.S. Commissioner of Education. He
proposes to secure for workmen some of
the higher intellectual pleasures and privi
leges which have heretofore been eligible
only to the more highly favoured few who
have had larger means and greater con
trol of their time. Mr. Claxton thinks
that the workers have a capacity for intel
lectual pursuits which is fully equal to
that of those who have the means and
therefore the time to attend the colleges
and university courses. Assuming an
eight-hour working day, with the liberal
allowance of ten hours for sleep, there
remain more than 2,600 hours a year, of
which at least 730, it is urged,

' might
well be given to the higher education.'
Self-education it would not altogether be,
in Dr. Claxton \s plan, for in the great
cities he would have temples built—for
New York City one '

every ten blocks or
so '— ' where the labourers could gatiier
for a couple of hours a day to the nourish
ing and enlarging of their minds.' He
thinks that money ought to be obtainable
to carry out this idea, and that the
workers will welcome such opportunities
"and hasten to avail themselves of them—
to their own relief from the monotony of
the everlasting grind of labour—and that
they would be healthier, happier, and
more skilful in their toil."

* # *

Extract from " Children and the Future
Art of the Theatre," by Jacques
Copeau, tr. by Carl Zigrosser

" UNCOURAGE children in their play,
-•—'the creative activity of free and

happy children in a new world every hour
of their inventive existence. Understand,
stimulate, develop in them the need for
diversion which is really a dramatic aspir
ation. Such is the very simple attitude
we take, thereby following the best of
modern school methods. It is a question
of encouraging simultaneously and har
moniously certain faculties which no
amount of specialisation later will be able
to warp. Gymnastics, dancing, singing,
painting, drawing, architecture, a taste
for costume, poetry, improvisation are
among those pastimes which can easilv
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become an intimate part of a child's
activity without any idea of representation
or ambition for a diploma, but solely for
their own sakes, through inner need or
■exuberance. When these are added to

the study of languages, of geometry, of
history, weaving, of clay-modelling,, and
the other sciences, arts and crafts, the:

child's education is well planned. Ac
quaintance with, love and respect for, the

great dramatic masterpieces, these come

before any fancy for interpretation. The
need for self-expression, when there is an
outlet, springs from the very soul of the
child, even in his emotions ; it unfolds

according to his imaginative processes,
and later incomes mingled, when he i;

-.

attentive, with the memories of his read

ing and the stories told to him, of the

figures of history, romance and legend,
of the characters of his own dreams and
those which he sees about him which he

deforms and parodies, all this is within
him, lives within him. It is his heritage.
Never will he find himself, later in life,

face to face with a literary work as an

object of interpretation. No, all works
of art are within him. He does not have
to change towards it. He does not even
have to be called towards it. He continues
to be himself, he does not cease to exist
the moment that fiction takes possession
of his gestures, of his thought, and of all
his reactions.

" The child sleeps and wakes with this
hero to whom he promises life by every
action. He takes down from his bed a

knightly sword which he has forged and
and perfected with his own hands. In a

garden thicket he gathers the verdant
train of his princes. He knows how to
ride and guide a branch of a tree as if it

were a fairy steed. If you are able to
admire as he does the properties of his
imagination, if you can live as he docs
with the same seriousness, the same sor
rows and the same outbursts of joy,
among the phantoms with which he

peoples his dreams, what new sources of
incomparable virgin beauty would be un

earthed.
" I have near me three children whose

unconscious genius amazes me. I have
seen them create, without effort, forms,

colours, objects, costumes, and disguises,
invent movements, plots, people and
characters — in a word, transfigure every
thing that came near them. I have seen

their taste form itself with perfect surety
without having the least effect on their
naivete. I have seen their example in

spire children of their own age to mingle
with their play, and rejuvenate adults who
came to take part in their entertainments
which they celebrated with an antique
candour.

" That is why I believe that without
scientific pedantry, without scholastic
theories, merely with good sense, sound
faith and love, we may gradually be able
to form in future days a miniature college
of beautiful, simple and robust children,

capable of creating a pure tradition and
endowing the art of the theatre with
religious dignity."

* * *
Classification of Exceptional Children
" rT*,HE Department of Education, De-

A troit, Michigan, has organised ten

types of classes designed to accommodate
all of the groups of exceptional children
in the schools. These classes are differen
tiated in the following way, according to

a bulletin published by the Detroit Board
of Education.

"
1. Special advanced class of super

normal children who are able to do more
work than can the child of the regular"
grades. Pupils above the sixth grade are
eligible."

2. Special preparatory class. Normal
boys and girls who through sickness or
lack of educational advantages have be

come retarded are admissible. Oppor
tunity is given for intensive study enabling

a child to make up a deficit more quickly.
"

3
. Open-air classes for anaemic

children and those having incipient tuber
culosis. Medical attention, proper food
and clothing, rest and school work are
combined. The delicate child continues
work without detriment to its health.

" 4. Speech-correction class. For the
child with poor speech control, indicated
by stammering, lisping, baby talk.

"
5. Ungraded class. For boys only.

Here are gathered disciplinary cases and
chronic truans, boys who cannot adjust
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themselves socially to the regular school
environment.

"
6. School for the blind. The totally

blind are here taught the Braille system.
There are also partial sighted classes for
those of vision so defective as to need

enlarged type."
7. School for cripples. For the child

physically disabled. Children are taken
to and from school in police patrols. Only
children too crippled to walk to the nearest
school are admissible.

"
8. School for the deaf. Either those

totally deaf or so defective as to be handi

capped in regular work. Here is taught
the oral method of lip-reading —not the
sign language.

"
9. Special class for the feeble-minded

and border-line cases under fourteen
years. It lays stress on handwork and
simplified methods of instruction in
academic subjects. The teachers all have
special training for their work."

10. Prevocational class for the border
line cases and feeble-minded over fourteen
years of age. It is of the same type as
the preceding, but the sexes are here
separated. A maximum amount of the
manual arts is taught and a minimum of
academic subjects. It prepares children
to enter life socially competent." A psychological clinic examines all
children and serves as a clearing house
for the special classes."

We have to announce with regret that our Contributor Miss Theodora

MacGregor died [suddenly from Influenza followed by Pneumonia a few days

after sending in the manuscript of
" Educational Notes." Miss MacGregor had

contributed these notes since they were started a few months ago, and we have

received many appreciations of the wealth of information which she was able to

put before her readers with regard to the more idealistic and progressive

movements in the Educational World of the day. By her death the " Herald

of the Star "
suffers a great loss and she leaves a gap which it will be hard to fill.



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

By "FEMINA"

[A monthly record of matters connected with the rapidly growing part that women are playing
in the public life of the world.]

WE
are glad to note that the

need and the demand for
women to sit at the Peace Con
ference, backed by a commit

tee of women-experts to deal with the
questions specially affecting their in
terests, has been powerfully urged by the
Women's Freedom League. The women
of the United States have advanced a

similar plea ; and the National Union of
Women's Suffrage Societies has made a

strong appeal on behalf of woman's right
to investigate, at and through the Con
ference, the case of deported and impri
soned women. We quote from the noble
manifesto of the Women's Freedom
League (issued in the form of an "

Open
Letter " to the Premier) urging the
claims of these "

helpless women victims,
tragic prisoners of war and of lust, de

ported from Allied countries by the
enemy in East and West "

:—

"They have no military value; they
had no power to resist ; their fate is
a hideous nightmare. Women must be
on the Peace Conference to ensure that
these unfortunates shall not be entirely
lost. Women will be able to suggest
and carry out means of search and
identification. A peace which leaves
out of count these tortured women is
not complete. Women are needed to
undertake this tragic duty. You have
faith in women. Put it into practice
and give them power at the Peace
Conference. "

* * *

Soon after these words are in the hands
of our leaders, President Wilson will, in
all probability, be back in America. His

presence at the White House by mid-
March is, indeed, made imperative and

indispensable by that article of the
American Constitution which requires
that every Act of Congress should receive
the President's signature within ten days
of its passage. As the present session
of Congress will come to its natural end
early in March it follows that the Presi
dent's return cannot longer be delayed.
At this moment it seems probable, if not
certain, that his many memorable and
illustrious achievements will be crowned
by the establishment of a permanent
peace, based on a sure foundation ; that
he will leave a League of Nations in
being behind him, as the enduring memo
rial of his historic visit to Europe. The
women of all the Allied nations, by the
way, have done much to contribute to
the eclat of that visit by the heartfelt
tributes and demonstrations of gratitude
they have everywhere showered upon him.
At the time of writing, Frenchwomen,
teachers, factory workers or " midi-
nettes," post-office and shop workers,
and those engaged in social reform —are
just about to organise a special demon
stration in his honour; as the statesman
whose intervention, they claim, "

put an
end to the horrible war," and whose"

clear and firm mind," they believe, will
make peace stable and indestructible.
English and Italian women, too, have
vied with one another in expressing their
gratitude. And, indeed, few can have
deserved better of the women of all
nations than the great suffragist who is
also the world's peacemaker.

* * *

Peace and Presidential items take pre
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cedence of all others in the world of
women as this article goes to press; but

there are many other events of interest to
record. In India there is a renewal of
the movement for breaking down the sex
barrier in politics ; supporters of the

cause urging that to give the vote to
some w-omen (only a limited franchise is

recommended, we think wisely) will be

tt> strengthen that corollary movement
for the educational advancement of
women which " the powers that be

"
de

sire to forward. It is deeply to be re

gretted that at this moment, when the
friends of freedom for India's woman
hood are so urgently needed, so powerful
and influential a champion of the
Woman's Movement there as Her High
ness Nandkunvarba, C.I. (Maharani of
Bhavnagar, Kathiawar, Bombay Presi
dency), should have passed away. Her
Highness was particularly interested in
the education of girls and women and in
the development of medical and sanitary
institutions. On the strength of her work
as a woman editor in her own countrv
she was invited to become a member of the
Society of Women Journalists, London,
and accepted the invitation. She leaves
three sons, and a record of invaluable
work in the British cause during the war,
as in the cause of her countrywomen at all
times.

* * *

The despatch of a million rubber teats
for the starving babies of Germanv by
the Women's International League was
a welcome sign of the reawakening of
humanity towards

" the enemy." Our
quarrel was certainly not with German
babies, who are as truly the victims of
their country's former military autocracy
as the Belgian babies were before them.
German women, it is to be noted, exer
cised the franchise for the first time at
the recent election with praiseworthy de

termination and intelligence, and, appa
rently, with admirable results. The.

atrocities committed by the Prussian
war-lords cannot, of course, be too
strongly condemned. But the people of
Germany, having at long last thrown off
their brutal and degrading yoke, seem

inclined to work out their own political
salvation by a process of democratisation
as rapid as it is thorough. The Sparta-
cus Party's resort to "extreme action

"

has, however, borne bitter fruit in the
lynching of such true and tried friends
of freedom as Ur. Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxembourg. Women reformers every
where felt a thrill of sympathetic horror
and indignation at the fate of the latter.

* * *

The domestic service problem becomes
increasingly acute in spite of all efforts to
solve it. It has been suggested that the
Government grant of 25s. weekly to un
employed war workers has something to
do with the reluctance of the pre-war
servant girls to resume their former
work. We ourselves think that the lack
of freedom and the "

slavey
"

stigma
attached to domestic servitude are re
sponsible. Raise the status of the"

home-help's
"

profession to the level of
the hospital nurse's and school-teacher's,
give her fair play and fair pay, and the
servant problem will solve itself.

* * *

Women are still breaking new ground
and winning new honours. Miss Chris-
tabel K 11is—one of the first women to
drive a four-furrow plough across an
English hillside — is also Commandant of
the Women's Legion of the Motor-
Drivers' Section. The Murchison Medal
has been awarded to Miss Gertrude Ellis,
I). Sc. (N'ewnham College, Cambridge)
by the Council of the Geological Society ;

and the Murchison Fund to Mrs. Eleanor
Ried, B.Sc, F.L.S. The Royal Society
of Painter-Etchers and Engravers has
elected Miss Greta Delleany as an Asso
ciate ; and Miss Helena Xormanton has
again appealed for admission to the ranks
of duly accredited law students, with a
view to a call to the Bar. Naval women
and firewomen are now with us. Only
one element — the air— is still barred to
the sex, by a recent order of the Air
Council. It is expected, however, that
even this prohibition will be removed
before long. Truly, woman's star is in
the ascendant !

" Femina "



A LIST OF BOOKS BY MABEL COLLINS
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LIGHT ON THE PATH AND
KARMA : with Notes and Comments

RULES FROM
THE PATH

LIGHT ON

1/6

2/6
Lea.

A treatise written for the personal use of
those who are ignorant of the Eastern
Wisdom, written down by M.C.
Bijou pocket edition.

THE AWAKENING

THE BUILDERS

2/6 An interesting account of the way in
which Light on the Path was obtained

1/4 ^ record of human work in the unseen
world.

THROUGH
GOLD

THE GATES OF 3/- Man passes through these gates when he
casts off his limitations.

THE IDYLL
LOTUS

OF THE WHITE 3/- A charming story of much occult signi
ficance.

THE STORY OF SENSA 2/- A Story of
Egypt.

Black Magic in Ancient

ONE LIFE: ONE LAW 1/4

WHEN THE
NORTHWARD

ILLUSIONS

SUN MOVES 2/6

Showing the evil effects of cruelty in the
visible and invisible worlds.

Shows the fundamental connection
between the ceremonies of the great
religions and the facts of nature.

2/- Five illusions which hide the true nature
of man and life from human gaze.

THE INTERNATIONAL NEW THOUGHT ALLIANCE hJESSS™.
THE HIGHER THOUGHT CENTRE, 39, Maddox Street, Regent Street, W. 1.

Vke-rrtslftlf far Itc Brills*Isle. J. MICE WALLACE.M.t. MARCH. Scciiurt. MISSA. M.CALLOW.
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Speakers : Miss Collet and Miss Lena Ashwell,

Also at 40. COURTFIELD GARDENS, S.W. 5. 11.30 ft.m.; and 39. MADDOX STREET, W. 1.6.30 p.m.
MONTHLY CONFERENCE, 30th inst.. 4.0-7.0 p.m., at THE LECTURE HALL, 3. VERE STREET.
Snbject : "WHAT IS "EFFECTUAL' PRAYER?" Speakers: Mrs.James Allen. Mr.W. Loftus Hare. Miss Ethne
Tathani, Miss Beatrice Hope. J. Bruce Wallace, M.A. All Interested are cordially invited.

MISS LAURA SMITHS0N, lr.a.h elocution a
Summer School held at Stratford-on-Avon during Festival.

Recommended by Sir Frank Benson, Miss Lilian BaylU, The Counter of Cromartie.
Lady Gomme, Ben Greet, Esq., William Pool, E.sq.

"VOICE PRODUCTION & DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE.
Pupils prepared lorL.R.A.M. ELOCUTION DIPLOMA. Schools within reach ol London visited.

A special study Is made of STAMMERING and OTHER DEFECTS OF SPEECH.
: 108, ABBEY ROAD MANSIONS, N.W. 8.

" Education as Service.'

penrttb Hew>=5cbool,
Co-educational Day and Boarding School and Kindergarten.

Ibenoon Xane, C.E., ftncbleg, fl.3.
Principals: Miss F. V. CREATON,F.T.%., Miss E. ALDEN BRAY,F.T.S.

Local Branch of the Incorporated London Academy of Music

Rhythmic elllethoJ Classes and Private Lessons.

OUTSIDE PUPILS TAKEN.
Open-air School. Full curriculum on Progressive lines.

Public Examinations If desired.

All Inquiries respecting ADVERTISEMENTS to be addressed to
Miss FRANCES L. FULLER, 99, New Bond Street, W.I.

Tel, : Mavfair 2421.
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SPECIAL COURSE OF INSTRUCTION FOR LADIES
STARTING VILLAGE INDUSTRIES in Spinning Wool
and Flax by the Wheel and from the Distaff. Weaving,
Vegetable Dyeing, Sandal Making, Greek Gymnastics, &c.

There is an overwhelmingdemandat the momentfor all yarn spun by hand. THF ALSTON STUDIO will provide the
raw materialand furchau all that is properly spun. Every one in the householdcan learn this beautiful and interesting

craft. A Spinning-wheelis a real toy in tht Home.

Apply THE ALSTON STUDIO, 8, NEW BOND STREET, W.I. Telephone :

LADY DISPENSERS
NEXT COMPLETE COURSE OF TRAINING MAY 7th.

Over 1,000 Ladies have qualified as Dispensers
from the College since it was established in 1874.

WESTMINSTER COLLEGE, 190, CLAPHAM ROAD, S.W.9.
Principal*: G. S. V. WILLS, Ph.C. (Founder, 1874). P. H. WOODNOTH, M.P.S.

Prospectus post free on Application. Telephone: 1728 Brixton.

THE NEW THOUGHT CENTRE (Founded by Julia Seton. M.D.)
MISS E. Q. OWEN.

3, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, W. 1.

TbU Centre bat no connection with any other London Organisation.
SUNDAY MORNING 8ERVICE8 at 11.15a.m.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, and THURSDAY. Lectures on The Silence, Concentration, etc.
For Syllabus, apply to Secretary. All Lectures and Cla»ea Free.

17, FINCHLEY ROAD,
ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.8

has opened as an experiment to offer a first-clas*

THE LONDON GARDEN SCHOOL,
has opened as an experiment to c

MODERN EDUCATION ON NATURAL LINES.
Open-air classes, Eurvthmics, Swedish Drill, Dancing, Music Appreciation, Acting, Singing, Drawing,
Painting, History of Art, Gardening, Cookery, Fine Laundry, Handicrafts. BOARDERS taken who do

some share of the service of the house.

Co-education during Preparatory age.
Principals

(*
* Christ in you the Hope o
f Qlory")

"THE BHAGAVAD

The
Vacancy for one little boy boarder.

Misses Manville,

Mew Publication. —Mow Ready.

GITA INTERPRETED
In the Light of Christian Tradition. By HOLDEN EDWARD SAMPSON.

Of Booksellers, or W. Rider & Son, Ltd., Paternoster Row, London, E.C.
Price, 3/6 nett ; 3/10 pott free.

33

GREEK GYMNASTICS & DANCES.
VIOLET ALSTON (Pupil of Raymond Duncan) holds Classes, takes
private pupils, and is also prepared to accept engagements for the

INTERPRETATION OF MUSIC by MOVEMENT.
TERM COMMENCES ANY TIME.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY

THE ALSTON STUDIO, 8
, NEW BOND STREET, W.t
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TWO SONNETS TO TWO POETS

SHAKESPEARE

O ! in this mighty forest let me dwell

A neighbour to its vast and teeming brood,

Till I have learn'd their lineaments, have woo'd
Each shy, sweet nymph, have made each faery tell

The secret of her being, have forc'd the spell

From creatures fair and foul,—have understood

Something of this soul-baffling plenitude,

Peopling high heaven and earth and deepest hell.

Then, when each flowery coppice I have thrid,
Peer'd in each cavern dark and mounted high
On every bald-head crag—Then let me die,

My corse all strewn with leaves both fresh and dead ;

The while my Spirit, soaring overhead,

Melts in the Soul of that o'er-arching Sky.

KEATS
O, saffron-robed, melodious, violet-wreath'd !

What shall I say to thee, sweet friend, who livest

The gentlest beauty that has e'er outbreath'd

Its soul in verse? —I thank thee, that thou givest
Something for us to strive for, something pure

As skies at even, something that wears the dew

Of the world's youth upon 't
,

something that's true

With the deep beauty that shall aye endure.

What Poet can do more? —O, they who sing,
Be they or high or low, give forth their heart,

Not that the world be hush'd in wondering,
But that their very effluence may impart

Unto each tongue-tied soul, like pulsing Spring,
The vocal, sweet fecundity of art.

E. A.



WE take the following- from the Daily
Express of March 10 :—

The twelve sects of Japanese Buddhists have
met in conference to frame their idea of what
should constitute a just and lasting peace, and
have drawn up a manifesto which is being trans
mitted to the Peace Conference in the care of
Marquis Saionji.

The right reverend abbots and prelates who
sign the document point out that the peace of the
world is based on Humanism, which consists in
the practice of charity and philanthropy. Reali
sation of this principle is the essential aim of
the ever-merciful Buddha, who has never ceased
to pity the lot of man. The practical application
of this principle of great charity to international
affairs is that all idea of different treatment
among nations, be they great or small, powerful
or weak, civilised or uncivilised, as well as any
prejudices against races or religions, must give
way to a code of international relations based
on supreme impartiality.

Buddhism desires for itself equality with all
other religions, and will extend reciprocity to
all creeds. The Powers, animated by the same
principle, are called upon to sink all jealousies
and rivalries and freely to exchange their pro
ducts and their culture." Lastly, Buddhism desires that in regard to
all social and international enterprises, such as
the maintenance of peace, the extirpation of
abuses, the campaign for regenerating morals, a
perfect moral and intellectual agreement should
henceforth prevail among all nations, politi
cians, religionists, educators, and competent
persons of the economic world for common study
and mutual assistance," and in furtherance of
this great end, " we Buddhists are ready to
unite with religionists of the whole world."

THIS modest paragraph, tucked away
unobtrusively in the pages of a Lon

don daily, seems to us, in many ways, the
most remarkable item of news yet re

ceived in connection with the Peace Con
ference. Nothing- definite, of course, will
come of the proposal, so far as the Con

ference is concerned. It will doubtless be

received with a murmur expressive of
sympathy and respect, and then it will be

recorded in the Minutes—and so shelved.
But none the less it will have marked the

highest level reached in the deliberations
upon the future ordering- of the world. At
last, after all this political and economic
talk, someone has had the courage to sug
gest that the real basis of any future order
must be spiritual. There is a thrill and
an appeal about the words "great charity"
which is absent even from the language
of President Wilson's discourses upon the
League of Nations. The words are posi
tive ; much of the talk about the League of
Nations has been neg-ative merely. The
conception of a Comity of Peoples has
been treated as though it were only an

improved version of the Balance of Power.
It has been taken for granted that the

whole thing must ultimately rest on force.
Perhaps it must. But in any case, the
idea that it should really rest on a deeper
positive quality in human nature is re

freshing, even though it may be unpracti
cal, and something in every human heart
will respond to the tone of the Buddhist

appeal.
* # *

THE truth of the matter is that we
have allowed ourselves to hope too

much from the Peace Conference. The
Press of every Allied country has spoken
of it as the body which is to determine
the future of the world. Many members
of the Conference, notably President Wil
son, have allowed their own individual
idealism to colour their conception of its
functions; and the consequence has been

that the public, keyed up to great expecta
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tions, has been conscious of a singular dis

illusionment. Instead of a spiritual
Areopagus, debating high matters in the

loftiest spirit, it has witnessed something
little above the level of an ordinary Board
Meeting. The spaciousness of the prob
lems under review should not blind us to

this patent fact. So far as the real future
of humanity is concerned, the Peace Con
ference has, and always has had, a very
limited task to perform. Its main work
is one of prevention ; it has little to do
with creation. At best it can only sketch
out the external forms in which the inter
national life of the future is to be clothed.
It cannot touch that life itself. That its
general tone has been prosaic is due to the
fact that it is only the prose of things with
which it is called upon to deal. In other
words, the tone has been the clearest indi
cation of the function. The mistake has
lain with those who expected anything
more. The time will come soon when the
delegates will disperse to their several
countries, having performed their ap
pointed task. They must not be disap
pointed if the world is, for all practical
purposes, very much the same place as
it was before they set themselves to re

shape it. Certain new arrangements will
have been contrived, with a presumably
adequate force at their back to ensure
their maintenance for a certain period of
time. But that is all. The real rebuild
ing of the world will come about in quite
another way. The Delegates to the Peace
Conference will have every cause for con
gratulation if the arrangements which
they have devised shall have done some
thing to make that rebuilding a little
easier.

# * *

ONLY out of life itself can life be re
built. What is going to regenerate

the world is the re-awakening, in the heart
of humanity, of a certain noble trust in
itself which it has at present lost. Low
standards and mean motives are at present
accepted as normal. The words "

human
nature " are commonly used in a deroga
tory sense. Particularly in all matters re
lating to public life— in politics and busi
ness—there is a deeply-rooted cynicism of

outlook which has come to be accepted as

inevitable. Only when this great illusion is
dispelled can the world really advance to

something better and nobler. Men have
to awaken to the consciousness that
human nature is capable of all things—of
the highest as well as of the meanest. We
have acquiesced too long in an ignoble
estimate of ourselves. We have been

cowed into a distrust of ideals. The Great
Movement will come when we shall once
more dare to be idealists and to approach
our problems as idealists. Only then will
our envisaging of world-conditions be
lifted from the calculating and huckster
ing level at which it rests at present.
Meanwhile we shall continue to weigh
everything up in terms of pecuniary profit
and loss, because for us this is the "

prac
tical

"
way of looking at things. And per

haps it is useless even to suggest, at the
moment, that there is another point of
view. Some day, however, it may be

come plain that we cannot talk about a
New Age, while still clinging desperately

(and unimaginatively) to the formulae of
the age which is past. But it may need an

incredible disaster to bring this home to
us.

* * *

T S such a disaster likely to happen ? Not
a few thoughtful people are asking

themselves this question. It is a question
which it is the task of The Herald of
the Star to probe into and examine. It
had been our intention to say something
about it this month; but events are
moving so rapidly and the situation
changes so much from day to day that we
have decided to hold it over till our next
month's issue. By that time the Prelimi
nary Peace ought to have been signed—
if all goes well. Many other things, great
and small, may have happened to affect the
general situation. It will be much more
possible to venture on a forecast of the
probable trend of events when we have
seen the results of the first contact of the
Versailles Conference with the German
Representatives. Absorbingly interest
ing, therefore, though the situation is at
the moment, we prefer to reserve our
remarks until next month.



FAITH AND EDUCATION
"By E. SHARWOOD SMITH

[According to Mr. Sharwood Smith, education should be defined as the liberation of the

higher self. The present very interesting article draws some of the logical conclusions from
this definition]

IF
ever I had the temerity to preach

a sermon to teachers —which Heaven
forbid— I think I should take for my

text the verse from one of the
Gospels, I fancy St. Luke's, which is

quoted at the end of Bacon's Essay on
Truth, to the effect that when Christ
cometh, He shall not find faith on the
earth !

What the orthodox interpretation of
faith is at the present moment I do not
know— I have heard many different ver
sions from different pulpits —but in my
mind there is no sort of doubt that what
is meant in the Gospels and Pauline
epistles by the word is an intense belief
in the infinite possibilities of human
nature, a certain conviction that we can
all of us rise to heights hardly dreamed
of yet. It is a true and a deep saying
that man is an inhabitant of two worlds,
and the pity —the tragedy of his condi
tion— lies in this, that he is never quite
at home in either. Hamlet could be

bounded in a nutshell and count himself
king of infinite space, were it not that
he had bad dreams. And Hamlet is not
the only person who has suffered from
bad dreams. All of us are visited by
them at times, those nightmares of our
lower nature which keep us back from
trusting to the higher self—the divine
power insurgent within. And teachers
particularly suffer from very bad dreams,
dreams of distrust, suspicion, fear about
their pupils. They cannot believe in the
ability of the young branch to grow
straight unless it is continually coaxed
and coerced and interfered with. Many
of them seem to have a rooted disbelief
in the innate goodness, or shall I say
the innate trend towards goodness, in

those they educate. They never put
their expectation high enough. They find

it very difficult to see the swanhood im
plicit in the ugly duckling. Indeed, many
of them seem to prefer the dull waddling
domestic duck to the splendid way
wardness of the wild swan. The duck
is so much more safe and satisfactory.
He gives us little trouble, he will feed
out of your hand, but the swan !—what
eccentricities, what perturbations while he

is nearing his tumultuous youth ! So let
us check and correct the swanhood while
we can, until your beautiful swan turn
as he may turn, at any rate in my
metaphor, into the veriest goose —or
worse.

I have listened in my time to many
definitions of education, and I have been

dissatisfied with them all. Nearly all fail
by setting the aim far too low. To my
mind education is the deliverance of the
spirit—the liberation of the higher self,
or it is nothing worth. Is this to take
too exalted, too fantastic a view ? And
how with that idea could we settle the
eternal quarrels that occur and recur about
the various subjects of the timetable, and
their correlation and so forth? Easily—
because there would be no quarrels to
settle. It is a great maxim of Plotinus
that the lower must always be interpreted
in terms of the higher, not vice vcrsd,
and if we hold fast to that point of view
it matters hardly at all what we teach,
but it matters enormously how we teach,
or I would prefer to say what is our at
titude towards learning. Indeed it is

what the teacher is that matters, not
what he teaches. And I am certain that
attitude must be one of faith and trust
and confidence. We shall attach very
little importance to an elaborate system
of rewards and punishments, or to nicely
calculated inducement to learning in the
shape of prizes, we shall not pin our faith
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to the artificial stimulus of competition or
a complicated ritual of marks and form-
crders and merit lists, which make the
term, and especially the end of the term,
a long agony to many a weary spirit.
There will be no heavy atmosphere of

solemnity and repression and restraint
such as hangs like a thick cloud round
the very walls of some schools, no speak
ing with bated breath, no pontifical at
titude on the part of the teacher, no walk
ing on tiptoe through the corridors, no

embargo on a certain amount of noise,
even an outburst of laughter in the

passages when no actual work is pro
ceeding.

In our ideal school no automatic penal
ties will follow on small offences against
scholastic decorum, there will be no net
work of rules and regulations to trap and
enmesh the heedless innocence of child
hood.

Does this sound like a go-as-you-
please and do-as-you-like system —a kind
of Bolshevism in education ? Possibly
it does to many people, and it is just here
that any description in words inevitably
fails. I do not hope that I shall succeed
exactly in conveying what I mean, though
I should very much like to succeed. It
is a question of atmosphere, of the point
of view adopted in the school ; of the
principles on which the education is
based. Details do not matter very much,
though, of course, details show what is
in the mind of those who arrange them.
Offences will come of course, and offences
will have to be corrected, but it all de

pends on the spirit in which they are
corrected. That is what I mean by
liberty, not license, not anarchy, but a

spirit of faith and hope and confidence,
a belief that children should be allowed
the freest possible expression of them
selves without confusion or indiscipline.
Again, and I cannot repeat it too often,
it is simply and solely a question of at
mosphere. And I suppose that atmos
phere depends entirely on the personality
of the teacher. And one teacher may be

very strict and another somewhat lax,
and it does not matter. But I am sure
the real teacher, whether strict in his dis
cipline or careless about the outward

things so long as the desire to learn is

present, will be content to sow the seed
and not eagerly dig up the ground every
few days to see if it is growing. He will
realise that the seed grows secretly, if
it is to grow at all. It is the subcon
scious work of the mind that is every
thing in education. It is a poor teacher
who insists on perfect accuracy and
thorough knowledge in the early stages
of learning, who demands constant repe
tition of the same thing, who attaches
a high importance to grammar for its
own sake, who will allow no fresh step
to be taken until the whole of the previous
ground has been minutely and meticu
lously explored. It is here I feel sure
that the over-conscientious teacher who
lacks inspiration and faith nearly always
fails. He will not trust to silent growth,
but desires immediate results. He shows
a complete disbelief in the subconscious
work of the mind, constantly forces the
child's reserve, above all is a convinced
believer in examinations. Now, apart
from any other objection to this attitude
of mind, it is fairly certain that know
ledge does not grow in this way by tessel
lation —by adding one fragment to an
other until a huge mosaic is built up, by
a process of agglutination as in the
Chinese language. The intelligence,
rather, seems to me to work after the
fashion of the painter, who first makes a
rough and hasty sketch of his whole sub
ject, and then proceeds to define it more
and more clearly. Too tidy a mind, too
methodical a habit at too early an age is
usually a sign of backwardness, of early
fossilisation. I will not stop to elaborate
this point. What I wish to maintain is
that if we are content to leave the gram
mar and the accuracy and the punctilious
neatness for a time, all would come
naturally and spontaneously in the proper
order of evolution, and a far higher stan
dard of intelligence would be attained in
the end, and, indeed, far more real
thoroughness if only we teachers trusted
more to the natural instincts and inter
fered less and less ourselves. It is im
possible to coerce in education ; all that
one can do is to give the facilities, pro
vide the atmosphere, supply the environ
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ment, and then, as far as possible, leave
the learner to learn for himself and
usually by himself. We learn as we live
by admiration, hope, and love, not by
means of constant proddings and the
stimulus of prizes and impositions.
These things may induce information, a

knowledge of external things, a parasitic
knowledge that quickly fades away, they
cannot educate the essential self.

Is it that the lesson of evolution has
not been fully learnt ? I wonder if there
would be an outburst of indignation on
the part of teachers if anyone made the

suggestion that they are not sufficiently
alive to the implications of that great
law? I imagine there would. And 1

readily admit that all whom I have met
who have thought about the question at
all would, without hesitation, admit that

growth and development are laws that

apply to all living creatures at any rate,
and most of all, therefore, to human

beings as the highest known manifesta
tion of the creative power of life. But
at the same time my experience has
caused me to feel grave doubts whether
all teachers, or indeed a majority of
them, consciously and consistently keep
this principle of growth before their eyes
and in their minds throughout their edu

cational practice. Is it not a true indict

ment against teachers as a class that

they are inclined to be over-conservative
and not very pervious to new ideas?

Of course, they are not singular in this.

It is a feature common enough in all

classes of society. It is the rare indivi
dual who varies from type, who becomes

a pioneer and blazes out an entirely new

track. Most are influenced by an oppo
site tendency, the vis inertice, the instinct
of resistance to change ; the love of imi
tation, of routine, of repetition. Like
imperfect actors they desire continually
to rehearse the same part, and fear to

take up one that is unknown. In other
words, they are under the domination
of the herd-instinct. I will not pause
to enquire whether this is a wise pro
vision of nature, in order that a drag
may be put on the wheels of change
for fear the pace become too fast and
too furious ; so fierce indeed as to

imperil seriously the stability of the
whole scheme of things. At any rate,
I imagine that everyone will admit that
this counter-tendency is widespread, and
is in constant tension against the other
principle — the passion for change, for
movement, for progress, if you like.

Possibly— I only throw out the sugges
tion — it is through this tension that the
world as we know it exists in more or
less stable equilibrium. Strife, said
Heracleitus, long ago, is the father of
all things. You must have resistance,
some friction is necessary to enable you
to move at all. There is nothing like
opposition to stir the resolute spirit to
more determined action. The bird can
only start its flight if it rises against the
wind. It would be easy to give hundreds
of instances of this law, but it is not
necessary. We have everywhere the
mighty opposites in perpetual conflict —
on the one side the power which makes
all things new, and on the other the
" force " of inertia, of routine, of sta
bility ; the clinging to the old paths
which it were sometimes gross flattery
to call " ruts "; the reluctance to try
any course that lacks a precedent. Is
this what some philosophers mean when

they talk of the spirit working against
the matter ? I cannot say, but at any
rate, we must realise that " matter," or
resistance, is necessary to the evolution
of spirit. Indeed, I should never be sur
prised to find that in the final analysis
matter is itself spirit in another form.
But while we admit that this opposition,
this resistance, is a condition of spirit-
growth, we must assert also, I think,
that the resistance is often too bitter and
too obstinate and unduly prolonged, to
such an extent that a deadlock often en

sues for a time, and the one force can
only move forward by a series of fierce
explosions which spread misery and de

vastation in its track. To this too obsti
nate resistance of the "herd," as well
as to the fight against the lower nature
in the individual, must be ascribed, I
think, the unhappiness which Aristotle
noticed as so regular a companion of
genius, and to this also the melancholy
and mental disturbance which I have re
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peatedly noticed in an adolescent boy or
girl of more than average ability, and of
character beyond the ordinary. It is
not a case altogether of good fighting
against evil. The real tragedies arise
when good is matched against another

good, possibly a lesser good, but still a

good, or rather what was once a good,
but has lost its savour. So in the larger
world, and so in the smaller world of
educational politics. Here lies the ex
planation of the failure to reconcile the
unceasing quarrel between the stalwart
partisans of the old " classical " train
ing and the advocates of modernism in
education. For it is a matter of common

experience that the most progressive
spirits are not all on one side. You will
not find reactionaries only in the camp
of classicists, nor will they be all of the
most enlightened type who clamour for
science and modern languages. The
reason is that the issue is badly confused.
It is a case of ignorant armies that clash
in the darkness. Neither side knows
exactly at what it is aiming. There are

perpetual cross-divisions. Many make

science the mighty rallying-cry, and
assures us that we have but to make

the teaching — I wish they would say the

learning—of science the chief feature in

our schools, and straightway a new
heaven and a new earth will shine into
our ken. Well, I hope it is not the
mark of a benighted reactionary to be

slow to accept so easy an assumption.
Let science be throned in all its might

and majesty in our schools, let her bear,
like the Turk, no brother near the throne,

and I venture to prophesy that in no very
long space of time the cries of disappoint
ment and dissatisfaction will rise no less

loudly than before. For if one goes
below the surface a little one will realise,
I think, that it is not a question of science
versus classics or modern subjects against
Greek, but a quarrel of the new spirit with
the old— the resistance of the ingrained
love of routine and imitation against the
burning desire to reform, to invent, to
create. And as you will certainly find
classical teachers in both camps, so I have
met not once or twice only some of the
loudest-voiced prophets of science clinging

with both hands to the banner of reaction
and routine. It is not classics nor the

ending of classics that matters, but a new

spirit. And I feel strongly that it is because

the principles at issue are so rarely re

vealed that we never seem to get forward
in the question. But how are we to tell

when to accept and when to resist? Well,
of course, this is a very difficult question
to answer off-hand. It is largely a matter
for the individual to settle for himself. He
must learn to read the signs of the times.

But there is, I fancy, a test that can
be always applied in cases of perplexity,
and that is

,

whether in what we advocate
we are aiming at an immediate result,
such, for instance, as success in examina
tions, material advancement, popular ap
proval, our own glorification, or a more
remote and less tangible good which will,
in our opinion, even if it be in the far-dis
tant future, help to awaken the higher
nature of those whom we are educating.

I do not think we should ever go far astray

if we laid down the principle that imme
diate results

'

in education are always
wrong. In education it is the imponder
ables alone that count. And surely the
teacher need never be afraid of moving
forward, of making experiments. That is
exactly what he is there for. He need not
be afraid of too little resistance, of moving
too fast. Society will apply the brake fast
enough.

We are all perhaps a little tired of the
controversy that has raged round the
Loom o

f Youth. I will only refer to it to
try and point my moral. The book, but
more particularly the reception of the
book, is certainly a portent of the times.

It is a symptom of something amiss in
the traditional conception of education,
of something even a little rotten in the
state of the schools. To that it owes, I

feel sure, its extraordinary vogue. It has
just hit one thought, the blind, uncon
scious feeling of many individuals who are
dissatisfied with things as they are, yet
cannot explain why they are dissatisfied.

And therein lies the danger if we do not
realise clearly what the symptoms por
tend. For those who clamour most loudly
for a change do not know what they want
and are almost certain to be led astray if
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a clear guidance is lacking. Commercial
arithmetic and a thorough business train
ing give no remedy for the disease, and
science, simply because" it is science, is
nothing but a palliative which in the end
will do more harm than good. To compel
everybody to be taught science, to make
science a necessary subject in all exami
nations, is to repeat the blunder which
has already been such a serious let and
hindrance to real education in the schools.
To give facilities for the study of science
is quite another thing. But it is not in
formation on more subjects that we need,

but more wisdom, more intelligence, in
applying what we know. And I believe
that can only be attained by giving far
greater freedom in the choice of subjects
and far more elasticity in the way they are
studied. That, I take it

,

put concisely, is

the demand of the new spirit in education.

Of course, in one sense there is always

a new spirit abroad. The very essence of
spirit is that it is creative. Growth never
ceases in spite of the resistance, indeed
because of the resistance. But there are
periods and crises in the world, the macro
cosm, just as there are in the little world
of men the microcosm, when the spirit is,
or seems at any rate to be, more active,
more determined, more rebellious, and
when it seems unable to endure the oppo
sition of inertia, when the struggle waxes
ever more and more violent, with more
and more disastrous convulsions, until the
victory is won or lost ; or am I wrong in
believing that such crises occur periodic
ally in the history of the world, when the
struggle of the spirit for growth, for ex
pansion, for a changed manifestation is

much more violent and much more obvious
than at others —when in effect evolution
becomes revolution and the current of the
world-life channels out for itself a new
bed altogether? And surely, if ever, we
are at such a crisis now. Indeed, the only
crumb of consolation that we can gather
from this late feast of the ghouls, this
devil's dance of carnage and mutilation,
this orgy of profiteering and shameless ex

ploitation, is the belief that it may mean

a

" break "—what the biologists call a
" mutation." New wine has been poured
out in abundance, and the bottles are of

the oldest. Do we not see the same thing
in the disturbances of adolescence? Just
as in the growing individual, though
growth or change never ceases altogether,
and there is no one minute, no least divi
sion of time, when one can point to a par
ticular stage being reached, and though
the preparation for the great change is

always steadily pressing on, there are, as

we know, certain moments when the
change is much more active and much
more visible and when it is accompanied
in many cases by somewhat violent p»:i-
turbations. And we seem to know that
whatever aim or purpose is most clearlv
envisaged by the adolescent at that stage
plays a part of supreme importance in the
after-life. It is indeed a sign of life, of
the troubling of the waters, but the angel
that has come down may for all his troub
ling leave the waters more stagnant than
before. The movement of to-day may be

a movement to higher and nobler things,
but it may just as easily mean a descent
and a degradation.

The spirit that I have seen, says Ham
let, may be a cursed spirit. It depends
entirely on how we handle the situation.
And it is just at these crises that the herd
instinct, the dislike of the least variation
from the established routine, the deter
mination to stand in the old paths, may
easily lead us to disaster. We can dam
up the current if we like, and force it to
overflow its banks and so spread ruin and
devastation everywhere —or we can wel
come it and guide it

,

not resist it
,

but con
trol it; not seek to force it back, but
make a strong and deep channel along
which the waters may flow in a calm and
even flood to their appointed outlet. The
destructive cataract may be turned into
a fertilising river.

But I am travelling far from The Loom

o
f Youth. To return to it then for a

moment, I would like just to suggest
that those to whom the book appears to
be an unfair and ill-tempered attack, the
laying of a rude profaning hand on the
Holy of Holies, are exactly those who
are too blind to read the signs of the
times. Of course, a very good case can
be made out for the public schools. Thev
have played an admirable part in the
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education of the country. They were the
first to teach the value of freedom and

self-government, particularly in the con
duct of the games. But the freedom has
not gone far enough even there ; indeed,
it has sometimes been turned into a

tyranny, and they have for the most part
signally failed to see that the same prin
ciple applies to things of the mind and
to questions of religion and morality.
One good custom has corrupted the
whole. Some of the famous schools of
old are now far too securely entrenched
in tradition and routine. The spirit has
hardened into matter. They have lost
faith in the higher self of their pupils,
in their own ability to move forward on
the path of evolution. They have become
centres of resistance to the spirit, and its
quickening powers are in abeyance, if not
wholly lost. Teaching has become a

matter of dogma and authority, instead
of the freest interplay of question and
answer. And the task of the schools, as
I conceive it

,

is to liberate the higher self,
to give free play to the upward aspira
tions of the soul. Of course, I admit
at once that there are humbler functions
to be performed as well. The teacher
has to be an instructor, but not merely
an instructor. He must have the ideal
and the vision as a lamp to illuminate all
his efforts. Or are we content to con
ceive the function of education to be, as

I have several times heard it defined,
merely the bringing up of the younger
generation to carry on the traditions of
their elders, to fit the child for his en

vironment rather than to inspire him to
transcend his environment, to do the same
things over and over again, to copy and
repeat and imitate and rehearse?

Naturally, the necessary work of the
world must be performed, but all depends
on the spirit with which it is carried on,
whether it be in accordance with the
transient fashion of the times, or after
the pattern laid up in the mount, from
the point of view of the moment, or suh
specie acemilatis. For my own part, I

believe that all education should be

carried on with the same view that
Ruskin took when he told the Duke of
Argyll, who accused him of desiring to

change the whole state of England at
the time, that that was exactly his aim
and purpose.

But if we attach so much importance to
immediate results, what is it but to try-
to set back the tide, to kick against the
pricks, to fight against the workings of
the new spirit. It is, I suppose, a proved
thing in the history of the race that as
man progresses on his upward journey
he reacts more and more to remoter
stimuli. The lowliest organism responds,
adjusts itself to what is immediate and
contiguous—to the heat of the sun, for
example, but man, while still retaining ;is
instincts the humblest reactions of his
ancestors, reaches out more and more to
the far-off, the ideal —to abstractions, to
great conceptions and mighty principles.
Mankind is learning, has indeed in a
large measure learnt already — it is a con
dition of growth —to disregard the im
mediate attractions, and to fix his gaze
on far horizons. He can become, in
Platonic phrase, an inhabitant of the
realm of ideas or, as Christ put it with
almost the same meaning, I imagine, a
member of the Kingdom of Heaven.

To appeal, therefore, to immediate re
sults such as success in examinations, is
a retrograde and reactionary movement.
It is to seek to perpetuate the old order
of things, the setting of individual
against individual as a rival and an enemy
instead of an ally and a co-operator— it

is to rely on the spirit of competition in
stead of the faith in nobler motives. And,
incidentally, I would like to suggest that
those advocates of increased facilities for
education do no small disservice to their
cause, who hold out as an inducement
that better education for the working
classes means a higher material reward.
To do such a thing is to degrade the con
ception of education altogether. For con
sidered rightly, education is not a means,
but an end. After all, school training is
a very temporary process, and can only
be justified if it leaves in the pupil a de
sire for education the whole life long.

When we are perplexed in matters of
principle I think we may often do well to
follow the guidance of the great poets
so often the inspired prophets of their
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generation. And in this matter of the in
stinctive desire for knowledge we have the
help of one of the greatest of them all.
There is a passage in the Purgatorio of
Dante which an Italian friend pointed out
to me some years ago as being in this con
nection more than apt. Dante has told
us that the specific quality of a human
creature, the one thing which chiefly dis

tinguishes him from the animal, is just
this natural thirst for learning.

" You are
not formed to live as brutes," cries
Ulysses when he is seeking to hearten his
reluctant comrades for one more adven
ture, " but to follow virtue and wisdom."
It is the very object for which we are
born into the world. Life is a great ad
venture, and therefore education must be

a great adventure, too—an enchanting
journey, hazardous, too, if you like, into
the unknown. We do not know what
will be the final result, but are sure that
it will be something good. Education
like virtue is its own reward — or,
rather, its reward, its end, its aim is
more education. But most of us arc
afraid, we dare not trust the instinct
of the child to gain knowledge, to seek
for wisdom ; we are afraid he will learn
the wrong things, and so we hedge him
round with a wilderness of restrictions
and " taboos." And yet—and yet—" Whosoever will not receive the Kingdom
of Heaven like a little child shall in no
wise enter in." And I notice that Leonardo
da Vinci, a master of those who know,
quotes the saying in one of his note-books,
and adds, ' ' nor into the kingdom of know
ledge either."

And that is why I am a believer in much
more freedom for the child ; a reasonable
freedom, of course ; a liberty, after sincere
advice, to follow whatever path of educa
tion most accords with the promptings of
his nature. We believe in evolution, we
believe also that each individual in him
self recapitulates the evolution of the race.
He has to pass through the stages throug-h
which the race has passed, he must shed
by degrees his lower self, but how can he
shed it if he is never allowed to show it
and so to recognise it—openly? He has,
I believe, to work it off somehow ; thero

is no choice in the matter. Repression
and restraint only prolong the day, and if
he is not permitted to slough his baser in
stincts naturally, if someone else attempts
to sweep and garnish his mind for him,
the one devil will return with seven others
more potent and more devilish than the
first —the worser for the hypocrisy and

subterfuge he will have to practise. We
have to descend into the Inferno before
we can purge ourselves for the flight to
the Paradiso. But if we are hedged round
with artificial restrictions and swaddled in
cramping taboos we run a risk not only of
prolonging our sojourn in the Inferno, but
of believing that there is no such place
as the Paradiso at all. I have known
schools where learning in the classroom is
a matter of mere custom and convention,
a miserable make-believe where everyone
plays a part and does not play it well. The
real nature only comes out in the play
ground, and often with unpleasant con
sequences.

Can we only educate if we insist on
rigid silence in the classroom and tiptoe
walking through the corridors? And do
teachers still cling to the belief that all
the members of a class should be doing
the same thing at the same time, should
all proceed at the same pace, and amass
the same amount of information? After
all, the one thing that educates us is to be

as often as possible in free and unrestric
ted intercourse with an educated person.
Again, one cannot repeat it too often, we
learn by admiration, hope, and love. What
matters in schools, above all, is the per
sonality of the teacher, and the personality
of the teacher will often chiefly show itself
in self-effacement, in retirement into the
background. It is the meddling intellect
of the mere instructor which will never let
a child fight its own battles, but seeks con
tinually to correct and thwart and control.
And the result of such continual inter
ference is too often a distaste for learning
of all kinds, which clings to the victim his
whole life long. And this disastrous con
clusion is really due to that lack of faith
of which I spoke in the beginning of my
paper.

E. Sharwood Smith
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ONE
of the most remarkable con

tributions to theosophical ideals
in education is a book published
by Mr. Clutton Brock in 1916

at the price of half-a-crown, and called
The Ultimate Belief. This book never
mentions the word theosophy, nor does it
introduce one theosophical term ; yet it is

purely theosophical from the first page to

the last.
Mr. Brock's argument is as follows:

Every man, woman, and child needs and
demands a philosophy of life ; a working
philosophy, coherent, consistent, and

practical, which shall tell us what we are,

whence we came, and whither we go.
Religion, he says, is not enough, unless
it is wedded to philosophy; for " a reli

gion without philosophy is a religion
without consciousness

"—an effete and

merely dogmatic form of faith, which ex

plains nothing, and appeals only 10

persons who do not think for themselves.
Our system of education fails, like

most of our religious teaching, because
it does not supply reasons, and therefore
the young, when they reach the age of
reason, rebel against it and repudiate it.

They have not even been told that there
is a philosophy of life, which it is for
them to verify by personal experiment,
and for the testing of which their educa
tion should have prepared them.

Now, what is this philosophy ? It is
identical with what we theosophists know
as the " ancient wisdom," that body of
ultimate truth to which, whenever and
wherever it is found, the spirit instinc
tively responds. Mr. Clutton Brock's
little treatise is occupied in developing
the first precept of that wisdom — the doc
trine of the Three in One.

Let us, departing from the book for a
moment, remind ourselves that there are,
as every one of the great religions has re
cognised, three aspects of the divine con
sciousness : the Power aspect (Being, or
Will, or Activity), represented by the
First Logos, the Father ; the Love aspect
(Bliss or Devotion), represented by the
Second Logos, the Son ; and the Wisdom
aspect, represented by the Third Logos,
the Spirit. Now, since man is made in
God's image, he also has this threefold
nature, and his spirit manifests itself in
these three aspects. All the Eastern
Scriptures tell of these, and show how
the homeward path of the eternal pilgrim
is conditioned by the aspect which he
most fully represents. He may choose
Karma MSrga, the path of Action, or of
attraction to Goodness; Bhakti M&rga,
the path of Devotion, or attraction to
Beauty; JnySna M&rga, the path of Wis
dom, or attraction to Truth. But which
ever path is his own, he will, as he pur—
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sues it further, begin to envisage the
other paths also, and to realise the one
ness of- his aims with those of the pil
grims who are journeying along them.
He will find trinities everywhere ; for, as
an old writer says :—

The whole wide world is not enough to fill
The heart's three corners, but it craveth still ;
Nought but the Trinity that made it can
Suffice the vast, tri-angled heart of man.

Mr. Clutton Brock tells us nothing about
the origin of man's threefold nature.
Having reminded ourselves of it

,

we may
return to his argument, which continues
thus.

There are three essential desires of the
human spirit, leading to three forms of
spiritual activity or self-expression : the
desire to d»what is right, producing moral
activity ; the desire to know truth, pro
ducing intellectual activity ; and the de
sire to find beauty, producing aesthetic
activity. These three desires must, and
can, be pursued for their own sake solely ;

any diversion or confusion of aims causes
them to change their nature. (For in
stance, if I aim at goodness in order to
profit by it

,

it is no longer goodness.)
In this they differ from all desires and
activities which are not spiritual, for such
must, and can, be pursued as means and
not as ends. These three, and these
alone, are ultimate. Another point is

that they must be recognised as corre
lated with one another ; and yet it must
be clearly seen that, in the great words
of the Athanasian creed, "

None is afore
or after other —none is greater or less
than another."

Now a common mistake of educational
ists has been to emphasise one activity of
the spirit— the moral—at the expense of
the other two, which, indeed, have some
times not been recognised as spiritual at
all. "It is implied, if not actually
taught, in most of our education, that
Truth is to be sought because it is useful,
and that Beauty is to be produced or ex
perienced because it gives pleasure."
This is not so, for "

all the values of the
spirit are absolute values." We may fix
our attention on their threeness or on
their oneness (for finite perception cannot
grasp the mystery of the Triune) , but we

must acknowledge the relationship. It is

because we often seem to deny it that
boys and girls revolt against our moral
teaching; feeling, though without know
ing why, that it is in some way false,
because the perspective is false. " There

is in all of us an intellectual and an
aesthetic conscience, as well as a moral
conscience ; and all conscience is of the
spirit, and must be obeyed.

' ' We should
acknowledge this in our dealings with
the young—nay, more, we should incul
cate it ; explaining to them the triplicity
of their own spiritual nature, and the con
sequent need for a threefold development
in the perfect man. " Spiritual education

is an education in moral, intellectual, and
aesthetic disinterestedness —i.e., in the
exercise of each of the spiritual faculties
for its own sake, because it is divine."
Let us see how, in the ideal education,
each one of the three spiritual activities
should be pursued.

The Moral Activity arises from the de

sire, or appetite, for righteousness, which
can only be expressed in right action.
The conception of the ideal, without an

attempt to realise it on the physical plane,
enervates rather than strengthens, especi
ally during the time of life when physical
vitality is highest. Children must be

shown the connection between motive and
action ; that deep in their inmost being

is the desire for Goodness, and that to

it they must respond.
" To thine own

self be true." Rules and punishments
are apt to confuse the issue, and this
constitutes one of the great practical diffi
culties of the teacher. " The child may
be [merely] disciplined into obedience,
but then he will be obeying others and
not his own spirit, and as soon as the
need for obedience is gone he will have
no guidance except what his spirit, con
fused rather than illuminated by educa
tion, can give him."

The Intellectual Activity, again, arises
from the disinterested desire for Truth,
apart from any idea of its applied value,
and apart also from any fear of its im
plications and consequences. " Clever
boys and girls are often cynics because
that desire is thwarted," and they are
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driven to emphasise the Intellectual
Activity at the expense of the other two
activities of the Spirit, just as their

teachers have probably emphasised the

Moral Activity and disregarded the rest.

" A child should feel that his parent or

master has a common interest with him

in discovering Truth, not that his elders

are in a conspiracy to conceal it from

him." He should be shown that to know
the Truth —so far as the limited human

perceptions can know it— is the first step
towards the higher morality, the morality
of the adult as compared with that of the

child. (For example, he cannot tell the

Truth until he is trying to know it ; and

to teach a child that it must be truthful,
without showing it how to develop its In
tellectual Activity, is a hopeless task in

deed.) Above all, he must seek to learn

the Truth about himself ; about his own
threefold being, and its relation to God
and to the world around him. Here we

have another trinity revealed —God, man,
and nature.

The Esthetic Activity has been of all
the three the most undervalued and mis
understood. People have considered that
its aim is merely pleasure ; that it is con
cerned only with works of art ; and even
that it is essentially opposed to the Moral
Activity. It is difficult to define, because
the perception of Beauty is a subjective
experience; but so also is that of Truth.
" There is a glory of the universe which
we call Truth, and which we discover or
apprehend, and a glory of the universe
which we call Beauty, and which we dis
cover or apprehend. Both glories are
revealed to us through our power of see

ing things or facts in a certain relation
to each other." This power, this experi
ence, is, as it were, focussed in works of
art, in things that are consciously beauti
ful, but is by no means manifested only
in them. It is, perhaps, the earliest
awakened and the strongest of all the
three spiritual activities in the child ; and
again our educational system has failed
to give it its true value and proportion." Hence "

(says Mr. Clutton Brock)" our whole civilisation suffers both
morally and intellectually from the sup-

pression of the third activity. We have

Philistinism on the one hand (which is

a stubborn denial of the value of that

activity) and aestheticism on the other,

which is a morbid exercise of it, and a

perverse insistence upon its exclusive
value." (These are elsewhere termed the
hedonistic and anti-hedonistic fallacies.)

Such exaggerations and reactions
would never occur if children were taught
from the first " the absolute value of all
the spiritual activities, by making them
understand that the aim of life is to exer
cise them all and to be aware of the glory
of the universe in all three of its mani
festations." The theosophist will add
that the calling into play of any one of
them helps us to escape from the bondage
of the separated self into that conscious
ness of the Higher Self which is

" the
glorious liberty of the children of God.

Now this root-principle, of which Mr.
Clutton Brock so finely demonstrates the
existence, is not in his book either ex
plained (by reference to its origin, the
oneness of man with the One Threefold

God) or applied in detail. I have touched
upon the explanation ; I will now try to
trace one among many possible methods
of application— i.e., the right teaching of
literature.

Any and every subject may be so
taught as to give a child the keys of
heaven ; in other words, to make him free
of his own spiritual heritage. Art,
Science, Philosophy, inasmuch as they all
reflect modes of the divine consciousness,
can be of equal value in stimulating the
human consciousness to reunite itself
with the divine. For (and the too easilv
discouraged teacher may strengthen him
self with the thought)

To know
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendour may escape
Than in effecting entrance for a light
Supposed to be without.

(Browning, Paracelsus.)

But the teacher, like other finite beings,
has his own predestined path ; and it is
along this path that he can best lead the
little company of souls committed to his
shepherding. The way of Science will
lead on to the exercise of the Intellectual
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Activity, the way of Philosophy to the
exercise of the Moral Activity, and the
way of Art to the exercise of the /Esthetic
Activity ; and in the ideal school of the
future it will be the aim of the combined
band of teachers so to group the children
that each may have the individualised
teaching which will marshal him the way
he is going.

In this twentieth century, possibly as a
reaction from our national limitations of

the past, there is a strong tendency to
turn to the study of the arts and to ex

pression through the arts as an educa
tional medium. Among these arts, litera
ture is for various reasons the most gene
rally popular. Our immediate question
then is : How can the study of literature,
and primarily of the literature of our own
race and tongue, be made to contribute
to the three Activities of the human spirit
—Moral, Intellectual, and Esthetic?

I.—THE MORAL ACTIVITY

SOME
people appear to think

that the principle of " deeds, not
words," should preclude the use of
what may be called aesthetic stimulus
to morality. But none who have
studied the inter-relation of the

three activities will be of this opinion.
Robert Louis Stevenson, in Lay Morals,
writes : "If as teachers we are to

say anything to the purpose, we must

say what will remind the pupil of his
soul; we must speak that soul's dialect,

we must talk of life and of conduct as his

soul would have him think of them. It
is only by some bold poetry of thought
that a man can be strung up above the

level of everyday conception to take a

broader look upon experience, and accept
some higher principles of conduct." And,
it may be added, to such " bold poetry
of thought " the young mind leaps up as
to a trumpet-call.

Morality can be taught through litera

ture both indirectly and directly; by ex

ample and by precept. Happily, our
national literature is rich in writings that
stimulate moral activity, and in this we

have perhaps the advantage over all the
other literatures of Europe. There is the
indirect teaching of many of our great
English plays, and of nearly all our first-
class English novels — of Marlowe,
Shakspere, and Sheridan, of Fielding,
Scott, Dickens, George Eliot, and
Charles Kingsley. There is also the

direct or axiomatic teaching of our poets,
from the earliest singers to Wordsworth,
Browning, Meredith, and Kipling; and of

such great prose-writers as Carlyle,
Ruskin, and Stevenson. All these alike

avoid too much playing upon the sen

suous emotions (always a danger in

literature teaching) , and Browning and
Meredith in particular carry the minds of
their readers beyond regret, pathos, and
a too poignant sense of the tears of

things, such as the minor poet often ex

presses. What can be more rousing to
the Moral Activity than Browning's bold

acceptance of the mutability of earthly
things in James Lee's Wife :

Simple? Why, this is the old woe of the world ;

Tune, to whose rise and fall we live and die.
Rise with it then ! Rejoice that man is hurled

From change to change unceasingly,
His soul's wings never furled.

Moral stimulus can be conveyed with
great effect by means of short, finely-
phrased aphoristic sayings, like those of
Marcus Aurelius, Pascal, and Joubert in

other literatures ; and these give the

young mind peculiar delight. Indeed, the

love of unspoilt children for moral pre
cepts is curiously marked ; it seems fo be

a natural, universal, and therefore healthy

appetite. They love the story based on
"

poetic justice," the moral ending, and
even the repetition of maxims which seem

to their elders trite and commonplace.
Hence the popularity of Miss Edge-
worth's Moral Tales, of Charlotte Yonge's
novels, of Macaulay's Imvs, and of Long
fellow's Psalm of Life.

It is well, then, first to give our pupils
for study, books which inculcate fine

action —courage, chivalry, heroism — in
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choosing- which the syllabuses and lists
published by the Civics and Moral Edu
cation League will be of great value ;

and in referring to these books, let US
treat the characters in them as real
people, with temptations and difficulties
like our own. Secondly, they should be

set to learn by heart moral teachings
wedded to exquisite words and rhythm,
for such have a mantric value over and
above their obvious meaning. The fol
lowing- are familiar examples :—Wotton's

How happy is he born and taught
That serveth not another's will,

Whose armour is his honest thought
And simple truth his utmost skill.

Wordsworth's —
Who is the happy warrior? Who is he
That every man in arms would wish to be?

Tennyson's —
Not once nor twice in our rough island-story
The path of duty was the way to glory.

or—
Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,
These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Eleanor Hamilton King's—
Measure thy life by loss instead of gain ;
Not by the wine drunk, but the wine poured

forth ;
For Love's strength standeth in Love's sacri

fice,
And whoso suffers most hath most to give !

And again Wordsworth's —
Heaven-born, the soul a heavenward course

must hold ;

Beyond the visible world she soars, to seek

(For what delights the sense is false and weak)
Ideal form, the universal mould. . . .
The wise man, I affirm, can find no rest
In that which perishes ; nor will he lend
His heart to aught which doth on time depend.

When possible, a direct application should
be given to problems with which the child
must soon grapple ; and it is the instinc
tive desire for such help which gives rise
to the present demand for modern litera
ture as a subject of study. Every school
should modify its curriculum in response
to such a demand, partly by allowing the
pupils to deal in class with contemporary
work, and partly by so interpreting- the
older writers—for example, Milton and
Wordsworth in their sonnets on liberty—
as to find in them a significance for our
own day. Let me instance a few passages
which may be used as material for the
exercise of the former method. Kipling's

poems are full of them. So are George
Meredith's. Take, e.g., his praise of
France :—

She shall rise worthier of her prototype
Through her abasement deep ; the pain that

runs
From nerve to nerve some victory achieves.
They lie like circle-strewn soaked autumn

leaves
Which stain the forest scarlet, her fair sons :
And of their death her life is ; of their blood,
From many streams now urging to a flood,
No more divided, France shall rise afresh.
Of them she learns the lesson of the flesh—
The lesson writ in red since Time first ran,
A hunter chasing down the beast in man :
That, till the chasing out of its last vice,
The flesh was fashioned but for sacrifice.

Lawrence Binyon, in his fine poem
Europe, written 1901, addresses England
thus —

Take up thy task, O nobly born,
With both hands grasp thy destiny.

Easy is ignorance, easy scorn,
And fluent pride, unworthy thee.

Grand rolls the planet of thy fate ;

He thy just passions also great !

Turn from the sweet lure of content,
Rise up among the courts of ease,

Be all thy will as a bow bent,
Thy sure oncoming like thy seas.

Purge clear within thy deep desires
To be our burning altar fires.

Newbolt (Sacramentum Supremum)
adjures his friends to—

Let your thoughts be high ;

Great hearts are glad when it is time to give.
Life is no life to him who dares not die,
And death no death to him who dares to live.

The war-sonnets of Rupert Brooke, too
perfect for fragmentary quotation, are
found to kindle a veritable fire of enthu
siasm in the school-boy and school-girl of
to-day.

In his endeavour to stimulate the Moral
Activity through the teaching- of litera
ture, the teacher who is also a theosophist
will not forget to base his conception of
morality on the idea of universal brother
hood. He will point out the links which
unite man with his fellow-men, with God,
and with nature, and will show the possi
bility of infringing- the law of brotherhood
by thoug-ht as well as by action. Moral
Activity has many aspects and connota
tions, any of which may be illustrated by
reference to one or another of the greatest
of our English writers.
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II.—THE INTELLECTUAL ACTIVITY

THE desire for Truth is hard to stimu
late in the very young, but easier at

the time of adolescence, when for a while
the mind seems to escape from that" angry aversion to the process of
thought " of which Coleridge speaks, and
to become active, inquiring, and restless.
How shall this activity be first awakened,
and then controlled?

The most important problem which con
fronts the teacher of literature in this con
nection is the choice of writers. Children
should be dissuaded from all poor and"

snippety
"

reading, and this would seem
to include, first, second-rate tales of the
Sunday School type, unimpeachably moral
but not conducive to independent thought ;

secondly, all sensational, erotic, and vul
gar literature, such as constitutes the
shilling shocker and the penny dreadful ;

thirdly, the endless magazines and news
papers which, if only because of their dis
jointed character, have the same effect on
the mind as a constant diet of "

made
dishes " would have on the body.

Children's reading should, I think, be

supervised, but with their own willing co
operation, and on the broadest possible
lines. Here, as in other matters, perfect
trust and understanding between teachers
and taught will smooth away difficulties.
There must be no setting up of sign-posts
— "This way lies Truth"—still less of
warning notices —" Trespassers in this
field will be prosecuted."

All experience, direct or vicarious, is of
value, and necessary to the building up of
the perfect character; but the child's ex
perience, so far as it can be directed by
us, should be made progressive, and this
important principle must guide our pre
sentation to the child of literary material.
Every teacher should read Browning's
poem of Development, which describes
the stages by which a wise father intro
duced his son to a knowledge of Homer
and of the Tale of Troy. With this ex
ample in view, the teacher may accustom
the child by degrees to literature which
makes more and more demand upon his
intellect, and obliges him to think hard

and clearly ; even (though not too early) to
the problem novel, and the literature of
religious doubt. When once he has
grasped the idea of divine immanence

(easier for the child than the adult) and of
the three paths to reunion, he will gain
nothing but good from a free study of
George Eliot, Browning, Meredith,
Stevenson, and even of Shelley, Matthew
Arnold, and Clough ; and the three last
will appeal to him with all the force of
sympathy while he is himself passing
through the period of critical adolescence
which their work largely represents. 1

have known a young reader respond with
delight to Clough 's statement of his own
honest agnosticism :—

0 Thou, in that mysterious shrine
Enthroned, as I must say, divine !
1 will not frame one thought of what
Thou mayest either be or not.
I will not prate of thus and so
And be profane of yes and no ;
Knough that in our soul and heart
Thou, whatsoe'er thou mayst be, art.

Partly for the same reason Browning's
Paracelsus, the story of a great soul who
grasped the true aim of life, but failed
in its application to external circumstance
and so perished in apparent ignominy, is
a fine poem for study between the ages of
sixteen and eighteen.

The literature that I would withhold
longest from my pupils is the erotic and
passionate (e.g., Byron, most of the Eliza
bethan dramatists, and Swinburne) and
all that can justly be called decadent, for
these types present peculiar temptations
during the years of adolescence.

We must not forget that in dealing with
the Intellectual as with the Moral Activity
much may be accomplished by means of
the statements of abstract truth made by
great writers in musical words.

Progress along the path of knowledge
is stimulated by such passages as
Milton's —

The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

Shelley's—
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?

(with which compare the words of the
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Bhagavad Gltd " Certain is death for the
born, certain is birth for the dead.")
Wordsworth's —

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting

Keats's —

Beauty is Truth, Truth Beauty

or Clough's —
It fortifies my soul to know
That, though I perish, Truth is so ;
That, howsoe'er I stray or range,
Where'er I go, Thou dost not change ;
I steadier step when I recall
That, if I slip, Thou dost not fall.

Such teaching, moreover, has its value in
promoting a pure and lofty occultism,
such as alone can steady the mind for the
pursuit of the third object of the Theo-
sophical Society.

Again, as with the Moral Activity, all
application of the literature of truth-seek
ing to modern life is of the greatest value
and interest. Plasticity of spirit, the ac
ceptance of "Change, the strongest son
of life," has never been so necessary as it
is in the world-cataclysm of 1914-1919 ;

and this is why Lawrence Binyon's poetic
re-statement of Bergson's philosophy of
Change comes with supreme force to the

young reader of this generation.

In a trance, in a trance, I listen; and into my
soul

As it draws far back to a stillness deeply stored
With infinite sound, gather, and gradual roll,

The voices of all the torrents on earth out
poured.

■'We tarry not, rest not, sleep not," aloud they
cry,

" \\ e are swift as the hours that crumble thy
strength into dust.

We build thee no home, nor a fortress wherein
to trust,

But in us is the sound of dominion, falling
from high,

And the kings of the world dethroned, and
towers laid bare.

We move, we are ever beyond ; we change,
we die ;

We laugh, we live ; to follow wilt thou too dare?"
How shall I not go with you, O waters swift?

Too long in yesterday's self I tarry, and keep
The dust of the world about me. Uplift, uplift,

Loose me, a wave in the waves that laugh and

leap !
Lo, into uttermost time my thoughts I send ;

And because in my heart is a flowing no hour
can bind,

Because, through the wrongs of the world look

ing forth and behind,
I find in my thought not a close, for my soul

not an end,
With you will I follow, nor crave the strength

of the strong,
Xor a fortress of time to enshield me from

storms that rend.
This is life, this is home— to be poured as a

stream, as a song.

III.—THE ESTHETIC ACTIVITY

THIS activity is the easiest of the three
to stimulate in the majority of child

ren, but the appeal to it is at the same
time most liable to abuse. Here, in deal
ing with literature, and indeed with any of
the arts, the question of form becomes

predominant. Ornament and rhythm in

poetry (and to some degree in prose) cor
respond to colour and line in painting,
and they must be studied as media for the

expression of Beauty, independently of
the thought they embody.

Rhythm of a very simple kind delights
the youngest child, just as it delights the
savage in his sacred dance before the
primitive altar. Ballads, and poems with
something of the ballad swing, like
Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome,
and much of Kipling's work, should
therefore be read early to (not by) the

children, and committed to memory,
sometimes with appropriate action.

Then, I believe, comes a stage in which
colour makes a stronger appeal, and when

the artistic child, like Robert Louis Steven
son, " lives with words " and images, and
revels in such poetry as that of Keats and

Tennyson. It is hard to analyse the pre
cise effect produced, for example, by
Keats's Ode to the Nightingale or that
"

exquisite piece of melodious nonsense
"

Coleridge's Kuhla Khan; but the strength
of the effect is undoubted.

With the older children the teaching of
laws of technique becomes necessary.
Metrical law in particular is one of the
most educative of studies, and only the

bad teacher need fear its diminishing the

pupils' power of appreciating the thought
of what is read. For it lies with the
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teacher to point out the link between the
form and spirit of beauty, and to make
that lead on to further emphasising of the
essential oneness of the " pairs of oppo
ses. "

To do this, he should take such a pas
sage as that in Coleridge's Ancient
Mariner (" Within the shadow of the
ship," etc.), where the beauty of the sea-
snakes calls out the emotion of love in the
erring soul, and thereby restores it to its
place in the universal fellowship. Here
the external loveliness of colour and form
serve to intensify the inward conception,
namely the value of Beauty, and its rela
tion to Love.

Another example is to be found in
Wordsworth's account of the effect of the
beauty of dawn upon the mind of a boy —
What soul was his, when from the naked top
Of some bold headland he beheld the sun
Rise up and bathe the world in light ! He

looked —
Ocean and earth, the solid frame of earth
And ocean's liquid mass beneath him lay
In gladness and deep joy. The clouds were

touched,
And in their silent faces did he read
Unutterable love. Sound needed none,
Xor any voice of joy ; his spirit drank
The spectacle ; sensation, soul, and form
All melted into him ; they swallowed up
His animal being ; in them did he live
And by them did he live; they were his life.
In such access of mind, in such high hour
Of visitation from the living God,

» » • *

His mind was a thanksgiving to the Power
That made him ; it was blessedness and love.

These passages serve to remind us that
the Esthetic Activity corresponds to the
path of devotion, progress on which is
stimulated by the " emotion of the ideal."
The forms assumed by that ideal are

many ; as Tennyson writes in The
Voyage —

And now we lost her ; now she gleamed
Like Fancy, made of golden air,

Now nearer to the prow she seemed,
Like Virtue firm, like Knowledge fair,

Now high on waves that idly burst
Like Heavenly Hope she crowned the sea,

And now, the bloodless point reversed,
She bore the blade of Liberty.

The universality of Beauty, its many out
ward manifestations and its essential one
ness and inwardness, is the lesson that we

wish to teach our children ; and here the

poets are ready to help us.
The ultimate things, says Shelley, are

always at hand, though we may be unable
to perceive them —

For Love, and Beauty, and Delight,
There is no death or change; their might
Exceeds our organs, which endure
No light, being themselves obscure.

Of these ultimate things, Beauty seems to
Rossetti the first and greatest —
Under the arch of life, where love and death,

Terror and mystery, guard her shrine, I saw
Beauty enthroned ; and though her gaze struck

awe
I drew it as simply as my breath.
Hers are the eyes which, over and beneath,

The sea and sky bend on thee—which can
draw

By sea or sky or woman, to one law,
The allotted bondman of her palm and wreath —

while some of our living poets, such as

John Masefield and Evelyn Underhill,
show us that Beauty even in a filthy
tavern, or in the pageant of the common
place along the Uxbridge Road.*****

The truths that the teacher must dwell
upon in his training of the Esthetic Ac
tivity may be summarised thus :

(1) The importance of learning all that
can be learnt about the external manifes
tations of Beauty —these being condi
tioned by the same laws of order and of
rhythm which prevail throughout the
universe.

(2) The relation of these outward forms
to beauty of thought and idea, which con
stitutes great literature.

(3) Consequently, the inevitable fact
that the faithful pursuit of any aspect of
Beauty leads the seeker beyond the world
of form to the indwelling Spirit.

(4) That that Spirit, enshrined in such
countless and diverse forms, is Itself uni
versal, nameless, and unnameable, and
can be known only in its partial manifes
tations.

(5) That thus the pursuit of the Esthe
tic Activity brings a man to the same
point as that of the Moral and Intellectual
Activities, and that these three, and their
objects—Goodness, Truth, Beauty —are
one.

Margaret L. I.ee



THE UGLY STREAK
<By ERNEST V. HAYES

[Sergeant Hayes's recent contributions have won him many admirers among readers of this

Magazine. We are pleased to be able to print another story of his this month, showing the

same keenness of imagination and the same quality of moving human interest]

THERE
had been an informal

debate in Headquarters Dugout.
So very informal, in fact, that
it would be unwise to attempt

to report it. It meandered, as such de

bates do, over a wide range of vastly
different subjects, some suitable for
more public discussion and some not.
Among the more savoury topics there
criticised was the question of Psychism
and the Occult.

Now I have had no psychic experi
ences worth the mentioning. But the
wife of a brother of a second cousin of
mine by marriage had rather a weird
affair happen to her, and I related this
with a feeling of very much reflected
glory. That mysterious story of " The
Silk Dress," as in my mind I have
always named it

, I may some day tell
for those who like such things in print.
At the present moment it has nothing to
do with what follows. Except this : one
man, who was a Signaller attached to
Headquarters, rose half way through my
story, and, by some subtle way, gave
me the impression that he didn't like it.

I quite naturally concluded that he was

a materialist of a particularly bigoted
type.

He spoke to me about it afterwards." I hope I didn't annoy you to-night.
Getting up in the middle of your story,

I mean."" Oh, no! I suppose you don't believe
in such things," I said, with benevolent
condescension.

"On the contrary," he replied.
" I

believe in them too well. They are
among the most terrible things which
can happen to a man. One such ex
perience wrecked my happiness."

I thought of warnings I had heard
from time to time on the dangers of the

Occult. I hinted at unwise breathing
exercises.

"Breathing exercises be—bothered!
"

he said, angrily.

I was silent, conscious of a sense of
being sat on.

" No, my boy; it was nothing to do
with technical occult training. You see,

I know all the labels of the Psychic
World. I have heard your Mrs. Besant,
and if I had my way I would make her
Archbishop of Canterbury. The Church
might revive then ! I have read a lot
of books, Theosophic, Spiritualistic,
Merely Psychic. Swedenborg and Strind-
berg ; Comte and St. Thomas of Aquin ;

I've read them all. The Revelations of
Bernadette at Lourdes and the Thought
Forms seen by modern clairvoyants—
they have all interested me in turn. You
have seen me running amok on Yin
Blanc. You know what my language is
like when I am fed up or got the wind
up with Jerry. And perhaps you think

I am a bit of a hypocrite. You are not
the only one. She thought much the
same. She didn't understand. So few
do understand. Perhaps your Annie
Besant —perhaps here and there just one
great soul able to realise that there is

no such thing as a hypocrite. What
prigs call a hypocrite is simply a man
struggling between good and evil. Some
times the good wins, more often the
evil. That uneven conflict the unthink
ing call hypocrisy."

He paused to light a cigarette." She was unfortunate enough to meet
me during one of my good spells," he
went on, without urging. " For some
years I had touched hell. I had played
with my soul as Mephistopheles plays
with Faust. Bursts of passionate faith
and craving for something better ended
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in cold-blooded plunges into something
increasingly worse. Fascinated, I have
listened to Mrs. Besant declaiming on
the Path of Initiation. Thrilled to a bliss
almost agony, I have heard the un
worldly music of Parsifal. Not one of my
old haunts have known me for months
on end. Then a wave of nastiness has
swept over me. With heart afire and
singing, I have gone gladly down to the

depths. Perhaps at times I have

secretly rejoiced that I could, with an
ease others seem to lack, stoop so low
or mount so high. I had mounted as
high as I ever remember when I first met
Marian. Life was ecstatic before I met
her. Art revealed a thousand beauties
to me never before suspected. The
commonest things of daily life became
sacramental. Before I met her. Then,
like a pearl moon rising swiftly in a sky
of unbroken purity, she came softly
floating into my life. Sometimes I had
closed my eyes just before going to sleep
and a profile, formed of fancy but for
the moment as real as your face before
me now, would sail into my mind, in
tensely beautiful, incomparably pure.
And when she came, the living embodi
ment of all my dreams, there were times
when I dare not look at her. I had
known her three weeks when the war
broke out. For those three weeks I did
not know my own self. Ah ! How cruel
I was, how implacably cruel ! I ought
to have let her know of that ugly streak
in me— in the hearts of the majority of
men. That vestige of the beast that dies
so unwilling and revives so unexpectedly.
I soared higher. We talked for hours.
On Philosophy, on Art, on Science, on
Literature. I dwelt on sun-stricken
heights, and the sound of the multitude
dancing naked round their golden calf in
the valleys far beyond never reached me.

Yet I was not a hypocrite. Had I never
met her I should have felt the glory,
though not for so long. I never sought
to deceive. I cried for God while the
Devil waited patiently at my side, ready
to take my arm as of old. I never saw
him. I never heard his whisper, nor saw
his finger point to the scarlet poppie l

valleys beneath. Never once. Or I

should have gone with him. Back to the
monstrous orchids of the garden of sin.
Back to the screams and hyaena-laughter
of the mob below. She could not have

stopped me. Nothing could ever stop
me when the devil called."

He was silent for some minutes. Yet
I dared not speak. Had I urged him to
continue, I think he would not have
uttered another word. I believe he had
lost sense of his surroundings. He
almost seemed as though he was talking
to himself.

" I left her there in England —with my
image enthroned on an altar within her
innermost shrine. The illusion was un
broken. The halo about me still a firm
clear ring of gold. I came to France.
I did as thousands have done. More
often than not the ugly streak asserted
itself. Still all the time, even at the
worst time, her face was always before
me. I became what the occultist calls
sensitive. I knew exactly when I would
receive a letter from her. In these letters
she would sometimes tell me of some
trivial incident of her life. With a start
I would remember that in some dream
or vision I had already seen the incidents
she related. She slipped and sprained
her wrist one winter. I saw the accident
three days before I received her letter
telling me about it. Then I got wounded
for the first time. Slightly —yet for some
reason I got mixed up with a decoration
over the affair. I ought to have gone
to England then. I was a fool. The
ugly streak was vibrating just then
ferociously. I might have dispelled the
illusion for her and saved her months of
suffering. I remained at the Base. She
heard of my honour, my wound. She
now invested my image with the star-
strewn mantle of the hero. Our talks
together, some of my letters to her, all
hypnotised her into the belief that I was
really great. Now I was a hero. Her
life became inextricably woven into
mine. Yet hardly into mine as it was.
Rather into a dream image of me which
she had conceived. I went back to the
line. Got trench fever. Went home
this time. Weak from my sickness, the
ugly streak hid itself for a time. The
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devil was busy wrecking some other soul,
I suppose. Weeks of keen ethereal joy
followed.

' '

He bowed his head for a moment." During the last days of my stay in
England the dark streak showed itself
again. I have heard that a certain class
of sensitives see Man in his Higher
Forms as a kind of glorified human figure
composed of bright ethers, more gossa
mer-like than the perfume of the flowers
we delight in. I have seen pictures pur
porting to convey some faint idea of
what the clairvoyant sees. And I have
pictured my astral body, or whatever
you call it

,

pale purple and primrose
gold, faint opal and tinted rose of the
dawn. And in this ethereal make-up I

have seen this ugly streak running right
through, dulling the gold, blackening
the violet, changing the flush of the
soul's morning to sombre storm. Well
— that is perhaps merely an artist's
fancy. Let me get on. For days I kept
the streak from Marian. Then, one
night, I reached home in a terrible con
dition. Not for the first time. But for
the first time in her presence. She had
arrived unexpectedly and had been urged
to stay. God alone knows what she suf
fered. Lines came to me when I was
sober and knew what I had done ; lines
that have often come to me since. Where
they come from, I do not know. ' Only
Christ and His Mother know the pain
that takes birth near a woman's heart.'
All my philosophy, all my art, all my
dreams became as ashes beneath the
terror and horror of her eyes. I had
fallen ! She was all my world, and when

I fell in that world there was nothing
left. There was no word of upbraiding,
only a pity and a shame that cut like a

knife. I had to go back to France. She
never quarrelled with me. Never thrust
me out of her friendship. Words would
have been but a mockery. The wonder
ful bond between us was snapped. Ami
then I killed her."

I almost jumped from mv chair." Killed her! " I cried." In sober truth, I killed her. I shed
no blood; I drained from her life and
vitality. I fought for her in the trenches.

I would not let her go. I grew feverish

with my implacable determination that
none other should have her friendship,
her comradeship. All the time she was

trying to put me out of her life. All the

time she was convincing herself that 1

was bad and unworthy. She in England,

I in France. What difference did that
make ? What is space beside a one-

pointed will that never falters ? What is

wireless telegraphy against the omni

presence of deep, unswerving, potent
thought ? I held her when she longed to
throw me off. She never wrote to me,

yet I knew that I was never absent from
her mind. Gradually I was able to pass
— I can use no other word— to her room
in the Sunny South of England. To see

her there, moving about, reading, pray
ing, aye, weeping! I saw her take my

photograph from its frame, perhaps per

suading herself that this memento was
the cause of her constant recollection.
She was about to tear it up. I stopped
her. With one terrible act of concen
trated will I dared her to destroy it

.

Yes, I in France, separated by so many
miles. She hesitated, the photo in her

hands. With a sob she put it in a

drawer, hiding it. I knew what she was

saying. She was telling herself that she

simply could not tear it up. I grew more

elated with my success. I would bring
her back. For hours I willed that she
should return the photo to its old frame.
In vision I saw her waver, look at the

picture, ponder, then fling it from her
into the drawer ; to go again the next
day, and once more look, think, and

hesitate. At last I won. She put the

photograph back in the frame. One
thing I could not make her do. I could
not force her to write to me. She would
go so far as to sit before the little table,

paper and ink near by. She would sit.

her face propped in her hands. With an

expression of bitter pain, she would rise,

refusing to yield to my will. Letters
came to me from friends. Marian was

daily pining. She grew paler, thinner.
Sometimes hysterical, often tearful, fre

quently irritable. I rejoiced. The ugly
streak glowed in me like a flame of hell.

Like a vivisector, like an Inquisitor, I
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gloated over my work,
she would yield completely. She would
withstand me no longer. Letters still
came. Marian had been to a specialist.
He was puzzled. He said there was
consumption, allied with nervous dis
order. Still I held her. By black magic,
if you like. After all, I suppose the only
difference between magic black and
white is the motive of the magic. I was
using the mighty magic of a trained will,
a desperate will, an implacable thought
force. The universe, they say, is simply
God's Thought, God's Magic. And man
is a small edition of God. Within limits
holding the same powers. Magic and
Thought are one. Evil Thought equals
Black Magic and Good Thought and
White Occultism are the same. I only
know it grew on me. I cared little for
Marian's health in those devilish wild
hours of modern magic. I was always
telling myself —or did a fiend whisper it?
— that presently Marian would yield, and
then all would be well. She did not yield.
She died, a nervous wreck, a consump
tive wreck, instead. So I killed her."

He waved his hand to check my
protests."

I knew I had killed her," he went
on. " Do you believe your own Bible?
Do you believe your own Christ ? I
know that very few Christians do. Do
you remember what He said ?

' It was
said : Thou shalt do no murder. I say
unto you that whosoever hateth his
brother is a murderer already.

' Do you
think that that applied only to the one
Commandment ? It applies to the whole
of the Decalogue. Thou shalt not covet.
Thou shalt not steal. I was stealing. I
was a spiritual thief. The fact that it
was Marian's soul I coveted rather than
her body only made my black magic the
more terrible. She died. After the first
agony of grief, I determined to follow
her. I flung out my soul to her in the
star-haunted spaces. I scaled God's
heaven in my effort to reach her. Shells
have fallen near me, and I have not
(lucked my head, so intent, so lost was I
while I tried still to contact her. Then
I gained at last my wish. It was a silver
eve of frost and moonlight. Rationless,

Soon, very soon, and numb with cold, I forgot the body.
I think I stepped out of the body and
out of the world. Stepped out without
moving an inch in space. I saw a temple,
white and slender. I caught the breath
of an incense rarer than any gum burned
in sacrificial fire on earth. I saw the

fleeting past of forms, fragile and sun
lit. I heard Beings speak a tongue so
sweet that I felt death itself could not
be more piercing. And Marian came
down the steps of the Temple. Towards
me, where I waited in the shadows. I
drew her to me by the force of impas
sioned will. She seemed so happy
Surely if death had given her such joy,
she could forgive me that I had sent her
to it. She was smiling. She was not
meeting me as Beatrice met Dante, im
perious, quarrelsome, domineering. She
had forgiven me. Her smile could mean
nothing else than that. And she was
smiling at me. There was no one else
near. Happiness thrilled through every
fibre of my being. Then she paused.
Out of the purple shadows came the
figure of a man, his hands outstretched
to her. I could not see his face. She
gave a cry of radiant happiness. Her
face was transfigured to a beauty too
ethereal to look upon. I called to her.
But she linked arms with the man who
came out of the gloom. She gazed up
into his face with welcoming love. She
passed me by. She looked where I

crouched and then passed on. And I
knew that in heaven they do not forgive
you—they forget you instead."

" In such things lie madness," I
warned.

"Perhaps," he answered. "That
does not make them less real. Since
that day I have never seen the Vision
again. I have tried to match my strength
against that of the Angel-Fellow she
walked with. Whether I have succeeded
I do not know. I do not think I have.
Therefore I hate him, whoever he was.
Hallucination, you say. What is hallu
cination, anyway? Seeing things that
have no existence? I do not think so.
I define it as seeing things which do
exist, only seeing them in a distorted
way. I told myself that there could be
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no heaven for Marian unless she forgave
me. I did not realise there was another
way out. By forgetting that I ever ex
isted. And in her heaven forming new
companionships.

' '

There was a cry of " Gas! " and as

quick as the cry came the pungent smell
of it. There was a rush for gas-masks ;

for the telephone. Officers came running
down. There was some talk of an
attack. In the excitement I lost my sig
naller. I did not see him again. Later
he was gassed pretty badly ; then
wounded by a shell as he lay in the
Advanced Aid Post. Knocked about
very cruelly indeed. Weeks after I re
ceived a letter from a field ambulance
Orderly, who wrote : "I am enclosing
this at the chap's own request. He dic
tated it to me just before he went West.
It is a bit funny, but he was quite off his
head at the finish. He would not rest
until I took it down and promised to send
it to you."

This is what was enclosed :
" I told you my tale as far as it went.

Now, before I die, I want to tell the
sequel ; or shall I say the beginning of
the sequel? If it ever ends at all it will
end in the Bosom of God. My ideas of
what happened after our conversation
together are a bit confused. I got
knocked out, anyway. I think the gas
that choked me choked the devil in me
at the same time. And perhaps in the
blood that streamed from me was the
taint, the dark streak which has haunted
me, spoiling my life. If so, I ought to
be grateful to jerry. This is what hap
pened : All the hate went from me, all
the obstinate, unbendable will. I longed
for forgiveness. With as much force as

I could muster, I let her go. If she had
found happiness in her heaven, in for-
getfulness of me, I would not hold her.
Hell would be good enough for me, so

long as she was content. Then again
the Vision came. The Temple, with its
ivory whiteness, its unfading lilies
Again she came down the steps. Again,
out of the mauve shadows, came the
luminous figure. I struggled for the

last time. With one last effort, I re

nounced all right to her. They were
coming nearer me. I crept further back
into the gloom. " Oh, my beloved, at

last you are entirely mine ! Though 1

have held you for so long, there have
been times when I felt that I did not
possess you." To me! I saw the face
of her companion for an instant. It was
my own face that smiled at me. Then
the Angel seemed to vanish, and it was
I who stood at her side. It was my hand
she held, and into my eyes she looked
with love. " Forgive me! " I whispered." Forgive? " she echoed. "What is
forgive?" Yes, they do forget in
heaven. But only things that we our
selves would often fain forget. They do
not know the meaning of the word for
giveness. They never use it, having
nothing to forgive. They have nothing
to forgive, because they remember
nothing that is forgivable. Well, I am
done for so far as ugly streaks are con
cerned. But to-morrow will mean all the

difference. "
No wonder the Orderly thought that he

wandered. He died on the morrow, the

morrow that was to make all the differ
ence to him. Shall I say

" May he rest
in peace "? No; rather, " May he live
in love !

' '

Ernest V. Haves



SCHOOLS OF TO-MORROW
IN ENGLAND

XI—DEPTFORD BABY GAMP AND TRAINING
CENTRE

By JOSEPHINE RANSOM

[This article tells of a very beautiful piece of work, which is being carried out amid
conditions where beauty is sadly lacking ; the work, in the words of its chief promoter
and organiser, of providing for slum children, from their earliest years, the kind of training

and environment which shall make them into "wholly redeemed human lives."]

THE
Baby Camp is to be found in

the midst of one of London's
most dreary East End slums.
On the day I visited it the sur

roundings were not enhanced by that

strange, drab fogginess that gives to

London in winter its air of aloof, forbid
ding gloom. Through a door in a high
wall one passed into a spacious area with

low buildings on either side. This was

the Baby Camp proper.
Unhappily for us, Miss Margaret

McMillan herself had just gone to France,
to tour through the soldiers' camps to tell

them of the dreams she has of Britain's
future, of her glory based on right educa

tion, so that the dream shall find fulfil
ment in the beautiful lives of men and

women. The assistant, or nurse-teacher,
who showed us in, paid Miss McMillan
glowing and unsolicited tribute. " She is
a mother to us all !

" she exclaimed.
" We did not want her to go to France
alone, for she works first and thinks of
herself last. Our hearts went out with
her."

One sensed that some one of genius fills
the place with a vital inspiring atmo

sphere. There is the subtle potent cur
rent of a great ideal finding its way to
birth and expression. So often one finds
it thus : power, foresight, vision of
future splendours —and all set to grow
amidst appalling difficulties. Perhaps it
is for the sake of testing strength and of
drawing near to the greater beauties that
it should be so.

However, Miss Chignell, the Principal
both of the Nursery and Training School,
gave us generously of her time to explain
the purpose of each part of the work.
From her, too, fell warm words of trust
and love when she referred to Miss
McMillan's great efforts to realise her
passionate desire to uplift the world. We
saw the small babies first —wee things a

few weeks old some of them, who had
just been fed and were contentedly set

tling to sleep. A solemn little semi-circle
of half a dozen tiny ones were being fed,
and they all looked very rosy and healthy.
Their shelter is a large and airy one, open
entirely on one side, and heated in the
centre by gas. Their mothers are mostly
at work ; all were so a short time ago,
when munitions were the order of the
day. They still bring their babies to this
place of quiet and rest, where they are
trained in a way that distracted working
mothers have but little time for.

Along one wall run the words : "I
desire to live worthily all my days so that
after my death I may leave to others a
record of good work done." This, goes
on the writing, was a saying of King
Alfred's, which was dear to the heart of
Miss Rachel McMillan, of whom there is
a large photograph underneath, and
whose loss her sister still mourns deeply,
for they worked together in this Baby
Camp.

In the next shelter were older children,
though still little more than toddlers from
sixteen months onwards. They sat
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sedately feeding themselves carefully, and
very particular about their manners.
Upon manners great stress is laid, and
while they are delightfully free and

happy, yet they are patiently trained in
the way of such manners as would grace
any table in the land. In the centre of
their table, upon the white painted
boards, was a bowl filled with mosses
from which rose delicate snowdrops. All
this is done with a high purpose. Miss
Chignell told us of the days when the
neighbourhood resented their presence,
and how the children would bide their
time to rush in and snatch a growing
flower and tear it and trample it in sheer
wantonness. But that has passed, and
the Camp and its work are respected.
The mothers of these little ones are also
away at factories all day. That at one
time was a condition of admittance ; now
any child that applies is taken in. Across
the wide yard the next group were taking
their dinner. They range from three to
four or five years old. Again cheery
faces, clean and wholesome-looking, with
rosy cheeks, and again the ease of good
manners ; and our conversation followed
up this point. They had, before they
came to the Camp, no physical training,
no habits of cleanliness or control, no
regular hours of eating and sleeping.
They were wrongly managed, or not
managed at all, and to correct all that is
one of the purposes of the Baby Camp.
It is there to instil the first and funda
mental lesson of all lessons and laws —
self-control. Upon that hinges civilisa
tion. To this is added the law of con
sideration for other living things.
Hence the yard is largely a garden where
many things try to grow. In the far
corner is a large tree, and a square of
earth about it has been seeded, so that in
the summer the babies may have the plea
sure of playing on its desirable green
ness. A thin, stray London cat had its
hunger appeased, and I fancy that cat
was astonished —anyway, it made the
most of its opportunity.

About ninety children are on the books,
but that day there were seventy-six in
attendance. Some were absent because
of the recent strikes. The weekly charge

is two shillings and sixpence, inclusive of
three-quarters of a pint of milk per day
and three square meals, to say nothing of
bathing and heating and attention. But,
while the strike was on, this was too
much for the poor mothers to pay. One
little boy Miss Chignell has specially en
quired after —a boy whose home is in a
basement, and who is like a pale plant de
prived of air and food. His mother ac
knowledged that the Camp was the right
place for him, and that they were doing
wonders with him, but she could not spare
even a shilling a week. Miss Chignell
pleaded for him without payment, but
perhaps some remote sense of pride re
strained the mother, and the price is the
child's health and vitality.

The Baby Camp is open from 7 a.m.
till 6 p.m. The first thing is a bath or
wash and dressing. They have breakfast
at nine, dinner at twelve, and supper at
four. Over 75 per cent, of the children
are rickety when they first come, but the
good, pure food and open-air, regular
life cure that. Fifty per cent, are ver
minous, and to deal with this there is a
special hot-air apparatus, and they are
soon largely cleared of this detriment to
health and comfort. Gradually the
mothers are won to help in combating
this evil, and that, with Camp treatment,
reduces this to twenty per cent.

As we stood talking, another and older
group of children passed across the yard
and out of the gate,

"
a little rivulet of

child-beauty
"— in Miss McMillan's own

words. We followed them across the
street and down an alley and into a yet
narrower alley which opens upon another
space and an open shed to one side. Here
those of from five to seven or eight were
settling to their mid-day meal, singing
grace first and then sitting down quietly.
There was the same order, kindly quiet
and restraint and observance of good
manners which marked all the rest. We
here inspected the baths and other appli
ances where body, and, in consequence,
mind, are made happy by cleanliness.
After dinner the whole camp settled to
sleep. The beds are simple, and each
child has a warm rug to cover it. In the
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winter they sleep in the shelters ; in the
summer in the open air.

Next came a visit to the clinic, where
not only the Camp children are treated,
but many others from the neighbourhood.
A cheery nurse in charge declared that she
was kept busy all day. There was a char
acteristic touch in this room that was
another indication of the vision that be

sets Miss McMillan. Here, where heal

ing is the keynote, there hangs over the

fireplace a lovely picture entitled " The
Guardian Angel," by Frank Dvorak. It
was exhibited in 1911 at the Royal
Academy, was purchased by someone and
presented to Miss McMillan. It is a lovely
thought that keeps it here, before the
eyes of suffering children, to ease their
pain and give them the joy of colour and
a conception of tenderness easily under
stood by them. In another house is a

dental department, where some of the
students also reside. On the ground-
floor is a studio, the resort of colour and
that charm of careful disorderly order
that only an artist's studio can attain.
Yet another house, opposite the Camp, is

being prepared for the students. The
story of this house, though not pleasant,
amply demonstrates what it is that Miss
McMillan seeks to alter.

When the war broke out the house was

occupied by a German family. Presently,
as public opinion grew more and more
resentful against Germans, the local feel

ing blazed into action. Paraffin was
poured on the place and set alight. The
interior was burnt out, the occupants
escaping, though the mother was injured.
They removed to another part of London,
only to fall victims to bombs during an
air-raid, some of the children being killed.
The. mother's reason fled, the father is

repatriated. The house will now be the
home of those whose ideal is to change
the goal of the world's desire, to induce
it to leave behind the days of war and

ignorance and poverty and, with the help
of tiny children, to march forward to a

more hopeful future.
The course of training for these

students is a full one : Hnglish Literature,
History, French, Drawing and Model
ling, Physiology, Dentistry, Voice Pro

duction, and the Psychology of Children.
The Board of Education have not yet de

cided what kind of certificate it shall be

able to award. The working day is from
6.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Out of this comes
an interval of two hours for meals and
four hours for study and recreation.
There are two sets of people in training
at the Camp : (1) The nurse-teachers and

(2
) the students. There are seventeen of

the former, who come from various parts
of the country for six months training;
the latter are girls of from sixteen to
twenty-five years of age, taking a two
or three year course. These students go
right through the creche and school, have
a period in the clinic with the dentist,
doctors, and nurse, attend also at the
bathing centre and at the minor opera
tions which are performed on Saturdays.
Their work is thus made to cover the
whole range of interests which shall best
serve in the true education of children.

This is the usual routine of the day :—
The earliest arrivals are at 7 a.m., and
are entertained by a student in the nur
sery till 8

, when the rest come in. At 8
,

nurses, teachers and students take their
own children to their respective bath
rooms, where bathing, washing, hair-
dressing, teeth-cleaning, nail-trimming,
and putting on of the pretty overalls goes
on till 9 or 9.30. Then the children have
their breakfast, then training in the little
physical habits that mean so much to
health. From 10—11.30 or 12 the school
subjects are taught to those old enough.
The preparation for dinner is carried on
by the children of three upwards, under
supervision. Beds and blankets are
made ready for the afternoon sleep. The
length of sleep varies for the different
ages. Then beds and blankets are put
away, the children tidy up generally, and
have some handwork, drawing and sing
ing'. or games. Tiny ones are prepared
for tea at 3.30 and the others are ready
at 4. Some then go home, others remain
till their mothers call for them at 6

, and
some simple, happy occupation is found
for them while they wait.

In her Ninth Report o
f the Deptford

Health Centre, Miss McMillan says that
expenses amounted to ,£.'1,600 for the
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building of the new Cleansing Centre, the
equipment of the new Nurses' Home, the
Bungalow for Students, and a Hall-
shelter. This was met by a legacy left to

her sister during the last week of her life
time. The working expenses amounted
this year to ^2,900. The parents' con
tributions averaged £500, the Ministry of
Munitions granted £500, friends donated
£300, and premiums from three pupils
came to £120. The remainder has to be

found, and I rather think that Miss
McMillan herself earns a good deal of it
by her writings.

Miss Chignell told us that their dream
is a model centre from which others may
draw inspiration, to be followed by a net

work of such centres all through London.
" More humanising, more lovely than
parks even, or even recreation grounds,
would be the presence in every neighbour
hood of beautiful and well-nurtured child
ren, offering always the object-lesson of
a wholly redeemed human life," writes
Miss McMillan.

Many questions rise to one's mind
when examining this Baby Camp, and all

its accessory activities. But the main

question is answered in the words quoted

above. It takes the eye of insight into

the divine purpose that lies hid in human

growth to institute and foster such work

as is here carried on. The parts have

their coherence, the work is seen as a

whole ; clinics and studios and beautiful

garments all serve the central aspiration
to make of these children " wholly re

deemed human lives." As the labouring

classes are struggling for some freedom,

for leisure, striking out almost blindly for

what some resistless impulse tells them is

absolutely necessary for that which is in

them, so here is the beginning of the ful

filment of what they are fighting for.

Leisure not well filled is mere idleness,

and leads to many vices ; but now babies

have a chance to use well and worthily,
and with cultivated tastes and habits, the

leisure that will be the rule of the world

one day. The future already nestles in

our midst, and in this Centre finds a rich
and happy environment in which to

develop.
Josephine Ransom

DIVINE UNION
O Thou Almighty Power : Omnipotent !

If beauty is of Thee the counterpart,
Infuse my soul ; thrust in the fiery dart

Of Thy most searching breath. Improvident
Be Thou of mystic ecstasy. Present

Thy lightning shafts to burn my inmost heart ;

Nor yet abate the ache nor quench the smart
Until my will with Thine, O God, is blent.

Then shall my Spirit's life soar up to Thee ;

From evil passions' strife shall be set free.
I'll climb to heights of sanctifying grace,

There spread the net of Thy most sov 'reign love,
And, all content to be in Thy embrace,

Ensnare all souls within the mesh thereof.

Jno. A. Palmer



FROM A COUNTRY STUDY
Some Thoughts on Life and Letters

By S. L. BENSUSAN

II.—OF KINGS AND PEASANTS

PHILOSOPHY

has its sensations
and sensations have their philo
sophy. At a time like the pre
sent, when we are surveying the

wide-sweeping changes of a lustrum,
there is no lack of sensational record, and
if we will look beyond the recital
of startling incident to see what it

portends we may chance to find food
for the thought that establishes a philo
sophy of life. Time has been when there
was something almost sacrosanct about
the Courts of Europe. Many men and
a few women, wearing decorations in
numerable and surrounded by etiquette
as by a protective aura, were seen from
time to time in public. Then it was for
the governed to assemble in their thou
sands, to line the streets, to cheer very
heartily, and to read on the following
day in favourite newspapers a hymn of
praise for the glorified ones who very
graciously acknowledged plaudits, and
even said they were pleased to receive
them. The English version of this wor
ship has always been a sane and modified
one. Queen Victoria was intensely in
tolerant of publicity, King Edward was
not only popular but democratic, and the
whole tendency of King George and

Queen Mary is to be on friendly rather
than formal terms with their subjects.
But in Germany there was a rigid eti
quette down to the end ; in Austria a

worse one, while in Russia conditions
were stifling. One recalls mediaeval
Spain, where he who by accident touched
even a garment of the Queen incurred
the penalty of death.

The New Book of Revelation

To-day, as 3 result of war and the
crumbling of Empires, men are not only
giving free reign to their tongues, but

are not hesitating to reach with their

pens a wide circle avid of information
lying beyond its normal ken. Mr.
Gerard, American Ambassador to the

Court at Berlin, set the ball rolling ;

longo intervallo an American Court den-

list followed suit; the American Ambas
sador to the Sublime Porte was the next

to hasten into print. These three shrewd

representatives of a great democracy left
little or nothing of the " divinity that
doth hedge a king." Lens and scalpel
were applied to many bearers of great
names, and they were seen in their habit
as they lived — impulsive, impetuous,
crafty, cruel men, out to gain territory,
power, prestige, whatever the advantage
that could be won, no matter at what
expense to the world at large. Suffering
would pass and be forgotten, gains
would stand, and every ruler hoped to be

able to say to a startled, timorous
world, " St monumentum requiris, cir-
cumspicel " Perhaps it needed the
honest, forthright republican to sail first
over the uncharted seas of revelation.
In Europe materialism had developed
snobbery to an amazing and alarming
degree, and, down to 1914 at least, the
race of the flunkey appeared to be in no
danger of extinction. Events first, and
candid chroniclers in their wake, have
dealt a deadly blow to the flunkey, one
that he may not survive. It is hard to
believe that the near future, as far as
the rank and file of thinking people are
concerned, will be tolerant of any form
of adulation or devotion that is not
founded upon a consciousness of great
tasks greatly performed.

An Outspoken Diplomat

It may be remarked that the purveyors
of revelation are not all from America.
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There came into the literary arena only
a month or two ago M. de Schelking,
sometime of the Russian diplomatic ser
vice in Greece, France, Spain, Germany
and Holland, sometime of the Russian
newspaper service, for which he acted as
Paris correspondent of the Rouss and
the Novoie Vremya, and as Petrograd
correspondent of he Temps. He was in

Russia till the Revolution of March,
1917, then spent a year in Yokohama and
went thence to Vancouver, B.C., where
he wrote The Game of Diplomacy. It
is a book that would have been placed
upon the index prohibitorius in normal
times, for M. de Schelking has known
Tsars and Kaisers, kings and princes, as
only diplomats are able to, and he writes
without reticence of what he has seen and
heard and experienced. Much that is

intimate and personal is said for tfje first
time, and a book of this kind is a terrible
indictment of autocracy, even though it
be put together with no other aim than to
amuse or to thrill. In a letter from
Colonel John Ward, M P., written from
Siberia to greet some friends and to ex

plain and denounce Bolshevism, a letter
published in the English Press during
February, he says: "I quite believe it
was necessary to destroy the old regime,
to execute the Tsar and all his minions."
Now such a statement could not have
been made by an English M.P. and pub
lished in an English newspaper five years
ago, when Tsardom and all its attendant
evils were wasting the life of Russia, but
to-day, when a weak man, his wilful wife
and helpless family have been cruelly
done to death, it is possible to comment
unrebuked. For this possibility, be it
good or bad, we arc indebted to Ambas
sadors Gerard and Morganthau, to Mr.
Davis, the dentist, to M. de Schelking,
diplomat and journalist, and to a dozen
others who have taken advantage of the
confusion of the times in which we live
to tell the truth as they have seen it. In
doing so they have robbed royalty of the
last of its halo, they have revealed rulers
as men who stand on no exalted plane.
The change in the public sentiment
brought about within a short space is a

tribute to the power of the pen, a solemn

warning of the responsibility its use
entails.

The Failure of Autocracy

To the man who reflects upon other as

pects of the " revelations " and their
results there comes the sense that there
is no real dependence to be placed ;n

future upon any form of autocratic rule
Even though a despotism be benevolent
it is a danger alike to those who exercise
and those who suffer it

,

and the founda
tions are so uncertain that autocracy de
mands all the subterranean efforts of
secret services to buttress and uphold
them. What we have witnessed in

Russia is not the spontaneous upheaval
of a war-weary people, but rather the
hideous outcome of years of systematic
repression coupled with the deliberate
neglect of education. Jean Jacques Rous
seau wrote the preface to the French
Revolution ; it has been left to the diplo
mats to supply an epilogue to the
Russian variant. Perhaps the worst
aspect of the case, as living men have
put it before us, is found in the cynicism,
the utter absence of altruism. We are
shown States in their aspect as commer
cial institutions carrying on business
without the moral restraints that are asso
ciated with high-class commerce.
Romanoffs, Hohenzollerns, Hapsburgs
were alike intent upon material ends ; the
non-moral aspect of their government is

revealed by every writer qualified to
bring intimate knowledge to its consi
deration. These books of tittle-tattle
provide a crushing denunciation of pre
war rule. They suggest that freedom
will come to Northern, Central and East
ern Europe unless it is hindered by a

tyranny based upon the will of dema
gogues who are as bad as autocrats hail
ing from the Almanach de Gotha. With
freedom there will be an enormous ex
periment in the direction of its proper
use. It would appear as though a long
time must elapse before man may hope
to sit at ease and in security in the shade
of his own vine or fig tree, there to
possess his soul in quietness and in
peace.
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The Re-Discovery of the Countryside

On my table as I write there stands a

steadily growing pile of books and
pamphlets dealing with varied aspects of
the agricultural problem. It would seem
as though a great longing for the fields
of peace had been born on the fields of
battle, for the land call is heard on every
side, and the books before me are the
efforts, doubtless honest as well as strenu
ous, of many hard-thinking men who de

sire to clear all obstacles away, to make
the crooked straight and to remove from
English earth the reproach that is ex
pressed in the opening lines of Lamenta
tions. It is, unfortunately, true that there
are many villages well-nigh solitary that
were once full of inhabitants; indeed,
some English hamlets have disappeared
in the past half-century, a church and a

few farmhouses being all that is left.
Houses were found to be worth less than
the cost of repair, and were allowed to
fall into ruin. Only a few years ago I
could see the young folk drifting to the
towns and the old folk to the workhouse,
while the area of tillage shrank until wt
had more pasture than arable in England
and we could feed ourselves for just
about ten weeks out of the fifty-two. It
did not pay to grow corn, said the
farmers, and when I pointed out to some
of them that it must at least pay to grow
strong, healthy men and women, they
suggested >t was for this special purpose
that we had our Overseas Dominions.

ground game. A specially charming site
might provide a golf course. Farmers
were a class that existed to till the soil
and make an estate pay interest upon its
capital value ; agricultural labourers were
a group of men about whom nothing was
known. It was supposed that anybody
could do their work, and that the only-

problem they had solved was that of
bringing up a family on a wage of about
15s. a week. They had also learned to
work year in, year out and to dispense
with holidays, and doubtless this was
accounted to them for righteousness.
There was a fairly general feeling that
both the farmer and those who served
him were in a sense superfluous. They
were kept on as an outward and visible
sign that we were once an agricultural
nation, but, after all, game could live with
out them and so could foxes while, as far
as food was concerned, we could get that
from abroad. Folly and extravagance
were speeding hand-in-hand through rural
England, it looked as though we should
soon see a wilderness of game preserves
with palaces here and there in which
careless prosperity sat feasting. But
" Dawn was at hand to strike the loud
feast dumb. "

Rural England Before the War
Until the autumn of 1914 forced us to

realise the significance of Mother Earth,
the English countryside was no more
than a playground for the fortunate few.
I know that it was hard to find a pub
lisher for a book dealing with agricul
tural regeneration, it was hard to fill the
village hall if the lecturer had chosen
this subject ; but there was a sure market
for a work on shooting or fishing or hunt
ing—a volume by an expert would be

very eagerly bought. It was the duty
of the country to provide pretty and well-
kept roads for motoring, poachery-free
woods for pheasant rearing, and plenty
of crops of the kind that encourage

Rural England To-day
The past few years have brought about

a striking change ; let us be honest and
admit that it came at the bidding of ne

cessity. Four million acres have come
under the plough, and we have more
arable than pasture to-day. From a

supply of corn available for ten weeks
we have grown to the supply that will
suffice for forty. The wage of the hus
bandman has been more than doubled.

County Councils are considering the pro
blem of settling soldiers on the land;
women have turned to agriculture to help
the country, and may remain cultivators
on a small scale to help themselves. Just
now the sun is shining on the books and

pamphlets that one month has brought to

my study table, all of them written to
show how we may make the country at

least as attractive as the Elysian Fields
and probably more remunerative. They
are out in good time, these varied publica
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lions, for the imagination turns to rural
England " now that April's here." The
blackthorn is aflower, life is stirring in
the depth of the orchards, the larch has
donned her rose-coloured plumelets, the
little river that is the boundary of my few
fields sings to the sunshine, "

blossom
by blossom the spring begins."

The Multitude of Councillors

Apparently everybody has a panacea.
You can make a flourishing countryside
by one of a dozen methods. Double the
doubled wages, give the landlord's pro
perty to the farmer, give it to the
labourer, close public-houses, or have
more public-houses, institute clubs for the
village, have a communal village kitchen,
with wash-houses and baths attached,
imitate all the agricultural methods of
Denmark, introduce open-air plays and
country dances, make co-operation uni
versal if not compulsory, build a factory
next to the village, have a lecture society
and debating club, erect sufficient cot
tages to encourage settlement and re
settlement, teach the children handi
crafts, instruct their mothers in domestic
economy, abolish game preserving,
encourage small-holding, increase machi
nery, raze the workhouse, hold cookery
classes, spread allotments, secularise edu
cation, compel the children to go to
church, institute half-holidays for the
agricultural labourer, enforce goat-keep
ing and bee-keeping, set up a drying
plant for medicinal herbs ; here is a fairly
comprehensive supply of wares —Auto-
lycus could not have carried a larger
assortment —and it is possible to pick and
to choose. The only trouble lies in the
lack of a constructive intelligence behind
it all. Men come forward with points that
may be good, may even be valuable, and
yet the true science of rural regeneration
has yet to find its practical demonstrator
and its publisher.

The Aftermath of Neglect
Yet for all the chaos that seems to

surround movement, for all the multi
plicity of plans set out often with hard
figures and unattractive statistics in the
pages before me, it is likely that we shall

settle the fate of the countryside on sane
lines for some of the people whose
brains are constructive and whose gift
lies in organisation rather than in the
making of books will step in sooner or
later and take control. They will decide
the main question that awaits decision.
It may be stated briefly: Are we to
become self-supporting and pay the price
that is demanded for self-support of a

flourishing countryside, or are we going
to plump for cheap food grown abroad
on the ground that cheapness to a manu
facturing country is of more importance
than its rural areas? Shall it be phea
sants or peasants ? The difference is the
single letter " h," and this, oddly
enough, stands for both heaven and hell.
When all is said and done thought is the
greatest of forces ! Sooner or later
statesmen will sit round a council table
and debate the point I h'ive endeavoured
to set out, and according to the working
of their minds we shall have our rural
England for many years to come, for
an indefinite period perhaps if they decide
that it must be populous and self-sup
porting. Let their thoughts take this
direction and the Universal Mother will"

blossom and bud, and fill the face of the
earth with fruit." But so largely is the
future wrapped up in politics that these
books with their exhortation, suggestion,
criticism and the rest leave me cold.
England at the present moment can only
fulfil her rural destiny by consent of
those who direct her urban interests.

Where Literature is Concerned

Inasmuch as literature is concerned
with life the ultimate decision in this
vexed question is one that must involve
letters. Novelist, poet, dramatist are
intimately concerned with the future of
the countryside for a real revival of
country life in all its aspects means that
we shall find men interpreting that life in
terms of their art. At present we find
very little that rings true ; we have not
at work in England to-day a man of
letters who brings the Mother Earth to
you as Zola, for example, did in France.
If we will forget and forgive the almost
needless brutality of incident that he in
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dieted, the strength and grim reality of
his pictures must command the respect of
all. But' the French peasant is not like
the English agricultural labourer. He
works for himself, he strives, he saves,
he worships the soil he tends, his love for
his small-holding passes the love of
women. So, too, does the Belgian, and
so the Spaniard, and out of these attach
ments literature is born. The English
labourer is a landless man, a drudge, he

has seldom been understood and in many-
parts he has grown reticent beyond the
powers of change to move him. It is an

England full of small proprietors, feed
ing her own population, rearing hardy
children for the great Dominions over
seas that is going to be the nursing
ground of novel and essay and poetry and
drama. A full vivid country life with
plenty of colour will develop imagina
tion to a surprising extent, in so far as it
tends to provide conditions that have not
been staled by custom. If that life is
given to us, then all the recommendations
that stand before me in such profusion
may look to receive a trial, and it well
may be that some of them will not be
found wanting.

The Season of Change

What we lack as far as the country is
concerned is the group of writers, each
working in a selected area, who will give
us tidings of what the countryman
thinks. He is a great force, running
numerically far into the region of six
figures, master of a most varied trade,
intensely capable, enduring and resigned,
hardly susceptible as yet to any of the
influences that may decide his immediate
destiny. The fields have taught him
silence, inured him to solitude, he is slow
in speech and action, though he will cling
to an idea as closely as limpet to rock.
Very seldom does one of his class become
articulate, but for all this he is on the
threshold of change. It is not only the
newly-born interest of urban students
expressed in book and pamphlet, it is the
return from the war of those who had
started their life-work in the fields with
out any hope of a future better than that
which came to their fathers and grand

fathers —"
a chequered day of sunshine

and of shower, fading to twilight and
deep night at last." Those who come
back have brought a wider vision, and
that vision will prove more potent to
ensure a new life in the countryside than
all the formulas of the experts. If every
district had had its patient recorder of
moods and fancies the student of the
records would have known rural Eng
land, for lack of records we cannot tell
what is going to happen when, the states
men having had their say, the dweller in
the countryside finds his voice and an

nounces his decision.

The Outlook
I find myself wondering what the near

future holds when the great tide of tur
bulence and change sweeps through the

sleepy villages I have known from boy
hood, villages in which down to a few

years ago the Bible was almost the only
book to be found. Are we who live
in the forgotten corners, away from
all the restlessness and striving, going to
be left in a peace that has been so com
pletely shattered elsewhere ? Save to the
individual it matters not at all. What
ever the strength of the storm the face of
the countryside will not suffer, the

pageant of the seasons will not be the
less beautiful, Nature's peace will not be

less abiding. Those who savour the
sense of what is beautiful may not be the
same, but we who have sought the soli

tary places know that the most of those
around us lack the larger leisure that
would help them to enjoy Nature at her
best. Did they possess that leisure they
might share our enthusiasm. So it hap
pens that I find myself unable to write
about books that publish short cuts to

perfection for dwellers outside the towns.
To me the problem is too big. There is

only one question that seems to matter.
Will the Englishman be found cultivating
his own few acres from end to end of the

country, or shall we see mile after mile
untenanted save by game and game
keepers ? Once past the brief period of
confusion and unrest that is upon us now
English history will be decided by the
answer to this question.

S. L. Bensusan
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WHATEVER

its immediate re

sult, it will be a long time

before the effect of the first few

days of the Coal Commission
wears off. I say

" the first few days,"
because a grand industrial inquiry of this

description being an entire novelty, the

newspapers gave the earlier proceedings

very full publicity. As the days passed,
however, the same old tendency became

perceptible for journals to suppress such

parts of the evidence as were not to the

taste of their proprietors.
* * *

The Difficulty of Being Impartial

The position is, of course, difficult. No
paper can afford the space for a verbatim
report of the proceedings of any assembly
which lasts for several hours, therefore it
must abbreviate almost everything, and
leave out much ; but everything depends
upon what is left out. If you give those

questions and replies in which the side you
favour comes out on top, and omit those
in which the opposition scores, you may
not have altered anything, but you have
most successfully conveyed a wholly false,
or, at any rate, one-sided impression, and
the final impression that the ordinary
person will have derived from the daily
accounts of the Commission will depend
entirely upon the pa^er or papers he is in
the habit of reading. If he regularly
reads the Daily News or the Star he will
feel that the miners' case is overwhelm
ing ; if he reads the Daily Express and the
Evening Standard he will feel that the
miners' representatives may perhaps have
been more astute than those of the coal-
owners, but that they never established
their case.

* * *

The Light of Day

The evidence of the first few days, how
ever, was reported very extensively, and

was of a nature that startled the general
public. In fact, after the first day's evi
dence it was quite a common thing to hear
people say that the miners had already
won their case. The circumstance that
millions of pounds of profits were unneces

sarily paid to owners of the prosperous
mines in order to assure a profit to the

less successful ones, and the facts brought
out as to the conditions under which most
of the miners live and are housed, struck
the public imagination. Subsequently
the owners, and the Press favourable to
them, have tried to point out that, after
all, it was State officials* who granted
them those millions, that their profits
were previously little over a shilling per
ton, and that to grant the miners' de
mands would ruin the iron and steel in
dustries. The great thing that has been
done, however, is to establish an impor
tant precedent —when in future the con
ditions in an industry become insupport
able, on account of the friction between
the owners and the workers, and it is
difficult to establish who is in the right, a

Royal Commission can hear in the open
the evidence from both sides, and the
public can decide which of the two parties
is in the right. Some people might be
inclined to say that nothing practical can
come from a Commission composed
equally of representatives of both sides ;

but it is conceivable that a case might
occur in which both the workers and the
owners prove their case— the former that
their conditions of life and employment
were unbearable, and the owners that the
granting of the improvements asked for
would render working impossible. In
such a case, the public would acquiesce
in a price increase sufficient to meet the
reasonable demands of both sides.

* Incidentally, it may be remarked, these were
business men acting temporarily as Government
officials.
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The Remuneration of Capital and Labour

In my own evidence before the Coal
Commission, and in some articles con
tributed to the Daily News, I gave some
startling examples of profits that have
accrued to shareholders in some of the big
coal companies, after allowing for various
methods of obscuring the actual profits or
dividends, such as paying the latter free
of income-tax, issuing bonus shares, and
issuing new shares at a price much below
their market value. I showed that the
Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Company, one
of the greatest of the South Wales con
cerns, which in 1913 had an ordinary
share capital of £541,407 and £115,795 in
6 per cent. Preference shares, had, in the
fifteen years ending 1918, paid out
£3,156,000 in cash dividends, in addition
to which it had distributed to its share
holders £1,100,000 of free bonus shares
which are now worth three times that
amount. Put in another way, £1,000 in
vested in 1903 in these shares which were
then quoted at par, would have received
dividends equal to about £3,800, and
would, in addition, now be saleable for
£5,500. The Company is now allowing
its shareholders to take up at 35s. one
new share for every five shares already
held; the existing shares are quoted at
61s.

Another striking example was that of
the Fife Coal Company, which, in ten
years, has paid out dividends equal to 300
percent, on the original capital, which in
1909 was increased by a distribution of
bonus shares. This Company has, in ad
dition, called a meeting of shareholders
to give it power to capitalise its reserves,
the intention evidently being to distribute
another share bonus. Mr. Smillie, the
miners' leader, referred specially to the
bad housing conditions of this company's
workers.

* * *

The Point
The point of these examples is not to

blame any particular management or any
group of shareholders who find themselves
living under a system which renders these
things quite natural. It is the system
itself that is at fault, a system which con
demns hundreds of thousands of people to

live in such abject conditions as appalled
even the members of the Commission —
this was particularly the case with regard
to whole families living in one-roomed
houses —whilst at the other end share
holders who have never seen the property
or the workers draw large dividends.
This fact is not argued away by the state
ment that some mines do not pay. By
pooling the whole of the coal mines and
placing them under a management repre
senting the nation, and including repre
sentatives of the workers, the profits of
the paying mines can be made to equalise
the shortfall in the poorer mines (in so
far as it is found necessary to work these),
instead of going to swell the fortunes of a
small number of people. It by no means
follows from these observations that all
the demands of the miners or any other
class of workers can be conceded ; but the
psychological effect upon the miners of
these big dividends and various bonuses
distributed by some of the mining com
panies is unmistakable. Let them once
know that these special favours of fortune
to certain people are rendered impossible,
and they can be made to see the point at
which their demands are greater than the
industry, or industries in general, can
afford — the more so if their own represen
tatives on the Boards of Management are
equally responsible for the statistics pre
sented. The contention that, because it
might otherwise handicap the iron and
steel industry, 800,000 mine workers
should continue to work amidst such con
ditions of squalor, hardship and misery as
have been revealed, is one that no social
reformer can admit for a moment.

# # *

The Governing Class —An Indictment
By the time these remarks appear in

print, we shall know the result of the Coal
Commission's deliberations, and it is sin
cerely to be hoped that that result will be
industrial peace, otherwise no one can
foresee what will arise. Whatever de
cision is arrived at, there is no doubt that
we are in the throes of a Labour upheaval,
and one section after another of the work
ing community will demand a levelling up
of its conditions. As this coincides with
a period of acute financial stress, as the
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result of which the nation finds itself much

poorer, the difficulties of the position are
increased. They are further augmented
by the indisputable fact that the com

munity, generally speaking, has little
faith in the present governing class. By
this I do not mean the present Govern
ment, although that does indeed typify
our governing class, but the class from
which most of the people wTio run the

public services and private industry of the

country are drawn. This may seem a

strong statement, but one example alone
will, I submit, suffice to prove its accu
racy. I refer to the recent police strike.
What would one think of an Eastern
potentate who did not keep his bodyguard
well paid and satisfied? The most igno
rant despot does at least recognise the

importance of this elementary fact. Now,
what the bodyguard is to the savage
despot a police force is to our governing
and propertied classes, and yet we have
had the spectacle of the police force —so

steady and reliable a set of men as to have
been the pride of a nation for a generation
or more —being goaded into revolt, and
while these lines are being written a recur-

rence of the trouble appears extremely
likely.

* * *

A New Governing Class

Those people who fear democracy
should take heart and console themselves
with the reflection that our future rulers
are not likely to make a worse mess of
things than those who at present hold the
reins ; and those who are afraid of labour
with a capital L, as representing an un
educated tyranny, may also console them
selves with the thought that when it comes
to a contest in the open, as in the Coal
Commission, the miners' leaders have
proved themselves to be fully a match for
the representatives of the employers ; and,
furthermore, they may also take cheer
from the fact that a large proportion of
what we are getting to term the intelli
gentsia, is associating itself with that
political movement that endeavours to im
prove the lot of the masses, but is, at the
same time, not unmindful of the fact that
the nation itself is more important than
any one class. But a

"
change of heart

is necessary, in both our present and
future governing classes.

A. Km ii- Davies

THE WAGES

Clouds, and a breath of wind and dew ! The day
Gropes to its end ; fast wanes the west.

Time, toiler, now, to put the tools away !

Night comes ; and night brings rest.

The vines are tended and the grapes are stored ;

Finished, at length, the latest task.
In guerdon of the day-long labour, Lord,

What wages shall I ask?

Not mine the meed of such as better serve !

No place on Thy left hand or right
I dream of, while the young moon's crescent curve

Dips to the darkening night.

To bear the burden and the heat for Thee

Repays, alone, the toil's expense :

New strength to serve Thee, Master—let this be

The day's fit recompense !

S. Gertrude Ford



HUMANITARIAN NOTES
By G. COLMORE

" We know by nature that there is a distinction between humanity and cruelty, that the first
belongs to the higher or better part of our nature, and that it is our duty to cultivate it."

— Lecky

Science and Humanitarlanism

IT cannot be too often or too insis

tently declared that science and humani-

tarianism are in no sense opposed, but

must, if they work rightly, work hand in

hand, since they present, not two conflict

ing' hypotheses, but two aspects of a

common truth —humanitarianism pro

claiming in the domain of ethics what
science discovers in the domain of know
ledge.

* * *

The Known and the Unknown

IT follows from this that what is ethi

cally wrong cannot be scientifically

right. To be sure, the contrary proposi
tion might be advanced, namely, that

what is scientifically wrong cannot be

ethically right, and, in fact, the one pro
position is as accurate as the other, or
rather, the two propositions are identical,

and it is only in the manner of statement

that there appears to be a difference.
Nevertheless, it is wise to test scientific
methods by the standard of ethics rather

than to adapt ethical conceptions to suit
scientific demands, for argument must

always be from the known to the un
known ; and while the discoveries of
science are incomplete, and the theories
founded upon them are subject to constant

readjustment, the truth underlying ethics
is not only basic but patent. This truth,

that love is a constructive force and makes
for progress, order, balance, happiness,
whereas hate is destructive, bringing dis
order, suffering, chaos, has been made
manifest throughout the ages. It is ex

pressed in the most ancient of Scriptures,
it is declared in every world religion ; it
needs no discovery, presents no partial
disclosure, but stands complete, revealed
to the gaze of every seeing eye.

To shape scientific procedure according

to ethical wisdom is, then, more reason

able than to shape ethical conduct accord

ing to the methods dictated by a know
ledge which is but partial ; and, indeed,

there are instances frequently occurring
in which wisdom is justified not only of
her children, but by means of the egre
gious mistakes of the bastard offspring
of an incomplete science.

* * *

Ethics and Efficacy

IT is doubtful whether medical science
would admit that the many mistakes

which mark the course of its history are
due to disregard of humanitarian princi
ples ; but it is interesting to note that the
existence of a moral as well as a scientific
side to the question of medical methods is

obtaining recognition. Within a week —
at the end of January and the beginning
of February— two well-known doctors
declared in letters to the Times newspaper
that medical efficacy is not identical with
public morality ; that the success of a

method does not carry with it the ethical
justification of the use of that method ;

that, in fact, there are two questions, one
to be judged by the convictions of the
medical profession and the other by the
conscience of the lay community. To be

sure, the morality of medical methods is
limited, in the utterances, and probably in
the minds of these gentlemen, to the

application of the methods, and does not
extend to their origin ; nevertheless, the

recognition of morality as a factor in
remedial measures indicates a higher
standpoint than that adopted in the de

claration that "
pure curiosity "

in
medical science is the greatest asset which
a nation can possess ; and, if it be once
admitted that morality has a voice in de
ciding whether or no certain means of
fighting disease should be adopted, that
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voice must inevitably sooner or later be

heard in the laboratories where the fur
nishing of these means is carried on.

* * *

Birds and Rodents

MANY
illustrations of disaster arising

out of the disregard of humani
tarian considerations are provided by the
treatment meted out to birds in the various
countries of the world, and the conse

quences which that treatment ensures.
Over and over again agricultural authori
ties, acting on the inferences of superficial
observation, and ignoring the touchstone
of ethical righteousness, have decreed
the destruction of birds ; and over and
over again the results to agriculture have
been disastrous. Mr. James Buckland,
the well-known authority on birds, tells
us in one of his remarkable pamphlets
that 4,000,000 dollars' worth of damag.:
was done in the State of Pennsylvania
owing to the passing of an Act by the
Legislature which provided a bounty of
fifty cents on every hawk and owl that
was shot. An irruption of rodents fol
lowed, and the Act was repealed, but not
in time to prevent the damage caused by
the dearth of the bird guardians.

This was in 1885, and what was true
then as regards the destruction of hawks
and owls is equally true to-day. Mr.
Buckland tells us that the absence of these
birds invariably means a great increase in

rodents, and large damage done by them.
Yet in the last few years their destruction
has been strenuously advocated, and it is
more than probable that the success of this
advocacy and the measures adopted in

consequence have had a considerable
share in producing the rat plague of which
we hear so much.

* * *

Birds and Agriculture

IT is popular error which supports the
view that birds are destructive agents

in connection with crops. Certainly they
are destructive, but what they destroy are
the pests, not the crops : the amount of
grain the birds take is immensely more
than compensated for by the number of
pestiferous insects and grubs they devour.
It is difficult, Mr. Buckland tells us, to

find a single species of bird which is not

useful to man, and he is speaking from

the testimony of expert ornithologists all

over the world, a testimony which fully

supports the contention that humani-

tarianism is the inalienable ally of true

knowledge. He mentions many cases in

which plagues of insects have been quelled
and could only have been quelled by birds,

and adds :
" But the regulative influence,

steadily and perennially exerted individu
ally everywhere by birds, which tends to

keep all species of noxious insects, pes

tiferous rodents, and harmful weeds below

the point where their injury to agriculture
and forestry becomes apparent, is seldom

appreciated."
* * *

The Plumage Trade

IGNORANCE,
folly and superstition arc

responsible for much slaughter in the
bird world ; but by far the greatest de

struction of birds is caused by the de

mands of vanity, of fashion, and a trade
which depends on vanity and fashion for
its existence. In India, in America, in
Australia, in every country where there
is plumage, birds are slain in their thou
sands and tens of thousands. For what?
To deck the hats and trim the garments
of women. It is the savage demand —
and no other adjective suits the case— for
the plumage of birds which is responsible
for the stupendous slaughter, the pitiless
carnage of these beautiful benefactors of
an inhumane humanity.

* * *

Blindness and Vision

FAR away this carnage is carried out,
far from the shops of London, (if

Paris, of New York, from all the towns
in which murder takes the form of milli
nery. The wearers of this millinery do
not see the carnage, though they cause it ;

their eyes, which behold their own and
each other's hats, are shielded from the
horror of those hats by many miles of
space. But is there no inward vision in
these days? is there no discrimination of
refinement from vulgarity? no perception
that elegance demands humaneness, and
that to cause cruelty is to inflict it? Ignor
ance is responsible for much, and there
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are surely few women who, if they once
realised that the feather fashion means a

constant outraging of maternity, would
continue to follow that fashion. And the

facts are plain. To be profitable, the

feathers of wild birds must be obtained

during the breeding season, and in order
to obtain them the parents must be killed
—both parents, so that it is not mother
hood alone which is violated. The result
of killing the old birds is that the young
ones starve to death : hundreds of thou
sands of young birds are annually starved
to death. Here is indeed an abomination
which may truly be called that of desola
tion.

* * *

Furs

WHAT is true of feathers is true of
furs. Death is the great purveyor

of wraps, coats, caps, and those whole
skins which may be seen slung across the
shoulders of modern women, with the
head hanging down on one side and the
legs and tail on the other. Ignorance in
this connection is less comprehensible
than with respect to feathers, for it is
possible without definite knowledge to
believe that the feathers used in millinery
may be dropped by living birds or taken
from dead ones who have died a natural
death ; but ordinary intelligence should be
sufficient to indicate that furs are not
clipped from the bodies of animals as wool
is clipped from sheep, and that coats
imply corpses. But of definite collected
information on this subject there is no
lack, and those who seek it cannot do
better than read the pamphlets published
by the Humanitarian League. From one
of them, "The Price of Sealskin," are
taken the extracts given below.

The Price of Sealskin
" T N the spring of each year the fur seals

■* arrive in great numbers at their breed
ing-grounds on the islands, but the
'

bachelors
'—i.e., the younger males —

are not allowed by their efders to land on
the

'
rookeries, '

and are therefore herded
apart by themselves. It is these bache
lors that are selected for the purposes of
slaughter, and they are so tame and

gentle that it is easy for a few men . . .

to turn several thousand of them inland

by running between them and the surf as

they are dozing on the shore. Then com
mences the long slow ' drive ' over some
miles of rough ground, and . . . there is
no little cruelty in this part of the process.... As many as three or four per cent,

are sometimes dropped on the road. . . .

The heavy breathing of a tired drove of
seals can be heard several hundred yards
away, and occasionally in their despera
tion they snap at each other and spoil the

value of the fur which is the cause of their
persecution." Arrived at the killing grounds, the
seals, divided into batches or '

pods
' of

100 or 150, are clubbed on the head and
stabbed —a horrible process, though done
with merciful intent. ' If struck direct
and violently,' says Mr. Elliott, '

a single
stroke is enough. The seals' heads are
stricken so hard sometimes that those
crystalline lenses to their eyes fly out from
the orbital sockets like hailstones or little
pebbles . . .' But it would seem, too,
that the clubs and knives are not always
effective, and that the skinning is fre
quently commenced before the victim is
dead. "

* * *

The Sea Slaughter

SO
much for the land killing : the kill

ing at sea is worse. The account
goes on :—

Whatever the cruelties of the land-drive may
be, they are almost insignificant in comparison
with the indiscriminate brutalities of the
pelagic sealing, carried on, as it is, by rough
and hardened men under conditions which
render supervision impossible, and with the
stimulus of haste and greed ever inciting to
acts of savagery. ... In other cases, the
killing of thousands of mother seals who have
left their young at the breeding-grounds, too
young to swim or to find food for themselves,
has caused these " pups "

to be abandoned to
a slow and pitiless starvation. But here again
there is worse than mere killing, for it is, unfor
tunately, impossible to doubt that the seal has
often been skinned alive.

* * *
A Piece of Colour

THE writer of the pamphlet gives an
extract from Mr. W. G. Burn Mur

doch's " From Edinburgh to the Ant
arctic."
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It is a hideous thing, this sealing, and most

awfully bloody and cruel. . . . The seal was
one of the large whitey-yellow fellows with
small, dog-like head and grand black eyes. I
made a jotting of the men flinching him ; as a

piece of colour the effect was gorgeous —masses

of scarlet, dazzling white, and the blue sea. The
snuffing of the seal, and the sound of the blood
spouting and fizzling into the snow, with the

crisp sound of the steel in the quivering flesh,
was hardly nice ; and when the red carcase sat

up and looked at itself, I looked up to see if
God's eye was looking.

By such means as these sealskin is pro
vided for the fur trade : every coat means
a red carcase —or more than one.

* * *

The Canine Defence League

THE National Canine Defence League
is an organisation of lovers of dogs,

and its object is lo protect dogs from

cruelty, cruelty which, as stated in one of
its leaflets, exists in various forms.
" There is the cruelty of a deliberate, dia
bolical kind ; there is the cruelty which
comes from revengeful feelings, and there
is the far more common cruelty which is
born of indifference and neglect." The
League is educative; its endeavour is to
bring about a wider and wiser under
standing of dogs, and it not only instructs
people in what they ought to do, but helps
them to do it.

* * #

Chained Dogs

THE League's Inspector inquires into
cases of cruelty, and when prosecu

tions have been undertaken the League
has been uniformly successful in obtaining
convictions. Many of these cases are in
connection with the chaining of dogs, a

species of cruelty which is constantly due
to ignorance, stupidity or indifference, the
amount and intensity of suffering inflicted
by keeping dogs perpetually on the chain
being altogether unappreciated by vast
numbers of people. A letter sent recently
to the Press by Mr. C. K. Johns, the

Secretary of the League, gives some idea
of the extent to which this particular form
of suffering prevails. The letter is headed" Untaxed Cruelty," and is dated the 9th
of January.

Tn a few weeks the magistrates will be grant
ing exemption from tax for dogs used for tend-

ing stock, and I would suggest that a more

strict examination of the applications be made
this year than has been usual. The intention of

Parliament in absolving sheep and farm dogs
from taxation was to help agriculturists to rear
their stock ; but the concession is greatly abused,
as anyone can see, in country districts. A cor

respondent informs me that for years exemption
from the licence has been given to a farmer
whose so-called sheep-dog has been chained up
for five years. He has now become too ferocious
to be allowed libertv, and is absolutely
blind. . . .

To all dogs freedom is, as Mr. Johns
points out, the very breath of life ; it is,
indeed, as essential as food to the mainten
ance of health — let alone happiness.

* * *

Soldiers' and Sailors' Dogs
' I 'HE League's Fund for paying the
A licences of soldiers' and sailors' dogs

is the largest in the country, and very
many are the fighting men who have re

turned to find their dogs safe and sound
owing to payments made out of this fund.
In four years 11,000 licences have been
paid ; the cost of some of them has been
repaid by the soldiers and sailors and their
families, but more than three-fourths of
the entire expenditure has been provided
by the League. The work has been in
tensely appreciated by the dog-owners,
and a very large number of grateful
letters have been received by the Secre
tary.

* # *

Attacks on Dogs

DURING
the war it has been espe

cially necessary to defend dogs, for
many attempts have been made to poison
the mind of the public against them, and
to pave the way for wholesale destruction.
The following paragraph, taken from the
Annual Report of the I-eague, shows how
some of these attempts are conducted.

A paragraph appeared in the London news
papers on June n, 1917, to the following effect :

" A mad dog, a black retriever, attacked
and bit two young girls, named Ooris Hulme
and Alice Ann Gibbons, near Sheffield, and,
after a four-mile chase, was shot."
We made our own inquiries into the report,

and also asked the Hoard of Agriculture to in
vestigate the matter, which they did without
delay. The Board failed to obtain any con-
fiimation of the report, but insisted on the news
paper chiefly concerned giving full information,
which, after considerable delay, was forth
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coming. The result of the inquiry was that the
Board of Agriculture was able to inform us that'" the correspondent who supplied the statement
had since admitted its inaccuracy." No doubt
the person who concocted the story thought that
any lie about dogs was justifiable, and
hastened to make money out of the opportunity
provided by the anti-dog agitation. Had the
League not taken steps to bring this highly
circumstantial fiction to light, this story would
have gone to swell the prejudice against dogs.
The newspapers which published the story did
not print the denial issued by the League.
The last sentence shows how much easier
it is to create prejudice than to promulgate
truth.

* * *

The Courage of Compassion

FORTUNATELY there are people
whose attitude towards dogs is en

tirely different from that displayed by the
fabricator of the above story. The silver
medal of the League for the year 1917
was awarded to Mr. Leonard Sharp, of
the Common, Ecclesfield, who risked his
life to save that of a dog. The dog had
fallen into a pit-shaft 100 feet deep, down
which Mr. Sharp was lowered by ropes,
at great risk, for thirty feet down the
brickwork had become disjointed, the
shaft in consequence was almost impass
able, and Mr. Sharp, hanging on the rope,
had to clear away the obstruction before
he could attempt the still more dangerous
task of a further descent. He found the
dog badly bruised, shaken and exhausted,
but was able to effect its rescue.

Army Horses In the East

ON the 17th February questions were
asked in the House of Commons as to

the sale of Army horses in the East. The
replies were extremely unsatisfactory.
Captain Guest, speaking for the Govern
ment, said :

" The only undertaking given
was that no cast or worn-out horses
should be sold in the East. As regards
other horses, the instructions issued to
General Officers Commanding in Eastern
theatres of war are as follows :

'
Animals

no longer required by the armies in the
Eastern theatres of war should be dis
posed of to the best advantage by sale or
otherwise. At the same time, General
Officers Commanding are instructed to
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exercise a very liberal discretion in de
stroying instead of selling horses, espe
cially those of British origin which are not
worth the freight, and for which good
homes cannot be found on the spot.' "

* * *

Horse-lovers In the House

CAPTAIN
GUEST'S reply was evi

dently considered unsatisfactory by
the friends of horses in the House. Sir
F. Banbury asked :

" Is it not a fact that
cast horses are not sold in the East be
cause of the fear that they would be ill-
used and cruelly treated by the inhabi
tants, and would not that fear apply
equally to all horses, whether fit or un
fit? " Captain Guest's reply was :

" The
high prices that have been paid for the
young and better horses is some security
that they will be well treated." Sir J. G.
Butcher, apparently not content with the
answer, asked :

" What guarantee is
there that the horses sold will be humanely
treated? "

to which question Captain
Guest replied :

" As I have said, General
Officers in Command in those theatres
have been given strict injunctions to con
sider that point." The only effectual way
of considering the point is not to sell the
horses, and surely the meanness of such
sales might have been avoided by a nation
which lays claim to a love of horses.

* * *
Army Horses In Greece

A COMMENT on the above is sup
plied by a letter which appeared in

the Times of March 8th.
Sir,—Letters from Salonika state that manyof our Army horses, which have done so

splendidly in the war, and helped us to success,are being soldwithout adequate safeguards of any-kind, as regards their treatment, to the Greeks.After the care bestowed on them in our Army,
they are now suffering greatly from neglect and
ill-treatment. It does not appear that there isany law for the protection of animals in Greece.It is very hard lines to hand these horses over
without some safeguards of this sort, and theydeserve more consideration at our hands forall they have endured and suffered. Can
nothing be done to prevent their sale in places
where they are liable to ill-treatment?

Yours, &c,
(Mrs.) K. M. Srewell, Hon. Secretary Con-

naught Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.

Governor's House, Galway, March 5.
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The Despised and Rejected

IN the same issue of the Times is a letter
headed " Worn-out Horses," in which

Lord Ribblesdale gives expression to his

regret that the Times reporter
" takes no

notice of the thanks I tried to express to

Lord Jersey for his full and encouraging
reply to my motion in the House of Lords
last night." He goes on to say that he

fears little will result from his motion,
which was on behalf of the worn-out and
overladen horses in the streets, and ends
thus :—

" Mine is an unpopular cause, that
is, there is no public opinion in favour
of the kind of horse I was pleading for
— the despised and rejected and worn
out. For one thing, horses have not

got the vote ; for another, they can't
strike."

It is a melancholy indictment of Govern
mental policy and public feeling that just
because these horses are helpless, just
because they are utterly debarred from
any means of expressing their grievances,
of resenting or redressing their wrongs,
they should calmly, regardless of their
service and their suffering, be consigned
to conditions in which cruelty, active and

passive, is the ruling spirit.
* * *

Humane Slaughtering

BEFORE
the war there was a con

siderable and, to a certain extent, a

successful agitation in favour of humaner
methods in the slaughter-houses. The

war interfered considerably with the

efforts of the societies which were work
ing for reform ; nevertheless, Mr. R. O.
Paddison, Hon. Humane Slaughtering
Adviser to the R.S.P.C.A., tells us, in a

passage quoted in Mr. J. M. Dodding-
ton's pamphlet,

" Slaughter-House Re
form," that " the movement, in the face
of all obstacles, has not only been kept
alive, but made progress, and on the first
favourable opportunity is ready to leap
forward." Humane slaughtering, Mr.
Paddison says, is more widely practised
than ever before, and that, besides the
places where humane slaughtering bye-
laws are not in force, " there are many
public and private slaughter-houses and
bacon - curing establishments where
humane methods are carried out volun
tarily." Mr. Paddison is speaking of
Great Britain, and it is here that the need
for reform is urgent, since England, in
the matter of slaughtering, is, with the
exception of Turkey, and possibly of
Greece, the most backward country in the
world. But no drastic reform can take
place till private slaughter-houses in the
towns are done away with and public
slaughter-houses and combined markets
are established, and the institution of
these is not yet within measurable dis
tance.

G. COLMORE

FATHERHOOD
Once when I looked into the shadowy past,

And dwelt upon its great immensity,
I saw the sky with darkness overcast,

Yet I was awed not by its density.
Calmlv I watched as cloud succeeded cloud,

And deeper shadows rose before my eyes ;

Unheeding still, I watched them fast enshroud
All that remained of blue, unwounded skies.

But now, as in these azure depths I gaze,
I see reflected Heaven's unfailing good;

And in God's gift I trace His wisest ways,
Before unweighed — 'till now not understood.

Oh, clouds of sin ! Thy days were o'er and done
When His call reached me through my infant son !

Kenneth A. Brend
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[In view of the importance of Education to the present World Reconstruction that proceeds apace
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Education by the Humanities

UNDER
this heading the Cornhill

Magazine for March has a very in
teresting article by Canon W. F. Rawns-
ley. Miss Mason, of Ambleside, put him
in touch with experimental work at the
Drighlington School, Bradford. Here he

found that " from the lowest form up
ward— and in the lowest form of all not
all the children are able to read— the
teaching was being done in all literary
subjects by the teachers reading with clear
enunciation and in an interested manner,
ac first about half a page, increasing in

quantity as the child advanced in capa
bility — until some five pages or so would
be read of a book of sufficient interest to
arrest. This must only be read once—
that is the great point — and then a child is

called on to stand up and say back again
what it has just heard . . . and as they
all know that it will only be read to them
once they can't afford not to attend and
so lose their only chance." Then follows
a description that is of keen interest to
all teachers ; how the methods affect the
children intellectually and emotionally ;

how the time-table is managed and many
hobbies fitted in. The writer says: " i
claim that the discovery of the fact that
the child mind of whatever class in life is
not only capable of receiving, but delights
in receiving from the earliest years an
enormous quantity of food of the best
kind, and is well able to assimilate it

,

is

a discovery which for far-reaching effects
may well take rank with Marconi's mar
vellous discovery of wireless telegraphy.
In each case the power was there all the
time, had men only known it." . . .
" The habit of absolute attention, which
the method of .eading or gi\ing an ex
planation only once soon sets up, is useful
in all departments of life, and the culti
vated mind-power or intelligence show,

itself in the ability to carry out instruc
tions with precision in work of every kind.
-Mso I think that too much stress can
hardly be laid on the undoubted fact that
the children are able to, and do, form high
ideals of character and conduct drawn
from the literature on which they have
been nourished." The whole of the
article is interesting to all who are watch
ing the trend of experimental work in
education. * # *

Tiptree Hall

IT will be remembered that we noted in
the columns of The Herald of the

Star the project of a
" Community or

War Orphans and Others," in which Mr.
Norman MacMunn, B.A., was taking a

special interest. The Report and
Balance-Sheet are now available. Tip-
tree Hall, after various difficulties, opened
on January 14, 1919, to its first four chil
dren, and as these are boys the next
vacancies are for girls, the ideal being co
educational. The promoters of thr-

scheme are looking for the children ot

fallen soldiers; as it is for such children
that the whole idea came into existence
Already the effects of the special environ
ment are showing themselves strongly,
and the children are happy ; but the report
goes on to say that the happiness of the
grown-ups connected with the work is

marred by the dread of possible surren-
.der, when the work is fully established,
through lack of funds. Many well-known
people are interested in the scheme, but
all such ventures require the strong and
steady support of the general public to
secure to them the fullest measure of
success. « * *

Education In the Army

TVyTANV thousands of young men are
bdng stnt to the Continent to form

part of the Army of Occupation, and
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many thousands in this country are very

unlikely to be demobilized at once. Their
future becomes a matter of exceedingly

great importance, for they will miss tha

ordinary opportunity of preparing them

selves for an occupation in life. The
Y.M.C.A. has already shown a keen in
terest in their welfare ; and Colonel Lord
Gorell, M.C., Deputy Director of Stalf
Duties (Education), when lecturing on
" The Educational Training Scheme
Within the Army " at the Royal Colonial
Institute, gave some interesting informa
tion on the subject. He pointed out that

the Dominions had urged the formation
of an Imperial Education Committee, " in
order to assist them in making their

arrangements with the British authorities,
to institute, as far as practicable, tours
of British industries, fisheries, stud farms
and agricultural shows, and educational
institutions, and, generally to work for
co-ordination and harmony of ideal, so
that this work had a significance far be

yond the bounds of the British Isles, and
to some degree was promoting the great
work of Imperial unity."

The education of the British Army be

gan unofficially in 1917 and officially in

1918. Matters have proceeded so far that
there are now actual Universities at Bon-
mard and Cologne. Officers of high rank
find themselves turned into educationists.
Many of the men caught in this educa
tional net had had little and sometimes no
previous education. In France, 400,000
to 500,000 men, to say nothing of the
thousands here and in Italy, are under in

struction. Books sre sent out by hun
dreds of thousands. It is estimated that
90 per cent, of the young men going out
to the Rhine are taking the regular
courses, and will be guided, as are the
others, towards the choice of a definite
career. Schools for instructors, both
officers and N.C.O. 's, are at Oxford and
Cambridge, but the supply is still far too
small for the need.

NOTES FROM AMERICA
Art in Industry

THROUGHOUT
the whole of th.>

Educational World runs a very
strong opinion that, with the opening of
an entirely new Industrial era based on
a new attitude to life and its development,
Beauty must be given a chance. In
America the feeling is that training in
Public Schools must put Beauty into
machine-made products, in order to in
terest manufacturers and people in the
use of the talent displayed by the pupils
in all grades of schools. Upon thes'j

points Bernice Oehler, Supervisor of Art,
Madison High School; has some very
pointed things to say.

" Recently a Chi
cago Branch of the Art Alliance of
America has been formed, with a board
of 33 directors. Of these five are repre
sentatives of different fields of art, and 28

are members of the manufacturing or
business world. . . . The aim of the
Alliance is to bring the supply and de

mand into closer relations. Too long the

art and commercial worlds have run paral
lel to each other. . . . The Government
has been advocating, in general education,
the holding fast to fundamentals and the
making of no radical changes until the
changing times show us more clearly
what to do. We should still teach our
pupils in the art-classes to represent
graphically, to express a vital idea clearly,
and to appreciate. On this foundation
may be built the structure of Industrial
Art. The results will depend largely upon
the training and personality of the teacher.
Given a strong teacher, we need not worry
much about details. ... A poor teacher

i:
j

poor economy for a town, even at a low
salary. . . . We need . . . more beau
tiful cities, more attractive homes, mora
artistic as well as saner dressing, better
designed utensils. There is no reason for
having ugly carpets or vases or furniture.
We want books, papers, and magazines
with good lettering, attractive spacing,
distinctive illustrations. We need more
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effective posters ; we should have fewer

ugly backyards. . . . We don't want

cheap, hastily trained artists and artisans,
and good training requires time and effort.
The following shows what is intended by
this study of art in relation to the com

munity in home life, industry, and
civics :—

1. Civic betterment may be taught :

(a) By surveys of towns —plans, neatness,
attractiveness of playgrounds, public build
ings, streets, parks, and roadways. Here the
Woman's Clubs, the Association of Commerce,
and the schools should co-operate.

Factories and stores might be induced to
give prizes for posters advertising their pro
ducts or wares.

The industries may be studied and illus
trated to arouse respect for and appreciation
of manual skill.

(b) By studying the plan of the home ex
terior and interior : the house, lot, setting,
colour. An artistic lot has higher property
value.

(c) By study of contact between industry
and art. Represent local agricultural scenes
and implements, also manufactured products

AN HOUSE DIVIDED

Wearied of self, by fears and cares o'erspent
That cling like weeds unto an heart self-chain'd ;

Wishing to live, yet ever inward bent ;

Knowing of freedom's power, yet still constrain'd;
Lord of a mighty thought, yet doom'd to find

That thought a prisoner 'neath self-harden 'd crust,
Till, sever'd thus from will, even thought grows blind

And courage faints and high hopes shrink to dust ;

I wrestle with my soul : yet answer none
Comes at my hest—and I am left alone.

O bitter, when from a divided heart
Two natures spring, each unto each a foe !

To see the higher, yet to have no art
To shape it into act ; to languish so,

So, so, forever —chewing still the sweet
That rinds the bitterness of vain resolve,

Feeling the days slip underneath my feet
And year on year in impotence revolve :—

Thus hath it been, thus is. O heavy fate !

Shall it be thus for aye? —Alas, too late!
W.

as furniture, automobiles, shipping. This
offers an opportunity to cultivate taste.
2. Picture study and appreciation of applied

design.

3. Drawing of natural objects to form a

vocabulary for art expression.
4. Simple designs applied to constructed

articles as paper booklets, cardboard boxes,
baskets, wood work, modelled clay, pottery,
stencilling, elementary wood-block printing,
bookbinding, posters, problems to be carried
out in sewing and manual training departments,
if there are such departments. If not, some of
the latter problems may be done in the art
classes, like cross-stitching and toy-making.

5. Study of various industries, such as pottery-
making, bookbinding, the manufacture of paper.

6. Illustrations in history, geography, and'
language to classify ideas. Decorations for
covers is an excellent application of design.

7. Lettering. This should be taught
thoroughly, beginning with paper cut letters.

8. A study of suitable clothing and of the
kinds and costs of materials. This leads easily
to costume design.

9. Simple house plans and elevations in the
upper grades. If possible, it would be an excel

lent plan to decorate some schoolroom as an
office or rest room, or even to select and properly
hang pictures.



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

<By "FEMINA"

[A monthly record of matters connected with the rapidly growing part that women are playing
in the public life of the world.]

THE
need for remand homes, for

young offenders more especially,
was never more powerfully or
tragically illustrated than in the

case of the seventeen-year-old girl-
mother, Ellen Sullivan. The facts, which
every woman should know and lay to

heart, may be briefly recapitulated. The
girl was arrested on a charge of ' ' using
bad language

" outside the Euston Music
Hall ; being otherwise, according to the

public Press, "
a girl of good character,

unknown to the police." Remanded to

Holloway Gaol for a week, in spite of her

condition and the entreaties of her mother

that she might be allowed to take her

home on bail, the alleged
" criminal "

made the dolorous journey in " Black
Maria," and was shut up in solitary con

finement in a bare stone eel! known (too
euphemistically) as the " Remand In
firmary." Let it be noted that Mr. Bros,
the presiding magistrate at the Clerken-
well Police Court, where the girl was

charged, had assured the mother, who

begged to have the care of her, that " she

would be well looked after in prison."
Let it also be remembered that she was

an unconvicted prisoner ; though no hard
ened criminal could have been sentenced
to a harsher fate than hers proved to be

in the sequel.

* * *

Shut up alone with her pain and terror,
the girl grew worse and worse. She
vomited "almost continually"; and a

wardress, making her customary round at

midnight, found the dying child-mother,
with a girl-child already born and dying,
too, out of bed on the cold stone floor.

"She begged piteously," says one re
port,

" not to be shut in alone with agony
and horror." Her mother came, but
could only stay twenty minutes (why was
not a nurse, or the matron, in attend

ance?). The curtain was rung down on the
tragedy's closing act when Dr. Waldo,
the coroner, decided that the deaths of the
girl-baby and its girl-mother were both
due to "natural causes." Diabetes in
the mother's case, prematurity in the
child's, and in neither the callous cruelty
of the sentence and its administration
must be held responsible

" according to
the law." And the name of the scoundrel
who betrayed the little victim to her un
doing was, apparently, neither stated nor
inquired for.

* * *

Now it is almost certain that this
double tragedy might have been prevented
had the girl been allowed to be (where it
was surely her place and her right to be)
with her mother. Was there ever a case
where a prisoner's right to bail was more-

clearly demonstrated? She was, in any
case, not "convicted," only "re
manded." And yet, at seventeen, being
already doomed by Nature to agony and
horror unspeakable, she was treated as no
criminal in such circumstances should be ;

with, apparently, no mitigation or pallia
tive such as even the harshest penal law
might have permitted ! Women must
not be content to leave this case where it
stands. It is satisfactory to note that
Mrs. Despard's organ, The Vote, ever
vigilant in its care for the interests of un
protected women, has taken up the
matter, and is pressing the Home Office
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to investigate it in all its bearings. In
quiry has been promised ; but that, too,
should be insufficient to content the con
science of women alive to their responsi
bilities and their sisters' needs. Every
woman's organisation should join the
Penal Reform League and the Salvation
Army in pressing for Remand Homes
(particularly for the young), and for the

appointment of sympathetic and enlight
ened officials to have the care of those
placed in them. Bail, too, must always be

allowed in the case of expectant mothers.
If we can secure these things as a result
of Ellen Sullivan's tragedy, we shall, at
least, have done something to prevent its
repetition.

» * *

Few things in the world of women are
of more hopeful augury than President
Wilson's encouraging response to the
plea put forward by Madame de Witt
Schlumberger, President of the Union
Francaise pour le Suffrage des Femmes,
on behalf of the representation of women
at the Peace Conference. We have re

peatedly urged this necessity upon our
readers ; and it is satisfactory to note that
many leading women — including Mrs.
Fawcett, that veteran suffrage leader who
so truly deserves the name of " states-
woman "—are of the same opinion. The
Inter -Allied Women's Conference at
Paris, representing Great Britain and the
British Dominions, America, France,
Italy, and Belgium, will be likely to have
an opportunity of laying its delegates'
views before the Peace Conference, to the
benefit of all concerned. President
Wilson's prestige at the Peace table is
deservedly so great that his support of the
woman's claim will count for much. His
remarkable personal triumph in winning
the unanimous assent of fourteen States

(to match the historic Fourteen Points !)
to the Draft Covenant of the League of
Nations has, incidentally, given one more

guarantee of the world's will to live more

sanely and safely in the future than in the

past.
* * *

The admission of women to the Society
of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors
" on the same conditions as men " is yet
another proof that the political emancipa
tion of women brings other reforms affect
ing them in its train. But even when
the close preserve of the law has been
thrown open to them they will still need
to agitate —as one woman writer has re

cently pointed out — for the removal of
that unwritten law which reserves all the
best-paid berths, and those carrying the
highest professional prestige, for the men.
Something has been done in this direction
of late, but lamentably little. And there
can be no real equality between the sexes
till all feminine disabilities, legal or finan
cial, are removed. The results to the
race apprehended by those of Dr.
Saleeby's school of thought will not, we
think, follow in point of fact. Tht.
elimination of the economic motive for
marriage will surely be all to the good
even from the eugenist's (which is,
curiously enough, usually opposed to the

feminist's) point of view.

* * *

The people who used to maintain that" woman's place is in the home," and
that she should stay there, ought now to
be agitating with all their might for her
to be allowed to have a home to stay in.
The housing problem has become increas
ingly acute; "purchase or quit" is the
fiat in many cases, while other distressed
tenants are not even allowed the option
of purchase. The most sensible sugges
tion for relieving the house-famine seems
to be the letting out of the many large
houses standing empty in rooms or flats
as desired. Why not? But the rents
must be reasonable ; and here the State
should step in.

" Femfna
"



STAR WORK
SOME NOTES FOR MEMBERS

By AN OFFICER OF THE ORDER

ONE
obvious piece of work is, of

course, that of spreading in the
world the expectation of the
near coming of a great Spiritual

Teacher. This will largely be in the

hands of those who have some capacity
for public propaganda, either as writers
or speakers, but a great deal may also be

done, in a private way, by those who do
not happen to possess these gifts. The
effect here (and this is true also in the
case of more public workers) will be pro
portionate to the sincerity of the belief
and to the degree in which it moulds and
dominates the personal life. Every true
believer, in short, becomes a propa
gandist by virtue of his belief; for this
will work silently in the thought-world,
even though it be given no outward
expression.

Two words of advice are, however,
necessary here :

(1) No member should give up the
idea of being a public worker until he

has made thorough trial of himself.
There may be abilities latent in him of
which at present he knows nothing; and
many most successful lecturers and
writers have started from apparently
unpromising beginnings. With practice,
not merely capacity but self-confidence is
likely to grow. Moreover, we should
not forget that there are many powerful
forces in a spiritual movement like ours,
which are able to assist the earnest
striver in his efforts and to lift him above
his normal self.

(2) Those who set out to be definitely
propagandist workers should realize that
a very great responsibility rests upon
them as to the way in which they acquit
themselves of their duties. Nothing can
so harm any cause as unwise or unskilled
representation ; and it would not be un
true to say that in the case of the Order
of the Star in the East difficulties have

occasionally been created by the mis

directed efforts of propagandists who
were temperamentally unfitted for the

task. The fault in such cases is to be

found usually in an inability to realize
that all propaganda is ultimately a

psychological process, the aim of which
is to readjust the minds of hearers or
readers in order to make them spon
taneously receptive of certain new ideas.
The propagandist, therefore, who starts
by offending every natural prejudice in
those whom he addresses, or who makes
no effort to open up the common ground
on which he and they can meet, is not the

person for this particular kind of work ;

and Officers of the Order should be care
ful not to intrust him with it; for if they
do, they are hindering rather than helping
the cause which they represent.

I do not see personally how any effec
tive propaganda is to be done for the
Order without a great deal of study and
of thinking over all that the coming of
a Great Teacher means for the world into
which He comes. For such an Event
must necessarily be linked up with the
whole complex life of its time, and is,
from one point of view, to be far more
truly regarded as the working of the
Spirit upon the manifold problems and
conditions of the age than as the simple
advent of a great and commanding
Personage. Some knowledge, or at least
some intelligent study, of the general
movement of the age, is therefore neces
sary, if the propagandist is to draw out
of the message of the Order something
of its deeper and fuller meaning for
humanity. The work of propaganda is
thus one not to be lightly entered upon,
but should be regarded literally as" work "— i.e., as something for which
hard training and diligent thought are
necessary.

The work of propaganda, however, is
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not by any means the only work incum
bent upon members of the Order. There
.are other duties connected both with the
internal life of the Order and with the
personal relation of each of its members
to the Event for which it looks ; and to
these may be added the obligations of
all members towards that movement of
the age which is the real and the greatest
preparation for the Coming Teacher.

With respect to the internal life of the
Order, one of the essential things, in
view of the purpose which it has to fulfil,
is that it should be a unified body. The
Order is made up of many widely diverse
elements, drawn from all quarters of the
globe, from every race, religion, and way
of thinking. It is necessary that all
these differences should be transcended
and synthesised in a higher unity, if the
Order is to be what it is intended to
become —namely, a single instrument
devoted to the service of the Master
when He appears. And this imposes a
very special obligation on all who seek
membership in it.

It means, in the first place, the over
coming of all the usual prejudices which
keep people of different races, different
religions, and different social standing
apart. No one, in a word, can be true
to the spirit of his membership who
shares the common failing of despising
or disliking other races than his own, of
thinking that his is the only true religion,
or of being inspired by antagonism
towards those who occupy a different
position to his own in the social order.
There are very few persons who have
not, normally, some limitation of this
kind ; and, even if they are not specially
marked characteristics of the person con
cerned, the whole thought-atmosphere of
his surroundings tends to press them in
upon him. Definite effort is, therefore,
needed in order to prevent them con
sciously or unconsciously influencing his
outlook ; and all members of the Order
should be keenly alive to this. For every
such prejudice is a definite obstacle pre
venting the real unification of all those
elements, within the Order, to which
these prejudices apply ; it being impos
sible to cherish any one of them without

implicitly striking at fellow members of
the Order ; and so long as they remain,

therefore, the real work of the Order
cannot be done.

There are many mysteries connected
with this higher unification of diverse
elements in a common service- which can
not be dealt with here. Perhaps the term
used a few moments ago, when the Order
was spoken of as an " instrument

" for
the Coming Teacher, will best suggest
the ideal at which it has to aim. The
Great One will need an instrument
through which the music of His life and

teaching may be transmitted to the
world. And in that instrument, although
the whole of it must be attuned to His
nature, there must be many strings, each

giving out its own note and all together
making up the great symphony which
any World-Teaching must necessarily be.

Such an instrument, if it can be formed,
becomes an occult agency of the highest
power ; and it may be said, with rever
ence, that much of the contemporary
effect of the manifestation of the Great
Teacher will depend upon the existence
in the world of a widely spread and deli
cately responsive agency of this kind. It
is true that the spiritual impulse, which
any great Teacher brings with Him,
inevitably builds up such an instrument
in the course of time, in the shape of the
Church or Religious Organisation in
which His teaching eventually becomes
embodied. But it is the peculiar privi
lege, which has been given to us to-day,
to have the opportunity of doing some
thing to, .prepare an instrument of this
nature in advance; possibly because the
area to be immediately affected is enor
mously larger this time, possibly because
circumstances are favourable to a new
experiment.

Whatever may be the reason, the fact
of the coming into existence of the Order
of the Star in the East many years before
the actual advent of the Great Master is
a sufficient indication that something of
the kind is needful; and it behoves every
member to do what he can to promote
the ideal required. Certain general
obstacles in the way of this ideal have

already been mentioned ; but there are
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other things of a more special nature also
to be borne in mind.

Thus it is necessary, for one thing,
that, in their ordinary daily dealings with
each other, members should try to

develop a genuine friendliness and inti
macy. The bond of membership should
become a positive force leading to a real

esprit de corps.
The more a feeling of true brotherliness

can be developed, the better ; and any
social or other devices which may help to
facilitate this should be encouraged.
Much depends, in the future, on how well
we can get to know, like, and trust each
other now. The Order of the Star in the
East should thus become, as the years go
on, a true fraternity of kindred spirits,
knit together not only by a common ideal
but by a mutual affection and sympathy ;

and nothing will do more than this to
fashion truly and speedily an instrument
for the Lord.

One of our first rules, therefore, should
be never to allow ourselves to think or

speak unkindly of any fellow member ;

never, if possible, to criticise ; and never
to permit any such member to feel that
he or she is outside the range of our
liking and our sympathy. It should be

the duty, furthermore, of Star members
to be quick to note when any fellow
member is in trouble and to do all that
they can, in the name of the Star, to help
him. For if any movement or organisa
tion ever had within it the possibility of
developing into a true system of Free
masonry, the Star movement assuredly
has. This, we believe, indeed, to be one
of the most beautiful of the potentialities
which it is destined to discover in itself,
and, what is more, we believe that it is

only when it has discovered it that it will
become the great force which it must one
day be in the world. If only the future
brotherhood of humanity could be

brought into active being within the
circle of our Order, it is certain that
many wonderful influences would play
through it which would not only lift it to
an altogether higher level of influence
and achievement, but would bring appre
ciably nearer the reign of brotherhood
upon earth.

Another quality, closely allied with the

above, which it is very necessary to insist
upon, is that of loyalty to those who have

been placed in responsible positions in

the Order. This does not mean that

members are to share blindly all the

views that Officers may happen to hold.

But it does mean the willingness to give
to such Officers the credit of being just
as keen upon the work of the Star as

they are themselves, and of having the

welfare of the Order just as much at

heart. It is inevitable that there should

not be absolutely universal agreement on

the part of members as to every detail of
the policy of the Order. But there will
always be, in spite of this, an enormous

area for genuine and hearty co-operation
in the common work outside this debated

ground. Any member who allows a per
sonal difference of view to thrust him into
the position of a permanent critic and
malcontent, and who seeks by gossip to

magnify his particular point of disagree
ment or permits it to paralyse him for
active Star work, is doing a great wrong
to the Order and had, to speak honestly,
far better be outside it than in it. It is
not because he disagrees ; that is a small
matter. It is because he entangles his
personality in the disagreement. More
than all, it is because he shows by his
attitude that he has lost his sense of per
spective and his realisation of what the
Order is and why it has come into
existence.

The Order, it should always be remem
bered, exists as a spiritual force whose
task it is to induce a certain tone, and a

certain receptivity in the thought and

feeling of its surroundings, thus prepar
ing the way for a readier welcome and

response, on the part of the world, to the
coming Teacher. This is its main duty,
to which all thus are secondary and
subsidiary ; and it is one which is lifted
altogether above the level of details of
policy or organisation. To make these
into subjects for acrimony or disunion
is, therefore, to lose sight of the whole
greater and loftier aim of the movement.

Members will usually find that the
truest solution for all those difficulties lies
in hard practical work for the Order.
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Experience has shown that it is hardly
ever the real workers who feel them ; it
is usually those who sit idly by while
others work. If members could only feel
the "

urge
" of work, and realise how

much there is for all to do in a short
time, they would find most of their diffi
culties melting away before them ; for,
with active effort, they would get into
the spirit of the movement and so be

carried along in its sweep.

Our motto, therefore, for all members
would be : Find out some work which you
yourself can do, and do it energetically
in your own way. If you do this, you
will be more ready to allow others to work
in their way. And, if only your work is
done earnestly in the spirit of service, you
may trust the larger unity of the move
ment to take up your work and theirs,
and harmonise these together ^into the
whole. I do not think that 'anything
matters so long as the purpose is sincere,
and so long as members can feel them
selves, in spite of minor differences,
united in a common cause.

And this brings me to the next
aspect of Star work —namely, that which
concerns the member's own personal
relationship to the Event which we
are expecting.

Much has been said, and eloquently
said, as to the more spiritual side of this
relationship. It has been pointed out by
the Protectors of the Order, and bv
others qualified to instruct, how the only
certainty of being ready to recognise the
Master when He comes, lies in the
moulding of the inner spiritual nature
into some faint image of the Great One
Himself. Thus we have been told how
important it is to cultivate in ourselves
the qualities of gentleness and compas
sion which will be pre-eminently and
transcendently His qualities when He
moves amongst us. We have been told
also to bear Him in our minds always
and to do all that we have to do, in the
course of our daily avocations, in His
Name, thus linking up our every day

lives with Him and drawing down into
them something of His spirit.

There is little need here to say more

on a subject on which so much has been

said already, and by others infinitely
better qualified to teach. But there is

one aspect of our relation to the Coming
Teacher on which a word or two
should perhaps be said. For it is one

upon which some emphasis should be
laid.

It is well for us to realise in good time

something of the intense opposition
which will have to be faced in the future
—an opposition growing ever stronger,
as the years pass by, and culminating
when the Great Teacher Himself appears
and moves among men. The Order of
the Star may have a fairly easy time now,
for the simple reason that it is at the

stage when it may reasonably be con
sidered negligible by the world at large.
But there is every reason to believe that,
as it grows, it will be less and less looked
upon as negligible, and that it must ere
long come to be regarded with an ever
increasing alarm and hostility on many
sides. When, moreover, the Great One
actually appears —and when, as we must
believe, He reveals Himself by His sheer
power as a breaker-up of established
things and the inaugurator of a new era
of spiritual life— imagination can hardly
place any limits to the fierceness of the
antagonism which He will arouse, and
which members of His Order will needs
have to face with Him.

Not only will every religious orthodoxy
throughout the world be arrayed against
Him, but every problem which He touches
will raise up its own crop of enemies.
And the hostility will be in direct pro
portion to the greatness which He
reveals. An impostor may well be dis
missed with a scornful laugh ; it is not
so with a World-Teacher. And if

,

as
there is reason to suppose, His life
among men will be attended with signs
and wonders, the menace of His presence
will be, by many, the more deeply felt
and resented.

(To be continued)



CORRESPONDENCE
A STATE 'BONUS—IS IT THE KEY TO RECONSTRUCTION?

[We print below some of the letters which we have received on the subject af Mr. Bertram
Pickard's article in our March number.}

To the Editor of the Herald of the Star
Sir, —The fascinating subject of the

State Bonus, and your invitation to give
an opinion on Mr. Pickard's article and
Mr. MiJner's scheme, are irresistible.

The objection foreshadowed by you,
that another 20 per cent, will be squeezed
out of us over and above our present taxa
tion, does not seem to me quite valid, see

ing that, if the. scheme does for the com

munity all that is claimed for it
, it would

in the first place relieve us of the National
Insurance contributions and cost of ad

ministering the same ; in the second

place lessen the rates by relieving us of a

vast load of outdoor relief, private charity,
and upkeep of numberless institutions ;

and in the third place, no matter what we

put into the pool, we should each get
something out, so that the 20 per cent, of
original contribution would be largely re
duced by the share paid out.

The point that seems to be focussed by
this scheme is one that has long hovered
just beyond my power of visualising it.
Did we not, when first we established free
education, and even when we established
Poor Law relief, actually concede the prin
ciple that the community is bound to give
each of its members, at the common ex

pense, an elementary equipment? We
agree to keep starving folk alive, to treat
destitute sick in infirmaries at the public
expense, and to start children in life with
the elements of education, to which they
can add what they will. It is the logical
continuation of this principle that we
should next concede the means of elemen
tary existence, outside of institutions— a

vastly more economic proceeding, as the
Old Age Pensions have shown us.

The idea that the whole and concen
trated effort of the majority of the people
should be directed to merely keeping alive,
keeping a roof, a coat, and a meal from
day to day, is appalling. The number of
mute inglorious Miltons, village Hamp-
dens, or other great and gifted souls,

strangled by what Mr. Pickard so pro
perly describes as " not destitution, but
fear of destitution," is, beyond doubt,
enormous, and the community and the
world is thus robbed of beauty, thought,
invention and progress, as well as of
comfort. It seems an appropriate thing,
as we are arranging internationally for
the survival of races too weak to main
tain their independence alone, that we
should also arrange for the unfettered
survival of individual members of our
own race.

" Man has taken from man the right to
forage for a living," and in return offers
him work. The Right to Work was at
one time a Labour cry ; the Right to Live

is a better one. It would solve that bitter
controversy, Equal Pay for Equal Work,,
by providing for the family of the married
worker without injustice to the unmarried
worker ; and it would save us from the
many pitfalls, such as State inspection and
interference, which beset the problem of
the Endowment of Motherhood.

Not the least delightful part of the
scheme is its freedom — freedom from red
tape and obligations and inspections.
Freedom is as much above inspectioned
well-being as the skies above the earth. I

hope the scheme will prove sound and
workable. —Very faithfully yours,

C. Nina Boyi.e

* * *

To the Editor of the Herald of the Star
Dear Sir, — I have been most interested

in the State Bonus scheme, and very much
wish for everybody to have a chance of
reading and understanding it

,

and the
Press is one of the most effective ways.

I have heard Dennis Milner himself ex

plain his scheme, and to me it seems
simple and well grounded in common
sense. The social problem to-day is very
great, and it is up to every citizen to do
as much for his country now as during
the war.

The State Bonus scheme is a new thing,
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and most new things succeed in rousing t
the interests of the people. For instance,
art is nothing without originality, and
originality means new ideas. People
crave for novelties, such as fashion ; but
it is now time they should want new con
ditions, new values, and new ideals.

The scheme has been thoroughly
thought out, and is a simple and most
effective way of destroying a great per
centage of the misery and crime of Eng
land.

There is always a certain amount of risk
in trying new things, but to my mind it
is worthy of the effort.

England has been known for her enter
prise all through past history, and surely
now, when she wants help so much, she
will take up the scheme which has been
handed to her by a man who has given up
everything to help his country and fellow
creatures.

I hope you will dp your utmost to
spread this scheme. —Yours very sin
cerely, Margaret Tike

* * *
To the Editor of the Herald of the Star

Sir, —Suppose that by Act of Parlia
ment every member of the community be
came possessed of a Savings Bank book
and was credited weekly with the money
value of 8 lbs. of bread, 2 quarts of milk,
\ lb. of butter, \ lb. of tea, 1 lb. of sugar,
7 lbs. of potatoes, and 1 lb. of meat, with
the right to draw the money or to save it.
What would be the effect on the great
mass of the people, who hitherto have had
no private means and whose earned in
come has never been large enough to en
sure existence for their families through
three months of unemployment? Would
a man with a wife and three children leave
off working because the family food was
always provided for? Or would he and
his wife leave a considerable part of the

money untouched to accumulate for the
better education of their children and
work with the energy and hope of the
well-fed and fearless for a higher stan
dard of life for them all? Putting aside
those already injured by the hardships of
poverty, is it not a fact that to the well-
fed work up to a certain point is pleasur
able?

Mr. Milner's method of procuring this

existence endowment for all does not com
mend itself to me. But in urging that
the nation should, before everything else,

invest sufficient capital in its human lives
and should logically expect to have its
capital returned with interest by greater
human efficiency, he seems to me to be
moving in the right direction. —Yours
faithfully, C. E. Collet

* * *

To the Editor of the Herald of the Star
Sir, —The scheme propounded by Mr.

Pickard in your last issue has interested
me immensely, and the further I probe
into the subject the more I am astounded
at the number of problems it seems wholly
or partly to solve. The problems of desti
tution, of further education, of the present
Poor Law legislation, of unemployment,
of independence in marriage, and many
others, are all touched upon by this com
prehensive scheme. One would like to
have some figures before one to prove the
possibility of practical working, and in
the event of those proving satisfactory, I
trust those who have the scheme in hand
will be enabled to press forward with it

,

with a view to its ultimate realisation. —
Yours, &c, Howard Diamond

91, Albert Road, Ilford, Essex,
March 17, 1919.

* * *

To the Editor of the Herald of the Star
Dear Sir, —Whatever may be the

causes of all the labour difficulties, there

is little question that no solution will have
any lasting effect that does not go to the
root cause of the trouble.

As it is at present we find first one sec

tion of labour and then another demand
ing for itself better conditions, better pay
ment, and shorter hours of work, and as
soon as these conditions are granted the
burden is immediately placed on another
section of labour, until the best organised
—e.g., the railway workers and the miners
—secure most of their demands, only to
find that the workers in industries less
well organised are the sufferers. The
price of coal leaps up. The travelling on

the British railways is the most expensive
in Europe, and the workers are the big
gest 'sufferers. When will we realise that
we are each and all dependent on one
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another, that every man and woman who

is willing to work for the good of the com

munity is entitled to at least a living
wage ?

There is bound to be discontent while
we have men and women toiling all day
for the bread that perisheth, and unable

to even then feel that guarantee which is

needed when work cannot be provided or
when, for reasons out of their control,
they are unable to find the means for
securing the bare necessities of life.

If the State Bonus scheme could be ap

plied a great burden would once and for
all be removed from the shoulders of the
workers, and men would seek to work for
the good of each other. The fear that a
large number of men would be content to
live on the small guaranteed bonus and
do no work is without foundation, and
such men and women would be looked on,
quite rightly, as outcasts by the com

munity as a whole. —Yours truly,
Douglas R. Bishop

Riverside Village, Melton Mowbray,
March 16, 1919.

* * »

To the Editor of the Herald of the Star
Sir, —With reference to Mr. Bertram

Pickard's article appearing in this
month's edition of the Herald of the
Star upon which the views of the reader
are invited, may I make the following
observations, more especially in regard
to the effect of the scheme on Time-keep
ing, and with reference to the paragraph
headed " Bonus and the Family," in
tended to solve the problem of the anoma
lous position of the family man.

Let us take the cases of the single man
Dick Smith, and his workmate, Tom
Jones, who is a married man with a

family.
Dick Smith, who is a hard-working

fellow and a good timekeeper, works
47 hours a week and draws £3 on Satur
day, less 20 per cent, tax, 12s., plus 9s.
bonus, making his net earnings £2 17s.

Tom Jones decides that 30 hours a
week is good enough for him and earns
just over £1 16s. 4d., less 20 per cent,
tax, 7s. 3d., plus 9s. bonus, = £1 18s.,
plus family allowance £2 5s., making a
total of £4 3s.

Therefore Jones gets 32 per cent more

pay for 17 (36 per cent.) less hours. By
applying this process to the casual

labourer with eight or nine children, and

assuming that human nature is not going
to change very considerably on the intro
duction of the Bonus System, you will
find that a vast class of semi-employed
men will be created, content to earn £.1
to 30s. a week and live in comparativ-2
luxury on the bonus which a large family
will bring in—drinking their personal
earnings away and leaving the wife to
" carry on " with the bonus.

I have lived among dockers for twenty
years and, with every successive rise in
wages, I have seen the broken time get
worse and worse. I can produce time-
books to prove this statement. Out of
hundreds of dock labourers employed by
my firm, not 10 per cent, earn the wages
possible, on account of the broken time
habit.

The effect thus produced upon the

single man who, by the writer's example,
would be a contriuiitor to the extent of
3s. to encourage the slackness of his
workmate, would be grossly unfair. I
think it is already unreasonable that the
single man should, under the proposed
scheme, contribute towards the upkeep
of his married colleague. It might be a
more satisfactory plan to apply the bonus
in proportion to the time worked ; but
this would not altogether solve the pro
blem, as in most cases the evil rests with
the man and not with the family. The
family would therefore have to suffer by
the reduction of the bonus.

While the principles underlying the
scheme and the aims which it is intended
to achieve are fully appreciated and must
be appreciated by all, I am of opinion
that the achievement depends chiefly
upon the standard of living, and, until 't
has been possible to attain some degree
of success in raising that standard, I
think you will find that the effort to up
lift this vast class by means of a Bonus
will meet with the abuse to which I have
referred, instead of improving the in
tegrity of the workman, goodwill and
mutual interest essential for the attain
ment of efficient production.—Yours
faithfully, A. B. Horslev" Rozel," Birkbeck Road,

Weston-super-Mare, March, 1919.
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A PLEA FOR WAR

Let us consider War with undazed eyes

And view the prize

While it is with us. When the fire is gone

There linger on

The ashes only, that no heat impart

To warm the heart.

Let us not think that we are only cursed,

Are there not bests to swallow up the worst?

There, where we saw in old Peace-ridden days

A hundred ways

Lie tangled for the feet of youth made men,

We only can

A single road descry ; we only know

One way to go.

And shall we not a little thanks allow

For life that was so hard, so simple now?

We that are young, how shall we then complain

Of so much gain?
For Friendship never were such days as these

In times of ease ;

There never were such days as these to scan

The God in man.

And praised be War, if only that it brings
Rest from the weary strife with little things.

D. S. B.



AT the time of writing the general
situation with regard to the Peace

Conference is still obscure. Before this
number of the magazine is in the hands of
our readers it is probable that the Ger
man Delegates will have arrived in Paris
and will have been informed of the pro
posed Peace terms ; but, until the Treaty
is actually signed, the general public will
possess no definite knowledge as to what
these terms are. It is consequently un
certain how the terms in question will be
received ; and much of the history of the
next few months will depend upon this.
Meanwhile, in the witty words of Mr.
Winston Churchill, Peace is at present
raging throughout the world. Every time
that we open our morning paper we read
of some fresh outburst of disorder —now
in Europe, now in Egypt, now in India.
There was, perhaps, never a time in re
corded history when such universal un-
settlement existed. All previous unsettle-
ments have been largely local — local, at
least, in comparison with the present con
dition of things ; whilst to-day there is
hardly an inhabited country which is not
in some way affected by the prevailing
disorder. If anything could bring home
to us the world-wide nature of the crisis
which has been reached in human affairs,
it is this. It is obvious that, whatever all
this upheaval may mean, its meaning
must be expressed in terms commen
surate with Humanity itself. And this, in
its turn, has an interesting bearing on
our speculations as to what is to come
out of it all. For the extent of the dis
order is an indication as to the measure
of the order which it must one day bring
forth. If anyone doubt the necessity of
some such international arrangement as

that of the proposed League of Nations,
his doubts should be set at rest by the
universality of the present unrest. It is
becoming clearer every day—a thing
which the war had already proved —that
the world must henceforth be regarded as
one place. That the old watertight divi
sions have ceased to exist is shown by
the unanimity with which all the peoples
of the earth arc being stirred by the same
spirit. Movements are at work, in these
times, which know no geographical or
racial boundaries. At present these
movements are, for the most part, de
structive in character. But the move
ment of Construction, when it comes,
must have the same quality ; it must em
brace the whole of mankind ; and one
aspect of it must therefore be some ar
rangement for regulating the relations of
peoples within an all-inclusive whole. As.
we have frequently remarked in these
columns, the Peace Conference can do
nothing more than frame a skeleton
structure for the attainment of this object
—a structure whose usefulness will be
largely negative. The life, which is to
make the structure truly organic, can
only come from another source. Some
thing more than the efforts of Statesmen,
however able and distinguished, will be
needed to infuse into the nations of man
kind the true international spirit, just as
something more than legislation and con
cession will be required before the social
problem, within each of the nations, can
be solved.

O
ness

NE of the difficulties of the present
time lies, we think, in the conscious-
•, which so many people have to-day,
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that the normal machinery of public
affairs is quite inadequate to solve a pro
blem of such magnitude as that which

now confronts the world. We are be

ginning to realise that the mechanism at
our disposal, no matter how skilfully we

may elaborate it
,

can at best only touch

the outer surface of things. The
simplest way of expressing its limitations

is to use the word which has just been

employed, and to say that its operations
must necessarily be "negative." The
"

positive
" force, the force which is cap

able of infusing life into the dry-bones of

any attempted Reconstruction, is as yet
lacking ; and, seeing that it is lacking,
many are rather inclined to despair. But,
all the same, we are gradually learning a

lesson —a lesson which the politically-
minded West, in particular, can only
benefit by learning ; and that is, that true
reform can only come from within. We
have for a long time been so accustomed
to think in terms of institutions and regu
lations that we have forgotten that these
are merely forms. We have made them
into a fetish, have quoted them as the
panacea for all human ills, have appealed
to them again and again when problems
were upon us. And now we are faced by
something before which they are im
potent. Rude reminders are coming to
us from every side that such forms exist
only on sufferance. They retain their
solidity only so long as we choose to ac
quiesce in tbem. Refuse to acquiesce,
and they vanish into thin air. This is

the primitive lesson which Bolshevism is

teaching the world. Bolshevism, judged
from one point of view, is a mere orgy of
insanity, bloodshed and cruelty. It is

ludicrously incompetent as a system of
government. It flouts the very principles
of freedom and self-determination which

it ostensibly sets out to realise. It puts
the control of affairs into the hands of
those who are in every possible way least
qualified to hold it. Yet, from another
point of view, it is a phenomenon of pro
found significance. It stands for a" clean sweep." It is based, however in
coherently, on the belief that things must
be. reordered from their very foundations,
that the world must somehow be started

de novo. It is thus a complete negation

of the habit of mind to which experience

has accustomed us— the habit of mind

which holds that all change must be

limited by past tradition, and must move

in certain predetermined grooves. That

way of thinking might have been ade

quate in other days and other circum

stances. But to-day it will no longer
suffice. If it be true that we are on the

eve of a new age- —and every sign of the

times goes to indicate that this is so—
then it is obvious that we must throw far

greater emphasis than we are wont to do

on the word " new." A new civilisation,

if it is to be born, must be, in the literal

interpretation of the word, a new civilisa
tion. It must break away from past
tradition. It must introduce ideas anil
modes of action which we have never

thought of. It must, in other words, em

body all the things which, to our accus
tomed ways of thinking, will appear im

practicable and extravagant. The vision
aries and the idealists are likely to be the

truest thinkers on a matter like this; and
very probably the more extravagant the

idealism the nearer it will be to the truth.
And one way in which we are being
driven to recognise this is by having it

forced upon us that Bolshevism is a

serious force in the world of to-day, and
has to be treated as such. Its strength
lies, not in its madnesses and its excesses,
but in the truth which underlies its per
verted manifestations. At the moment,
Bolshevism is the only thorough-going
idealism in the world. Why not, we shall
someday be driven to ask, invent another
idealism, just as thoroughgoing, but more
in keeping with the deeper demands of
the Spirit and with ordinary common
sense?

* * * '

T_TERri, as everywhere, the true line of

A i- thought, from which we should start,

is that the remedy must be commensurate
with the evil. We cannot oppose to a
frenzy, like Bolshevism, the humdrum
specifics of ordinary political and social
thought. We need something just as far-
reaching, just as intoxicated with enthu
siasm, just as seemingly "visionary."
We Rave to brush aside all our conven
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tional ways of thought and delve into the
deeper recesses of human nature. What
can we set against this orgy of evil?—no
thing less than an orgy of good. We
have to tune up our thought to a higher
rate of vibration and reach out after
something which will satisfy that deeper
craving in human nature, of which Bol
shevism is the crudely attempted satis
faction. We remember reading sonv;

years ago a book by Huysmans, based on
the story of the Blue-beard Marshal de

Retz, in which the gifted author argues
that this devilish monster and his con
temporary, Joan of Arc, were merely two
offshoots from the self-same tree— the
tree of medieval mysticism ; the one per
verting that mystical spirit to base ends,
the other raised by it to heights of saint
hood and heroism. The argument con
tains a profound truth. The great forces
which sweep through the world from time
to time and carry mankind along with
them are neither good nor evil in them
selves. They are merely intensifications
of energy, influxes of new life. They be
come good or evil according to the chan
nels through which they flow and the
ways in which they are taken up and ap
plied. The essential truth to grasp hold
of at the present moment is that there is
a force playing through the world to-day
which can only be objectified in terms of
extravagances and extremes. It has
caught hold of the savage and sullen ele
ments in the various countries, and has
already manifested in an extravagance of
Hatred. That is one extreme. But there
is another extreme also, which the same
force (we emphasise these two words)
could also vivify, if the opportunity were
given to it; and that is the extreme of an
idealised, almost mystical Love. Th^
world, did we but realise it

, is just as
ripe for a great mystical and spiritual re
vival to-day as it is for a frenzy of hate
and destruction. And the proof is Bol
shevism, which is not a force in itself,
but only the effect, or manifestation of a

force ; a force which is capable of many
other manifestations. The one certain
thing is that only by an intensity of
emotional energy equalling that of what
we know as Bolshevism can Bolshevism

ever be met. At the other end of the scale
there must be a movement just as extra

vagant, just as uncompromising, just as
full of the wine of enthusiasm. And that
movement, we firmly believe, will come.
The public mind is gradually being strung
up in these days to a state of tension
which makes many things possible that
would have been out of reach a few de

cades ago. The next move on the great
chess-board of the world will almost cer
tainly be one such as we have suggested.
Even in Russia to-day, we believe, if any
great spiritual figure were to appear, we
should witness the whole country being
swept up by a great religious revival.
Who knows, indeed, whether it is not for
some such end as this that that country

is being prepared? For no country goes
through the mill without a reason. Of
peoples, as well of individuals, is it true
that they die in order that they may live ;

and it would not be at all surprising if the
mystical soul of Russia were at present
going through the depths of hell in order
that it may one day be one of the great
centres of a world spiritual revival. Some
thing of the same kind could also be

hazarded about other countries. There
are countries in the world whose history
for centuries past has been one of dark
ness and oppression —which have tasted
nothing of the freedom and fulness of
national life. It may well be that we have,
in such countries, the great centres of the
spiritual life of the future, and that they
have been passing through a period of
purgation, in preparation for their great
office in the time to come.

* * *

SUCH, at least, is a thought that it may
sometimes be well to bear in mind,

when taking a bird's-eye view of contem
porary events. We cannot obtain any
grip of the mighty drama which is being
played out before our eyes in these days
unless we think boldly and largely. We
must cling to our central concept of a

great Purpose behind the world-move
ment ; for to lose hold of that concept
would mean simple despair. And, holding
on to this belief, we must envisage events
in a manner great enough to be worthy
of it. We must see a meaning in every
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thing-, and in every dark chapter a coming-
compensation. Above all, we must dis
tinguish the forces at work from the
modes through which they may happen to
be manifesting at the moment. For in
stance, we all talk lightly of a new influx
of life into the world, of an awakening
of the nations, of a coming new era. But
do we realise what ithis means?, The
moment we see one manifestation of this
life we are frightened by it. And yet,
truly speaking, one of the hopeful signs
of the times is to be found in this very
Bolshevism which we dread. For the see

ing- eye can detect in it the sign that at
least a force has been released in the world
which is capable of founding a new age
and of totally reorganising human life.
For the moment that force has seized on
the lower elements of human nature and
is running riot in a hell of bloodshed and
savagery ; but the force, at all events, is
there, and we need only await the time

(which cannot be far off) when it will
vivify the higher as well as the lower.
What is needed in order that this may
come about?

k * *

WE have spoken casually to several
people of late on this point, and one

and all have expressed their opinion that
only the appearance in the world of some
commanding Spiritual Figure can turn
this mighty current of energy into nobler
channels. Possibly, day by day, more
and more people arc coming to feel this
truth instinctively. It is gradually coming
to be seen as the last hope of escape from
an impasse. The forces are there, and no
human power can diminish them or re

duce them to quiescence. The one hope
is that they may come to be directed
aright. The world, in short, stands to-day
between two possibilities—an orgy of
hatred and destruction, which will reduce
civilisation to ruins, and a mighty spiri
tual movement which will create a new
heaven and a new earth. There is no com
fortable half-way course; the forces are
too powerful for that. Just at the moment
we are at a point in the road when it is

difficult to think optimistically. The de

structive forces are everywhere at work
and are being opposed everywhere merely

by the formulae of an age which is impo

tent and perishing. The consequence is

that the destructive forces have at pre

sent an immense advantage, in as much as

they are capable of stirring a far deeper

level of human nature than those which
are pitted against them. They give a re

lease to the spirit and admit of a spacious
ness of outlook which the conventionali
ties of organised social life can never

afford. What is needed, in order to cope

with them, is
,

as we have said, some

thing equally stirring and compelling, but

working on the higher levels of human

thought and feeling. And that can only
come about by a great spiritual revival.

Something positive has to be born
amongst men. Sooner or later they will
be forced to seek in Religion (using the

word in its widest sense) the solution for

difficulties which are insoluble in any other

way. God must be brought back into His
world ; ideals, which the modern man

puts aside as visionary, must be seen to

be, in the long run, severely practical ;

the world-problem must be seen to be

capable of solution only by the bringing
together of heaven and earth.

* # *

IT is for this reason that we believe
that, before many years have passed,

the whole world will be crying out for a

Spiritual Leader. For, as the years go
on, people will see more and more clearly
that this is the only alternative to the
horrors of what we now call Bolshevism.
They will be demanding something
capable of beating Bolshevism on its own
ground; something to which the ideal
ism and the inarticulate yearnings of
mankind will even more fully respond;
something with the dews of a New Age
fresh upon it. Were the Religions, in
the various countries, capable of supply
ing this remedv, they would be supply
ing it even now and the great revival
would have already begun. But they are
not capable of supplying it. There is not

a single Religion in the world to-day
which is whole-heartedly on the side of
Idealism. Once they were — in the early
days of their life and freshness ; but now
they are chained to the past, the whole
fabric of their organisation is rooted in
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the past, and they are incapable of so
extricating themselves from the past that

they can be the leaders of mankind in the
great transition from the old to the new.

Something more is needed. We nee3

something which will take us right back
into the life of the Spirit, untrammelled by
formulas, unhampered by tradition—
which shall, in a word, " make all things
new." That is why we ourselves

assuredly believe, and many are coming
to share the belief with us, that the pre
sent time of turmoil and unrest is all lead

ing up to the appearance of a great
Spiritual Teacher amongst men. " There
shall be wars and rumours of wars "—
how well we all know that passage ! But
it has struck very few that the next ap
pearance of a Divine Teacher amongst
men is far more likely to be for the pur
pose of inaugurating a new age of human
life and civilisation than for that of end

ing the world altogether. As a matter of
fact, the words in the New Testament,
commonly translated as " the end of the
world," should really be translated as" the end of the age," and this is the
translation adopted in the Revised Ver
sion. Why not open our minds to this
far more reasonable view, which makes
possible a belief in the periodical appear
ance of Divine Teachers (or the same
Divine Teacher), in order to give back to
mankind, in terms adapted to the chang-

ing times, the eternal truths of the
Spirit? It is sheer dishonesty to main
tain that any Revelation can keep its
freshness for ever. It cannot —and the

history of Christianity is as good a proof
as could be wished of this elementary
truth. Time, custom, tradition, human
weakness and imperfection —all these

help to crust over the original truth and
to impair its effectiveness. What more
natural — if there be such a thing as
Divine Supervision over human evolution
—than that a Great Teacher should be

sent into the world, from time to time, to

sweep all those accretions away and to
show once more, by His life and His
teachings, what the way of the Spirit
really is?

* * *

AND so even Bolshevism can afford its
spiritual lesson and give ground for

high hopes. Let us sometimes remember
this, when the outlook seems darkest, and
remind ourselves that we have, in this
sudden outburst of perverted idealism, the
surest indication of a force which must

eventually find a very different outlet.
The string is being stretched to high ten
sion. At present it is giving out nothing
but discords; but, in the hands of the
Master, it will one day give forth divine
strains. And that is why to-day it is being
stretched.



OCCULTISM IN CHRISTIAN
TRADITION

By CHARLOTTE E. WOODS

MOST
of the great religions of

the world preserve traces of
having possessed a secret or
occult tradition, a body of

Mystery teachings which were imparted
exclusively to advanced disciples on their
fulfilling certain conditions of secrecy,
ceremonial, and purification. Whatever
was the ultimate nature of the teachings
imparted to Initiates in the Pagan Mys
tery cults —and the subject is by its very
nature obscure —there is no doubt that
certain dim traces analogous to what
Theosophists call the Path are to be
found in all the great religions of anti
quity. That this element is discoverable
also in early Christian tradition is what
we should expect to find, and the ques
tion before us in this study is the extent
and nature of the evidence for the exist
ence in Primitive Christianity of an occult
or Mystery aspect communicated to cer
tain who, by virtue of their ability to
enter into these disciplined secrets,
formed a class apart.

The idea of Initiation is twofold.
1. It is always connected in antiquity

with rites performed in some guarded
place away from the eyes of the profane
or uninitiated, those who were " outside
the fane " (projani). It had, therefore,
the implication of secrecy. The Mys
teries presumably veiled a Gnosis which
was withheld from all but fit men. This
condition of secrecy, unpalatable to the
open minds of our more enlightened day,
was probably necessitated by the ignor
ance of the times, truths which are now
the property of all being then deemed tit

only for the few, and imparled under

pledges whose violation was punishable
by death.

" To know, to dare, to will —
and to keep silence " was the motto of
certain Mystery Schools (the very word
Mystery, indeed, being derived from a

Greek word "
muo "—" to have the fin

ger on the lips ") which claimed to reveal
to prepared candidates truths concerning
the inner worlds which the unpurified
man could only receive at his peril.
Doubt has occasionally been cast upon
the value of these teachings, and some of
their later developments were obvious
prostitutions and degradations of great
truths imperfectly apprehended. But it
seems clear that initiation into the" Mysteries kept hidden "

presupposes
that there was something w-orth hiding,
a Gnosis or occult wisdom which was
occult only for those who had not quali
fied themselves to receive it. At all
events, the method of preparation bv
severe and graded discipline was not in
itself unwise ; it testified to a recognition
of the sanctity of certain great ideas
which our more favoured age now treats
with a perilous familiarity. We are, how
ever, less concerned now with justifying
the method of secrecy as with showing
that its existence was a fact not only in

Pagan but also in early Christian Mys
tery Systems. To do this we must seek

(a) the evidence of language and techni
cal terms abounding in the New Testa
ment writings ; and (b) the written testi
mony of the Christian Fathers them
selves. It is obvious that in proving the
existence of the secret method, we are
proving also the larger question of the
existence of the Mysteries themselves—
or the teachings which that age regarded
as such.

The New Testament records confront
us with a twofold and contradictory point
of view, (a) Jesus is distinctly stated to
have veiled his teaching under parables
and dark sayings.

" Unto you it is
given to know the mystery of the king
dom of God ; but unto them that are
without, all these things are done in par
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ables ; that seeing they may see, and not

perceive ; and hearing they may hear
and not understand, less haply they
should turn again and it should be for
given them." The expression

" them
that are without "

(tous exo) is a techni
cal Mystery term. St. Paul uses it in his
first Letter to the Corinthians, " For what
have I to do with judging them that are
without? Do not ye judge them that are
within (tous eso), whereas them that are
without God judgeth." And again, to
the Colossians he (or a disciple) writes :
" Walk in wisdom towards them that
are without, buying up the opportunity."
And to the Thessalonians :

" Study— to
work with your hands, that ye may walk
honestly towards them that are without."
And to Timothy he says that a bishop
must have

" good testimony from them
that are without." Here is a definite
Mystery term implying the exclusiveness
that exists between the followers of a
special occult discipline and the rest of
the world. The " without " were of
several classes. There were the great
bulk of ordinary folk, not necessarily

evil, immersed in material interests ;

those also who were ordinary members of
the Christian communities ; and there
were also persons of evil life whose spiri
tual condition made prohibition neces

sary. The words of Jesus with regard
to the

" tous exo "
appear to refer to this

latter class, and are a pregnant hint
of the danger of forcing the pace. The
" without " are where they should be in
the order of spiritual development. If
under the power of a great spiritual
appeal they were to turn before their time
to the inner life their growth might ulti
mately be retarded. St. Paul refuses to

judge them ;
" them that are without God

•udgeth.
" Can anything be more defi

nitely against the doctrine of equality to

which the Church was afterwards com
mitted—a doctrine which confused the
potential equality of all men as sons of
God with the actually realised status

ichieved by the very few?

We get another mandate of reserva
tion in the Sermon on the Mount.
''Cast not your pearls before swine,

wither give that which is holy unto

the dogs," said Jesus, echoing what was
possibly a prohibition of one of the inner
schools of his time, dogs and swine being
terms that denoted not necessarily de

graded persons, but those rather whose
development had not reached the stage
of spiritual fitness that qualified for initia
tion. With the Jews the term " dog "

applied to all who were outside the pale
of their nat;on, and passed into the occult
currency of the Christian Initiates as
meaning those without the pale of the
Mystery schools. In the Stromata,
Ch. 11, book 1, headed " The Mysteries
of the Faith not to be divulged to all,"
Clement of Alexandria has these words :

" And even now I fear, as it is said, to
cast the pearls before swine, lest they
tread them under foot and turn and rend
us. For it is difficult to exhibit the really
pure and transparent words respecting
the true Light to swinish and untrained
hearers. It is requisite therefore to hide
in a Mystery the wisdom spoken, which
the Son of God taught."

I venture to suggest that the interview
of Jesus with Nicodemus was a secret
conversation concerning some of the deep
things of the Kingdom. Nicodemus'
coming by night is ordinarily interpreted
as an act of cowardice on his part. May
it not have meant that the nature of the
conversation was secret? It relates
largely to the mystery of the " second
birth," the birth by "water and the
Spirit," that is, the first Initiation. Nico
demus was evidently one who had some
knowledge of at least the preliminaries
of entrance into the Mysteries, and Jesus
was surprised that he should stumble
over the mystic terminology of the second
birth. " Art thou a Master in Israel and
knowest not these things? " It was
concerning this first Initiation that he

had come to inquire, and his candidature
was evidently accepted by the Master,
for we read later of his association with
the Disciples in the burial of Jesus.

(b) But all is not clear with regard to
the secret method of Jesus. We can
bring against what has just been said in
support of it a plain declaration of the
contrary policy.

The passages are so important that I
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will quote them in full. They are re
corded by the three Synoptists.

Matt. 10, 26: "There is nothing
covered that shall not be revealed ; and
hid that shall not be known. What I tell
you in darkness that speak ye in light ;

and what ye hear in the ear, that preach
ye upon the houses.

' '

Mark 4, 21 : "Is the lamp brought to
be put under the bushel, or under the bed,
and not to be put on the stand? For
there is nothing save that it should be
manifested ; neither was anything made
secret, but that it should come to light.
If any man hath ears to hear, let him
hear. "

Luke 12, 2 :
" There is nothing that

shall not be revealed, neither hid that
shall not be known. Therefore whatso
ever ye have spoken in darkness shall be

heard in the light ; and that which ye
have spoken in the ear in closets shall be

proclaimed upon the houses."
These striking sayings appear to refer

to a secret method of instruction which is
about to be broken down. What Jesus
says to His Initiates in their private
assemblies is to be given by them to the
world ; what they themselves also have
transmitted from ear to ear will be made
public to all who can receive it.

We thus get a confirmation of the
existence of secret teaching in the minis
try of Jesus, but we have evidence also
of a change in the immemorial policy.
The time had arrived when the dissemi
nation of truth might safely be extended.
But it must be noted that what is pro
claimed by Jesus is never the naked truth.
"Without a parable spake He not unto
them." We venture even to doubt
whether His own interpretations convey
more than the surface meaning, which is
in many cases so simple as scarcely to
justify the parabolic method. For ex
ample, the meaning underlying the par
able of the Sower, according to the re

ceived interpretation, contained nothing
that might not have been said in a few-

plain, practical words. From which the
assumption is that the deeper meaning
was not unveiled to the public. The par
ables contained as much of the Lower
Mvsteries as could be taught in that way ;

the Greater Mysteries were doubtless still

reserved for the inner circles, since they
could scarcely be imparted by precept,
being largely affairs of occult practice." The Christ," says Mr. Mead, "illu
mined the tradition of the Gnosis, and by
His public teaching practically threw
open to all what had previously been kept" secret from the foundation of the
world "—to speak more accurately, the

intermediate grades of the Mvsteries.
For this He was put to death. The con
text we have given to the last reference
quoted above (Luke 12, 3) throws light
on the whole situation. The Pharisees,
the arch-enemies of Jesus, were ever"

lying" in wait for Him, and seeking to
catch something out 'of His mouth that
thev might accuse Him." But who were
these Pharisees, and why should they
have sought occasion by the teaching of
Jesus to compass His death?

The truth is that the Pharisees were
the Mystics of Judaism. They it was
who held the sacred deposit of the Mys
tery teachings, a deposit for which they
were as jealous as they were for the
minute ceremonial of the Mosaic Law.
The external side of Pharisaism is fairly
w ell-known to us, but its origin and inner
history is but little understood. " Phari
saism," says Mr. Mead.

" had its origin
in Babylon, and it represented the main
stream of Chalda;an and Persian influence
on Jewry. It was in time divided into
numerous schools, the strictest of which
led the life of rigid internal purity. The
name for the mystical schools of Phari
sees was Chassidim, and we find numer
ous records of the existence of such
schools, and those whom Josephus calls
Essenes, among whom were the most
pure and learned of the Jews, the
' Rabbis of the South,' living apart and
in retirement. These schools and com
munities seem to have looked back to th<-

stern physical discipline of the Schools yf
the Prophets on the one hand, and to
have been in contact with the spiritual
ideas of the Babylonian wisdom-discipline
on the other." (Fragments of a Faith
Forgotten, pp. 93, 94.)

Let us now imagine a young Teacher,
burning with the inner conviction that the
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aristocracy of Truth had had its day, and
that it was for Him to give a new and
upward impetus to the backward move
ments of the human spirit. The persons
with whom He would come into sharp and
ceaseless conflict would be the purists
among His own people, the class which
represented certainly the high-water
mark of Jewish spiritual development,
but which ran to extremes in its conser
vative devotion to tradition. It was tho
old story of the hatred of Orthodoxy for
Reform. The hypocrisy of Pharisaism
was not its worst indictment ; Jesus tilted
as well against its spiritual exclusiveness." Woe unto you lawyers, for ye have
taken away the key of the Gnosis ; j e

entered not in yourselves, and them that
were entering in ye hindered."

Such outspokenness could have but one
result, and that result we know. The
Chassidim, deeply jealous for the preser
vation of their secret truths, genuinely
horrified at what they believed to be sacri
lege against the divine Mysteries, made
this the occasion of putting Jesus to
death. There were probably other and
political reasons as well ; His reforming
enthusiasm made Him appear seditious in
more than one direction, a danger to the
public order both civil and religious.
Therefore indictment was made wherever
indictment was possible ; they literally" sought occasion to put Him to death "
and found it in a charge of blasphemy.

Now the details of this charge are sugr
gestive. They related (a) to statements
He had made concerning the destruction
and the raising up of the Temple in three
days, obviously a blind for a Mystery doc
trine of great importance. The destruc
tion of the "

temple
" of the Initiate, His

subtle body, and its transmutation, or
resurrection as the glorified or spiritual
body, was dramatically enacted in the
Egyptian mysteries, and was obviously
known {o the circles in contact with
nascent Christianity, as is evidenced by the
reference to 'the Resurrection-Mysterv bv

St. Paul in Phil. 3, 10, 11, 12, who con
fesses that he had not yet attained unto
it. Jesus, as we know, had spoken of this
Mystery openly, (b) He had dealt openly
also with another great Mystery-secret,

the deification and divine sonship of man.
The Jews brought this against Him at
His trial. " We have a law, and by this
law he ought to die, because he made
himself the Son of God.'.' They had evi
dently in mind a notable occasion (John
10, 30—36) when they had attempted to
stone Him for the statement that He and
the Father were one, and when He had
defended His teaching by reference to
their own scripture. But the union of
man with God was the last attainment of
the risen and glorified Initiate ; to speak
of it when walking the temple in Solo
mon's Porch showed a daring that was
bound to have but one result.

Before we close this aspect of the sub

ject, we must gather some support from

St. Paul, and from two or three of the

Apostolic Fathers. The Apostle makes
use of the term Mystery no less than

eighteen times, but wc will note those in
which he alludes to its hiddenness. " We
speak the wisdom of God in a Mystery,
even the hidden wisdom, which God or
dained before the world began and which
none even of the princes of this world
knew. ' '

" The revelation of the mystery which
was kept secret since the world began,
but now is made manifest."" The mystery which hath been hid
from ages and from generations, but now
is made manifest to the saints . . . which
is Christ in you, the hope of glory.""

By revelation he made known unto
mc the mystery —which in other ages was
not made known unto the sons of men as
it is now revealed."" When ye read ye may understand
my knowledge in the mystery of Christ."

It is clear from these passages that the
essence of the Apostle's teaching was a
hitherto guarded mystery which he had
now received permission to give to the
world, that it might be handed on to the
future, and the Church might never be
left without teachers. This leads the
Apostle to give the solemn adjuration to
Timothy :

" That good thing which was
committed unto thee keep by the Holv
Ghost which dwelleth in us."

A generation later we get a remarkable
piece of testimony as to the esoteric ele
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merit in Christian teaching from St.
Ignatius, a disciple of St. John, who
says :

" Might I not write to you things
more full of mystery? But I fear to do
so, lest I should inflict injury on you who
are but babes. Pardon me in this respect,
Test, as not being able to receive their
weighty import, ye should be strangled by
them. For even I, though I am bound

(for Christ) and am able to understand
the heavenly things—though I am ac
quainted with these things yet am I not
perfect, nor am I such a disciple as Paul
and Peter." (Epistle of IgnatWis to the
Ephesians, ch. 12). In another Epistle
(to the Philadelphians, ch. 9) he speaks
of the High Priest " to whom the holy of
holies has been committed, and who alone
has been entrusted with the secrets of
God." His fellow-disciple Polycarp,
writing to certain correspondents, ex

presses a hope that they are " well versed
in the sacred Scriptures and that nothing
is hid from you : but to me this privilege
is not yet granted.

'J
(The Martyrdom of

Ignatius, ch. 3), evidently meaning that
he is as yet in an early stage of Initiation.

The quotations with which we will close
this part of our study are from the two
great Christian Platonists of Alexandria,
Clement and Origen. They were the
second and third heads of the famous
Catechetical School which was estab
lished at Alexandria in the latter half of
the second century. The avowed object
of this School, Dr. Inge tells us, was the
attainment of Gnosis, or the esoteric
knowledge of Divine things as set forth
in the Biblical documents, or the Greek
philosophers —a knowledge which might
be imparted by metaphysical learning, by
sacramental rites, or by mystical intui
tion. The main feature of interest in this
School was its policy of reservation.
Clement says plainly that his books con
tain only the more popular part of his
doctrine. Linked as he is with the
Apostles by one intermediary only, his
testimony to the existence of definite
Mysteries in the early Church is of the
first importance.

" The Lord allowed us to com
municate of those divine Mysteries, and
of that holy light, to- those who are able

to receive them. He did not certainly
disclose to the many what did not belong
to the many, but to the few to whom He

knew that they belonged, who were

capable of receiving and being moulded

according to them. But secret things are

entrusted to speech, not to writing, as is

the case with God. The Mysteries are

delivered mystically, that which is spoken

may be in the mouth of the speaker :

rather not in his voice but in his under
standing. The writing of these me

moranda of mine I well know is weak
when compared with that spirit full of
grace which I was privileged to hear.

But it will be an image to recall the arche
type to him who was struck by the Thyr
sus." (Strom: bk. I., ch. 28.) The
Thyrsus being a wand used in Initiation
ceremonies, a reference to it was tanta
mount to a reference to initiation into the
Mysteries, and points to the preservation
of Pagan ceremonial in Christian circles
of Initiation.

In Clement, says Dr. Hort, " Christian
Theology in some important respects
reaches its highest point."

Origen, who was the first great scholar
whom Christianity produced, and the
pupil of Clement, contends with the Jew
Celsus on the subject of the secret teach
ings in the Christian faith. Celsus at
tacks Christianity as being a secret sys
tem, and Origen, while confuting this
allegation on the ground that Christian
doctrines are widespread, admits that
there are certain doctrines not made
known to the multitude, " which is not a

peculiarity of Christianity alone, but also
of philosophic systems, in which certain
truths are exoteric and others esoteric."
(Contra Celsum, bk. I., ch. 7.)

He goes on to say : "I have not yet
spoken of the observance of all that is
written in the Gospels, each one of which
contains much doctrine difficult to be
understood, not merely by the multitude,
but even by certain of the more intelli
gent, including a very profound explana
tion of the parables which Jesus delivered
to

1 those without,' while reserving- the
exhibition of their full meaning for those
who had passed beyond the stage of ex
oteric teaching, and who came to Him
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privately in the house. And when he
comes to understand it

,

he will admire
the reason why some are said to be

' without ' and others ' in the house.'
Whoever has clean hands," he con
tinues, " and, therefore, lifts up holy-
hands to God ... let him come to us ...
whoever is pure not only from all defile
ment, but from what are 'regarded as
lesser transgressions, let him be boldly
initiated in the Mysteries of Jesus, which
properly are made known :,only to the
holy and the pure ... let such a one
hear the doctrines which were spoken in
private by Jesus to His genuine
disciples. "

II. —But the root significance of the
word initiatio meant also " entrance
into," hence "beginning." The Initiate
in the Theosophical sense of the word is

one who begins the neiv life which shall
ultimately lead him to super-manhood.
He enters a Path which conducts to the
heights of his being as man. Cicero
(Leg. II., 14, 36) writes that in the
Mysteries " we have been taught the
initio, as they are called ; that is to say,
the true principles of life." But the
Greek general term for Initiates (teleioi),
and " telesthai "

(to be initiated) has a

wider connotation. It expresses the idea
of perfecting, completing, accomplishing.
Not only is Initiation the entrance into a

higher life than that of the sense nature,

it is the beginning of a life of self-fulfil
ment. Those who had entered it were
called " the Perfect." Teleios was, in
short, a technical term used in connec
tion with pledged disciples of a Mystery-
discipline, and it is a fact of first-class
significance that we find Jesus employing
the term in His answer to the rich youhg
ruler who, recognising Him as a Master
of the Spiritual Way, applied for instruc
tion as to his further progress.

" Good
Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal
life? " Or, as we should say in present-
day mystical terminology, " What shall

I do to enter the Path? " That his re
quest was of this nature is shown by ths
answer of Jesus, who recognised him as
a postulant for Initiation, and addressed
him by the technical word. " If thou
wouldst be perfect (teleios) go and sell

that thou hast, and give to the poor, and
thou shalt have treasure in heaven ; and
come and follow Me. In a previous sen

tence He had used yet another technical
term : "If thou wouldst enter into life
keep the commandments." Initiation
was literally the entrance into a world of
life, in contradistinction to the world of
"

d,eath
" of the ordinary non-spiritual

man. This very suggestive interview be

tween a postulant and a Master throws
light upon the " hard saying " of Jesus
with regard to possessions which has
been a stumbling-block to many who have
failed to read the episode in its true light.
Poverty, as a symbol of utter self-renun
ciation, was demanded of all who sougnt
to enter the higher grades of the Mystery-
disciplines ; in the lower grades, and
among ordinary folk in the world, no such
condition would be demanded ; it is un
wise, therefore, to impose as a duty for
all what the Master would never have im;-
posed save upon the few. 'I he rich young
man stumbled at this last and highest
test, for which even the careful observ
ance of the moral law, obligatory on all
Initiates in all grades, had not prepared
him. He was not yet fit to be numbered
among the " teleioi " or perfect.

The word " teleios
"

is often found
among classical writers. Philo, Plato,
^Eschylus, and Euripides use the term
to denote mystic rites, or divine mys
teries. Plato's phrase, " ta telea kai
epoptika "

(Sympos., 210 A), denoted
the higher initiation, and describes the
man who is able to awaken recollections
of pristine fellowship with God as alone
becoming

" truly perfect
"

(teleos ontos).
Philo speaks of " instructing in divine
mysteries (teletas theias) the initiates
who are worthy of such sacred mys
teries." (Dc Cherub. 42.) In the Tris-
megistic literature, those who had been
doused with the Divine Spirit became
" teleioi." Thus we have here a term
which obviously relates to persons who
have experienced the climax of what ini
tiation can give. The word is a derivative
of the Greek " telos "

(end), and by its
introduction into Mystery-language im

plies that the end of the Ascent of Initia
tion is also the end of human evolution.
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He who has reached it has entered a life
which shall eventually make him more
than man. He perfects the human when
he sights the divine. St. Paul has taken
over this Mystery-word, which he em

ploys seven times in somewhat various
senses, concerning which some difference
of opinion exists. In 1 Cor. 2, 6, he re

fers to a " wisdom," a higher stage of
instruction which he imparts to the
" teleioi

" or perfect. Kennedy suggests
an allusion here to the arrogant claims
made by adherents of the Apollos-party.
J. Weiss compares the Apostle's use of
the word with that of Epictetus (Enchir.,
51, If.), where the " teleioi " are warned
of the possible danger of making no pro
gress, and remaining ordinary men. In
this sense "

perfection
" is potential

rather than attained, and " teleios "
may

be the saint in his early beginnings, as
well as the saint who has reached the full
stature of spiritual manhood. In two
passages St. Paul contrasts " teleios "

with "
nepios

" (childish); or ripe know
ledge with rudimentary growth. Here
the word " mature " would seem a good
translation. But in one remarkable pas

sage (Phil. 3, 12) the Apostle speaks of
himself as " not having yet reached the

goal "
(teteleiomai), using the verbal

form of the word in a sense about which
there can be no ambiguity. He concludes
a very illuminating sentence thus : "Let
us therefore, as many as be perfect
(teleioi), be like minded." The fjoal or
" end " concerning which he makes this
confession of non-attainment is nothing
less than the mystic Resurrection from the

Dead. The perfect ones, then, the "
fully

initiated," were those who had reached
this, the supreme goal of the Initiate's
life. We hope to be able to show in our
second study, by an examination of the
Mystery-words of the Apostle and others,
the kind of life and teaching that wras im
parted in the higher Mystery-disciplines
of nascent Christianity.

Charlotte E. Woods

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS ABOUT ARTICLES

CONTRIBUTORS
to The Herald of

the Star are asked, wherever pos
sible, to have their manuscripts typed
before sending them in. They are also
asked to state whether they desire pay
ment. Writers who are planning an
article on any subject of topical interest
should communicate with the Editor
beforehand, in order to ensure that the
ground has not already been covered by
previous arrangement. It should be

remarked here that the type of article most
desired is not the purely imaginative or
idealistic, but one based on a knowledge
of facts and conveying definite informa
tion. Articles which have obviously
nothing in common with the general
character and " tone " of the magazine,
or which deal with subjects which lie out

side its special field, should not be sub
mitted. An article, for example, on
" Protection versus Free Trade " might
be excellently written and full of informa
tion, but it would not be suitable for The
Herald ok the Star. On the other hand,
a general article on " Economic Condi
tions as the basis of Spiritual Condi
tions

" would be quite in harmony with
the scheme of the magazine. Regular
readers will know from experience the
kind of thing which is likely to be suitable.
It need not be said, in conclusion, that the
Editor will always welcome suggestions
and ideas from subscribers as to any pos
sible innovations which might help to
enhance the interest and value of the
periodical.



DETECTING MOTHER LOVE

Ey JUDGE HENRY ^EIL

A
LADY went into a doctor's
office with her little boy, and
said :

" Doctor, my boy is
feverish, restless, and bothers

me; can't you do something for him?
"0! Then he is not your own boy,"

said the doctor.
The lady, greatly agitated at this re

mark, put her finger to her lips, as a sig
nal to the doctor not to say any more,
and taking him to the far side of the

room, out of hearing of the boy, said :

"Doctor, I don't want the boy to know
that I am not his mother. No one knows.
How did you find out? "

"Ah," said the doctor; "no real
mother ever says that her sick child is
a bother.

"
* * *

The Sunday School teacher said :

"Johnny, I told you that you should
make at least one person happy each
week. Now, Johnny, whom did you
make happy last week? "

Johnny said :
" I visited my Auntie for

four days, and when I came awray she
was very happy."

But when Johnny got home, his mother
grabbed him in both arms, and she kissed
him on both cheeks, and said, " My
>weet boy, I've been lonely without you."

The humour in the first part of this

story is the knowledge that Johnny is a

bother and a nuisance to every other
woman, but a joy and a comfort to his
own mother.

* * #

The other day in London, one of the

City officials took me to see one of the
large Poor Law Schools, where over
three hundred boys were being cared for
at the tax payers' expense.

Rather abruptly 1 asked the superin
tendent of the Institution :

" What do

you teach these boys? " and he, annoyed
at my interruption of his regular speech
to visitors, said :

" Well, we don't teach
them to be Prime Minister."

I said :
" You don't teach them to be

Prime Minister ; what do you teach
them?

"
And he said :

" Well, we teach them to
earn an honest living."

I wondered, as I looked at that group
of three hundred boys if there might not
be one boy there, who, if left at home
with his own mother, would not only have
been taught to earn an honest living but
also to be Prime Minister.

I love the story in the second chapter
of Exodus—the first nine verses, of how
Pharaoh's daughter went down to the
river and found the baby Moses in a

basket and sent for Moses' own mother
and said :

" Take this child and care for
it and I will pay thee thy wages."

And Moses' mother took care of her
own child and received a Mother's Pen
sion, and she inspired her boy with Rope
and ambition and a desire to fight for the

right as only a mother can—and Moses
became the Prime Minister.

* # *

I have been to scores of Institutions
where children are cared for in large num
bers, and in nearly all of them I have
found that the food was sufficient, the
kitchen clean, the building sanitary, the
grounds spacious, but the children were
unhappy. At first I wondered why ; but
now I know.

I know that wholesome food, warm
clothing, sanitary buildings, and magni
ficent grounds can be bought by almost
any group of directors. But none of them
can buy mother love : it is not for sale
anywhere at any price.

Henry Neil



THE THREEFOLD PATH IN
THE TEACHING OF

GEOGRAPHY
By GERALDINE COSTER

(Oxford Diploma in Geography)

THOSE
who have read in the

April number of The Herald ok
the Star Miss Margaret Lee's
article on " The Threefold Path in

English Literature " will recall the
enumeration there given of the three
essential desires of the human spirit, cor
responding to the Threefold Path of the
Eastern Scriptures. It will be the aim of
the present article to develop this idea
further in another direction. The essen
tial desires or activities of the spirit are
as follows :—

(1) The desire to do what is right,
leading to Moral Activity.

(2) The desire to know the truth, lead
ing to Intellectual Activity.

(3) The desire to find beauty, leading
to ./Esthetic Activity.

It may be postulated that until each
subject taught in schools is fully realised
in its relation to this threefold desire it
will be, to a greater or less degree, dead,
academic, unrelated to life ; hence, dull.

The desire to relate school education
more closely to life and make it more
human is very strong in the minds of
modern reformers, and it has been the
reason for the great schemes and ideals
of "correlation." By correlation is
generally understood the planning and
teaching of the different school subjects
in such a way that the connection in sub
ject matter, that is, between history and
geography or between science and mathe
matics, is clearly brought out. This ideal
is excellent, but the true and essential
correlation will be attained only when
every teacher approaches his subject with
a clear understanding of what his real

aim is in dealing with it. A consideration
of the reasons for teaching any given sub

ject will show that, reduced to simplest
terms, they correspond to the branches
of the Threefold Path, for the aim of all
education worthy the name is to stimu
late in the young the desire to do what is

right, to know the truth, and to find

beauty.

In regard to the teaching of geography
it will be admitted, probably, that this

subject is one of the worst taught and
hence the dullest of the regular school
subjects. Why? Well, for various rea
sons, such as the fact that it needs more-

expensive apparatus than most subjects,
and that, although it is one of the most
difficult and exacting subjects to deal
with adequately, it is commonly assigned
to some unfortunate, over-worked and
under-qualified person, who has to " pick
up what he can from books as he

goes along." But the grudging expendi
ture and inadequate staff for geography
are not really due to slackness and indif
ference on the part of heads of schools.
On the contrary, I think that it is just
because these people do realise, whether
or not they have thought the matter out
categorically, that the most valuable sub
jects to teach the over-worked modern
schoolchild are precisely those which do
develop the Three Activities ; they are onlv
unable to see that geography is such a
subject. Probably many of them fail to
realise the essential unity of that great
trinity and dimly feel that music and
drawing are for aesthetic, history and
literature for moral, and mathematics and
science for intellectual development. But
what, they say, is the moral, intellectual,
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or aesthetic value of geography? What
does it profit a child's soul to learn the
names of the capitals of Europe, the capes
and bays of the British Isles, or a listof

"the chief products of China? Of course,
he must learn these things, just as he
must team his weights and measures, but
it is a dull necessity, and surely any fool
can teach him.

Now, if geography does consist of a

mass of information which must somehow
be acquired because, conventionally, it is
expected of an educated adult that he
should know the whereabouts of the
Amazon River and the name of the capital
of Spain, then the sooner it is banished
.from our curricula the better, for the
coming race must be educated, not stulti
fied.

It is the object of this paper to show
how even an untrained teacher of geo
graphy — though one cannot too strongly
deprecate the folly of assigning this diffi
cult subject to an unqualified teacher,
one untrained in modern geographical
matter and method —can make the subject
of very great value in the moral, intel
lectual, and aesthetic development of chil
dren.

Geography is a subject of such vast
and varied content that in most schools it
is possible to deal with only a few of its
more important aspects, selection being
made according to the tastes and acquire
ments of the individual teacher. The
branches most commonly dealt with are :

(a) Mathematical and Astronomical geo
graphy ; (b) Land Forms ; (c) Climate ;

(d) The Relation of Man to his Environ
ment; (e) The Regional Study of the
Countries of the World (including the
study of the home region).

Ideally speaking, divisions b, c, d, and e
should not be treated as separate aspects,
for land forms, climate, and human geo
graphy are best dealt with in studying
some definite region of the earth's sur
face. In practice one usually finds that
short separate courses on some of these
branches are necessary as a preparation
for regional study. But every teacher
should keep clearly before himself and his
pupils that the survey of a region as a
whole — in other words, the synthetic

method of study — is the ultimate aim of
all geography. In this article I will con
fine myself to the teaching of Regional
geography and its relation to the Three
Activities.

1. —The Intellectual Activity

In many subjects this is the last of the
three activities to be roused, because it is

dependent largely on a power which in
the normal child develops late, viz., that
of reasoning, deducing, generalising from
data. In literature, children can appre
ciate the beauty and the moral worth of
a story or poem long before they can
grasp its literary form or its theories of
philosophy ; in history, stories of brave
deeds and descriptions of romantic
scenes are appropriate at an age when
the study of constitutional development
would be meaningless. But geography,
even in its beginnings, is a stern subject
and exacts a certain amount of purely in
tellectual effort before its aesthetic and its
moral implications can either be felt or
perceived. For this reason, I think, it is
an open question whether any attempt
should be made to teach regional geo
graphy lo very young children. For my
self, I prefer to familiarise them with the
idea of maps by teaching them to draw
simple ground plans to scale.* If pos
sible, also, by teaching them to use a map
of their native town or village in short
expeditions in the open air. t Besides
these, lessons on life and customs in other
lands, tales of exploration and discovery,
accompanied by the use of the atlas, and
a few elementary lessons on land forms,
are suitable, t

None of these methods should be over
done, and I, personally, do not recom
mend either the use or the constructing by
the children of elaborate relief models.
For the most useful kind of " modelling "

* But not to spend endless hours in making an
elaborate plan showing every object in a crowded
schoolroom.

+ Using, for a village, the Ordnance Map.
scale 6in. to i mile. In many towns good local
maps of about this scale are published locally
and are often cheaper than the Ordnance Map.

X Agnes Nightingale's Visual Geographies for
young children are excellent for land forms.
Hooks III. and IV. are suitable up to nine or
ten years, and are inexpensive.
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is done in a few minutes with a sand-table.
But, of course, none of this is regional
geography ; and many people would
object to its being given the name of geo
graphy at all, any more than elementary
nature study should be dignified by the
name of "

botany
"

or " biology."
Hut to return to the question of the

intellectual activity. I think it is a very
general complaint among teachers of the
present day that children are extra
ordinarily unobservant, and one reason,
among many, for this is probably the
inordinate use of books. It is so easy to
read a book and reproduce its ideas — so

difficult and distasteful to look carefully
for oneself and think out one's own
deductions. " The angry aversion to the
process of thought," of which Coleridge
speaks, is more widespread than most
people are prepared to recognise. Vet
already the world of education and the
world of business are crying out against
bookishness, and it seems likely that in
the near future accurate observation and
prolonged concentration will be taught in
the best schools just as systematically as
reading and writing.* Geography affords
an ideal field for this sort of training.
Most of us are familiar with the " Kim
Game," but suppose that, instead of con
centrating on a number of meaningless
and unconnected objects on a tray, we try
to concentrate on a good modern climatic
or orographical map. The results will be
astonishing, especially if the experiment
be conducted by a teacher trained to read
a modern map so as to be able to translate,
and to teach his pupils to translate, into
words the enormous and complex masses
of information compressed on to a few
square inches of paper in an atlas.

Still better than a map for teaching
observation is, of course, the world of
out-of-doors. An intelligent study of the
home region should be part of every
child's geographical education, and in the
course of it careful and minute study of
every out-door phenofnenon is appropriate
— rocks, running water, trees and plants,
animals, human habitations and human

* The Boy Scout and similar movements and
the ubiquitous " Pelmanism " are surely signs
of the times in this matter.

occupations. Of course, it will not be

possible for every child to study all of

these minutely. Each region has its own

outstanding and important features. But,
at least, let each child find out and observe

what rocks and soils are characteristic of

his home, what trees and plants are com

mon, where and of what materials the

houses are built, how the bulk of the popu

lation is occupied, and where the chief
roads and railways of his home lead.

Observation by itself is not enough. It
must always lead to thought, to influence,
and, as soon as possible, to the formulat

ing of generalisations. The fascination
that questions of cause and effect have for
children is proverbial, and there is no

school subject which has so wide a field

for the cultivation and gratification of
healthy curiosity as geography. It should
be the aim and ideal of every teacher never
to present a meaningless geographical
fact or statement to his class. N'onc of us

will quite reach that ideal, but if we are
willing to cast-convention to the winds we
may get within measurable distance of it.
Do not be content to inform your class
that Calcutta, on the Ganges, used to be

the capital of British India, but that
Delhi has recently superseded it. Let
them find out how Calcutta came to be
built where it is rather than at the river's
mouth, why it grew to such a size, why-
it was abandoned as a capital, why Delhi
was chosen in its stead rather than
Benares, Lucknow, or Bombay. All
towns and most villages in the world have
their sites not by accident, but for some
quite definite reason, and one can usually
find that reason if one tries. The number
of children who still think it a great piece
of luck for London that it lies at the one
ideal spot on the Thames for a trade
centre and railway centre is still deplor
ably great, though fortunately decreasing-.

The study of cause and effect in the
home region is a very interesting- and
instructive pursuit. Why is wheat
grown on that rather steep hill-side and
nothing but grass on this rich bit of allu
vium? Why is that old cottage built of
stone, and thatched, and this new one of
bricks, and tiled? Why is this little town
so huddled and dirty, and that one ten
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miles away so relatively spacious and

airy? Why are we so short of water in

our village when there is plenty at Ex ton,

dose by? How came there to be this

huge leather factory at a remote little town

like M ? Why is Devon famous for
cream? Children who have been trained

to observe and deduce about their native

region and about foreign countries, will
make shrewd and able citizens, or capable
and ingenious pioneers and settlers. They
will have the adaptability to take their

world as they find it, and insight and

initiative to leave it better than they found
it.

■ II.—The .Esthetic Activity

The aesthetic training to be derived
from geographical study is, like the intel
lectual, for the most part not particularly
well adapted for young children, since its

appeal is almost purely philosophical and
not sensuous. To the young, beauties of
colour, sound, and form make the 'readi
est appeal, and though in geography it is

possible, by the use of well-chosen pic
tures and the sort of outdoor training in
dicated above, to do much to stimulate in
little ones love of outdoor beauty, the

deeper and wider appeals of the subject
are beyond them.

When one advocates the study of
natural regions in geography instead of
the old-fashioned and senseless memoris
ing of political and administrative areas
—the sort of thing which used to make

many children unconsciously picture
France as being blue and Germany yel
low because of their being depicted so on
the maps— it is to a large extent because
the ignoring of Nature's boundary lines
robs the study of the home of man of so
much of its aesthetic appeal. And what,
after all, are political boundaries based
upon? Are they not largely the result of
war, of greed, of oppression, of all the
anti-social and anti-altruistic passions of
mankind — the passions and ideas which
we who are trying to build a new world
do most earnestly look toward eliminat
ing? Why, then, should we teach our
children about the world in such a way
that they are tacitly led to suppose that
political boundaries and " the capitals of

Europe " are an essential part of the

divine plan?* Divisions of some sort we

must have for the sake of clearness, but

let them be the natural divisions of tropi
cal and temperate, of wet and dry, of
upland and lowland. Take any part of
the homeland with which you are
familiar, and consider the futility of re

garding it from the point of view of its

administrative divisions. Who, for ex

ample, can say off-hand exactly how the

boundary runs between Gloucestershire
and Worcestershire? Who knows? —and
who cares? But who that has once seen
it with intelligent eyes can ever forget the

rugged grandeur of the Cotswold escarp
ment as it rises behind Cheltenham and
Stroud, or the contrast between the
flowery, orchard-covered clay plain of the
Severn and the wide, wind-swept, barren
limestone upland of the Cotswold dip-
slope? Looked at in natural divisions, a

country becomes a wonderful organism,
surely a more soul-stirring creation than
a pink and blue patchwork quilt. From
a study of it one can bring even to chil
dren glimpses of the marvellous beauty
of the divine plan. In our human
organisms each part has its own function
to which it is adapted, and therein lies
much of its beauty. Similarly, in a
country the rich plains have their food-
producing activities ; the uplands give us
forests and pasture, and sparkling, in
vigorating air, and wide, open spaces ;

the mountains regulate rainfall, and give
power and direction to water-courses and
shelter from destructive winds. More
over, each different kind of country pro
duces a different and appropriate "type of
human being ; the wide, lonely uplands
are the home of deeply religious or con
templative peoples, e.g., Judaea, the Scot
tish Highland ; while the busy, populous
lowlands produce the great trading and
industrial and social races —e.g., Phceni-

* It should not be inferred that political boun
daries are necessarily ungeographical or un
natural. On the contrary, those political
boundaries which have persisted longest in
history are usually closely dependent on natural
features. Much of the difficulty about Alsace-
Lorraine is due to the fact that a satisfactory
natural regional boundary between France and
(lermany in that area is very difficult to discern.
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cia, the Scottish Lowlands, the North
German Plain, Belgium.

It is possible with this sort of treatment
of the subject to develop to a considerable
degree an appreciation of two of the great
fundamental aesthetic laws : (a) the beauty
of fitness, (b) the beauty of conservation
of energy. It is the lack of the first which
has filled our towns with gimcrack,
senselessly ornate villas, and our houses
with vulgar and over-decorated furniture
and utensils. It is the lack of the second
■which gives our people ugly voices and
ungainly movements, and which leads to
half the rowdyism of our cities.

Let our children be taught to see the
artistic fitness of the Red Indian's birch-
bark canoe and his deer-skin cloak and
moccasins and wigwam. Let them see

how the graceful, loose, easily-washed
sari, and the many-folded protective tur
ban are exquisitely appropriate to the
burning, dusty heat of India.' Show them
that the heart-breaking beauty of our
English villages lies chiefly in the fact
that they are part of their natural sur
roundings, built of fragments of the rock
on which they stand, roofed with straw
from the corn-fields among which they
nestle, furnished and ornamented with the
wood of the oak and elm trees that over
shadow them.

Show them how the essence of grace in
movement and in speech lies in the exact
adaptation of the effort to its object, and
how, in a much larger way, the grace and
beauty of human life lies in man's won
derful skill in adapting himself to his
environment and in utilising for his own
comfort and betterment the resources of
nature. We are inclined to look with
insular contempt at the customs of other
lands just because they differ from our •

own. We call the tropical black man" lazy," " indolent," because he will not
sow and reap and store up food and build
roads and railways as we do. But why-
should he? His wants in the matter of
food and clothing are few and simple, and
the land in which his destiny has placed
him supplies them all without requiring
him to do the kind of labour which in tem
perate dimes is healthful, but under the

tropical sun is deadly. Nature, which
has absolved him from the need of strug
gling for food, has surrounded him with

an infinitude of natural enemies —animal
and human — and in the constant struggle
against these his life is spent by no means

idly.

At the other end of the scale of civilisa
tion we see the same law of conservation
of energy working in a hundred direc
tions. The road-maker finds his way
along the dry, well-drained ridges and

avoids the marshy alluvial flats of the

river valleys because for him the minimum
of effort and the maximum of successful
achievement is possible only on a well-
drained surface. The railway engineer,
on the contrary, clings to the alluvial flats
because for him anything is preferable to

a steep 'gradient. Both must bow to the

inexorable barrier of the mountain and
must humbly seek and eagerly utilise the

gap and the pass.

And with all these philosophic con
siderations one must never forget the

simplest and most obvious aesthetic appeal
above referred to — that of the beauty of
natural scenery. An appreciation of this
should, of course, be stimulated in every
possible way ; but to apply such stimulus
is so relatively easy in these days of pic
tures and of cheap and rapid transport to
places of beauty and interest, that it is
hardly necessary to enlarge on this branch
of the subject.

III. —The Moral Activity

The Moral Activity is perhaps the
easiest of the three to stimulate by geo
graphical teaching. It has been show n

that the Intellectual and the ^Esthetic
activities are not particularly easy to
rouse in young children through geo
graphy. This is much less the case with
the Moral : Ideals of courage, fortitude,
selflessness, resource, and ingenuity are
easily inculcated by accounts of explora
tion and discovery. Heroic tales of
Stanley and Livingstone and Nansen, or
such a wonderful and pathetic story as
that of Mawson's last tramp, make a per
manent impression on children. Little
ones, as well as older ones, can be taught
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the duties of citizenship and of social ser

vice by the study of their native town
or district, and this is one of the few

nays in which a city school has the advan

tage over a country one for geographical
study. A crying need of the present day

is that our children should be taught the

meaning and responsibility of communal
ownership — that parks and streets and

public buildings and national or civic
monuments are " not mine, but ours,"
and that by destroying them or defacing
them with unsightly litter and dirt they
are sinning against the true democracy.
Similarly they should be made to feel that
slums and public-houses and other civic
evils are on their shoulders, as embryonic
citizens, to encourage or to abolish.

The great cry of the thinking world of
to-day is for universal brotherhood, and
if the League of Nations is to become a

deep reality we must prepare the way for
it by giving our children insight into the
lives of other nations. Foreign religions,
characteristics, and customs must be
treated with the utmost respect and sym
pathy. Contempt or ridicule of the
methods of life of other countries should
be strongly discouraged as being a sign
not of our own superiority, but of our
great ignorance. The fetich and the
totem-pole of the savage are his recogni
tion of something higher and nobler than
himself and are to him a true religion.
The queer, ungainly clothes of the Eskimo
and his fatty foods, so revolting to us, are

so perfectly adapted to his conditions, of
life that European explorers stranded in

Arctic regions are only too thankful to

exchange their own clothing and to some

extent their kinds of foods for that of the

native, while his fishing-boat and harpoon
are such marvels of workmanship that
" civilised " man cannot produce any

thing to surpass them in their suitability
for the purpose and circumstances for
which they are made.

And when one comes to consider the

obvious defects of uncivilised races, such

customs as cannibalism and the neglect
and exposure of the aged and sick and

helpless should be shown to arise, not
from inherent depravity and fiendish

cruelty, but rather from the force of ex

ternal circumstances which primitive man
has not yet learnt to combat in a humane

way. It is not usual to find these vices
except where the food supply is so pre
carious and the need for rapid movement
of whole villages from place to place is so
great that the care of the helpless becomes
a problem with, which the comparatively
resourceless primitive man is powerless to
cope.

The untrained geography teacher will
perhaps ask where he is to obtain the
necessary information and mental train
ing to enable him to deal with geography
on these modern lines. Study is, of
course, necessary, and a fair number of
suitable books exist from which simple
and useful information can be derived.

Geraldine Coster
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THERE
is scarcely any one in the

teaching- profession who would
not admit with the lips, if not

always in heart and in practice,
that the future world at which we aim is
to be one in which co-operation is to take
the place of conflict and competition.

It is a grand scheme of co-operation
between countries that lies at the base of
a League of Nations, as it is conceived by
those who have sufficient imaginative
power to see far into the future. The
League is not merely an attempt to lessen
the kind of war that means arms and
battlefields, but to help all the nations of
our world to a better understanding, to a
real fellowship, to a contribution of the
essential individuality and special charac
teristics of each for the good of the whole.

But the spirit of every community is
based on the spirit of the individuals who
form it

,

and it is therefore of the utmost
importance that, if we are to have co
operative nations, we must have co
operative homes and co - operative
schools. It is with schools that this
article is concerned, though it is tempting
to enlarge on what might be done in the
homes. It sometimes seems as though all
our efforts to reform the adult were vain,

in spite of our conviction that no human
being walks this earth in whom there is

not a spark of divine fire which is wait
ing to be kindled into flame, could the
living torch be applied.

In our moments of despair we turn
with thankfulness to the possibilities, to
the infinite potentialities, of youth, and
are ready to say with Benjamin Kidd that
the influence of " the emotion of the

ideal " in the young-
" is one of the most

remarkable and pregnant facts in the his

tory of mankind." This is " the true line
which human evolution is taking-. The
qualities of importance in the development
of civilisation reach their highest expres
sion only in the mind of the young-."*

An instance of what can be done
through the environment of youth has

lately come home to us, for it has been

said that the reason why so many of the
United States of America have voted tor
prohibition is that during the childhood
and youth of the last two generations the

dangers of alcoholism have been persist
ently preached in all schools.

In schools, co-operation is needed be

tween the school and the parents ; between
the staff and the pupils ; between the head
master or -mistress and the staff; be

tween the different members of the staff ;

and between the pupils and pupils. As
things are at present, conflict often exists
between the school and the parents : each

is a weighty authority in the child's life,
and each power is apt to be jealous of the
other. The school wants each of its pupils
to give of his or her best ; it wants the
child's hearty support and loyalty ; it is

apt to wish to be the supreme influence,
and often it has an inward, thoug-h pos
sibly unexpressed, conviction that its in
fluence is a more wholesome one than that
of the home. Hence there arises an im
patience on the part of the school with
parents' intervention, a desire to work
independently of them, to avoid discus
sion with them, and generally to g-o its

* " The Science of Power," by Benjamin
Kidd, p. 13c).
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own way without let or hindrance from
the home. This attitude of mind is easily
seen in the unreadiness of the authorities
in our boys' public and day schools, and
in some similar schools for our girls, to
receive visits from parents or to enter into

correspondence with them, and the feel

ing of conflict and bitterness grows apace.
On the other hand, the parents are often
very inconsiderate. They take up the
time of the authorities quite unneces

sarily ; they put the interest of their off

spring before those of every other school-
child ; they write letters by the yard about
petty details, and, above all, they gossip
about the school and its affairs to every
chance comer, sometimes completely ruin

ing a school that would have flourished
but for their unkindness and exaggera
tion. As has been taught in one of our
schools of to-day :

" No pupil should ever
be allowed to have a bad name in the
school, and it should be the rule that no
one may speak ill of any other member of
the school, whether teacher or pupil."
The first rule of this school is that no
child or teacher shall mention another
person's name unless what he has to say-

is both true and kind. Gossip, which is
defined as " idle talk which helps no one,"
must be completely absent.

What can be done to bring about co
operation instead of a state of conflict?
There are schools which are trying ex

periments to bring parents and school
into closer union. One important step is
the representation of parents on the coun
cils of the schools ; not only of one parent,
but of several, so that the views of the
parents of each class of child attending
the school can be expressed.

All schools should be more willing than
they are to let parents visit the classes
whilst at work. It was interesting to find
during an education inquiry made in a

village that several mothers of children
in the elementary school said they would
like to see their little ones at their ordinary
work. Speech Days, Founder's celebra
tions, and every kind of school show, are
all verv well (possibly sometimes ill) in
their way, but they are very far from
bringing the parents into really close
touch with school life, and they are little

less than a form of advertisement, which
many educators in their heart of hearts
thoroughly despise.

There could be, instead of these adver
tising festivities, days set apart in each

term^on which it would be possible for
parents to visit classes. It has been found
a great help, also, in some of our pioneer
schools, to hold meetings between parents
and staff and those interested in the
school, in order to learn what is going on,
and the reason for various plans, to sug
gest other plans, or to discuss matters
connected with the progress of the school.

On the side of the parents, what caa
be done? The most important of all the
help that the parent can give is the avoid
ance of gossip. Let parents aim at
genuine sincerity as regards the school,,
and let them go straight to the rightful
authority when really convinced that any
thing is wrong. It is important to say"

really convinced," for too often parents
listen to their children's crude statements
without further consideration, and a child
naturally fails to see all sides of an action
or question. Personal observation is of
the first importance, and admission to the
school during working hours will give
parents the opportunity of a clearer judg
ment. Another way in which parents can
help the school is by making more social
effort than is customary, to know more,,
not only of headmaster or mistress, but
of each teacher who has special charge of
the form in which their sons and'

daughters are placed. In day schools it
would be possible almost always to bring
the teachers into touch with the social and
family life of the town or village by more
hospitality, even though the single man
and woman may find it impossible to
return kindnesses.

If we would lessen conflict and increase
co-operation between parents and the
school there must be far greater forbear
ance and patience and loving-kindness on
both sides than there is at present.

How is a greater co-operation to be
brought about between teachers and
pupils? It is of the first importance here,
in the writer's view, that all school rules
should be kept as far as possible by staff
and pupils alike. There is one large school
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in which the headmaster never smokes in
term time because he has forbidden his

boys so to do. In girls' schools, where

talking on the stairs is not allowed, mis
tresses should never indulge in conversa
tion, and if the girls are ordered to wear
low, broad heels, it should be a shame to

the mistresses to parade in high, narrow
ones. The feeling cultivated should be

that all are striving together to make the
school the best possible one, and the fore
runner of a better world, and I would even

urge the desirability of the staff sharing
in the penalties imposed by authority, or,
in a self-governing community, by the
children, for wrong-doing. If this can be

done, the sting of the penalty goes but
the justice remains, and, though at first
there may be an .unholy delight on the
part of the children in the failure of the
adult, they will soon come to take pride
in his or her conquest of failings as well
as in their own.

To bring about co-operation between
pupils and staff we must let it be perfectly
clear that we are all servants one of
another. We aim in education to help
our children to prepare for service; to
accomplish this we must find out in each
child what is his chief and truest bent, in
order that he may give of his best. A
thoughtful friend of the writer's raised
the question :

" Is not this, after all, a
utilitarian aim — to be interpreted,

' make
use of the child '? "

Surely not, if we in
terpret very widely the term " service."
We serve our children and our race when
we help them to do without us, one of
the hardest lessons for both teachers and
parents to learn. Neither parent nor
teacher should ever put off a child's
natural, intelligent inquiries about the
facts of life. Perfect co-operation means
perfect trust on the child's part in the
parents' or teacher's- word. There is a
modern demand for greater freedom, but
this must ever be met by greater respon
sibility.

The things we love doing for our chil
dren, bathing and dressing our w-ee ones,
and doing the lessons and making deci
sions in detail for our older ones, we
should leave them free to do for them
selves. All parents and all teachers should

aim at the independence of childhood, and

there will spring up through their co

operation a greater and stronger love than

ever between parent and child.
An American writer, Professor Judd, in

a recent little book on the development of

education in the States, describes a new

form of school springing up, called the

Junior High School, which is a link be

tween the Grammar school and ordinary
High school. He considers that the mam

and vital difference between the schools of

Europe and of the U.S.A. is that the for

mer are oral and the latter reading schools.
In Europe we depend on the teacher's
spoken word. In the U.S.A. the scholars
are taught to read for themselves, and

thus gain in self-reliance. It is no doubt
good that children should learn how to

deal with books ; but there is a danger lest

the children should so rely upon books
that they fail to think.

This danger struck me as very great
when I visited the States. I was sometimes
amazed at the apparently original, fluent
criticism which a boy or girl would give
of some Shakespearean character, only to

discover later on that it was learned by
heart from the pages of a book that had
been studied. Whatever changes we
make in our schools, let us hope that they
will be in the direction of the encourage
ment of doing for the little ones and of
thinking for the elders. It was, I believe,
Mrs. Besant who urged that for every ten
minutes of reading we should have thirty
minutes of thought.

Co-operation is needed also between
pupil and pupil. Here a very great step
has been taken in recent years, for co
education is steadily gaining ground.
Fifty years ago little boys of six were fre
quently separated from their sisters ; now
it is almost universally admitted that the
sexes may be educated together until they
are at least ten. The number of co-educa
tional schools has also greatly increased.
Compare Co-education, published in 1903
by Longmans and Green, with. Advance in
Co-education, promised in 19i9, by Sidg-
wick and Jackson. Co-education opens
out a prospect of co-operation between
men and women such as England has
never yet known, for boys and g"irls
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brought up together will be far better pre
pared to work in harmony in adult life than
ever before, and the dislike of men to work
under women will be greatly lessened.

In our usual ordinary separate schools
we find the spirit of conflict and competi
tion rife. No matter what doctrines we
may preach of human fellowship and of
the placing of service before self, our prac
tice teaches our children and our pupils to
think first of themselves. We have prizes,
place-taking, and marks. Sometimes a

boy is caned for not being top of his form
or for being at the bottom. Girls are

urged to "
keep their place." They are

often taught that to help a comrade in
difficulties is a crime. To do away with
prizes, marks, and place-taking is a great
step forward to co-operation. If it be said
that, with their dismissal will go a great
incentive to work, then other plans can
be substituted, e.g., a chart of the pro
gress of the form can be kept, with the
excellent result that each pupil realises
that by his or her individual work the
whole form is helped to reach a higher, or
to sink to a lower, standard. An Adven
ture in Education* gives valuable sugges
tions in the direction of a corporate stan
dard. In the 'eighties of last century a

somewhat similar plan was adopted in the
Chiswick High School for boys and girls.
Our ordinary plans in schools do not give
sufficient opportunity for co-operation.
We have rigid rules and regulations, rigid
time-tables, rigid classes. Preparation is
usually left, in day schools, to be done at
home, where the pupil is either helped or
hindered too much by adults, and the idea
of frequent help from the stronger to the
weaker, the older to the younger, seldom
comes to light.

Can co-operation be helped forward by
the self-government of pupils —or perhaps
we should rather say

"
social-govern

ment ' '—so that there shall be no confu
sion? For self-government is something
to which the child should be trained from
his earliest years, while he is scarcely
ready for social-government before the
age of adolescence. Social-government
is an idea that has come to us from the

States. It has there been a great success

• " An Adventure in Education.'
Simpson, Sedgwick, Jackson.

By Messrs.

in the George Junior Republics, and in

many schools in great cities. The self-

governing schools visited in New York
showed a great advance in co-operative
feeling among the pupils, who sought
office, eagerly and who seemed thrilled
with the desire to make their school ap

proach perfection. In New York there is

a society to help forward the internal

government of schools ; lectures are given
on the subject, and experts sent out to

help those heads of schools who wish to

introduce it. One great characteristic of
the scheme is that most careful prepara
tion is made before it is introduced —a

precaution which we in England have not
always sufficiently followed —and it will
probably be true with us, as it is in the
States, that " the plan fails when it is

hurriedly introduced as well as when the
Head only cares for it half-heartedly."

We want to secure the right balance,
appropriate to the age of the child, be

tween freedom and responsibility, giving
no extra freedom without some form of

responsibility and forcing no heavy
burden of responsibility on the little
child. It is, at present, the conviction of
the writer that children under eleven or
twelve are not yet ready for social-
government, but they are ready for much
self-activity, and if the curriculum for
little children were made to turn on the
pivot of the hand, instead of the head,
even the mornings being set apart for
carpentry and other kinds of creative
work, we should, I believe, be giving, in
the responsibility of handwork, just what
the children of that age need ; at the same
time we can be preparing them for the
next stage by the assignment of small re
sponsibilities. Let the class choose, for
instance, who shall see that tools are
kept sharp, are kept in their places, and
so on. But as the desire springs up, as
it inevitably does, for group-work and
group-games, there arises along with it
an astonishing regard for the good opinion
of contemporaries and a hunger and
thirst for freedom, revealing itself in the
rebellious tendencies of the thirteen —
fourteen-year-olds. It is this that makes
it so important that some form of social
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government be introduced into many
schools both elementary and secondary.

To introduce these measures of co

operation between pupil and pupil we
want once more the co-operation of the

parents. We need their sympathy and

support. The harm done by pouring con

tempt or throwing cold water on the ways
of the school is almost incalculable. It
either makes a child side with the home
against the school, and cultivates a critical
attitude, which makes boys and girls less
ready to receive the good they might get,
or, still worse, it makes any one who
happens to be devoted to the school take
its part against the home. So it brings
about conflict instead of co-operation,
whereas the very object for which a school
sets up a form of social-government is
with a view to co-operation. The young
of thirteen or fourteen and upwards are
far more willing to submit to the rule of
those they have themslves chosen as
leaders than to the authority of adults.

Suggestions have been made for the
co-operation of schools and parents, of
teachers and taught, of pupil and pupil.
It remains to consider co-operation be

tween the head of the school and those
under him or her. It is difficult to sug
gest any very definite action here, as so
much depends on personality, but, on the
whole, we find in our schools that the
chiefs are often far too autocratic, ruling
their staff from a pedestal of real or
assumed superiority, asking for no advice,
listening to no suggestions, anxious to do
their best for their school, but so con
vinced that they ;ilone know what is best
that no freedom is left to those under them
to carry out their own plans. The story
is well known of the headmaster who in
formed one of his assistants on the last
day of term that it had been arranged for
him to go to a town in France in order to
take a course in French. The unfortunate
man expostulated, for he had settled on a

delightful tour in Norway with some
friends, whereupon the headmaster
informed him that he could choose be
tween losing his post and doing as he
was told. Perhaps this tale belongs to a

by-gone period. Let us hope so. But,
still, there is not in many school., that

freedom of action between the head and

staff which would lead to real co-opera
tion. Stall meetings often are not as they
should be —opportunities for perfectly
frank discussion of school aims and plans,
at which even the younger and newer
members may express themselves freely.
They are, rather, occasions on which the

headmaster or headmistress may give
orders or discover failures.

The choice of staff should rest, as far
as it can possibly be managed, with the

headmaster or headmistress. But the head
of the school, having made the choice,
should do his utmost to know his new
members and to find out exactly in what
class and in what circumstances they can
do their best work. A wide-minded sym
pathy is what the leaders most need.

In a forthcoming book it is hoped to
deal more fully with experiments made
in the direction of delegating authority
and making school-government more
democratic. Meantime, a plan adopted
last century in the Clifton High School
for girls may be mentioned. The head
mistress divided the school into senior,
middle, and junior divisions. Each of
these was placed under one of the assist
ant mistresses, who had a limited
authority in her own department and
could, if she chose, hold her own mis
tresses' meetings in addition to those for
the whole staff under the headmistress.
She also saw the parents of the pupils in
her department. This delegation of
authority worked extremely well. In all
plans for co-operation the one thing that
is most needed is a deep, unhesitating
faith in human goodness, and, above all,
in the fundamental goodness of the
young. As co-operators and educators wc
want to be able to go straight to the
kernel of righteousness in every human
nature. We want, no doubt, to know one
another from all points of view, but it is
better far to be able to find the good side
in our neighbour than to be keenly aware
of the bad.

" Life is for us," it has been said,"
what we find in it." Let us find and

draw forth the co-operative tendency that
exists in us all, and make use of this
tendency in every relation of school life.

Alice Woods
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XII.— AN OPEN-AIR SCHOOL, PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

By JOSEPHINE RANSOM

IT
is now some years since the Educa

tional Authorities definitely added

open-air schools to their list of ven

tures for the betterment of the bodies

as well as the minds of children. Of
course open-air schools must be where

they are most needed, and this Plum-
stead school has a large area from which

to draw frail and ailing boys and girls.
To get to it one passes through the long
and ugly monotony of south-east London.
The 'bus swirls through sordid streets

and grime-laden houses and the dulness

of it all seems intolerable. I contrast it

with where I am writing up the notes of

my visit. London wearied me, my lungs
seemed full of the poison of soot and
dust, and at last I escaped and am miles

from everywhere in North Wales, with

the wild sweetness of the mountain air

cleansing my body from city impurities
and my mind from the clamour that pre
vails where human beings congregate.

Oddly enough, though, one does not

wholly escape from human ambitions,

for here the passion of the few also is the

winning of worldly wealth, and to thai

end they toil from dawn till dark in a

never-ending round of lasks. Their re

creations are different, and that is all.
The glory of hill and dale, the purple
shadows of evening upon the mountains,

the glint of moonlight on the rushing
stream, are scarce noted— their eyes are

all for the immediate and compelling
affair of the moment.

There is a wonderful pine-wood here

where intense and eerie silence reigns.
Sometimes it is full of a friendly spirit,
sometimes so hostile that it is no comfort
to remain in it. Brilliant sunshine and

dark shadow are there; and the eternal

secret of Being and Becoming seems
strangely near and discoverable. It was
the same deep secret at Plumstead, only
it was embodied in restless children in

stead of in lofty pines. I would that I
could read the secret ... 1 but guess.

The open-air school buildings cluster
beside an elm wood on high ground up
behind Woolwich Arsenal. The guns of
the Arsenal boom out regularly and in

sistently, and recall those recent days
when gun-fire meant terror and death.
The Thames winds away into the blue
distance and across, beyond its flat valley,
rise the hills of Essex, and away in an
other direction are Kentish hills,
softly, deeply blue. " Excellent for geo
graphy lessons," said Mr. Turner point
ing it all out to me.

Mr. H. E. Turner has been at the
school since its opening. He was one of
those who took part in the Uffculme
work and then came on here. He had
always been keenly interested in open-air
work and nature study, and he certainly
studies the children. The buildings at
his disposal are his constant regret, but
they are likely to remain unsatisfactory
as long as there is uncertainty about the
land upon which they stand. They arc
just bare necessities. The wind was
blowing hard, but the sun shone out from
time to time, and in the well-placed shel
ters there was warmth and comfort an-1

the joy of space. The trees were still
bare, but in the summer their thick green
tops must make the wood a delight to
the children who run and play beneath.

It was the day upon which the school
takes in new children that my visit fell,
and though I missed the regular routine
of work, yet I gained in hearing Mr.
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Turner give his "

first-morning- talk" to
the assembled boys and girls.

A kindly nurse shepherded some thirty
of them into Mr. Turner's room, and 1 sat
in a corner and listened to him capturing
small hearts and minds to co-operate with
him in the effort to attain to better health.

" I always have a talk to the boys and
girls on the first day," he began, and his
kindly grey eyes softened as he looked at
the little ones clustered about him, "

be
cause we have to work together. Many-
boys and girls think that this is a funny
school when they first come, so I want
you to understand what it is meant for.
Then 1 want you to go home and tell
your mother all about it. But you must
be careful to tell her the truth, not just
tell tales. Your mothers will want to
know how you liked your first day, so
be sure and put it right. Don't go and
say you don't like this and that, just wait
a little and find out why things are done
here in this school to make you all well.

" I want you, then, to be sure and not
get wet when you are coming in the
morning. Stand in a shelter and wait
awhile and come dry. We will put off
breakfast a little and will not mind if you
are late. You must not think this means
you can dawdle; but don't get wet, and
we will understand. Also, boys and girls
are funny creatures, you know, they have
a little headache or feel a bit tired and
say so. Then mother says :

' Oh, you
need not go to school to-day.' But that
does not help you. You must come every
day to this kind of school and never miss
a day unless you are really ill. The little
pains and aches will all disappear, and as

you play you will forget all about them.
" Then I want you to be sure and eat

what is given you. We will only give
you a little, if it is something you do not
like. So many boys and girls do not like
porridge at first, but they soon get used
to it. Keep on trying, and you will learn
to like it. The same with your other
meals. The teachers eat the same food
as you do, and some of them did not like-

it at first either, but now they do.
" You will have lessons every day, but

here, too, I want you to do only as much
as you can. What we want you really

to do is to get strong and well. You will
have as many lessons as you can manage,
but when you are stronger you can do

more. So during the morning your
teachers will help you to do what you
can. Then after dinner you must all go
to sleep. You will sleep in the shelter
when the weather is rough or wet, and
in the open whenever it is possible. You
will each have a blanket and you wrap
that round you and go fast asleep. Then
there will be more lessons when you wake

up, and games, and so on.

"But there is one thing I want you
specially to remember. You are here to

get well and strong. That is why you
come to this school. The one great thing
to help you to get well is to be happy.
That is the quickest way to get well.
To be happy at your work and at your
play. Happiness is the greatest and best
of all medicines. I want you to be happy
all the time, so that you get quite strong
like other boys and girls. Then you can
go to their schools and do as they do.
You are here, you know, because your
bodies are not quite as strong as they
should be. So be happy ! Don't worry
about the wind and the cold, you will
soon begin to like both and learn that
they help you to get well, so long as your
feet are warm and you have on warm
clothes.

" So, remember, that you are to get
strong and well ; you are to tell mother
all about everything, but be sure it is the
truth and not what you fancy ; and first,
last and always, you are to be happy."

During this little talk the children
listened, and sometimes they wondered
and sometimes they approved. You, who
read, will have gathered as I did that
here were children below the average in
health and that the open-air school was to
cure them, or at least to make them
stronger by means of good food and fresh
air and happiness. Their pale faces and

pinched looks told the tale of tuberculosis
somewhere, and when they had all de
parted I asked questions of Mr. Turner.

Yes, each child who came to him had
tuberculosis in the family, and though
not active in the child it gave to him
delicacy and weakness of some sort. At
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home the children were usually wrongly
treated. Windows were kept closed and
their food was vicious. One boy had a

great weakness for pickled onions and

especially vinegar. It was injurious, and
as long as he took it his palate cried out
for its coarse pungency. Mr. Turner
undertook to give up eating pickled
onions if the boy would too— for. a month
at first. He did so, and never went back
to them, and it helped him enormously.
I am not sure whether it was this boy or
another, equally delicate, who is now an
A.B. seaman.

Upon two things great stress is laid :

good strong boots and warm clothes.
Over and over, mothers had complained
of the expense of the kind of boots he

begged the children should wear. But
with these delicate little ones the first
essential is dry warm feet, and finally
mothers would come to see it ; then if they
had warm coats the wind and cold did
not distress them at all.

The children had three meals at school,
not up in the shelters where their lessons
were carried on, but in the L.C.C. school
a short distance away. The food was
plain, wholesome, and well-cooked, and
the open-air life soon gave them an appe
tite. The percentage of cures, i.e., the
disappearance of tubercular conditions,
was very high. The children reacted in
different ways to the treatment —some
began at once to show a change, some
took even a year before Nature was satis
fied and bestirred herself to show out the

change. Behind much of the difficulty
lies the ignorance of parents who dress
wrongly, feed wrongly, treat wrongly
these boys and girls tainted by their own
health conditions. Much of Mr. Turner's
time is spent in educating mothers, who

come at first with many complaints and
who end up by being glad and willing co-

operators with him in winning health and

strength for their children in the right
fashion,

Seeing that Mr. Turner seemed to
order his curriculum with considerable
freedom I could not resist the question
as to what inspectors thought of his
methods and his results. He answered,
with a twinkle in his grey eyes, that if
inspectors are worried with questions
they must, of course, in fact are bound
to, answer according to the code! But
he had invariably found inspectors kindly
disposed and reasonable. This interested
me because I find after many inquiries
that teachers and inspectors play a sort
of battledore and shuttlecock with each
other. They hurl anathemas at one an
other, but the anathemas like the shuttle
cocks, are the same, from whichever side
they come ! Perhaps the peculiar mes
sage of open-air schools is to the effect
that if we would have the generations to
come in an all-round healthy condition
we must alter the environment in which
the children spend the greater part of
their day. The open air seems so simple
a thing to command, and weak lungs
perish for lack of it. Most L.C.C. schools
are like great prisons surrounded by high
wralls, and these little ailing ones, who
cannot endure them, bring to us for to
morrow the tremendous lesson of the
value of the good fresh air and the wind
and trees, the flowers and the little things
of the earth, the skies and the changing
clouds. The fingerpost they show us
reads thus : The way to the future is to
combine with Nature in education ; let
us have intellectual freedom blended with
the freedom of God's earth and its
beauties and interests ; so shall we grow
strong in body, mind and heart, and shall
leave no wreckage on the way to show
where ignorance of what was best sacri
ficed us to a custom, a code, or a settled
observance of any kind.

(To be continued.)



EDUCATIONAL NOTES
Schemes Under the Education Act

EDUCATION
in Great Britain, which

for so long, to outward appearances
at least, has run on oiled wheels in its
appointed grooves, is this year to try new
roads, roads which hold out the promise-
of freedom to many a teacher. The Board
of Education, following the principles of
the new Act as it applies to England and
Scotland, has issued a circular to every
local education authority requesting it
" to make a comprehensive and systema
tic survey of the educational needs of its
area, and to formulate a policy for the
progressive development and organisation
of its own educational provision in rela
tion to national as well as to local re

quirements." Ten years are allowed for
the authority in which to carry out pro
posed developments, and suggestions for
consideration towards the end of the time
are not to be excluded. Among other
things, the Board asks for a brief account
of the occupations of its population, with
statistical information as to the number
of children and young persons for whom
provision must be made.

The introduction to the scheme indi
cates how very wide and comprehensive is

its scope. It runs as follows :—
"

1. A survey of the educational
needs of the area, indicating, amongst
other matters, the extent to which edu

cational provision and administration
are affected by any special feature in its
geographical, social, economic, and
cultural conditions.

"
2. A summary of the existing edu

cational provision, indicating, amongst
other matters, the extent to which the
various types of education are supplied
or aided by means of endowments ;

together with an outline statement, not
burdened with details such as will be

given in the scheme itself, of the addi
tional provision considered necessary in
order that the educational needs of the
area can be adequately met."

3. In this division, apprenticeship,
industrial occupations, and any

changes, etc., that have taken place
since last census, are dealt with.

4. Treats of the rise or decline of

child population or any anticipated rise
or decline.

The statistical outline deals with the

number of children of ages from 5 to 14

attending Public Elementary Schools
maintained by the authority ; and the num
ber of young persons from 14 to 18 years
resident in the area, and those under
school (recognised by the Board) or other
suitable full-time instruction. Adminis
trative arrangements are to be fully re

ported upon, including the stimulation of
the interest of parents and others in the
work of schools of the various types, and
the dissemination of information as to
educational opportunities. The proposals
for elementary education are asked to be

made exhaustive, with a large variety of
schools for the different tvpes of children.
The teaching service to be adequate in
number and suitable in qualification for
carrying out the authority's policy. The
accommodation of schools to be bettered
in every way, and also the appliances and

equipment. Attendance, scholarships,
maintenance allowances, exceptional cir
cumstances, employment of school chil
dren, medical service, special schools, nur
sery schools — all these are to be reported
in full.

The Co-ordination of Public Elemen
tary Schools with schools forming part of
the system of higher education ; Secondary
Schools and all their possibilities ; Con
tinuation Schools and their efficiency ; still
further supplementary education ; social
and physical training of pupils and stu
dents attending other than Elementary

Schools ; proposed arrangements for medi
cal inspection of all kinds of schools ;

supply, education, and training, if
teachers ; University education ; aid to
pupils and students, and aid for Research
—these are roughly the headings under
which a complete record of any given
area is to be obtained for the information
of the Board of Education.
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The most important point of the whole

scheme is the fact that the Board of Edu
cation delegates a large amount of respon
sibility to local authorities. It puts the

onus on them of determining how soon
and how thoroughly these plans for the
improvement of education in the various
areas are acted upon. It is a responsi
bility, at once educational and financial,
which carries with it a promise of hitherto
unheard-of scope. Educationally, it is an

opportunity for the exercise of powers of
insight and of grasp of potentialities such
as, it is hoped, will influence local bodies
to furnish reports comprehensive and far-
sighted. On the other hand, this ex

tended education will mean a great in
crease in rates, and it is therefore essen
tial, not only that public interest should
be aroused, but that people generally
should understand thoroughly the possi
bilities of progression contained in the
new provisions. The local education
authorities must have sufficient backing
from the public ; otherwise, no matter how
efficient, how far-seeing and how pro
gressive they may be, the scheme avails
them nothing. It is of moment, therefore,

that public meetings dealing with the Act
be organised, and that every effort be

made to place the right man on the Edu
cation Committee. After the visit of the

President of the Board to York, for in
stance, educational councils were formed

representing not only all grades of the
teaching profession, Trade Unions, and
other important bodies, but also parents.

Bradford, always eager for pioneer
endeavour, also set to work at once, anil
is proposing the extension to a very con
siderable extent of all the administra
tive facilities at present available in
its area™ This extension will include

especially open-air nursery schools,
to be carried on in accordance with
the methods recommended by Miss
Margaret McMillan. The proposals pro
vide for all the grades of education from
the Infant School to the University,
and embrace all the improvements which
the Committee purpose making in the

next ten years. In order to give every
opportunity to the public of understand

ing the provisions of its draft scheme, the

Bradford Education Committee will add

to its responsibilities the task of organis
ing ward meetings for the purpose of

placing the matter before the electors.

One is tempted to wonder whether this

eager and progressive spirit is not in evi

dence largely because of the strong
Labour element in the public bodies in

Bradford.
* * *

Phono-Rhythmic Pronunciation of French

THE pronunciation of Erench, as the
Erench people themselves pronounce

it
,

is not easy of attainment b
y English

people ; indeed, by the ordinary methods of
teaching, even when the instructor is a

native of Erance, it is hardly too much to

say that it is only the favoured few who

ever arrive at the possession of a perfect
accent. Why is this? Miss Henrietta
Kingston, who is Professor of Singing at

Trinity College of Music, and who for
merly lectured in French Diction at Gir-
ton, says that it is because English
people, when speaking French, employ
English and not Erench vowels, also Eng
lish and not Erench phrasing. That is a

fact that has been recognised for long,
but the difficulty has been to find some

method whereby French vowels and
French phrasing may be taught so that

the average British person who has no

special talent for languages may acquire
them. The Yersin Phono-Rhythmic
Method clears away this difficulty.

A most delightful demonstration of the

method was given recently by Miss King
ston. After hearing her speak in French,
one discovered oneself listening uncon

sciously, when she spoke in English, to

catch a Erench accent in the English, for

the pureness of speech was that which is

heard generally only from a native of
France. Lucidly, aided by charts of
vowels and consonants, Miss Kingston
explained to her very interested audience

the simplicity of the Yersin method.

Through it
,

with careful practice and the
observance of a few clear rules, there is

no reason whatever why anybody, even

one whose ear for music and whose sense
of rhvthm is very undeveloped, should not

acquire a good Erench accent. The
method was started in Paris some years
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ago, and French people who are teachers
are trained by it how to demonstrate and
teach pure French to their pupils.

The underlying idea is so very simple
that it is something of a wonder that the
method has not become much more uni
versal in this country. It consists merely
of phonetics and rhythm. Once the cor
rect vowel and consonant sounds have
been mastered, phrasing and sentences are
taught by beat, as well as stress and em

phasis. Demonstrated by Miss Kingston,
the Yersin method was most attractive,
and even the one short hour, which in
cluded two recitations, dramatically ren
dered, afforded her audience several valu
able hints. One was told why, and one
was shown how. Miss Kingston's studio
is at 139, New Bond Street, and particu
lars may be obtained from her there. She
starts classes again in May for children
and for adults.

* » *

Promotion of National Education In India

THERE has just reached us a most
interesting record of work achieved

and plans of work to be achieved in India
by the Society for the Promotion of
National Education. The report reads
like a fairy-tale, and is as engrossing. At
the Annual Meeting of the Theosophical
Educational Trust in India on December
27, 1916, it was unanimously resolved
that the Trust should be used as a nucleus
for the proposed Board of National Edu
cation. An immediate beginning was
thus assured for the Society in the action
of the Trust in giving over its manage
ment of institutions, for it supplied at
once an adequate number of schools,
spread throughout India. Another or
ganisation, the Order of the Brothers of
Service, also contributed invaluable help,
more than a score of its members, men
and women of university qualifications
and of intense enthusiasm, being given
to the National Education work.

The charter of the Society states its
convictions clearly and forcibly. It is
contained in the resolution on National
Education passed by the Lucknow Con
gress in 1916, and among other prin
ciples it includes : The fostering of the

development of high education in India ;

the urging that Government should

assign larger sums of money to second

ary and higher education, and should

take early steps to make elementary edu

cation free and compulsory ; the recogni
tion of the urgent necessity of starting

an adequate number of industrial, agri
cultural and commercial schools and

similar institutions of a higher type.

In May, 1917, Mrs. Besant issued a

letter to a number of well-known people

inviting their co-operation in the forma

tion of the Board of the Society for the

Promotion of National Education. At
the end of a month it was seen that sup

port would be widespread and the

representation of the public general. In

December, 1917, Mrs. Besant published

the draft of what is now the first pamph
let of the Society,

" Principles of Educa
tion," which created so much interest that

the formation of the Board of National
Education followed almost as a matter

of course. This pamphlet formed the

accepted basis of procedure in the schools

and colleges of the Society.

As with us in England, so with the

Trust in India, the first consideration

was the best means of procuring the re

cognition of the teaching profession as

one of permanency and standing. This
is a point of very great interest to

teachers here in the West. The problem
of the betterment of education all over

the world will be worked out when once

the sacredness of teaching is recognised

by the public, and when those who are to

guide the citizens of the future are care

fully chosen, not, as has been the case

almost universally up to the present time,

for the highness of their degrees, but for

their character, their insight, their

spirituality. Towards this recognition of

teachers, the Society in India established

a National Educational Service, the con

tent of which may be summarised

briefly as follows : Three main divisions :

the first comprising grades attached to

colleges controlled by or affiliated to the

National University ; the second com

prising grades attached to recognised

schools ; the third (a noteworthy divi

sion), comprising the administrative

branch of the Service. Each grade to
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have four divisions, "

according- to
length of honourable and meritorious ser
vice." It is hoped, also, should finances
permit, to establish a Provident Fund in

due course.

The inclusion of an administrative
branch in the Service seems worthy of
comment. It is

,

of course, the correct
and obvious thing to do, but it is one
of the correct and obvious things that
frequently are left undone. If a teachers'
Service is to be of any use it must have
an efficient administrative department,
and this department must be run not
only in conjunction with, but as a part
of, the others. It is too often found that
the branch which controls an organisa
tion is a little out of sympathy with, and

is looked on as slightly apart from the

actual life of the organisation. Augur
ing well for the future of the National
Educational Service in India, therefore,

is the making of its administrative branch
a living part of itself, subject to the
same rules and benefits.

A " National Education Week " was
set apart in April of that same year,
1918, and the record of its success in
making known and in popularising the
idea of National Education is so vivid
that it cannot but provoke serious
thought. Over fifty newspapers through
out the country gave support so enthusi
astic that the English reader is apt to be

a trifle jealous when ■he thinks of the
fairly general difficulty there is here of
wresting a free advertisement from the

solicitous grasp of the editor. Many
columns were devoted to the printing of
material supplied, and in leaders was
found plenty of original supporting com
ment. In response to these appeals
through the newspapers, and to appeals
through the publication of pamphlets in

English and in almost all the vernaculars,

an immediate and wide-spread flame of
interest and help sprang into being. The
" Week " itself passed in a universal
celebration by the daily publishing of
articles in many papers, and not only re

sulted in the realisation of the sum of
about £5,000 (Rs. 50,000), but in a tre
mendous outburst of enthusiasm through
out the country. It is interesting to note

that many commercial concerns gave the
whole or a part of their profits during
this week to National Education.

A Summer School was held by the
Society for a fortnight in May, 1918, at

Adyar, at which were present teachers
from virtually every school in the control
of the Society. A series of morning
study-classes were held on the most
recent developments in methods of teach
ing and organisation, and afternoon dis
cussions gave free opportunity for the
exchange of ideas. Evening entertain
ments were a great source of enjoyment
The School was permeated by an atmos
phere of enthusiasm and seriousness, yet
of joy also, and a very large amount of
useful knowledge was gained.

In the end of May a Central School
Board was formed, which has under its
care the curricula of schools, the prepara
tion of syllabuses, and the arrangement
of inspection and examination.

It might be mentioned here that the
office-bearers of the Board of National
Education, corrected to 1st December,
1918, are : President, Sir Rash Behari
Ghose; Vice-President, Mr. V. P. Mad-
hava Rao, and Syed Hasan Imam Sahab ;

Treasurer, Mr. C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar ;

Assistant-Treasurer, Mr. B. P. Wadia ;

Registrar, Mr. G. S. Arundale. Of the
Executive Committee, Mrs. Annie Besaiit

is chairman, and Mr. G. S. Arundale,
Secretary.

In reading the reports of the thirty-
two colleges, elementary, secondary,
high and night schools, one is struck by
the curricula, especially of the schools,
which are comprehensive to a high de

gree. Generally speaking, the subjects
include : Religion ; Language (Mother-
tongue, English and Classical); Historv;
Mathematics ; Science (in all its

branches) ; Physical Culture ; Music ;

Fine Arts ; Manual Arts. The illustra
tions show fine buildings and splendidly
equipped class-rooms, cheerful surround
ings, and happy scholars. The National
Schools are being made Social Centres,

which, the report says, are "

a light to

the country." University Extension lec

tures also, have been organised. The
Indian Boy Scouts' Association has the
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earnest and enthusiastic support of the
Society, and is in a most flourishing con
dition, proving conclusively that the sys
tem is adaptable to Indian conditions.
There are also four live Corps of Senior
Scouts, eight or ten Pack of Cubs or

Junior Scouts, and two troops of Girl
Scouts, others being in course of forma
tion. These three branches are all fos
tered by the Society and are planned on
original lines. In six months' time the
Scouts have rendered good service ; for
instance, at least thirty fires have been

extinguished by them in various places,
very considerable risks having been run
by the Scouts, who saved both life and

property.

This splendid Report ends with a fore
cast of the lines on which the Society
hopes to make special progress during

/ the present year. The possibilities of
work in the field of girls' schools are
almost limitless, and it is hoped to do
very much in the way of establishing
many more. Effort will be made to pro
vide a capital fund for the Society, which
is seriously hampered through lack of a

staple sum. This, and the lack of suit
ably-trained teachers, are the two main
difficulties in the way of the Society. To
cope with the second, a National Train
ing College has been opened in Madras
under the Principalship of Mr. G. S.
Arundale. The establishment, too, of
a Teachers' Training Department in con
nection with one of the National Girls'
Schools, has been sanctioned. The
Society exchanges educational publica
tions with Australia, Canada, South
Africa, the U.S.A., and the Philippine
Islands, so that India is being enabled
better to pursue her course along the
road of advancement.

To sum up, we find that the record of
the past year — the first year of being of
the Society for the Promotion of National
Education —may be stated briefly as fol
lows : The establishment of the National
Education Service ; the establishment of
the Collecting Department ; National
Education Week ; the placing of the Uni
versity and Colleges ; the Summer
School ; the Central School Board and

Schools ; the Indian Scouts. It is a re-

cord which is stated in all the statistical
and uncompromising language of a Re

port, yet even this official garb cannot
rob it of its life and fire, cannot hide the

wonderful spirit of love and service th:it
rhines in every page. It is a record which
excites wonder, which stirs admiration,
which makes the reader realise some

thing of India's possibilities, something
of her hopes, and which inspires a long
ing for a deeper sympathy and truer
understanding between India and our

own land.
* * * •

War Carpentry In American Schools

FROM Washington, D.C., comes .1

very interesting account of a rather
unusual type of work undertaken for the
War— that done by boys and girls be

longing to the Junior Red Cross, in

school. The story is told of a supervisor
of Manual Training in the Western
States, who, on a visit of inspection to

one of his schools, stepped on a pile of
new lumber lying near the shop. The
instructor, who was accompanying him,
remonstrated, telling him that he had

committed "a sacrilege." On being
asked what he meant, the instructor re

plied that the boards the supervisor had

stepped upon were boards to be used in

the making of furniture by the boys for
Red Cross hospitals and convalescent
homes. He added that the boys looked
upon the wood as almost sacred, and

always washed their hands before they

touched it. The story records that when
the supervisor saw the work which the

class was turning out he understood the

value of that Red Cross dedication.
The official duty of the Junior Red

Cross is that of relief ; it is carpenter not

only to the Red Cross, but to the U.S.
army as well. It does three classes of
work. Division One supplies local Chap
ters with furniture for Red Cross work
rooms, knitting-needles, sock-driers,
yarn-winders, bulletin boards, flagstaffs,
etc. The completed work is first-class,

and costs the Chapter only the price of

materials, so that for what is practically
merely a nominal sum Hospital Supply
Depots receive an equipment complete to

the smallest detail.
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Division Two makes furniture for Red

Cross Convalescent and Nurses' Recrea

tion Houses, these last having been erec

ted in connection with all base and

general hospitals in the country. The

Junior Red Cross were asked to supply
200 pieces of furniture towards the com

plement of each House—tables, benches,

lamps, rugs, tabourets, dressing-tables,
wood-screens, ink-wells, quilts. Twelve
months later the schools had completed
4,018 pieces, their contribution to the

first twenty-six Houses. In December,

1918, eighty more of these buildings had

been completed or were under way, and

the Junior Red Cross was working tre

mendously towards their furnishing.
Division Three provides equipment for

the Medical Corps of the U.S. Army, and

this is the largest branch of the work.
This includes chests for pricking table
ware, cooking utensils and laboratory
equipment, ambulance boxes, drafting-
boards, bread-boards, bedside tables and

splints. The first consignment ordered
for December 1 reached 267,750 pieces.

It has been found that the undertaking
of this work for the war has meant

'
an

increase in the value of manual work ;

that is to say, the furniture done " for
the soldiers

" is infinitely better done

than it was when the only thing in view
was an exhibition or the carpenter's own

use. It has made good craftsmanship
the price of admission to the privilege of
National Service ; it has linked up the

process of learning with the blessing of
giving ; it has taught the youth of
America, both boys and girls, the mean

ing- of the word Humanity, and of the

word Service. It has taught them the

joy of being of real use, not to the com

munity only in which they live, but to

the community at large. It is not easy

to imagine that these boys and girls will
be content, later in life, with days of

self-seeking or uselessness, with the

memorv of this work of love in their

hearts.
* * *

Hews front Sweden

EYES
in this far-away corner of the

world fresh winds are beginning to

blow, and the wave of Democracy has

at last reached these shores. The first

important act of the new Democratic
Government's was a plan for the better

ment of the education system, in January,
1919. The main principles of this scheme

are as follows :

1. The State is to take the responsi

bility of the education of all children of
all classes ; education is to be free, and

is to be the same for girls as for boys.

2. At an early stage the less gifted
pupils are to be offered opportunities of
entering technical, art, and crafts
schools. Those who continue their in

tellectual education may, after an exami

nation, pass directly on to the university.
Admission to academies and universities

is to be made much more difficult of at

tainment, in order to sift out and bring
forward only the really gifted students.

By this process of selection, talent, from

whatever class it may come, will have

its chance of further instruction, and

the State its chance of discovering and

making the most of this talent. Educa
tion is thus changed from the problem of
quantity to that of quality, and division
is made on an intellectual instead of on

a pecuniary basis.
3. The various schools, colleges, aca

demies and universities are to be directly
linked with each other, thus making 1

coherent whole.
Of the three main principles, perhaps

the first, that the education of girls is to
be exactly the same as that of boys, is
the most important. For some years
women in Sweden have had a right to
enter certain public services, but as the
free State schools have not been open to
them, and private instruction is rather
expensive, this right has not been of
much value.

Another feature of the new educational
scheme is a different organisation among
teachers. The war has in all countries
made the question of salary acute.
Teachers of natural science have found
that they may earn twice as much in in
dustrial enterprises. Mathematicians will
profit more by occupying themselves with
technical problems. And teachers in
foreign languages have got better situa
tions as correspondents in large business
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firms. They do not wish to go back to
their ill-paid profession. Governments,
as well as people in general, must waken
to the fact that it is necessary to give
the teachers salaries at least equal to

those of other professional classes, if
they are to have teachers at all. The
new organisation has therefore taken the
raising of salaries as the first point on
its program.

In the hands of the teachers lies the
future of the State. They have to keep
the standard high in every way ; it is
up to them to set an example to the
coming generation, and they will have
to meet the " hero-worship " hidden in
every child. But to be able to do so they
must keep in touch with the foremost
ideas of every branch of life, and con
tinually work for their own further deve
lopment. This, however, takes leisure
and means for granted. With the pre
sent conditions, everybody, who has not
a fortune of his or her own, must work
during spare time. with extra lessons in

order' to make both ends meet. And
then —where is the time and strength
for further studies? With the present"

confusion of castes " in Sweden people
are blind to the value of learning and
have to be taught to realise it.

A further aim of the program is to
bring the new ideas of our age to work
in every subject. Swedish manuals of his
tory, for instance, have been histories of
wars, chiefly. Now, to be up to the
times, cultural, social and literary pro
blems must become the chief objects r.f
historical studies. Sociology, theoretical
as well as practical, is to be introduced
as a set topic of the curriculum. This
to train children from the very beginning
for their future Slate duties, and thus for
a wider life. The feeling of Brotherhood,
self-sacrifice, and union is to be accentu
ated in every subject.

* * *

Educational Notes from South Africa
"

'"pHEOSOPHY in South Africa," the
organ of the Theosophical Society

in that country, has thrown in the weight
of its influence on the side of the new
education, or rather, the new ideals in

(To be co

education. While, however, the editor in

a leading article agrees with this new

theory he points out at the same time

certain dangers. He says that the smil

ing, happy faces of the students do not

necessarily place a school in the front
rank as an educational establishment,

that congenial tasks performed with

eagerness and pleasure do not neces

sarily rightly prepare for the later
" stress and wearing struggle which
most have to face." From these and

other remarks in the article we gather
that the editor perhaps has not seen a
" new ideal " school at work after some

years of experience. For these do not

at all shirk the difficult duties demanding
endurance, fortitude and perseverance,
nor are their intellectual palates tickled.
The child is not allowed to grow un

trained, nor, in fact, are any of the

gloomy forebodings of the editor con
firmed by experience, happily.

The Mentor, the organ of the Natal
Teachers' Society, we also have had sent

to us. It is the first number of the first
volume, and we wish our new con
temporary over the seas a long and use

ful career. In its pages the " New Edu
cation " is discussed. There is an in

teresting account of the Public Session
of the Conference organised by the Natal
Teachers' Society when the Governor-
General and Lady Buxton were present,
the former making a witty and pointed
speech. Dr. Loram followed with an
important and instructive address. He
said : "A child was entitled to live out
the life of a child, to make the mistakes
of a child, and to grow as a child . . .

all lessons should be meaningful to the
pupil, and should contain a motive with
in and an outcome ahead . . . that everv
child, by virtue of its potential citizen
ship was entitled to its moral, physical,
mental and social inheritance, and that
the function of presenting this inherit
ance in such a way that the child would
most readily and completely react, was
the prime function of the teacher."

Another speaker brought up the im
portance of native education and how
the language question was settled by
parental option.

ntinued.)



MUSIC AND

MUSIC
is like the soul of man

—unseen, intangible, and yet
of eternal and infinite reality.
It speaks to us of eternity, of

the lasting durability of spiritual things ;

of the transient nature of material things ;

it tells of the immortality of thought and
influence, of the intense reality of things
unseen and the only apparent reality of
things seen.

For if every musical instrument in
the world were destroyed, music itself
would remain, its wonderful melodies
would still make the atmosphere throb
with their beauty and find an echo
in the heart of man. Every melody
that has ever been conceived would
live on, even as it had lived in
the mind of its composer, for we
cannot destroy the spirit by destroying
the instrument.

The body of man is but the instrument
through which his soul expresses itself
to the material world ; we are, as It were,
so many violins, and the music we make
is the music of the soul. The body may
be broken and destroyed, but the soul
lives on, just as music lives on even
when the instrument through which it
found expression is gone. Music is no
less a reality because we may not see,

hear, or touch it ; the soul of man is no
less a reality because we cannot perceive
it through our physical senses. These
are the things of the Spirit, woven of the

stuff of Eternity and made living by the
breath of the Infinite.

Every single tune, every musical form
and expression, is but part of an Univer
sal Melody— the poet's Music of the
Spheres, the mystic's Song of Praise :o
the Creator. Of this melody the com
poser has heard a fragment, which he

sets down for us, so that we may hear
it also ; he does not separate it from the
Great Melody, he but gives it a form and
shape by which we can recognise it.
And so it is with the Soul of Man, which
is a part of the Infinite Soul of God, a
fragment to which individuality is given
by force of character. We cling to this
individuality, for we naturally wish to
recognise the souls we have known and
loved here when we meet them on the
opposite shore of the Sea of Life.
Through music we learn that our indi
viduality can never die. A melody, n

harmony once created lives for ever in
the form given it by its composer. So
our individuality will live for ever,
shaped beautifully or unbeautifully by
our thoughts, words and deeds, a living
force that can never die, but that will
work for ever in the hearts of men for
good or evil.

Thus music links us wonderfully with
eternity, and shows us how we may be

come instruments of an exquisite melody
that will be heard among the choirs of
heaven long after the instrument itself
is silent.

E. Horsley



FROM A COUNTRY STUDY
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. BENSUSAN

NOW
and again a book takes a

country by storm and, its con
quest complete, invades new

territory. M. Louis Elbe wrote
a work called La Vie Future devant la
Sagesse Antique el la Science Moderne.
On a first reading it seemed calculated to
offend both Roman Catholicism and
Atheism, but such calculations would
have been at fault, for the message has
called for over one hundred editions in
France, the land of its birth, and is now
presented in the dress of an authorised
translation under the title, " Future
Life "

(Skeffington and Son, Ltd.). The
painstaking inquiry into the past, the

scientific survey of the present, the sober
anticipation of the future, are alike the
work of a il> voled -cholar who has en

deavoured honestly to discount all pre
possessions and to assume the thankless,
restrained attitude of the judge rather
than the glittering role of advocate. The
dispassionate mood, the scrupulous fair
ness, the profound research, are associ
ated with gifts of vision and an enviable
clarity of thought and phrase. Such a

work as " Future Life "
belongs of right

to the chosen company of the book
shelves ; it must demand constant atten
tion from those who wish to remember
how the civilisations that come within
the ken of history have regarded the
greatest of all the problems that confront
our lives. If there be any or many who
imagine that science in (his twentieth
century is equipped for the work that re
mains to be done or is adequate to the
demands of the time, it will be salutary
to remark that we are now somewhere in
the neighbourhood of the Platonic view
of the worlds above and around us.

Knowledge Past and Present
The scientist may hope in the near

future to be able to confirm a part at

feast of the doctrines of Plato and Pytha
goras. The theory of the etheric fluid

now coming into fashion is, as M. Elbe
remarks, "

a curious return to the pri
mitive traditions of mankind." Such :\

reflection makes for modesty, and in

modest mind let us follow M. Elbe awhile
in his wanderings through the past,

merely remarking as we set out that the

question of Nirvana appears to have

given him a certain measure of trouble.

A little dubiously, a little erroneously, he

defines it as semi-annihilation. His hesi

tation here is rather a matter for con
gratulation. If he had studied even the

modern occult writings, he would have
had no doubt about the condition implied
by Nirvana as far as such condition can
be captured and brought within the com
pass of a definition.

We are able to gather from M. Elbe's
lucid survey how many of the old fashions
that please us least are founded upon
the doctrine of the soul's survival. The
Egyptians and Peruvians, children of lost
Atlantis, believed that the soul remained
near the body, they therefore preserved
mummies. Mr. Elbe points out that
three of the greatest teachers of esoteric
doctrine appeared on the earth at about
the same time, LSo-Tsze in China, Pytha
goras in Greece, Sakyamuni in India. It
was the first-named who said, " The
Earth and Heaven are carried through
space and inter-penetrate one another."
From Egypt came the beginnings of the
atomic theory and astronomical know
ledge that in all probability called the
Great Pyramids into existence and was
then lost, together with other valuable
discoveries. In this connection I remem
ber a great surgeon showing me a case
of Egyptian surgical instruments re
puted to be about 5,000 years old. Hi
pointed out the strange resemblance ti
instruments in use to-day, rediscovered
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by the inventors of later generations
within the past hundred years.

" The
only difference in some of the most use
ful," he remarked, " is that these (the
Egyptian ones) are made of flexible
bronze, and we cannot work in that
medium, the secret being lost." He
pointed to the leather case of modern
wood-work to show that there were those
who wrought in better material when the
civilisation we know was still slumbering
in the womb of time.

Druids and Jews
Curious analogies are to be traced be

tween the Druidic ritual of old Gaul and
that of the Jews in the time of the Exo
dus and the Judges. For both there was
open-air worship, the altars on which
their offerings were laid had to be free
from all handwork. The Jews raised
monuments of unhewn stone, the Gauls
had their cromlechs and menhirs. There
would appear to be a Chaldean origin io
both. For the Gauls there was a very
definite immortality, and M. Elbe^ is at
pains to show that the idea is to be found
in the Bible and is strongly developed in

books like Wisdom and Maccabees that
were never admitted to the Canon. He
points out, too, that the seventh verse of
the second chapter of Genesis is capable
of a translation that admits the soul
nichema and the spirit nephesh, a distinc
tion the Vulgate ignores. In Job 27-—

2, 3, and Isaiah 57—16, the same dif
ferentiations are expressed, and the mys
tical Zohar, compiled about 1,800 years
ago, distinguishes between nichema,
rouah, and nephesh, and incidentally anti
cipated Galileo in dealing with the earth's
rotation. Like the Chinese, the early

Jews appear to have been ancestor wor
shippers, but Chinese influence has been

much greater than is generally under
stood — it even permeated old Rome.
There were ample sources from which
Rome could .draw the doctrine of immor
tality, the whole philosophy of Greece was
at her doors, and behind Greece was
Egypt, and beyond Egypt India, and
seeds of thought travelling from one land
to another blossomed and budded and the
fruit was healthy or harmful according to

the soil on which it grew
dener who tended it.

and the gar-

A Tribute to Theosophy

In his fine chapters on Christianity M.
Elbe makes some very striking remarks.
Commenting upon S. Paul's description
of a delight that the eye, cannot see,

nor the ear hear, nor the heart under
stand, he comments,

" It is unhappily too
true that the human imagination, so in
genious in the contrivance of pain and
suffering, cannot picture to itself real
happiness." He traces the rise of the
doctrine of Conditional Immortality, no*v

only about seventy years old, and then,
leaving Christianity behind, turns to
Spiritism and Theosophy. His treat
ment is very just, discriminating, one
might even say it is respectful, as was
to be foreseen in the case of Theosophy,
judging from the following part-sentence
in the opening of the book: " It may
be added that, from the scientific stand
point, the latest theories regarding the

part played by ether in the manifesta
tions of energy and matter are of a

nature, as we shall observe later, to
strengthen the theosophical views in a

manner which cannot be overlooked."
With this chapter M. Elb£ concludes the
first part of his great undertaking, and
turning from the past into the present
begins his consideration of the Future
Life in the Light of Modern Science. He
has shown us the belief in soul-survival
permeating the civilised and the uncivil
ised races, expressed by some in terms of
saintliness, by others in the terms of the
slaughter of the old and infirm or by the

eating of bodies of the dead. The old are
killed before they grow too weak and
faltering to do battle in the world to
which they are hastening, the dead arc
eaten that their bodies may be revitalised.
Who was it said :

" Tout comprendre
e'est tout pardonner"?

The Ultimate Ether
M. Elba's essential characteristic is

honesty. "We have no expectation,"
he says,

" of being able to put forward
here anything like a final explanation of
this eternal energy which, under different
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forms, is always being- renewed." The
elements of the problem

"
belong to a

domain other than that of matter."
Astronomy has done much to relegate our
planet to its proper place, and we appear
to be recovering- now much knowledge" that became gradually lost after the
rise of Christianity." M. Elbe does not
dismiss the possibility of communica
tion with other planetary worlds, and he

says frankly that the present tendency of
science is to discover ether in the consti
tution of the physical atoms themselves,
so that this hypothetical fluid [sic]," giving rise to matter as well as force,
becomes the essential, and, so to speak,
the only, element in the universe." The
experiments and discoveries of Sir
William Crookes suggest to M. Elbe; the

possibility of supposing that the numer
ous forms or elements in which inert
matter appears were constituted at the
time when the universe was formed, by
successive condensations of one ultimate
element, "

a sort of primordial ether or
protyle which agglomerates itself little
by little under the influence of the am
bient medium." It follows, then, that the
old-time alchemist was not as foolish as
we like to deem him, and that it is well to
differentiate between knowledge and
those who prey upon the credulous in its
name.

The Immortality of Mellon
" We see in the universe," says our

author, "
a fixed quantity of matter acted

upon according to very definite laws by
an equally fixed quantity of energy." The
whole history of this world and of all the
other stars is written in ether, the eye,
if one there be in a star to which light
takes thousands of years to travel might
see as an actual happening the events of
the year in which the rays started their
travels. Thus nothing is lost, and it may
be that in time we may learn to gather
and to read. " The Book of Judgment
is indeed the universe itself ; it is the in
corruptible witness which bears some
where in its immensity the ever-present
and ineffaceable mark of our brief pas
sage through material life." And a little
later, "It is possible without any break
in continuity to pass, by insensible grada-

tions covering the whole scale of creation,
from the humblest mineral to the most

perfected of human beings."
We know that inert matter has a form

of memory, its action is explained at

some length. The sentences set out here,

and taken from chapters dealing with
the things about which science is assured,
would have been derided or denounced
only a few years ago ; they tend to show
that the developed and trained minds of
the West are reaching out towards a goal
that the East has found by following an

other road. Our author agrees with his

countryman, Claude Bernard, who said

that life directs phenomena it does not

produce, and physical agents produce
phenomena which they do not direct.

Work on the Borderland
M. Elbe is very outspoken in dealing

with the borderland of science. He com

plains that new discoveries tending to dis

turb accepted theories have to struggle
against indifference or hostility. He
quotes Dr. Baraduc's theory of a con

stant exchange of forces going on be

tween the living organism and its etheric
surroundings " an odic respiration sup

porting the life of the astral body, just
as gaseous respiration supports the life

of the physical body
"

: a startling theory

to-day, but how much more startling
sixteen years ago, when first published to

the world? An interesting chapter on

telepathy includes reference to the ex

periments in thought photography of Pro
fessor Rozier and Commandant Tegard,
and we get hints as to the part that

etheric vibration plays in the world of

psychic phenomena. M. Elbe finds in the

atom a union of etheric molecules. It is

not far from these premises to the astral

envelope of Plato. Very striking indeed

coming from a man who stands appar
ently outside occultism is the following :
" the ignorance to which we are con

demned with regard to 'the invisible
world is undoubtedly the necessary result

of the imperfection of our human nature.
And again, after considering survival as

a very definite possibility, lacking definite

proof,
" if we suppose that the imper

fectly purified soul is to return to earth,
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and there, in a new incarnation, to carry
on its unending development, we recur
to the doctrine of antiquity which indeed
accords better than any other with that
conception of an infinite progress, of
which we cannot divest ourselves." So
on a note that might have been sounded
by a student of Theosophy, a note that
has been heard on several occasions
through the book, the author closes his
argument. He does not claim to have
found the goal, but he thinks that
humanity is covering the ground, the
vast uncharted territory that leads in the
right direction.

The Value of a Great Work.

The special importance of M. Elbe's
book as I see it is that it does not preach
to the converted. The best work about
the existence of the soul and spirit of
man can have little real effect upon those
who are well aware that life is not

merely an affair of the physical body, that
"to no such aureate earth is turned, as

buried once, men wish dug up again."
Of late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, having
been persuaded by something with a tam
bourine and some mediumistic work of a
rather common kind that there is more in
heaven and earth than his earlier philo
sophy would account for, has sent a

great wave of inquiry through London,
and perhaps other cities. Enterprising
papers are offering up to £500 for definite
revelations from the spirit world, and
demonstrations have been given in the
immemorial seclusion of daily newspaper
offices. Unfortunately the external world
will not necessarily respond even to a

largest circulation, being utterly remote

from its praise or blame. But there is

often a spirit of good in evil, and out of

all this vain shouting may come a will to

understand that will meet M. Elbe's book
which will serve as an admirable intro
duction to the present state of knowledge,
and may provide a guide to the work by
which the study may be followed up. If
the world as it is at present were the end
of all things, man might reasonably con
fess his failure.

It is the revolt against this feeling that
life has played us false, that our mistakes
are irrevocable and those gone before are
dead, that explains this frantic reaching
out towards any solution, however vulgar,
of the enveloping mystery. Any explana
tion is better than none to those who can
find in their religion no more than a com
mitment to tenets that will not satisfy
the restless reason nor soothe the sor
rowing heart. I do not suggest that M.
Elbt5 has solved any problem, he himself
nowhere claims to have done so, but he
does direct the careful reader to the mass
of accumulated knowledge of all belief
coming within range of history. He is
able to show that all the enlightened in
telligence that is bounded by ascertain
able record has been convinced of soul
survival, that all inspired teachers have
proclaimed it

,

that modern science, keep
ing within the strictest limits of acquired
knowledge, is coming by slow degrees to
accept one occult theory after another.
The reader must find in these facts a
clear indication of a path to be pursued

if he can bring energy and resolution to
the task of following it. And in the end
he may achieve that which for him will
mean an assurance of a better and fuller
life, not limited by race and^creed, un
touched by boundaries or even by the

varying degrees of growth, but reserved
for everything that lives and breathes and
has a consciousness capable of develop
ment.

S. L. Bensusan

(To be continued)



THE SOCIAL MOVEMENT
NOTES FOR THE MONTH

% A. EMIL DAVIES, LC.C.

THE
effects of the Coal Commis

sion have by no means worn off,
quite apart from the fact that the

Commission itself has not yet
completed its labours, as it has still to re

port on the question of nationalisation.
.Mr. Justice Sankey, who has made a most
admirable chairman, resolved to obtain
the evidence of professors of economics on
this particular question, which is not, to
my mind, likely to be of very much use.
Although there are several cases of State-
owned and operated coal mines, e.g., Aus
tralia, New Zealand, and Germany, there
is no instance of a complete nationalisa
tion of the coal mining industry such as is
demanded by the coal miners. If examples
are demanded, one can point to the State-
owned and operated Post Office, which, it
must be admitted, is in the main most effi

ciently administered, and compare it with
the coal mining industry, on which the

Chairman of the Coal Commission and
the three representatives appointed by
the Government as belonging to the em

ploying class, reported :
" Even upon

the evidence already given, the present
system of ownership and working in the

coal industry stands condemned, and
some other system must be substituted for

it
,

either
^ltionalisation

or a method of
unification by national purchase and/or
by joint control."

The overwhelming argument, to my
mind, for nationalisation is that the

miners of this country feel that neither
they nor the public will get

"

a square
deal " unless the industry in which they
spend (and, in many cases, lose) their
lives, is absolutely freed from the incen
tive of profiteering, and is regarded as a

national service. If the Coal Commission
and the Government fail to realise that
this is far and away the most important
aspect of the matter, they will find that
they have not grasped the nettle.

Participation of the Workers In Manage
ment

There is one other passage in the report
of Mr. Justice Sankey and his colleagues,
referred to, which may well become his

toric. It reads :

" We are prepared to re

port now that it is in the interests of the

country that the colliery worker shall in

the future have an effective voice in the

direction of the mine. For a generation
the colliery worker has been educated

socially and technically. The result is a

great national asset. Why not use it? "

This frank recognition of the value of the

workers to an industry in the matter of

management, now that they have had a

generation of general and technical educa
tion, is of the greatest importance, and
cannot be limited in its application to any
one industry. In fact, the great thing
about the Coal Commission, which, in my

opinion, marks the beginning of a new
epoch, and which was possibly far from
the minds of those who instituted it, is

that it means that when the relationship
between employers and employed in a

great industry becomes so strained as to

cause a state of chronic disturbance,
which, in turn, becomes a menace to

the prosperity and well-being of the

whole community, the remedy is to

have a public inquiry into the whole
industry, and to let in the light of
day. Then, although the members of
the Commission are nominally hearing
the case, it is really the public which is

judging it. In several of our great indus
tries, not only is there chronic discontent
on the part of the workers, but they are
insisting more and more upon a share in

the management. Those who articulate
the aspirations of the thinking workers
claim that labour shall no longer be re

garded as a commodity or a chattel, but
sltall itself have some say as to the

manner and methods in which its energies
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are employed. Labour's representatives
can be elected by the workers in just the
same way as the representatives of capi
tal—viz., the directors on the board of a

public company, are elected annually by
the shareholders.

* * *

Workers and Community-Owned Under
takings

The idea of this participation in

management is not that it shall be merely
a sort of conciliation board, on which
some of the workers sit, to put forward
pleas for better treatment or higher
wages, but that these representatives
shall actually play their part in the

management of the undertaking ; and in

dustry will benefit by such an arrange
ment, for we all know how much better
one works if one can do so intelligently
in the knowledge of the end to which one's

energies are directed. In the past the
worker has been regarded too much as

part of the machinery ; it was not for him
to ask the reason why, but to obey. It
will be found that many a practical hint
will be given, and many an idea tending
to increased and improved production will
be forthcoming when the worker secures
this improvement in status. It is obvious
that a community-owned undertaking is
more suitable for the introduction of the

principle of joint management than a con
cern trading for private profit, as in the
former case there are only the two sides —
viz., the community as represented by the
Government or municipal authority, and
the workers ; whereas in the case of the

private undertaking there are three par
ties —viz., the proprietors, the workers
and the community, and some students of
social developments — in which I venture
to include myself —who are not entirely
without apprehension as to the possibi
lity in some trades of a temptation for the

first two parties —viz., the employers and
the workers, to combine for their mutual
profit against the community. The path
of progress is not easy.

* * *

The Housing Scandal
I am convinced that a chapter in future

histories of this period will deal specific-

ally with the gulf between the ruling
classes and the state of mind of the people.
Possibly such a chapter will be headed
"The British Revolution of 1920," or
some date not far removed. The psycho
logical sense of our ruling class is not
merely deficient — it seems to be non-exist
ent, and that way lies disaster, unless a

radical change of government occurs,
which must be a change in personnel of
the big Government departments, as well
as of the Government itself. Case after
case could be adduced, but for the moment
that of housing will suffice. During the
past few weeks we have had flung at us
four Bills relating to the housing question
and the acquisition of land, involving prin
ciples of the utmost importance. I hap
pen to know that one of the most impor
tant of these schemes was drafted by one
of the reconstruction committees two

years ago, as it was realised by that Com
mittee that the question covered would
be extremely urgent direcdy hostilities
were suspended; but it was merely
shelved, and has only now been brought
out. It is the same with many local
bodies. Take the largest of all, the Lon
don County Council. There is in the East
End of London a slum area, the condi
tions of which are so bad that its name—
" Brady Street

"— is notorious through
out the country. It is not, however, until
Royalty goes out of its way to visit that
area and to administer a delicate, but
none the less effective, reproof to the gov
erning body, that the said governing body
seriously takes the matter in hand. Once
Royalty takes the matter up, some of the

leading dignitaries of the body respon
sible for the continuance of the iniquity
tumble over one another in their servility
to follow the path indicated by such
august personages. A prominent Pro
gressive member of the Council told me

that he had said to one of its leading dig
nitaries that the Queen should have been

conducted to the cemetery, where many
of the tenants lay owing to the refusal
of the majority of the Council some years
ago to have the whole slum area
cleared. It is pleasing to note, by the

way, how much better advised in this
matter Royalty now seems to be, although
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it is equally fair to mention that a serious

attempt made some years ago to arouse its

interest in the bad conditions prevailing
throughout London, including some of
the Royal estates, was without result.

# * *

The Question of the Land
From all I hear, the feeling through

out the country — including London itself
for once, which is remarkable, as London
is almost invariably behind the rest of the

country in matters of reform — is running
so high in connection with the lack of

housing, the amount of insanitary pro
perty in existence, and the manner in
which the land interest prevents improve
ments on any large scale that, unless

something drastic is done quickly, serious
trouble is feared. Some faint echoes of
this feeling are penetrating to Downing
Street, and a Bill has been produced to
facilitate the acquisition of land by public
authorities for purposes of land settle
ment, housing, etc. ; and what does this
Bill provide but that landlords shall be

bought out on the full basis of present
values — i.e., whatever an ordinary buyer
is willing to pay in the market. In other
words, the State, in a time of dire
national necessity, having guaranteed a

certain minimum price for cereals which
immediately sends up temporarily the
value of land, is to buy land at this arti
ficially enhanced value ! But the position
is even worse than this, for, realising how'
the present state of affairs favours them,

many big landlords are, for the first time,

giving their tenants the opportunity of
purchasing their holdings outright, and
so great is the necessity of many a tenant-
farmer to acquire security of tenure— a

thing hitherto beyond his wildest dreams
—that he is paying three or four times
what he should. Thus is set up against
the State a further artificially inflated
value. Personally, I have no desire to

penalise the ordinary holder of land, as

compared with other forms of property,
although a case might perhaps be made
out for dealing specially with' the big land
owners ; but it is quite another matter for

the State to raise the value of land by

legislation and then to purchase at that,

or a still more highly inflated, figure.

The Housing Bill
The reformer must not merely criticise,

but should put forward alternative con
structive proposals, and when a measure
is good or contains a great deal that is
good, this should be thankfully acknow
ledged. It seems to me that, except in
the matter of delay, the Housing and
Town Planning Bill deserves commenda
tion, if only for the fact that the powers
it gives to local authorities are not merely
permissive. Clause I. lays down that it
shall be the duty of every local authority
to consider the needs of its area, with re

spect to the provision of houses for the
working classes, and within three months
of the passing of the Act, and as often as
occasion arises thereafter, to prepare and
submit to the Local Government Board
a housing scheme.

If the Local Government Board con
siders any such scheme inadequate, it has
power to refuse its approval and to re

quire the local authority to prepare and
submit a further scheme within a definite
period, and in cases where the local autho
rity does not see fit to move with regard
to a housing scheme, it has power to call
upon such authority to submit a scheme.
If the Board considers that a local autho
rity has failed to fulfil its obligations in
preparing such a scheme, it may transfer
the power to the county council to act in
lieu of the local authority, and in cases
where the county council does not put for
ward a satisfactory scheme, the Local
Government Board has power itself to
prepare and carry out such a scheme.
There has in the past been too much legis
lation in the way of conferring optional
powers upon local authorities; our social
structure is now in such a condition that
we require more legislation in the direc
tion of " Thou shalt " than in the direc
tion of " Thou mayest," and it is grati
fying to see that this principle is fully re
cognised in the Housing and Town Plan
ning Bill.

* * *

State Aid for Housing.
The Bill provides that on any schemes

carried out with the consent of the Local
Government Board such part of any re-
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suiting- losses as may be determined under
regulations made by the Board, with the
approval of the Treasury, shall be reim
bursed to the local authority.

In a memorandum issued by the Local
Government Board, it is made clear that
the intention is that the local authority
shall levy a rate of Id. in the £ for its

housing scheme, and that any loss involv
ing an annual expenditure of more than
such rate shall be borne by the State. It
is recognised that, with the present high
prices of material, it will be necessary to
let the houses at an uneconomic rent, but
it appears to be assumed that by the year
1926 prices will have adjusted themselves

sufficiently to enable economic rents to be

charged, and that from that year each
local authority will have to make its rents
cover all outgoings, the loss incurred
meantime being made good by the Trea
sury. It seems to me that the financial
provisions outlined are good, for one can
imagine the ordinary town or urban dis
trict councillor saying that if his district
is compelled to spend a Id. rate, but is
going to be repaid all sums expended in

excess thereof, they might as well go in
for a handsome scheme of housing and
get all they can for nothing ! Of course,
as a matter of fact, it will not in every
case be a question of getting something
for nothing, for the residents wiir have
to provide, either in the shape of income
tax or duties on commodities, the funds
out of which the national grants are
made ; but this will tend towards an

equalisation of the burden, and is, to my
mind, a decided step in the right direction.

* * *
Land, Land, Land!

All these schemes, however, involve the
acquisition of land, and we shall continu
ally find in reform matters that we have to
go "back to the land." The time has

come when the great organisations of this

country which are determined upon re

form will find it desirable to concentrate
part of their energies, at any rate, upon
this question. Whether it be in the direc
tion of the State becoming the ground
landlord of the whole country as the Land
Nationalisation Society desires (which is
the only complete solution of the problem)
or whether it be by the various local
authorities acquiring more and more land,
the basis of purchase must be fixed on
lines that do not represent a further fleec

ing of the community, and, from this
point of view, attention should be con
centrated upon the Land Acquisition Bill
which, as indicated above, fixes the cur
rent inflated market values as the basis
of purchase. Meantime, one hears of
such cases as Alfreton, a small agricul
tural town, with a population of 19,000,
where, for a housing scheme, one landlord
actually asked ^1,200 per acre; or, as at
Cannock, where a local colliery company,
which owned the land required by the
council for housing, declined to negotiate
further with the council when unwilling
to pay the excessive price demanded.

As I am permitted freely to express my
opinions in these notes, I have no hesi
tation in stating that I have little hope of
any just solution of the land or similar
problems being effected until a Labour
Government is in power ; such faint indi
cations towards improvements as are dis
cernible are, in my opinion, due wholly to
the growing strength of the Labour
Party, and it is recognition of this fact
that is daily attracting to that party people
who qualify more as being workers "

by
brain " than "

by hand "—people who
feel it to be their duty to aid in the bring
ing about of great social reforms in the
only practical manner that is available to
them.

A. Emil Davies
(To be continued.)
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There is nothing that revolts our moral sense so much as cruelty. Every other offence
we can pardon, but not cruelty."— Schopenhauer.

The Punishment of Children

THE paragraphs on the flogging of
children in the Humanitarian Notes

for March evoked a letter from a young
mother on the difficulties of child correc
tion and punishment ; and the experience
recounted in the letter is so interesting
that I give it in full, in the writer's own
words.

I think that the question of child correction and
punishment is a very difficult one. I have always
gone on the tack of gentleness and love towards
mine, and with Phyllis it is the only possible
way, for she is of the highly sensitive nervous
type. Margaret I have sometimes despaired of
reaching anyhow, and for one serious (for it
was serious) fault my usual way proved utterly
useless. At last, and with a trembling heart, I
laid a strap on her hand, and she never failed
again. She cried on my shoulder for a little —
so did I cry —and then we were better and more
devoted friends than ever. I tell you this to

show that the gentle love does not always suc

ceed. But I suppose the point is that any punish
ment inflicted must be actuated by love as well
as justice, and I was all mother-love when I
used that horrid little strap.

The Hand and the Heart

THIS letter is an illustration rather
than a contravention of what was

contended in the March Notes ; since love

it was which decreed the punishment ;

and since that love was discerned as

surely by the child when the strap fell on

her hand as when she lay upon her
mother's shoulder. It was love, the love
that " endureth all things " and that
" never faileth," which made the punish
ment possible and its result beneficent.
Never, moreover, was that mother-love

gentler than when it took the outer form

of harshness ; and never were love and

justice —those two aspects of an eternal

principle —more nearly united in outer

presentment. Very different the attitude

which determined this child's punishment
from the attitude which prevails in the

police-courts ; very different the atmos
phere which pervaded the scene of the

punishment from the atmosphere in which
child-flogging is by law administered ; and
impressively different the results. In the
one case you have softening and repent
ance ; in the other hardening and deteri
oration.

In the Beginning

IF all children could be brought up in
an atmosphere of humaneness, humani

tarians would be eased of half their task,
but the cramped, squalid and over
crowded dwelling-places which are the

only homes known to vast numbers of
people do not provide good soil for
humane ideas or gentle practices ; . and
the melancholy thing about a lack of love
is that the lack does not remain a mere
lack, but that Nature's abhorrence of n

vacuum causes love's lost labours to be

replaced by the action of hate. Little chil
dren used from babyhood to harsh words,
harsh voices and harsh blows, can, as it
seems, respond only to such stimuli as

these.
* * *

The Task of the Teacher

AN example of this is furnished by a

Council School in a London district
in which a teacher with advanced ideas
and the humanest of hearts and inten

tions has lately been working. Her ex

perience is that the children who attend

that school are unmanageable by means

of gentleness, that they simply do not

understand love or any appeal through
love, that they attach no meaning to any
command which is not, or may not be,

enforced by the cane. The neighbour
hood is what is called a rough —that is to

say a very poor one, and the atmosphere
of the school has been affected —or in
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fected—by the atmosphere of the chil
dren's home life, in which, cooped up in

crowded rooms, deprived of space and of
outlet for their

1
energies, the natural

spirits of childhood have been, by parents
nerve-worn and irritable, or stupid, or
brutal, or all of these, not disciplined by
care, but quelled by violence. The capa
city to respond to gentleness would have
therefore to be awakened before re

sponse could possibly be evoked, and
to awaken in a mass of children a capa
city which has been hardly so much

neglected as stultified, is a task for which
a teacher requires not only faith, hope
and charity, but the possibility of making
individual appeals.' Where, as in this
case, one teacher has charge of over five
hundred children, the bare chance of such
an appeal can hardly be said to exist.

Humane Education

NEVERTHELESS
the school can do

much ; and it is to be hoped that
the appeal to Mr. Fisher to provide for
humane education in the schools will meet
with a generous reply and produce u

practical result. The Canine Defence

League, the Animals' Friend Society,
and other organisations have united in.
this appeal, the importance of which is
obvious in view of the fact that under the
Fisher Bill it is possible to perform the
vivisection of frogs in the schools in order
to "teach" the children. Indeed, the

great difficulty in inculcating humaneness
in children lies in the example of grown
up people, whose ideas and conduct are

frequently the reverse of humane. Chil
dren in villages will respond to appeals
not to' rob birds' nests of the whole of
the eggs and to respect the lives of the
nestlings ; but how is that response to
be maintained when they are hired by the
squire and other sportsmen to beat up

birds in order that grown-up men may
shoot them? or when thev are offered re

wards for killing birds by the Board of
Agriculture? It is such glaring incon
sistencies as these between precept and
practice which induce children to believe
that humaneness —like religion— is a

thing to be talked about but not lived.

Bird Service

THE Royal Society for the Preserv
ation of Birds (23, Queen Anne's

Gate, London) is unremitting in its propa
ganda on behalf of the preservation of
birds. One of the means of propaganda
employed is the issue of postcards on
which, side by side with the space for the
address, are printed a sentence or two of

ornithological information. A great deal
of knowledge can be gained from these

postcards, as may be seen from the fol

lowing examples :—

It needs the bird's sharp beak, his talons
(strong or small), his piercing eye, his subtle
smell, to deliver us from the plague of insect
parasites, reproduced by millions around us,
which march to the conquest of man, who is
helpless in face of them.

• H. nE La Bi.anchiere.

Man himself has wantonly destroyed his
beautiful and faithful allies the birds. He is
now paying the penalty in the alarming spread
of germ-diseases and in the diminution of his
animal and vegetable food supply.

Sir H. H. Johnston, G.C.M.G., D.Sc.

. . . and when the birds are numerous and have
nestlings to feed, the number of insects they
consume is enormous, and yet, fools that we are.
we go on slaughtering our friends.

Dr. W. T. Hornaday

(New York Zoological Park).
* * #

Overworked Horses

FOLLOWING
on the discussion in the

House of Lords initiated by Lord
Ribblesdale, Lord Lambourne has written
a letter to the Times (in the issue of
March 13) on the subject of overworked
horses ; and much need there is to

champion the cause of these slaves of
humanity and outcasts from humaneness.
The number of thin, miserable, overladen,
exhausted horses in the streets of London
is appalling, and there is no reason to
suppose that London is exceptional in
this respect. Lord Lambourne is vice-
chairman of the Royal Society for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Animals, and in his
letter draws attention to the Bill which
his Society is taking steps to introduce
into Parliament, a Bill for the compulsory
registration of all persons in charge of
horses in the streets. He states, too, that
more foodstuffs are now available, and
declares that it is the duty of every citi
zen to remove the scandal of the i 11—

*
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treated horses at the earliest possible
moment.

* * *

A Public Duty

THE letter concludes thus :—
Owing to the difficult conditions brought

about by the war, magistrates have undoubtedly
erred on the side of leniency when inflicting
penalties for cruelty, and I feel that I am voicing
the feeling of all right-minded people when I say
that our friend the horse should be delivered
from his agony, and when an effort should be

made to ensure that he is well fed, groomed,
housed, driven, and loaded only according to his
capacity and the condition of the roadways, by
owners and carmen alike. A little thought and
care, and, if necessary, sacrifice, will bring this
about, and I appeal to the public to assist the

police and the inspectors of the R.S.P.C.A. in
their work by reporting for prompt inquiry
every instance in which an animal is being
worked under cruel conditions. The horse has
helped the nation to an immeasurable degree
during the four years of war, and it is only fair
and sportsmanlike that we should all combine to

secure for him his right, and reward, to humane
treatment.

If everybody in charge of horses were

registered, a great step would be taken
towards decent treatment of horses. A
considerable amount of ill-treatment
comes from ignorance, the boys and
youths now so constantly employed as
drivers, and many of the grown-up men,

apparently seeming to think that tugging
at the bit and hitting the body is all that
is necessary to enable horses to draw
loads too heavy for them, to climb steep
hills heavily weighted, or to overcome
the weakness of hunger, of old age or of
disease.

* * *

Motors for Heavy Traffic

IT would indeed be a blessed thing if
machinery in many cases were substi

tuted for living flesh and blood, if it were
made compulsory that all heavy work,
such as furniture removing, should be
done by means of motors. Though many
people treat horses as if they had no more
feeling than machines, yet even the
stupidest person would not dream of flog
ging a machine because it stuck half-way
up a hill, or of loading it with a weight
that it could not carry. Machines are
not expected to do the impossible, and I
confess that I never see a broken down
motor-van without a thrill of satisfaction :

for there are the men in charge, not hit

ting or shouting at it
, or tugging at the

engine's front, but patiently and intelli

gently trying to right what is wrong ; and

very delightful is the thought :

" There,

but for the grace of God, stood a four-
footed, sentient and goaded animal." It

should be one of the humanitarian tasks
so to influence legislation that that grace
may be extended till callousness, cruelty
and ignorance are driven from their

strongholds.
* * *

The Only Possible Feather

IN reply to inquiries as to whether there

is cruelty connected with the procur
ing of ostrich feathers, or whether these

feathers, unlike all others, can be ob
tained without inhumanity, Miss L. Gar
diner, Secretary to the Royal Society for
the Preservation of Birds, sends the fol

lowing explicit letter :—
Our Society has made careful investigations,

through several independent witnesses, of the

conditions of the ostrich-feather trade. There
is no doubt that in the old days, when the birds
were hunted for their plumes, there was a great
deal of cruelty practised; but now that the busi
ness is carried on almost entirely on farms where
the ostriches are bred and kept in a semi-
domesticated state, we are satisfied that the
feathers are obtained in a humane manner. The
birds are well looked after, and have their
liberty over a wide range of land, and the plumes
are taken with great care because—for one
reason— if the skin is injured the plumage
suffers. Of course one cannot say that there is
never any cruelty —unhappily one cannot say
that in regard to man's treatment of any animal ;

but we are assured that it is in no way neces
sary, and that it is probably much less than the
careless cruelty to sheep at shearing-time.

This being so, surely the wearers of
feathers might be content with this one
variety- — which is certainly for millinery
purposes the most graceful of them all,
and so do away with an enormous amount
of suffering. Above all, the osprey should
be eschewed : it bears the hall-mark ;>f

barbarity.
* * *

The Jack London League

AT the Annual Meeting of the Per
forming and Captive Animals' De

fence League, held on March 1st at the
Caxton Hall, the joining of the Jack
London League was strongly advocated.
The League is named after the famous

i
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author, whose book,
Michael," should be read by all persons
not already fully persuaded of the ini
quity of animal performances. Members
of the League undertake to leave any
theatre or music-hall in which an animal
"turn" is presented; and if this were
done extensively, there can be no doubt
that turns of the kind would soon go out
of fashion. In the meantime, the com
paratively few people who do express
their disapproval of animal performances
by going out, would add immensely to
the effect of their conduct by writing to
the manager of the entertainment and
stating why they were unable to remain.

* * *

Animal Performances

THE cruelty perpetrated in connection
with—and, indeed, inseparable from

—animal performances is perhaps the
most senseless of the many cruelties in
flicted by man upon animals. The sole
objects aimed at and achieved by it are,
on the one hand, some ill-gotten gains in
the pockets of men who could be far more
profitably employed, and, on the other, a

passing amusement as idle as it is fatuous.
And this at the expense of suffering huge
in volume, acute in intensity, and long in
endurance. A glance at a pamphlet en

titled " The Pitiful Story of the Perform
ing Animal," by an Ex-Trainer, issued by
the Animals' Friend Society in conjunc
tion with the Committee for the Suppres
sion of Cruelty to Performing Animals,
and edited by Mr. C. R. Johns, Secretary
of the National Canine Defence League,
will more than substantiate this statement.

* * *

The Cowardice of the Strong

CRUELTY
is generally associated

with cowardice, since, almost in
variably it is practised by the stronger
on the less strong. Greed, cowardice,
and cruelty, these are a trinity of death ;

but death itself, compared with this
trinity, is merciful. The pamphlet men
tioned above should be read in full by any
who cherish the slightest conviction or
the faintest hope that "it is all done by
kindness." Kindness? Certain it is that,
where self-interest is concerned, there is

,

Jerry, Brother of in all the world of animals, no animal that
can be so unkind as man. And this is

because the kingdom of heaven within
him, when defiled by base aims, becomes
a veritable hell, its glory inverted, its

powers prostituted, its vision corrupt.

Facts from
Trainer

the Experience of an Ex-

THERE
are various ways of teaching

dogs to walk on their hind legs.
Sometimes they are held up by a lead and
hit under the jaw if they show any signs
of falling forward. The method of one
" Professor " was to prick the dog with
pins to teach him to hold his head up and
to keep still while a spinning plate was
balanced on his nose. Spiked collars are
also used to prevent dogs falling forward
and sometimes to make them lurch from
side to side. Mongrels are generally used
for stage purposes, as they are cheaper
and also less resentful of ill-treatment.
Thoroughbred dogs are apt to become
stubborn when thrashed, or to turn
vicious and bite, or to allow themselves to
be flogged almost to death rather than
give in. Horses, ponies, monkeys, and

many other animals are subjected to this
training by torture.

" Horses who walk
on their hind legs are pulled up by reins
attached to the bit ; the trainer stands in
front of the horse and makes him rear,

in many cases striking him under the jaw
with a whip." Bucking mules at circuses
do not buck from spirit or from vice, but
because they have been taught to do so by
means of a saddle with a spike underneath
it.

* * #

Wild Animals

AND the wild, strong beasts from
forest and from jungle, whose beauty

is in the graceful movements of untram
melled, nature-nurtured bodies, whose de

light is in liberty, whose birthright is the
freedom of wide spaces? The blind
suffering of these is not perceived by a

public which sees no further than the
cages in which they are confined or the
blandncss of the trainer who conducts
their performances. To be robbed of
their liberty is suffering enough and to
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spare; but much more suffering is added
to this. " I once saw a lion-tamer," says
the Ex-Trainer, " use a club at the top of
which was bound some stout tin, through
which twenty or thirty nails about one
and a half inches long had been driven,

and this was used to strike the lions on
their noses (their most sensitive organ),
and if they opened their mouths with the
intention of biting, the club was rammed
inside. ... It will be understood that
the public were never allowed to see that
instrument." Iron bars, large forks, elec

tric shocks, all these are used, and brut
ally used, to provide money for the
trainers and amusement for the public."

Eyes have they, but they see not . . .

neither do they understand." Most cer
tainly they do not understand, for cir
cuses are starting again after the war,
and fresh consignments of wild beasts are
being brought over to England.

# * *

Cancer Cures.

FROM
the Anti-Vivisection Hospital,

Battersea, come particulars of five
cases of cancer cured by Dr. Robert Bell's
methods, in which the results of vivisec-
tional experiments play no part. The par
ticulars are too technically medical to be

given here, but it may be stated that two
of the patients were over sixty and two
over fifty ; also that one patient, aged
sixty-three, who had been advised by
several surgeons to undergo amputation
of his leg, is now, by the aid of that leg,
become perfectly sound, able to take and
to enjoy long walks.

* * *

The Dogs Protection Bill.

AND yet the orthodox doctors have
been assuring us ad nauseam in letters

to the Times that the public health is
doomed to destruction unless they are
allowed to vivisect dogs. A curious con
fession of incompetence surely ; and of
narrowness, implying, as it does, that in
the opinion of medical scientists health

conditions —good housing, food, sanita

tion, pure water, fresh air, the means of
cleanliness — together with clinical obser
vation and experience, are valueless with
out continuous experiments on dogs.
Nevertheless, notwithstanding alarmist
statements within and without the

House of Commons, and in spite
of the fact that it was a Private
Member's Bill, humane feeling and

a sense of right for right's sake, apart
from possible gain, would have carried
the Dogs Protection Bill through the

third reading, as they have already carried
it through the first and second readings
and the Standing Committee. It is a

triumph for the anti-vivisection move
ment that in order to ensure the insertion
in the Bill of the doctors' amendments the
Government is constrained to invoke the
aid of their whips on May 23rd, when the
third reading takes place.

* * *

The Soldiers' Dogs.

FROM
Mrs. F. M. Weaver, well

known in the dog world, comes a

letter which runs thus :—

I have been asked by the Secretary of the

R. S.P.C.A. to help raise the large sum required
to save the poor trench dogs from being sacri
ficed, as no doubt they will be, unless sufficient
funds are subscribed. A small proportion of the
great numbers out in France and elsewhere have
been brought over. . . . The Secretary tells me

that so far the money has been coming in slowly,
and I am sure it is because the scheme is not
generally known. A few references have been
made in the daily papers, but I understand the
Press declines to start any public subscription
lists, so that success of the undertaking must
depend largely on individual efforts.
Nothing would please our soldiers more than to
know that we are coming en masse to their
succour. ... It is a national obligation that is
due to the men who have given so much for us.

Those who wish to help in saving the sol
diers' dogs from destruction —and pos
sibly from vivisection—are asked to send
copies of Mrs. Weaver's letter to their
friends, together with a copy of the
R. S.P.C.A. pamphlet, which the Secre
tary will post on application.

G. COLMORE



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

By "FEMINA'

AS
we go to press there seems

every prospect that the presence
of Portia will become a feature of
British legal life in the near

future. Miss Helena Normanton's
plucky and persevering fight for admis
sion as a student at the Bar, so long re
fused, and at first ridiculed by the
Benchers of the Middle Temple, is in a
fair way to be crowned with a victory as

complete as that of the Women's Suf
frage movement. Mr. Holford Knight
deserves, with Miss Normanton, the
special thanks of women for the unstinted
and undaunted championship he has
given to their cause, as represented by
hers, on every occasion. The attitude of
the House of Lords when Lord Buck-
master's Bill passed its second reading
there (unanimously, be it noted), was a

revelation. The Bill gives women the
right to be "called to the Bar," that
hitherto jealously-guarded preserve of
masculinity, and to practise as solicitors.
Those who recall Miss Lind-af-Hageby's
astonishingly brilliant defence of her own
case in pre-war days, to say nothing of
the eloquent "special pleading" of
which Miss Pankhurst proved herself

capable, will feel with us that Portia is

likely to prove as successful and delight
ful in English law-courts as before the
tribunal of Venice. It is to be hoped, by
the way, that the rather ridiculous and

wholly superfluous proposition of the

Benchers of the four Inns of Court to

institute a fifth Inn, for the reception of
women studying for the Bar, will not be

adopted. As Mr. Holford Knight sagaci
ously remarked when asked for an

opinion on the subject,
" To accompany

the removal of the sex disability from
women practising the law writh the estab

lishment of another differentiation be

tween men and women students is not a

course which will commend itself to
public opinion." Nor will it

,

as we
think.

* * #

The controversy, "
Should Women

Preach? " has already an antiquated air,
though it was being hotly discussed in
the Churches only two years ago, when
many good folk answered it with an em
phatic negative. However, Miss Maude
Royden's remarkable record as co-pastor
of the City Temple has changed all that.
Her fearlessness in attacking all manner
of social problems and ".burning ques
tions of the hour " in politics, national
and international, is no less marked than
her gifts of eloquence and delivery. Two
of her most recent sermons, one on
" Chastity " raising the White Cross
banner of social purity, the other plead
ing for the raising of the blockade against
the conquered countries whose popula
tions are starving as a result of it

,
are

notable examples of this " pulpit cour
age

" on the part of the most famous of
ivomen preachers.

After the Bar the pulpit ; after the
pulpit the platform—and the Parliamen
tary platform at that ! In the last-named
field a conspicuous triumph was won,

only a few weeks ago, by a woman-
member of the Polish Parliament, Mme.
Moraczewski, who, by the way, was the
first feminine M.P. to address the Polish
Legislative Assembly. She is said to
have spoken

"
simply, and with perfect

ease " of subjects pertaining to the
Health Ministry and to the public welfare
as affected by that Department. Experi
enced in the work of social reform, Mme.
Moraczewski knows the needs of the
workers of her country with the intimate

knowledge of one who has worked
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amongst and for them, and obviously has
the subject on which her maiden speech
was delivered (public hygiene) not only at
her fingers' ends but at her tongue's.
She is the wife of the Socialist ex-
Premier, himself a member of the present
legislature.

* * *

Few things have more puzzled us in
the course of our recent survey of femin
ist problems than the persistent (we
might justly say the prejudiced and obsti

nate) opposition of the male teachers of
the N.U.T. to the "

equal pay for equal
work "

principle. Now, however, the cat
is out of the bag. Someone has, with re

freshing ingenuity and ingenuousness
equally delightful, confessed what seems
to be the real, root objection. We have
before hazarded the opinion in these
columns that the old Adam is at the
bottom of the refusal of Eve's elementary
rights. This is apparently correct.
' ' Where women get more men get less ;

where there is only so much money avail
able for wages we, the men, must see to
it that we gel the lion's share," seems to
be the theory. To do the male teachers

justice, there are many of them who
would certainly dissociate themselves
from it ; and it is to be hoped that their
more enlightened and altruistic counsels
will prevail. In any case, we understand,

they are to be given an opportunity
(equally with those who oppose the level-

ling-up proposals) in the shape of a refer
endum. To the question,

" Should men
and women teachers of the same status
receive equal pay for equal work? " the

mere British instinct of fair-play can

surely allow of but one answer. The
question of the man's salary being com

puted on a
"

family
" basis, we must

again point out, is irrelevant. To secure

justice on these lines all single teachers,

male or female, must be paid less than

the married.

America has lately led the way in

so many reforms — international peace,"
employment management," pensions

for mothers, and various educational ex

periments, for example — that the recent

loss of full Federal citizen rights to her

women by one vote only was particularly
regretted by Feminists everywhere. The
extremely narrow and precarious nature
of the " Anti " victory will, however,
make the suffragists of the States keener
than ever on forging ahead ; especially in

view of the impetus given to their move
ment by their great President's pro
nouncement on behalf of the Bill so

nearly won ; one of the most nobly im
passioned and eloquent suffrage speeches,
by the way, it has ever been our privilege
to read. In this connection it is interest
ing to note that M. Clemenceau, regarded
hitherto as one of the most resolute op
ponents of the French suffrage move
ment, is prepared to grant an even more
liberal measure of support to women at

the Peace Conference than President Wil
son himself ! The latter, however, may
be relied on cordially to support the
French Premier's proposals for a

Women's Peace Commission sitting sepa
rately like the other Commissions,
charged with the duty of making recom
mendations to the Conference.

* * *

The Queen's visit to a two-room
" home "

at Bethnal Green did much to
call public attention to the scandal of
slum " homes " in general. Two other
events of special interest to women are
the appointment by the British Red Cross
Society of a woman archivist to deal
with their war records, coupled with the
announcement that the Record Office has
found women peculiarly adapted to this
work ; and the movement to demand full
membership of the University to women
graduates at Cambridge. High time,
too !

" Femina "



CORRESPONDENCE
LOVE v. CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

To the Editor of The Herald of the Star
Dear Sir, —I have just received The

Herald of the Star, and being an active
worker for " The Mother's Thought
Guild " in New York, my eye caught the

paragraph on the subject, and I read that
a league has recently been started in Eng
land to advocate " a return to corporal
punishment of all children from their very
first year as the only way of correcting
their faults."

That sounds incredible ! Just as Peace
has come, to think of people starting a

league to return to such a system of bar
barism is incredible and horrifying
indeed.

Is not corporal punishment always
considered a sign of weakness in those

controlling children? . Have we, there
fore, become weaker and with less con
trol of ourselves during all these years of

suffering and sorrow? Surely not; have
we not learnt the inefficacy of such treat
ment, that we must mete it out in greater
measure to our dear little ones ; these
little ones entrusted to us to love and
cherish and guide wisely?

I feel impelled to relate a great expe
rience in the very town in which I live,
showing the needlessness of corporal pun
ishment; indeed, of almost any punish
ment. " Love conquers all."

There is a lady here who has had a
school for the last fifty years for boys and
girls from six to fourteen years of age,
taking from about thirty to fifty pupils in
a term —children naturally of all tem

peraments and up-bringing, amongst
them some of my own family. The only"

punishment " ever resorted to is, " Go
and sit down quietly for five minutes and
think." -And this is considered such a

disgrace that few of the children ever
have even that small punishment.

They are literally ruled by love and
wise guidance, and there is a brightness
and happiness amongst them which is
strongly noticeable whenever one pays a
sudden visit. All the house and its

arrangements are planned for the chil
dren, wholly and solely, and when a visi
tor comes to see the two Lady Principals,
he or she just sits amongst .the children
and talks. There is no special room for
visitors, and the children know how to
behave themselves in the presence of
others, and if spoken to reply brightly
and intelligently. There is an utter ab
sence of fear and repression.

Last summer about ten of the children
were taken to the beach for the whole day.
When they arrived there, a large area in
which they might play was defined,
giving plenty of scope for all kinds of
games. The lady sat where she could
see them all and had with her plenty of
good things to eat.

The children played all day, and when
they wished they came over for a rest or
something to eat, or just to tell about
what they were doing. On being told of
the outing, I remarked :

" Were you not
very tired after such a long day in the
heat? " " Oh, no! " she said. " I
often do that, and we all enjoy it so much,
the children are always good, and I never
move from the comfortable place I select,
for myself. I tell the children if they go
out of bounds they must come and sit
down for five minutes ; but they seldom
have to do this." On this principle the
whole life of the children is regulated.
This may all sound like a fairy tale to
those who resort to such horrors as "

cor
poral punishment," but it is absolute
fact, and could be seen and verified at
any time.

It is no new experiment. These ladies
have taught and had school for fifty
years. I wish I could present them to
the members of the Corporal Punishment
League. Such bright, keen women, so
alert, and with beautiful, kindly faces,
just such women as all children love ! It
is the mind of these women that plays or
the plastic mind of the child; it is their
feelings and thoughts and physical mag
netism that affects them. All lack of
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harshness, irritability, and uncertainty ;

indeed, they could hardly be the energe
tic, healthy women they are had they
not perfect control of themselves.
They are not young women, be it re
membered.

When Mothers and Teachers and Guar
dians will realise that they must train
themselves by right thinking, by control
of their own thoughts and feelings, and
by learning Love, then, and then only,
will they know how to train their chil
dren; and then and only then will they
realise the futility of degrading punish
ment, belonging, as it does, to the dark
ages, and assuredly not worthy of these
enlightened times. One wonders if they
are " enlightened," on hearing of such a

league.
Luther Burbank, called the wizard of

plant culture, speaking of the training of
children, says :

" I would have him (the
child) reared in love." But you say," How can you «xpect children to be

reared in love? " By working with vast
patience and teaching the great body of

people to love their children . . . love
must be at the basis of all our work for
the race ; not gush, not mere sentimen
tality, but abiding love, that which put-
lasts death. A man who hates plants
. . . could no more be a successful cul
tivator than he could turn back the tide
of the ocean with his finger-tips. The
thing is utterly impossible. You can
never bring up a child to its best estate
without love. Just as there must be in

plant cultivation great patience, unswerv
ing devotion to the truth, the highest
motive, absolute honesty, unchanging
love, so must it be in the cultivation of
the child."

Have we not suffered and borne enough
that we shall sow the seeds of future wars
and fighting by bringing up our children
with blows and hate ? It can never be !

Let us give love, and love and yet more
love, to the dear little ones who look so

pleadingly in our eyes, and who need all
our care.

Yours, etc.,
An Englishwoman

THE STA
To the Editor of the Herald of the Star

Sir, —As a social service worker of
some 25 years' standing I would like to
say how I value the proposed State Bonus
Scheme by Mr. Milner as the most help
ful means of aiding the thrifty poor that
has ever been introduced by any man.

It entirely does without charity.
It provides the minimum food allow

ance (without which no person can live)
and whilst Labour organisations strive
for the uplifting of those at work to a
higher social status, such as every think
ing person approves, this scheme enables
the unfortunate workless person, and our
children, to also be lifted from their pre
sent helpless condition, thus giving those
who need it most of all the helping hand
to a fuller life. If only our workers
could grasp the change that would take
place in their lives by this proposal be
coming law, I am confident they would
put this scheme forward as the most
vital of any yet introduced. —Yours
faithfully, Robert Curtis

Ej BONUS
To the Editor of the Herald of the Star

Sir, —While everyone must sympa
thise with the objects of the scheme

whose claims Mr. Pickard voices with so

much confidence, it is curious that none

of your correspondents have drawn at

tention to the attempt which is sure to

be made to lower wages by the amount

of the Bonus. Another point that occurs
to me is that practically-minded socialists
will hardly admit this as sufficiently
drastic to call forth their best energies,
especially as it may prove quite as diffi
cult to secure as a more complete revolu
tion in conditions. Their support is sure
to be influenced by the feeling that if the
wealthy could be persuaded to take up
such an idea, they could be made to agree
to a state of total Socialism. On what
grounds does he expect to gain support
for this idea in preference to a complete
change? —Yours faithfully,

A Well Wisher
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THE LOVE MYSTICAL

From haunts of noon, loud scenes that will not pardon

One holy dream which pitying Silence gives,

I turn away at last to that still garden

Where my heart lives.

And in that garden walks our Friend and Brother

At cool of day, and when the night grows dim.

Kneel we and pray! so to be near each other,

And nearer Him.

Close, close, till Three be blent in mystic union—

I in thee, thou in me, and He in us.

Ah, care not that we may not hold communion,

Save only thus!

High is our lot, among the high stars moving:

Rejoice that such a crown our hearts have won!

Rejoice that we can suffer in our loving
And yet love on!

For here, far up the mountain where the chill is
,

Past the warm vale where brood the mated doves,

Lo! the Eternal feeds among the lilies

Whose leaves are loves.

What fear for us, dear heart, o
f wildest weather?

How can we weary, though the road be rough?
The souls that walk with God must walk together —

Enough, enough!

S. Gertrude Ford



OF the Peace Terms, which have been

presented to Germany, little need be

said except that we agree with the re
marks of Mr. Emil Davies, in our pre
sent issue, as to their lamentable short
sightedness. So far from laying the
foundation of a future world of order and
well-being they have deliberately sowed
the seeds of future strife and bitterness.
In the words of Mr. J. L. Garvin, quoted
by Mr. Davies, " the root vice of the
whole Treaty is that it leaves the German
race no real hope except in revenge —no
matter how long the revenge may have
to be deferred." That Germany should
be punished for her crimes against
humanity is only just ; but that this
punishment should be protracted over a

long period of years, cutting oft the Ger
man people from hope and ambition and
healthy interest in life for a w hole genera
tion, is sheer folly, for the simple reason
that it is against Nature. To deny to

any people its natural oxygen is to breed
disease and the infection which belongs
to disease. If the aim of the Delegates
at the Peace Conference w;as to produce
a sounder and more healthy Europe, they
have gone exactly the wrong way about

it
.

They have misunderstood the ele

ments of international life. In a word,
they have defied Nature ; and Nature, in
the long run, does not brook defiance.
That the work of the Conference, on its
punitive side, will be undone long before
the expiry of the appointed term of years,

is quite certain. By what agency it will
be undone is not quite so certain. For
our own part, we are inclined to agree
with Mr. Davies that the revision of the

Treaty will follow naturally upon a shift

ing of the centre of gravity in the social
system of Europe. A Europe governed
by Labour will not tolerate the continua
tion of such conditions ; and that most
European countries will, by a natural
process of evolution, have Labour Gov
ernments within the course of a few years,
seems to be fairly well assured. Another
possible eventuality which may bring
about such a revision is to be found in
the emergence of some new menace,
which will weld Europe together for the
purposes of common defence ; and it is

interesting here to note that Mr. Lovat
Fraser has recently written an article in
which he prophesies that the next great
world-crisis will come from the, even
now, slowly gathering revolt of Asia
against Europe. Be this as it may, we
have no reason to look upon the Peace
Terms as anything else than an unfortu
nate and temporary experiment. Let
us hope that the League of Nations, if

and when solidly established, will itself
take the initiative in recasting them in
a saner and more constructive spirit.

IF we were asked what has been at the
root of this regretted mistake, we

should suggest that the fundamental
cause has been one which is inherent in
the whole of our modern civilisation —
that is to say, a materialistic distrust of
Ideas, leading to an appeal to the only
agency which can take the place of Ideas,
namely Force. This basic dualism has

really underlain the deliberations of the
Peace Conference from its very inception.
Throughout there have been two parties
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— the one of Ideas, the other of Force ;

the first represented by President Wilson,
the second by the Latin races, France and
Italy, with Great Britain in the role of
mediator between the opposing- parties.
Partly because France has been able to
point, with some show of reason, to the
lesson of 1914 ; partly because of the
proposed mistrust of Germany's honesty
of purpose, however vehemently pro
claimed ; partly because the Conference
sat in Paris in the centre of the French
atmosphere ; but most of all because the
very notion of relying upon Ideas is as
yet foreign to the thought of contempor
ary statesmen ; the result of the Confer
ence has been the triumph of the party of
Force. It is true that, as against this,
there has been founded the League of
Nations, a structure which is designed
to supplant the regime of force by some
thing better adapted to a rational
humanity. But the League is as yet so

shadowy, the reality of its powers so
indeterminate, its capacity to withstand
the onslaught of primitive human pas
sions and to resist internal division so
wholly uncertain, that we can hardly look
upon it as anything else than a pious
aspiration at the moment. Regarded as
a building, it still lacks mortar to bind
it together. The consideration of what
form that mortar must take would carry
us far beyond the limits of this month's
Notes. All that need be said is that, in

all truly effective human enterprises, the
conception (call it the ideal, if we wish)
must far exceed, in potency of life, the
form in which it .i

s constrained to clothe
itself. There must be an overplus of
energy on the side of the idea. In the
case of the League of Nations, the struc
ture itself is more developed than the
spirit behind it. So far as we can see,

there do not at present exist in the world
the positive forces which are to convert

it into a real thing. Whatever forces
exist are largely pulling in opposite direc
tions, and attain equilibrium by a process
of tension. But no building can uphold
itself for long by mere balance. It may

stand for awhile until it is disturbed.
But, for permanence, it needs deep and
true foundations as well as mortar to
make it cohere.

* * *

ALL of which leads us to the conclusion
for which The Herald of the Star

consistently stands, the conclusion,
namely, that there can be no solution of
the present world-problem without the
emergence of some new and compelling
Spiritual Force, which shall be positive
and constructive in its nature. The Peace
Conference has shown us what the pick
of our statesmen can do. After months of
deliberation it has given us nothing new
—only a readjustment of things in terms
of the old, well-worn philosophy which
has long been reducing our civilisation to
bankruptcy—with a parenthetic apology,

in the shape of the League of Nations,
throwr in to induce the world to belinve
that it has really been influenced by idetls.
But behind this show of idealism there is

no real driving force. Even the American
President has had to compromise and to
qualify. Only a genuine international
spirit, aflame with conviction and reso
lutely determined on achieving its end in

spite of all necessary sacrifices, could give
the League a soul and a reality. And this
spirit has yet to be born. That it will be
born, in the fullness of time, we are quite
sure. But when it comes, it will be born,
we are convinced, in a way which will set
at nought all our customary methods of
dealing with international problems. We
have yet to learn that the world-problem
is, at heart, a spiritual problem, and can
only be solved by the Spirit; that Recon
struction is a spiritual task, and can only
be achieved when it has the impelling
force of the Spirit behind it; and that, so
far from solving our problems, we shall
not even begin to understand what those
problems are until we can turn upon them
the illumined and spiritual eye. We may
sum up our judgment upon the Peace
Conference by saying that it furnishes an
admirable commentary upon this truth.



THE MYSTICISM OF DANTE
By WILLIAM LOFTUS HARE

IN
spite of the materialistic tendencies

of modern civilisation generally and of
nineteenth-century philosophy in par
ticular, there remains at the moment

a strong interest for mysticism, of which
there may be said to be a revival. True,
mysticism to-day takes forms differing
greatly from its forms in ancient or
mediaeval times. In many ways it is be

coming intensely practical, devoted to

personal culture, while as a motive for
social and political amelioration mystical
conceptions are by no means rare.

That Dante was a speculative mystic
no one can doubt, although he was very
far from adopting the ultra-mystical doc
trine of the Neo-Platonist, Scotus

Errignia, a heretic. Dante's Neo-
platonic ideas were drawn from two
sources — Boethius, the Roman philo
sopher, and the Christian Fathers, espe
cially Augustine. He stood on orthodox
ground, however, in two ways —philo
sophically on Aristotle, theologically on
Thomas Aquinas, both of whom were

thoroughly rational from Dante's point of
view.

I.— THE LAW OF ALLEGORY
Dante's law of allegory is formulated

gradually. In the Vita Nuova there are
several passages of interest :

(a) Now a man might object against me

and say that he knew not to whom my words
in the second person were addressed, since the

ballad is none other than these words that I am

speaking : and therefore I say that I intend to

solve this difficulty and make it clear in this
little book in a still more difficult passage, and
then he who is in a difficulty here or who would
here make this manner of objection shall under
stand it.

(6) Among the words wherein the occasion of
this sonnet is made manifest, dubious words are
found —namely, where I say that Love slays
all my senses and the visual spirits remain
alive save that they are outside their organs.
And this difficulty is impossible of solution to
those who are not in a like degree lieges unto
Love, whereas to those who are, that which
would solve the dubious words is manifest, and
therefore it is not well for me to elucidate such

difficulty, for that my words would be in vain
or else superfluous.

(c) Whoso hath not wit enough to be able to
understand it by those divisions that have been
made, it displeaseth me not if he let it be, for
certes, I fear I have communicated its meaning
to too many, even by those divisions that have
been made, if it chanced that many should hear
it.

(d) Here a person worthy of having all his
difficulties made plain might be perplexed, for
he might be in a difficulty as to what I say con
cerning Love, as if he were a thing in himself
and not only an intelligent being but a corporeal
being. Which thing according to truth, is false ;
for Love exists not as a being in itself but is a
quality of a being.

(e) Therefore, if we see that the poets have
spoken of inanimate things as if they had sens*
and reason and have made them speak together,
and not only real things but unreal things (that
is to say, they have said of things which do not
exist that they speak and have said that many
qualities of things speak as if they were beings
and men), the composer in rhyme has a right
to do the like; not, indeed, without some reason,
but with a reason which it were possible after
wards to make clear in prose.

(/
) And in order that no witless person may

take any licence therefrom I say that neither did
the poets speak thus without reason, nor should
they who rhyme speak thus, without having some
interpretation in their own minds of what they
say ; for deep shame were it to him who should
rhyme under cover of a figure or of a rhetorical
colour and, afterwards, being asked, knew not
how to strip such vesture from his words, in
such wise that they should have a real meaning.
And this my first friend and I well know of many
who rhyme thus stupidly.

These passages prove internally that
the Vita Nuova was written under the
general law of allegory accepted by Dante
in his day. From De Monarchia we
read :

There are two ways of going wrong as to
the mystic sense, either by looking for it where

it is not or by taking it as it ought not to be
taken. Concerning the first, Augustine says in
the City of God that not everything which

is told as having happened is to be taken as
significant; but for the sake of that which is

significant that which is not significant is also
added. Only with the ploughshare is the earth
cleft, but in order for this to be done the other
parts of the plough are also needed.

Dante accepted this law throughout all
his work, obviously. Such words are, of
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course, a warning against ultra-alle
gorising; they are also a good reply to
the literalists who wish to drive the alle-
gorists into absurdity by compelling
them to disclose a double sense in the dot
on the "

i
" and the cross on the "

t.
"

Turning now to the Convivio, we find
not only the law as to the double or quad
ruple sense stated in the clearest terms,
but the application of it by a thorough
analysis of certain of Dante's own poems
by himself.

I say that, as was told in the first chapter,
this exposition must be both literal and allegori
cal ; and that this may be understood it should
be known that writings may be taken and should
be expounded chiefly in four senses. The first
is called the literal . . the second the alle
gorical, and is the one that hides itself under
the mantle of these tales and is a truth hidden
under beauteous fiction. . . The third sense
is called the moral . . . the fourth sense is
railed the analogical —that is to say, " above the
sense.

' '

In another passage he equates ana
logical with mystical. The treatises of
the Convivio contain many more passages
confirmatory of the above rule —explicit
illustrations of it.

II.— DANTE'S PERSONAL
EXPERIENCES

The next theme is elucidated in
Epistle X. Was Dante a mystic? Did
he have mystical experiences which he

could make the subject matter of his
allegories? He himself says emphati
cally, Yes.

The All-mover's glory penetrates through
the universe, and regloweth in one region more,
and less in another. In that heaven which most

receiveth of his light, have I been ; and have
seen things which whoso descendeth from up
there hath no knowledge nor power to retell ;

because, as it draweth nigh to its desire, our
intellect sinketh so deep, that memory cannot go
back upon the track. Nathless, whatever of the
holy realm I had the power to treasure in my
memory, shall now be matter of my song.

(Paradiso I. i.)
With these words Dante opens the

third part of his Divine Comedy. They
can be interpreted either as poetical ima

gery or as a statement of mystical experi
ence, but when we read Dante's dedica

tory epistle which accompanied the gift of
the work to his noble patron, Can Grande
Delia Scala, we can hardly be in doubt

that the author wishes to be understood in

the second sense. He says (line 530) that

similar experiences were those of St.

Paul, as described in Corinthians,
Ezekiel, Richard of St. Victor, Ber
nard of Clairvaux, and St. Augustine.
And if

,

as he thinks possible, his critics
should "

carp and yelp
" against him on

account of his joining so saintly a com

pany, being a sinner himself, he declares
that to Nebuchadnezzer was also given
the power

" to see certain things against
sinners and then dropped them into
oblivion." The argument perhaps is not

powerful, but it is unmistakable in its

meaning. He says further (line 610),
" there will be a process of ascending
from heaven to heaven, and the narrative
will tell of blessed souls discovered in each

orb, and how true blessedness consists in

the sense o
f the prime source of truth,

as is evident by St. John in the passage :

' This is true blessedness, to know thee,

the true God.' " The ecstatic journey,
then, is based on personal and speculative
elements and is psychologic and spiritual,
not topographical. The work, he says, is
" of more senses than one; for it is one

sense which we get through the letter,
and another which we get through the

way the letter signifies ; and the first is

called literal, but the second allegorical or

mystic
"

(line 140). The purpose of the

work is stated in the poet's own words
(line 270) : "to remove those living in

this life from a stale of misery and lead
them to the state of felicity."

HI. _THE FORM OF DANTE'S
LYRICS

In order to understand the Vita Nuova
and the lyrics upon which it is founded,
reference should be made to such a book
as Freeman Mott's " The System of
Courtly Love." Here we learn that the

Troubadours or the Poets of the Twelfth
Century show a consistent and developed
system of philosophy, if such it may be

called, which can be traced through the
various works of the Provencal poets ; in

the first place, the chief topic is sensuous
love, and they are very often frankly
licentious. The general principles of their
ideas can be stated as follows : Love is
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the highest good, and binds the poet so
that he cannot escape. He would be his
lady's vassal and do all that she wishes.
Sometimes love forgets the lover, and he
abuses her, but he soon repents. The
cause of love is the lady's beauty, her
courtesy, or kindness, and beauty enters
the eyes and penetrates to the heart.
Sometimes love is conceived as a flame,
which burns up the lover, and its effects
are suffering, sickness, and well-nigh
death. In such cases weeping is a relief.
Lovers cannot rest in absence, the lady's
image is always present, and his desire
plunges the lover into contradictions,
foolishness, and even madness. In the
presence of his lady the lover trembles
and grows pale. Fear keeps him from
showing his love and asking for hers, and
the lady is always addressed by an
assumed name, such as " Beauty's Eyes "
or "Thou Hast No Wrong."

The poet often worships the object of
his love with entire devotion and perfect
submission to her will and absolute faith
fulness, and nothing is of value in com
parison to this love, and the result of such
devotion ennobles him who pays it.

Such are the general characteristics of
the poems of the Troubadours. It
remains now to be said that the ladies to
whom such poems are addressed are not,
as might be supposed, merely those to
whom the poets might individually be

attached. They are in almost every case
princesses, queens, countesses, or in some
way women who hold a high position at
some court, and the Troubadour repre
sents himself as being her slave and
lover. In fact, they are always married
ladies to whom such poems are addressed.

Now the character of the ladies would
have a considerable influence upon the

poet and his work, and it so came that a

group of influential courtly ladies not
being willing to have questionable poems
addressed to them, the tone and manner
of the Troubadours were much lifted

thereby, and a reversion to the earlier
sensuous type became rare. About the

year 1200 Italy had no literature of its
own, and the higher type of Provencal
poets passed over to the numerous courts
of that country, became popular, and

were much copied by the Italians. At
length poetry,, in the hands of these
Italians, forced its way into the learned
circles where Latin was dominant and
sought to become an instrument of
philosophy. It was Guido Guinicelli who
was the most notable of the forerunners
of Dante (who, indeed, considered him his
master), and who considerably changed
the subject-matter of lyrical poetry from
love to the ideals of philosophy. Still,
however, he and those contemporary with
him retained the old forms, so that it
came about that the terms of love were
used as symbols for philosophic and moral
conceptions, while such matters were, of
course, discussed directly in Latin. The
Florentine poets raised the art to a higher
degree. With them " My Lady "

is still
the embodiment of all perfections, but she

becomes at the same time a symbol, the
incarnation of something higher. Love
for her passes beyond her to Virtue and
the Highest Good. The direct and per
sonal chivalrous love of the Pro
vencals became transformed into spiritual
love, and poetry received a symbolic and
allegorical character, its proper purpose
being the presentation of philosophic
truth, masked by a beautiful veil of
imagery. Now this allegory has to
be true to itself as imagery, that is, the
outer sense and, true to itself, in its inner

significance.
In Florence the virtues spoken of by

the philosophers were substituted for the
virtues of the knight, and the exaggerated
laudation of princesses was abandoned,

and the movement led to the religion of
mystical abstractions. But these mystical
abstractions became in Dante concrete
realities, personal experiences, and thus
in his early poems the old forms remain,
but fresh vividness of feeling and the
real meaning which they represent trans

figures them. In Dante's time " My
Lady " is not necessarily a woman at all.

IV. — AN INTERPRETATION OF
" THE NEW LIFE."

The Vita Nuova of Dante is here re

garded as an allegory. By many
students it has been treated as a record of

Dante's love for Beatrice Portinari, into
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which record has been woven by the poet
much scholastic lore and mystical specu
lations. It may be said that in the primary
sense it is quite possible that the Vita
Nuova does tell the love of Dante for
a certain beautiful woman, and that
such love would dictate the form which
the book would take ; but I have to main
tain that the historical certitude of this
love becomes weaker and weaker as the
secondary or allegorical sense emerges ;

and this allegorical sense is by far the
more important—so much so that as it
assumes definite shape the figures of the
human Beatrice and her companions begin
to fade into obscurity.

It would appear that the Vita Nuova
fell into the hands of Boccaccio, Dante's
earliest biographer, who read it in the
primary sense alone, using it as an his
torian might use the private diary of a

man of whom he knew little at first hand ;

in due course this biography, built up
from an allegory left uninterpreted, came
to be accepted as history, so that later
scholars support their views by two docu
ments, an autobiography and a bio
graphy, mutually confirming the primary
sense only. I therefore urge that, for
the moment, Boccaccio should be put aside
while we study Dante's documents alone.
These are, of course, Vita Nuova, Con-
vivio, and Divina Commedia.

It is right to say that even in the poet's
lifetime his Vita Nuova was not under
stood in a manner pleasing to him, and
in spite of his ingenious attempts to cor
rect this misunderstanding by sundry
hints to the initiated the primary sense
has held the field until this day.

The dramatis personae of the Vita
Nuova may be described as follows :—

par. II. la gloriosa donna delta mia mente. . . .

Beatrice.
the glorious lady of my mind. . .

Beatrice.

This name is well chosen to signify the
Mystic Consciousness that rare human
faculty which makes man truly blessed,
hence the name Beatrice —" conferring
blessedness." Compared with the normal
rational consciousness, which doubts,

compares, reasons and deduces, the mys
tic consciousness is intuitional. By a pro

cess that transcends reasoning, man at

tains to knowledge and joy that cannot
otherwise be reached ; in some few it

arises spontaneously, in others with pain
ful effort, in many not at all.

par. III. Me saluto virtuosamente tanto.
saluted me so virtuously.

The salutation of Beatrice is the Mystic
Ecstasy, which is, as it were, a blissful
crisis of the mystic consciousness, an in
supportable rapture that seems to take
man to the very limits of all bliss.

una figura d'uno signore. . . A more.
the form of a lord .... Love.

Love is the New Life, literally and ex

plicitly, that comes to a man after his
attainment of the mystic consciousness.
It is new in relation to the old life, which
it invades and destroys, or if not entirely,
at least it combats. Having come, it says," I am thy lord." Needless to say, the

new life contains love ; love, even as the

normal man knows it
,

is the root of the

new life, the spiritual entry of the new
birth.
par. VI. era schermo di tanto amore . . . mia

defesa.
was as a screen to my great love . . .

my safeguard.

The lady of the screen is the Life of
Courtesy or Pleasure, which served as a

mask to hide or to explain in a certain
sense what otherwise would have been

surprising to many, who would therefore
attribute the poet's raptures and visions
to hyperbolic art in the service of the
courtly life, and this would satisfy him
for a time.
par. VIII. una donna giovane e di gentile asfetlo

molio.

a young and very beautiful lady.
This maiden most probably represents

the virtue of Chastity ; and her death the

loss of that virtue, the sonnet quite clearly
confirms this view.
par. X. mi nego il suo dolcissimo salulare.

she denied me her most sweet salutation.

This is the Failure to attain the Mystic
Ecstasy, which could be reached either
spontaneously or by means of meditation
—well-known to the mystics of the Middle
Ages.
par XIV. una gentile donna, che disposata era

lo giorno.

a lady who had been married that day.
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The marriage of Beatrice suddenly

learned of by Dante, is the first Premoni
tion of the Loss of the Mystic Conscious
ness.

mia transfigurazione
my transfiguration.

This represents the Paralysis arising
from failure to realise the ecstasy and the
consciousness of its threatened total loss.
It is the " desolation " of the religious
mystics.

par. XXIII. Beatrice ale una volta si muvia
Beatrice shall die some day.

In his dream these words are heard by
Dante ; they are a Further Premonition
of the Loss of the Mystic Consciousness,
and are followed by . words to the effect
that Beatrice was already dead ; but being
a dream only, it seems that the mystic
consciousness had not quite left him but
was swiftly diminishing.
par. XXIV. una gentil donna . . . Giovannia

Primavera
a gentle lady . . . Joanna

. . . Spring.

The choice of the names, Joanna and
Spring, is due to the fact that John the
Baptist was the herald of Christ, Spring
the herald of Summer, and here Joanna
is the forerunner of the returning Beatrice
—therefore : a Premonition of the Pos
sible Regain of the Mystic Consciousness
lost in life's turmoil of unrest,

par. XXIX. chiamo questo gentiUssima a

gloriare
called this most gentle lady to

glory.

The death of Beatrice is (to Dante) the

seeming Total Loss of the Mystic Con
sciousness, and her going to Heaven in
dicates the perception that the Heavenly
World is the true home of the mystic con
sciousness, that it indeed is Heaven.

par. XXXVI. una gentil donna giovane e bella
molto, la quale da una fenestra
me reguardava

a gentle lady young and very
beautiful, who from a window
was looking at me.

The lady at the window is according to
Dante's own words in the Convivio, " the
beauteous daughter of the Emperor of the

universe, called by Pythagoras ' Philo
sophy.'" In this regard therefore, she

is a lady of compassion or pity, to com

fort Dante at the loss of the mystic con-

sciousness, and therefore represents
Rational Consciousness at its highest,
which, although in itself good, is as

nothing compared with the mystic con
sciousness. Dante borrows the concep
tion of Philosophy as a woman of com
passion from Boethius, who had written
in his Consolation of Philosophy of the
visit to his prison of such a figure. Dante
truly perceives, however, that the
Rational and Mystic Consciousnesses are
discrete degrees of consciousness (as, for
instance, colour is to sound) and not re

lative degrees, as blue is to red, or treble
is to bass, and therefore, in his amatory
terms of allegory they are opposed and
antagonistic— rival loves.

par. XI. III. una mirabil visione
a marvellous vision.

Probably, in a degree, a Return of the
Mystic Consciousness, or if not, at least
a great concept (from the results of his

experiences) alike of truth and of art,
which determined the scope and plan of
the Divina Commedia. I will here quote
the closing words of the Vita Nuova in

the final prose paragraph, calling special
attention to the words I have printed in
italics. Perhaps they indicate that Bea
trice was not a woman !

par. XLIII. After writing this sonnet a won
drous vision was vouchsafed me : wherein I be

held things which decided me not to write
more concerning this most blessed Lady, until
such time as I am able to treat more worthily
of her. And to attain to this, I strive as far as

1 can; and this she knoweth well. And if
it be pleasing to Him through whom all things
have their life, that my life last some few
years, I hope to say of her things that were
never yet written 0/ any woman. Hereafter,
may it be the pleasure of Him who is the Lord
of Grace, that my spirit go forth to behold the

glory of its lady, even that blessed Beatrice
who Iooketh for ever on the face of Him, qui
est per omnia saecula benedictus.

V.— DANTE'S "SECOND LOVE."
The relations existing between the

Mystic Consciousness, and Rational
Philosophy, or the work of the self-con
scious mind, are dealt with by Dante in
four different ways, following his own
psychological experience and ultimate
speculation.

I. In the Vila Nuova Beatrice is
the Mystic Consciousness, first referred
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to in paragraph 2. The Lady of the Win
dow is Rational Philosophy, first men
tioned in paragraph 36.

Dante's first love was therefore for the
Mystic Consciousness inevitably, and
after its loss he was very much drawn
towards and comforted by Philosophy.
Such a work of art, however, as the
Vita Nuova could only end in one

way, i.e., by his faithfulness to his first

love, and this ending being true to art,
was also true to the facts of Dante's own

experience, for although he was very
much attracted and soothed by the specu
lations of Philosophy, yet he could not

forget his early experience, nor find in the

Lady of the Window any of the beauty he

had found in Beatrice.
II. In the Ode No. 1.

" Ye who by
understanding move the thir^ Heaven,"'
the same situation, namely, the opposi
tion of the Mystic to the Rational Con
sciousness, is again expressed as a con
flict between two types of thought. The
idea of a battle of thoughts had already-
been expressed in sonnet 22 in the Vita
Nuova, and paragraph 39, where four
thoughts contend for supremacy in his
mind. In this first ode, however, the con
flict is distinct and definite, and instead of
the victory being on the side of the old

thought, i.e., the Mystic Consciousness, it
is on the side of the new thought, i.e.,
Rational Philosophy, now certainly includ

ing speculative theology, Convivio II. 15 :

165-188.
In the Tornata, or last verse, the poet

expresses the belief that few would

rightly understand the meaning of the

ode.
III. In the Convivio, the subject is

again taken up, and, after a preliminary
treatise, Dante expressly says in the
second treatise that, as I have already
stated, the Lady of the Window of the

Vita Nuova is Philosophy, and he ex

plains the first ode in the sense expressed
above. The Convivio also gives the vic

tory to Rational Philosophy, and the
book, as a matter of fact, was to be a

monument of learning attained by the

study of Philosophy, rather than by
means of the Mystic Consciousness.

The Beatrice of the Vita Nuova was

" The Glorious Lady of my Mind," the

Philosophy of the Convivio is
"

The Lady
of the Intellect," and in the second trea

tise, chap. IX., he says he will no longer
speak of Beatrice, but henceforth only of
My Lady Philosophy, because the Con
vivio represents the results of self-con
scious intellectual study, and not of

mystic intuition and emotional experience
which had been fully treated of in the

Vita Nuova.
IV. In the Divina Commedia, a work

composed towards the end of Dante's life,

the whole position becomes changed. The

epic art requires a more dramatic and

striking figure than My Lady Philosophy,
whose place is taken by none other than

Virgil. Beatrice appears as before for
the Mystic Consciousness, which con

ducts man to God. In this great work
there is no longer a conflict between the

two, but perfect harmony. Dante has

long perceived that the Mystic Conscious
ness is the Heavenly Consciousness, in

fact, is Heaven, and therefore he con

ceives of Beatrice in the Highest Heaven.
Self-conscious mind and its activity, how
ever, is non-celestial, and subordinate to

the celestial type of consciousness. It is

for that reason, therefore, that Virgil is

sent by Beatrice to guide Dante through
the purlieus of Hell up the slopes of Pur
gatory, and on attaining the earthly Para
dise just on the borders of the Heavenly
World, Virgil leaves Dante, and he is

again led on by Beatrice through the

various stages of the Spiritual World,
learning, as in his youth, from her alone.

VI.—THE VISION.
It is impossible in this article to do jus

tice to the beauties of the great work in

which Dante represents himself visiting
the depths of Hell, climbing the slopes of

Purgatory and ascending to the Stars.
Readers who are helped by w hat has gone
before may be glad, nevertheless, to have
some indication of the way in which the

mystical conceptions of Dante's earlier
writings reappear here. The ideal date
of the composition of the Comedy is

Raster 1300, but it was written during
the first 20 years of the fourteenth cen

tury, it is full of "
predictions

" which
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had at that time become history. This
gave to the book a wonderful power over
the imagination of its contemporaries. It
is full of the speculative mysticism of the
middle ages ; but it also sparkles with
many a gem of personal psychologic ex
perience. The mystical allegory is simple
and can be grasped by following the refer
ences to Beatrice ; throughout she is the

key. I must satisfy myself with but one
illustration. When at last after the long
journey through Hell and Purgatory
Dante stands in the earthly Paradise look

ing towards Heaven he espies a wonder
ful procession approaching on the other
side of the stream. Heralded by nymphs
and angels, accompanied by music, the
ancient prophets and the evangelists
march before a chariot drawn by a crea

ture half bird, half animal. The car is

the Church, the gryphon is Christ, divine
and human. In the car stands Beatrice.
It is impossible that Dante could have
placed there the figure of a young Floren
tine woman who in his youth had been

the object of his love. Beatrice Port-
inari (of Boccaccio's " Life ") has no
place in the chariot of the Church ; but
Beatrice —" She who blesses "— the

Mystic Consciousness, is in her right
place there. The Church exists ideally to
carry, to preserve, even, one may say, to
disseminate this spiritual life. If it does
not it has no reason for its existence.
From the car Beatrice addresses Dante in

terms which can only come properly from
her in reference to what she symbolises

(see Purgatorio xxix to xxxi.). The mys
tical life of his youth and early manhood
calls him back to faithfulness.

William Loftls Hare

DAWN

Wise-eyed and pure and passionless They stand,
The Watchers of the Dawn, eternally
Gazing with starlit eyes o'er land and sea,

Waiting in silence for Their Lord's command . . .

Pitying, with marvellous love, They see the Earth
Pass with blind valour through the fire-crowned gloom
Of sacrifice— strange web of Horror's loom —

Bleeding and pain-racked in the throes of Birth.

And now the Darkness lightens, and the shy
Dawn creeps up, tremulous, to renew the World

In holiness . . . Quiet amethyst and rose
Flame to royal purple . . . Richer the colour grows ;

The far-flung golden banners are unfurled ;

The thunderous chariots of the Sun draw nigh.
H. C. W.



THE ROMANCE OF
TEACHING

<By WILLIAM PLATT

[Principal of the Home School, Grindleford; Author of
" Child Music," " Drama of

Life" " A Study of a Great Scholar" etc.]

SUPPOSE

it were given to you to
take a few of the very best of com

panions to a district, known to you
but not to them, where the scenery

was beautiful and full of surprises; even

though you might yourself know the full
beauty of each vista, would you not renew

your pleasure as you watched the joy and

surprise of your friends to whom you un
folded these charms? That is the
Romance of Teaching. There are those
wonderful stories called history, most of
them fascinating, and many of them true ;

that enticing collection of knowledge,
geography, the tale of that Earth so abso

lutely bound up in our own tale ; that
parent subject, geology, on which geo
graphy rests. The fascination of figures,
the quaint riddles of mathematics, com

prising also the calculations (dimly peeperi

at) of those weird folk the bankers ; the

designs of the engineers and architects,
based on geometry. The sciences, natural
and physical, with their splendid lore of
phenomena, their array of cause and effect
as imposing as a State procession, their
revelation of the powers of Nature and
the use of such powers by artifice. The
arts of drawing and of music, enticing
lures that draw the soul on. And the
magic of language, be it our own speech
or another's, with all the shining wealth
of great literature to back it. Add to this
the eternal parables of the Bible, the ex
position, as it arises naturally in the
school, of the rules of conduct, manhood,
character. . . .

Thus, if children are to you the best of
companions; if you can love your sub

jects and your children, and expound the

one to the other as you would introduce
a charming girl to a nianlv voting man,

if you can kindle enthusiasm as a fire that

warms or as a beacon that guides . . .

then you will know, better than I can tell

you, the Romance of Teaching.

The Romance of the Bible
The romance of the Bible—and

what book is fuller of romance? Warmed
by the East, by the glamour of the Sun
rise (both literal and spiritual), it brought
our northern nation its most valuable
complement. It was as a light that shone,
as a fire that burned.

The dear old tales of Genesis, the

romance of the Patriarchs, full of

humanity, of simplicity and daring in the

telling, of a pellucid seriousness. The
up-growing of Israel as a nation ; the

wonderful Three-man romance of dark-
hearted Saul and the noble and gallant
David and Jonathan. The non-attempt
to smear over the typical Davidian faults.

The Psalms, and their rich and varied

poetry and imagery ; the Book of Job
—here let us pause a little, for here is

one of the world's most amazing poems.
What is the answer to Job, when he cries
out in despair at his misfortunes? Turn
to Chapter 38 for one of the most wonder
ful messages ever sent by Poet to Man :

Then the Lord answered Job out of the

whirlwind :

Who is this that darkeneth counsel?
Gird up thy loins like a man.
Where wast thou when I laid the foun

dations of the Earth,
When the morning stars sang together,

and all the Sons of God shouted for joy.
The Lord God disdains to answer any

of Job's purely personal questions ; the
Universe is a wondrous Universe, fuller
than man can tell of romance, poetry,
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beauty, drama ; let Job play his part in it
and be thankful; let him be one in the

Almighty harmony, and in his ears he

shall hear again the Song that the morn

ing stars sang, and the joy-shout of the
Sons of God.

Turn we now to the romance of the

Prophets, to the mysteries and the mes

sage of Isaiah and of his peers ; that we
also may

" mount up with wings, as

eagles.
"

Coming now to the New Testament, we
arrive at once at the most wonderful of
all romances, at the drama of dramas, the

tale of which has thrilled the world ever
since. Jesus of Nazareth ; the supreme
teaching and the supreme Sacrifice ; the

highest commandment, that wc love one
another ; love is the fulfilment of the law.
How simple it all is, yet how new !

No great teacher ever before put his
lore into so small a compass ; yet it is all-
sufficing. Its very simplicity is baffling
in its essentially gentle, forceful beauty.
Into how small a page could be printed
the vital utterances of the Master ! And
His life-story, into almost as simple a re

cord. Yet all that a great story needs is
there in abundance, all that a great soul
feels is expressed.

A new drama begins in the " Acts of
the Apostles." What this is and means
is worth a moment's pause. Realise the
intense situation of the opening chapters.
These rugged disciples had been in daily
communion with their noble Teacher; He
had been more to them than a nursing
mother to her babe. Now He was sud
denly withdrawn from them, as it seemed ;

and this handful of bewildered men,

looking at each other with strange, sad

eyes, began to question, one with
another, as to what they ought to do.
What follows is the story of the build
ing up of a Church; a moving story, full
of incident and heroism ; but does it not
at once occur to anyone who reads his
New Testament with simple, reverent
heart and eager, open mind that the
teaching of the Master is something infi
nitely more inspiring than the making of
His Church? Whatever shape the second
might take, it was the first that was of
vital import; the Divine teaching was,

perforce, greater than the human attempt
to organise it; the much-to-be-desired

union of Christianity will be near when

we all feel and admit that Christ in the

Church, however wonderful, is less

sublime than Christ in the heart.

Many epistles of varying interest to

day throw light on the drama unfolded in

the " Acts "
; and then comes a marvellous

vision of the fight between good and evil,

the stupendous Revelation with its grand
series of pictures, vivid, catastrophic, yet

infinitely tender and unfailingly inspiring.
Behold the Book ! open it where you

will.

The Romance of Civics
If any teacher wants a chance of

thoroughly enjoying himself —and teach

ing can be the most enjoyable as well as

the worst-paid of professions — let him try
the experiment of teaching Civics, with
practical illustrations, to a class of keen

and lively children.
I had a class of 18 merry girls and boys,

aged 10 and 11. I made my own plans
for a new experiment, without reference
to anything that may or may not have

been done before, and I had an absolutely

free hand. I was determined to teach
them, without devoting too much time,

and yet without spoiling by over-haste,
the practical meaning of " General Elec
tion " and " Trial by Jury."

Start away. The two candidates chosen
were two boys. They were drilled a little
in their parts out of school hours, to make

things run. To give the children two
issues that they could understand, one be

lieved in Economy, the other in spending
money as long as it was wisely spent.
V oting papers as near to the real ones as

possible were typed by me. Everything
being ready, the actual lesson took a little
over one hour only, and I doubt if the
children will ever forget it.

Each of the candidates made speeches.
Brief ones, be it noted. A little rowdy in

terruption was allowed, as being typical,
though the principle was condemned. A
polling-booth was prepared. Three dig
nified ancient inhabitants of the borough
scrutinised the applicants for voting
papers with marked dignity. Two friends
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of the candidates did a little last-moment

canvassing-, or asked questions concern

ing the votes.
The Mayor counted the papers. It was

imagined to be midnight, and a vast
crowd assembled outside the Town Hall.
The Mayor read the result. Cheering and

booing ; a speech (of a few words only)
from each candidate; then the two rivals
shook hands, admitting that each had

fought the election like an English gentle
man.

The boy who was elected was the least

popular of the two boys, but he had made
the better speech. The class took the
matter very seriously, though at the same
time very joyously, and agreed that he

was by far the more suitable person to re

present them in Parliament ! The prin
ciples he advocated were very hazily
slated, and whatever they were, they had
practically nothing to do with the case.
It was the fervid yet gentlemanly elo
quence with which he begged for their
votes, and his declared purpose of devot
ing himself to his work, that won him his
proud position.

The trial by jury was an even more
stirring event. I consulted the children
as to what the crime should consist of,
and nothing less than a poisoning case
would suit their melodramatic little
minds ! So, lo and behold ! two little
girls of ten and eleven stood in the dock,
their eyes blazing defiance, watched by
two stern and sturdy boy-policemen. I
was the judge ; there was a barrister for
and against ; five witnesses, an usher and
six jurymen, one of whom was chosen
foreman.

Amid tense excitement, the prosecu
tion put forward the awful charge of
attempting to poison a dear old lady by
putting arsenic in her tea. The object of
the crime was to secure her money, said
to be left to them in the dear old lady's
will. The defence tried to put the blame
on the cook. The witnesses were :—

The expert chemist who proved the
poison to have been there ;

The dear old lady ;

The cook ;

The chemist to whom the accused had
come, ostensibly to buy rat-poison !

All these were examined and cross-ex
amined with a brevity which was remark
able ; the one witness for the defence was
a young lady who had known the two all

their lives and thought them the most in

nocent creatures imaginable.
The attitude of the accused was far

from reassuring. Their pert defiance did

not savour of virtue. The judge summed
up, as briefly as the case in miniature de

manded, taking care to say that black as

the evidence might look, the accused
must have the benefit of any doubt. The
jury consulted a moment, then returned
with a verdict of unexpected ingenuity ;

they brought in that both the prisoners
were guilty, but that the elder one ap

peared from her attitude to have been

the ring-leader, and deserved the greater
punishment.

This verdict was, to me, one of the

most interesting of all the happenings ; U

was entirely the children's own idea, and

showed how real everything was to them.

The judge considered it his duty now

(after having been strictly impartial be

fore), to say that he agreed with the ver
dict, and to add a few words to the mis
guided creatures before him as to the

dreadful nature of the crime that they

only just failed to commit. At this point
the witness for the defence developed vio
lent partisan feelings, and asked what
would happen if she called the judge a

horrid old pig. When she was informed
that she would, in that case, be sent to

prison for a month for contempt of court,

she answered that it was not fair, as of
course the judge could call her a horrid
old pig without any punishment what
ever. An assurance that judges were far
too dignified ever to use such language
entirely failed to mollify her.

After this brief episode the judge pro
ceeded to allot certain terms of imprison
ment to the two unhappy criminals, ap
portioned as suggested by the foreman
of the jury. The two stern policemen
marched off the guilty pair, whose atti
tude was defiant to the last.

The Romance of History

That History is full of romance of an

intcnselv real kind, is so obvious as
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scarcely to need mentioning. Novelists
and play-writers of all ages have gone to

history for text and background, Shake
speare and Marlowe affording noble ex
amples. It is but a step from the vivid
character-drawing of Shakespeare to
such a prose epic as Carlyle's " French
Revolution "

; while much of the work of
Green has the same quality of construc
tive imagination. No dull chronicler of
events, however accurate, can have the
educative value of writers who force us
to realise the play and counter-play of
human thought, emotion, and action;
who show us, so to speak, not merely
that the tides move, but also the action
of the moon and sun that pull the tides,
;ind the effects of the coast-lines to which
the tides flow.

In teaching history in schools, too
much attention is often given to mere
details which obscure, rather than help,
the real issues, and make the stories of
the nations resemble a number of articles
put away in different compartments.
Open the No. 1215 drawer, and we find
Magna Charta, and recite its chief clauses.
Such memory work is not a sane or use

ful teaching of history, and when I find
in a Public School Exam, paper :

" What
event do you connect with 1215?

" I
realise that the person capable of asking
that question in that way does not under
stand history as I hold it should be under
stood. Because Magna Charta does not
in any proper or intelligent sense belong
to 1215 ; it belongs to the genius of the
British race ; it was an inevitable sequel
to 1066, to 1100, and to 1106 (i

f we are
to speak in the language of dates), and it

is to some extent accidental that it oc
curred in 1215 and not in 1200 or 1230.

A person who brackets it off with 1215

does so because he finds it easier to make

n small effort of memory than a larger
effort of thought ; and he should be found

a position in a Government office.

Very few school histories make even

a small effort to deal with those larger
issues that are so valuable, and which
can so readily be made to appeal to ;i

child's keen sense of dramatic values.
The Fletcher-Kipling history shows a

very great advance in this respect, and

certain rather obvious faults are more
than out-weighed by this and many other
notable virtues.

Invaluable to the child is the well-
weighed, pithy and yet dramatic presen
tation of the trend of every great move
ment, every epoch, summarising History
as one great continuous story, in many
chapters. Very important is it also to
catch the distinctive note in each nation's
life-story, its leading motive, or charac
teristic rhythm, difficult though this may
be to express. So, lest I lose myself in
too many words, let me endeavour to illus
trate my meaning ; and if you find my
summary inadequate, you may at least
learn something by my failure.

Of Britain, then, I would say :—An
island, well-favoured geographically,
good climate, good soil, and a variety of
land conditions to develop a variety of
intelligence ; with more good natural har
bours round its coast than are found
round the whole of the great continent of
Africa. Placed near enough to the older
civilisation to learn of their wisdom. But
this above all : In such a position that
the most adventurous members of the
most adventurous races were tempted,
time after time to seek their fortune here,
till the new island race was formed from
.the mixture, the race of adventure. Add
to their love of adventure a love of free
dom ; and draw out that the discovery of
America and of the larger world gave
them their opportunity. Speak of their

poets, idealists, scientists ; of the varied
skies that have given them the finest

landscape artists in the world. Credit
them in the main with a love of justice

(born of the love of freedom), which has
enabled them to keep the mighty Empire
born of their adventures, and ask the
children whether, without that grave fault
of boasting, and with readiness to admit
the qualities of other nations, they may
not be proud to uphold the best traditions
of their own island race.

Of this summary, every point should

be illustrated in greater detail ; but the

main idea of it should continue, to give

unity and clearness to the whole.

For the sake of contrast take Russia,
the Empire of the world's largest plain.
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Sooner or later, in the absence of mili
tary borders, one of the races of that
immense plain would dominate nearly
the whole of it. Which race should it
be? Unfortunately for Russia, it was at
first the Tartars. They left their mark of
Asiatic cruelty behind them when at last
the great, patient Slav race threw off the
hated rule of the Golden Horde, but ac
cepted in self-defence a hardly lesser
tyranny from their own kings. So
Russia struggles on, not recognised
among the European powers until the
furious energy of the truly great Peter
forces the recognition. It has been given
to few leaders to claim as truly as Peter
can that it was he w-ho made the empire ;

inexhaustible energy, much carelessness
of his own comfort, indomitable will
power, all these Peter had ; but —this is
the tragedy of Russia—he founded his
Empire on tyranny. And so the inevit
able happens (make this point clear), and
to-day, in 1919, Russia has to be re-made,
this time on a more human plan.

One last example from Italy, a penin
sula so framed that the beauty-loving

culture of the sunny south may be braced

by the energy of the hills; stretching

caressingly into the lovely Mediter

ranean, but with the evident weakness
that the rich plains of the north could be

invaded far more swiftly than the south

could send up help. Thus for fourteen
hundred years after the break-up of the

Roman Empire, the north was cruelly
bullied by Germany, and it is one of his

tory's finest romances that the country
did not lose her unity. For what was
it that for fourteen hundred years kept

Italy still Italy? It was Italian Art,
Italian Culture, Italian Poetry, Italian
Science, which kept the country one, and

great, through every disaster. What is

Shakespeare's attitude towards Italy, and

what towards Germany? What towards
the Country of Culture, and what towards
the big bully of that country? And Italy-
is Italy to-day because she was the Italy
of Michelangelo and of Dante, of Da
Vinci and of Galileo, of Raphael, of

Petrarch, of Titian, of Botticelli, of St

Francis, and of a hundred other great
men.

William Platt

BEAUTY
O Beauty : Thou for whom we mortals quest,

Fill to the brim that sweet ecstatic cup
From which my soul would drink ; ah ! let me sup

My fill. In Thee alone my heart can rest.
Weave now Thy magic spells, and manifest

Thy power ineffable to my poor sight :

Take Thou mine eyes, create in them the light ;

And in my longing heart be Thou the Guest.
Touch my rude nature with diviner love :

Then from my lips shall noble words be sung,
And flowers of loveliness adorn my tongue,

My spirit gaze on Thee until it prove
Thine own transcendent splendour : then on wing
Of pure diaph'nous cloud due homage bring.

J. A. Palmer



LITTLE BIRD
By HIS OWNER

THE
cage has been taken from

the room, but the space it oc

cupied pleads silently at all
hours for its burden to be

brought back. No wonder ; for it

was in years before the war that
Little Bird came down from town and
took possession of his new home. He
combed each wing in turn with a claw,
took a rapid bath, fluttered up to the

topmost perch and sang his tiny song,
a short ascending and descending
phrase. A prisoner in a strange land he

had the will to be happy and content.
From tip of beak to end of tail feathers
he was not much more than two inches
long, his beak and eyes were red, his
feathers reddish-brown and speckled.
He lived on millet seed, and was known
to the fancier who sold him as an Indian
Sparrow, but to everybody in his new
home as " Little Bird." In the summer
the cage and the table supporting it were
carried from his own corner to the sun
niest window, and he would move about
with great energy, crowding into every
few minutes all the incidents of his daily
life. Outside the house all manner of
songsters would be busy, larks in the blue
above, and, in the orchard, whitethroats
and other summer visitors from overseas.
Little Bird welcomed the singers ; he

would listen with head on one side and
then shower his tiny cascade of notes as

though to show that he too was a music
maker.

When the long days were passing,
when the harvest was gathered in and
all the migrants, swallows and house-
martins, cuckoos and warblers, had gone
their ways, Little Bird knew trouble,
though we lightened it as best we could.
A tiny box of cottonwool offered him
warmth at night, and the cage was
closely covered up. But morning after
morning in mid-winter we would find
him crouching on the floor of the cage,
cold and miserable ; so that at last the

fire was banked up by night and the

table placed in the nearest corner that

the cage might be kept warm. Long
sprays of millet were given him from
time to time during tne harsh months
because he had a great fondness for
them, and they helped him to forget
the season. He would flutter on to the
spray, eat vigorously, and give his song
for thanks. In like fashion he would
respond if the feeble wintry sun con
trived to gild his cage for an hour or
two about midday. He was always
grateful ; he would greet the lamp at
night, and even complain when covered
up. It became almost a daily ritual to put
him on the desk in the sun, to go and
hold brief conversation at odd hours,
when, if he never replied save with a
faint chirp, he looked very wise and
friendly, and sympathetic.

Unfortunately, Time pursues the worst
criminal and the most harmless bird
with equal pace. In the forepart of the
winter that has gone Little Bird aged
suddenly. He breathed with difficulty,
the perches grew too far apart for him,
he tried to sing and the simple phrase
became no more than a ghost of what it
had been. We hoped for the magic
healing of spring, looking vainly for
a few glints of sunshine to assure Little
Bird that the light had not left us for
all time. I think he waited, first hope
fully, then hopelessly, for the sun that
never came, and at last as he lay in the
hollow of my hand he turned on his side
and, with one shiver, went his way.

* * #

Down in the cover, in the shade of
larches that only yesterday lit the copse
with rose-coloured plumes, Little Bird
lies in a linen shroud on a bed of cotton
wool in a tin box. Above his grave the
daffodils will greet another spring and
the songsters he loved will build their
nests. Nor are we ashamed to send our
thoughts to his unbroken rest, remember
ing with pleasure how it was once said of
the sparrows: " not one of them is for
gotten before God."



THE OPENING OF THE
TABERNACLE

A STORY OF INTOLERANCE

By ERNEST V. HAYES

IT
was just a chance remark of mine

that induced my friend to tell his
story. We were standing- facing the
chancel of Norwich Cathedral, and 1

happened to observe :
" Doesn't this

cathedral seem bare, somehow? So naked,
that if the builders of this church could
see it

,

they would blush for shame. There

is something lacking here that a temple
ought to have; that the builders of this
temple intended it should have."

My friend turned to me with a wonder
ful light in his eyes." I think I know what you mean. 1

can never worship here. There is a little
church where I worship, where I should
like to take you. I think you would then
understand what is lacking here."

We went. It was a little church in a

back street. The odour of incense lin
gered, and before the altar a red lamp
twinkled like a star. It was Easter Sun
day : the font, the altar, the reading-desk,
the pulpit, and the communion rails were
hidden in fragrant blooms ; a great candle,
festooned with green ferns and white
lilies, was set to the left of the holy place.
There was a Crucifix and a painting of
the Mother and Child.

We sat down in this hallowed atmo
sphere, and there my friend told a story
that had been handed down as a family
tradition.

" The scene of the story is Norwich
Cathedral and this church," he began." The time of it when Edward the Sixth
died and Mary Tudor ascended the throne.
Up to then my family had remained true
to the sacred past, though in Edward's
time they had been harried sorely."

Perhaps it was the familiar way in

which my friend spoke of "my family,"
meaning thereby his ancestors of four

hundred years ago, that caused me first

to lose all sense of time. But as he told
his tale, I saw the cathedral we had lately
left, only now much as I saw the little
church in which we were sitting. I saw

altars there, and shrines where votive
lamps glimmered and candles flickered as

they burned. I saw images, relics, holy
emblems and sacred symbols everywhere,
not furtively admitted, as if uncertain of
their right to be there, but boldly, openly,
clear witness to a faith that was sure of
itself.

And more than all that, I saw what
neither the cathedral nor even this church
possessed : set on the centre of the altar

I saw a great bronze and gold case, with

a jewelled door that was locked, and en

throned on the top of the case I saw a

golden Pyx, circled with gems, and in it

something white — like a snowflake, and
almost as fragile.

And shadowy figures kneeled to It as
they passed and repassed, and censers
poured out a cloud of misty perfume at
Its feet.

" At the time I am speaking of, my
family had been reduced to four members,

at least that is all there is any trace of,"
went on my friend. " There was a

widowed mother and her two sons —
Edmund and Alfred. There was a girl, a

very distant relative, who had been
brought up by nuns, but was now in Nor
wich. Her name was Anne; she was fair
to look upon, and the man who could pass
her and not glance again must have taken

a vow respecting his eyes. She was tall
and slender as a willow and gracefullv
strong. She had hazel brown eves and a

laugh that thrilled you. That was Mis
tress Anne. Edmund had been intended
for the priesthood, but at the religious re
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volution had been sent home, and told to

keep quiet till better days came for the

Catholic Party. Alfred was angry that he

was the younger brother and that Edmund
would inherit. And when the girl Anne
came, with lips wet and coloured as a

rosebud and eyes of soft brown, he grew
to hate his brother cordially. For she
whom every man would turn to look at
would herself turn to look at Edmund
when he passed her. Aye, and watch him
out of sight, and sigh and smile when he

had gone.
"

The lamps still shone redly where the
polden Pyx stood, with the Heavenly
Snowflake in its crystal heart ; I could
hear the voices of a dead generation
chanting.

My friend told on :
" Mary had no sooner ascended the

throne than the old worship was restored
in Norwich Cathedral. But in some of the
smaller churches it was not so easy. The
Protestants there kept their strongholds,
and only one by one could the commis
sioners of the Queen beat down the oppo
sition and restore the Liturgy of the past.
In one church that was particularly so.

It was this very church we are sitting in
now. The Calvinists would not even call
it a church. They called it the Tabernacle
of the Saints, and sometimes the Taber
nacle in the Wilderness. During the
whole of Mary's short reign it resisted,
;ind for reasons not easy now to fathom,
its resistance was successful until the last
days of the queen's life."

It seemed to me that the church in
which we sat had suddenly changed : it
was bare and comfortless like a barn.
There was a low table set in the middle of
this room, and round it the figures of
men, leaning on raised cushions. Was
this the Tabernacle of which my friend

spoke ?

No, these men were not garbed in the
doublet and hose of the sixteenth century ;

they were clad in the flowing garments
of the East. On the table were flat cakes,

speckled with broken brown blisters.
Flagons of soft red wine, mingled with
spices. Bowls of water, crystal clear.
Dishes of bitter herbs, dishes of honey

and of olives. Strewn about were
branches of trees and palms and flowers.
In the midst a seven-branched candlestick,
each candle in it lit. At each side, east
and west, an urn containing olibanum,
that flung its smoke in curling wreaths of
mystic essence to the roof. What was
this?

Twelve men were there, their faces filled
with solemn awe ; they spoke gently to
each other, almost in whispers.

My friend was speaking :
" It was Edmund who grieved to see

this church, once so holy, now so pro
faned, as he considered it. Here the sec
taries used to gather, locking the door so
that no one might disturb them. Unless
you spit in the face of an Image, once be
lieved to be miraculous, you could not
enter. And what good Catholic could do
that? But at last Edmund saw a way,
and he told a priest how it might be done.
The priests agreed it was a good idea, and
they entrusted Edmund with all the de
tails of the scheme, giving him money.

And still I saw that room, where sud
denly the twelve men had sprung to their
feet. One, the youngest of them all, a
mere boy, went to the closed door,
asking :

" Who is there? " And a voice
strong and musical :

" It is I : be not
afraid !

" And the door was opened,
and the MASTER entered, bowing to
His Chosen and blessing them. And I

still heard, as at a great distance, the
Latin hymn :

" O Salutaris Hostia !

Quae caeli pandis ostium." Uncon
scious play on sacred words ! Host and
Victim for His Guests, because He gave
Himself, not a gift merely. Pandis
ostium. Panis caeli. Bread of Heaven.
Heavenly dates opened by a Celestial
Host, in welcome to His Guests, whom
having loved from the beginning, He
loves unto the end.

And still my friend was saying :—
"... giving him money that he

might meet all necessary expenditure.
Sunday came ; only to a few had Ed
mund given details of his plan. In the
evening, the sectaries held their meeting.
Edmund had disguised • himself as a

woman, a woollen hood over his head
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and partly over his face. As they got
within the outer door, a man stood, with
a blackened image of the Virgin Mother
in his hands, and all who would pass in
side must spit at it. It was wet with
the saliva of hatred, and Edmund shud
dered as he saw that holy thing, once so
venerated, offered such insult. As he

came to the image, he made as though
to spit, but stopped and forced a sneeze
instead. " Oh, you devil !

"
he said,

looking at the image but meaning th<.'

man who held it. " May God blast ill
such evil things as thou !

" And the
man who waited with the image was
satisfied and let him pass. Once more
the doors were locked when all had
entered ; Edmund sat quite close to the
door. Forty stalwarts waited outside,
quietly, till Edmund should give the
signal. The preacher had chosen for his
text :

" They shall put you out of the

synagogues ; yes, the time cometh that
whosoever killeth you will think that he

doeth God service."

And in the room where the Master
was with His Twelve, a wondrous thing
was happening, more wondrous than the
cleansing of the leper, the sight-giving
to the blind and the spittle on the ears of
the deaf. Because this was for all time,
till sacraments end for the illuminate'!
soul. He was taking the fiat, un
leavened cakes; He was raising His eyes
to heaven. He was thanking God, while
the olibanum smoked in the urns, and
the candles flickered. Thanking only ;

not one word of appeal for what might
have been, but thanks for what was and
should be in God's good time. He was
looking down the ages and noting the
horror and the glory which should follow
the words He was about to use. The
fires of Smithfield ; the autos-da-fe of
Madrid ; the gallows of Tyburn ; the

Judenhetze of his own countrymen in
many lands. And still He said the
words, because He was looking at this
mingled greatness and infamy with the
eyes cf the spirit, and He knew that His
words were good. With softly uttered
words He blessed the biscuit in His
hand, and broke it twice. And to the

waiting twelve said. . . .

" What is the matter with you?
"

asked my friend.

I looked at him suddenly ; I was in a

church adorned for Easter, and distant,
I saw a tiny scarlet spot of flame.

" Matter? " I echoed.
" Aren't you interested in my story? "'

he said, piqued.
" You didn't seem to

be iistening. "
" On the contrary. I heard every word.

You were saying that the preacher had
chosen for his text. . ."

" You looked so strange, said my

companion, mollified. " Well, as the

preaching went on, Edmund coughed
and sneezed and coughed, till the con
gregation began to fidget and the par
son looked annoyed.

' Good man,' said
Edmund to the doorkeeper,

' will you
let me out for a while? I do but disturb
these good people.

' The doorkeeper
was nothing loth and prepared to open
the door, when Edmund noticed who sat
behind him. The girl Anne, her eyes
fixed on the preacher. His self-posses
sion left him ; his start and his exclama
tion given in his natural voice brought
eyes upon him. A man jumped up and
pulled the hood away —and lo ! the head
of a man ! With an oath, the man who
had revealed him struck him between the
eyes so that he reeled and fell across
where Anne sat. With a shriek she
recognised him, and forgetful of all, put
her body between him and his assailants.
But the door had been already opened,
and the men crouching outside were
rushing in. The preacher was torn
from his pulpit ; hard blows were being
exchanged and many arrests made. All
the time Anne was defending her love
with her frail, beautiful body. One man
struck her in the mouth so that the
blood came. Others at once sprang to
her assistance, as she swayed and
groaned. The cry was :

'
Spare the girl !

She is a good Catholic \ She is defend
ing her man !

' The doors were flung
wide open, but men guarded the exit ;

there was no chance of escape ; all were
arrested and marched to prison with the
exception of Anne. And because she
had shielded Edmund with her body,
they took her to be of the faithful, and
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so let her be. A couple of priests and
three women stayed in the Tabernacle
to attend to the two of them, for they
were both unconscious. Edmund re
vived first. He looked at the white set
face of the girl. He looked at the open
door of the tabernacle, swinging dis
mally on its broken- hinges. He looked
at the table set in the middle of the
church, a table covered with a white
cloth, on which were pieces of wheaten
bread and a flagon of wine. He looked
at the English Bible, open on the read
ing- board of the pulpit. And he looked
again at Anne, slowly recovering."

The church faded away, still with the
immortal strain heard faintly :

" Oh
Saving Victim, opening wide, The Gates
of Heaven to man below. Our foes
press on from every side ; Thine aid
supply ; Thy strength bestow !

' ' There
was the Upper Room at Jerusalem ; the
first Tabernacle of the Christian Faith.
There was the Unleavened Bread, and
the Master who gave it. He had the
Chalice in His Hands ; the Cup of spiced
wine. "This is My Blood." For the
Chalice of Benediction which the Re
deemers of the Race share with Their
Chosen is indeed Their very Life. The
Cup of Bitterness They must drink alone,
because when it is raised all the Chosen
have fled. But though They drink of the
Chalice of Benediction and the Cup of
Bitterness, yet of the Vessel of Forget-
fulness They will not drink. For the
Cup of Bitterness is Intolerance,
mingled by Ignorance and Hate, and
that Cup the Master of Wisdom and of
Love must drink to the dregs. For to
refuse it, and to accept the Vessel of
Forgetfulness, would be a spiritual ad
mission of and surrender to the Spirit of
Hate, and that admission and that sur
render can never be made by a Master
of Divine Love. And the Master, as He
held fhe Chalice in His hands, saw all
the torturings, all the burnings, all the

miseries that those mystic words of His
would cause. Saw Ridley at his stake
praving that the slow fire might be

kindled more fiercely to end his torment ;

saw Campion the Jesuit mounting the
gallows at Tyburn, glad that his hours

of hideous agony were near their end.
Saw Sir Thomas More and Latimer
dying for the same Lord. And because
to have explained His words, so that
there could be no possibility of misunder
standing, would have been a surrender
to the Spirit of Intolerance, which no
Master of the Wisdom can ever make,
He left the words just as they were.
And I saw a man leave the sacred table
and slink away. I saw the disciples
look at each other, startled, suspicious,
uneasy. I heard a Psalm sung hurriedly,
and a whisper :

" Let us make haste,
lest he De gone to bring our enemies
upon us." And saw the door of the first
Tabernacle open again, and the Master
pass out, blessing the hushed and silent
world as He went.

And as the doors lay open and the
Master stood looking down at the Gar
den where the Cup of Bitterness awaited
Him, I saw a filthy dungeon. And in it
were men and women, praying and sing
ing, while gaolers mocked them and
cursed them. " You that would pull
down the churches and defile the Sacra
ments, look to yourselves ! There shall
be a bonfire lit, ere many days have
passed. A taste of hell for ye, before ye

go to hell forever !
" And the preacher,

white-faced and with quivering lips,
praying :

" Lord, it is nothing with
Thee to help, whether with many or with
them that have no power ; help us, Oh
Lord our God ; for we rest on Thee, and
in Thy Name we go against the multi
tude." And the Master heard and
answered :

" If they have persecuted Me
they will also persecute you. Let not
your hearts be troubled ; neither let them
be afraid."

And my friend went on :—
" As the girl came to her senses, she

saw Edmund standing there, watching
her with eyes in which there was a new
light. In a flash she remembered all
that had happened.

' What have you
done with my people?

' she cried to one
of the priests.

' Beware, your hour will
not last for long!' 'Be silent thou,'
said the priest angrily. ' If this man be

thy lover, go with him quietly and hold

thy peace.' She spurned the young man
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as he came to her. ' Hush,' he whis
pered.

' They will send thee to prison.'
' I care not,' she answered. He caught
her hands in his. ' For my sake, Anne.'
She answered with words of anger but
she did not withdraw her hand. ' You
betray my people.' Tears came into the

young man's eyes.
' I knew not you

were that you were here. ' ' You must
get them free again,' she whispered.

' I
cannot. And if I could, I would not.'
She pulled her hands away.

' I will
have naught to do with you. Send me to
prison also.' He fell back, his face
aflame. He saw the defiled image as it
lay in the doorway. He sprang to it
and lifted it tenderly. The light of an

intense faith filled his heart. He tore
the white cloth off the communion table
and wiped the image with it. Took
water and washed away the spittle, then
kissed the face and the feet of the
Mother and the hands of the Little Child
She held. Sprang to the pulpit, flung
down the open Bible, placed the Statue
there. 'See,' he cried. 'The Mother
comes back again into Her own ! Pre
sently Her Son shall follow in the Mass.'
They gathered round and kneeled. The
Litany of Loretto was sung. ..."

I heard it : I saw the Snowflake high
enthroned amid the lights and flowers,
and I heard the chant :

" Sancta Maria, Sancta Dei Genetrix,
Sancta Virgo Virginum, ora pro nobis."

My friend continued :—
"The Bishop came, mitred, his

crozier borne before him, blessing the
people with his hand. He exorcised the
evil spirits from the place ; he sprinkled
holy water right and left with reckless
prodigality. He fumed the church with
incense, while priests and people sang
Miserere and the Litany of the Saints.
He ordered the Bible to be publicly burnt
outside the church. He cursed all her
etics and schismatics from the pulpit, and
pronounced that the next day at dawn
he would celebrate the Mass once more.
And Anne began to feel moved ; the old
faith and the new love she had for Ed
mund combined to cause her to waver.
The next morning all was enthusiasm.
The Mass began : the Bishop at the foot

of the Altar bowed to say the Confession

of Sins, while priests and choristers sang

Kyrie Eleison. Edmund knelt, his soul

transfigured. Anne was beside him,

weeping. Gloria in Excelsis rang

out, while the bells danced merrily.
Credo in Ueum, while the people leaped

to their feet. Soon, very soon now the

Consecration would come, and Christ
with it. The Bishop had bowed over the

Elements ; he was whispering, whisper
ing. The people were prostrate ; all was

silent. Then a tiny bell rang thrice.

Christ was there ! He had come back !

And the choir broke again into song :
' Blessed is He that cometh in the Name
of the Lord !

' "

Yes ; the dungeon was still there before

me ; the preacher was comforting his

flock, who huddled together.
" Brethren,

fear not them that can destroy the body ;

fear Him who can destroy the soul.
Brothers, it seems as though Christ were

standing here in our midst, and these eyes
of mine can see Him. I see Him as He
appeared in the Garden of Gethsemane,

after He had eaten His Holy Supper with
His disciples. He is praying in some of

you now :
' Father, if it be possible, let

this cup pass from Me.' But presently
He shall say in all of you :

' Nevertheless,
not my will, but Thine be done.'
Brethren, I was but a frail old man, but
now I feel divine strength within me. I

can face rack and stake for Him, because
He can assuage the pain or make us able
to bear it. He is saying to each of us :
' Now ye have sorrow ; but I will see you
again. And your heart shall rejoice, and

your joy no man shall take from you.'
"

My companion still told his tale :
" Anne was whispering to Edmund :

' I
will go back to the Church. I will make
my penance next Sunday and be recon
ciled.' His face lit up. ' Oh, Anne, how
happy you have made me !

' Then his
face clouded — how could he tell her? Be
sides, she might draw back if she knew,
and not be reconciled to Holy Church.
He would not tell her—now. Afterwards,
perhaps."

I touched my friend on the arm.
Before you go on with the story of

Edmund and Anne, will you tell me what
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became of the unfortunate people who
were thrown into the dung-eon?

"

He hesitated.
" Well," he said, " of course ideas

were very cruel and crude in those days.
I suppose the people then would not have
been at all impressed by our methods of
justice. "

1 bowed my head ; I knew what was
coming." I would like to know, if your record
tells you. Because, as a heretic myself,
I would like to know what those early
heretics wrought for us who live in peace
and are hurt of no man."

" I regret to say that they were burned,
except those who recanted. There is a

special note in my record of the old
pastor. They made a horrible example
of him. He took an hour in the burn
ing. .

"No! Don't! For Heaven's sake.

" While he was burning they celebrated
Mass on an altar near by."

I shuddered and grew sick.
" The following Sunday Anne was re

conciled to the Church. And wild in her
heart rang the music of a woman lost in
love : Edmund was hers at last ! And
then he told her. ' Anne, you must for
give me not telling you before. I am to
be ordained a priest this very afternoon.'
She stared at him. ' So you have lied to
me, Edmund !

' ' How, Anne? What is
your meaning? ' Though he knew, and
she knew he knew. ' Do you mean you
have come back just for me? ' Pride
answered him. ' Certainly not ! Only I

might have married your brother, had 1

known I was free.' A pang shot through
him. ' You can marry him now. He will
inherit everything.' 'Your possessions
are not so valuable that a girl would take
them into consideration when she chose
her man,' she retorted angrily. He did
not answer. There was a whispering, an
excitement in the streets. It ran, this
rumour, all along the city like a streak of
lightning. ' The Queen is dying ! 'Tis
said she cannot live many hours longer !

'

And another cry :
' Cod bless and keep the

Princess Elizabeth !
'

Anne looked at
Edmund and her lips curled. '

Maybe

'twill not be long ere this church is turned
into a tabernacle again,' she said. ' May
be 'tis well you be ordained priest to-day,
since next Sunday to make a priest may
be a crime. Mayhap, 'tis well you have
a chance to say a Mass to-morrow, since
the next day Mass may be forbidden.
Perchance if you be forced to break your
vow of chastity in obedience to the new

Queen's Law, you will find another
bride !

' He answered naught. Later
that afternoon he was ordained."

But all that time I saw two things only.
I saw the human bonfire lit on the waste
ground before the Castle of Norwich, and
amid the flames I saw the tortured faces
of the men who burned there and the set

faces of the men who burned them. For
it was not a pleasant task these priests
did, and they did not gloat over it. In the
name of Religion they wrought their
crime, who presently, under another
Queen, would taste the horror they had
dealt out to others. And I saw that these
priests and monks were embodiments of
the Priests and Pharisees of the days
when Christianity was young ; the same
souls returned to human birth to work out
another chapter of their terrible supersti
tion. I saw first the tortured figure of the
silver-haired pastor of the Tabernacle in
the Wilderness, burning and wringing his
hands ; then the tortured face of the
Christ, twisting upon His Cross. And
each time I saw the same priests, not
jubilant, not mocking ; simply armed with
a sense of awful duty, a duty they must
pay to their God of Superstition and Hate,
let their human feelings be what they
might. And another thing came to me —
a fleeting flash — and then was gone.
Those same priests were reincarnating in
our midst to-day, still with Hate and the
superstition born of Hate in their souls.
Only Religion failed them ; no longer
might Her sacred Name be used for such
outrages ; but Science stood, newly born
and easily swayed, to their grasp. And
they were using Her name, no less sacred
than the name of Religion, to cloak the
evil that was in them. And the moans of
tortured beasts, the crucifixion of Christ
in the helpless, hapless animal, to whom
man should be as a Cod and a Redeemer,
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all this came to me. And the same set

faces of the priests, now incarnate as vivi-
sectors, doing- their hateful work, with
out pleasure, against their better will.

But let my friend go on with his tale.
" Then the Queen died, and secret fear

and suspicion ran through the Catholic
ranks. Elizabeth came, and her first acts
showed her temper. Like a magnetic
thrill the message passed among the
faithful :

' The Church is again in danger.
Remove from the churches all that in
vites profanation.' But this church was
now Edmund's church; he was chief
priest here. His faith was high. He
would not remove the Sacrament ; God
could not allow heresy to triumph. Only
he took one precaution. He held the key
of the tabernacle wherein reposed the
sacred elements, and this key he hung
round his waist, next his skin. And
sleeping always in the next room to him
were ten stalwarts, ready to defend the
Holy Sacrament, if necessary. But one
night the blow fell. The plot had been

laid carefully. And Anne was in it. She
had volunteered to get the key of the

tabernacle. The Festival of Corpus
Christi came, a festival that now must
be observed secretly and quietly. But in

the church where Edmund was they car
ried out the time-honoured rites. Now
there is a sad side to all religious enthu
siasm ; it has frequently been noticed to
religion's discredit, generally by those
who yield to the same weaknesses with
out the piety. That is, that people who

belong to what are called the emotional
religions are often emotional in a more
carnal sense as well. On this occasion
this element was not missing'. The
Catholic stalwarts who had vowed to de

fend the Holy Place got gloriously drunk
on mead and wine. Edmund, wrapt in
supernatural bliss, knew nothing of this.
But for Edmund there w'as a drugged cup.
Anne prepared it

,

though Edmund knew
not she was hiding in the kitchen, allur
ing his men to drink wine and forget their
vow. And presently Edmund, reading his
office, fell asleep, a drugged sleep from
which there was not easy wakening.
Then Anne, when all was quiet, crept up
to Edmund's room, and breathing with a

sob, she watched him ere she carried out

her task. She watched him, and then,

with a moan, she bent herself to her work.

Trembling, she undid his priestly robe,

his doublet, his shirt. Round his waist

she found the key she sought, and then,

with bowed head, she stumbled from the

room. For awhile Edmund slept on, till

the shouts of those who would outrage
the tabernacle grew to a roar. Soon he

himself and sprang to his feet. Soon he

found that the key had been stolen from

him. With a cry he ran to the next room ;

his stalwarts were laying about in their
drunkenness. He shook them ; swore at

them.

' By God's wounds, ye fools ! The

heretics are in the church, rifling the

tabernacle ! Should the Body of Christ
be outraged, I will have ye all excom
municated !

' Then he burst through
from sacristy to church, and saw . . .

"Anne at the altar, unlocking the taber
nacle, releasing the divine captive — for
what? Her face was set and pale; her
limbs were shaking. About her yelled a

mob of ruffians, who sang, blasphemed,
made ribald jokes.

' Anne !
'

he called,
and choked upon the name. She turned
and saw him, and swayed as though to

fall. She clutched the altar to support
herself, and looked with the eyes of one

possessed at the howling mob. They, too,
saw the priest, and shouted with glee.

' Let him see what happens to his
wafers !

'

they cried. ' Hold him and let

him look on the destruction of idolatry !
'

Four men held him there in the doorway.
Images were broken, phials of conse
crated oil flung in each other's faces;
spittle and refuse flung in the basins of

holy water. But worst of all —the taber
nacle ! It was open ; the crimson curtain
on its golden rod was torn down and the

sacred contents exposed to view. W ith
shouts they emptied the ciboria on the

floor, so that the tiny hosts were scat
tered everywhere. They jumped upon the

wafers as they lay there, trampling them
into mud and dust. They held up par
ticles of the Sacrament in derision to the

agonised priest.

' Look, thou idolater,
thou servant of the Scarlet Jezebel ! This

is thy God, as thou dost call it ! You
have crawled to it

,

kneeled to it
,

gazed on
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it
,

sung to it
,

burned incense to it. See

now if thy Bread-God can save Himself.
You have called it the Creator, and a

baker made it ! Look at it now !
' And

they spat upon it
,

stuck it to the walls
with pins, aye, and other things they did

to it
,

not to be told. And the maddened

priest impotently looked on, while his

brain gathered fire and his soul was rent

to shreds. Then he saw that one tiny
host had rolled almost at his feet. One

of his guards was about to kick it aside,

when the look of utter anguish in the

priest's face stayed him. Instead, he let

the priest bend down and pick it up.
Edmund hid it carefully near his heart,

and the tears ran down his face.

' Look !
'

they cried tauntingly. ' He is

weeping for his bread-god ! His dough-
Christ !

' They swept round him, danc

ing and singing. They struck him in the

face. The spirit of a healthy man surged
up in him ; he suddenly struck right and

left and broke away from them. Away
he ran, a yelling mob after him. They
flung candlesticks after him ; one strucK
him on the back of the head, and he felt

the blood run down his spine. Their
shouts grew hoarser at the sight of blood,

but still he ran. Now Anne was fleet as

a doe ; for a woman she was remarkable
at running. He suddenly heard her
voice behind him. ' Dear Edmund, stop,
for the good God's sake ! I have some

thing to tell thee !
' He laughed like a

maniac. Doubtless she had seen him pick
up that one wafer and would outrage that
also. 'Twas a woman's trick to get it.
No ; a thousand times no ! But she
touched, she caught his robe to stay him.
Someone had flung a candlestick with a

bad aim ; it had fallen just at his feet. He
raised it and struck at the girl with all
his might, struck her on the forehead.
With a groan she loosed hold of him and
fell to the ground. On he sped. There
was the river. In a second he had flung
off his priestly robe and plunged into the
cool green water, swimming with the
strength of frenzy. The shouts and
curses of the mob died away in a murmur
and still he swam. Presently he dragged
himself out of the water, and with
strength failing him, crept into the wood.

As he went, he saw, dimly, a figure ap

proaching him from the opposite direc

tion. By the living God, a priest ! He
lay in his arms, panting, sobbing, groan
ing. To the old monk he told his story.
The priest bent near to him. ' Brother,
your heart is shuddering for the horror of

what you saw. Can you bear a great
joy? ' Edmund looked at him eagerly.

' Mistress Anne was innocent !
' said the

priest.

' Innocent ! I saw her open the
tabernacle !

' ' Yes, but she did that at

my suggestion. She told me of the plot
to profane the sanctuary. So we made

a counter-plot. When Anne had got the

key of the tabernacle I removed the Holy
Sacrament. To deceive the mob, I placed
there unconsecrated wafers.' The tears
were raining down the dying face. ' Oh,
God, how I thank Thee !

' He drew out
from near his heart the little silver case
where the one wafer was reposing.

' Then this, too, is unconsecrated? '

' You saved this? '
whispered the priest.

' Yea !
' There on the grass the old

priest laid it
,

extending his hands over it.
Briefly he spoke :

' Through Christ our
Lord, who in the same night in which He
was betrayed, took bread, and blessed it

,

saying . . .' Then to Edmund, as he

placed the host upon his tongue :
' May

the Body of Christ preserve thy soul to
life everlasting.' That was all. Those
were the last words Edmund heard on
this earth."

My friend paused for a moment.
" Later, Anne married Alfred, and

Alfred became the parson of this very
church. They had numerous children,

and lived to a good old age."
There was silence. An old verger had

come in and was busying himself arrang
ing things for the evening service. In a

little while the people would gather, and
the altar would be lit, and the church
perfumed with incense.

I spoke passionately :

" Can't you see that what we must
fight unceasingly is the spirit of intoler
ance? Every time it raises its ugly face
we must beat this devil down, all round us,
but especially in our own hearts. We must
fight it in a thousand insidious forms. In
Religion sometimes, in Science, in Ethics,
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in Politics, in outworn systems of
morality. Consecrate our lives to this
one great service, a bitter, unending, un
tiring fight against this evil spirit of super
stition. No matter though intolerance
would fain defend the things we love the
most —and that often happens —still we
must fight it. That the past may never
come back — in any form."

I saw the old verger staring at me,
alarmed. Perhaps he thought I was a

Kensit Preacher, protesting against
Ritualism in this church. My friend and
I rose.

" No doubt," he said, " that to you this
struggle for ceremony and form will seem

futile and unworthy. You say to your
self :

' What folk- — this hideous fight over
shadows 1

"'

I could not reply. I saw in the distance
the Castle, under whose walls they had

lit their human bonfires. I saw a Christ,
whose bodily and sacramental life had
brought not peace on earth, but a sword.
I saw Him lifted high above all the

hatred, the rancour and the strife, on a

cross builded by intolerance and ignor
ance crossing each other, yet slowly,
with remorseless love, and a passion
taken from the very Heart of God, draw
ing all men unto Himself, even against
their will. Shadows, my friend had said.
Yea, shadows cast by the Soul herself, as
she stands between the Light that streams
upon her and this lower earth. Shadows
that the Soul must watch, until her eyes
be strong enough to gaze, undazzled,
into the Light of Light Itself.

Ernest Vincent Hayes

FAITH
The brooding silence fills my soul with awe ;

Its phantom shapes oppress my mind with fear :

Yet, sweetly calling, low and soft, I hear
A Voice of welcome. Nor can I withdraw
My fevered gaze from where, methinks, I saw

The evils done, which now my soul do sear;
The sorrows of my brother's, sister's tear;

The disobedience to Love's sacred law.
Yet further venture would my heart, in sure

And certain faith in God's most holy love :

His grace ineffable, most sweetly pure,
So patient waiteth my investiture

In robes of living splendour from above.
Ah, Soul ! canst thou the majesty endure?

J. A. Palmer



STATE BONUS
A REPLY TO CRITICISM

By BERTRAM PICKARD

I
AM very glad to accede to the

Editor's suggestion that I should
answer, to the best of my abilty,
questions and criticisms put forward

in the correspondence following my
article

" State Bonus— the Key to Re
construction "

; and may I say, at the

outset, how gratifying it is to find so

large a measure of sympathy, not only
with the objects but also with the method
of the State Bonus Scheme.

The Editor himself raised a possible
criticism in the note which he so usefully
added to the original article. He ques
tioned whether an additional tax of 20

per cent, would be practicable in these

days of heavy taxation, unless, through
the abolition of war, funds previously
used for armaments became available for
Bonus purposes. Unhappily there seems
little prospect of a very substantial reduc
tion in armaments for some time to come,
whilst the Social Problem urgently de

mands solution. Despite the heavy bur
den of taxation, I suggest that the
Scheme is a practical proposition, for the

following reasons. It must be borne in
mind that, whilst the 20 per cent, contri
bution is apparently a tax, it is in reality
not a tax but a pool : that is to say, the

money is not absorbed in the manner of
other taxation, but is redistributed
amongst the whole people. To about 87

per cent, of the population, far from
being a tax upon their resources, the
State Bonus Scheme would bring a bene
fit, greater or less according to circum
stances. There remain the 13 per cent,
to whom the Scheme would mean a mone
tary loss. It is useless to deny that the
rich are feeling the weight of existing
taxation. There is no doubt at all that their
standard of living is being considerably
reduced. It is the inevitable result of an

economic system which has made possible
so great a gulf between rich and poor.

The vast majority of the people are in no

position to pay, living, as they do, round

about a minimum subsistence : obviously,
then, the money must come from those
who are capable of paying, even though
at some sacrifice. Nor have we yet
reached the limits of this necessary sacri
fice. So long as there are men, women,
and little children going short of the bare
necessities of life, so long as it is pos
sible for one individual to be exploited

by another because of the fact or the fear
of destitution, what right has anyone to

superfluities, even though such superflui
ties have come by usage to appear neces
sities? As a matter of fact, the institu
tion of the Scheme would probably only
mean a temporary sacrifice even to the
few. Increased efficiency due to a higher
standard of living, together with in
creased goodwill due to the communistic
principles of the Scheme, would rapidly
make for an increased Production, which
would be shared by all. Without good
will, the future is black indeed : and good
will may not be purchased these days with
out a frank recognition of existing injus
tice and a generous attempt to erect a

better economic system upon a new and
sure foundation.

Mr. A. B. Horsley, in his interesting
letter, raises two important criticisms.
He contends, in the first place,

" that a

vast class of semi-employed men will be

created "; and, in the second place, that
it is unjust to tax the single man to help
provide for the married man's family.
Let us consider these charges separately.

It is curious what a divergence of

opinion there is about the Slacker. Some
are emphatic that, given the bare neces
sities of life, a great many men will do
little or no work. Others, equally capa
ble of judging, assure us that money has
surprisingly little to do with the -natter.
This merely goes to prove how difficult
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it is to judge the causes which are re

sponsible for malingering and idleness.
For instance, Mr. Horsley cites the in

teresting case of the dockers, who worked
increasingly short time as wages rose.
He himself suggests that here is a proof
that these men would do no work at all
—or, at any rate, very little indeed — if
the bare necessities of life were found for
themselves and their families. But
surely, in the light of the present univer
sal demand for shorter hours, it may sim

ply mean that these men valued increased
leisure above increased comfort, It re

maining to be proved whether they would
carry such policy beyond all reasonable
limits. Those who have studied the

problem of the Unemployed and the Un
employable tell us that under the present
system it is well-nigh impossible to dis

tinguish the one from the other. Under
feeding alone is responsible for much of
what passes superficially for idleness,
whilst discontent with the present order
of things is a still more potent factor.
Until we have removed not only destitu
tion but also the fear of it

,

we shall be in

no position to judge who is the man so
mean in mental and moral stature that he

will only work for an animal subsistence.
When we have discovered him —as we
should do under Bonus conditions —then
we shall be able to deal with him kindly
but scientifically, for idleness is a disease,
and not a normal condition.

I must confess I was surprised to find
that Mr. Horsley combated the idea of a

single man paying a contribution towards
the upkeep of his neighbour's family, par
ticularly as such contribution is virtually
an insurance premium against the lia
bility of future family responsibilities.
This is no new principle, but merely the

logical extension of a principle already
in operation. Despite the rampant indi
vidualism of our present social system,
we have yet preserved something of that
communism which was characteristic of
the life of the early Christians. The Poor
Law itself, bad though it has been and
is, has nevertheless kept alive the idea
that we have a corporate responsibility
for the life of each individual, however
unworthy. Consider also the communism

inherent in such measures as the Old Age

Pension Act and the Insurance Act; also

in our free education, our free feed

ing of school children, and in our

abatement off Income Tax because

of family responsibilities. It is only

another step to a guaranteed subsistence
for all, and naturally the single man or
woman, being in a financially superior
position, will be called upon to pay quota

in proportion to means. In principle,
Communism is surely the path which we,

as Christians, are called upon to tread :

in practice we are rapidly discovering
that to leave our children entirely depen

dent upon the ability or the wishfulness
of the parent to earn a living is as dan

gerous as it is unreasonable.
Mr. Horsley suggests that we shall be

little further until the general standard
of living is raised. This is precisely what
the Bonus Scheme aims to accomplish.
Of course, the Bonus alone will not do

it. Both religious and secular education
must play an ever-increasing part. But
at the present time Education is hope
lessly hampered by the maldistribution of
wealth, due—as I endeavoured to show in

my first article—to the fact of economic
dependence. Remove this obstacle b

y

putting every individual in a position to

make a fair bargain, and then at least
there will be an opportunity for higher
aspirations to expand —aspirations for a

fuller and better life which we dare not

deny are in every man, however dormant
they may seem.

Two somewhat different queries are

raised by
" A Well Wisher." In the first

place it is suggested that, upon the in
troduction of the Scheme, an attempt
might be made to lower wages, thus nul
lifying the benefits; and secondly, it is

asked why the Scheme is more possible
of attainment than total Socialism.

Briefly, the answer to the first point, I

think, is this : Wages are fixed by bargain
ing, individual and collective. The Bonus
would confer upon the many that power
— i.e., the power to wait—which is to-day
only possessed by the few. Obviously,
those who have worked for " sweated "

wages through fear of starvation will no
longer do so. There must, therefore, be
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a considerable advance in wages amongst
unskilled workers, and obviously the
wages paid to skilled workers must rise
correspondingly.

The second point is best answered by
quoting the experience of the State Bonus
League. All kinds of individuals and
associations have welcomed the Bonus
Idea who would have fought— indeed,
who are fighting—what seems to them
Socialism. They recognise the modera
tion of the Bonus Scheme, and realise
that it aims at legislation for the com
munity rather than for any particular
class. After all, the Scheme is only a

courageous application of a principle al
ready admitted — to some extent, at least
—in our Poor Law system, i.e., the prin-

ciple of the Right to Life. There is no
one who believes that pre- War conditions
will be re-established. Communism is a

growing idea the world over, and whilst
resisting immoderate attempts in that
direction, there are few thinking men and
women to-day who are not prepared to
make experiments in limited Communism
of some kind or other.

In conclusion, I would like to thank
again the Editor and also the correspon
dents for the interest they have shown.
May I hope that that interest will be con
tinued and that they will make known the
Bonus proposals as much as possible, so
that public opinion may be stimulated to
face these social and economic problems
which so urgently demand solution ?

Bertram Pickard

TO STELLA

With an Astrological Book

ABOVE
the city's roar and grime

Where evening crowns each

thoroughfare,
The mighty constellations climb

Once more across the upper air.

Out of your window you will look
Upon this hour with silence fraught,

And read within this modern book
The lore the ancient wisdom taught.

Forever, in their courses, fight
The Heavenly hosts for human fate,

And still earth's sorrow and delight
In Heaven first do congregate,

Even as Love yet rules the hours,
When shine on tenement and slum

The moon that marked the Trojan tow'rs,
The stars that set on Actium.

Deeper than superstition is
The thought that Transcendental Ways

Have mirrored other life in this
And set the limits of our days.

In blood and brain and heart's desire
The elemental forces sing—

The love that is the central Fire,
The life that is the wind of Spring.

Beyond the bounds of time and space
The Planetary Angels are,

But through your dreams will fall the
grace

Begotten of each guiding star;

Till Jupiter and Neptune fold
Eternal wings around your life,

And Sun and Moon and Saturn mould,
With Uranus, the strength for strife.

In the soft rainfall of the South
Will quietude from Venus come,

And with his far and fiery mouth
Will Mercury voice all things dumb ;

And that great Angel men call Mars,
Who is the Warden of your fate,

Will garner joy from all the stars,
For you, within his crimson gate.

Irene Hay



FROM A COUNTRY STUDY
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. BENSUSAN

I
HAVE been impelled to believe that,

by reason of some innate love of con

trast, we appreciate best the war
books we read in peace time and the

tranquil idylls that come our way in sea

sons of universal stress and strife.
While the intelligence is baffled by the

daily accumulation of tragic happenings
the book on war is apt to fall flat despite
all those assurances to the contrary that
criticism may supply. It may be, too,
that in the piping times of peace—may
we never know any others —we cannot

appreciate to the full a work written in
tranquillity for the quiet hour. Our pur
suit of change is often more vigorous
than we know, even after we. have dis
ciplined ourselves.

If these views are correct they will
help to explain the attraction of extracts
from Miss Sarah Macnaughtan's Diaries,
edited by her niece, Mrs. Lionel Salmon,
and published, under the title of " My
War Experiences in Two Continents,"
by the house of Murray. It may be

doubted whether these diaries were ever
written for publication in the form now-

given to them, though as Miss Mac-
naughtan was a vigorous and busy
writer, it is safe to assume that they
would at least have provided the ground
work for some careful studies had she

survived' her hard experiences. In any
case they are none the worse for being
what they are and as they are, since
they give us what the French call "

la
vraie verity." Apparently all or most of
the notes that compose the book were
written on the spur of agitated moments
in surroundings that made life uncertain
and even the fortunes of the morrow n

matter of doubt and concern. They are
the expression of the mind of a shrewd
and observant woman, full to the brim

of little prejudices and conventions,

brave, unflinching, helpful and patriotic
in the very best sense of the term. Witli
her, duty seen was duty fulfilled, but she

was no blind worker in the fields of war,
nor would she accept the struggle as

anything other than what it really was.
There might be glamour for other people,
she, at least, saw little or nothing of it

,

but if incompetence or stupidity did not

pass her by she had an equally keen

eye for heroism and devotion to high
ideals. In her pages the criticism, even

when it seems harsh, is far-sighted and

helpful, and there can be no doubt that
as long as she was allowed to perform
her task she was of great assistance both
as an active worker and as an organiser.
She saw many of the tragedies of the

times in their most poignant form, the

happenings that do not find their way to

a Press whose primary duty, whatever
its nationality, is to keep up the tempera
ture of war fever.

The Price of War

Miss Macnaughtan left London for
Antwerp in September, 1914, and wit
nessed the retreat from that city with
much indignation. " Belgium is in the
hands of the enemy," she writes, "and
we flee before him singing our own
praises." For those of ner own sex
called in vulgar parlance "slackers"
she had no liking and little patience," Alas," she comments, "

there are so

many people who like raising a man's
head and giving him soup, but who do
not like cutting up vegetables." Here,
in a few words, is a story of the early-
days of the war. "

Such a nice boy died
to-night. We brought him to the hos
pital from the station, and learned that
he had lain for eight days wounded and
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unattended. . . . Everything was done
for him that could be done, but as I
passed through one of the wards this
evening the nurses were doing their last
kindly duty. . . No one knew who he

was. He had a woman's portrait
tattooed on the breast." Contrast that
aspect of war with this one :

" My own
latest experience was with an American
woman of awful vulgarity. I asked her
if she was busy, like everyone else in this
place, and she said, ' No, I was suffering
from nervous breakdown, so I came out
here. What is your war is my peace,
and now I sleep like a baby.'

"

The Growth of Hate—And Pity

War had a very detrimental effect
upon the nerves of nurses and orderlies.
"God help us; how nasty we all are,"
Miss Macnaughtan writes, and then a

little later comes a real cri du copur,
" I

am longing for beautiful things, music,
flowers, fine thoughts." Later she talks
of men and women quarrelling all the
time in a certain hospital, and goes on
to say that Love is quite at a discount,
and she finds herself wondering if Hate
can be infectious. Surely there she was
on the verge of what would have
been for her a discovery. It is cer
tainly more than probable that Hate
is infectious, and that it is only by
the creation of its own definite atmos

phere in all the centres of war that war
can become quite the thing it is. In
those very early days, officers have told
me, it was almost impossible to stir men

up to a state of hatred. They would kill
if need be, spare when they might, and
bear no ill-will. It was left for poison
gas and the submarine campaign to
make hatred universal and effective.

The condition of things as she saw it
moves Miss Macnaughtan early in 1915

to a moment of passionate protest. "It
is not right. This damage to human
life is horrible. It is madness to slaugh
ter these thousands of young people.
Almost at last, in a rage, one feels in
clined to cry out at the sheer imbecility
of it. Why bring lives into the world
and shove them out of it with jagged
pieces of iron, and knives thrust through

their quivering flesh? The pain of ft
is all too much. I am sick with seeing
suffering." And then another little epi
sode. " One of our friends has been
helping with stretcher work, removing
civilians. He was carrying away a girl
shot to pieces, and with her clothing in

rags. He took her head and the young
Belgian took her feet, and the Belgian
looked round and said quietly,

' This is

my fiancee.' "
For a certain type of woman war is

something in the nature of a stimulus,
one had almost written an aphrodisiac.
Our author eyes this manifestation
askance.

" The craze for men baffles
me. I see women, dead tired, perk up
and begin to be sparkling as soon as a

man appears, and when they are alone

they just seem to sink back into apathy
and fatigue. Why won't these maJ
creatures stop at home? They are the

exception, but war seems to bring them
out. It really is intolerable, and I hate
it for women's sake, and for England's."
When in the last days at Steenkerke she

heard a nightingale singing in a wood
near the ruined Cathedral, she appears
to have come near to breaking down
under the strain of the contrast between
all the old-time memories it evoked and
the horrors of the hour.

Disillusionment

Back in England after her work in

Belgium, Miss Macnaughtan would have
been well advised to take a long rest.
But there was a chance of going to
Russia, and it seemed too good to be

missed, for she knew that the need of
the wounded was urgent, though by this
time any last lingering illusions about
war had been torn away, and she saw the
evil thing in all its nakedness. " A
million more men are needed— thus the
fools called men talk ! But Youth looks
up with haggard eyes, and Youth, grown
old, learns that death alone is merciful."
Her experiences in Russia must have
given the final touch to Miss Macnaugh-
tan's disillusionment, for she found, as
was to be expected, that corruption was
the rule of life, one to which there was
no exception. She writes, "

I know of
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one hospital in Russia which has, I be

lieve, cost England £100,000. The staff
consists of nurses and doctors, dressers,
etc., all fully paid, the expenses of those
in charge of it are met out of the funds.
They live in good hotels, and have '

en

tertaining allowances ' for entertaining
their friends, and yet one of them her
self volunteered the information that the

hospital is not required. The staff
arrived weeks ago, but not the stores.
. . . There is a fund for the relief of
the Poles which is administered by Prin
cess . The ambulance car which the
fund possesses is used by the Princess
to take her to the theatre every night."

On her way to Persia Miss Macnaugh-
tan stayed at Baku, of which she says
that the stories one hears " would blister
the pages of a diary." And later, she
writes: " When a house of ill-fame is
opened it is publicly blessed by the
priests." Through all the mire, physical
and moral, of the Near and Middle East
she pursued her way in a brave but un
successful effort to help, and the result
of hard labour and prolonged travel
upon a frame enfeebled by incessant
work in Belgium was disastrous. Miss
Macnaughtan went as far as Teheran,
whence she returned to England to die.

Retrospect

She is dead, but her book, I think, will
live, because of its perfectly honest ex

posure and condemnation of war. The
time has come when we may take stock
of the facts, when the world at large
may estimate the cost of these terrible
incursions into the realm of destruction.
I do not think that Miss Macnaughtan
mentions the League of Nations any
where in her pages, and yet taken as a

whole the diary from which her book
has been put together is one long pas
sionate appeal to humanity to exercise
its common sense, to form a League and
cling to it. One gets a vivid hint of
the truth in that picture of Russia, the

mighty Power that sacrificed more of
its citizens than any other, sending its
rank and file by millions to their death
while Princesses used the motor ambu
lances to take them to the theatre. In

other words, we see a minority schem

ing, tricking and sacrificing others, the

youth of the world squandered in most

horrible fashion upon the battlefields
while those whose age, infirmity or privi

lege can keep them outside the arena of
strife talk complacently of the "

need for
another million." It would seem as

though all over the world the suffering
was endured by the young while the in

citements were provided by the middle-

aged and elderly. Miss Macnaughtan
played a brave part, and it seems more
than ever admirable when we remember
that she was not deceived, and that for
her the horrors had little to mitigate
them.

Mr. ZangwiU's Return to Fiction

It is a relief to turn from the sombre

though arresting pages of a war diary
that seems to deliver its challenge to

the " civilised " world, and to take up <i

book that breathes the pure serenity of
rural England in the early days of Queen
Victoria. Such a book is Mr. ZangwiU's
"Jinny the Carrier" (Heinemann), a

study of the Essex country, apparently
the estuary of the Blackwater river, in

the year 1851. Essex is a county of
which all too little is known, though it
has shown signs in the past few years
of coming into its kingdom. Wealthy
London has mercifully held aloof from it

,

the long arid wastes of the East End
come between the wind and its nobility.
Consequently, while other Home Coun
ties have become overgrown and bloated,
prosperous to the extent of absurdity,
plastered with the ornate and often ugly
houses of the tasteless rich, Essex has

gone far to preserve its Elizabethan
aspect. Not only do the old houses re
main, but the old customs, thoughts,
superstitions. Time on its triumphant
progress has been checked in Essex
much as the invaders of the south-western
corner of England were checked by the

impassable bogs and marsh lands. It

is a kindly land and a kindly people of
which Mr. Zangwill writes, and he has
contrived to give his agreeable fiction
such a placid atmosphere that the

seventy years stretching between us and
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the date of the story seem to disappear,
and we find ourselves living in thought
and feeling among the simple, kindly
souls he has drawn for us. Here are no
high adventures ; there is nothing more
startling than a mild flood, no more
soul-stirring happening than the mis
understandings between a lover and his
lass, and yet how real it all is, how near
to the uneventful life-story of the most
of us. The master mind has called these
figures into being, not only between the
covers of the book but in the memory of
the reader when the book is laid aside.
They come to us out of the forgotten
times, Jinny in her tilt cart with old Gaffer

Quarles vigilant in the background, Will
Flynt, the lad who has been across the
Atlantic and carried his old-fashioned
prejudices there and back, his parents,
the old poacher, the various supporters
of varying aspects of Nonconformity.
All these are drawn with infinite love
and skill, they are so completely in the
picture that the cosmopolitan showman
and his daughter, careful and elaborate
studies, both are almost in the nature of
intruders.

Simplicity in Fiction

There are writers who can give to
their creations something of the living
quality we associate with kinematograph.
While they are passing before us they
are living things, when they have gone
we take no thought for their return.
Others there are, a very small company,
whose creations are often more real to
us than the men and women who enter
in some fashion into our lives, wearing
a mask of convention and only too
pleased to be like everybody else, wear
ing the same clothes, thinking the same
thoughts, pursuing the same ends. From
some remote village or villages in the

fascinating country through which Essex
moves towards Suffolk, Mr. .Zangwill
has extracted the very spirit of life and
has given us happenings that have all the

simplicity of the expected together with
the power to interest and hold the reader.
Latter-day fiction tends to be an affair
of debauch and sensation, the average
novelist writes at the top of his voice.

There must be highly-spiced ingredients
in every story, bombs and revolvers for
the cheaper type of mind, sex problems
for the emotional and the satiated. As
befits one who deals with the year of the

Great Exhibition in Hyde Park, Mr.
Zangwill scorns the baser uses to which
fiction has descended. There is nothing
sordid in Jinny's life nor in the lives of
those around her. There is no sugges
tion of violence or sensation. There
isn't a gun or a pistol from cover to
cover, no commandments are violated.
The reader of the fiction of the day may
well be astonished, but if I am not mis

taken he will end by placing Jinny upon
the shelf which holds his best-loved
books with a feeling that he has found
some very simple and charming friends

living very close to good Mother Earth,
to whose tranquillising company he will
return with the certainty of finding en

joyment.

Old-Time England
I have an idea, one I find it easier to

express than to justify, that the old,
serene England of Mrs. Gaskell and her

contemporaries is not really lost. It exists
still for those of us who will take the
trouble to search. Mr. Zangwill is essen
tially a modern. He is in touch with all
the latest aspects of artistic thought and
form, but some wise instinct has guided
him to a district in which there is no

thought for what is modern because no

body cares about it. In an agricultural
country where men and women live in

perennial contact with the land, one year
differs from another only as far as
weather and the harvest are concerned.
Generation succeeds to generation, each
living the same life, indulging the same

hopes, upholding some variant of the
same Faith. It may be that in a little
while, rural development, a telephone ser
vice and the re-settlement on the land of
men who have fought through the Great
War, will serve to alter the conditions
so long prevailing. But there are happily
still a few villages, particularly in Essex
and East Anglia, that are hardly touched
by the world lying around them, and will
resist contact to the end. In such sur
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roundings one may glimpse to-day the
men and women who figure in Mr. Zang-
will's story. The real difficulty in finding
them is less a matter of discovery than
of recognition. There may be many a
Will Flynt, many a Jinny and their
friends and companions scattered about
rural England and coming into contact
with men from great cities who have
both the will and the capacity to set their

story down. Unfortunately the country
man is the soul of reticence, and the aver

age townsman is so sure of himself that
he is convinced that there is nothing
lying beyond his ken. He will open an

oyster if one is brought to his hand, but
he will not try to pluck it from its bed
on the chance that it may carry a pearl
of great price. It is perhaps the gift of
vision that marks the great achievement
here, a vision that has seen through cer
tain contemporaries and has translated
them into the far-off season of happiness
and content that is known as " once upon
a time."

A Writer to be Reckoned With",

The hazard of reading has carried me

from Essex to Cornwall, from the all-
pervading peace of " Jinny the Carrier "

dwelling in an atmosphere fresh as that
of the morning of the world, to the fierce,

passionate tumult of " Wastralls," a

striking novel by Mrs. C. A. Dawson-
Scott (Heinemann). This author is one of
the few who deserve to be better known.
She has brought many gifts to the
market-place, but only small audiences
have recognised their worth, one of the

most appreciative known to me being
the author of "Jinny." The Cornish
drama of a man's early love for land, his
later passion for a girl, niece of his wife,
and the resultant tragedy when he finds
that he has lost both, is very finely told,
perhaps, because it is keenly felt. Mrs.
Dawson-Scott has analysed her chief
characters pitilessly, so that we not only
accept their actions, but seem to under
stand the underlying forces that account
for them. The arrangement of the times
in " Wastralls " shows a certain con-

structive weakness. Years are dismissed
in a few pages, while twenty-four hours
claim chapters to themselves, but this
lack of balance is hardly felt until the

book is laid aside, and it is a fault easily
pardoned in the circumstances. Mrs.
Dawson-Scott has a sense of drama. She
has style and she understands the value
of purely elemental passions; there are
moments when she enters so deeply into
the drama of her own creation that she
rises to the heights in which only the

greatest masters can remain. Hers is h

virile book; it follows earlier works that,
if sound judges are correct, are of more
than ordinary quality. Much fiction
that is not nearly as good has been ac
claimed from the house-tops, but in these
times of incessant production, that which
is ephemeral and unworthy tends to
crowd out the little that is enduring and
good. There are not many writers who
understand Cornwall ; there are very few
who can carry its glamour as far as the
printed page. Then, again, there are not
many readers who are prepared for those
differences in type and temperament that
result from historic causes, the centuries
spent in a haven of rest behind Nature's
treacherous defences, the haven in which
the ancient Britons dwelt and still dwell
in security. Their history has differed
from that of the rest of England. They
have developed along other lines, their
coast and the opportunities it afforded
them in the old days, helped to mould
their character, to keep them a little apart
from influences keenly felt elsewhere.
Mrs. Dawson-Scott does not remind us
of these truths in so many words, but all
her story bears witness in its way to their
force. " Wastralls " is a fascinating
drama of the West Country—and it turns
me with keener regard and greater trea
sure to the quiet valley of the Blackwater
and the circumambient villages that ring
it round. Here, at least, life is redeemed
from the great passions in their most dan

gerous form, here is relief from nearly
all the problems that in horrid form per
plex humanity.

S. L. Bensusan



THE SOCIAL MOVEMENT
NOTES FOR THE MONTH

<By A. EMIL DAVIES, L.C.C.

THE
conditions of peace are likely

to have their effect upon the
social movement throughout
Europe. The leaders of parties

and organisations aiming at social reform
are not, as such, specially concerned
with international affairs, and have their
hands full enough with the furtherance of
their own movements ; this is, however,
a very complex world, and things are so

correlated that the social reformer, if he

neglects the big international movements
and politics is likely to become ineffec
tive when he finds himself and his own
little movement swept along in the rush
of some all-embracing force. If there is
to be a League of Nations —a real work
ing institution, and not merely a name —
its effects upon reforms generally
throughout the world will be enormous.
In the case of industries subject to
foreign competition, any considerable re

duction in working hours is liable to be

neutralised or jeopardised if it is not ac
companied by a similar reduction in the
case of foreign competitors ; this holds
good of improvements other than reduced
working hours, as, for example, the pro
hibition of the use of phosphorus in the
manufacture of matches, and can only be
achieved by international agreement.
There is, however, a more immediate
effect to be observed in connection with
the publication of the peace terms, viz.,
the drawing together of the advanced
sections in every country. Even where
opinions differ as to the remote origins
of the war, there are every few people,
even among the most convinced pacifists,
who were not indignant beyond measure
at the terms imposed by an arrogant gov
erning glass in Germany upon the Rus
sians at Brest-Litovsk, and they were
universally condemned. Now, however,
that, under the influence of the most

blatant elements in the community, it is
found that many of the worst features of
a German peace are being imposed by
the Allies, the result has been for the

Socialist, Labour and allied movements in

the respective countries to draw together
with a view to joint action not only now,

but in the future. For it is with this

peace, as with legislation ; the manner in

which it is administered is fully as im

portant as the terms, and a' few years
hence, when it is anticipated Labour
governments will be at the helm in France
and the United Kingdom —and probably
throughout Europe as a whole — it may
be regarded as assured that international
relationships will immediately become
better, and that we shall have a peace of
reconciliation instead of a war disguised
as a peace.

# # *

An Outspoken Editor
Hard words have been said in these

notes with regard to the Press ; it is fit
ting, therefore, that a tribute should here
be paid to Mr. J. L. Garvin, the editor
of The Observer, who in that paper, on
May 11, under the heading of " Peace
and Dragon's Teeth," gave utterance to
some truths that needed expressing. As
many readers will not have seen his
notes, it is perhaps worth giving the fol
lowing extracts :

We were supposed to fight against militarism
and to intend devising constructive and recon
ciling substitutes for it. The world now sug
gested to us is to be based on militarism and on

nothing else for a long term of years. Marshal
Foch and other soldiers regret that there is not
to be more militarism. The Treaty is vitiated
from end to end by mixing up right and inevit
able justice with provisions applying mere
Prussian principles in an anti-German sense.
Thus you have a whole which depends entirely
on the logic of force. Yet the actual force which
alone could sustain it never will be available for
the period contemplated. There is the con
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spicuous vice of this nominal settlement. It
piles inordinate weight upon a floor which in
any case —having in view the whole democratic
tendency of our time—would be liable to collapse
of itself. After the first ^1,000,000,000 required
from Germany, nothing in connection with the
future of the indemnities will be sure. But
vaguely the vanquished race is expected to keep

working for others decade after decade. That
is flatly against human nature, which in these

matters has an odd habit of coming to its own
despite all obstacles. Tribute running for years
to more thousands of millions will be a per
manent incitement to unrest, protest, conspiracy,
to international agitation and intrigue.

The generation responsible for the war will
pass away gradually, leaving much of the
burthen on Germans now so young as to be

practically as innocent of the original crime
as babes unborn. How can the financial en

slavement of the German race be maintained for
thirty years except by a combined militarism
with that of France in the forefront? How can
all Germany left of the Rhine—a region amongst
the dearest to the whole race—be held down
under French domination for fifteen years, ex

cept by sheer militarism? How can the semi-
annexed German population taken over, with
the coal in the Saar Valley, be managed and
mastered in these circumstances except by force?

* * *

A Boomerang Policy

Mr. Garvin rightly points out that
these arrangements give every conceiv
able stimulus to the fraternising spread
of international spcialism, and that the
statesmen of the four big Allied Powers,
under the influence of the short-sighted
forces, which will suffer most by gaining
so much of their own desires, have acted
in the worst possible way as regards the
future of both nationalism and capita
lism and have involuntarily done their
best for the movements working against
these forces.

I cannot refrain from giving one
further extract :

If the Germans are wise they will sign, of
course. But if they signed and sealed twenty
times over, they, like any other race in their
place, would determine to seize every such op
portunity of mitigation or repudiation as the
inevitable troubles and dissensions of the rest
of the world are quite certain to provide. The
root-vice of the whole Treaty is that it leaves

the German race no real hope except in re-
venge—no matter how long the revenge may
have to be deferred. It offers the hundred mil
lions of the beaten races in Central Europe, in
cluding Magyars and liulgars, no good induce
ment whatever to become willing members of
a new peace-system. This latter aim was the

essential principle of real confidence and
stability ; but in the whole Treaty there is no

glimmering perception of the constructive
necessities of Europe as a whole.

The point with which we are most con
cerned here, however, is that while, in

the ordinary course of events, it might
have taken years before the dissensions
between the different sections of the
labour and socialist movements in each of
the belligerent countries caused by the

war, were healed, the terms of peace
placed before the enemy have so com

pletely revealed the cleft between the men
who still hold the reins of power, and
the mass of the people they govern, that
it has welded together practically all the

parties of the left, not only nationally,
but internationally ; this, of itself, should
hasten the advent to power of these

parties, and should accelerate very con
siderably the bringing about of such re

forms as can only be done by inter
national agreement.

* * *

Railway Fares

Coming to home affairs, there is one

subject which, in addition to that of hous
ing, referred to last month, is most exer
cising the minds of people, and that is

the high cost of transport. The agita
tion against the continuance of the 50 per
cent, increase in the price of passenger
fares on the railways is growing fast,
and while everyone must admit that the
greatly enhanced cost of labour and
materials must, to some extent, be re

flected in the price charged for transport,
it is manifestly unfair that thus far the

whole of the increase has been put upon
passengers. At the time the 50 per cent,

increase was made, it was claimed that
its object was not to secure a higher re
venue, but to reduce the number of per
sons travelling, which was growing
beyond the capacity of the railways
during war-time, with their depleted
staffs, locomotives and rolling-stock.
Since then expenses have risen so largely
that a case can be made out for an in
crease, but it should, at least, extend
equally to goods rates, which have thus
far not been increased at all ; in fact, it
is a moot point whether it would not be
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to the public benefit to revert to the Id.
per mile for passenger fares, even if this
did not fully cover expenses, and to make

good the deficiency by augmenting goods
rates. True, the community would still
have to pay in the price it gave for the
commodities it purchased, but the inci
dence of the burden would be different,
and it has to be borne in mind that high
passenger fares are a tax upon happiness.
A State transport service run with the
definite object of supplying the needs of
the community to the greatest degree
possible, and without regard to profit
(but just paying its way with, perhaps, a

small margin for contingencies) could

easily do things of this sort and could
contribute to the happiness and welfare
of the nation.

It is to be hoped that Sir Eric Geddes
will make the fullest use of the oppor
tunities that are to be given to him, and
that the great economies that can un
doubtedly be effected by means of cen
tralisation will not be directed to the old

purpose of securing higher dividends for
a small number of people.

* * #

London Traffic
London has its own special traffic prob

lem, in addition to its share in the
national burden. For some years now
conditions in connection with London
transit have been almost indescribably
bad. On the underground railways and
tubes it has frequently happened that
able-bodied people have been unable to
alight from the train at their destina
tion, simply by reason of the flood of
humanity blocking up the gangways
and endeavouring to enter the carriage.
Although no one accuses either the
London County Council or the traffic
combine, which controls practically
all the other means of transport in
London, of deliberately resorting to this
over-crowding, it is obvious that it must
pay the undertakings very well, and the
manner in which fares are continually
being raised is becoming serious. There
is, however, a further aspect of the
matter which is unpleasant, viz., the
celerity and eagerness with which the
reactionary majority in control of the

London County Council follows up the
action of the traffic combine in also

raising tramway fares. This has, more
over, been done in the most objection
able manner, some of the natural and
best-known cross points of traffic, e.g.,
New Cross Gate, ceasing to be stages.
There are cases in which journeys which
formerly cost a halfpenny now cost two

pence. Few people are so foolish as to

suggest that, in the face of increased

wages, shorter working hours, and

higher costs generally, fares should re

main on the pre-war basis ; but to admit
that is one thing, and to acquiesce in any
and every increase is another. People
have to get to and from their work, the
housing difficulty is becoming greater
than ever, and in thousands of cases of
poorly paid workers, recent bonuses on
account of the increased cost of living
have been swallowed up entirely by the
increased cost of travelling to and from
work. To many people, unfortunately,
Is. or Is. 6d. more of expenditure per
week is a very large sum. An interesting
point, too, arises from the shorter work
ing hours that are now being introduced
in many industries. This means more
shifts, and many workers now go to
work during hours when workmen's
tickets on the trams are not issued. The
company-owned omnibuses do not, of
course, issue workmen's tickets. By a

highly evolved system of subsidiary com
panies, quite American in its interlocking
directorships and relationships, the
London traffic combine is able to " tuck
away

"
large sums without having to

divulge their total or to incense the pub
lic by large dividends for the time being,
and the London County Council as the
one great public authority controlling
part of London's transport should safe
guard the interests of the London public
by acting as a barrier to the undue rais
ing of fares by the traffic combine ; in
stead of which, the reactionaries in power
seize exery pretext of raising their own
fares, and do it in such fashion as to
cause the maximum of inconvenience.
The London public is, however, learning
its lesson, and drawing the obvious
moral.

A. Emu. Davies



HUMANITARIAN NOTES
By G. COLMORE

" The plea of the humanitarian is a plea for widening the range of fellow-feeling."
—G. Bernard Shaw

THERE
is a wanton brutality which

hurts for the sake of hurting,
oppresses for the sake of oppression ;

there is a callousness which comes from
ignorance and lack of thought ; but the
largest measure of cruelty in the world
has its origin in fear. Fear is one of the
aspects of the principle of destruction,
hate, and not only

" hath torment " in
itself, but inflicts it : and hate in this
aspect is very strong, for only when love
is perfect can it cast out fear. This fear
puts ugliness in the place of beauty, and
where courage would face the world gene
rously it hides itself behind mean action.
It is the fear of other nations, the fear that
envelopes itself in craft, secret treaties,
and " preparedness," which brings about
the horrors of war, and it is because the
fear of disease has taken the place of the
pursuit of health that the abuse known as
vivisection is possible.

* * *
The Coward's Can

IT is the coward in man which permits
vivisectors to continue their searching

and researching into living bodies ; it is
to the coward in man that the appeal, in
the flood of letters in the Press protesting
against the Dogs Protection Bill, is made.
" If we don't have dogs to experiment
upon, such and such an illness may come
upon you, such and such a disease may
overtake you. Think of your safety,
think of your possible suffering, and give
us dogs !

" Such is the gist of the letters
with which medical scientists have greeted
the attempt to take a step forward in

humaneness : deep calling unto deep from

the dark, selfish depths ; the sentiment in

voked and played upon is fear.
* * *

The Public's Point of View

IT shows a great advance in the per

ception of moral values, a great acces

sion to the ranks of fear-free thinkers, that

a Bill to protect dogs from vivisection has
received such widespread support. The
protection of the weak because they are
weak, the refusal to seek for advantage
by means of suffering inflicted on crea
tures incapable of resisting it

,

these are
the grounds on which public opinion has
backed the supporters of the Bill, and
has demonstrated that moral considera
tions have outweighed the promptings of
physical fear. Such a demonstration
proves not only a growth in moral per
ception, an increased sense of moral
responsibility, but much clearer thinking
than that which has hitherto governed
the question of man's relations towards
the animal world. For hitherto the moral
issue has been subservient to the
material ; the possibility of material
advantage has been put in the place of the
moral issue; has, indeed, been accounted
in itself a moral factor, and of so great a

weight as to be decisive. The two ques
tions, firstly : Is it right to perform ex
periments on living animals? and
secondly : Are experiments on living
animals useful or not to the human race?
have been welded into one question, in
which moral righteousness and material
usefulness are treated as interchangeable
terms. So that the arguments in favour
of vivisection have been conducted on the
assumption, and the public has been
dominated by the assumption, that the
morality of vivisection is determined by
its utility, that, if it can be proved to be

useful, it follows that it is right. For the
first time the public mind —or such a con
siderable proportion of it as to form an

important factor—has shown a disposition
to disentangle the interwoven argu
ments, to separate right from utility, to

regard them as not necessarily one ele

ment, but two possibly opposing elements

in the problem of justifiability, and not

only to distinguish the premises, but to
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act on the conclusions which result from ment to call it into activity
them.

* * *

The Muzzling Order

THE muzzling order is another appeal
to fear, an appeal to which there is a

large and unreasoning response. The
public knows very little about rabies, nor,
for the matter of that, do those who are
presumed to be experts, since the disease
is extremely rare in the British Isles, and
ignorance coupled with fear is a combina
tion that does not make for reason. The
bugbear of hydrophobia is one which
strikes the popular imagination, and the
tendency to destroy dogs on the barest
of suspicions is speedily evoked, a ten

dency stimulated and encouraged by
warnings in the Press. Many are the
dogs done to death at the instance of sus
picion, and rare indeed are the cases in
which suspicion is justified, for ignorance
accepts as evidence of rabies symptoms
which are not symptoms of that disease at
all. Foaming at the mouth, for instance,
is not, as is popularly supposed, a sign of
rabies ; it is a symptom which is asso
ciated with many other dog complaints,
but never with this one, and the false con
ception on this point is typical of the
ignorance and error which prevail in
regard to the whole of the subject. There
are many diseases which are often mis
taken for rabies. Dr. Stockwell, a great
authority in the matter, places in this
category distemper, earache, canker,
mastoid disease, gastritis, febrile dis
eases, throat and lung diseases, epilepsy,
meningitis, and the w-hole class of nervous
diseases to which dogs are subject.

* # *

The Tendency of the Order

IT is difficult even for an expert to be
sure whether or no a dog is rabid, yet

the ordinary policeman is empowered to
decide the question, and the ordinary
street urchin is urged by the suggestions
of a lurid Press to make the decision for
himself. And the decision tends to be
adverse to the dog, for when fear is
behind the eyes danger is before them ;

moreover, the tendency in boys to hunt
and slay does not require much incite-

Indeed, the
muzzling order and all it stands for is
likely to sweep from the minds of the
young generation the ideas inculcated by
humanitarian teaching.

* * *

The Dangers of Delusions

ANOTHER
popular delusion is that

everybody bitten by a rabid dog is
certain to contract hydrophobia. As a
matter of fact, deaths from hydrophobia
among persons bitten by rabid dogs are
very rare —not more than 15 per cent.,
though extremists put the number as high
as 17 per cent. During this present scare
upwards of 160 cases of rabies have been
reported, and no case of hydrophobia has
occurred. But what rabies has not done
fear may bring about, and persons bitten
by dogs not rabid may develop hydro
phobia simply through dread of con
tracting it. Many dogs reported rabid
are not rabid at all, as the difficulty of
diagnosis causes it to be frequently
false, and their bites, consequently, are
innocuous, but suggestion, conveyed by
warnings from without and apprehension
from within, is fully capable of creating
or what is quite as tragic in effect—simu
lating hydrophobia.

* * *
A Bogey and Its Banishment

A REMARKABLE case in support of
the above contention was given by the

late Dr. Anna Kingsford in a lecture deli
vered by her at Hampstead in 1886.

Dr. Buisson, who introduced the famous
vapour-bath treatment into France, was once
summoned to the bedside of a patient said to
be in an advanced stage of the malady. He
found the unhappy man in bed, held down by
his attendants, convulsed, foaming, unable tn
breathe without great difficulty, uttering sharp
cries, and presenting all the aspects of one in
the clutches of a horrible death. " When was
he bitten?" asked the doctor. " Two days ago,"
answered an attendant. " Then," responded
Buisson positively, " he has not got hydropho
bia. Hydrophobia is never developed until
seven days after the bite, at the earliest. It is
not possible for him to have the disease." Then,
addressing the patient, " Get up," said he
authoritatively, " and go about your work.
There is nothing the matter with you but your
fright." The patient was staggered, and reas
sured. He rose and went to his work, cured of
his terror.
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The Pasteur Treatment

IS it fear? Is it the Pasteur treatment
itself? Or is it a combination of both

which is responsible for the fact that the
establishment of a Pasteur Institute has

invariably been followed by an increase in
the mortality from hydrophobia? Fear
may have something to do with it—the
fear that would not be thought of were not
the Institute there to suggest it

,

but there
are facts which seem to imply that the
treatment which bears the name of Pasteur

is as apt to kill as to cure — if
,

indeed, the

killing is not in excess of the curing. Dr.
Hadwen, in the Abolitionist for May,
states that he has in his possession a list of
over 3,000 cases of death from hydro
phobia in persons who have been inocu
lated against it at Pasteur Institutes.
These cases, taken in conjunction with the
cases which, without inoculation, have
recovered, suggest that the humane policy

is safer than the self-seeking one.
* # *

The Postman Rascol

THE case of the postman Rascol and
his companion is a case in point.

Rascol and another man were bitten by a

dog suspected of being rabid. Rascol him
self was so slightly bitten that the skin
was not even broken : the bites inflicted on
the other man were very severe. Rascol
was compelled by the French postal
authorities to go to the Pasteur Institute
and to remain there under treatment ;

the other man, who was not under
compulsion, refused to be treated by
the Pasteur method. Rascol was in
the Institute from March 9 till March
14, and twelve days later he went
back to work. On April 12 severe symp
toms set in, with pain, not where the bite
—or rather the attempt at a bite—had
been, but at the point of inoculation, and
two days later he died of paralytic hydro
phobia. The other man, who had been
badly bitten, but had not been inoculated,
remained perfectly well.

* * #

The Handling of Animals

A MONGST the many errors which prc-
-**-vail in connection with animals must
be numbered the methods of handling

them. In the opinion of a leading veteri

nary surgeon, says a writer in the Daily
Mail, many domestic pets are injured h

y

the improper way in which they are

handled. Rabbits, this writer says, should
never be lifted by the ears, for tamp

rabbits, as they grow up, become very-

heavy, and it hurts them very much to lift
them in this way. The right method is to

take hold of the skin just behind the ears,
and a rabbit lifted in this way does not

kick and struggle, thus showing that it is

comfortable. Guinea-pigs should be lifted
in much the same way, but should be

handled as little as possible, as they are

very nervous. Tiny kittens may be lifted
by the scruff of the neck, but not cats of

any size. It is better " to put your hand
under the fore part of the cat's body and
allow the back legs to rest on the arm."

It is cruel to pick up a fowl by its legs.
The correct manner is to seize the wings of

the bird just behind the back. This is the way
in which geese and even swans are safely held.
In the case of swans it is important to stand
well behind the bird out of the reach of the
terrible beak. . . . Small cage birds like
canaries should be enclosed in the hand from the
back, care being taken that they are not gripped
too tightly.

Such suffering as can be spared to

animals by the proper handling of them

should surely thus be spared, since
humaneness in this direction interferes
neither with fashion nor amusement nor
vested interests nor gain of any kind.
Selfishness is not called upon for sacrifice :

a little knowledge, a little thought, a little
care are all that is needed.

* * *

The Demands of the Community

ALL the more when humaneness is easy
should it be sedulously practised, be

cause the demands of civilised communi
ties create many occasions on which its
achievement is difficult. There are call
ings in which the exercise of humaneness

is well-nigh impossible even for men by
nature humane. Amongst these callings

is that of the meat trade in its various
branches, from the shipping and land
transport to the actual slaughtering. In
connection with reform in the slaughter
houses, some progress — referred to in the
April Notes—has already been made, but
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much remains to be done, at any rate in The Best Methods
the British Isles, where the methods em

ployed are unfavourably contrasted with
those prevailing in other countries by Mr.
S. M. Doddington in a pamphlet written
in conjunction with the Council of Justice
to Animals.

Compare our hopeless fifteenth - century
methods of driving distracted animals all over
a town to the wretched collection of white-washed
" shacks " and pens—which pass for a cattle-
market ... to the beautiful covered market
halls where there is everything in readiness.
. . . Compare again the hopeless confusion
that follows when, the market being over, we
have to drive the animals back to the station
and to the different private slaughter-houses
scattered all over the town, to what goes on

abroad where the animals pass straight from the

market into the railway trucks, or if for
slaughter into sumptuous lairages . . . from
which they are fetched as desired into the great
glazed brick and marble slaughtering halls in
which properly qualified veterinary surgeons
have full charge, with suitably appointed
municipal officials in uniform who will see to it
that both customers and beasts have fair play.

* * *

Humane Slaughtering and Education

THE R.S.P.C.A., the Humanitarian
League, the Animal Defence Society,

the Council of Justice to Animals, and
other organisations have worked
strenuously in the cause of slaughter
house reform, and ten years ago a very
definite step in this direction was taken by
the College of Agriculture in Edinburgh,
when a course of technical instruction in
the meat industry was instituted, Profes
sor Loudon M. Douglas being appointed
chief lecturer. In a letter to Mr. Cash,

quoted by him in his address on the

humane slaughtering movement in Eng
land, delivered at the International Anti-
Vivisection and Animal Protection Con
gress, held in London in July, 1909, Pro
fessor Douglas states his opinion that

humanity in slaughtering is a question
entirely of education, and expresses his
desire to inspire the lads who will even
tually be masters with the idea that the
interests of the trade are served by
humane methods. Some of the meat pur
veyors, he said, had grasped this point,
experience proving that meat products are
rendered less liable to future taint by expe
ditious slaughtering.

THE universal consensus of expert
opinion is in favour of shooting as

being the most humane method of

slaughtering, and, when pistols are not
used, recommends stunning before bleed

ing. An exhaustive experimental enquiry
was held at Heidelberg in 1908, and 90 per
cent, of the 489 Veterinary High School
professors and slaughter-house veterinary
doctors and directors from all over Central
Europe who attended it summed up in
favour of stunning before bleeding, but
strongly recommended the shooting
method. The lessening of suffering by
stunning before blood is drawn was
strongly emphasised in the Report of the
Admiralty Commission issued in 1904.

Professor Leighton, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
after experiments in the killing of animal?
at the Edinburgh Abattoir in 1913, sums

up entirely in favour of shooting.
* * *

The Weapons

THE
" Greener

" pistol and the

Royal Society's " Humane Killer "

are both effective in dealing with large
cattle. For sheep Mr. Cash recommends
the " Behr " pistol, though he says he has
found the

" Greener
" or " Langlez "

pistol, loaded with small cartridges, very
satisfactory. The " Behr "

requires care
in use and needs care to keep it in order,
but, as Mr. Cash asks, "is it too much to
ask such care from those whose business
it is to act as executioners? "

* * *

A Sensible Suggestion

COMMON
SENSE and compassion arc

constantly companions, while senti
mentality, a spurious and misguided form
of sentiment, is apt to frustrate rather
than to further humane thought and
action. An illustration of this is furnished
by a letter from a soldier which appeared
in the Daily Mail in connection with the
discussion on the fate of the war horses.
The soldier, Private Henry Hilton, of the
A.S.C. Remounts, suggests that instead
of money being spent on erecting a statue
to the mules and horses who have " done
their bit "

in the war, any funds raised
should be spent on making a national park
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on the lines of the American Yellowstone
National Park, though on a smaller scale,
in which the worn and " cast " horses and
mules should end their days in peace. He
suggests also that the R.S.P.C.A. should
act as trustees and caretakers of the park,
and ends his letter thus :—

Having spent nearly two years with mules
and horses in France, it makes my heart sore
when I hear of officers and men buying their
animals from the Government and afterwards
shooting them. Surely there is no necessity for
this if a humane nation will only act in time.

* * *

The Living and the Dead

PRIVATE
HENRY HILTON is right;

he would rather save life than pay a

tribute to death ; he belongs to the
humanitarians and not to the sentimen
talists. He argues from facts and desires
to reduce suffering rather than to express
regret. But sentimentality shrinks from
facts, preferring to meander in generali
ties; it shuns the miseries of men, but
takes solace in the raising of tombstones ;

it turns from the suffering of living
animals, but easily deplores them when
they are dead, and, in a statue erected to
the slain four-footed servants of the war,
while horses old, worn, and ill drag them
selves overladen through the streets, are
sold abroad to save expense or slaughtered
at home because there is no place for
them, sentimentality would find supreme
expression.

* * *

Sentiment and Sentimentality

WHAT is the difference between sen

timent and sentimentality, and in

what way are they related to or distinct
from humanitarianism ? Sentiment is
emotion, but the w'ord is generally
used in connection with the finer
emotions, the more tender and deli
cate : sentimentality is emotion exag
gerated, perverted, and slipshod, and
while sentiment impels to action, senti
mentality expends itself in words—and
tears. The fundamental difference be
tween the two is that the one is selfish and
the other unselfish. The humanitarian
feels and faces the pain of the world and
seeks to relieve it : the sentimentalist
shrinks from that pain because of the suf-

fering and discomfort caused to himself

by the knowledge of it
,

and is less con

scious of the world's anguish than his

own. The one labours, the other shirks;

in other words, the one acknowledges the

responsibilities of brotherhood and seeks

to discharge them, while the other has not

yet realised that brotherhood is a living
truth. For the question in essence is a

question of brotherhood ; nothing less (i
t

could not be more) than that ; humani
tarianism is brotherhood in its widest, and

thus in its truest, sense. This strong,
wide brotherhood knows no barrier of sex

or creed, of class or nation, nor knows any
that would partition off mankind from
other living creatures; but to all beings,
sentient and suffering, gives such help, and

such intelligence in the helping, as love, fer
vent in will and tender in compassion, dic
tates. This is the true humanitarianism :

it recognises that all beings are, in the
words of St. Paul, members one of
another, and that if one member suffers all
the members suffer with it ; and to the

questions :

" Can there be bliss when all
that lives must suffer? Shalt thou be saved
and hear the whole world cry? "

it

answers :

" Bliss cannot be. I neither can
nor may.

"
* # *

A Monument to Inhumanity

ANOTHER
instance in which senti

mentality is shown as distinct from,
and not only distinct from but opposed to,
humaneness is given in the Abolitionist for
May, and is contained in a recent utter
ance by Sir William Osier. Here is the
utterance, a very apotheosis of false rea
soning, false sentiment, and false facts.

There should be a monument in every city
to the ideal dog for the work which his kind has
done in saving life by becoming the subject of
experiment.

"
By becoming the subject !

" This is

Sir William's rendering of a situation in
which the dog has no choice and the vivi-
sector no compunction. With an equal
perversion of sense and sentiment might
burglars raise a monument to the ideal
citizen who has become a subject for bur
glaries, and murderers erect a memorial
to the ideal victim who has become a sub
ject for murder.
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Ideals la India

THE ideals in India in regard to the
treatment of dogs are very different

from those of Sir William Osier. The
Abolitionist for May gives a resolution
passed at the third conference of the
Bombay Humanitarian League. It runs
as follows :—

That this Conference strongly protests against
the present system of killing stray dogs, either
healthy or diseased, generally by two methods,

viz. (1) lethal chamber, and (2) poisoning; and
it is, therefore, of opinion that this practice
should be discontinued and such dogs as may be

caught by the police and municipal authorities
for destruction should be handed over to the
Pinjrapole authorities or the Majahan for giving
the healthy dogs shelter and maintenance, and to

the diseased the veterinary treatment, thus
achieving the object of getting rid of stray dogs
from towns and respecting the religious suscepti
bilities of different communities.

Mercy is more in point than a monument.
G. Colmore

THE SPIRIT OF IMAGINATION
AN ALLEGORY

AND
the time came, when

there grew up Aspiration in
the minds of men. And the
great Mother of all saw what

now would be their need of guid
ance and of help. So she called
together her trusted servants ; many, from
the highest even to the humblest, that they
might lead and bless. And among them,
one of the least of them, came the spirit
of Imagination, Wonder, and Romance.
But she doubted and said :

" My work is
not needed, O Mother ; what can I do
that will not well be done by Love and
Faith and Effort?" And the great Mother
said :

" Thou art needed even as these
are. Go forth and do thy part."

And Imagination wandered to and fro
over the earth, and she saw the sons of
men and how they worked and rested,
fought and played. And she saw the
weak, the aged, and the poor, and their
need of care. And she spoke to the strong
and told them how to be gentle in their
strength and valour. And they dimly saw
her meaning and called it chivalry.

She saw the poet as he sat, dreaming
of all things under heaven and on earth,
and gladly she whispered to him for she
knew that he would understand. And as
he heard his eyes grew radiant with
bright visions, and he wrote words of
beauty, wisdom, and song, until men's
hearts grew light and they sang with him.

She gave the eyes of the seer to the

sculptor and the painter, so that they also
saw wonder and beauty in all things and
revealed them unto others. And to the
healers she gave new vision, too, and they
saw men so strong, so well, so beautiful,
that their hands were strengthened to
labour tnd to fight till sickness and disease
should be overcome and vanish.

And in her presence the builder dreamed
of fair cities wherein should dwell the
happy sons of men, one day, and great
temples wherein they all should worship.

And to the tired and weary worker came
she, with message of hope for the future,
when men should be as brothers, and all
should be blessed with freedom, happi
ness, and full life. But he believed her
not, and said: " Not so; you show us
dreams of things that are not and never
shall be in this sad world." And she
said :

" I show you things as they will be
in this beautiful world, in the ages to
come, when you have opened your hearts
to belief and to love."

But with some, the spirit of Imagination
and romance did always dwell —with the
mother and the lover, revealing unto them
alone the light of beauty and of good
that shines from each dear thing.

And in the pure and innocent hearts of
the children she abode all down the ages,
telling them things glorious and wonder
ful beyond measure, things that all men
shall remember and believe in some far-
distant date.

M. A. Naylor
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Continuation Schools

THE fear that, for all the Education
Act of 1918 with its fine ideals, Con

tinuation Schools will be left rocking in
a quiet back-water of the river of educa
tion, is a fear which disturbs many an
educationist throughout the country." Arc we to have Continuation Schools? "

they ask, and there is none to answer
them. It is urged that Labour should
make a resolute attempt to ensure that
the new Continuation Schools are run in

the right spirit and on the right lines.
On the face of it

,

there seems to be little
use in having a child, tired by a day of
work, set down to lessons when that
work is over. Yet what is there to ensure
that this method will not be attempted?
The Act provides that lessons must not be
held before 8 a.m. or after 7 p.m., but the
actual hours are left for the Local Educa
tion Authorities to settle. It seems cer
tain, that, with the exception of a com
paratively negligible number, business
enterprises will do all they can to prevent
the young people being taken from them
for lessons during the morning or the
afternoon. The commercial instinct does
not go hand-in-hand with a vital interest
in the new ideals in education, as a

general rule, and employers seem to be

absolutely blind to the fact that the more
educated an employee is the higher is the
standard of work.

There is a fear, too, on the part of
some, that Local Authorities may recog
nise what are termed "work schools,"
those conducted by private firms as giv
ing suitable and efficient part-time in
struction within the meaning of the Act.
The fear is, perhaps, justifiable at the
present time, for it would be a compara
tively easy thing for unscrupulous em

ployers to exploit " work schools."
But perhaps the most important consi

deration of all, and the one upon which
the success of the Act depends for the
most part, is the question of teachers.
Where are the teachers for Continuation
Schools to be had from? Where are they

to be trained? How are they to be

trained? How are they to be paid? How-

much work is to be placed on their shoul

ders? The problem of salary is of very
great importance. When will Education
Authorities realise that if their burning
desire is to get thoroughly good teachers,
that desire can be obtained only through
offering prospects to good teachers which
will enable them not only to live in a self-
respecting manner but to keep their
brains and nerves unharassed and

unstrained by that worry which is the

most deadly of all, the worry of try
ing to make a mere pittance cover
expenses out of all proportion to it?
That teachers have for so long en

dured the disgraceful conditions in which
they work, is but an example of their
almost universal spirit of self-sacrifice
and of their devotion to their calling ; it

is in no way an earnest that their treat
ment is satisfactory to them, and that
they have nothing to complain of.

Another vital thing is the training of
teachers for Continuation Schools. What
are the Education Authorities doing to
wards their training? It is not true that
elementary and secondary school teachers
are as fitted for the work of Continua
tion Schools as they are for their own.
Ordinary teachers simply would not be
able to hold the types they will have to
deal with in these schools; they have
nothing in their experience to enable
them to cope with young people entirely
foreign to their knowledge. Teachers in
Continuation Schools ought, above all
things, to be free— free in outlook, free
in judgment, free in spirit. They must
be strong, they must be quick, they must
be resourceful ; they must be willing to

try, and to fail, and to try again. They
must study each pupil, not as a pupil, but
as a human being, and when they find
that certain methods fail with one, thev
must set about finding other methods
which will succeed. It is an important
point to remember that the young per
son of fourteen who has worked and
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earned a certain amount of independence
is very different from the child of fourteen
who has never worked and has never

stood upon his own feet in the world and
found his level and his balance. Thou
sands of teachers whose ideals are those
of the New will be needed, and for each
one of these, training in the actual work
they will have to do is essential. Where
are these teachers, and where shall they
be trained? We need special training
colleges for them all over the country, if
Continuation Schools are to succeed in
the purpose for which they are to be

established.
* * *

The Significance of the Dreams of Older
Children

THE subject of dreams and their

significance is one which always has

had, and always will have, an immense
interest, generally purely curious, for
everyone. They are explained in many
ways, or rather, attempts are made at

their explanation. One claims that we
dream about what we really would wish
to be or to do ; another, that dreams are
a throw-back to those misty days when
man's mind first began to attempt the
process of thought. Dr. C. W. Kimmins,
in his lecture to the members of the Child-
Study Society last month, did not put for
ward any explanation. He gathered
together and compared the dreams of
children between the ages of ten and
fourteen or fifteen years, in elementary,
secondary and industrial schools, follow
ing his interesting comparison with a

selection of dreams in the words of the
children who had experienced them.

A general summary of Dr. Kimmins'
comparisons shows that the fulfilled wish
dream is more common to children in

elementary schools than it is to those
attending secondary, while it is very fre
quent among children in industrial
schools. In the selection of dreams read
out by Dr. Kimmins it was pathetic to

note the hunger for treats, such as a day
in the country, or a visit to their homes,
exemplified in the dreams of industrial
schoolchildren. They gave the listener a

vivid glimpse into the hearts of these

It is also interestingwistful little folk.
to note that a marked characteristic of

the dreams of these industrial children is

the entire absence of any reference to

harsh treatment. Another important
point is, that of the dreams col
lected from industrial schoolboys many
were of theft, in which the boy
or his chum took the leading part,
but among the dreams of girls there was
not a single one of theft. Among twenty-
three dreams of stealing was there only
one reference to having done wrong ; the
others seemed to think it quite a natural

thing to do.
Dreams of movement and of fear are

more common among secondary than

among either elementary or industrial
schoolchildren. The ghost appears to
have entirely departed. There is also a

greater fear of animals shown by the
dreams of secondary children. Dreams
of death are not uncommon up to the age
of eight, among elementary, and up to the
age of fourteen, among secondary,
children.

Dr. Kimmins showed how the dream
may be of great value in the physical
training of the child and also in his edu
cation. Through it

,

parents and teachers
may find the balance of the child's mind
as they may never find it in waking hours,
for it is the royal road to the Unconscious
and its powerful influences, and may be of
the utmost value, especially in the case of
neurotic and delicate children. The state
of nutrition of the body is also indicated
by the character of a dream. Dreams ex
press the state of the mind of a child,
unmodified by waking thoughts and
habits, and thus it is possible to arrive at
a true judgment of the state of the mind.
In weighing the value of a child's dream,
however, it must be remembered that
children have great difficulty in separat
ing the dream from the waking elements,
and therefore should be encouraged to tell
their dreams on first awaking. The
powers of description, also, are naturally
limited, and children will fill up gaps and
reject as absurd, items which are contrary
to their experience.

The^good kind aunt is a characteristic
of the dreams of children up to the age of
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twelve years. At this age dreams are
more common than among older or
younger children, and also at this time
is found a very curious blending of
colours, instanced by the dream of a child
whose headmistress was in the guise of a
beautiful mauve horse with yellow eyes.

Girls who dream that they are flying
always land successfully, while boys in
variably crash. Jealousy is shown in the
dreams of girls, not in those of boys.
Girls suffering from influenza have very
bad fear-dreams. Girls of fourteen and
fifteen frequently dream of quarrelling
with other girls.

Dr. Kimmins stated that he is engaged
in the collection of the dreams of twins,
and has found some extraordinary condi
tions among these ; but he has not yet in
vestigated sufficiently to make public the
results of his study. Later on all his ex
aminations of children's dreams will be

published, and these ought to make in
teresting reading for parents and
teachers.

* * *

The Caldecott Community

THE Seventh Annual Report of the
Caldecott Community is now issued.

It is an interesting record of the growth of
an interesting school. It will be remem
bered that some eighteen months ago the
Caldecott Community moved to near
Maidstone, and there carries on its work
as a boarding-school for working-men's
children. The number of children attend
ing is now forty-two, and constant appli
cations for admission are still being
received.

During the past year the Community
has been remade and enlarged ; increased
freedom in work has been given to the
older children, schoolwork being still
conducted on non-collective lines. Car
pentering and weaving lessons have been

inaugurated, and altogether great strides
have been made in handicrafts. A Com
munity Farm has been started, in the
work of which the children take their
share.

The dream of a Caldecott Chapel has
been realised also during the past year,
and is "

a centre of beauty and worship

for the members of the house." The chil

dren themselves suggested the plans upon
which the Chapel has been built up in a

disused coach-house ; each member of the

Community tries to bring his spiritual life

to the common religion of humanity.
The Report states that the attitude of

the parents is most encouraging. They
show a continued and growing interest,
and in some cases increase of income has

led to voluntary increase of payment.

* * *

An International Workers' Educational
League

THE Workers' Educational Associa
tion, realising that the hope of per

manently removing the causes of war is

dependent on the cultivation by the people
of all industrial nations of a " world
mind," has instructed its Executive Com
mittee to consider a scheme for linking
up the W.E.A. with similar organisations
throughout the world.

Each different branch of the Associa
tion will be approached with a view to

securing its co-operation in a scheme of
federation ; information will be secured as

to what is being done in other countries;
and working-class and educational bodies
abroad will also be communicated with.

The idea is, apparently, an attempt to

make provision against a new growth of
international mistrusts and misunder
standings, by causing " working-class
and educational bodies in other coun
tries " to realise thoroughly the dangers
of organisation of such bodies for each
country alone, and separately. The
W.E.A. wish to impress upon these
bodies the truth that international friend
ship means not the fostering of the
growth of various democratic organisa
tions in different countries, and the super
ficial linking up of each of these with the
others, but the fostering of the growth of
true international thought and help ; of
thought for, and work with, other coun
tries, of growth together with other coun
tries. It is a splendid ideal, it is an ideal
not impossible of achievement ; it is an
ideal in entire accordance with the spirit
and principles of the League of Nations.
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The Study of Education la America

TEACHERS
in the schools of the

United States have long been the
envy, to some extent, of teachers in this
country. Their Education Authorities
seem to have much more life than ours,
and to be more willing to co-operate with
teachers for the good of education gener
ally. We are in possession of a short
report of the appointment of a new com
mittee (Committee on Materials of Instruc
tion) for dealing with the development of
methods of co-operative work in curri
cula. This body is a part of the National
Society for the Study of Education in the
U.S.A. As will be inferred from the

name, the Committee is especially inter
ested in getting material which is being
used for instruction in community and in
national life, and the National Society
asks all members to supply, directly or
indirectly, information on certain subjects,
this information later to be published in
year books of the Society or other ap
propriate channels.

It is realised that in many school sys
tems there are valuable lesson materials
which are not incorporated in text-books.
There are, for instance, lessons in local
geography, or lessons describing local
industries. There are also special plans
for supervised study, or for methods of
correlating school subjects. There are
critical revisions and modifications of
text-books, and added sections from col
lateral or supplementary books. The
National Society is convinced that, local
or communal as these are, they may be

adapted, nevertheless, to other regions,
and may prove to be not only a stimulus
to a general interest in the critical re

vision and enlargement of the materials
of instruction, but also a stimulus to
teachers who now accept text-books as
they find them.

Already, some boards of education have
consented to the release of specially well-
qualified teachers for a fraction of their
time in order that they may prepare read
ing lessons on, say, the history or natural
resources of their districts. Is it possible
to conceive of our own boards of educa
tion recognising that the creation of new
material to be used in class-rooms is as

important as, not to say more important
than, the strict holding of each class for
its allotted time?

This year, the Committee on Materials
of Instruction will gather : 1. Reports in

detail on what is now being done in cer
tain grades with references to the books
and materials used. 2. Special reports
on original work' being done by individual
teachers, in the form of full accounts of
the lessons, with content and method.
3. Reports of plans for organising corre
lated courses for these certain grades.

One is tempted to outline in imagina
tion the results of the appointment of this
Committee. That it will mean the bold
swing forward of education in the United
States is a foregone conclusion. Our own

system of education will be radically
changed for the better through the appli
cation of the principles of the new Fisher
Bill, but the mere fact that this inno
vation comes from a society of teachers
in America, and not from Congress
(though it has the sanction of the Educa
tion Authorities) is guarantee that the
American scheme will forge ahead more
quickly than our own.

* * *

The Theosophlcal Educational Association
in America

THEOSOPHISTS
in the United

States, realising that the time has
come for the establishment of a complete
system of training with Theosophical
Ideals, have organised an Educational
Association in America, and, as a pre
paratory step towards a University, are
about to open Teachers College, Holly
wood, Los Angeles. Plans have been

formulated, a building has been rented,
and the Association, under the very able

guidance of Dr. Mary W. Burnett, is

bending all its energies towards putting
Teachers College on a working basis.

Through it there will be a continuous
stream of qualified Theosophical teachers,

competent to educate the children of the

New Age not alone through an intellectual
curriculum, but also through a curricu
lum which provides for the personal
religio-ethical character, and the social,

emotional and physical energies of the

child.
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America knows, as we in this country
know, that the neglect of potential char
acter powers in individuals causes a

nation, as a whole, to suffer. To ensure
that these powers will be guided aright
in the children, and that through this
right guidance a type of citizens will be

developed which shall be far in advance
of the ordinary type of the present day,
the Theosophical Educational Association
in America is determined to take in hand
immediately the training of special
teachers.

It is interesting to read the brief out
line of the studies to be undertaken at
Teachers College : 1. The Philosophy of
Life the Basis of Education. 2. Philo
sophy, Theory and Practice of Education.
3. Occult Sciences. 4. Health and
Higher Therapeutics. 5. Law. 6. Social
Organisation. 7. Courses for Men and
Women, as advisers of boys and girls,
men and women. 8. Vocations. 9. Re
creational Leadership. 10. Astronomy
and Astrology. 11. The Arts. 12. Round
Table.

As a necessary adjunct to the College,
the Francis St. Alban School has been
brought from Santa Monica, and re
opened at Hollywood. This was a Theo
sophical Home Boarding School under
the care of Mrs. Alida de Leeuw before
her departure for India.

We hear, too, that " The School of
the Open Gate," organised by Mrs. Mary
Gray, of Boston, and situated in a lovely
nook of the Hollywood Hills, has grown
to such proportions that a house has to
be opened for resident children, who, in
this peaceful, sun-warmed place, will for
get the hurry and struggle of the city of
Krotona nearby. The School of the Open
Gate has been fortunate lately in drawing
to its staff Miss Leah Press, who came
from the right hand of Angelo Patri at
his Public School 45 in the Bronx. New
York educators tried to prevent Miss
Press from leaving them, but she could
not resist the little " Dream School " in
the hills.

* * *

Education as Service in India

A MOST fascinating chart has just
reached us from India, in which J.

Krishnamurti's book, Education as Ser
vice, is analysed.

" Love " and " Sacri
fice

" are the words at the top of the

paper. To left and right, under them, are
" Reverence for the Child," and " Dedi
cation to its growth," and under these

again, "The true teacher exists to

serve," " He fraternises with others and
is progressive in his ideals." Then the

words :
" Growth of the would-be Citi

zen," heads two divisions, one of which
deals with the would-be citizen " As an in
dividual requiring as aids to his unfold-
ment "

: 1. Parents; 2. Teacher; 3. Home
Influences ; 4. Atmosphere of the Hostel
and the School. Seven points are collec
ted under this heading, and among these

several are specially stressed, such as—
"

Respecting and loving him as an ego
or soul clad in a young body," and
" Surrounding him with love to stimulate
the higher nature." These and other
valuable words are addressed to Parents.

Under the heading of Teacher there are

ten points, and the main one is, " The
relation between him and his pupils down
here should reflect the higher relation be

tween a Master and his Disciples. "
Under the third heading the point par

ticularly emphasised is, " Teaching them

[children] to avoid in their lives the
' three great crimes

'—
(a) To give pain

to another living being intentionally ; (b)

putting others to difficulty through
thoughtlessness ; (c) that man needs flesh

for food and that hunting and killing
animals is ' Sport.' "

Under the fourth heading is collected
some of the most immensely important
points : Medical Inspection ; Abolition of

Corporal Punishment, or wounding by

acts and words ; Abolition of the evil prac
tice of expulsion with ignominy ; Music
and prayer at the beginning and end of
school work ; No boy to have a bad name

in the school, which necessitates that
" neither teachers nor boys are to indulge
in gossip."

The other main division is, The Citizen
" As a social unit," and the two sub-divi
sions are "Rightly conceived; in the

light of his own evolution along his own

lines," and "Wrongly conceived; as a

chattel or a piece of property, or a means
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of increasing- the prosperity and reputa
tion of the family by profession or marri
age."

Under the former come seven points,
some among which are : They [dull and
so-called bad boys] must be slowly im
proved by greater patience and constant
love ; Abolition of prizes ; Self-discipline ;

Patriotism without race hatred.
Under the latter come seven exceed

ingly pithy statements, such as : Elders
frightening him into doing their wish ;

Surrounding him with bare walls and bad
pictures ; Checking his natural growth by
constant interference . . . and destroy
ing his convictions ; Wrong methods of
coercion. " The bug-bear of inspection
and university examination is met by
cramming and over-tuition, which stunt
him intellectually, as also by the spirit of
competition, which ruins him spiritually."

Seven other general points of great
purport are also stressed. The chart is
published by the League of Parents and
Teachers, Adyar and Gwalior.

* * »

Notes from Australasia

FROM
the columns of Theosophy in

Australasia we gather that the Morven
Garden School, Sydney, is flourishing.
A special building for boys was on the eve

of completion and the Rev. J. R. Kay,
B.A., was to be in charge of it. He is a

Theosophist with a good deal of teaching
experience.

We wonder whether entirely separate
buildings for boys and girls is regarded
as true co-education. This means that it
will be only in classes, games, etc., that
boys and girls will combine, but not in
their home-life. We should be glad to

know whether this arrangement is the
outcome of experience, and considered
best all round for the pupils.

* * *

A Swiss Experimental School

MDLLE.
HAEMMERLIN, a member

of the International Fraternity in

Education, started not so very long ago
at Chexbres, near Vevey, a small school,
the Ecole Nouvelle, the ideals of which
are those new ideals of so much interest
to us. The atmosphere with which Mdlle.

Haemmerlin surrounds her little folk is
one of harmony, of sunshine and of love ;

there are no rules, only desires ; life is
really lived and enjoyed, not merely en

dured. All classes, whenever it is possible,
are carried on out-of-doors, and open-air
occupations — gardening, hay-making,
camping-out, etc.—form part of the curri
culum. In winter the children have as
recreations, luging, skating, and ski-ing.
They are happy children, and they are
exceedingly busy children, full of a sense
of their responsibility as young citizens,
yet enjoying every moment of their free
and interesting life. Each one has his
or her own special duty in the working
of the establishment, in the housekeeping,
in the management. One child runs a

little stationery department, keeping all
accounts, buying all supplies, and selling
to the school at a little profit. The sum
thus made is devoted to the upkeep of
holiday camps for the poor and invalid
children of the large towns.

Each morning's study is preceded by
a reading from some suitable book on
moral, social or religious questions, after
which comments, reflections, and impres
sions are exchanged. In the evenings, a

book of high artistic or ethical value is
read aloud to the children as they sit
at handicraft- or needle-work. The actual
school classes are arranged on an elastic
scale, enabling the pupils to be grouped
according to their capacity and their
knowledge of the subject.

Practical use is made of the micro
scope, anatomy is taught by dissection,
and natural history by observation of
plant and insect life. Every now and
again a visit is arranged to some factory
or workshop, so that all the different
branches of various productions are
studied. In the teaching of languages,
special regard is given to original texts
as giving the best examples in each litera
ture of its wealth and beauty.

There is no routine, so-called ; instead,
constant variety is the order, and sur

prises also are arranged for the children,

so that they may be trained to act on

emergency. Neither is there punishment
or reward ; the young people learn to
work for the love of work, and in order
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that they may help each other, and others.

They seem to regard their studies as ad
ventures ; they meet everything in a spirit
of friendliness and of enquiry ; they are

taught to admit failure, but never defeat
or discouragement. It is said that the

people resident in the district know the
children who attend the Ecole Nouvelle
by their alert, interested, happy faces,
and by the free swing of their walk.

* * *

Review
A Dream of Youth, An Etonian's reply to

The Loom of Youth. By Martin
Browne. (Longmans, Green and

Co.)
The influence of The Loom of Youth

was very strongly felt for a time, and to
some extent is still felt. We cannot think
that this "

reply
" to it will have any

thing like the same influence. It is not
so much a reply as another point of view
about Public Schools, Eton in particular.
Alec Waugh saw his school through his
own temperament, Martin Browne sees

his through his own temperament, and
because those temperaments are so widely
different the pictures they give us are also
very unlike. In neither case can we be

impressed with the records as being final,
because we have to remember the imma
turity of the recorders. Both are import
ant delineations of how Public School life
has affected two types of boys, and it is
for us to compare and analyse the records,
and draw deductions from them. Alec
Waugh seems to be a more impersonal
observer of the events through which he

moved in school-life than Martin Browne,
to whom everything has an intensely per
sonal meaning. The Dream of Youth is

not a story but an essay ; it does not pre
tend to be other than that. Perhaps its
most important part is that on " Reli
gion." It is here that we have the author
at his keenest, and he has many instruc
tive and important things to say, ex

pressed in that slightly pompous fashion
which tends to spoil the literary value of
his book. Two points strike us as worthy
of full quotation : 1. "I would plead, too.

for a more broad-minded view of God.

It does seem so intensely unreasonable to

believe that God is a personal friend of a

comparatively small portion of mankind,
and is absolutely lost to the remainder
of His human creation because they hap

pen to regard Him from a different point
of view. This is not to say we Christians
have not the most perfect aspect of God

in Christ, or that we have not the duty of
spreading His Gospel. All I mean is

,

that boys would think much better of God

if they realised that He does do all they
will let Him for those other religions as

well as for us.
"

2
. "... We want

rather a different view of God than that

which, in my experience at any rate, pre

vails at school. We want a much more

personal God . . . The Person we want... is the very human and faithful
friend, who shares our life with us down
to the very last detail. I like to think
of God here at Eton as I think of my best

school friend —only more so ; as always
ready to sympathise, whatever is going
on, to help and advise, to listen to any

thing I want to say, and be human enough
to understand."

In his appeal for more beauty in Educa
tion, Martin Browne sounds out a note

to which we trust there will be a wid'j

response. He points out that "
beauty i*

closely connected with our moral stan

dard "

; and that " real beauty will show
us that impurity is ugly." His cry for

the world of youth which he is striving
to interpret to us, is, " Let us have

beauty !

" We believe he has glimpsed
the high secret of how beauty and

morality go hand in hand. To his youth
ful wisdom and insight one must bow

when he says :

" Do not let us be afraid
of physical beauty. Wc ought to see that

man and woman are the most beautiful of

all God's wonderful creations. It is the

greatest moral help to feel the human
body a sacred thing that must never be

defamed. "

Teachers will welcome this book for the

evidence it brings of the worth of those

things in education which are deepest and

most abiding, but are not found in curri
cula.



THE WOMAN'S
OBSERVATORY

<By "FEMINA"

[A monthly record of matters connected with the rapidly growing part that women are playing

in the public life of the world.]

NOTHING

more eloquent of hope
for the future of women has hap
pened during the last few months
(though they have been crowded

with notable events in the world of
womanhood) than the noble " Manifesto
to German Women "

recently issued by
the French Section of the International
Committee of Women for Permanent
Peace, and printed in L'CEuvre. We
quote from it at length, regarding it as
a document of profound importance and
significance to those who believe in
Woman as the great reconciler — the ap
pointed healer of the wounds of the world.
It is pleasant to recall that Englishwomen
have shown the same spirit by the gift,
recently noted here, of a million rubber
teats for German babies.

* * *

The document begins by quoting from
the appeal of the German mothers against
the blockade and the continued detention
of prisoners of war, and proceeds :

" We
reply to you that we sympathise with your
anguish. We suffer when we realise that
we are still too scattered and too weak
to help you. We can only add our voices
to yours in proclaiming the sacred right
of the destitute to be succoured and re

spected, whatever be their country. But
we should blush, even in our impotence, it

we had not sent our prayer for your chil
dren to the peace-maker who has come to
reconcile men one with another. We sent
the following appeal to President Wilson :

" We approach you in the name of a
group of French women who have tried
to preserve themselves from hatred during
the war, so as to add our prayer to thai

of the women in the enemy countries who
implore you to help their children. We
know how our people have suffered in the

invaded territory, and it is in virtue of
this knowledge that we ask your help for
them. During the armistice period —

after the long martyrdom of humanity —
evil must no longer call to evil; it is time
that the people ceased from torturing one
another. We have faith in your lofty
purpose. Open the prison doors to all

captives of all armies. Divide the bread

of the world equally with the hungry of
all countries."

* # *

President Wilson's personal response
to such an appeal (whatever may be the

response of the Allied and Associated

Powers) will be doubted by none who
knows the width and warmth of his
humanitarian ideals and sympathies, and
the genuineness of his allegiance to the
principles of the Christian religion. But
what chiefly concerns us here is the por
tent for women —one full of hope for
themselves and for the race— revealed by
such an appeal, on behalf of technical
" enemies," from women of an invaded
and devastated land. The manifesto ends
on a note as noble :

" Across ruins and
tears, let us work at the same sacred task :

wrenching war from all souls, let us build
for our children a single city of peace and
love." It is the special duty of the women
of all nations to unite in this spirit, and to
this end. The new evangel of inter
nationalism represented by the Fourteen
Points will then prove to be no mirage or
mockery, but a reality capable of fulfill
ing the best hopes of womanhood at its
best.

* * *

The conversion of anti-Feminists re
vealed by the remarkable Second Reading
Debate of the Women's Emancipation
Bill was, in its way, no less noteworthy
than that Bill itself. The measure pro

I
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vides, it will be remembered, for the re
moval of all remaining disabilities pre
venting a woman, by reason of sex or
marriage, from holding " any civil or
judicial office or place of profit or' trust
under his Majesty"; and, further, for
the qualification of women who are
peeresses in their own right to sit in the
House of Lords. Even Sir John Rees,
whose obstinate " anti " attitude of pre
war days many suffragists will remember,
blessed the Bill ; and the second reading,
after eloquent and logical tributes to the

soundness of the position taken up by its
sponsors, was carried without a dissen
tient voice.

* * *

The claims of women put forward at
Paris were most sympathetically heard
and received, it is refreshing to note, by
the Peace Commission charged with the
duty of reporting on questions affecting
international labour legislation. Dele
gates representing Great Britain,
America, France, Italy, and Belgium
urged the need of equality of treatment for
men and women similarly employed; of a

minimum wage adjusted, at least, ap
proximately, to the cost of living ; of the
eight-hour day, prohibition of night-work
for women and children, and protection
of maternity. With the throwing open to
women of all posts on the permanent sec
retariat of the League of Nations (and
not less, it may be noted, of those con
nected with the Executive Council)
another great triumph for the sex was
scored. Still another came when Presi
dent Wilson specially complimented the
International Council of Women, repre
senting Denmark, Serbia, and Rumania,
in addition to the five nations above men
tioned, on their conciseness of speech
and business-like methods. How well
the compliment was deserved may be

gathered from the fact that eleven
speakers managed to introduce subjects
of profound importance to the women of
all nations within 30 minutes ! Would
that these male delegates who have " held
up the Peace "

by an apparently intermin
able flow of " argy-bargy " had taken a
leaf out of the women's book !

" Votes for Widows " is the curious
form of suffrage which has crowned the

Belgian women's 30 years' struggle for
political recognition ; a struggle particu
larly memorable, by the way, for its use

of the
"

general strike "
weapon in 1913.

Widows of soldiers killed during the war,
if not since re-married, get the vote rt
once ; also the widowed mothers of sol
diers killed in action, with the widows of

civilians shot by the invaders. Women
thrown into prison during the German

occupation of Belgian territory are the

only others at present enfranchised. In

this connection it is interesting to recall
that the three great leaders of the Suf
frage movement in England were widows
—Mrs. Fawcett, the veteran head of the
"constitutional" organisations; Mrs.
Pankhurst, chief of the militants; and
Mrs. Despard, whose society, the
Women's Freedom League, represented
the via media between the two.

* * *

Women concerned in, or for, education
awaited the result of the N.U.T. referen
dum on the burning question of "

equal
pay

" with an interest almost painfully
intense. This was declared, to the great
delight of Feminists, as an overwhelming
victory for those in favour of equality, the
figures being as follows :

For equal pay (of men and
women teachers of equal
professional status) 35,004

Against 15,039

Majority for equal pay 19,965

* * #

Another referendum of special interest
to women was that recently taken among
its members by the Institution of Naval
Architects. This resulted in the admis
sion of women, " on equal terms with
men," by a majority of 271. Reference
was made to the "

magnificent job "
women joiners had lately made of their
work on a destroyer, accepted, without
demur, by the Admiralty. The ship,
partly planned by Miss Emily Keary, one
of the three new members admitted to the
Institute, attained the record speed of 38.6
knots. Woman goes from glory to glory !

"Femina"



IN
spite of the Peace Conference

there are, we are told, no less than
twenty-three wars, of greater or
lesser dimensions going on, at the
moment, in various parts of the

world ; and in addition to all these is
the still more embittered warfare, open
or latent, which is dividing the inner life
of nearly every nation. Of a truth, the

spirit of strife and hatred is abroad

amongst men, and the recent great war
was only one chapter in a greater struggle
whose end cannot yet be foreseen. The
ordinary observer of the world's life
to-day has some excuse for feeling a kind
of despair at what he sees about him.

Outwardly, we seem to be approaching
nearer and nearer to chaos. Most of the
institutions in which we have been
accustomed to place our trust are evidently
crumbling, and the fear is growing ever

stronger in men's minds that mankind,
as a whole, is approaching one of those

periods of general upheaval and con
fusion which have, through the ages,
been the most horrible episodes in history.
The decay of system means the decay
of authority ; and when once authority
has been destroyed, there is almost
invariably an interlude of madness and

cruelty before things settle down once
more into systematised form. Such an
interlude has already been witnessed in
Russia. Is it to come to the world in
general ? That is the question which
many are asking to-day.

We believe that, in one form or another
it must, —our view being that the end of
an age and the beginning of a new cycle
involve something much more serious
than we are accustomed to imagine.
The changes that must come at such a
time are drastic changes. They are also
quite inevitable for behind them are all
the forces of Nature. The foundations
which have to be laid, at such a crisis,
are foundations which must remain firm
and solid for centuries and millennia, for
they have to sustain the weight of
the edifice of a new order. Nothing
comparable to the present turning point
in world-history has been witnessed
since the foundations of European
civilisation were laid by the joint forces
of Christianity and Imperial Rome.
It is doubtful whether even that great
reshaping was as important as that which
is now taking place. The area to be
dealt with is now many times larger.
It is no longer a part of the world, but a
whole world, which has to be remodelled ;

and every public question, involved in
such a re-ordering, is to-day infinitely
more complex. At that time the new order
could be effected by a simple process of
drawing everything into relation with a
single controlling centre. Rome was,
both spiritually and materially, the point
round which the life of the whole area of
reconstruction grouped itself. To-day,
there is no such common centre ; nor is
it conceivable that there ever can be.
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The world of to-morrow must come into
being by a process of diffusion—by the

spreading of a new idea, or principle of
life, over vast areas comprising every
possible kind of variety and difference
that can divide mankind. How is this to
come about ? The suggestion which we

put forward is that it can only come about
by the emergence of a common Religion.
But of that more some other time. What
we are concerned with at the moment
is the vastness of the present world-crisis
and its bearing upon the disturbances
of the hour.

* * *

We think that it "should be realised
that the general upheaval, at the present
time, stands, and must stand, in exact
relation to the end which it is designed to
bring about. Given the goal, there must
be precisely as much force applied to the
world as is necessary to drive it onward
to that goal. The one thing which could
in any way diminish that force would be
the willing co-operation of mankind in
general with the changing spirit of the

age. But experience shows —and it is

showing very clearly to-day—that this
co-operation is very far from being forth
coming. Those who looked for a new

spirit in society after the war have already
had their disillusionment. It would be
hard to point to any country to-day and
to say :

" Here is a people, purified and
ennobled by what it has been through,
living in the light of the greater ideals
which war revealed." On the contrary,
there are evident everywhere symptoms
of reaction. The mad pursuit of wealth
and pleasure is no less than it was before
war broke out. In some respects it is
more feverish and more blatant than
ever. High ideals in public life are not a

whit more apparent than they were
before. The spirit of distrust and separa
tism among nations has not abated. Is
it not at the root of many of the deplorable
mistakes of the Peace Conference ? Taking
everything together, the onlooker might
well be excused for saying that the war,

with all its enormous sacrifices, has had
no visible spiritual result. But, although

superficially right—if we apply purely
ethical standards —he would really be

wrong from the point of view of that

deeper science of dynamics which governs
the evolution of mankind. The war may
not have reformed the life of nations and
individuals, but it has released forces
which, in the fulness of time, must do

so. The world is not, from this point of
view, the same as it was. It is totally
different. And the difference lies, not in
any immediate ethical or social improve
ment, but in the fact that it is now a

seething cauldron of creative and destruc
tive forces, where before it was in a state
of comparative inertia. And it is these
forces which are creating the world-wide
disturbances which fill the onlooker with
such alarm.

* * *

A certain amount of detachment, com
bined with a very real faith in a purpose
behind history, is necessary before we

can view all this with the truly philo
sophic eye. We must believe —to put
the matter simply—that whatever happens
is intended and that it is a necessary
means to a good end ; and we must try
to look at it quite apart from the effect
which it may have upon ourselves as

individuals. The believer in Reincarnation
has the advantage here. Whatever this
present life may be, he feels assured that
he will enjoy the fruits of all this long
travail in his future sojourns on the
physical earth. The seed is being sown,
not for a posterity with whom he and
his fellows have no concern, but for
themselves —for they will be the posterity
in question. The belief is thus a reassuring
and a comforting one. But, even for
those who cannot accept this particular
belief, the thought that a definite scientific
process is being worked out towards a

beneficent and foreseen goal, will be (i
f

they can rise to it) not without its
strengthening effect. For such a thought
the Herald of the Star stands. Its view

is that the glories of the future which lies
before mankind are such as to necessitate
a vast transitional upheaval before they
can become capable of realisation. The
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age which is dawning, it holds, will be
an age so splendid that the very founda
tions of human society have to be shaken
in order to permit it to come into being.
All the chaos and anguish of to-day are

only the birth-throes which precede the

emergence of a new order, in comparison
with which our boasted civilisation of
to-day will seem mean, barbarous and
most unbeautiful. The time is before us
when all things, verily, will be made new ;

and all that we see to-day shows that
the Spirit of God is even now at work.

* * *

The last phrase is a significant one,
because it puts us on the track of a
formula which may help us to analyse
the present world-situation and to see

a little how we stand in relation to it.
When we say that "

the Spirit of God is
at work," we imply that the real meaning
of the crisis, through which the world
is passing, is that things are being reshaped
by a Divine Purpose with a view to the
realisation of a definite aim or end. We
imply also that the purpose is irresistible,
because it is Divine, and that, therefore,
in one way or another, it must sooner or
later be realised upon earth. Finally we
imply that it is a beneficent purpose and
that the end to be achieved is one which
is necessary for the evolution of mankind.
This is the view which any mystical
student of history must hold ; it is the
view upon which the Herald of the
Star has always based its interpretation
of the present world-movement. That is
why no note of pessimism has ever been
sounded in these pages. The Herald
of the Star has always been firm in its
conviction that all the changes, which
are going on so rapidly around us, are

necessary changes and directed towards
a necessary end, that the happiness of
the world depends upon that end being
achieved, and that nothing can possibly
prevent its achievement in the fulness
of time because the Great Will has so
ordered it. For this reason, the Magazine
stands for a high optimism. However
dark the outlook may apparently be, it
is convinced that all is fundamentally well
and that the darkness is only temporary.

That there is danger and misery and

suffering in the world to-day, it does not
deny ; but it seeks to interpret these in
the light of the phrase, used here, and
of the formula of which that phrase puts
us in possession.

* * *

What is that formula ? Simply this :—
that, if it be true that the Divine Will is

visibly working to-day towards an
appointed end, there are only three
alternatives before mankind. It can co

operate ; it can resist ; or it can be
indifferent. Nothing can turn that Will
aside from its purpose, but the effect of
the pressure of that purpose upon human
life will necessarily be very different, accord

ing to the attitude which men assume
towards it. Supposing, for example, the

great purpose were to be recognised, under
stood and accepted by humanity as a whole,
and were to be met by willing co-operation,
there would be little or no suffering
connected with its process of self-realisa
tion. The suffering comes, in every case,
from indifference or resistance. If
people are indifferent, they must be stung
or frightened into taking an interest.
If they resist, their resistance must be
broken and crushed. That is the simple
solution of the problem, the moment we

accept the existence of a Divine Will
and a divinely appointed end ; and it
helps us, in a great measure, to understand
what is happening in the world to-day.
It is the well-considered view of The
Herald of the Star that there is no

suffering at the present time anywhere
in the world, which cannot, upon examina
tion, be found to arise from the existence

either of a condition of rigidity, which
definitely resists the remoulding force of
the Spirit, or of a dulness which refuses
to take account of it ; and all the darkness

and menace of the times are merely the

necessary means adopted for breaking
down the resistance and awakening the

dulness into greater clearness of percep
tion.

* * *

This, in its turn, enables us to see more

precisely the function of those destructive
forces, at work in the world at this time
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from which the menace of the future
seems chiefly to proceed. What is the
true interpretation of this spirit of
anarchy which seems to be threatening
the very foundations of civilised life?
It is not, assuredly, that the world of
the future is to be built up on the prin
ciples professed by those who embody this
spirit. That would be a contradiction
in terms, for a destructive force cannot
build. Nor does it mean that all that
repels the thinking man in the current
social movement —its materialism, its
selfish grasping, its crude class-hatred,
its vindictiveness, its love of disorder for
disorder's sake, its lack of the finer and
more spiritual elements —is destined to
be the spirit of the new age. Interpreted
in the light of our formula, its purpose is
far other than this. It is simply a weapon
in the hands of the Divine Will, designed
to bring about, through fear, pain and
discomfort, what might, in ideal con
ditions, be brought about happily and

peacefully through co-operation. The
spirit of fierce grasping will only retain
its power until a spirit of willing giving
is awakened. The use of hatred is to
arouse love, of selfishness to awaken
unselfishness, of separation to give birth
to brotherhood. Out of the negative must
eventually arise the positive ; and, until
the positive be born, the negative must
continue to plunge the world into disorder.
The secret of the whole thing is to be
found in the one word, Co-operation.
Only when the movement of co-operation
begins will the world pass into a happier
and a fairer time.

* * *

It is not, therefore, the Lenins and the

Trotskys and the hard-bitten labour
leaders all the world over, who are destined
to be the builders of the New Era. Their
task is essentially destructive ; it is so to
batter at the conditions to which society
has grown accustomed that it will sooner
or later awake to the necessity of re

ordering those conditions. The task, we
think, extends even further. It is to
plunge the world into so much unhappi-
ness, so much confusion and despair,
that there will grow up a universal demand

for new ideals, which shall take up all
that the destructive movement is doing
and turn it, by a great spiritual revolution,
into a movement of construction. Some
day the question must be asked, wrung
from the human spirit by agony and
despair :—" Why need we go through
all this terrible struggle, clinging to what
we possess and only surrendering it to
threats and force, when the whole thing
could be settled at once by voluntary
giving ?

" It will also be seen that to
yield involuntarily and only after desperate
resistance brings ruin in its wake, whereas
to give voluntarily disarms the recipient
and exalts the position of the giver.
What has been the fate, through history,
of those who have fought to the last
ditch against reform and justice ? Not
only to be stripped of all they possess but
to be destroyed as well. What, on the
other hand, has been the fate of those
who have sacrificed themselves to others,

who have given in a spirit of spontaneous
love ? Universal love and honour, whether
at the moment or later, when they have
come to be recognised for what they really
were. It is still true, even in connection
with our social problems, that " hatred
ceaseth not by hatred ; hatred ceaseth

only by love." That is the great revolu
tion which the future has to bring with
it—the revolution which is destined to
be really constructive and to make the
new age possible. Only in this way can
the great movement of hatred and
division, which is convulsing the world
to-day, ever be disarmed ; and the real

purpose of the movement, in the light of
the formula which has been suggested,
is to reduce things to such a state that
this great revolution will be seen to be
the only course open to a world made
bankrupt by the spirit of the age which
is dying.

* * *

All this, of course, The Herald of
the Star naturally links up with its
belief in the coming of a great World-
Teacher. The world is not ready for such
a Teacher at the moment. But the time
will come when such a Teacher will come
to it as its only possible Saviour from chaos
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and death. It will have to be shown that
the ideals which it has so glibly expressed
for centuries through the formalities of
its many religions are, after all, true
ideals, that they are of living power and
can no longer be relegated with impunity
to far-off regions of theory and lip-
service ; and the function of the Great
Teacher, as we conceive it, will be to
bring this home to the consciousness of
mankind —not to preach a brand-new
set of ideals, for this is impossible, but
simply to reveal the fact that the eternal
truths are eternal truths, true for the
world of to-day just as much as for the
world of a legendary antiquity.

* * *

The great constructive movement,
therefore, the movement of giving, we
believe will date from the beginning of
a great spiritual revival ; and we have
history to support us in the belief that
every revival must have its Revivalist,
its great initiating force. Taken in con
nection with this belief, we hold that the

present-day troubles of the world are all
meant, by a process of suffering and

purgation, to bring mankind to a point

where it will be almost driven to listen
to the voice of Divine Wisdom, when
once more It shall speak in articulate
accents to men. Once again, in its long
history, humanity is coming face to face
with the deeper things of life. Desperately
is it struggling to avoid this confrontation
and to continue in the old easy and
unthinking ways. But the Great Cycle
has come round and the Day of Judg
ment is near ; not a Day of Judgment in
the conventionally accepted sense, but
a Day of Discrimination, when it will
definitely have to choose between the
false and the true. Too long our civilisa
tion has lived upon lies—false values,
false conceptions, hypocrisies and self-
cheatings. The day is at hand when its
eyes must at length be opened. And all
the turmoil and upheaval of the present
time is only the first pressure of the over
whelming reality. No civilisation ever
fell but by its own inherent weaknesses.
Wherever there is disorder there is cause
for disorder. It rests with us, in the years
which are coming, to find out where
those weaknesses lie and to discover the
nature of that cause.

NOTICES.

1. Contributors to the Herald of the Star are asked to note that, in order to

enable the printers to cope with the large amount of work on their hands, all MSS. should
reach the Editor by the 5th of the month previous to that in which they are due to appear.
An article, for example, which is to appear in the September number should be sent in by
August 5th. The Editor will be grateful ifwriters will make a point of observing this rule.

2. The question as to what should Oe done with Reports sent in by National Rep
resentatives of the Order of the Star in the East is at present under consideration. There
are certain difficulties in the way of printing them in the Herald of the Star, which has
already too little space at its disposal ; and it is possible that something after the nature

of the International Bulletin may shortly be revived. An announcement on this
matter will be made in the August number of the Magazine.



Universal Co-Masonry
By Lady Emily Lutyens

[Some of our readers may not be aware that there exists a Masonic Order which admits
women to its membership. This is the Order of Universal Co-Masonry, about which Lady
Emily Lutyens, herself a Mason, writes the following interesting article. In addition
to the great innovation of admitting women, the Co-Masonic Order is doing much to revive a

knowledge of the mystic truths which underlie the great Masonic ceremonies and initiations]

THERE
are certain great prob

lems of life which present them
selves to every intelligent mind.
Sooner or later we all begin to

ask ourselves the question as to what
man is in his essential nature, what is
the goal of existence, and what lies, if
anything, on the other side of death. Re
ligion and philosophy have each in their
turn attempted to give answers to these
questions. All through the ages religions
have sought to explain to man the mys
teries of his own nature, and have
mapped out for him the path to be fol
lowed and the conditions which await him
on the other side of death, but the fact
remains that men and women are still
seeking an answer to these questions.
We have to recognise the fact that there
is a great variety of temperament
amongst men and women, and that that
which is an inspiration and help to one

brings no comfort or enlightenment to
another person of a different tempera
ment. It has been very beautifully ex

pressed in an Eastern scripture, " The
roads to God are as many as the lives of
the children of men."

There are obviously many different
ways by which men arrive at the solution
of these great problems, and we have to

recognise that religion is not the way for
all of them. Men and women have some
times been driven out of organised reli
gion by things which shock their moral
sense or do not satisfy their intellect.

In Freemasonry, many have found the
inspiration they could not derive from
organised religion. To many men, I ad
mit, Masonry means an opportunity for
banquets and an outlet for the exercise

of benevolence rather than an incentive to
noble living. But there are many men,
though they are still in the minority, who
recognise that Masonry has been to them
the greatest inspiration of their lives, that
they have found in its ritual and teaching
the answer to those problems that they
have sought in vain in religion and philo
sophy.

If this be true of Masonry as it is
worked in men's lodges, it is perhaps
even more true of Masonry as it exists in
the Co-Masonic Order, because women,
rightly, I think, are supposed to have
more intuition than men, to be of a more
religious temperament. So when women
came into Masonry they brought with
them that power of spiritual interpreta
tion, and Masonry became to them a real
and living force.

Many men will be surprised to hear of
women being Freemasons because, up to
the present, they have in the Grand
Lodges confined their membership to men
only ; but in 1881 a certain French Lodge,
working under the Scottish Rite, initiated
a woman. As, in that particular Obedi
ence, no law existed against the admis
sion of women, there was nothing unlaw
ful in the proceeding, but it was certainly
irregular, and the Lodge that had so acted
was suspended. As, however, once a

Mason is always a Mason, one of the
members of this Lodge, Dr Georges Mar
tin, with the assistance of other brothers,
formed themselves into a Co-Masonic
Lodge. A great many women Masons
have friends among men Masons, and
they can speak to one another as initiated
Masons, and although the Grand Lodge
of England does not recognise women,
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many individual Masons do, and are will
ing- to co-operate with the Co-Masonic
movement.

From whence was Freemasonry de
rived? We in the Co- Masonic Order be

lieve that it owes its origin to the ancient
mysteries of Egypt and carries on the
same great tradition and teaching pre
sented under more or less the same form
as they have existed through countless
ages.

Perhaps to many the idea of the mys
teries may seem unfamiliar, but in all the
ancient religions of the world there was
an esoteric as well as an exoteric faith.
That was true of Christianity in its early
days, as well as of the religions of the
past ; of Egypt, Greece, Rome, and India.
There was always an exoteric teaching
that was given out to the multitude, doc
trines they could absorb and find helpful,
but at the same time there existed an in
ner school of teaching, in which the
higher teachings of religion and science
were presented to those who had testi
fied by their earnestness of life and pur
pose that they were ready to receive this
esoteric knowledge ; and these people
were called initiates, and the esoteric
teaching was known as the mysteries
and was imparted under a vow of secrecy.
This teaching was given only to the more
devoted members of the faith, those who
had offered themselves for the service of
humanity, and it was intended to help
them in their spiritual evolution.

That was the case also in the early
days of Christianity before the Gnostics
were driven out of the Church. We read
in the accounts of the early Church
Fathers of the existence of the Mysteries
of Jesus, and St. Clement and Origen re
fer to these mysteries and explain that
teachings were given in them which were
not communicated to the general oublic.
In later days it has been the boast of
Christians that there is nothing in their
religion that a child could not understand.
If that be so, it is a condemnation of the
faith, and far truer is it that although all
religions have shallows in which a child
can wade, they must have depths in which
a giant cannot swim. So also with

Christianity. In the early days it had its
inner schools, and to-day the Church is
the poorer because this deeper knowledge
has dropped out.

The form of the mysteries varied ac
cording to whether they took place in
Egypt, Greece, India, or in the Christian
Church, but the teaching was very gener
ally the same, and the method of impart
ing it was on the same lines. That teaching
was given by means of a dramatic pre
sentation of the great truths of life and
death. Man was taught by means of
these representations first to understand
the purpose and goal of life, and

secondly to understand more of the con
ditions which await every soul on the
other side of the great change we call
death. In Freemasonry this tradition is
still preserved, and the great truths of
life and death are dramatically presented
in its ritual.

Some object to the fact that Masonry
is a secret association. They ask why
vows of secrecy should be taken? Why,
if Freemasonry contains so much that is
helpful to mankind, should it be secret?

In one sense Masonry is no longer a
secret society, because everything that is
exoteric in Masonry has been published.
It is possible to buy books which tell
about the rituals of Masonry, which de
scribe the various degrees, which give
much information about the outer form
of Masonry. To that extent Masonry is
no longer secret. But even if the books
are read few would be any wiser, because
everything that can be published about
Masonry represents only the outer form,
and it is the inner spirit which gives life.

I think there is a purpose in the secrecy
in which Masonry was and is still veiled
at the present day. In the first place, if
the knowledge of the powers latent in man
were to be distributed indiscriminately,
a very bad use might be made of those
powers, for it is a fact which is known
to all who have themselves developed
these powers, or who have come into con
tact with others in whom they are de

veloped, that they are very real ; that
when we speak of men as initiated in the
great mysteries of life, we mean that they
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are men and women who have come to
understand the great powers of humanity
and something- of the truer, deeper psy-
chism, and therefore that does represent
a very real power. If that power could
be acquired by men still living in the
world and desiring only to attain wealth
or power or something for themselves,

the acquisition of these powers might be
come a very dangerous weapon. It has
been said knowledge is power ; but know
ledge and power, unless applied to the
service of humanity, may become very
dangerous. Knowledge by itself is not

necessarily helpful, and so if these subtler
powers could be acquired too easily by
men not trained in unselfish desire for
service, it might do more harm than
good. This is one reason for secrecy
with regard to the ancient mysteries of
Freemasonry.

There is perhaps yet another reason. I
do not believe that any knowledge is ap
preciated unless it is gained by a certain
amount of search and trouble. Truly was
it said by a Teacher of old, " Seek, and

ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be

opened to you ; ask, and ye shall receive."
In the small things of life, how little
people value the things they can have for
nothing. Try to organise a lecture or a
concert, and you know that you may have
the best music or the best lecturer and
invite people to attend free, and the room
or hall will probably be half full. Charge
a price for admission, and very often you
have a much better audience. That is
based on a law of psychology, that we all
value the things we have made an effort
to acquire. What prompts the scientist
to devote his life to research? The de

sire to penetrate into the unknown to lift
the veil from the face of Nature. It is
exactly the same with spiritual know
ledge : we value it a great deal more if
it appears beyond our reach. If we have
to make a great effort to attain it we
shall value it the more. Though the ex
oteric side of Masonry is obtainable in
books, nothing is to be gained from their
study alone. To get to the heart of Free
masonry you must become a Mason, and
it is only by that means you will be able

to understand the living and true spirit
of Masonry, otherwise you can only touch
the outer form. That, I think, is the

great reason why secrecy has been pre

served through the ages with regard to
that system of morality veiled in allegory
and illustrated by symbols which we call

Freemasonry.
At the same time, we have to realise

that there are people who resent the idea
of being called upon to take a vow of

silence and fidelity towards something
about which they know nothing. Here
I can only say that sometimes it is good
for us and necessary to take something
on trust. No one can enter the ranks of
Freemasons without being first -nade to

realise that they come to give rather than
to receive, that Masonic knowledge is not
intended for the mere gratification of
curiosity, but as an aid to duty and ser
vice. He who would go in search of the

jewel of Freemasonry must try to dis
cover what it is that has made Free
masons a living power by which men are
helped to serve their fellow -men better.
If ever you find men and women who,
because of the faith that is in them, are
more noble minded and selfless, you know
that these people have found something
real, living and true, and therefore, I

say, that we have to take on trust the fact
that in Freemasonry there is to be found
a source of inspiration for the living of a

true and noble life. Those who have
sought have found, to those who have
knocked at the door of the temple, to
them it has been opened; and in Free
masonry they have found a system which
has guided and helped them to live their
life more fully.

In Freemasonry and its ritual and
teachings man is taught first of all to
understand the great mystery of his own
nature : what he is, and the Divine source
from which he has sprung; he is taught
how to guide that human nature which
we all find so difficult to manage ; in his
hand is placed the clue which will guide
him through the labyrinth of life. Wis
dom is given to him to plan out his life
under the direction of the Great Archi
tect of the Universe ; Strength to endure
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through temptation; and difficulty ;

Beauty to harmonise the rough places of
life; and in course of time he is trained
to become a corner-stone in the temple of

humanity. Not only does he learn how
to live, but also how to die ; he learns that
death is merely a passage into a larger
life. For those who have become Masons
and truly understand the meaning of
Freemasonry, death has lost its terrors ;

the great enemy has been faced and over
come.

But not only has Freemasonry a teach
ing for the individual soul, it has also a

message for society as a whole ; not only
does it teach us how to build and plan
our own little individual universe, but if
only its principles could be applied to the
social problems of the present time men

might be aided to build a new world and
to bring Cosmos out of the present chaos,
for in the constitution of Freemasonry
you have the perfect blending of auto
cracy and democracy. You have all that
makes democracy useful and inevitable
for the evolution of the human soul, for
democracy is based on the idea of the

equal responsibility of all citizens in the
Government of their country, and such

responsibility is of enormous educative
value.

In Freemasonry we recognise the fun
damental brotherhood of man, and all in
a lodge of Freemasons, no matter to
what sex or class they may belong in the
outer world, meet on the floor of the
Lodge as brothers, sharing an equal re

sponsibility for the good government of
the Lodge. But those elected by the
brethren to rule over the Lodge reign
with undisputed and unquestioned autho
rity. The youngest apprentice may aspire
to the Master's Chair. The Hierarchical
principle is fitly recognised in a Masonic
Lodge working through a true Demo
cracy. Masonry recognises the true prin
ciple of Brotherhood, which consists not
in equality but in the recognition of elder
and younger brothers, having each his
allotted part to play in the life of the
family.

The difficulty in the outer world is to
find out who are the elder and who the

younger. There is only one test of age
in spiritual development, and that is that

the more evolved are those who are ready
to take up the duties of service. The
men and women who clamour for their
rights are still the children of the world's
family. Go into any nursery and there

you will find the same thing happening as
in the world to-day. All are clamouring
for the same toy, fighting for possession.
Then perhaps an older brother or sister
will come in, one grown up, who settles
the difference not by claiming the toy for
himself, but by throwing his whole energy
into harmonising the warring elements
and bringing order out of strife. That is

the duty of the elder brother.
Exactly the same is true in the larger

life of the world. Whenever you see

someone living not for himself, but
for others, that person is one of the elder
brethren of humanity.

Freemasonry is before all things a true
Brotherhood. Amongst men Masons, a

great deal of charitable work is carried
on, and wonderful institutions have been
built up for the relief of poverty and dis
tress. This is also true of our Co-
Masonic Order, not so much in a mate
rial sense, for we are at present not a

wealthy body; but it is true that all who
enter a Lodge of Freemasons realise the
fact that they are entering a real brother
hood and can always claim the guidance
and help of their brother Masons.

It is difficult in some ways to speak of
Freemasonry, because one can speak and
write of all that is exoteric and not tell

anything. All that can be said is that
there exists in the world to-day a Frater
nity, holding a teaching full of guidance
and comfort for men ; a Fraternity in

which men and women can meet on an

equal footing and study and work to

gether how best to help the world, a Fra
ternity which has given them the key to
the mysteries of life, so that for them
henceforth life has become intelligible and
death negligible.

Lady Emily Lutyens



Citizenship Through
Regional Survey

An Experiment in a Lambeth Slum School

By Capt. Valentine Bell

(Formerly on the staff of an L.C.C. School in Lambeth ; has served with the Expeditionary
Force since 1916, and is now attached to a Field Ambulance in France?)

"
"^T

~T OU have had, so far as it goes,
what is called an excellentI Board School Training. You
can read and write and multiply

sixty-four by thirty-seven in your head,
and you can repeat the Kings of Eng
land. If you had been fortunate and gone
to a Public School they would have
stuffed your brain full of Greek verbs and
damned facts about triangles. But of the

meaning of life, the value of life, the art
of life, you would never have had a glim
mering perception."

This quotation from W. J. Locke's
The Belovid Vagabond, although too
dogmatic and open to objection, has
caused me, as an Elementary Teacher, to
think. Before the war it was difficult to
judge fairly on educational matters when
one's environment was mainly enclosed
by the four walls of the schoolroom. But
after the four years spent with the Army
in France the teacher should be able to see

the effects of his teaching, for daily he
has met and mixed with hundreds of those
who have passed through the schools,
from the Primary to the University. And
candidly, I feel that I must confess that
there is much truth in the above excerpt.
It has been so patent during the months
following the Armistice. The turmoil of
battle being over, men have been thrown
a good deal upon their own resources.
Owing to a faulty education the days

have been tedious, because the average
man cannot amuse himself. The attrac
tions of the estaminet, the cinema, the

concert-party, the various forms of sport,
cannot cure his ennui, and the cry goes up

continually : "I'm fed up with this life!
The sooner I'm demobilised the better !

"

He is demobilised : and then, when the

novelty of being home again has worn off,
letters come back to his old comrades
saying that he is "

fed up
" with civil

life and wishes he were out again.
This is one question that has occurred

to me again and again whilst a teacher
temporarily off duty : How can I go back
to the schoolroom and help my pupils to
gain some knowledge of the value and
art of life ? I am convinced that a part of
the way of help is to train the child to
take an interest in his surroundings. The
school has savoured too much of the
cloister, and there is a great need for con
necting up the child's inside school life
with that which he spends outside and
which is by far the greater part of his
existence. This can be done only by the

teacher himself taking an active interest
in the locality in which he works. He
should know it better than his pupils;
but how often do we find in our large
cities that the teacher has little interest
in the environment of his school except
as the place where he earns his bread and
butter !
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The absolute necessity of " knowing
my district " in order to improve my
teaching in a slum school at Lambeth was

brought home to me very forcibly some
years ago. I was troubled over the out-
of-school life of my boys, who were run

ning wild in the streets and serving a

good apprenticeship to typical hooligan
ism. I realised for the first time that, as
far as this class of child was concerned,
I was in loco parentis, and that it was my
duty to exert my influence out of school
if possible. I resolved to set them the
task of surveying their district during
their spare time. To accomplish this, the
class was divided into groups of three or
four, generally chums, and each group
was given a definite task. At first I had
no object in view except teaching them
how to occupy their leisure hours, and
to acquire information that would be use
ful to them in after-life, but very soon I
discovered that I had found a means of
securing the interest of my class, and
that the results of the expeditions were
invaluable as a means of approach to the
ordinary subjects on the time-table.
Moreover, as time went on, I was con
vinced that the "

Survey
" method was a

practical way of teaching citizenship.
After some months of experience

method began to appear, so that, when a

new set of pupils came under my charge,
I was able to work out a Survey of Lam
beth on a definite plan. The starting-
point was always a sound knowledge of
the Map of the District and the views to
be seen from the windows of the top floor
of the school. (It was the continual ex

planation of this panorama that aroused
in the poor children that desire to go
beyond their squalid surroundings.)

Some idea of the outdoor tasks may be
gained from the following. I taught my
boys to watch digging operations and to
find out what kinds of soil were turned
up. To visit neighbouring boroughs and
to note the differences, e.g., the naming of
streets, dress of borough officials, paving
of roads, and class of houses. To visit
local open spaces and to find out the
names of trees and flowers. To insert on
a graphed street-plan the position of

churches, places of amusement, and pub
lic buildings. To bring in lists of dates
noted on houses and other buildings. To
note the tram and 'bus routes, with the
numbers and destinations. To make lists
of prices in the shopping centres. To
write down the names of places seen on
boxes and tins in the shop windows or on
stalls. To find out the factories and their
work. To watch from the Albert Em
bankment the barges and lighters, and
to write down their cargoes.

The undermentioned exercises in detail
are typical of those set for out-of-school
work :

Our Local Authorities
1. Find out what Bodies have authority

in Lambeth. If possible, find out the ex
tent of their authority.

2. Walk from Westminster Bridge to" The Horns," Kennington, and answer
the following questions :

Who looks after Westminster
Bridge?

Who is responsible for the upkeep of
the Pier?

Who controls the Tramway System?
Who controls St. Thomas' Hospital?
Who owns Kennington Road Baths ?

Who manages Brook Street Infirm
ary?

Who is responsible for the paving,
cleaning, and lighting of the road?

Under whose authority is the Police
Station?

Who looks after the Fire Alarms?
Who controls the Water Supply?
Who owns the Horse Trough at Ken

nington Cross?
Who is responsible for the Under

ground Convenience there?
Who is responsible for Kennington

Road School and the Fire Station?
Who manages Kennington Park?

3. Find out who controls Prince's
Road Workhouse, Stockwell Fever Hos
pital, King's College Hospital, the Nor
wood Schools, the Ambulances, the Mor
tuary in High Street, Vauxhall Park, the
Archbishop's Park, St. John's Burial
Ground.

4. Find out who represents the
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Borough in Parliament and on the L.C.C.
Who are the members for your Ward on

the Borough Council and the Board of
Guardians?

At the same time a collection was made
of old maps, pictures, postcards, and

photographs of the district. These were
mounted systematically on large sheets of
brown paper, and, as illustrating the in
formation that the children acquired,
formed an Elementary Survey of Lam
beth which proved to be a valuable piece
of teaching apparatus. The sheets in
cluded the following :

1. The Ordnance Map of the Dis
trict. (Explanation of conventional
signs.)

2. Views taken in all directions from
the top floor of the school showing pro
minent buildings, e.g., churches, fac
tories, gasometers.

3. London before the houses. Maps
and pictures to illustrate the same.

4. The Simple Geology of the Dis
trict.

5. The Growth of the District as seen
from old maps, which were arranged in
chronological order.

6. Old Views of the District.
7. Facts Gleaned from the Parish

Registers.
8. The Streets. Photographs and

postcards showing style of houses and
when built.

9. The Public Houses. Value of the
names, e.g., The Old Bridge House,
the Black Prince, the Jolly Gardeners,
the Two Sawyers.

10. The Amusements of the District :

Cricket, Football, etc. Comparison
with amusements of our forefathers ;

Vauxhall Gardens, etc.
11. The Good and Bad Influences at

work in the district— Recreation
Grounds, Home Gardening, Churches,
Scouts, etc. ; Picture Palaces, Boxing
Shows, Public Houses, etc.

12. The Means of Communication—
Railways, Trams, Tubes, and 'Buses.
Maps of same.

13. The Open Spaces and Recreation
■Grounds : Various features compared.

14. The Local Industries—decayed,
decaying, and modern. Causes of

growth and decay.
15. The Important Buildings —Town

Hall, Library, Public Baths, etc.

16. The Local Authorities : Work of
the L.C.C. , Borough Council, Board
of Guardians, etc.

17. The Feeding of the Locality :

Markets, Shopping Centres, Stalls,
Milk Supply, etc.

18. The Health of the District : Re

port of the Medical Officer of Health,
Graphs of Birth and Death Rates.

19. The Education of the District :

The Schools, Evening Institutes, Poly
technics, etc. ; Private Ventures.
20. Our Thames : Facts and Views of

Bridges, etc.

The teacher can easily see the value of
such work apart from a sound initial
training in citizenship. By utilising the

material thus gathered in the ordinary
school work, the Arithmetic, Writing,
Reading, Geography, and History Les
sons were all enhanced and made more
interesting. In fact, there was hardly a

lesson that could not be approached by
some local information that would at once

secure the interest of the class.

But the chief point I realised was that
the children were beginning to have some
idea of the meaning of life. They became
aware of the fact that they were members
of a society, and that the world extended
far beyond the narrow confines of Lam
beth. Yet, to understand that world, they
had to take an interest in their own sur
roundings.

The effects of such training for good
have been proved when I have met these
little " surveyors," now men in the Army,
and I have listened with delight to their
descriptions of the places they have
visited during their sojourn in France or
some other theatre of war. It is for this
reason that I desire that Regional Sur
vey should be a part of every child's edu

cation.

As the result of the terrible crisis
through which the world is passing, there
is little doubt that an intensive study will
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be made of Social Science, and it is to
the real live citizen that the Survey
Method should commend itself as a logi
cal and scientific training for that study.
Such a training, I dare suggest, would
lead the various classes to understand
one another better in peace time, just as
the whirlpool of war has thrown them
together during the past four years to
their better understanding. It would also

lead to the killing of that obnoxious habit
of regarding the various newspapers as
infallible, and forming one's opinions on
their articles instead of thinking for
oneself. Such facts as were brought out
at the recent Coal Inquiry would be pub
lic property ; in short, a citizen would be
a live citizen, and would know what was
taking place outside his own little sphere.

Valentine Bell (Capt.)

THE LIGHT BEYOND.

"
the truth shall make you free."

St. John, viii. 32.

Caught in the meshes of pain
Wrought by the loom of desire.
Tortured by dreams Thou wouldst fain
Cleanse from our mmds in Thy fire.
Lord of the living, we die ! Behold how Thine Image doth wane
In Thine Own as we cease to aspire !

Lies are the webs that we weave
Veiling our likeness to Thee.
Dark grows Thy light as we leave
Truth for the un-true, and flee
Far from our birthright. Oh blind ! for lo ! to a mirage we cleave
And are sightless while thinking we see !

Yet Lord, we know we shall rise
Only through ways Thou hast trod.
Wisdom ! Thou makest us wise.
Love ! We will bend to Thy rod.
Slayer of sin and of death ! At last we shall see with our eyes
And behold us reflexions of GOD !

Constance E. Britton.



Children's Libraries and

Reading Rooms
By William T. Beeston

(Chief Librarian of the Free Library, Wolverhampton.)

" f—>y I'E us one with plenty of
m blood in, Mister, please !

"
% W These were words which set

me thinking deeply. There
was a touch of something very human in
them, both pathetic and humorous. This
request was the means of producing one

of the finest things for the boys and girls
of a town—namely, a children's library
and reading room.

The boy who gave utterance to those
words was a tiny tot of tender years, who,
some fourteen years ago, came up to the

library counter, and, when I asked what
I could do for him, removed his cap,
scratched his head, and said :

" Gi'e us
one with plenty of blood in, Mister,
please !

"
i

A book chosen for the boy, he went
away, leaving me to my own thoughts.
I made up my mind that I would do

something for the juvenile life of the town
when the opportune moment came. In
the meantime I determined to try an ex
periment upon that boy, and to follow
his career. I used to talk with him and
interest myself in many ways — too numer
ous to mention here—and I feel proud of
the fact that by patient and individual
help that boy has lifted himself from the
" rut," and is now holding a position of
some importance in the locality. He is
a polished speaker, and has risen far
above the surroundings in which he finds
himself in his daily life. This has taken
fourteen years : I am repaid. Now what
of the future?

All efforts in the educational world
must offer just this individual aid in order
to raise the men and women of the future
to that standard of excellence we so much
crave and aspire to for them. These

efforts must be made in such a manner as
to produce the best results, and there
must be no compromise.

With the advent of a new era in our
nation's history, when our energies are
being directed towards the making good
of the loss of life this gigantic struggle
of nations has brought about; when we
are setting up monuments in memory of
sacrifices made ; when minds are working
for the betterment of Empires ; when
Governments are seeking to secure peace
among peoples ; when societies are form
ing themselves into organised bodies for
the binding up of wounds, the world
must seek means of raising the educa
tional standard. Feeling the necessity
for a higher mode of living and for loftier
ideals, we search our thoughts for know
ledge where it would be best to begin
educational reconstruction.

Before launching out upon any definite
programme of campaign, we must first
have ideals, and a spirit of enterprise to
attain within a reasonable distance of
those ideals. If we set not before us a
goal, our efforts will be vague and worth
less. However good may be the inten
tions of man or woman, if they have no
ideal, no fixed goal, there will be no re
sult worthy of mention.

The public libraries throughout the
land can be of inestimable use to the
people, and it is particularly with refer
ence to the growing life of our towns that
I shall confine myself in this article.

In our own work of reconstruction I am
more than convinced that public library
authorities can do much in this direction
by catering for the child, and library
funds could not possibly be spent upon
anything of so lasting a benefit as upon
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the children's education. Therefore, the

provision of children's libraries should be
one of the first duties of educational re
construction. A properly organised de

partment, adapted specially for the chil
dren, and worked on modern lines, is an
essential to every up-to-date public
library.

The chief difficulty at the present time
is that section of the public who have
fixed rules and regulations of life, for re
forms of any description are to them ana
thema. Arriving at a certain age, the
brain seems to refuse to accept new ideas
and to understand the subtle changes and

energies of the younger generation ; but
while the view of the older generation
should be treated with respect, the neces
sity of the younger must be admitted, and
the desired reforms introduced. The
future must be faced boldly, and re
formers must be prepared for opposition
when it comes. Realising the indebted
ness owed by libraries to old sup
porters, and acknowledging their help in
the past, attention must be turned to the

young life of the town, and a scheme

prepared for the fulfilment of any ideals
we may possess. It is necessary to gain
first the sympathies of the Committee
and through it to cause enthusiasm to

permeate the Council. Then to work
with a will !

The Librarian of the future must neces
sarily be an organiser as well as a
literary person. Library authorities
must see to it that in new appointments
only the trained specialist is considered,
and that he is paid adequately in accord
ance with the position he holds.

Public libraries have at last been men
tioned in the House, and a recognition of
their possibilities as an educational force
is about to be granted. Libraries have a

future before them of the highest
service to the nation, and although they
do not lighten the financial burden of a

town's expenditure, there is no fund
which so serves a community as a whole.

Bearing these facts in mind, let us con
sider procedure.

It is largely a matter of opinion in what
way public library authorities should go

to work in creating a juvenile depart
ment, but it is essential that this depart
ment be in a separate room, so that atten
tion may be given to the children entirely
without molestation or hindrance. Com
mittees will say :

" It is all very well, but
we have no room, and our present income
is insufficient to meet the demands of the
general library." The reply is, that with
a little forethought a scheme could be

evolved that would serve the purpose well.

How many notice, I wonder, the waste
of space in the provision of huge maga
zine and news-rooms ? Valuable space is,
and always has been, devoted to readers
of this class of literature, and the very
vitals of the library are cramped for
want of room in the public lending and
reference departments. Take the aver
age magazine room. Does it not invari
ably cover the same area as that of the
Lending Library, where many more
scores of people congregate? To my
mind it is a short-sighted policy. In any
magazine room what is found? That the
" un 'esirable " looks upon this depart
ment as his abode ! Does he read?
Nay I his thoughts are on rest, and rest
he gets as soon as the caretaker is away.
Of course, there are good readers as well,
but my point is, that a concentration of
magazines and newspapers in one room
is ample for the demand. Cannot these
rooms be put to better advantage without
taking away the usefulness of the insti
tution ?

At a recent Conference of the Library
Association one of the resolutions passed
was :

" The creation in the child of in
tellectual interests, which are furthered
by a love of books, is an urgent
national need; while it is the business
of the school to foster the desire to
know, it is the business of the library
to give adequate opportunity for the
satisfaction of this desire ; library work
with children ought to be the basis of
all other library work ; reading rooms
should be provided in all public libra
ries, where children may read books in
attractive surroundings, with the sym
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pathetic and tactful help of trained
children's librarians ; but such provi
sion will be largely futile except under
the conditions which experience has
shown to be essential to success."

The United States has done a great
deal for the child in the provision of
rooms, and it is encouraging that we
in Great Britain are now awaking to the
fact that there has been a great wastage
of space.

Perhaps—and I am quite safe in this
surmise — the chief reason for the lack of
any organised system for providing this

special department for the children
has been the miserable pittance that

public libraries have had to exist
upon. With the abolition of the
penny rate limit, to which it is hoped
Parliament will shortly give its sanction
—since a united effort is being made by
a large number of local authorities to get
this limit removed —much of the good
work libraries are pledging themselves to

perform will be possible of achievement.

Assuming that finances are good, I
think that one of the most important
things to aim at in dealing with children
is to correlate school and library, and
library and business. The system that I
have had recently passed by our Local
Education Committee, is, that arrange
ments are to be made that the scholars
of the upper standards of the council
schools are to visit the library in school
hours, when the advantages of using this
particular department are to be explained
to them, and talks are to be given to
them on what books to read, and on how
to read.

It is of interest, also, to add that
another scheme for bridging the gulf
between library and technical school is
the holding of a series of chats to be

given by local tradesmen and manufac
turers upon the various trades of the dis
trict, each talk to be illustrated by
models, apparatus, etc., supplied by the

speaker, thus impressing the informa
tion indelibly upon the child's mind.

My reason for suggesting this scheme
was, that the interest which parents

should show, and which, alas ! is only
too rare in the lowlier walks of life, in

the future of the child, should be mani
fested by the Librarian. In the average
lowly home too little attention is given
to the question,

" What shall my boy
and girl be when they grow up? " I feel

assured that such a scheme of correla
tion cannot help but be of inestimable
benefit. Some boy, for instance, may be

so much impressed by a talk on electrical
engineering that he will desire to

become an electrical engineer, and it is
,

and should be, the aim of all who bring
into being Children's Libraries, to foster
the boy's reading and to encourage it

into channels which it is hoped will carry
him far.

The Librarian should watch for the boy
and girl who read with concentration
and interest while in the library, and then

should make it his business and pleasure
to have little personal chats with them

on things other than books and reading,
so gaining their confidence unconsciously
to themselves. Finding out what school
they attend, the Librarian might write to

the Headmaster to enquire in what sub

ject the boy or girl is proficient ; having
this knowledge he can set to work.
First, the story-book will naturally be

suggested, and at a later date among the

books recommended will be one elemen

tary treatise, told in simple language,
upon the subject which the Headmaster
stated was the boy's or girl's strong
point. By these means may be encour

aged the pursuit of further knowledge,
and aid given in making the best of the

boy or girl through the teacher's trans
mission of the knowledge of the child's
abilities.

This brings us to the very important
point that Librarians cannot work out
their ideals unless they have the help of
teachers ; I would suggest that where

possible, a teacher should be appointed
a member of the Public Library Com
mittee.

Education authorities in England rea

lise that in school should be taught the

art of reading, and a taste for good
literature cultivated ; but there comes the
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time when the child uses his ability as he

will, and here a well organised municipal
children's library can meet the needs and
interests of its readers and become a

stepping-stone to the adult library and
Technical School.

It is essential that a children's library
should be in very pleasant surroundings.
The walls should be hung with pictures,
flowers should adorn the room, plenty of
space should be given, ventilation should
be good, with freedom as far as possible.

A certain amount of the idea of pro
prietorship should be fostered :

" This
is our library ! These are our maga
zines !

" This cannot help but have a

very beneficial effect upon the child-mind.
Viscount Bryce, O.M., recently said :

" The school and the library may be re

garded as twin stars revolving round one
another, both illuminating, in their
several ways, the community in which
they shine, and each giving and receiv
ing light from the other."

William T. Beeston

[The above article gives practical suggestion of educational work that might
be fostered with advantage by teachers and parents — the work of stirring up
Library officials to establish a children's department in Public Libraries. It is a
task especially suited to teachers, whose knowledge of the needs of a child's mind
is more accurate than that of even parents. Representations to Library
Committees might be made by parents and teachers together, and active interest
maintained until the department was an accomplished fact. Once thoroughly in
working order, the children might be •'died on to keep their part of the Library
vigorous. —Editor. ]

THE DARK HOUR.

Too great a Cause we serve ! Hand, heart and brain,
How can they cope with this titanic coil,
This too vast burthen of an Age ? What toil,

But, sinking 'neath the intolerable strain,
Must swoon to naught ? —We burst our hearts in vain,

Seeking, thro' all this tangled time, the clue.
That one, clear master-thread of Right and True,

How shall we find it in this 'wildering skein ?

And so it falls that we, who fain would seek
To be a torch to this dark age, a guide

To all who wander,—we, who would impress
A purpose on the world's wide aimlessness —

Can but look on. —Alas ! We are too weak ;

We, too, need light —and is not light denied ?

W.



A New Age
A Protest

By Nellie H. Baldwin

THE
May Herald of the Star

in its editorials provides very
painful reading for idealists
who have cherished the belief
that at least one publication in

the world would be unbiassed, fair, un
prejudiced and able to deal with great
world issues and problems in a spirit so

compassionate that though one might
not agree with the statements made, at
least he would feel that no wrong had been
done.

The editorials in referring to " Bol
shevism

"
(the name Russia appears to

have been unnecessarily avoided) say :" Bolshevism, judged from one point of
view, is a mere orgy of insanity, blood
shed and cruelty." Thousands of us in
America, compelled to wait all too long
for true reports from the Soviet Republic
of Russia, feel very well assured now that
such a statement as the above just quoted
is a gross exaggeration, if not utterly
false, and quite worthy of utterance by
the slave editor of a great metropolitan
newspaper such as is published in England,
France, Italy and America. Indeed,
everyone who reads the papers is well
accustomed to reading just such articles,
which newspapermen now know to be
false. How strange, then, to read such
things in a publication which surely ought
to, if it does not, endeavour in all of its
articles, above all in its editorials, to
"

be able to ask His blessing upon all that
we try to do for Him and in His name."
Perhaps, however, the Herald of the
Star is not trying to follow the six points
necessary for membership in the Order
of the Star in the East, but leaves that
for individuals only.

It is not necessary in this article to cite

statements and reports of which there
are now many, and which cannot be put
aside, as to what is going on in the Soviet

Republic of Russia ; the British, of all

people, are able to secure the truth about

Russia if they wish to know it. It is far

more difficult for us in America to learn

the truth of what is going on in Europe,
now that British propaganda has taken

the place of German propaganda, thus

controlling our Press and our avenues
for securing information to an extent
far too great.

To quote again from the Herald of
the Star :

" A new civilisation, if it is to
be born, must be, in the literal interpre
tation of the word, a new civilisation,"
and, in the same paragraph, the editor
asks, after stating that " Bolshevism is the

only thorough-going idealism in the world."
" Why not," we shall some day be driven

to ask, "invent another idealism, just as

thorough-going, but more in keeping with
the demands of the Spirit and with
ordinary common sense ?

"

The writer has read the
" Program of

the Communist International "
adopted

at Moscow, March 2nd to 6th, 1919, and

quotes the following paragraph which

outlines the purpose of Bolshevism, or

communism :—
" Humanity, with its entire culture now

lying in ruins, faces danger of complete
destruction. There is only one power
which can save it—the power of the

proletariat. The old capitalistic ' order
'

can exist no longer. This ultimate result

of the capitalistic mode of production is

chaos —a chaos to be overcome only by
the great producing class, the proletariat.
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It is the proletariat which must establish
real order, the order of communism. It
must end the domination of capital, make
war impossible, wipe out state boundaries,

transform the whole world into one co
operative commonwealth, and bring about
real human brotherhood and freedom.
World Capitalism prepares itself for the
final battle."

Why seek another ideal ? Mr. C.
Jinarajadasa told us some time ago that
a class war would follow the great war,
and in America at least the signs are all
about us, not that it will come, but that it
is here now ! And the vital question for
every member of the Order of the Star
in the East, every lover of humanity,
every person who wishes to aid in bringing
about such changes in our social state as

will insure the natural and normal
development of every human being, and
creature, for that matter—the vital ques
tion is that each one shall search his heart
and ask where he stands. We were not
left to make no choice in the great war,
but had to choose, and if we chose wrongly,
to suffer for it ; and so it should be now ;

so, indeed, it will be ; every one must
choose where he will stand ; will he stand
for the preservation of the old, dying
order, or will he help to bring in the new ?

And he can test his heart by his attitude
towards the Soviet Republic of Russia.
Does anyone object to being so tested ?

If he chooses to condemn Soviet Russia,
then he is either ignorant, cowardly, or
prefers the old order ; why ? Because
communism is as old as the world ; it is
not a new principle. The many com
munities which nourished about the time
the Great Teacher visited the world before,
in the person of Jesus, were governed by
that principle ; if we may accept, in the
light of history, any of the words in the
Gospels as having come from Him, did
He not indicate the holding of all things
in common as the true basis of social life ?

And what is the situation in Russia ?

Quoting again from the program of
March :—

" The Dictatorship of the Proletariat
does not in any way call for partition of
the means of production and exchange ;

rather, on the contrary, its aim is further
to centralise the forces of production and
to subject all of production to a sym
metrical plan. As the first steps toward
socialisation of the entire economic system
may be mentioned : the socialisation of
the great banks which now control pro
duction ; the taking over by the State
power of the proletariat of all government-
controlled economic utilities ; the trans
ferring of all communal enterprises ; the
socialising of the syndicated and trustified
units of production, as well as all other
branches of production in which the degree
of concentration and centralisation of
capital makes this technically practicable ;

the socialising of agricultural estates and
their conversion into co-operative estab
lishments.

"As far as the smaller enterprises are
concerned, the proletariat must gradually
unite them, according to the degree of
their importance. It must be particu
larly emphasised that small properties
will in no way be expropriated and that
property owners who are not exploiters
of labour will not be forcibly dispossessed.
This element will gradually be drawn into
the socialistic organisation through the
force of example, through practical de
monstration of the superiority of the new
order of things, and the regulation by
which the small farmers and the petty
bourgeoisie of the cities will be freed from
economic bondage to usurious capital
and landlordism, and from tax burdens
(especially by annulment of the national
debts), etc."

It is a great pity that a magazine such
as the Herald of the Star, which,
above all others, should stand clean and
free from control by the selfish, has not
already published the entire " Program
of the Communist International " from
which quotations have been made ; it is
a document well worth studying, as indeed
all of the writings of Lenin and Trotsky
are. It is a great pity, too, that frank
and fair articles about Premier Lenin, his
life, his writings, his plans, as well as
those of Leon Trotsky and other able
members of the cabinet of educated and
cultured men which represent Soviet
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Russia, have not appeared in the Herald
of the Star. Surely, we do not expect
the Great Spiritual Teacher to visit the
world in the form of a man and fail to go
to Soviet Russia and become acquainted
with these very great men, do we ?

By the way, the Herald refers to
Bolshevism as a " frenzy." The above

quotations hardly sound frenzied, but
very calm and sane. But really the most
ludicrous of all is the statement in the
Herald that the "

extravagances and
extremes," such as those quoted, have
"

caught hold of the savage and sullen
elements in the various countries, and
have already manifested in an extrava
gance of Hatred." If the editor means
that the extravagance of Hatred is mani
fested by the proletariat (or wage-
earners), then he (or she) is mistaken
as yet ; but if the editor means that
Hatred is in evidence, he is quite correct ;

it exists in the most extravagant forms,
at least, in America (in the United States),
among the capitalist classes ; the pro
paganda against Soviet Russia, which has
been going on ever since Lenin and
Trotsky took hold of affairs in Russia a
year and a half ago, is steadily increasing
in venom and violence ; a well-organised
method has even been set forth to prosti
tute the moving pictures to help increase
hatred against Bolshevism, Socialism,
I.W.W.'ism, radical organised labourism,
etc., etc., and is even now in operation.
There can be but one result—to cause

greater cohesion among all these bodies,
which are still isolated but are every day
coming nearer together.

Pardon the writer for intimating that
the name Russia was not mentioned in
the Herald editorials ; it is mentioned
particularly in connection with the coming
of a great spiritual figure, with the state
ment that we should witness that country,

were such a one to appear there, swept up
by a great religious revival. The writer
is moved to inquire just what is the
history of great religious revivals, or of
the coming of great spiritual Teachers ?

Mr. Mead, in " Fragments of a Faith
Forgotten," does not suggest any great
religious revival as growing out of the
work of the Master Jesus ; it is true the
" sullen "

and poor and discontented
followed Him, if the records are to be
accepted ; by the way, how curious it
is that the Jewish people have always
cherished above all others the ideal of
" freedom," and Jewish people who are
poor and oppressed are found supporting
the present great revolutionary move
ment with great ardor, in strange contrast
to the very wealthy Jewish capitalists
who reign so powerfully in the " Invisible
Empire

" of financial affairs.

One could forgive the editor, almost,
for his cruel and unkind and false state
ments, or mis-statements, because here
and there he says such beautiful things.
It is strange, however, that the editor
looks with such dread and horror upon
Bolshevism, when those of us who have
tried very hard indeed to find out what
it is, welcome it with outstretched hands
as that which we have been waiting for ;

when we beg our governments to "
recog

nise
" the Soviet Republic of Russia

before it is too late, although we hope
and pray it may never be too late ; that
though unrecognised, they may still
triumph, knowing that in that triumph
we, too, shall share, through overcoming
in our own country the things which
must be overcome if a new civilisation
is ever to dawn for us.

Nellie H. Baldwin.
7426, Crandon Street, Chicago, 111.,

U.S.A.

{The above criticism rests entirely on the alleged untruth of the reports of Bolshevist
cruelties and atrocities in Russia. It would have been strengthened if the writer had given
evidence to show that they are false. So far as our own judgment is concerned, there seems to be

an overwhelming mass of evidence to indicate that they are true. The " Herald of the Star
"

is firmly convinced that the existing social order must be radically changed ; but it does not

believe in the dictatorship of a fanatical minority, such as that which apparently exists in Russia
to-day. Its ideal is the free co-operation of all classes for the benefit of the community.—Editor.)



From a Country Study
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. Bensusan

THERE

are in the English year
just a few days that are made
for reflection, brief seasons like
those when if the ancients were
right, the kingfisher brooded

over her eggs on seas that never a storm
could stir. The normal labours of the day
are performed in most tranquil conditions,
and it seems permissible for one who looks
on for an hour after some after honest
labour with hoe or fork, to turn from the
consideration of concrete matters to
those abstract ideas of life that are so
much more absorbing. Such an occasion
has come to me as I write. It is a per
fect day in early summer. Work is being
carried on all round in silent and un
obtrusive fashion, and deep content with
the Earth Mother is expressed by every
living thing that moves upon her bosom
or above it.

In the garden, a quaint pleasure place
fashioned out of a sloping meadow and
surrounded on all sides by pasture land
and orchard, there is a great symphony
in progress. At first as one listens, with
a vague content that soothes rather than
exercises the mind, it is extremely diffi
cult to note anything more than the uni
versal harmony that results. Then, as
the spirit of enquiry persists —it will do
even on a fine summer afternoon when
the body is tired and the mind is fresh —
one begins almost unconsciously at first
to analyse the elaborate synthesis. The
ear trained by long habitude to distin
guish between the country's normal
sounds first recognises the larks, whose

song outpoured high up above the rest
seems to play the part of flute or piccolo
in the universal orchestra. Then the
whitethroat, the garden warbler, the

wren, the hedge-sparrow make them
selves distinctly heard so that the black
bird and thrush are no longer permitted
to claim more than their proper share of

appreciation. It is their failing that they
are inclined to challenge other singers,
the blackbird being by far the most de

lightful offender. How often in the
still nights will he awake to passionate
contest with the nightingale who strives
in vain to sing him down ?

Crossing these delicious harmonies come
from time to time shrill harsher cries of
cock pheasant, woodpecker, cuckoo and
jay, while from red-tiled roof and close-
thatched barn, sparrows supply the ground
bass. They set it going long before the
dew was leaving the grass, and will con
tinue some time after more desirable

songsters have gone to rest. One knows
that some of our visitors not only sing
for their pleasure but destroy countless
insects for their food. Others who are
with us all the year round, but have no
distinctive song, do far more harm than
good. I have the sparrow in my mind
now, in his brief season of usefulness when
he does gather a few noxious insects with
which to feed a hungry brood. ( |

, Birds and Letters.
But I did not set out to write a paper

on natural history ; it is not in my mind
to do so. The first thought that came to
me as I listened this morning to the en

compassing songs was that there is a cer
tain comparison possible and even permis
sible between birds and men of Letters.
Literature, too, has its overpowering voices
that all acclaim. The lark's song is with
us all the time, and so, too, are Shelley's
poems, to take the first voice of similar
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timbre that comes to mind. The night
ingale is with us for a little while, so, too,
was Keats. There are harsh tones in
Birdland and Bookland.A cock-pheasant
was calling a moment ago, perhaps some
of us confess the raucous note with the
brilliant plumage and believe that such
a distinguished bird must have some
thing to say worth the hearing. Certainly
there are in literature ugly voices from
which none can escape, and for which
some perhaps have a genuine liking.
There is, too, in the world of Letters as
in the world of birds an undersong, and
not until we have learned to heed it can
we guide our dreams to the heart of things.
Here as there, are songs to which we must
listen with great care lest they elude us.
The rare writer, the man whose message
is not the less vital because it was never
intended for the crowd, has something
in common with the blackcap, the garden-
warbler, or the wren, and many another
who sings unseen and has a tiny utter
ance that may well be overpowered by
more fluent birds. I think it would be

possible to push the analogy further,
though I am content for the moment to
leave it here as far as direct comparison
between the writer and the songster is
concerned.

Nature's Poets.

There is another side to the question —
a comparison between the functions of
bird and man. At the moment as I write
I can see the hay-tier busy on last year's
stack releasing the fragrance captured
from a bygone summer, cutting out the
shapely trusses and preparing them for
service. Over the hedge the ploughman
moves in charge of the team that is his
pride and care, ridging the ground for the
late, last crop of the season. In the gar
den an old man who has grown grey in
its service is helping the summer to fill
this corner of the land with many-coloured
gifts. All the varied work is being done

by experts who rejoice in their capacity
to do full justice to their calling ; through
this capacity their self-respect is nourished.
It is for workers who stand so near to the

primal needs of mankind that Birdland

grants with wondrous prodigality the gift
of song. They are as silent, these listen
ers, as Mother Earth herself, but they
appreciate the graces that a late June
day brings in its train, and if the crowning
gift of song were withheld they would be

quick to notice and regret the loss. It is
not many summers ago since the old man
turned to me and said that of all the
months of sunshine he liked August the least
because it was so quiet. He had noticed
year after year that August brings silence
to Birdland even though he did not under
stand the reason, did not realise that a

great part of the music that greets us in
spring and summer is a tribute to the
mating season, and that the season over,
the music dies away. Much of our most
lyrical efforts in literature are either due

to the spring time and early summer of
the writers or in the lives of those of
whom they write. And we know that if
spring is in the heart of those of whom we

read, it must have dwelt in the parent
heart of those who called them into being.
My mind harks back to the scene in
Richard Feverel, where Richard meets
by the river bank the girl whose tragic
destiny is so strangely at variance with
the hour that lives in the heart of all
Meredith's lovers. No man in whose
heart the spring reigned no longer could
have given us that scene. It breathes
something of the spirit of the idylls of
Theocritus.

The Singers of the Cities.
We may not all of us work in the open,

we cannot all be in touch with the Earth
Mother. Industrialism has divorced us
from her, not without offering compensa
tion, but still with considerable loss of much
that we can ill spare. Here I find a further
analogy between the writer and the bird,
for it seems to me that the writer serves
the dweller in the town and city much as

the bird serves the toiler in field and

garden. The maker of great books supplies
a song of life, and it may be heard all over
the world, no city being too crowded, no
street too grimy, no room too small to
hold the perfect utterance in all the beauty
that remains for ever aloof from material
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things. The writer dies, and his message,
if it has in it the qualities that make for
survival, dwells immortal in the printed
page to claim the laughter, the love, the
tears of generations yet unborn. The
songster dies, but his offspring repeat the

song throughout the ages, so that the
nightingale's song that inspired Regnault
de Coucy's love for the Lady of Fayel in
the Crusader's times may be heard still to
this day, the song that Ruth had heard
many centuries before " amid the alien
corn," the song that moved Keats to
rapture a hundred years ago. It is with
us still, and will remain for our children's
children. I think that much of the finest
literature, to say nothing of lyric poetry,
is a reflection, even though a far-off one,
of bird-song, and that we may in the quiet
of our garden or study liken the great
literary men and women past and present
to the birds around us.

Our Own Judgment.
I think we are a little too apt to

accept what we call our opinions of books
ready-made and second-hand. We are
more apt to ask ourselves what others
like than to search for what has the
deepest personal appeal. We read many
books for no better reason than that
good judges like them, and we fail some
times to find occasion to read what would
appeal to us more. An author's message
is to me or it is not. There can be no half
measures. If he has written for me I am
bound to respond, and the courage of my
convictions is all that is needed to make
for my complete and lasting enjoyment.
I would like to take from my bookshelves
every book I have ever bought just because
I felt it ought to be there, and leave only
those to which I turn again and again.
Unfortunately, the effort demanded is too
severe for one who holds nearly all books
with serious purpose in some regard. It
is hard to turn away from old friends
whatever their shortcomings, particularly
in the country, where one's best friends
are books, for you shall find no respect for
literature in rural England. I remember
going many years ago to the sale of a
clergyman's effects, and towards the close

his little library was brought in, a dozen
bundles, tied so loosely with string that
more than one came to pieces. The
audience roared with laughter in which
the auctioneer joined, at this merry jest.
Bundles went for one, two or three shillings
I bought them all, to the immense amuse
ment of all present. Five out of every six
I gave to a man who told me he was not
"

a scholard," but he wanted a cheap line
to fill an empty bookcase left him by a
deceased aunt. The remainder are on my
shelves to this day, a little mark of respect
to a man I never knew, paid because
there was ample evidence that his poor
collection was dear to him. I am sure he
could not have liked all of them. I expect
his plight was similar to mine. They
came to offer him of their best, and it was
not possible, in such circumstances, for a
gentleman to refuse them the little gift
of house room and an occasional dusting.

" The Undying Fire."
H. G. Wells is so prolific a writer that

one cannot avoid the fear of being dis

appointed. Other men must allow their
minds to he fallow, his appears to permit
of continuous cropping.

" The Undying
Fire " would serve as description of his
intellect as well as a title for his latest
book (Cassell's). We have the story of a
man who suffered much as Job suffered,
who was tormented by loss, disappoint
ment, evil disease, nagging wife, and foolish
friends, who saw all the currents of human
life turned away and the spirit of Satan
appearing to triumph over the Spirit of
God. In the face of all that, confused,

perplexed, disheartened, he stuck to his
Faith, refused to part with it for any of
the conventional beliefs of his tormentors.
And in the end it was well with him, even
as it was with him who dwelt of old time
in the land of Uz. At any season a work so
full of piercing thought, so deeply informed
by the spirit of optimism would be of
very great value to the world ; to-day it
must come as a breath of sea air to the
toil-spent slum dweller. Let us be frank,
we have made this beautiful world a slum,
a place of physical, mental and moral
sickness and of despair, it needs a man of
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Mr. Wells's transcendant gift to tell us

bluntly that we and not God have willed
the existing conditions and that it is for
us to alter them.

Through the mouth of his Job, Mr. Wells
makes a savage onslaught upon spiritual
ism even while his restless, agile mind is

forcing its way to new planes of thought,
fresh conceptions of the universe, un
accustomed theories of "

le grand pent-
etre." I think that he will change his

present view point for it is quite clear that
he is greatly concerned with the problem
of life and after life, and that there is no
mental peace for him in the phases marked
by " God the Invisible King " and " The
Undying Fire." " All this personal im
mortality of which you talk is a mockery
of our personalities It is all
a matter of little mean things, small
differences, slight defects."

Here of course he is at fault, but his
problems as I see them are no more than
a revolt against the impact of the un
expected. A scientist, presumably an

agnostic, but a man with what Oliver
Wendell Holmes called a " three-decker
brain," he protests fiercely against the idea
that, whether he admits it or no, challenges
the old materialism. His faith grows
stronger or his thought pierces deeper
down towards the heart of things, but he
will choose his own time and his own way
to such measure of assurance as it is
within his gift to grasp. I think that the
" The Undying Fire " will add to the large
circle of his admirers, that it will be found
full of strength and help and comfort in
times when we shall need all we can muster
of both

One Who Stands Aloof.
Perhaps the books that appeal most to

the men and women whose chief labour
in life is self-expression are those written
by people who have never shrunk from
sacrifice for their ideas. Such a book is
" The Cutting of an Agate," by W. B.
Yeats (Macmillan), a collection of remark
able essays of which only one has been
written since the war. Of nine papers two
are prefaces to the plays and poems of the
late John M. Synge, another is apparently

a preface to a selection from Spencer's" Faerie Queene." There is little surface
quality about any of them. Mr. Yeats
writes as one unconscious of his public ;

he has complete faith in his own views of

art and life, and if you do not share them

the fault or misfortune is yours. There is

no sympathy here, no outstretched hand
to help the wayfarer, nothing more than
certain dogmatic reflection upon art and

life and drama, and the literary renaissance
in Ireland. Only this and nothing else,

the reader may say to himself before the

book has him in thrall, but by the time
he is half-way through he is conscious of
" the little more and how much it is."
Here is no mere making of books or essays,
here rather is a philosophy of life expressed
by a man who undoubtedly believes he has

helped Ireland to find her soul. Intolerant
of a large section of his own people, it
follows naturally enough that he has a

certain hard disdain for the English as

rough, practical, unsympathetic folk with
out artistic perception of first-hand kind.
He does not say as much, but there is that
in these papers which says it for him. He
has brooding fancies, there is in his men

tal make-up more than a little of the

mystic, but his mysticism is not of the

hopeful kind. " AH art is dream," he

writes, " and what the day is done with is

dreaming ripe, and what art has moulded

religion accepts, and in the end all is in the

wine cup, all is the drunken fantasy, and

the grapes begin to stammer." One is not

concerned with the measure of nonsense
crowded into this curious statement, for

though it may be gross error to most of us

it is truth to Mr. Yeats. He measures life
and art by the aid of certain perceptive
faculties that are intensely narrow and

personal, and it is the special value of this
book that it presents these new aspects and

valuations with a sincerity that goes a

long way to atone for their crudities or

subtleties.

Unknown Ireland.
There is in Ireland a world that was

never clearly visible to any but Irish
men, perhaps only to a minority of

these. Conquest blinds, and the English
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man has passed it by. Yeats and Synge,
Lionel Johnson, and Lady Gregory
have done much to discover the soul of
modern Ireland, or perhaps it would be
fairer to say that they have introduced
their Ireland to England and America. If
they err at all—and I write of them as

though all were living, for their work out
lives those who have gone before —it is
because they appear to believe that what
is true of and for Ireland or a part of it is
of universal validity. But theirs is a world
with a poetry, emotions, a moral standard
of its own, a quaint blend of fancy, wit,
kindliness, roguery and indifference to the
things that most men prize, a world
remote, aloof, and not readily accessible.
It has its own idols and they may be
false, but at least they are not to be found
in the market place, and men do not
worship for material gain. The little group
of writers among whom Mr. Yeats is an

acknowledged leader is turning prose,
poetry, and drama to the service of people
who have hitherto escaped from the over

whelming forces of western civilisation.
Mr. Yeats would remodel the stage, he
would remove the obvious and give double
work to the imagination. The Celt may
respond easily, the Anglo-Saxon will only
do so with difficulty. The convictions
Mr. Yeats utters may prove to be wrong,
but he will not be charged with lacking
in the courage of them. This angry David
of the Western Island challenges the
Goliath of conventional art in whatever
guise he may elect to appear, nor is his
confidence surprising, for he slings stones
with skill. He is singularly sure of himself,
and his praise of John M. Synge will live
as long as that author's fame —perhaps
longer." The Cutting of an Agate

"
is essen

tially a book to be read by all who wish to
understand something of the Irish renais
sance and its leaders. Even though the
views set out are not to be lightly accepted,
they are the finely-wrought expression of
a man with strong convictions and a
singularly polished prose style. He leaves
me vividly conscious of one who strives
to his chosen end, turning neither to the
right nor to the left, content to endure

hardship and misunderstanding if neces

sary, but determined that in no circum
stances will he make any concession to
the Philistines. Surely it is by the efforts
of men like Mr. Yeats that new movements
come to maturity. They ensure a triumph
for their views though they may not live
to see it ; they sow, and rest content with
the thought that there shall be a harvest.
The history of Ireland is a tragic one

enough, but if there should come a period
of rest and content, if the outstanding
problems are capable of solution, the
theatre that Mr. Yeats envisages in these

essays will doubtless become a national
force. If Ireland is not to be placated,
Mr. Yeats will still be sure of a cultivated
and enthusiastic minority, and it is hard
to resist the belief that this would content
him. He has written of the birth of a
movement, its growth must wait upon
events.

Two pleasant books of verse have filled
a leisured hour. One is

" Rupert Brooke's
Grave," by Mr. C. E. Byles (Erksine
Macdonald, Ltd.), and the other is
" Knights Adventurers," by Mr. Llewellyn
E. Williams, of the Royal Engineers
(Simpkin, Marshall). Mr. Byles is a
classical scholar and finds a great appeal
in the thought of Rupert Brooke at rest
in Skyros, where of old Thetis hid the
young Achilles to save him from the
Trojan War and the fate that lay beyond.
He is not always of one quality ; he cannot
always avoid Fleet Street, and the mood
of that famous thoroughfare is felt now
and again, but at his best Mr. Byles is

very good indeed. He has a cultivated
mind and a feeling for the appropriate
thought, he responds to popular emotions
with a genuine enthusiasm. His book is
bound to please, and will provide a welcome

gift to those who like to see how a scholar
with a gift for verse can embellish a
conventional theme.

Mr. Williams wields a very spirited pen ;

it will be interesting to see whether peace
dulls the fine edge. If it does not we shall
have a welcome addition to the choir of

young singers. That he is young is shown

by his susceptibility to outside influences
to accepted models. These mould his
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moods, but the moods themselves are not
derived from poetry : they axe born of the
stress of battle, of crowding and conflicting
emotions, of contact with such actualities
as were undreamt of only five years ago.
He sees things clearly, and contrives to
tell all he has to say with a becoming

reticence, as in " The Gunner," and with
a certain strength of significant remem
brance as in " Fear." At the moment he
has not mastered his medium, but there
is ample suggestion that he will do so if
peace, too, has its inspirations.

S. L. Bensusan.

A SPRING LAMENT

The Spring is born in field and lane.
Yet do I sigh and muse apart ;

For there's a Spring that I would fain
See born within my troubled heart ;

Yet, seeking ever, in despair
Find only numbing winter there.

The beauty of this rapturous hour,

This stir of life in herb and tree, —
Is there no corresponding power

That, haply found, might wake in me
A joy as fair, as pure, as high
As that which shines in yonder sky ?

The Love, that is the soul of Spring,
Hath it no counterpart, to shed

New vigour on the heart and bring
Unto a weary soul, half-dead,

The sweet fulfilment, fresh and green,
Of all, it dreams, it might have been ?

K.

MANY WHO ARE RICH.

Your life is full—is full of empty things.
All things are yours, all things but happiness.
So life from boredom but to boredom swings,
And though all things are yours, yet none can bless.

Leisure is yours ; but leisure brings no joys
To those who shirk the turmoil and the strife.

And wealth that gives you jewels, gives you toys,
Alas ! can buy no deepening of life.

Your restless appetites you gratify.
And each unnatural fancy satiate ;

But even as they leap to life, they die

Of surfeit, and a starving void create.

And so the uncontented years roll on,

No happiness you know, so none can give ;

Until you realise, when they are gone,
You'd time for all things, but no time to live.

John Bateman.



The Social Movement
Notes for the Month

By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

NO
apology is made for returning

to the subject of the Coal
Commission, for not only is
that body concerned with the

biggest single industrial problem of the
present day, but it really holds the key to
the solution of many of our industrial
troubles in the future. The coalowners
have now awakened to the fact that if
nationalisation should result, they will be

deprived of the control that they exercised
over this industry in the past ; and how
ever good the compensation they receive,
it will not make up to them what they lose
in being divested of their control over the

production and sale of a raw material out
of which every few years could be squeezed
vast profits in one shape or another. Some
of the big interests have said, almost
jauntily, that with labour and general
conditions as they are to-day, they them
selves would be much better off if the
mines were nationalised, but they are

spending large sums on advertising reports
of meetings of shareholders which they
have called for the purpose of protesting
against nationalisation, and if this is done
to their own detriment and out of regard for
the interests of the country, the coalowners
—and the shareholders, whose money
they are spending in the manner indicated
—are, indeed, self-sacrificing patriots.

Advertised Opinions.

Some of these companies are quite small
concerns, but they have apparently decided
simultaneously to advertise long accounts
of their annual meetings, in which the
speeches are filled with abuse of the
interim report of the Coal Commission
signed by the Chairman, Mr. Justice

Sankey, and three of his colleagues, who,
be it noted, were not the representatives
of the miners. One paragraph in this
report which has aroused the ire of the

big coal mining interests is that reading :—

" Even upon the evidence already given, the
present system of ownership and working in the
coal industry stands condemned, and some other
system must be substituted for it "

;

and the speeches of the Chairman and
others at these shareholders' meetings are
filled with abuse and arguments — in which,
again, a strange similarity with those
uttered by speakers at other meetings has
to be noted—tending to show how ruinous
it will be to the community and the country
if the coal mines do not continue under the
control of the present owners. One thing
has to be noted about some of these annual
general meetings which betokens, to put it
mildly, a lack of ingenousness ; hitherto,
one has never come across the report of an
annual general meeting in which reference
was not made to the financial results of the

year, but in the case of some of these coal

companies, this particular information is

being omitted altogether in some instances,
and skated over very lightly in others.
Thus, in the report of the meeting of the
thirtieth Annual General Meeting of the
Lothian Coal Co., Ltd., advertised at
length early this week, the only reference
to the Company's highly successful opera
tions is contained in the sentence the
Chairman, in moving the adoption of the
report, a summary of which has been

published, said
" The Chair

man said a good deal, but he did not or,
at any rate, the advertised report of the

meeting did not mention it—congratulate
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the shareholders, as is usual on these
occasions, upon the highly successful
results which accrued to them, viz., 20
per cent, free of income tax (equivalent
to about 28 per cent.) as compared with
15 per cent, free of income tax in the
previous year, 25 per cent, for the pre
ceding nine months, 15 per cent, for the
preceding year, and 5 per cent, during
one or two years prior to the war.

A Vicious Argument.

At the same meeting, another speaker
based his opposition to nationalisation on
the fact that it would add very grievously
to the burdens of poor people in the shape
of small consumers and would react on
the general industries of the country.
Carried out to its logical conclusion, the
arguments of many of these gentlemen
appear to be that, as a cheap coal supply
is desirable for many other industries, it
is essential that the conditions of the
workers in that basic industry should not
be improved to a degree which would
render the successful carrying on of the
other industries difficult. This favourite
argument can be used of almost every
industry, in turn, and it is vicious in
principle, however small the number of
people affected ; in the case of the coal
mining industry, however, with its million
or so of workers it really amounts to
stating that something like one-tenth or
one-twelfth of the population (that is
reckoning that each mine worker has three
or four dependents) are to live under
deplorable conditions in order that other
sections of the community may benefit.

Another factor is overlooked by the
gentlemen who so furiously oppose any
drastic change in the industry as at present
carried on, and this is that if there is no such
drastic change, they will have to deal with
a body of workers who are so disaffected
as to render chronic a state of disturbance
and low production. Presumably the coal
owners' remedy for this is force, and if that
is in their minds, I wish them joy of it.
Knowledge of the great fortunes made by
the people controlling the coal mining
industry is not a factor contributing to
peace in that trade.

An Apology.

I am afraid that that objectionable
little word " I "

occurs more frequently
in these monthly notes than is desirable,
but a person who is actively engaged in

social reform movements must necessarily
describe his own impressions and ex

periences ; and to endeavour to conceal

that fact by avoiding the use of the first

person singular is liable to weaken the

effect, without securing any compensating
advantage. This, by the way of apology
for the following notes.

Coal Miners' Lives.
Early in June I spent a few days among

the South Wales coal miners in response

to invitations I had received to address

a series of meetings of those workers in

a string of mining villages that encumber
one of the glorious valleys of the Southern
portion of the Principality. A few days'

stay among these workers, reinforced by

conversations with relatives and friends

in the vicinity, has been more helpful
to an understanding of the lives of these

people than all the newspaper articles

I have read.
In the neighbourhood one calls these

congeries of houses
" mining villages,"

but the population of each of them varies

from between 10,000 to 16,000, and it is

difficult to say where one commences

and another begins. The first thing
that strikes one about them is their

remoteness. This is partly due to

the configuration of the country, but

the transport " facilities "
appear to

have been arranged with the deliberate
intention of accentuating rather than

alleviating these disadvantages. The

valley winds its way over the hills some

twelve or fifteen miles to one of these

villages, and Swansea, the nearest big

town, is perhaps twenty miles distant.
To get to it is an expensive and lengthy
operation, for although there is a railway
down the valley, trains are slow, infrequent
and costly, and on the one day of the week

when the miners are sure of a free day,
viz., Sunday, there are no trains at all !

But how about Saturday afternoon ? one

might inquire. By the time the mine
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worker is home and has washed, it is past
three o'clock ; the Swansea train (which,
incidentally, involves a change and wait
at Neath) baves at about five o'clock, and
the last train back from Swansea leaves
a few hours later. To cut a long story
short, the mine worker in the villages I
have in mind, who wishes to visit the one

great town anywhere near him, finds he
is restricted to a two hours' visit on a

Saturday afternoon at a very heavy cost.
Small wonder, therefore, if he now and

again takes an ordinary week-day off.

General Conditions.

These may sound small matters, but it is
the small things of life which are so import
ant, and the most appalling thing about
these mining centres is the dreadful dulness
of the lives of the people, whose public
pleasures are limited to chapels and one
cinema. Since the Sankey award of a
few weeks ago, wages are not so bad, but
the mistake most people make —and in this
they are usually misled by the Press and
interested parties —is to take one week's
high earnings and to multiply it by 52,

as representing a year's wages. Days
on which there is no work are so common
that there is an established code of signals
from the hooters to indicate to the popu
lation that there will be no work on the
following day. This may be caused by
the shortage of wagons, by the fact that
ships have not been able to load, by an
inrush of water, a breakdown of machinery
or an accident. Furthermore, in the case
of public holidays or a day off, the miner
has to pay for his own leisure by foregoing
his wage. He also has to pay various
charges in connection with his tools, etc.,
so that his true annual wage is a great
deal less than the fancy pictures so often
painted for us.

As to housing conditions, I was shown
a continuous row of over sixty cottages,
the sole water supply to which consisted
of four communal stand-pipes in the street.
Imagine what it means for a woman to
have to walk some distance down the
street in all weathers carrying heavy
vessels to obtain every drop of water used ;

and in miners' households a good deal

of water is required. There are other
features in connection with these houses
which had perhaps better not be mentioned
Some of the men boasted that they
were all Bolshevist in this portion of
Wales. This statement is, of course,

exaggerated, and I found large audiences

composed wholly of miners and their
wives to be most sympathetic towards the
constructive policy of the Labour Party ;

but I admit that the state of mind of these
men and women startled me, and the
fact that the shareholders meetings never
make any reference to this state of
affairs is equally perturbing, whether such
silence be due to ignorance or intention.

The Restoration of Trade Union
Conditions.

It is gratifying to learn that a Bill has
now been prepared which carries out the

promise of the Government to the Trade
Unions that at the end of the war, all
infringements of Trade Union regulations
and customs in skilled occupations that
had been made during the war should be
modified, and it is still more gratifying
to learn that the Trade Union repre
sentatives are satisfied that the Bill does

carry out this undertaking. There is

usually a sounder basis for these customs
that have sprung up in trades than the

superficial critic realises, but there is no
doubt that many of them do impede pro
duction and that, in the national interest,
it is desirable they should be modified.
On the other hand, how can one expect
organised workers to agree to give up
things which they have won as the result
of hardly fought struggles extending over

many years, unless they are satisfied that
they will share fully in such increased
production, instead of finding many of
their number put out of employment as
a result ? It seems to me that this diffi
culty cannot be settled until the com
munity frankly recognises the right of
every citizen to demand employment and
that, if the community cannot provide
him with employment (an unthinkable
thing, if it were properly organised ; but
too common an occurrence, alas, in the
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present unco-ordinated state of society),
he and his dependents shall be entitled
to full maintenace.

The Financial Outlook.
All this, of course, involves money, and

a great deal more will be needed for the
social reforms which are necessary. The
financial position of the country is already
sufficiently precarious, but the happy-go-
lucky financial policypursuedbyourpresent
rulers makes thoughtful people, with some

knowledge of economics, extremely per
turbed. The £250,000,000 of new money
asked for by the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer is an entirely new Loan to meet
expenses which have to be provided for,
and is a clear addition to the borrowings
brought about by the war. Instead,
ho\yever, of putting a heavy tax upon the
wealthy, we go on piling up debt upon
debt, with the result that the country is
drunk upon borrowed money, expendi
ture on personal luxury is even more lavish
than it was before the war, and the day
of reckoning is simply postponed. Any
suggestions of coping with the situation
such as a levy upon capital (excepting,
of course, that too large proportion of
the population whose capital is not worth
taking into account for this purpose, say,
totals below £2,000) is attacked by the
big interests as fiercely as are the pro
posals to modify the conditions under
which the coal mining industry is carried
on. The result of this is for inflation to
continue and for the cost of living to
increase instead of decrease, so it is small
wonder if the mass of the population is

gradually becoming more and more
revolutionary. That these are not the
jaundiced opinions of an embittered person
is proved by the following extracts from
two City journals of the highest standing.

The Statist, in its issue of June 7th,
wrote :—

Suppose we go on as we are asked to go on
now adding year by year to a crushing debt,
where shall we be in ten years time ? Or are
we merely amusing the public by talking of
planting a great population upon the land and
by promising houses that will protect the health
and the brains of the population in the future ?
Or are we, also, playing the fool when we talk
of abolishing the Poor Law ? Is all that mere
talk ? And if it is not mere talk, how are we
to get on ? Is it real statesmanship to ask a

gentleman of the very best intentions, no doubt,
to undertake to do what, we mean no disrespect
when we say, he is as utterly incapable of doing
as a baby ? Is England absolutely without a
man capable of dealing with its finances ? We
boast of being the leading business people in
the world. Is there not amongst the whole
business population of the United Kingdom
one single man capable of regulating the finances
of the Empire ? We are steering straight for

bankruptcy if we continue this sort of thing.
We have fought a war at enormous cost, and
at a terrible loss of life, with utter incompetence,
to speak quite frankly ; and now we appear
resolved to carry on our peace policy with equal
absurdity. We do not ask any man capable
of taking care of our finances to come forward ;

and so we are drifting from danger to danger.
It is time we should recognise how we stand.

The debt is enormous, and must be reduced

somehow or other. If it is not, the dangers we

have experienced up to now will be seen to.be
mere trifles compared with what is coming.

And this from the leading article in The

Economist of the same date :—

To stint ourselves to lend money to a Govern
ment with such achievements to its credit is

not a cheering duty. But it can be done if we

remember that the country is a much bigger
thing than the men who are now ruling us, and

that the needs of the country require a great
response to the loan. Its terms are to be an
nounced on Thursday next, and every possible
pound of real saved money will be wanted.

The Loans now offered to the public
give investors quite unnecessarily favour
able terms, thus tending still further to
increase the share of national production
taken by the propertied classes, and also

to a higher cost of living.

A. Emil Davies.



Humanitarian Notes
By G. Colmore

" Inaction in a deed of mercy becomes an action in a deadly sin."

Dogs and the House of Commons.

The Dogs' Protection Bill has been
defeated in the House of Commons ;

not technically, but in effect, by means
of an amendment which enacts that
dogs may still be vivisected, provided
an extra certificate be obtained. The
object of the Bill has been defeated, in
the House of Commons, but not by the
House of Commons ; it has been defeated

by the power of the Government, which,
espousing the cause of vivisection, put
pressure upon its followers and forced
the amendment through.

The Significance of the Bill.
The action of the Government reveals

a strong vivisectional bias on the part
of its members, and the strong influence
exercised in Government departments by
the vivisectional fraternity ; but the fact
that the Government was obliged to put
its full weight into the vivisection scale
in order to ensure its dipping, reveals
also that the House, had the voting been
free, might have given a preponderating
measure of support to the Bill. And
behind the House is the country, whether
on the whole against or in favour of the
Bill it is not possible to say, but evincing
an unprecedented amount of interest in
it ; indeed, if viewed only as an instru
ment of propaganda, the Dogs' Protection
Bill has rendered invaluable service. It
is a service the effects of which cannot
be computed at the moment, for, besides
the ventilation of the whole question of

vivisection which has been brought about,

seeds have been sown of intellectual
enquiry and moral appeal which later
will produce a harvest.

The Thirteen Prefects.
In this connection a letter which

appeared in the Daily Telegraph of May
20th, is significant, and it is a pleasure
to reprint it in full :—

Schoolboys and the Dogs.

To the Editor of the Daily Telegraph.
Sir—We should be grateful if you would

give us the chance of telling your readers that
the schoolboys of Great Britain are on the dogs'
side in the present controversy. We think it
neither fair nor sporting that man should take
the animal which loves and trusts him most
to vivisect in the hope of scientific gain. All
disease is the outcome of man's disobedience
to the laws of God or nature, and to endeavour
to avert the natural consequences of breaking
these laws by cutting alive and doing to death
hundreds of dogs seems to us not only extremely
unjust, but to spell the very negation of God
Himself. We do not believe that the secrets
of health and happiness are to be thus wrested
from an all-merciful Creator, but are only to
be found by universal obedience to the known
and common-sense laws of health and morality.

As it is forbidden to man to enrich himself
by theft or free himself by murder, so also is
it forbidden him to acquire knowledge by
unlawful means, to fight the battles of humanity
with the weapons of hell. We believe with all
our hearts that mercy is better than sacrifice,
and goodness greater than knowledge, and that
a time is surely coming when even homeless
dogs shall be secure from vivisection. Yours
truly,

The Thirteen Prefects of
One English School.

May 19th.

If the boys of to-day can feel and
reason as truly and clearly as the thirteen
prefects, we need have no doubt as to the
men of to-morrow.

A Bad Name.

The rabies scare still continues. The
proverb,

" Give a dog a bad name and

hang it," should now run, " Give a dog
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a bad name and muzzle it." But
muzzling seemingly is not enough ; in
certain districts dogs must be led as well
as muzzled when they are in the streets,
and must be muzzled not in streets only,
but in the gardens and back yards of
their owners. It is the burglar's oppor
tunity ! For him the field is free ; the
watch-dog can barely bark and most

certainly cannot bite. It is well to
protect the public, but of the many ills
to which flesh, individually and col
lectively, is heir, some are abundantly
possible while others are distinctly
problematical ; and certain it is that
rabies is more rare than robbery. Few
and far between are the days on which
the newspapers give no accounts of

thieving of one kind or another ; but
throughout the weeks of the rabies scare,

no single case of hydrophobia has occurred.

The Muzzling Order.

Is this immunity due to the muzzling
order ? Hardly, since sporting dogs,
even in infected areas, are allowed to
remain unmuzzled ; as also are per
forming dogs —of all the canine species,
one would think, the most likely, taking
their conditions and their sufferings into
account, to become rabid. Moreover
rabies, according to the official pro
nouncements, is not confined to dogs :

cats, horses, pigs, have been declared to

be rabid, and these cannot be muzzled.
In this connection an interesting question
arises : How is rabies communicated ?

And upon this question follow two others.
If the disease is conveyed by biting, how
does it arise in animals not bitten ? But
if it is conveyed by means other than
biting, how can it be stamped out by
muzzling, even universal muzzling ?

The Pasteur Treatment.

The Pasteur treatment of hydrophobia
is based on the assumption that the
disease in man can only be caused by the
bite of a rabid animal, and it is claimed

that persons thus bitten (or licked) who
have been subjected to the treatment,
are secure from the consequences which
would otherwise ensue. The claim is a

bold one in view of the facts, a few of
which it is well to set out at this juncture,
when England is apparently to be added

to the countries in which Pasteur
Institutes are established. There are

facts which stand out boldly from the

mass of conflicting evidence furnished by
the supporters of Pasteurism and their
opponents. The first is that of the people
bitten by animals reputedly rabid, extra
ordinarily few die from hydrophobia.
The second is that of the people bitten

by rabid animals and who have not
undergone the Pasteur treatment, the

greater number do not develop the

disease. The third is that many people
who have been subjected to the Pasteur
treatment do not escape, but on the

contrary incur the very disease against
which they have been inoculated.

Statistics.
The first of these facts emerges from a

wide field of observation ; and in con

nection with it another fact, one which
has an important bearing upon the

compiling and correctness of statistics,
must be taken into account, the fact,

namely, that many reputedly rabid
animals are not rabid at all. The rarity
of rabies and the many complaints which
are frequently mistaken for it conduce to

bring about false diagnosis ; and the

post mortem test, relied on as being
decisive by the upholders of Pasteurism,
is declared by authorities amongst its

opponents to be fallacious. Many cases,

therefore, cited as those of persons who
have been saved from a terrible death
by means of the Pasteur treatment, have
never run any risk of that death—save

through the influence of that malign and

potent force, fear —but nevertheless have
gone to swell the statistics of the

"
cures."

But even amongst persons bitten by
animals unquestionably rabid, the per
centage of deaths from hydrophobia is

remarkably small. Some authorities put
it at five per cent. Some at six per
cent., some much higher, as high even
as seventeen per cent. Dr. Kishensky, in
statistics compiled from the results of
three hundred and seven cases of people
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bitten by undoubtedly rabid dogs, and

who were under medical observation in
the Catherine Hospital at Moscow for
at least six weeks, gives the mortality
as only two decimal six per cent.

Paralytic Hydrophobia.

As regards the large number of bitten
people who do not develop hydrophobia,
the late Dr. Charles Bell Taylor, a student
of Pasteur's methods, has left it on record
that out of over eight thousand patients
treated at the London hospitals for more
or less severe bites by dogs, some of whom
were rabid, some suspected of being
rabid, and some healthy, not one suffered

any ill consequences ; and the treatment

given had nothing to do with Pasteurism.
On the other hand there are numbers of
cases on record in which patients after
receiving the Pasteur treatment have died
from hydrophobia, and, be it noted,

paralytic hydrophobia, that is to say, the
same kind of hydrophobia as that induced
in the rabbits through which is passed
the virus with which human beings are

inoculated. These facts are curiously
at variance with the statement recently
made in the British press that the deaths

from hydrophobia when the Pasteur treat
ment has been applied are only one per
cent. ; as is also the fact that after
Monsieur Pasteur's treatment was estab
lished in France the annual death rate
from hydrophobia became higher than
before it was introduced.

The Root of the Matter.
It may be that a time will come when

the public will look beyond statements
to the facts and the truths (for one fact
does not make a truth any more than
one swallow makes a summer) which
lie behind statements ; it may be—nay,
it most certainly will be —that a time
will come when men and women will
understand that God is truly a righteous
God and that His righteousness is con

sistent ; that His plan for the world's
evolution is a plan that hangs together
and does not make progress march hand

in hand with love in one direction and

with cruelty in another ; that the laws

of morality, of hygiene, and of happiness

are manifestations of one basic law and
can never be in conflict ; and that love
is of that great law the directing force
as well as the fulfilment. Thus it is that
the pain, the terror and the misery in
flicted on dogs and rabbits in order to
obtain material for the Pasteur treatment
condemn that treatment at the very
outset ; and to those who really believe
that God's guidance of the world is the
unfolding of a plan and not the muddled
happenings of fortuity, it seems inevitable
that Pasteur by his efforts, however well
meant (and his motives, no doubt, were

excellent) should have, as declared by
Dr. A. Lutaud, of Paris, created a new
disease rather than destroyed an existing
one.

Hydrophobia and Tetanus.
There are authorities who maintain

that hydrophobia as a specific disease
does not exist, and that the hydrophobia
which sometimes results from the bite
of a rabid animal is simply a species
of tetanus. Dr. Charles Bell Taylor
tells us that Baron Larrey, the great
French surgeon saw "

numerous cases
of hydrophobia, or at any rate a like
disease, occasioned by gun-shot wounds
. . . and it is well known that similar
symptoms may at any time be induced
by irritation of the medulla, or by the
presence of tumours or neoplastic growths.'
He goes on to say that, as many diseases
in dogs are mistaken for rabies, so in the
human being many diseases have been
mistaken for hydrophobia.

" The anomalous symptoms, accom
panied with delirium, which sometimes
come on in certain inflammatory con
ditions of the heart and its membranes
have been mistaken for hydrophobia ;

as have also diseases of the throat, stomach
and oesophagus, cercbro-spinal meningitis,
tetanus, epilepsy, acute mania, alcoholism,

hysteria, and various other diseases ;

in fact there is so much doubt about the
disease, that it is impossible to say whether
the deaths attributed to hydrophobia
have really been due to that cause."

The doing of the right for right's sake
—that is to say, the keeping of the law
of love —is veritably safer than the
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breaking of the law for fear's sake ; this
is true in medicine as in all other matters.

The following letter has been received
in reference, as will be seen, to some
emarks of mine in the Humanitarian

Notes for April.
The Fruit Farm,

Great Glen. Near Leicester.
The Editor, ■'Herald of the Star."
Dear Sir,.—Belonging to the much abused
agri-horticultural section of the community,
about "

the bird and crops
"

question, I wish
to point out a serious mis-statement of facts in
the writing of G. Colmore in the April Star.
The writer states (page 206, bottom of first
column), " It is a popular error which supports
the view that birds are destructive agents in
connection with crops. Certainly they are
destructive, but what they destroy are pests,
not the crops !

"
I enclose two cuttings from the trade journal," The Fruit Grower," for May 8th, 1919. Please

print a digest of them (or else quote fully) as
a comment on the above statement.

Here, woodpigeons during last autumn and
winter destroyed a quarter of an acre of turnips,
over half an acre of spring cabbage (not one
left), seriously damaged three-quarters of an
acre of young swedes for eating purposes,
beside destroying savoys and other green stuff
ready for market. In the neighbourhood the
same tribe cleared absolutely about half an
acre of brussel sprouts. Last year rooks and jack
daws dug up half-grown potatoes, and after a
few pecks left them in the field, row after row
being served the same. Starlings in flights of
50's and 100's settled on cherries, plums, and
other fruit, destroying by pecks for market,
treble the amount of whole fruit finished ;

while blackbirds, thrushes, linnets, etc., etc.,
join the fun. Under these conditions there is
small wonder at growers vowing vengeance.
If G. Colmore —or anyone else—had to pay
wages, and get their bread and butter (the
latter if and when possible) by growing crops,
and see their birds clear in a few hours what
has cost pounds in cash and months of labour
to produce, and on which one is depending for
the where-withal, G. Colmore would vow
vengeance —-as we do. By all means preserve
hawks, owls, swallows, etc., but pests ! !

While on the subject of slaughter, rabbits,
partridges, and allied tribes are also a source
of worry and trouble to growers of crops by
their destructive tastes —at the crops' expense.

Nothing holds up any case to ridicule more
than mis-statements of easily ascertained facts,
and as a member of the star I would suggest
that in future G. Colmore would make certain
she is writing " the Truth, the Whole Truth,
and Nothing but the Truth."

Yours faithfully,

John P. Brawn.

Having given Mr. Brawn's letter, it is
only right that I should give also some

extracts from articles enclosed with the
letter and corroborative of his contentions.
The name of the paper in which these

articles appeared is not mentioned, and
they are too long to print in full ; but
I quote the passages which Mr. Brawn
has underlined.

" Their (the wood pigeons') record is

mainly bad. In the Journal of the
Board of Agriculture for August, 1918,

there is a record given of the contents
of the crop of one of these birds : of

barley grains there were 561, clover
leaves 113, rye grass seeds 986, clover
seeds 808, and large numbers of flower
buds of weeds, mainly charlock. . . .

It is notable, too, that there were no

insects present in the bird's crop.
Collinge . . gives certain figures . . .

and the summary shows that 62 per cent,

of the food was injurious to agriculture
. . . 36.5 per cent, of a neutral nature,

and only 15 per cent, (slugs and insects)
beneficial."

" The buds (fruit) forwarded by our

correspondents were carefully counted,

many of them half opened, and we found
226. ... If the record of a single
wood pigeon can be so serious from the

fruit grower's aspect, what sort of havoc

would 60 or 70 birds be likely to do if
left to themselves ?

"

In remarking on the above letter and

quotations, I should like first of all to

assure Mr. Brawn that I have an open
mind and welcome both criticism and

information from those who, like himself,

are in a position to offer either the one

or the other or both. Secondly, I would

like to assure him, and also all readers

of these pages, that every statement I
make, in which fact and not opinions are

concerned, is made on expert authority.
Doctors differ, as we know, and there

are many domains, besides that of
medicine, in which the conclusions of

authorities are at variance. The question
of the virtues and vices of birds seems

to be one in which this is pre-eminently
the case, judging by the controversies
which from time to time take place in
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the press. In these controversies the
point of dispute is not usually whether
all birds are harmful or harmless, but
which species of birds are to be regarded
as the villains of the piece. One disputant
upholds tits and decries blackbirds,
another commends blackbirds, has little to
say for tits, but condemns owls ; a third
declares owls to be amongst the most
useful of birds ; and so on.

It is possible that this conflict of opinion
is due to varying conditions in different
localities, that in certain districts there
may be a super-abundance of a particular
species of bird, that as the balance of
nature is often upset —and frequently
by the interposition of man himself—any
one kind of bird or beast may multiply
to an excessive extent. Mr. Brawn
especially condemns wood pigeons, and
I am bound to accept his statement that
there are too many wood pigeons in his
part of the world ; nevertheless, if I
wished to enter into controversy with
him—which is the last thing I desire to
do with a fellow member of the Star—
I could quote first rate testimony to the
wood pigeons' value and the number of
noxious weeds which they destroy, as also
to the value of the other birds mentioned
in his letter.

But even were I certain of being able
to convince Mr. Brawn that the wood
pigeons which attack his crops do less
harm and more good than is immediately
obvious, I should hardly attempt so to
convince him, because his evidence, val
uable as it is, does not affect the main con
tention which I put forward in the April
number of the Herald of the Star. That
contention was —and remains —that birds
are the allies and not the enemies of
agriculturists, and without birds agricul
ture would be impossible. Many bene
ficent factors in nature there are which
at times prove harmful. Crops have
been badly damaged by too much rain
or too long a spell of sunshine. Yet none
there is who would contend that rain
is inimical to agriculture, and none, even
in sun-scorched lands, who would wish
to be rid of the sun. I did not say, in

speaking of the value of birds, that they

never take any proportion of the crops,
but only —in the sentence following the
one quoted by Mr. Brawn —that what they
take is immensely more than compensated
for by what they destroy. I believe this
to be essentially true ; I believe that the
wholesale destruction of birds would
mean, not the preservation of crops, but
that there would be no crops either to
preserve or destroy ; and the expert
evidence in support of this contention
and the disastrous results experienced
in countries where wholesale destruction
has been carried out, are, I think, sufficient
to absolve me from the charge of mis
statement.

But what I want readers to understand
is that I am not concerned with methods
of carrying on agriculture or any other
industry in themselves, but only as they
affect a particular attitude ; it is with an
attitude that I am concerned, a certain
mental and moral outlook on the evo
lutionary processes ; in other words on
the relations between God and His
universe. This attitude I have tried to
indicate in the paragraph above, headed
" The Basic Law." It is an attitude
which reverences life in all forms and
forbids destruction of life either wanton,
selfish or superstitious ; an attitude
reasonable and sane, which does not
debar Mr. Brawn or anybody else from
curbing the undue increase of any species
of bird or beast when that increase
threatens the good of the whole, any
more than it would interfere with the
enormous destruction by birds of the

rapidly increasing insectivorous and weed

pests which, without that destruction,
would multiply to an overwhelming
extent ; but an attitude refined and

discriminating, which does positively and

emphatically forbid the slaughter — and
the cruelty associated with that slaughter
—of birds and beasts for mere trade or
fashion's sake ; and an attitude which
postulates that the teachings of Christ
ianity and of all the great religions are

given to the world as guides to conduct,
and not as pious opinions.

G. Colmoki:.



Educational Notes
Private Schools.

THE
passing of the Education

Act of 1918 at a time when
the struggle between the forces
of militarism and liberty was
at its fiercest, is of the greatest

significance. The Fisher Act was the
result of the realisation that a better
form of education was a national need.
The British nation understood that edu
cational provision was as essential to
national life as the provision of its Navy
or its Army. Now, in 1919, this realisation
has carried the question of education to
the forefront of all problems of recon
struction. In the Fisher Act there is a
very serious omission. This is the
omission of private schools from the
pension scheme for teachers.

We do not doubt that there is a very
large number of private schools in exist
ence to-day, schools started, usually,
by women who have no real right to be
called educational experts, the excuse for
which is one of convenience only. In
many places parents have no choice
for their children but between the Board
School and the inefficient private school.
In other cases parents are forced, through
having inadequate means, to send their
children to the moderate local private
school instead of to the more expensive
boarding school. In both these circum
stances, the local private school is the
dictator —parents and children have no
option but to make the best of such
instruction as may be offered. This is
not always, not even often, efficient or
up-to-date.

On the other hand, there are private
enterprises which are of incalculable
benefit to education, as much by their
failure, it would seem, as by their success.
They are in a position to pioneer and to
experiment such as no other type of school
is in. Failure presaged, they have struck
out boldly, have worked ardently and

courageously, hoping against hope, and

gradually have won through to compara
tive or assured success. Some the strong
tide of convention has sucked under,
yet their failure has shown to other
adventuring barques where the powerful
adverse currents draw.

Let us consider, for instance, the case
of the Bedales School at Petersfield,
Hants. This school was started five-and-
twenty years ago, and its inspiration is

contained in the words :
" Labour, art,

worship, love —these make men's lives."
Its basic principles are three : the first,

co-education ; the second, a wide range
of occupations ; the third, attention
to matters of bodily, mental and spiritual
health. Briefly, Bedales stands for a

way of living for each individual, these

individuals bound together by common
traditions and common ideals. Freshness
of mind, cleanness of feeling, something to

live for and to work for—these the school

gives. It teaches its children, boys and

girls, the meaning of a community of

aim, the value of a combination of their
different methods and points of view.
In the problems of reconstruction before

us now, Britain will need all the help that
both sexes can give ; but it must be the

help of men and women who have learned

to think along similar lines, to speak the

same language, to bring mutual respect
and a consciousness of common aims

and efforts.
Steps are being taken now to ensure

the permanence of Bedales to extend its
influence, by the formation of a Bedales
Trust, with the incorporation of the

school as its first duty. The Trust will
extend the educational work by founding
other schools, by keeping in touch with
other educational movements, and by
lectures, discussions, writings. It will
have, as the ground work of its plan, as

the foundation of its building, the Edu
cation of Life. We may leave the Bedales
School here—it has won through.
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But there are others, many others,
started more recently, struggling for very
life, yet with the chance of a similar
success, which now find their hopes
darkened, their purpose killed, by the
new Education Act.

Teachers in this type of school necess

arily must be efficient ; were they at work
in a State-aided school they would benefit

by the new School Teachers (Superannua

tion) Act ; teaching, however, in a private
enterprise, they are denied such benefit.
One can see at a glance the fate of the
small private school.

The College of Preceptors has not been
slow to take advantage of this condition
of affairs, and has offered itself as a
centre for common action on behalf of
such schools. Non-State-aided schools
are invited to affiliate themselves to the

College, which hopes to offer to the

public and to the Education Authorities
a satisfactory guarantee of efficiency.
The College will press the claims of teachers
in non-State-aided schools to share in
the benefits of the (Superannuation) Act,
or, alternatively, will promote an en
deavour to arrange an independent pen
sions scheme for such teachers.

It may be questioned whether this
action on the part of the College of
Preceptors is one which will be of real
benefit to teachers. It might very well
prove the line of least resistance to many,
and, should the College succeed in arrang
ing an

" Independent Pensions Scheme,"

would prove a large stumbling block in
the way of recognition by the State of
efficient teachers. There should be no
medium between State and teacher ;

there should be no need for any person
or institution to press the rights of
efficient teachers in private schools to
share in the benefits of the School Teachers'

(Superannuation) Act. It would be of
far greater value to teacher and State
should the Board of Education be brought
to recognise a private school as efficient,

and count the services rendered in such
a school by efficient teachers as entitling
them to the benefits of the new Act.

Secondary Schools Association.

Sir Philip Magnus, M.P., presiding at
the Annual Meeting of the Secondary
Schools Association, stated that the
objects of the Association were more
directly connected with conditions affect
ing the administration of secondary schools
than with the particular kind of education
provided. The Association is concerned
in the preservation of different types of
schools as essential features of our
national system of education. It had
realised that the largely increased grants
to be given to schools fulfilling all the
regulations of the Board of Education,
would render it very difficult for other
schools, unable by reason of their aims or
constitution to fulfil some of the required
regulations, to continue to exist side by
side with recognised and State-aided
schools. The Secondary Schools Associa
tion had approached the Board of Edu
cation with the request that the particular
regulations referred to should be omitted,
or so modified before being re-issued, as

to remove the grievance complained of.
The Association hopes that concessions
may be extended to include qualified
teachers from a large number of efficient
schools in the grant of State pensions.
Should the Act be enforced unmodified
in this particular, it would mean the
crushing out of existence of more than
100 schools because of old clauses in
endowments which force them to give
some kind of denominational instruction.

Mr. J. A. R. Marriott, M.P., Fellow of
Worcester College, Oxford, addressed the
meeting on

" Democracy and Education."
He said that the English-speaking nations
were trying an experiment without pre
cedent or parellel in the history of the
world—the experiment of a world-empire
to be governed by a democracy. The
British form of democracy has emerged
triumphant from its struggle with
autocracy, but a much severer test awaits
it, since the difficulty of winning a war
is small as compared with the difficulty
of consolidating a peace. Every period
of war during the last 150 years has been
followed by an intensely critical period at
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home, and it seems that the period after
this war will be all the more critical as
the material and moral strain during it
was more terrible than any attending any
previous war. Mr. Marriott believed the
whole structure of representative democ
racy to be far more seriously menaced than
most were aware of, and he urged that
very serious consideration be given to all
new propositions, and that they be not

hastily embraced and the old abandoned.
Lord Melbourne had said :

" It is tire
some to discuss education, it is tiresome
to educate, and it is tiresome to be edu
cated." But Mr. Marriott was not of
that opinion. The only effective weapon
with which to meet the many perils ahead
is a really liberal education, the machinery
for which is provided in the Education
Act of 1918. But what is desired for the
citizen rulers of the future is, above all,
culture, which, Huxley said, certainly
means something quite different from
learning or technical skill. On edu
cational reconstruction are dependent all
other reconstructions, and educational
reconstruction must include the building
of character. Teachers must provide
their pupils with that moral, intellectual
and political equipment which will carry
them and the empire safely through the

dangers ahead. It is the spirit in which
work is done that counts ; this is a truth
that must be taught to every child,
for there is no task or work "

beneath
"

anyone provided it is carried out in the
spirit of service. It is necessary to find
the right teachers, men and women of high
character and spirituality, since in their
hands is placed the training of the citizens
of the future.

Nursery Schools.

When regarding with pity the little
pinched stunted bodies of poor city
children, to how many people does the

thought occur that perhaps this pitiable
condition is as much due to starvation
of the soul as mal-nutrition of the body ?

Hitherto, this has not occurred to many,
but of late years those who stoop to
catch a glance of the eyes of these our
slum children have puzzled over the

expression of bright hunger in them, an

alert questioning and appeal that is not

of the body, but of the soul. Recognising
this hunger as of the soul, educators have

been turning their attention to the

problem of teaching babies, and have

been satisfied that this interpretation
of the starvation seen in the eyes, as

in the bodies, of poor children, must

be, at least so far, correct. We have

Dr. Montessori's observations made in

her Children's House in the poorest

quarter of Rome :
" All these children

are so much improved in their general

nutrition (after some time in the school)
as to present a notably different appear
ance from their former state, and from

the condition in which their brothers
still remain. Many weakly ones have

been organically strengthened ; a great

many who were lymphatic have been

cured ; and in general the children have

gained flesh and become ruddy to such

an extent that they look like the children
of wealthy parents living in the country."
The problem of the Nursery School is

essentially (not incidentally) an edu

cational problem.
The Board of Education has issued its

Regulations for Nursery Schools. The

prefatory memorandum grants power to

local education authorities to

(1 .)
—Supply or aid the supply of Nursery

Schools for children over two and

under five years of age, or such

later age as may be approved by

the Board of Education, whose atten
dance at such a school is necessary

or desirable for their healthy

physical and mental development.

(2.)
—Attend to the health, nourishment,

and physical welfare of children

attending Nursery Schools.
The Nursery School has a two-fold

function : First, the close personal care

and medical supervision of each indi
vidual child ; Second, definite physical,
mental, and social training, involving
the cultivation of good habits in the widest
sense, under the guidance of a skilled
and intelligent teacher, and the orderly
association of children of various ages

and occupation.
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It is to be noted that the word "
social

"

is used, and not the word " spiritual."
Education authorities post round the
word " spiritual," yet it is of vital im
portance that nursery, as well as all
other schools, should have a living spiritual
education. Social is not enough. It is
a long step in the right direction, however.

The Nursery School will provide the
child with a stimulating environment,
especially the child from the congested
areas of large towns. It is not necessary
to enlarge upon the need for teaching
thorough personal cleanliness, or for
providing children with proper meals.
Stress is laid on the importance of an

open-air life, whether in a garden or a

playground, or on a roof ; on physical
exercise and group games. The school
should be under the supervision of a
medical officer, to prevent the admission
of physically unsuitable children, to pre
vent the development of physical defects
or ailments, to avoid the spread of in
fectious diseases, to create and develop
healthy habits of life. The school nurse
should have a definite responsibility for
the hygiene of the school, including the
cleanliness of the children and the suita
bility of their clothing and footgear.
Health records should be kept, and trans
ferred when the child enters an ordinary
school.

Thus are the physical surroundings
to be regulated. It is to be hoped that
the teachers to be in charge of Nursery
Schools will be chosen for their " skill "

and " intelligence," and that, having
both these qualities, they will be given
latitude for individual work. There is
just the danger of over-organisation, of
the starting of these Nursery Schools,
not on the basis of the free home, but
on the basis of the inspected institution.
Time will show. It must be confessed,
that, admirable as they are, the Board
of Education regulations do not take
into consideration the individuality of
the child ; and the Nursery School, so
far, bids fair to turn out orderly little
batches of healthy little children, with
washed faces and clean pinafores, and
little minds working in Board of Education

grooves. But let us proceed to the
training of these little minds.

The Nursery School is to prepare
children to begin the work of the ele
mentary school with " well formed habits,"
and with minds alert and eager to learn,
and unspoiled by premature attempts
to teach what is unsuitable." It seems
a rather sad thing that these little toddlers
of two and three are already marked out
for the " work " of the elementary school,
and must have

"
well formed habits."

The more we study this the less we like
it. But here is a good point :

" The
children should be taught to use their
voices naturally, without harshness, and
to articulate clearly and correctly." This
is especially necessary for children from
the very poor districts of a town, who,
at the age of five, frequently are almost
incoherent in speech, their mothers not
having time to talk to them. Music,
singing, and talking should be encouraged,
and surroundings provided for giving
the child, frequently brought up in a
narrow environment, something to talk
about. In Wales the language of the
Nursery School should be the language
of the home.

These little folk, too, are to have a
certain amount of handwork, which
should be so devised as to provide (a)
for repetition, (b) for variety in form and
nature, (c

) for tasks that can be com

pleted in themselves at once, or in one,
or at most two, lessons. Handwork
should have a purpose.

Another aim will be to teach the children
to notice broad differences in colour,
form and size ; to listen with attention
and respond to quiet questions, to dis

tinguish different sounds, to prefer pleasant
sounds rather than noise. Here one is

tempted to wonder how a child, whose
desire to create noise has been consider

ably strengthened through frustration,
can be taught to prefer pleasant sounds,

until he has had his heart's content of
noise. The child will be taught to
interpret shape, size and texture through
his fingers, to carry utensils carefully,
to treat flowers gently ; to distinguish
scents ; to judge weights. He will be
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trained in balance and equilibrium, and
a sense of rhythm will be fostered through
music.

This Montessori principle will go hand-
in-hand with another —that of social
service, by which the child's manners
will be trained, and he will be taught to
help himself, and to help others. Should
these principles be carried out in a broad
spirit, they will more than counteract
any trend towards a strictly regulated
institution. So much depends on the
teacher. Comparatively speaking, it is
an easy task to guide children who live
and move like little automatons, and by
no means an easy one to give them

scope for individual interpretation of
life. Should these nursery schools be
founded on these almost Montessori ideals
of mental and social training, there must
be a revolution in the organisation of
elementary schools.

It will be seen that the teachers for
nursery schools must not only be women
of special calibre, but must also undergo a
highly specialised training. The nursery
school, for even its minor assistants,
should draw upon a class of women who
are teachers and mothers by vocation,
rather than by profession, for on them
lies the responsibility of placing the
child-feet on that right course which
leads towards good citizenship.

Crafts.
It is interesting to note that the

temporary reorganisation of the cotton
spinning, cotton weaving and engineering
departments of the Bolton Technical
School, has been approved. Principals,
lecturers and demonstrators have been
appointed at salaries of £400 a year for
principals, £350 for chief lecturers, and

£175 rising to £220 for assistant lecturers
and demonstrators. These classes will
be taken advantage of by demobilised
men, for whom special intensive courses
have been arranged.

Teachers as Magistrates.

The Lancashire County Teachers' Asso
ciation is taking steps to secure the
nomination of suitable candidates for the
magisterial bench, so that the oppor
tunities for rendering public service, on

the part of its members, may be enlarged.
The teachers who are now occasionally
appointed to the bench, almost invariably
receive their appointment on account of
qualifications other than professional, and

the feeling is unanimous among Lancashire
teachers that direct recognition of profes
sional service in this respect would have
a valuable influence in raising the status
of the teaching office.

The Teacher in Japan.

Japan has in operation a detailed
system whereby its teachers are made

and kept efficient. The Empire is divided
into 47 prefectures, the governor of each
of which appoints all his teachers. He
has under him a secretary of education,
who in turn supervises prefectural in

spectors, these working in with district
or city school inspectors. Summer schools
are held every year at normal schools or

district centres, to which teachers are

sent by the authorities ; success in the

examination' at the end of a course

assisting a teacher to promotion. Teachers
may also attend special training classes,

and, for the time, are exempted from
their school duties.

One of the most important details of
the scheme is, that subsequent industry
is allowed to make up for first insufficiency.
A lesson might well be learned from this

by our own education authorities, who

condemn a teacher, for partial failure in

one examination, to the monotonous
routine of elementary instruction. Tokyo
and Osaka recently sent teachers to the

United States, that their knowledge of

education might be broadened.



The
Woman's Observatory

By " Femina."

(A monthly record of events in the world of women.)

THE
remarkable scenes all

along the route through which
Nurse Cavell was borne on
her last journey showed, in
unmistakable fashion, how

deeply her noble life and death have
stirred the heart of England. Nothing is
more certain than that her name will have
a permanent place on the long roll of
"

Great Englishwomen." Her last message
to the nurses who had shared her heroic
labours was full of that calm, unselfcon-
scious devotion which was, apparently,
the mainspring of all her actions ; the
secret of her life, and no less of her death.
The hymn " Abide With Me," repeated
by her in her last hour and sung at the

impressive memorial services at West
minster and Norwich, showed faith —the
"

live
" and truly Christian faith which

works by love —to be another secret
source of the power within her, going
even deeper than the outward devotion
to duty which welled up beside it in
visible, vital deeds. Buried with more
than royal honours and throned in a
people's heart—shrined, as a patron
saint, in the memory of nurses and soldiers
particularly —it is nevertheless true that
her best memorial will be her own immortal
words " Patriotism is not enough. There
must be no hatred or bitterness against
anyone." Would that the war-worn
nations had ears to hear that message !

* * *

The passing into law of the Nurses'
Registration Bill, with any amendments
which the organised nursing associations

through their representatives may suggest,
would be a particularly graceful tribute
to the memory of the devoted woman
who, more than any other since Florence
Nightingale, has added glory to the

nursing profession. At present, in spite
of its cordial reception in both Houses,
there is a chance that the Bill may be
" hung up." It is possible, however,
that it may be made a Government
measure and pressed forward accordingly.

* * *

The Peace terms were a profound
disappointment to democratic and

spiritually-minded women everywhere.
The one redeeming feature of the Treaty
was the League of Nations Covenant,
which certainly represents a long step
forward in internationalism. The Labour
Covenant incorporated with it, coupled
with Article XVIII. (" daylight diplo
macy

"
: Point I. of the famous Fourteen),

contains a seed which may yet grow into
a tree with leaves for the healing of the
nations. But that rests largely with the
nations themselves ; and chiefly with
the democracies. The instrument is ready
to their hands : it is for them to use,

improve and perfect it. Public-spirited
women have a great

" propaganda
"

work to do in this connection.
* * *

Apart from the general character of
the Treaty, women have certainly no
reason for discontent with their own

position in it. Never has the sex received
such full and cordial recognition in any
similar Treaty or Convention ; usually
it has not been recognised at all. Every
position in connection with the League
of Nations, as already recorded here, is
to be open to women as to men ; and the
Labour Charter includes special pro
visions for care of maternity, safeguards
for women and children in industry,
"

equal pay for equal work," provisions,
etc. No doubt this is largely owing to
the fact that one of the

" Big Four "
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mainly responsible for the Treaty —
President Wilson —is quite the most
ardent and eloquent advocate of the
Feminist cause to be found among the
world's leading statesmen.

* * *

The iniquity of the blockade still goes
on at the time of writing ; but it is
refreshing to note that the voices of women
of all classes are being raised against it.
Recently Lady Bonham Carter and many
other high-placed Society women laid a
special protest and petition before Mr.
Bonar Law ; and Miss Muriel Lester
organised a little band of girls and women
who, dressed in black as a sign of national
mourning for a national crime, and
headed by a girl carrying a wooden cross,
marched from Bow to Westminster with
a similar protest and appeal. The
appalling revelations of famine and its
attendant diseases in enemy countries

(80 per cent, of the children of one German
town alone are said to have died) should
lead every woman to make her voice
heard on the matter. When all women
speak even statesmen must hear.

* * *

At the historic scene when the Peace
Treaty was handed to the German
envoys one woman was present ; Miss
Claire Alison, one of the most brilliant
members of the vast secretarial staff
engaged for Conference duty. Probably
it is the first time in history that woman
has " won in "

on one of the memorable
occasions when the map of the world is
altered. But Miss Alison was there, to
quote a contemporary,

" by reason of
her superlative abilities." She was
selected to do secretarial work at Ver
sailles, and especially to report the speech
of the chief envoy in German, solely
because she could do the work better than
anyone else. By a remarkable linguistic
gift, perfected by long study, she had
" made herself so proficient

" that when
the question arose as to the choice of a
"

special reporter
" of the proceedings

there was practically no one else for it.
Miss Alison, it is interesting to learn,
is the daughter of an Anglican curate,

the Rev. H. S. Alison, of Holy Trinity,
Selhurst. She knows French, German,
Italian, Spanish, Dutch —and, of course,

English —intimately, and can write
French and German shorthand according
to the special systems in vogue in those
countries. Her ability is said to be no
more remarkable than her modesty.
Seldom is one so gifted as diffident about
her gifts as Miss Claire Alison, whose
presence at the Peace Assembly has won
a new triumph for her sex.

* * *

Are women Justices coming in with
women lawyers ? The Justices of the
Peace (Qualification of Women) Bill has
passed its second reading in the House of
Lords at the time these notes are written.
In moving the second reading Earl
Beauchamp said he thought that women

Justices would be " of great assistance
in dealing with cases affecting young
girls, women and children." So we think.

* * *

About a dozen enterprising American
women, fresh from a successful attempt
to " link up

"
the women of France,

Belgium and Italy with their own country
women, came to London recently to add

Englishwomen to the list. They hope to
establish industrial internationalism
among women, with a view to political
internationalism later on. An industrial
World Federation of women should help
the world's peace amazingly. One to
America, again ! It is astonishing how
she is taking the lead in such matters.

* * *

The suffrage cause marches. On May
10th a Women's Suffrage Bill passed
the Dutch Second Chamber ; on the
20th the French Chamber of Deputies
decided, by 344 votes to 97, that the
women of France and Algeria should be
allowed to vote and to be nominated for
all elected bodies ; and on the same date
President Wilson appealed to Congress
to complete the emancipation of American
womanhood. More of this, and its result
in the States, next month.

" Femina."
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A Regeneration
The sun beat down upon the city square,
The noise of restless traffic rose and fell,
While men and women passed to buy and

sell,
Passed closely thronged through all the

dust and glare.

And in the gutter, at the spur of need,
There stood the lonely figure of a man,
So wild and strange, he seemed to court the

ban
Of those for whom convention held a creed.

He played upon a time-worn violin,
His ear inclined to catch the strings'

romance,
His sunken eyes now closed as though

in trance,
Now lighted by the smouldering fires

within.

Some heedless passed him by, but others saw
And shunned the rags that told of

indigence ;

While conscience pricked from some their
surplus pence,

And others gave in pity touched with awe.

But one alone divined his human heart,
Though she as yet an instinct- tutored child,
Who, knowing nought of social barriers,

smiled,
Then stayed, her slender fortune to

impart.

Whereat, with bow held poised above the
strings,

He watched the child's retreat with
yearning gaze,

When memory fanned the past from ash
to blaze,

While tears gushed hotly from long hidden
springs.

" O God," he cried," if there be God at all,
I bless this proof of my humanity
Mid cold disdain and hike-warm charity
That help to hold my fallen soul in thrall."

"
She freely gave her gifts, but still the debt

Is mine ; and so I too must freely give,
That this new kindled hope within may live
To light my way, so dark and ill beset."

» * »

The summer moonlight fills the city square,
No din of traffic can the ear attest,
While weary men and women seek their

rest,
Save here and there a midnight wanderer.

And 'neath this pale mysterious flood of

light,
There stands again that figure lone and

strange,
The same yet not the same, for subtle

change
In him bespeaks the alchemy of night.

Again upon his violin he plays,
But now no tumult overwhelms the sound,

Instead a silence, magical, profound,
The strings' mere whispered tremor well

betrays.

The music, soft and low, gains volume

now,
Till, wailing like a troubled wind at sea,
It sobs a tale of sin and misery,
Of death, and worse than death ; and

yet, somehow,

Thro' all the bitter cry of woe and pain,
There runs, like silver thread thro' texture

fine,
A note of hope and joy, of love divine,
That ne'er can be exempt from life's

refrain.

The music ends ; there recompense is

made,
And many a heart-stirred listener sleeps

at last ;

That passionate prayer has surely never
passed

The ear of God, His pity left unswayed !

Bertram Pickard.
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SEVERAL

reasons combined to
give to the signing of the Peace
Treaty at Versailles something of
the air of an anti-climax. The
great reaction of feeling, asso

ciated with the cessation of over four years
of sanguinary fighting, came with the
Armistice. The Peace Treaty could add

nothing new here except a kind of formal
sanction. Then again, an imposed Treaty
(as this one had to be) necessarily lacks
that character of settlement and reconcilia
tion which belongs to the making up of
differences on equal terms. Finally, and
most important of all, it has been generally
felt that the really determining forces of
the age are such as the Treaty cannot
touch. The Treaty, when all is said and
done, is an elaborate structure built, with
enormous care and pains, upon shifting
soil. At any moment there may come a
sudden subsidence which will bring it
toppling to the ground. The Allied
Delegates had, indeed, the most difficult
of all possible tasks —to formulate a
settlement where, in the nature of things,
there could be no settlement. The
fundamental fact in the world to-day is
movement. The only way to control any
movement is to dig channels ahead of it,
through which it may pour ; channels
which will serve both for outlet and for
guidance. The difficulty by which the

Delegates were faced lay in the fact that
the world-forces, which had been released
by the war, could find outlet and control
only in a complete reordering of Society—
a problem which no heterogeneous body

of statesmen, no matter how individually
eminent, could be expected to tackle.
Problems such as these find their own
methods of solution. They transcend the
directive efforts of men. The best that
even the wisest statesman can do is to
make himself thoroughly adaptable, to be
ready to meet eventualities as they occur,
and to yield to the demands of the passing
moment. Such a course implies no weak
ness ; it implies merely a recognition that
the directive forces of the age are greater
and more powerful than the machinery
of human government. We have reached
a point in history where it is evident (to
use figurative language) that Nature has
a plan and that this plan is destined to
govern the whole course of coming events.
In other words, the guidance of human
affairs has, temporarily at least, been
taken out of our hands ; and it is the
consciousness of this which gives to the
Peace Treaty its air of unreality. The
Treaty lacks authority, precisely because
it endeavours to legislate for matters over
which it has no control. This is nobody's
fault. It is due to the peculiar crisis
at which we have arrived.

* * »

For those who regard this crisis as
marking a definite turning-point in
civilisation, nothing could have been more

interesting than to watch the struggle
between what we may call the

" old "

and the
" new," as evidenced in the

Versailles deliberations. The whole Con
ference may be aptly regarded as a Test
Case, and the issue has shown us fairly
clearly the comparative strength of the
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two conflicting principles at the moment.
The distinctive feature of the Conference
has been, of course, the effort to graft an
entirely new idealism upon the traditions
of the older diplomacy, and the form in
which the effort has objectified has been
the proposal for a League of Nations. In
the general result, it must be admitted
that the forces of idealism are at present
considerably weaker than those of what
the Germans made notorious as real-
politik. The League of Nations has
been accepted in theory by all the Dele
gates at the Conference ; the horrors of
the recent war and general sentiment of
the age made such acceptance imperative.
But, beyond a merely formal recognition,
it is clear that the tendency has been to
regard the proposal with a certain scarcely
veiled cynicism. The reservation made by
President Wilson himself, in the matter of
the Monroe Doctrine, is significant in this
connection. Still more significant is the
defensive Treaty recently signed by Great
Britain, France and America, as a safe
guard against future Teuton aggression.
Had the League of Nations been really
trusted and supported, such acts as these
would have been unnecessary. The
League would have sufficed. It is obvious
that the transmutation of the national
way of thinking into the international has
still a very long way to go before it can
become really operative. There is

,

as a

matter of fact, only one positive inter
nationalism in the world to-day, and that

is the rapidly developing internationalism
of Labour. If, as seems certain, inter
nationalism is to be an integral part of
the New Order, then it would appear more
than likely that the directive influence in
the world's politics will shortly pass into
the hands of Labour, in order that it may
be brought about. As we have already
said, Nature has a plan and Nature's plan
must needs be realised. This means that
the appropriate instruments for its realisa
tion must somehow be found. What is

wanted, of course, is not a specifically" Labour "
movement —since this, as at

present commonly interpreted, means the
exclusion of large sections in every com
munity —but a rallying together of all

idealists in every country, irrespective of
whether they happen to work with their
hands. The Peace Conference has shown
clearly enough that the future of the world
does not he in the hands of its present
official representatives. It has shown also

that there are certain nations which seem

to lack, in a curious degree, that adapt
ability to new ideas which is the supreme
requirement of the times. To us, this
lack is suggestive, for we firmly believe
that national greatness, in the time to
come, will largely depend upon the degree
of idealism which any given people is

found capable of infusing into its national
life. As already remarked, the Peace

Conference has been an interesting Test
Case in more than one respect.

* • *

As may be imagined, differences o
f

opinion rage furiously about the justice
of the Terms imposed upon Germany.
Some find them not drastic enough ;

others regret that the dispassionate ideal
ism of the famous Fourteen Points seems

to be hardly recognisable in the final
result ; others, again, complain that
accepted principles might have been

better applied. Between these various
points of views the sensible man will

scarcely attempt to decide. He will

recognise that the Terms, as they stand,
are really a compromise between a number
of forces pulling in different directions,
and that, given those forces, hardly any
other result than a compromise was

possible. From what we can gather, it
would appear evident that the sharpest
antithesis has been between Wilsonian
idealism, on the one hand, and the real'
politik of the two Latin races. France and
Italy have clearly little sympathy, at
the moment, with the larger, forward-
looking conceptions which have guided
the American and, in a less definite sense,

the British delegates. France is naturally,
after the experience of 1914, concerned
primarily about her future safety. Italy,
long clipped and confined by Austrian
dynastic imperialism, is just as naturally
anxious to taste the freedom of racial

expansion. As against this, it may reason
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ably be argued that a detached idealism
is far easier for America, with her still
unsurrendered Monroe doctrine, than it
is for any European nation. Great Britain,
too, with her vast empire left untouched

by the war, is in the position of one who
has practically nothing to ask and who
can, therefore, take a more or less

impersonal view of the new territorial
dispositions, so long as she herself is not
called upon to suffer. On the whole, the
various chief actors have gone along the
lines which were natural to them. If
we put ourselves in the place of the various
Delegates, we can understand their several

points of view ; and the impassioned
praise and blame which have been meted
out in various quarters seem to be based
on an insufficient appreciation of the
natural and inevitable conflict of outlook.
The great triumph of the Peace Con
ference is to be found in the fact that
it has held together through all dif
ferences ; and for this much of the credit
seems to have been due to the British
Delegates.

• * •

Both as to the Peace Treaty and as

to the League of Nations the idealist will,
of course, have his own feelings of disap
pointment and his own misgivings. He
will note that the instinct of hard bargain
ing is still the dominant instinct to-day,
and that nearly every question has per
force to be attacked and decided in this
spirit ; and he will not unreasonably
dread the possible effects of this upon the
future of the League. A profound con
viction dwells in him that something
more is needed if we are ever to have a
new world and a new age ; and he is
sometimes in despair, when he asks him
self whence any kind of new spirit is to
come. To fulfil its functions the League
of Nations should be lifted above national
selfishness ; it should envisage the world
as a whole ; and it should be inspired by
genuine ideals as to the future of mankind.
At present, its safety would appear to lie

only in compromise between selfish forces
pulling in contrary directions. The true
international spirit has not yet been
born. Whether it can ever be born,
or how (i

f it can be bom) it is to come
into being, are questions which even
idealism itself is tempted to face with
some degree of doubt. The same doubt
extends to the many social problems
of our time. Can the present attitude of

bargaining, the prevailing tug -of -war
spirit, ever give place to anything saner,
more generous, and more positive ? Can
we ever achieve what is really the need
of the age, a new way altogether of looking
at life and its many problems ?

• » *

To us there is only one answer to this
question. Throughout the world what is

needed to-day is a new Idealism—some
thing which will awaken the spirit of willing
sacrifice, and hand over to spontaneous
goodwill the task which mere bargaining
can never perform. In other words, we
need a new World Religion.

* • •

Only something which can exert an
authority higher than that of self-regard
can solve a problem which is largely the
result of a civilisation which has degener
ated into organised acquisitiveness. At
present the ideas of Duty and Service are,
for the most part, dormant in the larger
relations of life. National selfishness,
class selfishness, individual selfishness
are taken for granted, are even applauded,
because the thought of any higher ideal

is not yet vivified in the general con
sciousness of mankind. " Each for him
self

"

is the motto of races, classes and
individuals. This is what has to be
changed, and only one thing can change
it. When it is changed, we shall have
the spirit which is destined to do the work
which Peace Conferences and Leagues
of Nations can only touch with faltering
fingers.



India's Nietzsche
By W. Loftus Hare

[A review of
"

The Home and the World "
(by Sir Rabindranath Tagore) in the

"
Times

"

Literary Supplement of May 29th, 1919, contained the remark, in reference to one of the

characters, He is a Hindu Nietzchean —and we did not know such people existed." In
the following article Mr. Loftus Hare shows that the elements of Hindu Nietzscheanism

have existed for many centuries in various obscure philosophies.]

(a) THE UPANISHADS.
A doctrine of Egoism, philosophically

expressed, is referred to in one of the

oldest of the Upanishads. There
Prajapati is represented as teaching the

famous Vedantic doctrine of the Self.

Both gods and demons hear of it and send

deputies to ask for further instruction.
But the demons' representative, Virochana
in order to lead to their destruction, is
deceived and misinformed by Prajapati :

satisfied in his heart he went to the demons

and preached that doctrine to them that the

body alone is to be worshipped, that the body

alone is to be served Therefore they call
even now a man who does not give alms here,

who has no faith, and offers no sacrifices, a
demon, for this is the doctrine of the demons.

(Chandogya Up : VIII. 8.)

In another of the Upanishads the legend

is elaborated thus :

Brihaspati brought forth that false knowledge
for the safety of Indra and the destruction of
the demons. By it they show that good is evil,

and that evil is good. They say that we ought

to ponder on the new law which upsets the Veda
and the other sacred books. Therefore let no

one ponder on that false knowledge ; it is

wrong, it is, as it were, barren. Its reward lasts

only as long as pleasure lasts Let
that false doctrine not be attempted, for thus

it is said
" widely opposed and divergent are

these two, one known as false knowledge, the

other as knowledge."
* * *

On that self (i.e. the body) these deluded
demons take their stand, clinging to it, destroying
the true means of salvation, preaching untruth.
What is untrue they see as true, as in jugglery.

(Maitrayana Up : VII. 9).

These two passages show us the exist

ence of an egoistic way of thinking so

objectionable to the compilers of the

Upanishads that they represent it as fit
only for demons ; in reality it is of
course no more than the ordinary view
of life suggested by the egoistic impulses

common to all men. We may view the

Upanishads as the work of men whose

effort is to supply a speculative philosophy
that will explain the phenomena of the

individual life as related to the life of the

Cosmos, and a practical philosophy that

will subordinate the first to the second—

the assimilation of the soul to the Universal

Order. To see
"

one life in all "
is to see

through the illusion of separateness and

to avoid its consequences ; to direct the

will in accordance with that vision must

lead to a reduction of the individualistic
energies and away from a sensuous,

materialistic and egoistic social order.

Such seems to have been the belief of the

Upanishad philosophers. We can well

imagine therefore that the egoism natural

to man would, in India as elsewhere

become articulate in philosophic form,

and would rally to the defence of any

system of thought based upon it. There

is no doubt that such was the case.

(b) FROM BUDDHIST AND JAINA
SOURCES.

In the days of the Buddha's mission

(B.C. 520-485) there were many philoso

phers whose doctrines bring them within

the general classification we call the

egoistic —and not philosophers only, as

would appear from the following passage

from one of the Buddha's discourses, but

gods also !

There are certain gods (devas) called
" De

bauched by Pleasure." For ages they pass

their time in pursuit of laughter and sport of

sensual lusts. In consequence thereof their

self-possession is corrupted, and through the

loss of self-control they fall from that state

(of devaship) .... There are certain gods

(devas) called the " Debauched in Mind." They

burn continually with envy, one against the

other, and being thus irritated, their hearts

become ill-disposed towards each other, and

their being debauched, their bodies become

feeble and their minds imbecile.
(Brahma-gala-Sutta II. 7-10).
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These devas are near relatives of the
Demons of whom we have heard in the
Upanishad ; their affinity to the

" Fallen
Angels

" of Persian and Hebrew lore is also
close and important ; but, as in the case
of the Demons, they are intended to
refer to and to teach men who may be
in similar debauched states of body and
mind. That there were men who openly
taught a philosophy of sensuous indul
gence like that attributed to the Demons
and the Devas we can have no doubt. The
Buddha says :—

There are also recluses and Brahmans who
hold the doctrine of happiness in this life, who
in five ways maintain the complete salvation
in this visible world of a living being. And
relying on what, starting out from what, do
they do so ? . . . .

Whensoever the Soul, in full enjoyment and
possession of the five pleasures of sense, indulges
all its functions, then the soul they say has
attained in this visible world, to the highest
Nirvana. Thus do some maintain the complete

in the visible world of a living

(Ibid. in. 19-20).

An un-named teacher is reported to
have said :—

Upwards from the soles of the feet, down
wards from the tips of the hair on the head,
within the skin's surface is what is called
Soul .... When this body is dead, it does
not live. It lasts as long as the body lasts,
it does not outlast the destruction of the body..... Therefore there is and exists no soul
different from the body. Those who believe
that there is and exists no such soul speak the
truth

Therefore you may kill, dig, slay,
bum, cook, cut or break to pieces,
destroy ! Life ends here ; there is no world
beyond . . ."

The Jaina commentator connects this
reprehensible belief with its appropriate
conduct. He says :—

"' Thus they are given to pleasures, amuse
ments and sensual lusts ; they are greedy, fettered,
passionate, covetous, the slaves of love and
hate .... they stick in pleasures and
amusements

"

(The Jaina Sutra Kritanga II., I. 15-19).

Another egoist teacher is reported as
being a materialist who deduces no dis
tinction between right and wrong from
the philosophical principle, and —what

the Jaina regards as particularly objec
tionable—the right to take life.

There are five elements through which we
explain whether an action is good or bad,
meritorious or not, well done or not well done.
Everything down to a blade of grass consists
of them All living beings, all things
the whole world, consist of nothing but these
five elements. They are the primary cause of
the world, even down to a blade of grass. A
man buys and causes to buy, kills and causes
to kill, cooks and causes to cook, he may even
sell and kill a man. Know that even in this
case he does not do wrong.

(Ibid. 21-24).
• • •

The doctrine is most probably the same
or very similar to that reported by King
Ajatasattu to the Buddha on the occasion
of their memorable and only interview.
It is that of a well known teacher, Ajita
Kesakambali, who, besides being a
materialist, is a bit of a sophist as well.
He was leader of the Ajivikas, who vainly
sought to overcome the Buddha, and
whose order still existed in the time of
King Asoka. Ajita teaches " his theory
of annihilation " to the King. He says :—

" There is no such thing O King as alms or
sacrifice or offering. There is neither fruit nor
result of good or evil deeds. There is no such
thing as this world or the next. There is
neither father nor mother, nor beings springing
into life without them

A human being is built up of the four elements.
When he dies the earthy in him returns or
relapses to the earth, the fluid to the water, the
heat to the fire, the windy to the air and his
faculties (five senses and the mind) pass into
space .... and his offerings end in ashes.
It is a doctrine of fools this talk of religious
gifts. It is an empty lie, mere idle talk, when
men say there is profit therein. Fools and wise
alike, on the dissolution of the body, are cut
off, annihilated, and after death they are not."

(Samanna-phala Sutta 23.)

Next we shall hear Makkali Gosala state
his " theory of purification through trans
migration." Thus he assumes the soul,
but allows it no free will. There is no
cause either for the rectitude or depravity
of beings ; consequently there is no
conduct necessarily more moral in the
circumstances than any other. Gosala
is therefore a determinist, a non-moralist
and a fatalist. The "

end of pain "
comes

when it is impossible to suffer any more.
Though we not told so directly, the
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ethic deduced from such a metaphysic
would be an egoist one. Merit or demerit
is impossible for the reason that efforts
to gain them lead to nothing, consequently
one does what one likes. He says :—

" There is, O King, no cause, either ultimate or
remote, for the depravity of beings ; they
become depraved without reason and without
cause. The attainment of any given condition,
of any character, does not depend either on
one's own acts, or on the acts of another or on
human effort. There is no such thing as power
or energy, or human strength or human vigour.
All creatures .... are without force and
power and energy of their own. They are
bent this way and that, by the necessary con
dition of the class to which they belong, by their
individual nature ; and it is according to their
position in one or other of the six species that
they experience ease or pain."

• * •

The ease and pain measured out, as it were
with a measure, cannot be altered in the course
of transmigration ; there can be neither increase
nor decrease thereof, neither excess nor defi
ciency. Just as when a ball of string is cast
forth it will spread out just as far, and no
farther, than it can unwind, just as both fools
and wise alike, wandering in transmigration
exactly for the allotted term shall then, and only
then, make an end of pain.

(Samanna-phala Sutta 20-22).

The champion theoretical non-moralist
of those far-off days is Purana Kassapa.
He admits volition but denies the signifi
cance of deeds. The law of Karma,
held very largely by his contemporaries,
is entirely swept away by him, and when
we ask what takes its place, the answer
can only be : the law of impulse, namely,
egoism.

To him who acts, O King, or causes another
to act, to him who mutilates or causes another
to mutilate, to him who punishes or causes
another to punish, to him who causes grief or
torment, to him who trembles or causes others
to tremble, to him who kills a living creature
who takes what is not given, who breaks into
houses, who commits dacoity, or robbery, or
highway robbery, or adultery, or who speaks
lies, to him thus acting there is no guilt. If
with a discus with an edge sharp as a razor he
should make all living creatures on the earth
one heap, one mass of flesh, there would be no
guilt thence resulting, no increase of guilt would
ensue. Were he to go along the south bank of
the Ganges striking and slaying, mutilating
and having men mutilated, oppressing and having
men oppressed, there would be no guilt thence
resulting, no increase of guilt would ensue.
Were he to go along the north bank of the Ganges

giving alms, and ordering gifts to be given,
offering sacrifices or causing them to be offered,
there would be no merit thence resulting, no
increase of merit. In generosity, in self-mastery,
in control of the senses, in speaking truth, there
is neither merit nor increase of merit.

(Samanna-phua Sutta 17-18).

In India, as elsewhere, egoism calls to
its aid that peculiar logical instrument
known as Sophistry. It is as if the
debater were conscious of some weakness
in his philosophical position, or of his
own personal inability to sustain his
case with sound though difficult argu
ments ; he therefore has recourse to
Sophistry which, by its very refusal to
fight with equal weapons, prevents his
opponent from gaining a victory. The
Pyrrhonists of Greece and the

" Eel-
wrigglers

" of India merely made philoso
phy impossible and were proud of their
achievement. We are only concerned
with them because it was in the interest
of egoism —though not that alone —that
they exhibited their cleverness. The
afore-mentioned Ajita is given to eel-

wriggling, and according to the Buddha
there were four different classes of these

sophists.
There are some recluses and Br ah mans who

wriggle like eels ; and when a question is put
to them on this or that they resort to equivoca
tion, to eel-wriggling. They are clever, subtle,
experienced in controversy, hair-splitters, who
go about breaking to pieces by their wisdom
the speculations of others, they will neither
declare anything to be good or bad.

(Brahma-gala Sutta II. 23-29).

The fourth type is merely the lazy
incompetent controversialist who " by
reason of his dullness and stupidity
resorts to equivocation and to wriggling
like an eel."

(c) SANKARA'S CRITICISM.
Some few of the Vedanta Sutras, com

posed in the fifth century B.C., were

engaged in the refutation of the doctrine
of materialism. We will quote one :

Some maintain the non-existence of a

separate self, on account of the existence

of the self where the body is only (III. 3, 53).
Sankara, the great Vedantist commen
tator, has the following remarks on this
sutra :—
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" Here now Borne materialists, who see the self
in the body only, are of opinion that a self
separate from the body does not exist ; they
assume that consciousness, although not observed
in earth and other external elements —either
single or combined —may yet appear in them
when transformed into the shape of a body, so
that consciousness springs from them, ....
that knowledge is analagous to intoxicating
quality (which arises when certain materials
are mixed in certain proportions), and that
man is only body qualified by consciousness.
There is thus according to them no separate
self from the body and capable of going to the
heavenly world or obtaining release ....
but the body alone is what is conscious, is the
Self The self therefore is not different
from the body. To this conclusion the next
Sutra replies."

(Vedcmta Sutras S.B.E. Vol. 38, p. 269).

(d) A SYNTHESIS OF INDIAN
EGOIST DOCTRINE.

We shall now attempt to make a
synthesis of all the foregoing philosophical
doctrines in order to ascertain, if we can,
what was their practical or moral import.
It may well be that we are not entitled
to assert that there was a school of
egoist thinkers equally reputable and
definite as, say, the Sankhyans, or the
Vedantins, or the Buddhists ; but a
comparison of the various declarations
we have assembled, mostly from the
time of the Buddha's mission, will show
that these doctrines necessarily imply one
another ; are for the most part mutually
consistent, and, when considered together,
make up the elements of an egoistic
philosophy as thorough-going as any we
have heard of before or since. We shall
extract and combine the doctrines in
formal propositions, theoretical and prac
tical.

I. Theoretical Propositions.

Atheism.

( 1 ) No God, Creator or Cosmical director
is mentioned in any of the docu
ments, nor does there seem to be a
possible place for one.

Irreligion.

(2) Since there is no God, no soul, no
other world and no free-will. Sacri
fice and offerings are

"
a doctrine

of fools." The Vedas, and with
them Vaidism, are entirely rejected.

Materialism.
(3) The five elements are the primary

cause of the world.

(4) All living beings, all things, the
whole world consists of nothing
but the five elements.

(5) Consciousness springs from their
combination in the shape of the

body.
(6) There is no soul apart from this,

which, on the death of the body,
is annihilated.

Determinism.

(7) There is no free-will, and conse

quently no moral responsibility.
(8) There is thus no differentiation of

right and wrong, and consequently
no accumulation of merit or demerit.

(9) Pleasure and pain, depravity and

purity, are not within man's power ;

they can neither be added to nor
diminished.

II. Practical Propositions.

Non-Moralism.

(10) Killing and mutilation of men or
animals, slavery, robbery, adultery,
falsehoodare not morally distinguish
able from generosity, self-mastery,
sense-control and truthfulness.

Ethical Egoism.

(11) "The body alone is to be wor
shipped, the body alone is to be
served

"
; the full enjoyment of

sensuous pleasure is the chief end
of man. — Nirvana."

(12) The impulses are the true guides,
and are to be followed consistently
without external or volitional con
trol.

Pseudo-Logic.

(13) Sophistry or " eel-wriggling
" is

permissible in the service of the
body ; it is to formal logic what
non-moralism is to moral control.

(E) MADHAVA'S EPITOME.
Many centuries after the authoritative

criticism by Sankara, the Vedantist Mad-
hava compiled an epitome of the heretical
philosophies then in existence —namely
1331 a.d. He places in the forefront
of his work an account of the Chirvaka
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philosophy to which we will now refer.
Although it is the fullest account of
Indian materialism that can be found
in ancient sources we have postponed
its consideration for two reasons ; first,
in order to be chronologically sound, and
second, because Madhava has been
accused of romancing. We see no reason
to accept this view. Doubtless in Mad-
hava's day—though far removed from
that of the mythical persons, Charvaka
and Brihaspati, with whom he connects
the materialistic philosophy —there were
traditions or documents that are not at
our disposal ; but, having heard the

undoubtedly authoritative fragments from
Upanishad, Buddhist, Jaina and Vedantic
literature, I feel that Madhava has given
a resume" that is very fair. He opens in
ironic vein, thus :—

We have said in our preliminary invocation" salutation to Shiva "
; but how can we

attribute to the Divine Being the giving of
supreme felicity when such a notion has been
utterly abolished by Charvaka,* the crest-gem
of Brihaspati ? f

The efforts of Charvaka are hard to be
eradicated, for the majority of human beings
hold by the current refrain :—

While life is yours, live joyously ;

None can escape Death's searching eye ;

When once this frame of ours they burn
How shall it e'er again return ?

The mass of men, considering wealth and
desire the only ends of man, and denying the
existence of any object belonging to a future
world, are found to follow only the doctrine
of Charvaka.

In this school the four elements are the original
principles ; from these alone, when transformed
into the body, intelligence is produced ....
and when these are destroyed, intelligence at
once perishes also Therefore the soul
is only the body distinguished by the attribute
of intelligence, since there is no evidence of
any soul distinct from the body, as such cannot
be proved, since this school holds that sense
perception is the only source of knowledge and
does not allow inference.

* This Charvaka is not a historical person but an ogre, a
mythical character of the Mahabharata who appeared in the
guise of a Brahman ; the views here attributed to Mm are
those of the so-called Lokayata system of philosophy. The
origin of this term is much in dispute, but it appears to
have meant originally Nature Lore (see Rhys David's
Dialogues of the Buddha where an interesting discussion
occurs).

t Since Charvaka is mythical we see no reason to doubt
that sensuous materialism can be identified with the false
teaching given to the Demons by Brihaspati in the
Maitrayana Upanishad.

The only end of man is enjoyment produced
by sensual pleasures. Nor may you say that
such cannot be called the end of man because
they are always mixed with some kind of pain ; it
is our wisdom, they say, to enjoy the pure pleasure
as far as we can, and to avoid the pain which
inevitably accompanies it ; .... It is not for
us, through fear of pain, to reject the pleasure
which our nature instinctively recognises as

congenial .... men do not refuse to set

the cooking pots on the fire because forsooth
there are beggars to pester us for a share of the
contents. If anyone were so timid as to for
sake a visible pleasure, he would indeed be foolish
like a beast, as has been said by the poet :" What man, seeking his true interest, would
fling away the berries of paddy, rich with the
fresh white grains, because covered with husk
or dust ?

They say .... the Veda is tainted by the

three faults of untruth, self contradiction, and
tautology ; and again that the impostors who
call themselves Vaidic pundits are mutually
destructive .... and lastly the three Vedas
themselves are only the incoherent rhapsodies
of knaves.

Hence it follows that there is no other hell
than mundane pain produced by mundane
causes ; the only Supreme is the earthly
monarch whose existence is proved by all the
world's eyesight ; and the only Liberation is

the dissolution of the body. By holding the
doctrine that the soul is identical with the
body] such phrases as : "I am thin," "I am
black," are at once intelligible.

The discussion ends with the boastful
declaration of the materialist :

Thus we fasten on our opponents, as with
adamantine glue, the thunder-bolt-like fallacy
of reasoning in a circle.

And all this has been said also by
Brihaspati :

• • •

There is no heaven, no final liberation, nor
any soul in another world.

While life remains let a man live happily, let
him feed on butter even though he runs
into debt ;

When once the body becomes ashes, how can
it ever return again ?

Madhava concludes ironically as he

began :

Hence in kindness to the mass of living
beings must we fly for refuge to the doctrine
of Charvaka. Such is the pleasant consummation

(Madhava' s Sarvadarsanasamgraha).

We shall pass on next month to a con

sideration of the Indian refutation of

Egoism.
W. Loftus Hare

(To be concluded)



Rescue Work in Belfast
By L. A. M. Priestley-McCracken

" And what is that, what you are not, Isoolt?"
She answered him " Clean."
" And what is that which you have never had,

my child?"
" Peace," said Isoult, and wept bitterly.
—Maurice Hewlett, in " The Forest Lovers."

TWENTY-NINE

Malone Place is

one of a small row of four houses

situated off a busy thoroughfare
in the City of Belfast. The houses

are right at the end of a cul-de-sac, over

look a railway track, and are shut off by
an iron paling and gate from the network
of mean streets around them. In these

four houses, of which twenty-nine Malone
Place is the postal address, is carried on a

work as unobtrusive as their exterior, but

of a potency and benefit incalculable and

far-reaching. For these houses are the

headquarters of the Belfast Midnight Mis
sion and Rescue Home. Here also is a

Maternity Home for young unmarried
women who for the first time are about to

become mothers.

Since the days when Hood wrote his
" Bridge of Sighs," telling the tragic fate
of " One Poor Unfortunate," our attitude
and methods towards this world-old pro
blem of immorality have largely altered.

Much of the diffidence and the shrinking
from an unsavouiy subject have been laid
aside, as we have more and more come to
realise the tremendous gravity of the pro
blem and its dire effects upon a nation's
health, honour, and efficiency. Now we
attack boldly this terrible foe to human
well-being, and where once we sought to

ignore its existence and fostered the
" Conspiracy of Silence," we openly call
upon all the forces of righteousness and
purity to combat this great evil.

Considering the value to the community
of all such efforts to reclaim these poor
wanderers on the Road of Sin and Lost

Hope, let me briefly relate something done
in this direction by the Belfast Midnight
Mission.

Some sixty years ago a city missionary
in Belfast, going in and out of the by-ways
and lanes of that Northern port, was
moved by a deep compassion for the poor
lost women whom he encountered there.
He infused a few friends—chief among
whom was a Mr. Coates —with something
of his own ardour of pity. A committee
was called together, funds collected, and a
little fellowship of succour formed for
these pariahs of the street —the prey of
depraved men—under the appropriate
name of the " Belfast Midnight Mission."
Mr. Thomas Clokey— for that was the
missionary's name—was made secretary
to the Mission, a post he held up to his re
gretted death three years ago. The first
midnight meeting was held in September,
1860, closely followed by two others in the
Lecture Room of Great George's Street
Church, kindly lent by the late Rev.
Thomas Toye, a notable minister of the
Presbyterian Church in Ireland. A large
number of outcast women were prevailed
on to come to these inaugural meetings,
many of whom, affected by the earnest
ness of the speakers, expressed a desire to
reform and begin a better life. These
midnight meetings have been a regular
feature of the mission during all the inter
vening years, several being held annually.
A hall or lecture-room is lent or hired in
some suitable district, and at " Midnight's
hour of harm "

members of the Mission
seek amid the haunts of vice their strange,
incongruous audience. Often a clergy
man conducts a little service; hot tea or
coffee is provided for the women; they
are talked to and prayed with individually
and every effort put forth, despite mani
fold rebuffs and discouragements, that
Christian compassion can suggest to find
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and replace the divine image —battered,

defaced, stamped out —in these unhappy
denizens of the under-world, yet not, as

many cases of true penitence testify,

utterly nor irretrievably lost. For, not

withstanding De Quincey's classic in
stance of Ann, to whom he pays so warm
a tribute in " The Confessions of an

Opium Eater," this class of sinner is

generally regarded as beyond the pale of
all natural feelings or redemption. Mr.
Clokey's experience and that of his col
leagues, as presented in the annual re

ports of the Mission from the year 1864
to the present, give ample proof of the
truth of De Quincey's portraiture. Many
of these women, though lost to chastity,
are not wholly lost to the sense of what
they have forfeited ; there remains, be

hind the effrontery and the painted face,
a vestige of a better nature quickly re
sponsive to kindly words and deeds, or
revived memories of innocent childhood
and a mother's love. Such brought into
the softening atmosphere of these meet
ings, we are told by the workers, are
often roused to a sudden horror of their
position, and, breaking down, weep in a
passion of grief the piteous tears of re
morse and shame.

An agent was soon appointed to visit
outcast women in their houses, in the
workhouse, and in the hospitals; to hold
open-air meetings in their neighbour
hood ; to distribute tracts ; to plead with
them to abandon their evil career ; and in
every possible way to seek to warn, help,
succour, and uplift this hapless class. At
an early stage of the work it was found
necessary and advisable to have a house
as headquarters, to be used as a tempo
rary lodging by women anxious to oe re
moved at once from temptation and
find immediate asylum. After several
changes, the present premises —Malone
Place—were secured by purchase (two
of the houses in November, 1876,
and the remaining two in 1889 at a

cost of ^800), and here the Matron
and her staff, with the Mission's Com
mittee and friends have carried on
—assisted by public subscriptions, which,
en passant, it is interesting to note have

grown from about £30 a year to now
almost £200—with unabated devotion
and enthusiasm, rescue work in Belfast.
At any hour of the day or night a woman
can find admission to the Rescue Home;
a bed and a meal are provided, and if she

consent she is retained on probation till
she can be placed in a permanent insti
tution, restored to friends, or have decent

work and surroundings found for her.

Some women drift in and out and are seen

no more; others come back again and

again, the flotsam and jetsam of the tur
bid stream of city wickedness, while still
others place themselves under the Mis
sion's protection and return no more to

the sin and misery of the streets. But
of all that pass through the Home, we

may reasonably believe not one fails to

glimpse, however faintly or transitorily,
the wonder and the spell of kindly treat
ment and practical human goodness. The
fruit of such Christ-like sowing is not
garnered in the immediate present, and

who can tell what the ultimate harvest
may be ? The extent of the work can in a

material sense be judged by the figures
submitted in the report of last year, when
334 women passed through the Rescue
Home, 130 of whom were given a night's
lodging, 119 were found work of various
kinds, and the remainder were placed in

different institutions, penitentiaries,
homes, or infirmaries as seemed best in

each individual case.

But rescue work, as the Malone Place
Committee clearly perceived, can be pre
ventive as well as reformative, and, with
this in view, the Maternity Home was
opened for the reception of "first cases,"
its aim being to provide accommodation
and attendance for young women who,

ignorant of life and evil, have been be

trayed and are about to become mothers.
To surround such at this critical period
with judicious care and wise counsel is in

the majority of cases to prevent them slip
ping into a slough of despond and enter
ing upon a downward course. The Home
was furnished and equipped by a few
friends of the Mission, and opened with
out being any burden on the funds of the

original work, in 1902. It is unique in
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being the only Home for unfortunate
girls in Ireland, and receives inmates

from all parts of the country, and occa

sionally from England and Scotland also.

There are beds for 22 patients, and there

are usually from 8 to 12 babies in at

one time. The class of girl who has

found refuge here in trouble ranges from
mill-hand to lady, and includes factory
girls, servants, typists, dressmakers,
tailoresses, school teachers, trained
nurses, farmers' daughters, and gover
nesses. Since the opening there have

been eleven thousand births in the Home,
and the ages of the mothers have varied
from fourteen to forty, the average age
being from eighteen to twenty-four. One
day, when calling on the Matron, I ob

served a little girl in short skirts, a long
thick plait of black hair falling to her
waist, with a childish, wistful face, bend

ing over a baby asleep in a pram in the
small garden of Malone Place. I asked
the Matron about her, and was horrified
to be told she was the baby's mother —
herself a little girl of fourteen ! O,
Fathers, O Mothers, with young daugh
ters tenderly safeguarded in sheltered
homes, think of the abysmal sorrow which
such a child tastes in the very dawn of
youth and innocence. Until some ade

quate protective laws are made and strin
gently enforced for little girl-children, our
social system is appallingly pagan and
wrong.

Seclusion, order, peace, comfort, airy
rooms, good wholesome food, assiduous
nursing and attention, these mark the
rigitne of the Maternity Home under the
potent sway of Miss Blackburn, its ideal
Matron, who is fully qualified as a sur
gical, medical, and midwifery nurse. Miss
Blackburn was appointed matron of the
Rescue Home in the autumn of 1898, and
was entrusted with the further matron-
ship of the Maternity Home when it was
started. Placid, serene, unflurried in
manner, Miss Blackburn combines prac
tical and administrative qualities of a
high order, with the devotion and skill
of a good nurse, and the soothing, heal
ing, tactful influence of a warm-hearted
Christian woman. The atmosphere of

goodwill and homeliness which she has

created at 29, Malone Place, has largely
determined the good results and the un

doubted success which attend the work
there. The girls look on her as a mother,

a friend, a counsellor to whose sympathe
tic ear they readily unburden the secrets
and sorrows of their hearts. They speak
of her in terms of the utmost affection,

and former patients, scattered as they are
over all parts of the world, write her the
most grateful and encouraging letters.
And in these costly times it is permissible
to mention the housekeeping miracles per
formed at 29, Malone Place, where

economy, wedded to good management,
produces solid comfort and liberal fare
on the most modest of incomes. Miss
Blackburn finds capable assistance in
her able lieutenant, Miss Cully, who
deals more with the outside work of the
Homes, collecting funds, placing babies

(when the mothers are well enough to go
out to situations, in obtaining which they
are helped by the Committee) with foster-
mothers ; visiting and superintending
these babies from time to time; bringing
them back, if ailing, into the Home for
care and treatment, and changing, if con
sidered advisable, the foster mother.
Miss Cully has been associated with 29,
Malone Place for the past ten years, and
holds the position as well of Probation
Officer in Belfast. She looks after
women prisoners going in and coming
out of jail, while the City Magistrates
place under her care women offenders let
out on bail or probation, for whose good
behaviour she is responsible till they
come up if required for judgment. She
is a familiar figure in the Custody Courts,
where her bright, cheery presence and
off-hand, breezy way, are welcomed alike
by Court Officials and the unhappy law
breakers, to whom, in their wretchedness
and difficulty, she must seem a veritable
tower of strength and support. Speak
ing to them a word of advice or comfort,
getting them a cup of tea, imparting a
sense of womanly understanding in the
midst of masculine lawgivers, lawyers,
and policemen, she embodies to some of
these erring, hunted creatures all they
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will ever know of human care and good
ness and pity.

The Maternity Home was recognised
last year by the Local Government Board
Children's Welfare Scheme, from which
it now receives a grant. It has the hono
rary professional services of two women
doctors and the free legal assistance of
two Belfast solicitors. Legal action is
usually taken against the fathers of the
babies, and in many cases pecuniary
damages are secured under the Seduc
tion Laws. An attempt, however, made
some years ago to assimilate the Bastardy
Laws of Ireland and England (where the
putative father can be made liable up to

5s. weekly for his child's maintenance)
fell through owing to the apathy and in
difference of the Ulster Members of Par
liament entrusted with the Bill. Legisla
tion dealing with the unmarried mother
and her child falls surely within the scope
of the social reconstruction of which, as
the War taught us, we are so urgently
in need.

Meantime, it is good to know that in
29, Malone Place, Belfast, the unhappy
mother of an unfathered babe receives
sheltering care and solace in her hour of
trial and distress, and is helped to find
the path to courage and self-respect and
usefulness again.

L. A. M. Priestley-McCracken

A PRAYER.

For Faith by doubt unshaken,
For Love from blemish free,
For Wisdom clear-discerning,
And Strength that knows no turning
From service undertaken
By each, O Lord, for Thee :

For earnest Recollection
That sleeps not night or day,
For Truth that no sharp trial
Shall bend to weak denial,
For Valour in subjection
Alone to Thee —we pray.

The fiery days await us ;

The time of strife is nigh.
What though the world shall rend us ?

Thy might shall still defend us.
What matter, if men hate us ?

For Thou, 0 Lord, art by.



Some Early Recollections
By S. L. Bensusan

Thou who didst wrap the cloud

Of infancy around us, that Thyself,
Therein, with our simplicity awhile

Mightst hold, on earth, communion undisturbed.

Wordsworth. Excursion IV.

MEMORY,
travelling back

wards in a twilight of re
miniscence over a space of
forty years, carries me with
it to a meadow lying at the

junction of two counties. Near by was
a rustic bridge with a boundary stone on
one side, and to the small boy came a
thrill of delight and pride when he was so
placed by a kindly nurse that he might
stand in two counties at once. This was
a privilege that followed almost unduly
protracted spells of good behaviour.
Sometimes the weather, ignoring the
happenings in that high suburban nursery,
would elect to turn against him when
the prize had been honestly won, and
nurse's assurance that the Deity knew
what was best and had sent the wet for
a trial that must be accepted with humility,
fell upon deaf ears even if it did now sow
the seeds of atheism.

Happily, there were fine summer days,
and it would sometimes chance that when
my sense of importance had been gratified
and I stood with one foot in Surrey and
the other in Kent, until the triumph
became painful, nurse would turn the
perambulator that held a baby sister
into the meadow on the Surrey side.
There were billows of waving grass, their
height in relation to the giant who could
bestride two counties like a Colossus,

I.

suggests that they must have been in a
meadow closed for haying. We never
went far from the gate, and nurse had
charms that dissolved every masculine
heart. I did not know what they were,
I can only recollect that tradesmen left
their carts, that shop assistants neglected
other customers, and that the greengrocer
who wore red whiskers of the Dundreary
type and was said to be poet, would
follow her a long way down the road.
His flat basket of samples was a Tantalus
feast to one who wondered, from nurse's
far side, why those who had so great a
store of good things did not eat them.

All things considered, I suppose we
were quite safe in that field, and there I
would he for a long time listening to the
wind song in the timothy grass and the
larks in the blue, while the nurse read a
book with a bright yellow cardboard cover
and the picture of a beautifully dressed
lady with angry expression who was about
to stab another lady with a dagger. The
victim sat in a chair apparently uncon
scious of her doom.

If these afternoons, one so much like
the other, come back to me in middle
age, their details unclouded, their im
pression clear, it is because I date from
them my first sense of intoxication. That
there were several of these days I am sure,
and that they must have come between the
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risen grass and hay time, probably the
month was always June. There and then
I became a lover of the countryside,
made up my mind, if mind I had, that
in the far off days when I should be a

big man, I would journey further afield,
find the land known only to the railway
trains and the fortunate few who might
travel by them. In a corner of the earth
where the grasses always waved and the

skylark was always singing, any big
man could walk out if he pleased in the
early morning, and stay unrebuked until
all the gold in the world was piled up in
the western sky and the sun went home
to rest with a cheerful smile as I could
see him do so often from the high-barred
nursery windows. Nurse would call me
from these day dreams and we would
go down one hill and up another, past the
fields where I sometimes watched big boys
play cricket, and was even allowed to
run after the ball if it came my way,
past the tennis ground that opened only
to the grown ups, lofty folk these and

quite inaccessible, and so with the decline
of a summer afternoon to the nursery
again.

* * *

Another scene utters clear response to
the litany of recollection. Nurse has
received an invitation from somebody, I
think it is the gardener in charge, to visit
the lake. To me the lake is the most
wonderful place on earth. It lies at the
end of a crotchety old gentleman's grounds
some two miles away, there are palings
all round, but even palings are not so
cruel as to stand without " chinks."
Through one of these I have on various
occasions spied a great breadth of water
with luminous depths. There is a green
island in the middle and round it two swans,
austere and graceful, may be seen in
various attitudes of repose. Trees fringe
the banks and over banks and water and
island a deep sense of beauty is brooding.
I am old enough now to know that in
the beginning the Spirit of God moved
over the face of the waters, and connecting
Genesis with 187 — a.d., I think the Spirit is

stationary here. Since the season of
those first startling glimpses, though I
have visited many famous cities of the
older world in Europe, Africa and Asia,
I have never approached any scene with
the emotion I felt when the gardener,
from the inside of the gate, unlocked it
and made us free of the realm so long
beyond all but my day-dreams. Invited
to be a good boy and sit by the side of
the perambulator the gardener had tied
a wheel to the tree that had a bench
before it, I had given my word, and
wondered why gardener and nurse were
content to wander away from such an
enchanted spot. There was only one
ground for anxiety, the swans had spied
strangers. They were approaching the
bank and revealing themselves as terrible
birds, full of menace to a very small boy,
but surely if the Spirit of God was on
those enchanted waters, He would not
suffer me and the helpless sister to be
utterly destroyed. Nor did He. The
swans must have come expecting to be
fed, finding that there was nothing for
them they went their stately way. Then
the strangest little bird a small boy ever
saw peeped at him in friendly inquisitive
fashion from a fir tree ; he thought of
it for a long time as a fairy bird. It was
very small, wore a bright orange crest
on its head between two black bars and
piped one high, shrill note. In truth it
was rare enough, a gold-crested wren,
so small, so fragile and yet so radiant a
vision that it justified the thrill it
created. Even then the age of miracles
did not pass, for a wonderful fish threw
itself out of the depths and was caught
in the sunlight and flashed its rainbow
colours for a brief ecstatic moment. In
later years when I had learned much about
coarse fishing and the owner of the lake
had gone the way of all flesh I learned
that he had stocked the water with golden
carp, that they had grown to a great size.
Fortunately on that memorable afternoon
Science was leaving Nature's face severely
alone.

Nurse came back all too soon and the

gardener gave me a penny and said I had
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been a good boy. Wondering how he
came to know that I took heart of grace
and asked if we might come again ; they
both laughed, and nurse thought we might
if I told no one where we had been, because
mother might be nervous about our going
so near deep water. We returned several
times, but I never saw the crested wren
or the golden carp. They must have
been sent to greet my first arrival in
fairyland. I learned, in fear and tremb
ling, to feed the swans and to pick out
the varying notes of birds whose names
I did not know, and one afternoon a

lady in deep mourning passed my way.
She was, I think, the widowed daughter
of the owner, but I did not know this at
the time. I told her all about the lake and
the gold crest and the carp and the swans,
and she sat with me in friendliest converse
until nurse came back with the gardener,
and they both seemed uncomfortable,
indeed though my visitor was kind and

gracious, I alone was quite at ease.

Beyond that I can remember nothing.
I do not know if we went again, but I
think we did.

A few years ago I revisited the district
to find regretf ully that all the landmarks
have disappeared. London has thrust out
its tentacles over the meadows where the
timothy grass grew so high, in the fields
where the big boys played cricket are
endless rows of mean houses ; even the
lake has disappeared with the old Georgian
building that possessed and guarded it.
Some spirit of the town has taken a hideous

vengeance upon age and beauty. Nurse,
if she remains on earth, will be somewhere
between sixty and seventy to-day. I
don't suppose she would even remember
the name of the novel with the yellow,
cardboard cover.

From my home in the heart of the

country I look for a wren with golden
crest, nest boxes await his coming among
the larches in the cover. In the lake
of a friendly neighbour I have caught
various cyprinidae and transferrred them
to a pond of my own making. In my
meadows the timothy grass rises to the
admiration of farmers, and the official
gentlemen who have bought it of late

years for the army do not know why
I have cultivated this species of grass with
special care. But something has gone,
even though I live as simply as any man,
more simply than most and search
patiently, hopefully for what has been
lost.

What is it that the years have carried
away with them, what radiance of sun
light, what magic of spring and autumn
colours, what overtones and undertones
of sound ? The seasons pass swiftly, and

through the long nights, before the log
fire in the study where I write among
my books, I look forward to the spring
and summer that shall be as full of
enchantment as those of old time. They
come in their due season and I follow
them through a countryside incom
parably more fascinating than any I
knew as a boy. Sometimes I think the
casements are opening ; there are hours
when in wood and wold I feel the presence
of "

the simple shepherd's awe-inspiring
God."

In the depth of the cover I have a sum
mer seat, the birds know me for a friend.
My vantage ground overlooks the pond
where the carp lie amid the water-lilies,
it commands the rose walk where the
bushes offer up their long sacrifice of
beauty. Sometimes I listen under the
stars when the nightingale and woodlarks
are singing and sleepy blackbirds wake to
flute a few notes of challenge, but it is
all in vain. The sense of sheer rapture
and bewilderment that was mine has

gone, perhaps self consciousness is the
shroud that dims eyes and brain. Words
worth is consulted, one is always glad
of an excuse to turn to him, but the years
that bring the philosophic mind have
taken away more than they yield. I
know what I am seeking for now. Forty
years ago there was a white page upon
which life indelibly might write the record
of the simplest happenings. So I am

perforce content to stimulate memory
in the season of waiting, particularly
glad that the sundial of recollection
through all those very early days took
no note of any but the happy hours.
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II.

We were walking to the famous
meeting place of the two counties, my
father and I. Some year or two must
have passed for me to be thus pro
moted to the first of the series of Sunday
morning rambles that lasted with brief
intermission through a quarter of a
century. My father was a very reserved
man, without friends, a scholar forced
quite against his inclination and by heavy
responsibilities into business for which
he was totally unfitted. He would correct
my Latin exercises and give me the
rudiments of Greek. He owned a small
library of dull and heavy volumes that
I had searched in vain for pictures, but
he had a keen love for the country and
this was a bond between us until the end.
We would walk to the familiar stone, and
when the attendant ceremony had been
accomplished to my complete satisfaction,
would go on into the Kentish country as
far as a cross-road inn where I would
be regaled with banbury cakes and ginger
beer. On this particular morning along
the Kentish lanes overhung by the trees
of a great park belonging to a peer who
never visited the place, a labouring man
was walking just in front of us. I can
see him as though he had come back
from the grave to pass across my study.
He had what I know now to be the typical
slouch of his class, his trousers were tied
under the knee with string for some
purpose that puzzled me greatly he wore
the prototype of the Trilby hat ; it was
battered, dented, and a misfit. As we
passed him he gave us the time of day,
and I saw that his ears had been pierced
and that he wore wires in them, a victim
probably of the curious country belief that
this operation improves the sight. —
Happily he turned abruptly by a stile,
and I contrived to restrain my mirth until
he had gone. Then I remember, between
bursts of laughter, pointing out the strange
points of his attire to my father, and
wondering why he was growing visibly
angry. I stopped halfway. For a while
he said nothing, and then told me what he

knew of the labourer's life and struggles,
his miserable wage, his hard fare, his

responsibilities. It was perhaps my first
glimpse of the realities of life, perhaps
rather an early one for a very impression
able boy, but it served the intended
purpose. In modest fashion I have worked
for the agricultural labourer for many
years, in places where he had not found a

friend. I have endeavoured first to

understand and then to explain him,

enduring many rebuffs and some ingrati
tude, but the genesis of these efforts is

the man in the abominable hat and

earrings who walked down the Kentish
lane on a fine Sunday morning in days

when Benjamin D 'Israeli was Earl of

Beaconsfield and Prime Minister ofEngland
Memory travels on and halts at the

Eastland House Preparatory School for
the Sons of Gentlemen. Here the Rev.
Mr. X. guided his flock if not with a

shepherd's crook, with a voice of thunder
and a hand of iron. My first prize, bear
ing for date the year I left at the ripe

age of ten, carries an inscription in his

fine writing. There was a little mistake
about the fine copper-plate on the front
door, or if they were really the sons of

gentlemen who gathered there, the fathers
had eaten sour grapes and the children's
teeth were set on edge. The place was

a menagerie. There were some twenty
boarders, the rest were day boys. I
think three of us worked, and I was one

of the three, probably because I was sent

to do my preparation at night in the
schoolroom, I don't know why. No
other boy had the same burden to bear,

the only good fortune was that the
boarders worked downstairs, in a room
from which the sounds of appalling
disorder would fill the house, to be

followed by a silence that might be felt,

when the Reverend Mr. X. coming from
his garden, greenhouse or study, showed
his

" grim-visag'd front." Having re
stored order with voice or hand he would
run furiously up the stairs to the room
where I sat solitary and demand to see
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my work. Then he would grunt and go
out of the room. Sometimes, very rarely,
he would have his supper brought up in
to the schoolroom on a tray, always a
frugal meal of bread, cheese, onions, and
a glass of stout, and he would read a
Greek classic, generally aloud. How
splendidly sonorous it was. My pen
would go down, and I would listen with
ignorant delight until I became conscious
that he was glaring at me over his
spectacles, when I would drop to work
again.

" Your day will come," he said,

gruffly, one night after such an occasion,
" and then you'll catch it, if you're not
careful "

; but underlying the threat I
felt there was something not unkind,
almost sympathetic.

There was only one night in the dreary
term week that I looked forward to with
any pleasure ; it was Thursday. At eight
o'clock on Thursday a barrel organ came
to the corner where an old inn, " The
Crown," then stood, and for half-an-hour
would work steadily and twice through
its repertoire. To the small boy in whose
life music was to play a great part, this
was heavenly sound. How he toiled to
be through his work in time for the self
abandonment that he has known since
in the greatest opera houses and concert
halls of Europe ; he is hardly ashamed
to say, how deeply he was stirred by
the selection from " II Trovatore." In
holiday time he would endeavour to escape
from the house on Thursday nights, and
his restlessness on this night was ac
counted to him for sin.

The Rev. X. was an Oxford man, a
first-class classic, unfortunately he cared
little for mathematics. His teaching of
Euclid was simplicity itself, and he gave
me my first lesson out of a book with a
pink cover. " Boy

"
he said, "

learn the
axioms and postulates," and on another
day,

" Boy, repeat the axioms and
postulates. Good, now learn the first
proposition."" Boy, recite the first proposition." I
remember moving forward while he drew
the figure in chalk on the board and how
by the merciful dispensation of Providence
chose the angle letters in the order of

the printed page. I rattled through it
without error.

He glared.
" Wait till you come to

No. 5," he said, grimly, "
and now learn

number two."
Finally I plucked up courage.

" If you
please, Sir, may I write the propositions
out for you as I learn them?" I petitioned,
on a day when he was actually smiling.
"

Bring your books to my desk,
sit in the corner and write out
number two "

he replied, glad perhaps
to be saved time and trouble. This was
easy. I learned the accursed things by
heart as easily as I learned Grey's " Elegy"
or Milton's " L' Allegro," or the dates in
English history. An extremely retentive
memory will travel far under the stimulus
of fear and I was always a shy, delicate
boy, $ hating school, but loving work,
asking little more than to be left alone
in the garden through the summer time,
or in a warm room with books in the
winter.

The Academy for the Sons of Gentle
men did not flourish; the Reverend Mr. X.
grew more morose and harsh tempered.
There were days when trouble was certain
as russet leaves in autumn, but Providence
through life has always had some saving
kindness for me, whether in great troubles
or small. I had overheard the family
doctor warn my father that I must not
be unduly pressed. The trouble that
has beset my life was not then understood,
was deemed incurable, as indeed it re
mained for many a year. "If he does
not feel well enough to go to school, let
him stay at home," I had heard him say,
and he went on to discuss the salmon

fishing that was the ruling passion of his
useful life. There had been days of head
ache before then, they increased, even

multiplied after that. When the bad

days were due at school, the headaches
came with unfailing regularity, and the

remedy was ever the same.
" You had

better stay at home to-day and read
to your Grandfather." So I sat with
the white haired, white bearded, bedridden
man, one of the handsomest I have ever
seen, and read the Times leading articles
and anything else he cared to hear, or
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sat by the window overlooking the garden
and meadow and told him of the flowers
he could not see and the sparrows that
came every morning to be fed on the
window-sills by his special direction
because he loved their eager voices.
Sometimes, not often, the time table
went wrong, and I found myself at East-
lands House in the maelstrom I had
sought to avoid. Those were evil, nerve-
shattering days —I like to think that
few children must face the like to-day—
when the Reverend one went about like
a roaring lion and did a deal of devouring.
Poor man, he had his full share of troubles.
When the copper-plate was taken down

and he found an assistant mastership in
a remote country place, it was known
that he had endured a great sorrow. He
had hidden it as best he could while it
was breaking up his home, his work and
his temper. Eastland House is now a

private dwelling and well kept. I wondered
when I passed it by some few years ago
if the ghosts of the Victorian past haunt

garden, greenhouse or classrooms, if any
shadow of the old terror falls upon
young lives that pass childhood within
its walls. Yet, if the Rev. Mr. X. had
had a chance, some of us might have
had one too. R.I.P.

S. L. Bensusan.

AS THE FLOWER GROWS.

O for a greener life, whose branching wealth

Shall draw rich sap from out the soft, warm earth !

A life akin to Nature's ; from its birth

Attuned to Nature's peace and Nature's health ;

Unfolding to the sun and pleasant air

Unconsciously ; the life of trees and flowers,

For which all pains are but as cleansing showers,

All joys, the joy that they —and life—are fair !

Too much, too much, in these tempestuous days,

We have forgot the root from which we spring :

The Universal Mother we disown !

Hence comes it that we wander all alone

Reft of Her guidance, and that everything

Passes to sorrow by unhappy ways.

E. A. W.



The Halsey Training
College—An Experiment

By Muriel Mackenzie

THE
word Reconstruction is in

danger of becoming common.
It falls glibly from the lips of
those of whom it may be doubted

that they understand fully its meaning.
The use of the word presupposes a struc
ture already in existence ; it presupposes,
too, that the user of it has not only mate
rials wherewith to reconstruct but also a

better plan upon which to build, a clearer
interpretation of the purpose for which he

wishes to build. In some cases the exist
ing structure has to be pulled down al
together, yet the same stones may be used
with new mortar for binding them one
with the other. In other cases the foun
dations may be retained as they are, and
only a new superstructure added. So
much for the mere word.

What have we to do with Reconstruc
tion, we who are educationalists? We
believe, with the Ministry of Reconstruc
tion, that Education " is not only inti
mately bound up with social and indus
trial reconstruction, but is in a sense the
most important and enduring side of post
war policy." The future happiness and
prosperity of a country depend upon the
extent to which the innate abilities of the
people are developed and made use of.
The innate abilities of the people—these
are what we wish to draw out, to foster,
to train, so that individuals may have at
their command powerful servitors, ready
to be caused to work for the community
and the nation. It might be said that the
first article in the faith of the new edu
cationalists is : I believe in the innate
good of my pupils ; and that the second
is : I believe in the innate abilities of my
pupils. Followers of the new ideals,
under whose care are the little children
of the nation, are finding these two
articles of faith abundantly justified and

proved in the physical, mental, and
spiritual progress of their charges. These
are the new foundations.

But there are others —children not in

years, yet children in very truth in mental
and spiritual development. We cannot
let these insecure structures continue to
be built, storey upon storey, the stones
crazily put together with a crumbling mix
ture of sand and water. We are not able
to supply the foundations in these cases,
for each little house of life is by now
securely sunk in its own place ; but we

may raze the walls and build anew with
the binding lime of understanding and

sympathy. Each stone may be put in its
proper niche, surrounded by and strong
in this lasting mortar.

It is for such as these that Continua
tion Schools are provided : for such as
these that we have Social and Welfare
Workers. But the teachers in Continua
tion Schools must be of the new order,

not of the old, and the Social and Welfare
Workers must also believe in the innate

good and the innate abilities of those with
whom they come in contact. The Guild
of Education as National Service has
established a Training College for the
purpose of instructing teachers and
others who wish to take up Day Continu
ation School, or Social or Welfare, work.
The Halsey Training College has two
branches, the one in Canning Town,
where students are prepared for urban
educational work, and the other at Ken
ton, near Harrow, where students are
instructed in rural educational work.
The Halsey Training College is an ex
periment, for its curriculum is laid on the
basis, not of the orthodox training col
leges, but of the beliefs and ideals of its
founders. It endeavours to find men and
women who are willing to prepare them
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selves to take part in the educational
work of the nation, and it offers such men
and women training which will fit them
for duties in schools conducted on the
principles of providing an atmosphere of
freedom for the pupils, and of giving op
portunity for an early development of in
dividual responsibility. To take the
metaphor used above, the Halsey Train
ing College endeavours to turn out its
graduates master-masons of their craft,
the craft of training and building up the
body, the mind, and the spirit of their own
and younger generations.

The wayfarer along the wide, dusty
Barking Road on a fine sunny day hears,
as he passes a certain building, fresh and
youthful voices raised in not always
strictly tuneful song, and the loud laugh
that speaks the vacant mind — 1 use the
adjective in its original and beautiful
sense. He looks up and he sees, sitting
out on the narrow verandahs of Mans
field House, formerly a University Settle
ment, a number of young girls, busily
sewing and thoroughly happy. The way
farer vaguely wonders who they are— if
he be a testy person he resents their
youthful light-heartedness — and goes
upon his way. But the visitor to Halsey
Training College ascends the stone stairs,
opens a door on the first floor, and looks
in. In that large, high, sunny room are
many girls, between the ages of, say, 15
to 18 years, of different, yet allied, types,
with the unmistakable air of the factory
about them. Here nearly all are sewing,
and in one open window stands an older
girl, who, though she is engaged in cor
recting the careless and impulsive needle
work of a fidgety younger one standing
by, with all the interest of an elder sister,
bears as unmistakably the stamp of the
University. This is a student-in-training
and her pupils, who are demobilised girls
sent by one of the Labour Exchanges for
instruction while awaiting other work.
In another room are more girls, of a
quieter type, and the majority of these are
doing exercises for the improvement of
their handwriting, or are reading. In
here is another student-in-training-, with
(he same sisterly regard. In a little room

downstairs are a few other "
unem-

ployeds," still more studious, frowning
over shorthand and grammar. Here is no

responsible guide, and the visitor is in

formed that the students-in-training are

not obliged to remain always with their
charges, though their responsibility does

not cease until the end of the hour, as

long as discipline is maintained in their
absence. This is a practical application
of a

" new ideal," and it is a noteworthy
fact that these girls of the poor, and

generally undisciplined, classes, have so

caught the spirit of the place that in

honour they preserve order during the ab

sence of their " teacher," however long
she may remain away. The reflection
crossed my mind as I left that quiet little
room : How much credit for honour
would a teacher of the old regime have

given to factory girls? And I seemed to

hear the derisive sniff which would have

been the answer. In these Continuation
Classes the students have practical ex

perience of teaching in a Continuation
School, and are brought continually into

contact with the various types with which
they will have to deal when their training
is complete.

These Continuation Classes, though
just now they are being carried on as ex

periments, will shortly be established all

over the country under the new Fjsher

Bill. The importance of having properly
and suitably trained teachers for this

work needs emphasising, for the ordinary
elementary and secondary school teacher

has not the knowledge of the character
of this type of girl or boy which would
enable her or him to cope successfully
with it. It is just this special training
that the Halsey College offers men and

women who would be interested in the

work of Continuation Day Schools.
There will be, very shortly, a great de

mand for specially trained teachers in

these schools, which will open a career

of absorbing interest to both men and

women. These classes held at the Halsey
College give students just that practical
experience which will be invaluable in the

future work.
There is a flat spare on the roof of the
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building, and here were to be found two
more students, studying in the fresh
breeze blowing above the house-tops. On
all sides one gazed on a choppy sea of
chimneys, and long, broken waves of
house-tops, far as the eye could reach,
with here and there a tiny island of green,
the tops of the trees of some garden or
square. Was it happy accident, or was
it design, that placed there the flat roof?
Was the architect of the University
Settlement a man of understanding, who
knew the poetry, the inspiration, the in
vitation to contemplation, the romance,
of chimney-pots?

The atmosphere of the College is cheer
ful, businesslike withal. It tells you : We
have a happy purpose. The students-in-
training, both men and women, greet the
visitor with frankness and friendliness ;

they are glad to show what they are doing
and what they are learning to do. There
is nothing in their manner which says,
Go away, can't you see we are busy?—a
manner with which visitors to many a

training college are met. There is,
rather, a joy in showing, and a convic
tion that here they are learning good and
useful work, learning to be the guides of
future good and useful citizens. The
students feel that the object of the Halsey
Training College is to teach them how
to draw out the good and the innate
abilities of each individual pupil, rather
than how to drill these pupils into ah
orthodox, outwardly docile class. One
student, a man, defined the College as
" an insurance against Bolshevism," an
apt definition, for is it not the forces of
Bolshevism that all educational reforms
seek to transmute, lest this country dis
integrate under too eager, unbalanced
efforts after a freedom which is no free
dom, but a most hideous slavery?

The College was founded for graduates
and certificated teachers, men and women
who are keenly alive to the many prob
lems and opportunities of present-day
life, who recognise that to find the best
in a pupil, the method of instruction must
be based on complete recognition of the
pupil's individuality. One can well
understand that in the atmosphere of free

dom that obtains here, those who have

previously graduated as elementary or
secondary teachers under hard-and-fast
rules, and who have taught, as they had
to teach, according to hard-and-fast laws,
one can well understand that they must
at first feel rather at a loss when they
find that they have to arrange their own
curriculum more or less themselves. In
effect, a student applies for training,
stating that she wishes to take up Wel
fare Work. Very well, she is told; our
course for that work is so-and-so, and so-
and-so and so-and-so ; arrange your time
table yourself. The staff and the students
work together, the staff encouraging,
suggesting, guiding, the students learn
ing what to do and what not to do, how
to teach and how not to teach, how to
visit and how not to visit, and learning
these things by their own actual experi
ence. The value and the beauty of the
courses is that there is plenty of room for
trials and mistakes. Students are trained
in Day Continuation Work (organising
and teaching posts in Urban and Rnral
Districts) ; in Pioneer Work in schools of
all grades ; in Social and Welfare Work
(Educational, in connection with Settle
ments, Clubs, Care Committees, W. E.A.
Classes, etc.); in Civics, including especi
ally Local Government and Municipal
Work, etc. ; and special courses are

arranged for experienced teachers who
wish to prepare for Training College tr
Research work. In connection with the
courses lectures are given on the appli
cation of modern psychology and social
ethics to educational theory ; social and
educational history ; the best methods of
teaching and study, including handwork
and practical subjects. The practical
work includes visits to all types of educa
tional enterprises for observation, fol
lowed by discussion, and periods of super
vised teaching. The students examine
general social conditions, they receive
training in hygiene, regional survey,
committee work, and public speaking.
This urban branch of the Training C ol
lege at Canning Town is in close connec
tion with several Settlements and Cluhs
in the neighbourhood, and students have
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teaching facilities in schools of various
grades in West Ham and in voluntary
classes in Clubs.

Then there is the Rural branch, winch

prepares students, mainly graduates ai>d

certificated teachers, for work as organi
sers and superintendents of Rural Con
tinuation Centres. Kenton House, sunny,
altogether delightful, situated in the

country, though within thirty minutes of
Baker Street, set about with trees, com

manding wide views of lovely country, is

adjacent to a large market-garden farm
of some eighty acres, the owner of which
co-operates in the training scheme and
provides facilities for students to experi
ment and work. Here they practise in
tensive and clean culture in market-gar
dening, farm work, poultry-keeping, bee

keeping, handicrafts; they study the
Theory of Education with special refer
ence to the psychology of the adolescent,
Ethics, Civics, Hygiene ; past and present
experiments in Rural Education in this
and in other countries ; social, economic,
and industrial conditions, with special re

ference to rural problems ; methods of
organisation and conduct of classes with
practical work and discussion. Facilities
will also be provided for the study of
Physical Exercises, Voice Production,
Folk Games and Dances, Drawing, etc.

The Ministry of Pensions takes an in
terest in this College, for there is a special
course for ex-Army men desirous of
taking up rural work : this course in
cludes bee-keeping, poultry-keeping,
dairy-work, etc. Ex-Army men may ob
tain grants from the Ministry of Labour
for tuition and maintenance during train
ing. This is a very important side of the
work, for the provision of such a course
and the giving of grants help towards the
solution of the grave problem of what is

to be done with partially-disabled ex-sol
diers or demobilised men who feel that

they cannot again return to lives of drud

gery indoors. Various other grants are

made by the Board of Education and by

the Education Authorities of certain

County Councils towards tuition and
board. The students of the two branches,
Urban and Rural, meet together at the

lecture centre in Tavistock Square for
certain lectures common to the courses
carried on at the branches.

Though this Training College is an ex

periment, it was recognised by the Board
of Education in September, 1918, when
it was but a few months old, and its im

portant pioneering spade-work is being
watched by that body and by the Minis
tries of Agriculture and Pensions with

approving interest. A reform in training
colleges was needed, and the Halsey
Training College grew out of that need.

Already it is proving what it claims—one

has only to look at the students and to
watch the experimental Continuation
Classes to see that. The College has

many visitors, curious ones sometimes,
inclined to scoff ; but they go away con
vinced that here are put into operation
the right methods of training teachers
and social workers, of training them to
cope with individual problems, to work
on their own initiative, to discover what
method of teaching brings best results
from different types.

Like all experiments, this one, the first
of its kind, is in need of funds. Should
any person wish to send a donation, how
ever small, they are asked to do so to the

Organising Secretary, Guild of Education
as National Service, 11, Tavistock
Square, W.C. 1, from whom all informa
tion may be had.

Muriel Mackenzie



Educational Notes
Masterpieces in American Schools.

THE
city of Providence, Rhode

Island, is happy in the posses
sion of a public library which
acquired a splendid collection of
photographs of good pictures,

which it not only keeps on exhibition,
but loans to public schools in the same
way as it loans books. The value of the
town's possessing this collection and of
the schools being able to borrow units of
it, is so obvious that it might be empha
sized. In other words, the value is so

well known, that most people forget to
mention it. Providence and its pro
gressive public library are worth thinking
about.

But all towns in the States are not the
proud possessors of such a library. There
fore, teachers devise means of obtaining
one or two good pictures, and of inci
dentally employing tact for the obtain
ing of nicely tinted walls to hang them on.

One drawing teacher writes of the way in
which she started picture study in a wealthy
old town of Western Massachusetts.
The superintendent and school committee
were modern people, and when she
suggested that three masterpieces should
be bought, framed, and hung, in each
room for the children to study, they
approved. Then followed the organisation
of a lecture, for the delivery of which
they cajoled a brilliant man on art. The
teachers took the tickets, the children
sold them, the use of a large hall was given
for the purpose, and about £12 was
cleared. It was decided to buy a picture
and present it to the school, and the
picture chosen was Guido Reni's "Aurora."
A number of years later this picture and
all the others were burned in a fire which
destroyed the whole school. A member
of the first graduating class of the new
high school, who, when a little girl, had
helped to buy " The Aurora," wrote
saying :

" Our class wish to replace
' The

Aurora.' Where did you get it, and
what did you pay for it ?

"

This old Massachusetts town is pro
gressive. Shortly after the first pictures
had been given to the school, the young
and enthusiastic pastor of one of the
churches, with the assistance of an artist
friend, had the walls of the vestry very
nicely tinted, and hung with masterpieces.
The good work still goes on.

What will be the effect on the com
munity of thus surrounding the children
with beauty pictures on good walls, well
laid out school grounds, gardens and fine
buildings ? Does it not mean that the
influence on the children will react on
the community and will show forth in
the community's ideals and life ? Visitors
to the Etruria district of Hanley, where
the famous Wedgwood pottery is made,

are struck by the beauty of face and grace
of limb of many a neglected slum child.
The reason for this seemingly wasted
beauty is that the mothers of these
children are workers in the factory, sur
rounded by loveliness of line, colour and
design, all their working days. But the
inhabitants of the Five Towns do not
notice this—or rarely. It is one of those
things which, by reason of their very
obviousness, escape attention.

Modern " Zoology."

The story comes from America of a
small boy of ten who was taught to study
zoology without knowing that he did.
His teacher took him for walks in woods
and fields, observing many varieties of
animal life, and their points of similarity
and dissimilarity. The two read and
discussed together such books as " Wild
Animals I have Known," " White Fang,"" The CaU of the Wild," " A Little Brother
to the Bear "

; they made a collection of

pictures of animals. The small boy did
here what his teacher had hoped he would.
Of his own accord he grouped his animals
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in families.
" We must not put dogs and

cats together, or they'll fight." " But
what shall we do about tigers and wolves,
do they fight ?

" " How shall we arrange
fishes and birds ?

" " Is a tiger a big cat ?
"

These and many other questions he
put in an absorbed manner as he fingered
his pictures, and he saw suddenly as he
worked, a larger order and meaning behind
things than he had ever seen before.

Eventually, the small boy and his guide
made a chart with all their animal pictures
and hung it up on the wall, each picture
in its proper relation to the other, and all
connected by lines. They had all the
orders, species, genera, families, and they
also had representatives of the human
race, the white man and the black man.
Thus did one little boy learn zoology.

Trade Unionism in America.

In order to make adequate provision
for the educational needs of their members,
a number of unions in New York have
formed the United Labour Education
Committee, and it is an interesting fact
that these unions are largely bodies of
women workers. Art, science and labour
centres have been established, classes are
held in economics, sociology, and in
elementary and advanced English.

The Committee has in mind the founding
of a Workmen's Theatre, in which there
shall be no classification of seats, these
to be obtained by lot. It aims, also, at
developing musical appreciation, hoping
to arrange symphony concerts for workers,
and it is arranging a special course of
advanced study, the participants in which
shall devote their energies, and the train
ing and higher education which has been
given to them, to the educational work
of the Committee.

Dr. Maria Montessori.
A training course, primarily intended

for teachers, though parents desirous of
studying her method may also be enrolled,
will be held in London by Dr. Maria
Montessori in the autumn and early
winter. The course will consist of lectures
on theory and demonstration with chil
dren from three years to eleven years of

age, and diplomas will be given. Par
ticulars and application forms may be

had from the Hon. Secretary, M. C. A.
Bank, 20, Bedford Street, W.C. 2. Interest
in the Montessori method is growing so

rapidly, and so many teachers are devoting
themselves to this wonderful system, that
those desirous of attending the course
should apply immediately.

Forthcoming Books.
"

Some Ideals in Co-education, and an

Attempt to Carry them Out," by Arm
strong Smith, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., will
shortly be published. Dr. Armstrong
Smith was the Principal of the Arundale
School at Letchworth, the first school
founded by the Theosophical Educational
Trust, and the book is an interesting
description of his work there —his experi
ments, failures and successes.

" Schools of To-morrow in England,"
by Mrs. S. Ransom, will also be available
soon in book form. The collection has

appeared in the Herald of the Star in
the form of separate articles, and, gathered
together, will form an attractive record
of private and public experiment.

Works Schools.
Hand in hand with the problem of the

Continuation School goes the problem of

the Works School. How long the two
will remain thus friendly one cannot

predict ; there is plenty of inflammable
material in the composition of each to
render it dangerous in proximity to the
other. The Works School is that type
of school proposed to be established by
large firms for the education of their
own employees.

A few weeks ago
" The Association for

Advancement of Education in Industry
and Commerce

"
was formed by represen

tatives of firms responsible for educational
schemes and others interested in Works
Schools. Lord Leverhulme was elected
President, and Sir Woodman Burbidge,
Vice-President. The Association will en

courage definite educational work in

industrial and commercial undertakings ;

general advancement of education by
means of the printing and circulation of

papers ; investigation and research ; the
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holding of periodical conferences ; co
operation with other educational bodies.
We note that members are to include
employers in sympathy with the aims,
and persons interested in the directionof,
educational work for employees. The
employees themselves, apparently, are
not to be represented. This leaves the
Association somewhat one-sided, and there
will be a lack of co-operation and of any
very vital interest in the schools on the
part of the employees, as a result. Surely
in this day and generation

" young
persons

"
of fourteen and upwards should

have some say in an organisation dealing
always, and only, with themselves. The
leaving out of employees in such a body
is a carrying on of the false principle of
pouring-in education, and not of the true

principle of drawing out.
The President of the Board of Edu

cation spoke sanguinely, stating that he
did not share in the apprehension felt
in some quarters that Work? Schools
might tend to a loss of balance in the
education given. He thought employers
should be encouraged to develop education
schemes of their own —an important
opinion for a man in Mr. Fisher's position
to hold, but one on which we may not
count too much. He gave instances of
two Continuation Schools operated very
successfully at the present time —one in
Batley, Yorks, which was attended by
over 200 children engaged at the local
works, and putting in 300 hours of
education, each, in the year. The other
was at Bolton, carried on in connection
with the cotton industry. There was also
the educational work at Port Sunlight,
at Bournville, etc.

Mr. Fisher stated that he was anxious
to see these Continuation Schools de
veloped as speedily as possible, in an
experimental voluntary way, all over the
country —experimental, because through
the success and failure of experiments
would a good system be built up ; volun
tary, because the schools being such
would bring the worlds of business and
education into closer touch than would
be the case if all Continuation Schools
were started and run by local education

authorities. Gradually, the good system
which it was hoped would evolve from
the voluntary experiments would grow,
and would be able to be put into wide

spread operation.
There is both hope and fear with regard

to this declaration by Mr. Fisher. Hope,
for, ideally, this is the better and a more
individual way of educating " young
persons

"—fear, that the unscrupulous
employer will drift and do little, waiting
until such time as his more energetic
brothers have helped in the evolution
of a definite scheme. The unscrupulous
employer is neither a myth nor a fairy
tale ; he is a fact which cannot be

gainsaid, and he must be kept in •

mind.
Again, what of medical treatment and

inspection ? What of grading and a

varied curriculum ? Unless Works
Schools are

" under the direction and
control "

of the education authority, there
will be no obligation to provide medical
treatment and inspection. We may wish
as much as we like that all employers
would genuinely order schools for the
entire good of their employees, but the

day of universal altruism in industry and
commerce has not yet dawned. With
regard to the second question, it is obvious
that only in a large school can be secured

satisfactory grading and a varied curri
culum.

A contingency which Works Schools
will have to face and provide for is the

calling of a strike in any industry. What
then will happen to the school ? The
pupils will for the time be left on the
hands of the local Educational Association,
one supposes. But think of the dislocation !

Think even of the unrest which cannot
but be manifested in any Works
School, should the employees be about to
strike, or even be contemplating a future
strike. Enthusiasts are apt to slur this
unpleasant possibility, but the possibility
remains.

Self-Government in Continuation
Schools.

Scottish teachers in conference recently
adopted a resolution, that, in the new
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Continuation Schools, special attention
should be given to the training of the
pupils for civic duties, by making the
schools social and recreative centres on
a self-governing basis.

School Pictures.
The Central School of Arts and Crafts

is in course of producing an experimental
set of four lithographs at the instance of
a special advisory committee appointed
by the L.C.C. to consider the question
of school pictures. The four are : Lambeth
Palace, The Tower, Stirling, and an
Alpine scene of peaks and glacier, and
they will be accompanied by explanatory
leaflets for the use of teachers. Until
this set was ordered by the L.C.C.
pictures available and useful for illus
trating school lessons in this country, at
any rate, have not been entirely satis
factory. Each producer has naturally
his own process of production, and the
result and mixture of styles, in
the event of several processes being
introduced into the same school, would,
from an artistic educational point of
view, be chaos in the pupil's mind. What
is wanted in the distinctive sets of pictures
dealing with different subjects is con-
gruity in method of treatment, and

beauty in form and colour. The L.C.C.
have started the ball rolling in London.
Will the outside producer be slow to seize
his opportunity ? It is to be hoped that
he will not, and that ample sequences
will in the end be available for the whole
country.

The Cult Of Psycho-Analysis.

Everything we come in contact with,
every study or interest we take up, is
both constructive and destructive. It
may be helpful or dangerous, according
to our own attitude of mind towards it.
Very few subjects can be as destructive
as Psycho-analysis in the hands of the

wrong person ; very few can be as con
structive in hands of the right. There
is a tremendous interest in analytical
psychology just now, an interest, on the
one hand, that is deeply to be deprecated,
and on the other, that is to be highly

commended. It sears to the soul of him
who approaches it in a frame of morbid
curiosity or of carelessness, but it brings
to the serious student a rich promise
of added strength for service.

Lectures by any authority on psycho
analysis are crowded, by teachers
especially. True instruction in the
science means so much to them in their
work of training young characters and
souls. But it is a science before the name
of which the warning must be writ large —
" Festina lente." It must be approached
with care, pursued with care, and with
also a reverence for the divine in man.

Psycho-analysis may be a beautiful thing,
but to be beautiful it must be correlated
with the higher qualities ; otherwise,
its study leaves ghosts of ugliness moving
in dark, arid and desolate country. The
materialistic student only by a miracle
escapes a deeper level of materiality.
Therein lies the danger of this study,
which is being carried in these just days
to questionable lengths. More real

good will be accomplished by it, and far
less lasting harm done, when the voice
of the enthusiast is still, and the quiet
investigations of the student are more
matured ; when there are, too, detailed
accounts of actual work done in a given
length of time. It is a thousand pities
that no written record exists of the

Little Commonwealth.

Good books to read on the subject of

Psycho-analysis are :—
" Mental Conflicts and Misconduct." W.

Healy." Psycho-Analysis, its Theory and Practical
Application." A. A. Brill.

"
Collected Papers on Psycho-Analysis."

Ernest Jones." Dream Psychology." Maurice Nicoll.
"

Psycho-Analysis, and its Place in Life."
M. K. Bradby.

" Man's Unconscious Conflict." Wilfrid
Lay.

"The Psycho-Analytic Method." O.

Pfister.
" Collected Papers on Analytical Psycho

logy." C. G. Jung.
" The New Psychiatry." Stoddart.



The Struggle for Social

Justice
Notes for the Month

By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

WITH
the appearance of the

reports of the Coal Com
mission, the battle of rival
interests is now in full
swing. One wonders some

times whether things really drift, or
whether they are calculated, for what
a violent revolutionary would call " the
exploiting class," and what the capitalist
himself would call "

the backbone of the
nation," seems to be heading straight for
its doom. Rapacity mitigated by dis
cretion may endure ; but one can dis
cern no sense of discretion in the whole
trend of policy of the present governing
class —except perhaps in the matter of
housing—that denotes any realization
of the state of mind and the condition
of affairs throughout the country. The
opposition against the majority reports
of the Coal Commission ; the terms of
the Land Acquisition Bill, and the refusal
to allow of any system of valuation which
might tell against the landowners ; the
fight against the Transport Bill ; all
these show that the mind of our governing
class is moving in one direction only, and
one cannot help suspecting that Mr.
Lloyd George, who is far too astute a

person not to be aware of the feeling
throughout the country, will, at the
right moment, jump out of the chariot
that is heading in the direction of danger,
and will himself drive in a leftward
direction.

The Fight for Nationalization.
The Press of the governing class —

that is to say, eighty or ninety per cent,

of the entire British Press —is now

fighting hard against the policy outlined
by the majority of the Coal Commission
and, in particular, by the Chairman, Mr.
Justice Sankey, whose findings were a
bitter blow to the coalowners and the
short-sighted capitalist interests generally.
(Incidentally, it may be remarked, the
Chairman's report showed a wonderful
grasp of the whole situation and bore no
trace of prejudice in any single direction.)
The Daily Mail, which, in connection with
land, has been giving evidence of a quite
advanced tendency, has been publishing
leading articles against nationalization ,

advising its readers to " talk telephones."
Is it necessary, I wonder, to take up this
challenge seriously in these pages The
idea that you cannot secure efficiency,
unless you are working for the benefit of
a private individual, might have been
used (and possibly was) against the

running, of any business by a joint
stock company, in which the incentive
of personal gain on the part of the indi
vidual proprietor disappeared, and was

replaced by a desire for gain by a large
number of people, the actual management
being in the hands of officials. You have

merely to carry this idea a step further,
and instead of profit expressed in money
for a few hundred or a few thousand
people called shareholders, substitute for
it the idea of gain in service, for a still
larger body of persons called the nation.

Are Community-owned Undertakings
a Failure.

But some State-owned and State-

managed things are a failure, it might be
said. Possibly, this may be true of some
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special things —at any rate, for a period —
just as it is true of many a commercial
concern ; but there is another reason
which makes it a marvel that every
State concern in this country is not a
disastrous failure, and it is this : In
forming, say, such an organization as

the Theosophical Society, you would
not place its direction and control in the
hands of persons who were bitterly
opposed to Theosophical thought and its
spread ; if you did, you would certainly
not expect the Society to be a con

spicuous success. Yet, that is what our
governing class does with national under

takings. The bitterest opponent of the

principle of nationalization in any shape
or form who appeared before the Coal
Commission was Lord Gainford, who,
as the Right Hon. J. A. Pease, was Post
master General, i.e., head of the biggest
State undertaking in the British Empire !

When a real educationalist like the Right
Hon. H. A. L. Fisher was recently ap
pointed Minister of Education, it was

regarded as perhaps the most daring
innovation introduced by that remarkable
reformer, the present Prime Minister.
To place a big coal owner, himself an

inveterate opponent of the community
owning and operating its own undertak
ings, at the head of the biggest com

munity-owned undertaking in the country,
was quite a normal thing, and in this
matter there has never been anything to
choose between the Conservative and the

Liberal parties.

What is meant by Efficiency ?

If you measure efficiency by dividends
only, the advantage undoubtedly lies
with private enterprise. If a dairyman
waters milk and underpays his employees,
of course, he will show bigger profits
than a municipal milk undertaking which
supplies absolutely pure milk, pays ade

quate wages, and gives its employees
good conditions as regards holidays,
pensions, etc. Milk is a good example to
take, as it leads to another consideration
which would not occur with private enter

prise, viz., the necessity for equalization
in cost throughout the country, this

being, indeed, a strong argument in favour
of nationalization. It may quite easily
occur that in one part of the country
producers and dealers cannot afford to
supply milk, except at a higher price
than it is obtainable in other districts.
From the national point of view, it is as

important that the children in the one
region should have an adequate supply
of pure milk as in another. This can only
be achieved by a uniform price ; and if
it involves loss in one region, it can readily
be equalised by charging such a rate
throughout the whole country as will
cover such losses, this being already the
case with the Post Office. It is note

worthy, by the way, that every one of
the Coal Commissioners agreed to the
nationalization of the coal itself, i.e.,
acquisition by the State of the royalties,
and that even, the coal owners' represen
tatives agreed to the coal distributing
trade being carried on by municipalities,
although they wished this to be restricted
to household coal.

Public Utilities.
There are some people who are quite

ready to agree that there is a certain
class of undertaking which should legiti
mately be carried on by the community,
viz : something that is a non-reproductive
undertaking; and if asked to give an

example they will immediately reply
" drains." Even Mr. Harold Cox, before the
Coal Commission, conceded drains to the

community. The notion, however, that
one class of undertaking is productive in
a commercial sense, whereas another is
not, is fallacious, the truth being that
anything in the world can be made pro
ductive in that sense, if you charge enough
for it. The whole bottom is knocked out of
the contrary argument by the little known
fact that in some big towns the drains
are run as commercial undertakings,
and are profitable to the owners. This
holds good of three great South American
cities, viz., Rio de Janeiro in Brazil,
Rosario, the second greatest city in the
Argentine Republic, and Valparaiso in
Chile. In all these cities the drainage
system has been installed and is operated
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by English companies, which charge
for their services on a commercial basis,
and pay satisfactory dividends to their
British shareholders. At what stage,
then, does a " commercial proposition

"

become an
" unproductive undertaking,"

which should properly be run by the
community ? The answer is, when the

community realizes that it obtains greater
efficiency of service when it looks after
such matters itself, instead of leaving
them to groups of persons whose sole
interest in the matter is the earning of

profits and their distribution among
themselves. The community leaves the

question of private profit out of account,

charges each householder exactly his

proportionate share of the cost, and takes
its dividends in improved health.

Are we then to nationalize everything ?

Whatever future generations may decide
to do, few thinking persons would advo
cate at the present juncture the nationaliz
ation of every trade ; but most people
free from prejudice, one would think,
would agree that what are known as

public utilities should be owned and

operated by the community, with sole

regard to service or true efficiency, and
without taking into account the question
of profit. If people are prepared to
concede drains, which everyone now does
unhesitatingly, it is difficult to see what
arguments they can put forward in favour
thereof that do not apply equally to milk
and coal.

Who must Pay ?

There is another point that has to be
borne in mind in connection with all
these matters, and that is that the
financial and economic outlook is very
bad indeed. An enormous amount of
fife and wealth has been destroyed, the

ordinary channels of world commerce
have been so impeded and broken up
that it will take years before they are
restored ; the difficulties and delays that
accompany the re-establishment of the
international credit system are enormous ;

we, in Europe, are carrying a debt burden
that is enough to appal the most reckless ;

and side by side with these alarming

factors, the millions of organized workers
in every country are determined to secure
a larger portion of the amenities of life
than has hitherto been theirs, and the
rich men in power are passing legislation
tending still further to enrich their class !

It is obvious that this process cannot
go on without a catastrophe, and unless
we at the same time increase production
very considerably and tax the wealthy
to such an extent that they are no longer
wealthy, I see little prospect of a peaceful
state of society. In these circumstances,
anything which eliminates waste is good,
and in the big things already mentioned,
to which should be added electricity and
power, light and heat generally, transport
and insurance, by eliminating the middle
man, who at present owns, controls and
works for his own advantage these great
services, the community will save a large
sum annually, besides obtaining a better
service. The middle man, in so far as
he has been an entrepreneur, has, of course,
performed a useful function in his time
to society ; but that is no reason why
he and his heirs should take toll of society
for ever and ever, and we are now in a
world in which the community must, for
its own sake, take over and operate with
the greatest degree of efficiency, and in
such manner as to secure the willing
co-operation of the workers, those great
services or industries which are vital to
every section of the community.

A Vicious Circle.
We hear much of the vicious circle of

rising wages and rising prices, but little
of the other vicious circle, which opponents
of nationalization never mention, but
which is really as strong an argument
as any other in favour of community-
owned undertakings. It has been clearly
shown that private enterprise, as it is
in the coal mining and some other great
industries, results in such a relationship
between those in control and the workers
that every few months there is an outbreak
which threatens to lay up the whole
industry to the detriment of the entire
community. To name only two big
industries, this has been obvious in the
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case of coal and railways during the

past few years, and in discussing the

principle of public ownership as against
private enterprise, full weight must be

given to this factor, which, it is evident,

was in the mind of the judicial Chairman
of the Coal Commission when he framed
his report, but is noticeably absent from
the articles and pamphlets which are

being written and spread broadcast by
those big industrial interests which see

their wonderful prosperity and their own

pleasant world threatened with destruction
by the rising tide.

Railways and the Government.

It is not yet clear whether or not the

railways are to be nationalized, and the

capitalist interests in Parliament have
been strong enough to weaken the scope
of action and the powers it was proposed
to give the Minister of Transport, neither
the Government nor Sir Eric Geddes

being strong enough to withstand the

pressure. The following extract from
an article in The Financial Times a few
weeks ago is interesting on account of
the naive admission that capitalist inter
ests have nothing to fear from the present
Government.

THE STOCKHOLDERS' DANGER

What the stockholder has to watch is the prob
ability of a change of Government. He may
have nothing to fear at the hands of the present
Ministry, but political tenure is never secure.
At the end of the next two years the purchase
of the railways may become an urgent Govern
ment problem, and, although the good faith of
the Ministers is not impugned, the whole question
may be misunderstood through being in the
hands of new and inexperienced statesmen. The
late Mr. Russell Rea said that general managers
were diabolically clever. So are the railway
solicitors who advise them. But their combined
ingenuity may not save stockholders from serious
losses unless the latter are prepared to unite and
give them their unqualified support.

The contributor from whose article
the above extract is taken repeats the
old statement that there are probably
half a million stockholders in English
and Welsh railways alone. It is often
put forward (not that it is in itself an

argument) that the number of railway

shareholders is approximately equal to

that of the workers on the railways, viz.,
about 600,000. This boldly overlooks
the rather important fact that whereas

you have very great duplication in the

one case, there is no duplication in the

other. I know several people who are

shareholders in four or five different

railway companies, but am not acquainted
with any man who is engine driver on

one railway, passenger guard on another,
and platelayer on another ! The actual

number of shareholders in the railway
companies of the whole United Kingdom,
after eliminating duplicates, is 252,000.

Early Closing.

Some readers may remember the great

agitation against general early closing some

years ago. Under the Defence of the Realm
Act, a General Early Closing Order for

shops was made to the effect that, with
certain exceptions, all shops should be

closed not later than eight p.m., on

ordinary week days and nine p.m. on

Saturdays. A Shopkeepers' Association

approached the London County Council
some time ago, pointing out that the

public had grown accustomed to earlier

shopping hours, that experience had

shown that the requirements of the

community were met by the present con

ditions, and that the trades represented
by the Association were anxious that the

benefits enjoyed under the order should
be made permanent. The Public Control
Committee of the L.C.C. with commend
able enterprise, had exhaustive inquiries
made in several parts of London, thousands
of shops being visited, and the views of

each shopkeeper being recorded. Care

was taken to include both prominent
shopping thoroughfares and the small
side streets. The result was surprisingly
in favour of early closing. Out of a total
of 11,678 shops visited, no less than
11,420 favoured a continuance of early

closing, and only 258 were against it. The
trade which showed the greatest pro
portion of its members against early

closing was greengrocery, but even there

only 79 were opposed to it out of a

total of 712.
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(Why should the law refuse its protection to any sensitive being ? The time will come when

humanity will extend its mantle over everything that breathes.)
—Jeremy Bentham.

Not Demobilised.

Demobilisation for the soldiers who
have fought in the war must come (un
less men accept permanent conscription),
however long delayed, at last. But for
very many of the horses and mules who
have suffered the pains and penalties
of warfare there is no question of delay,
lengthy or curtailed ; demobilisation does
not stand even upon the horizon of their
fate ; for these tired warriors there is,
and will be, no demobilisation save that
of death. Some few, perhaps, a small

percentage, have been restored to the
homes arid masters which were theirs
before the war ; but large numbers, as a
writer in The Animals' Friend points
out,

" will finish their days labouring in
a foreign land, where proper feeding
stuffs will for many months be unob
tainable, and where the rule of the
R.S.P.C.A. is unknown ;

"
and these

are the animals who most need care who
most need rest, who sorely need kindness.

Overworked and Underfed.

There are others ; not those who have
struggled and died

" in the horrible mud
of devastated Flanders, beaten nearly
to death by men who, in the last ex
tremity, must put victory and their own
chance of safety before all other con
siderations ; horribly mutilated by wounds
lying for hours with broken limbs in
shell-craters, enduring unspeakable agonies
during a gas attack ;

"
not those, since

they have passed now through and beyond
their suffering, but the feeble and under
fed animals who, for the last four years
have been working for the civil com
munity. " These poor creatures," says
the writer in The Animals' Friend,

" have frequently been overworked and

scantily fed —sometimes owing to cir
cumstances beyond their master's control
—but a well-to-do owner has at least
some interest in keeping them as pre
sentable and fit for work as possible.
Now, I am afraid, they must all go down in
the world and be resold to poor owners

who will work them quite as hard —since
a poor man cannot afford to keep a horse

standing idle—feed them no better, and
house them far more miserably."

Animal Oonsorlptlon.

Not for the first time or the second is
it that reference has been made in these
columns to the part played by horses
during the war ; and hardly too often
can such reference be made, for the

suffering intense, prolonged and too
often unalleviated, inflicted by warfare
upon the animal world, is an aspect of
war frequently ignored or forgotten.
Yet it is an aspect that counts, and one
that furnishes an argument to the anti-
militarist ; for here is a conscription
against which, on the part of the con-
scribed, there is no possibility of appeal ;

a conscription for purposes in which the
conscribed have no part and of which
they can have no conception. Fighting
there is in the animal kingdom, and
slaughter ; but they are swift, un
organised and confined to the actual
combatants ; and the dragging of animals
—horses, dogs, and many others, into
the woes and welter of the quarrels of
men constitutes a straw which shows
very definitely which way, in this matter
of war, the wind of ethics blows. For
the moment this straw is hardly glanced
at ; the right to exploit animals is taken
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for granted, their service is enforced,
their title to consideration or reward
unrecognised ; nevertheless, as the en
larging consciousness of humanity plays
upon and stimulates the conscience of
humanity, the responsibility of the human

being towards the animal creature will
affect man's view of warfare as surely
as it will affect his view of vivisection,
of sport, of every practice, custom and
fashion in which animal suffering is an
essential element.

A White Laboratory.

The Annual Meeting of the Governors
of the Anti-Vivisection Hospital, the
General Hospital for Battersea, was held
on the twenty-ninth of May. Dr. Robert
Bell gave an interesting account of some
remarkable cures of cancer which he
has effected by means in which vivi
section plays no part ; and Miss Lind-
af-Hageby spoke on the necessity of
establishing a medical school where
students could be trained and instructed,
where there would be no experiments
on living animals, and where no teaching
founded on such experiments would be

given. The laboratory would be white,

not red ; and the study of human physi
ology would be based on observation of
human beings, not on the results of

operations and other experimental pro
cesses carried out on beings non- human.

Not Alternative, but Complementary.

It is interesting and instructive to
observe that the vivisectors themselves
admit that experiments on animals cannot
lead to reliable conclusions. It was
Professor Starling who said that "

the
last experiment must always be on man ;

"

and in the countries where anti-vivisection
feeling and action are not sufficiently
powerful to hav^ brought about legis
lative restrictions in connection with
vivisection, experiments on human beings
are performed and are openly written
about in the medical Press. That un

restricted vivisection of animals should
lead to vivisection of human beings is
natural, since the greater the number

of experiments on animals the more

clearly is it established that it is

fallacious to argue from animals to man ;

but this natural result of the absence

of restriction is usually ignored or denied

by those who resent any check upon

vivisectional activities. Hence, when

Mr. Rawlinson, in the course of the

debate on the Dogs Protection Bill,

said :
" The question is, in view of the

fact that experiments of this kind must

be made, are you going to allow them

upon animals or upon human beings ?
"

The suggestion conveyed by his words

was that animal experimentation and

human experimentation are alternative
methods of scientific advance ; a sug

gestion directly contradictory of the

truth, which is that these two evils are

not alternative, but complementary the

one to the other.

Direct Alternatives.

It is well to emphasise this point because

it is illustrative of the great fundamental

truth which, in season and out of season,

cannot too often be emphasised ; the

truth that if men do evil, the evil in

evitably, sooner or later, recoils upon

themselves. That vivisection is an evil

was admitted by Sir Hamer Greenwood,

a supporter of vivisection, when, in

answer to Mr. Bottomley's question :
" Why not experiment on human criminals

if it does not hurt them?
" He said.'T hope

the law will not allow experiments on

human beings." But Mr. Bottomley's

pertinent question places the advocates

of vivisection on the horns of a dilemma ;

for if these advocates have been telling

the truth and vivisectional experiments
cause no suffering to the animals vivi

sected, there can be no reason why not

criminals only, but butchers, bakers,

candlestick-makers, and the most

sensitive and scientific of men should

not, without restrictions of any kind,

be vivisected ; while, if the supporters
of vivisection shrink from the idea of

condemning to it, those members of the

community who are subjected to such

punishments as penal servitude, solitary
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confinement and even death itself, it is
obvious that suffering severe, acute and
pitiful must be part and parcel of those
vivisectional experiments which the public
never sees.

An Unoertain Sound and a Clear Call.

The position of vivisectors in the
British Isles is then somewhat obscure.
They say that vivisection does not hurt
animals, but that it would hurt criminals.
They say that it is wrong to vivisect
human beings, but maintain friendly
relations with the men who, in other
countries, do vivisect them. They say
that restrictions on animal vivisection
force experimenters to use human sub
jects instead of animal subjects, yet cannot
fail to be aware that it is just in the
countries where animal vivisection is
entirely unrestrained that human vivi
section is rife. The position of the
opposers of vivisection, on the other
hand, is as clear as noonday. It is simply
this : that the exploitation of the weak
by the strong, for the benefit of the
strong, is a disregard of the law of love,
and that therefore it must not be ; that,
with restrictions or without restrictions,
it is evil, and, being evil, must not be
allowed to continue.

Antarotic Animals.

In the Times of April 1st there was
a long and very interesting article on
animal life in the Antarctic zone. In
these regions no lions or tigers, no dogs,
wolves, bears, or deer, no rabbits or
even rats are to be seen, for there is
little, the writer of the article tells us,
to tempt warm-blooded life.

- On Macquerie Island, enjoying a climate that
passes for equable in these regions, the aveiage
temperature is about 40 degrees, and in the
short summer blizzards are frequent. Gales
rage unceasingly, and on the clearest day the
white masses of the drifting clouds fill the blue
sky as the blue sea below is filled with ice.
And yet mammals and birds, few in species, but
until the appearance of man multitudinous in
number, come up from the sea to breed and to
rest on the barren rocks. Just as most of the
amphibians betray their deepest nature by
returning to the water to breed, so nearly all

the warm-blooded creatures which have taken
to the sea come on shore to rear their young."

Amongst the mammals are several
kinds of seals : earless seals, the spotted
sea-leopards and the sea-bears or fur
seals, " under whose coat of coarse long
hair lies the soft fur that is their disas
trous possession." The bird population
consists of gulls, skuas, cormorants,
petrels, albatrosses and penguins, and it
is to these last —the penguins —says the
writer of the article, that the chief place
amongst the birds must be given. He
goes on to tell us that by a long process
of adaptation these birds and beasts
have learned how to maintain life even
in the most inclement weather ; but, he

says,
" although they have conquered

the weather, they have acquired two
characters which are leading to their
destruction by man." These are the
absence of fear, so that they let human

beings come close to them, let them pass
through their rookeries and examine
their nests ; and the thick coating of
blubber with which nature has endowed
them as a protection against cold. From
this blubber large quantities of valuable
oil is obtained, and commercial greed
is causing the rapid, and in many regions
the complete destruction of seals and
penguins, regardless of the fact that it is

defeating its own ends by destroying
also a commercial asset.

8clence and Greed.

In the space of five years after the

discovery of Macquerie Island, the fur
seal was almost exterminated and the

king penguins had dwindled down to one

rookery.
" Penguins are now nominally

protected, but as their eggs are good to
eat, the fact that the adults are no longer
boiled down is doing little to save the
birds." It seems, indeed, that the de
struction of what the writer of the Times

article calls
"

these remarkable branches
of the tree of life " will never cease until
that destruction is complete. In a recent
address to the Zoological Society of
London, the Antarctic explorer, Sir
Douglas Mawson, said the Macquerie
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Island is an ideal spot for the propagation
of sea-elephants (which I take to be
another name for the fur seals) and

penguins, and ought to be retained as
a national reserve for that purpose ; but
scientific observation, as it seems, stands
but little chance of having its claims

recognised when those claims are opposed
to the interests of commercial exploitation.

Fashionable Wisdom.

Fashion and gain, partners in this
exploitation, have no more consideration
for science than they have for humaneness.
Their point of view finds expression in
a paragraph which appeared in the Daily
News of June 13th, headed

" Fur
Fashions."

" All kinds of furs are going to be still dearer
this year than they were last season. So I was
told by a leading furrier, the reason being that
even this winter the supply will not equal the
demand. Wise women, therefore, will order
their new stoles and coats before prices rise.
The furrier gave me the hint to get a price —
" estimate, ' he called it — no w, but not to choose
the styles for another two months, when the
new fur fashions should be out."

Thus the wise women and the wise

furriers combine in the work of destruction,
and the combination seems likely to
endure till there is no longer any material
out of which fur fashions may be shaped.

Vice In Horses.

The Animals' Friend for February gave

an extract from the Rev. J. C. Wood's
Horse and Man, which is well worth re

producing.
'• For my part, the longer I live the more fully

I am convinced that ' vice
' in a horse signifies

cruelty on the part of a man. Vice forms no

part of a horse's normal constitution. No horse

is born with a desire for kicking or biting human

beings. An ' irreclaimable
' savage is made,

not born, and the most painful feature in the
case is that the fiercest savages are invariably
high-spirited and sensitive animals. . . . The
dull-witted horse submits and suffers, but the

high-spirited animal rebels against cruel treat
ment, and soon learns that if it can do no more,

it can at all events have the gratification of
making its groom afraid of it."

The law of love works as surely in its

negative aspect, hate, as it does in its

positive manifestation. In the relations

between nations, between classes, be

tween man and man, between man and
animals, hate breeds hatred as surely
as love breeds love : the law may be

disregarded, but it cannot be broken.

Birds and Drought.

There are many kindly people who

care for birds during the winter frosts

and snow, but it should be remembered
that help is needed by birds sometimes
in the summer ; it is needed, for instance,

in times of drought. Bird baths are

always useful in a garden, and not to

the birds alone, for a plentiful supply
of water decreases their tendency to seek

moisture in soft fruit, and in times of

drought the providing of water means a

great deal to birds and to gardeners both.

A shallow vessel is best, so that the water

is not more than two inches in depth, and

if the vessel is more than six inches in

diameter a flat stone should be placed

in the centre, on which the birds can

stand, as they are timid of drinking from

or bathing in water which is deep or of

unbroken expanse.

Birds and the Law.

Mr. H. J. Massingham, in a letter to

the Nation of June 21st, writes on the

condition of the laws in force for the

protection of birds, and maintains that

those laws are for all practical purposes

a dead letter. The rare birds, he says,

which once beautified the British Isles,

are done to death, one species after the

other, by the rich collector and his para

sites, and the law either ignores the

destruction or imposes a nominal fine.

In connection with the common birds

the law is equally impotent. Scheduled

species are destroyed, and with impunity-

Mr. Massingham speaks of " the con

temptible figure cut by the Board of

Agriculture," which, he maintains,
"

is

not only responsible for the speeding-up

of the slaughter of late years, and the

serious danger, in consequence, to our

food supply," but also for " brutalising

the feelings of both young and adult, a
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process that cannot be stopped by clock
work or by shuffling out of the discredit."

Living Poetry.

Mr. Massingham concludes his letter
by saying that we must not only give
our boys something to do, but must train
them in reverence for the living poetry
of life.

"
Living poetry

"
is an apt

phrase, and expresses something, the
appreciation of which is far more valuable
to the human race than are the utilitarian
advantages ensuing immediately and
apparently, or perhaps only at long last
and unperceived, but inevitably, from
right conduct. For an understanding
of this living poetry, the poetry of all
living things, of life, means an under
standing also of the beauty of life, of
the wonder of life, of its dignity, of its
divinity. And with understanding comes
reverence ; where understanding is born
reverence awakes ; he who has perceived
ever so dimly the living poetry in all that
is, who has guessed —to put it in another
way —ever so little of the riddle of life,
will never take life wantonly or lightly,
will slay, if slay he must, as mercifully
as may be, and never with contempt.

No Boundaries to Brotherhood.

" The Universal Kinship," by the late
J. Howard Moore, Instructor in Zoology
at the Crane Manual Training High School,

Chicago, is a book that should be read
by all humanitarians and by all those for
whom humanitarianism is as yet an
undiscovered country. The book is
not a new one ; it was published more
than twenty years ago ; but no book is
old until its contents have been mastered
and assimilated by the mass of the world's
readers ; and from this book, embodying
the results of scientific observation, of
deep thought, and of acute reasoning,
there is an immense deal still to be learnt.
In the preface the author declares the
aim of his book and the meaning of its
title. The Universal Kinship means, he

says,
"

the kinship of all the inhabitants
of the planet earth."

" Whether they came into existence among
the waters or among desert sands, in a hole in
the earth, in the hollow of a tree, or in a palace ;

whether they build nests or empires ; whether
they swim, fly, crawl, or ambulate ; and whether
they realise it or not, they are all related,
physically, mentally, morally—this is the thesis
of this book."

But, he goes on, since man's relation
with other animals is more reluctantly
recognised than any other, his chief
purpose is to prove and interpret the
kinship between the human and other
species of animals.

The Book and the Public

Professor Howard Moore did not expect
that his book, with such a thesis, would
be welcomed, since, as he expresses
it, that thesis

"
comes pretty squarely

into conflict with widely-practised and
highly-prized sins." He expected the
book to meet the usual fate of pioneer
books —namely, that it would be either
criticised or passed by in silence ; for"

men as a rule do not care to improve ;
"

and "Enthusiasm, which, in an enlightened
or ideal race, would be devoted to self
improvement, is used by men in weaving
excuses for their own inertia or in singing
of the infirmities of others." The con
cluding paragraph of the preface might
have been written to-day, and on the
subject of reconstruction :—

" But there is a Future. And the creeds and
ideals men bow down to to-day will in time to
come pass away, and new creeds and ideals will
claim their allegiance. Shrines change as the
generations come and go, and out of the de
composition of the old comes the new. The
time will come when the sentiments of these
pages will not be hailed by two or three, and
ignored and ridiculed by the rest ; they wilt
represent public opinion and Law."

The Long Way.

The above words are a true prophecy.
Most certainly the day will come when
man's kinship with all that exists will
be recognised, and his obligations and
duties to the animal world will be

acknowledged. But the way to that
" consummation devoutly to be wished

"

is a long way, and it is the task of those,
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who already recognise the kinship, the
obligations, and the duties to make it
shorter. For this task knowledge is
needed as well as enthusiasm, and " The
Universal Kinship "

is a book rich in
knowledge, and also in understanding.
Some extracts from its more popular
pages will be given in next month's Notes.

Farmyard Operation*.

The spirit of these pages is already in
divers directions making itself felt, as,
for instance, in the Animals (Anaesthetics)
Bill which is now before the English
House of Commons. This Bill, a measure
presented by Lieutenant-Colonel Walter
Guiness, has for its purpose the making
of further provision for the protection
of animals from cruelty ; shortly, it
enacts that all operations upon animals
known as farmyard operations shall be
performed under anaesthetics. Those
who have lived in the country, who know
anything of what is going on around them,

and have had the sweetness of the spring
poisoned, its beauty marred, by that

knowledge, cannot fail to recognise the

necessity for such a measure and to rejoice
in its passage —and the passage of this
Bill seems to be assured. Horses, cows,

donkeys, mules, dogs, all come under
the protection of the new law, which
is to obtain also in Scotland and Ireland ;

and if the docking of horses and dogs is

still persisted in, and other operations,
as to the necessity of which there is

little or no dispute, must be performed,
the docking and the other extremely
painful processes will at least be carried
out under anaesthetics. The Bill also

requires that the anaesthetics shall be

administered by a veterinary surgeon or

veterinary practitioner. A wise Bill,
a humane Bill, a Bill which moves a

step along the way to that time when,

as Professor Howard Moore puts it
,

humanitarian sentiments
" will represent

Public Opinion and Law."

Reviews
The Spiritual Foundations o

f Reconstruc
tion. A plea for New Educational
Methods. By F. H. Hayward,
D.Litt., M.A., B.Sc, and Arnold
Freeman, M.A., B.Litt., F.R.Hist.S.
(P. S. King and Son, Ltd., London.)

THIS

is a most difficult book to review .

It contains so much with which every
educationist, who takes reform seriously,

is in sympathy. But to have those re
forms carried out in the manner advo
cated by the authors is where one hesi
tates. Here one finds oneself in company
with expressed or implied conclusions of
doubt of many of those who have
contributed to the prefatory notes. We
think that Kenneth Richmond expressed
one's feelingabout the bookwhen he wrote :

" Your scheme fascinates me, but, as

always, c'est le premier pas qui coute,

and I am afraid that your first step is a

giant's stride for us in our present stage

of evolution."
That some solution of the religious diffi

culty in schools is imperative everyone
will instantly admit ; but almost without

exception there will be pause before offer

ing a solution. The authors have deter
mined to find a solution and with rare

courage and vigour have put a scheme

before us for consideration. Without
doubt, to accept the scheme in its fullness
would at once throw an added burden on

the teacher's shoulders, and here we

would meet with the first difficulty in put
ting the scheme into operation. We
admit freely, though, that the children of

this land go deprived of the opportunities
to know and possess the spiritual
literary and musical treasures that abound
in our midst. In designing the means to

secure to children these treasures the
scheme distinctly scores.
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There is no space to set out the scheme
in full. We would rather direct the at
tention of all interested in education to
the book itself for deep and serious con
sideration. The first part of it considers
the manifold problems of education, and

proposes certain means for their solution.
We can promise that in the pages that are
devoted to this part everyone will find
material for thought, and for acceptance
or rejection. The part on " Enrichment
of the memory

"
has a very strong appeal

for those who agree that " we must bind
people together in fundamentals." In
the second part, the Polemical, the
authors' trenchant style gets full play, and
we are at once interested as well as pro
voked to agreement or dissent.

We would advise every teacher not
already acquainted with the book to read it,
as it demands our most serious attention.

New Town. A Proposal in Agricultural,
Industrial, Educational, Civic and
Social Reconstruction. (J. M. Dent
and Sons, Ltd.)

THIS
is a little book with a two-fold

purpose — for the promotion of
thought and study in connection with the

problems discussed and the ideals set
forth, and for the enlistment of support for
the practical proposals made. What are the

problems discussed and the ideals set forth,
and what are the practical proposals made?

In the first place, New Town is a con
tribution towards that reconstruction and
transformation of our national life after
the war for which so many are working
in a thousand different ways. A New
Town Council is already at work prepar
ing the way for the enterprise, and the
Pioneer Trust, Ltd., has already been
formed to prospect for a suitable site and
to secure an option to purchase. New
Town is to be an experiment in sane
living. It is to include urban and rural
activities on a small co-operative scale
within its proposed boundaries of 3,000
acres or so. It is to be a city set on a
hill, yet it is not to be a little community
of saints shut away from the rest of the
wicked world ; it is intended that New
Town shall co-operate with the outside

world and shall live with others than its
own inhabitants in a spirit of friendliness
and amiability. But the Pioneer Trust
desires to see what can be proved by a
practical experiment of bringing the town
into the country and the country into the
town, and it will experiment in schools,
in housing, and in town planning, among
other things. It will work towards that
future town of real homes in which there
shall be no East End and West End, and
it will try to devise new methods of lift
ing the burden of unending domestic toil
from the shoulders of wives and mothers.
This, it seems, is a rather interesting
point, for one thing that has slightly
puzzled us, in all this talk of reducing
labour to " shifts " of so many hours'
duration, is, when is the wife and mother
to have any rest for herself, if her husband
and children come home at different hours
and expect a meal and all the comforts of
home fresh for each one of them ?

Yet, New Town, with its spiritual
foundations, its historical setting, its ad
vantages of a small town, New Town as
a synthesis of social movements, is not to
be an end in itself. The promoters of
this experiment believe that any success
which will be achieved by it will be due
to the fact that the whole of our civilisa
tion is slowly moving in the direction in
which New Town will tread. They be
lieve that within a space of years they
will be able to link up with other similar
attempts at the expression of the same
ideals. In New Town "The common man
will live strongly, given the chance," and
the citizens will be just the same mixed
lot of people to be found in other cities,
yet, it is hoped, distinguished by a more
general happiness and fullness of life.

This is a book provocative of thought.
It is a book full of plans for industry, for
agriculture, for education. It appeals
strongly to all who feel, in these days of
early summer, that the spirit beats
against its bars and demands that the
hideousness of the present-day town shall
be done away with, and that into the
town of the future shall come the sweet,
pure winds of the hills, and the sunshine
of the country.
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Woman's Observatory

By " Femina."

[A monthly record of matters connected with the rapidly growing part that women

are playing in the public life of the world.]

BY
the time that these notes are in

our readers' hands it seems likely
that the Peace of Versailles will
be some six weeks old. At the time

of writing the German undertaking to sign
the Treaty has been definitely given by
Herr Bauer's Government, hastily reared
on the ruins of Herr Scheidemann's for
the specific purpose of deciding the all-
important question

" To sign or not to
sign." The women of Germany and of all
Allied nations will now, it is to be hoped,
exert their utmost efforts to remove the
artificial barriers of race resentments and
feuds which the war-lords have raised
between them. Woman, as we said in
dealing with the noble appeal of French
women on behalf of their German sisters
two months ago, is the born reconciler.
And never in the history of the world,
assuredly, has she had such an oppor
tunity to prove her powers in this direc
tion. She, the race-builder, must build a
race at peace.

* * *

Democratically minded women and
women of ideals are grieving everywhere,
as well they may, over the collapse of
" the Wilson Peace

" of the Fourteen
Points. What they have to do, however,
is not to grieve but to act. World-
opinion, and more especially the opinion
of the women of the world, must rally to
the support of the President in his ap
proaching struggle to make the League of
Nations —the one redeeming feature of the
Peace Treaty and the supreme secular hope
of the future—a living reality ; a veritable
"

League of Peoples
"

(not of Govern
ments), including Germany, Austria, and
Russia with the rest. Every women's
organisation should call meetings and pass
resolutions to this end ; should be un

ceasing in propaganda, in agitation, in

collective effort to establish the great
ideal on a solid foothold of fact. The

time is short ; for the first meeting of the

League is to be held at Washington in

October next. Let lamentation give place
to action, as soon as may be, wherever

public-spirited women congregate to ad

vance the public good.
* • *

India, as well as England, has sustained

a heavy loss by the death of Miss Annie A.
Smith, for some years editor of the Vote

and the Indian Magazine, regular con

tributor to the Asiatic Review and the

Pioneer of Allahabad, as well as to various

journals of Calcutta and Madras, and

staunch supporter of all movements con

cerned with the freedom of women or the

improvement of conditions in India. In

this country she was chiefly known through

her multitudinous activities in connection

with the Women's Freedom League and

its organ, the Vote ; but her good works,

like her writings, were manifold. She was

associated with one of the pioneer workers

for the reform of British administration
in India, and faithfully took up his work
when in death he laid it down. We do not

think of her as
" dead

"
; it is impossible

to do so, so vivid, vivacious and vigorous
was her personality, so full of life and

living virtue. The sudden close of her

earthly career on May 26th was but, can

but have been, the opening of the door to

fuller service. To the writer of these

notes she was the most loyal of comrades,

the truest and helpfullest of friends. To
Indian strangers in England —to all

strangers, helped by her mastery of

languages —to all women struggling for
freedom or organising for service —she was

a very gift of God. We shall pay our
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best tribute to her memory by seeking, in
her spirit, to carry on her work.

* • •

The Suffrage cause goes ahead merrily
and continuously. The Frenchwoman's
vote cannot long be denied —it may even
be un fait accompli when these notes
are read —after the memorable verdict of
the Chamber of Deputies ; which, it will
be remembered, decided by 344 votes to
97 that the women of France and Algeria
should be allowed to vote and to be
nominated to all elected bodies. That
verdict is not final, it is true ; the last lap
of the race has still to be won. But there
can be no doubt that the Frenchwomen
will win it.

* » *

In the States the position is similar ;

except that even the last lap is there half
run, and the winning-post fairly in sight.
The Senate has not, for a wonder, turned
a deaf ear to the President's winning
appeal for the recommendation of a

suggested
" Amendment to the Constitu

tion "
embodying Woman's Suffrage. Their

resolution embodying such an amendment
has been definitely and decisively carried,
and only awaits ratification by the several
States to become law, the House of
Representatives having already declared
itself in favour of the measure. The
requisite " two-thirds majority

"
is prac

tically assured.
* • *

A suggested measure of international
polity in which women should take the
keenest interest is that of the pooling
of food supplies, under the direction of an
International Board of Agriculture, during
the world-wide food shortage occasioned
by the world-war. This, as an expert on
the subject has recently pointed out in
a contemporary, has been already done

during the war ; why not during the first
lean years of the peace ? Woman is the
natural purveyor, caterer, controller of
food supplies. Let her demand and insist,
by that power of the vote now won by
her in so many countries and shortly to
be won, as we have seen, in others, that
the present haphazard and hugger-mugger
methods of securing the people's food

shall cease ; that what has been justly
called

"
a magnificent example of inter

national co-operation
" shall continue in

peace as in war. The International
Institute of Agriculture at Rome points
the way, which other nations should
hasten to follow. Incidentally, it may be
urged that food stocks "

acquired by com
mon effort and distributed according to
mutual plan

" would give a new impetus
to the international idea. And everything
which helps the cause of internationalism
should be welcomed to-day.

* * *

The Registration of Nurses Bill (which
at the time of writing has a good chance
of passing speedily into law), the Bill to
abolish woman's remaining disabilities of
sex or marriage, the prospect of woman as
Portia, and of J.P.'s to reinforce the M.P.'s
whom we hope to see at Westminster
after the next election —truly these things
make a fine record of progress, alike in
the political, professional and judiciary
world ! So with the plea, of late urged
with increasing conviction, that women
should sit with men on all juries ; while
Miss Royden's eloquent plea for women
in the priesthood can hardly be said to
have been effectively disposed of by her
clerical opponent, the Rev. A. V. Magee.
Against all this, however, must be set the
sinister interference with the position of
women in industry attempted in the
Pre-War Practices (Restoration) Bill.
Women should watch this if it has not yet
become law.

* * *

Two women have now won places in
the Law Tripos at Cambridge ; Miss T.
Llewellyn Davies, of Girton, and Miss
H. M. Wiseman, of Newnham. Miss
Wiseman beat all the men in her class.
Miss Dorothy Jewson, Organising
Secretary of the National Society of
Women Workers, has appeared in the
Law Courts as the first lady advocate
(though Mr. Justice Roche told her that
she could only be heard '* as a mere friend
of the Court "), and four ladies have acted
as official reporters of a sitting of the Grand
Committee of the House of Commons. The
woman's century, truly. " Femina."



Our Prize Competition

THE
competition for the best series of twenty-five Aphorisms on " The Spiritual Life "

attracted quite a fair entry, and the task of judging them has been one of great interest.
One or two of the competitors made the mistake of sending in quotations from well-
known authors, thus disqualifying themselves, as the aphorisms were required to be original.

An Indian competitor sent in a number of aphorisms which, while not being actual transcriptions,
were, nevertheless, close paraphrases of familiar texts from the Upanishads and other Hindu
sacred Books, and it was felt that these could hardly be taken as genuine competitive matter. Two
other competitors informed the Editor, in their covering letters, that their contributions had
a high inspirational source — hardly a fair statement in an open competition, if true, and one
not likely to win the sympathetic notice of any judge who was endeavouring to be impartial —
although, had either of these been actually the best set, the prize would naturally have gone to
it in spite, rather than because of the august claim.

The great difficulty in the competition has obviously been to write out of inner thought
and experience and not merely to repeat the familiar clichis of spiritual literature. This
distinction between the original and the derivative, subtle though it might at first sight
appear, is really one of the easiest to detect ; and in judging the present competition it has
been, perhaps, the first factor to be considered. There is a freshness about the expression of

first-hand thought and experience, which is missing from that of anything less personal, no
matter how beautifully the latter may be put into words. And, talking of words, it may,
perhaps, incidentally be remarked that it is a mistake to imagine that archaic or Biblical
language adds anything to the value of a spiritual thought. One or two entries were
quite spoiled by an attempt to throw them into the language of the Old Testament. It is only
fair to add that, in this respect, the inspirational writers were the worst offenders. Our editorial
experience has taught us that contributions written in the language of Moses and Isaiah
have seldom any superlative value, when stripped of these outward embellishments ; and future
competitors or contributors to the Magazine would be wise to express themselves in the

language of to-day. Every month we receive MSS. which are stated to be derived from divine
or superhuman sources, and we note that nearly all of these are couched in the language of a few
centuries ago. This is only a hint dropped for those whom it may concern. The fact of the
matter is that, in submitting any kind of material to an editor, it is far wiser to let the MS. stand
on its own merits and not to claim for it any special consideration in view of the source from
which it emanates. If it be truly inspired, that will surely be evident to anyone who reads it.
Nothing is gained by seeking to win respect and consideration for a MS. on any other grounds
than those of intrinsic merit.

Fortunately, the great majority of the sets of aphorisims sent in were sound, healthy expressions
of what was, obviously, the attitude of mind of the writers ; and we feel that we must
express to those contributors our genuine pleasure at the response which the Competition
called forth. It has not been an easy matter to decide between the varying claims of these

competitors, because this was clearly not a case where literary merit was the sole consideration.
It is therefore without any prejudice to the less fortunate competitors that we announce the
award of the prize to the writer who seems to us to have presented the most comprehensive and
informative survey of the spiritual life, judged from the point of view of its usefulness to others.
An aphorism, even though baldly and crudely expressed, may mean something tremendous
and vital to a particular individual. But this value ad hominem can hardly be accepted as a

standard, for the simple reason that there is no means of estimating it at the disposal of an
outside judge. The only safe criterion is to ask oneself :

" Which of all these sets of aphorisms
would one rather place in the hands of an eager aspirant after the spiritual life, in order to give
him the most moral guidance in the smallest space ?

Judging by this standard, we have no hesitation in awarding the prize to

Mr. F. MILTON WILLIS,
1947, Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

Mr. Willis's 6et of twenty-five aphorisms seems to us an admirable compendium of the essential
features of the spiritual life. Each aphorism takes up a separate point and expresses it
tersely and simply. There is nothing

"
prophetic

"
or self-conscious in the diction. The
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whole series is thoroughly fresh, straightforward and practical, and we can think of few better
summaries that could be placed in the hands of a novice.

The following are the twenty-five aphorisms that Mr. Willis has sent in :—

APHORISMS ON THE SPIRITUAL LIFE.
By F. Milton Willis.

The Spiritual Life perceives the essential
oneness, the inner relationship, of all things, and
loses no opportunity and spares no effort to arouse
in others this regenerative insight, in order that
all forms of life may live in brotherliness and the
sooner rise to higher issues.

2.
The Spiritual Life, like the amoeba in respect

of its food, wraps itself about the things of material
life, digests them and assimilates them ; it is not
imprisoned, impeded or even discouraged by the
worst of them — -but by means of them develops its
Divine Properties.

3.
The Spiritual TMc, realising ttsetj Divine, can

see all whom it loves, passing away ; all that it is
interested in, going to pieces ; its most cherished
feelings, ideals, friendships violated ; the world
crashing about it—yet stand firm, calm, unafraid,
knowing that what can so pass is but fleeting and
incomplete.

4.
The Spiritual Life is self-reliant in excelsis :

it realises that God helps those who help themselves,
because in helping ourselves, in acting self-
reliantly, it is the Divine in us that is operative.

5.
The Spiritual Life is one of giving ; yet it

accepts gladly the cordial profferings of others, but
in the spirit of a god receiving offerings —knowing
it is well that they should give, and determining
strongly that the giving shall redound with manifold
blessings and benefits upon the giver.

6.
The Spiritual Life is one of gratitude and respect

toward all who try to lift even a little the heavy
burdens of the world —and especially toward those

who guide the steps and inspire the hearts that
approach the entrance to the Way, the Truth and
the Life.

7.

The Spiritual Life is the truly responsible life :
it realises it has been

" called apart
"

from the
world and that there is laid upon it the duly, the
necessity, of striving to perfect itself in love and
sympathy, knowledge and insight, action and
efficiency, for the good of the world.

8.
The Spiritual Life seeks ever to draw to itself

the personality, or lower self, through which it
expresses itself; —it does this by increasing the

personality's responsiveness through controlling
and refining it and effacing the egotism of it ; and
in this it is acting as does God toward itself.

9.
The Spiritual Life is inconsistent with bigotry,

crystallisation of views, opinionativeness ; it
strives to keep Us personality flexible, usable,
permeable— an instrument to be bent readily into

effective inner attitudes and utilised for the

gathering of experience, one capable of executing

multifarious missions of service efficiently.

10.
The Spiritual Life seeks ever, in contact with

other lives, to be utterly sane and quietly helpful —
a centre of pleasing, healthful inspiring influence.

11.
The Spiritual Life is the source of true happiness ;

and the measure of our success in contacting that
Life, which is our real Self, is the degree of bliss we

experience : we are never happier than when we
'

forget ourselves."
12.

The Spiritual Life, though one of detachment
and, to the worldly eye, of emptiness, is nevertheless

obligated incalculably and full to overflowing ;

for it is a channel between an inexhaustible supply
and an eternal demand.

13.
The Spiritual Life in itself is as a lamp in a

dark place : it does not give itself— it just exists,
it is there, it rays out its influences, and the darkness
disappears : just to be spiritual is to be potent.

14.
The Spiritual Life is the only safe refuge of the

forlorn and the harried ; from there can they look
out upon things and with confidence cry,

"
Come

on, do your worst ; you cannot affect me, / am
out of your sphere— / am in the realm of the
Eternal !

"

15.
The Spiritual Life realises the need of strong

discrimination, lest the very virtues, which distin
guish it, be utilised to assoil it.

16.
The Spiritual Life says :

" I am here to learn
and serve, and the world shall be the better for my
having lived ; I am not perfect, hence how can I
condemn others ? Were I perfect, I would not :

the greater another's failing, the greater my proffers

of light and uplifting."

17.

The Spiritual Life looks up to God, the Ruler of
our Solar System ; down through mighty hier
archies to the human ; out upon this wondrous
race ; then down to the crystal : it sees all in
God's Body and His Life in all ; and knows that
all is well.
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18.
The Spiritual Life, in the midst of the rags and

tatters of the commonplace, of passion and pain,
of prayer and penitence, ofjoy and woe, of laughter
and tears, of evil, of sin, of despair, exists
unruffled, in calm majesty—original, vast, im
mortal and free.

19.
The Spiritual Life, realising that mere wordly ties

must be severed before attainment can be reached,
seeks to have the personality kill out desire ; but,
lest deadness supervene and progress be checked,
it does this by causing it more and more devoutly
to aspire.

20.
The Spiritual Life, knowing that man becomes

that on which he meditates, seeks ever to hold before
the personality it is using such ideas as will lead
to the latter's transfiguration.

21.
The Spiritual Life, the Higher Self, aware of

the sacredness of other Selves, never imposes itself
upon them, no matter how undeveloped they may
be, but seeks rather to shine so as to attract them,
guide them, and uplift them.

22.
The Spiritual Life never feels disappointed,

no matter what befalls ; even when, at the point of
success after years of labour, failure supervenes, it
is resigned, yet ready to try again, if thai be

reasonable ; to have succeeded might have been

injurious to itself or others.

23.
The Spiritual Life never classifies others by

worldly rank or position, by wealth or appearance ;
self-satisfaction, superciliousness and the spirit of
depreciation of others are very foreign to it ; it
seeks ever the good in others.

24.
The Spiritual Life does not take the things of

the world too seriously ; it knows that the carrying
out of God's Plan is in the strongest of strong
hands : it ever does its duty, labouring unremit
tingly—but does it dispassionately.

25.
The Spiritual Life is an ordered life, and impels

its personality to do even the smallest things well

and fittingly ; it wastes no time ; it uses its
energies with economy, striving for the greatest

good of the greatest number.

AN INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN

NOW
that the war is over, there is a growing and a very reasonable wish amongst members

of the Order of the Star in the East that the various sections of the Order, scattered
throughout the length and breadth of the world, should be brought into closer contact
with each other. During the years of war this was practically impossible. Now there is

nothing to prevent it, although it may take some time to knit together all the threads which were

dropped in 1914. The question remains as to how it can best be done. At present the Herald of
the Star is the only link, in the physical world, between the various units of our organisation.
It would, in theory, be possible so to alter its character as to make it a magazine designed primarily
for members of the Order. This would necessitate the inclusion of sectional reports and of a great
deal of material of interest only to members. On the other hand, the Order needs a link with the

outside world, and this link the Herald of the Star at present provides. There is evidence to
show that the Magazine is doing very excellent work along this line, and to our mind it would seem
a pity to divert it from this task in order to devote it chiefly to the interests of members, when the
latter can be met in another readily possible way. For about a year the Order had an International
Bulletin, published specially for members of the Order and containing the kind of news and articles
which the national sections desire to have. Far the simplest plan seems to be now to revive the
Bulletin, so that the Order of the Star may, in future, possess both its internal and external organs, —
The Bulletin for members and The Herald for the world in general. It is proposed, therefore,
if feasible, to start the Bulletin afresh in January, 1920, and to publish it, as before, once ,a quarter.
Each number should, if it is to be fully representative of the work of the Order, contain the latest
news from every section,; and this will be a task in which the co-operation of all national
representatives will be essential. We, therefore, ask those responsible for the work of the Order in the
various sections to begin laying their plans now, so that the International Bulletin may be able to
start, without delay or hindrance, at the beginning of next year. It will, of course, be understood
that The Bulletin cannot come into existence without financial guarantees, and these can only take
the form of promised subscriptions. If National Representatives would therefore begin at once

collecting the names of members of their sections who would be willing to subscribe to The Bulletin
(if and when started), we should know how we stand with regard to it. If subscriptions are not
forthcoming in sufficient numbers, then the project will naturally have to be dropped. A circular
letter will shortly be sent to all National Representatives, on this subject, from the general
secretary's office.
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Two Sonnets

THINGS BEAUTIFUL.

Grey fields at dawn ; the smell of violets blown,
All sudden-sweet, from some deep garden-nook ;

The murmur of a little woodland brook
Leaf-stifled at its birth ; sweet hay new-mown ;

White clouds that scud across an open heaven

On sunny days in March ; faint bells that call
To quiet uplands ; aye, and most of all,

The far, clear sound of music heard at even ;—
All these, for me, since life and breath began,

Have held a magic. Yet than these more rare,

Richer I hold, more passionately I prize,
The wondrous smile that lives behind the^eyes

Of natures innocent and pure and fair,
The very Light of God distill'd thro' Man.

E. A. W.

THE PATH OF WORK.

O Worker, thou that seek'st to toil aright,
Learn wisdom :—Call not any deed thine own.

Behold, in all the world One acts alone,

One only, without second ! His the light
Thou seest by ; His the plan, the shaping might,

Not thine. —In thee He toils, that there be wrought
Thro' thee, at length, with labour infinite,

One fragment of His universal Thought.
Thus have the Sages told. O Man, give heed !

Know of thy place ; think no fit labour small ;

Bend greatly to the work thou hast, nor ask

For other than that heaven-appointed task.

There shalt thou be God's Hand ; there lies God's need !

Who does that little perfectly, does all.
E. A.|W.



The Life of Nature.

There is a close link between sunshine
and idealism. By some curious process
of association (rational or irrational,
who knows ?), the mind, when it is
thinking of an ideal world, invariably
thinks of such a world as bathed in
eternal sunshine. In the enchanting
weather of the month which has just
past, it has been easy to be idealistic.
Lying under a shady tree in a field,
watching the distant reapers at work or
listening to the notes of the birds, it has
been possible to dream dreams that are
shy and reluctant visitors on dull or
stormy days. And one dream that has
been persistent has been that of a world
once more made one with Nature. The
town-dweller, going into the country,
finds himself in a world with which he
has largely lost spiritual touch. All that
normally engages his interest and atten
tion, —his business, his pleasures, his
personal or public aims —all these are, for
the most part, town-bred. The very
movements which mark the progress of
the times are born of the town, are
associated with the town, and express
themselves in the language of town-life.
To pass out of all this suddenly into the
rich peace, yet intense activity, of the
countryside, is to realise the enormous
loss which modern life has quite insensibly
suffered from being divorced from rustic
Nature. It comes to one in a flash that
the only true civilisation is that which
springs from the soil, that there lie the
spiritual roots of the race, and that a

regenerated world can only come into
being when the typically modern nations
recover their lost touch with the fife of
Nature.

• • •

This is not merely a poetic fancy. It
has a philosophy behind it,—a philosophy
prosaic enough to make use of the well-
worn phrase adaptation to environment."
The true environment of Man is Nature.
However busily he may build his little
shells, shutting himself out from that
larger life, the larger life is still there,
embosoming him, cherishing him, mould
ing (in the last resort) his human destinies.
Moreover, whatever we may think of
Man, he is unquestionably a part of a
great natural order —and possibly not
nearly such an important part as he
thinks himself to be. To separate himself
off, as he commonly does, from that
greater fife is to denude himself, to impair
his powers, and in an incalculable measure
to diminish his happiness. Someday
we shall learn this ; there are many who
are beginning to learn it to-day. We may
discover, as time goes on, that what we
call Nature is not simply a vast inanimate
mechanism, but a thing of living intelli
gence ; that the life that is in Man is the
same life that is in Nature, and that true
happiness and fulness of living for
mankind, comes from a conscious recog
nition of this oneness. Possibly it is no
idle fancy of some Oriental religions,
which associates the clemency of the
seasons and the richness of the crops
with the due performance by men of their
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duties towards the Spiritual Intelligences
of Nature. Nor need it necessarily be a

mere poetic figment that peoples the
woods and fields, the hills and the streams,
with hosts of beings invisible to normal
physical sight, but living a very real life
of their own —a life which they would
share with men, but for the repulsion
which the hard materialism of modern
civilisation, its grasping selfishness, its
feverish hustle and its many cruelties,
exercises upon them.

• • *

We have sometimes thought that the
Great Teacher, when He comes, will
bring back to the world once more a true
and living Nature Religion ; a Religion
linking up Man with the whole of fife,
and showing him for what he is,—namely,
as part of a mighty living Organism.
Such a Religion would embrace all that
Science has to tell of Man and Nature
with a great deal more. It would be
science made one with poetry and with
the deepest aspirations of the Spirit. It
would find in the study of how God works
in Nature the truest norm for human
conduct, and it would reveal the whole of
creation as a vast hierarchy of graded
Intelligences working together for the
fulfilment of the Divine Plan.

• • •

It is interesting, in this connection, that
Occultism holds that the next great
Religion will be ultimately ceremonial in
character. This would be an obvious
characteristic of a Nature Religion, since
the essence of ceremonial consists of the
harmonising of human thought and feeling
with the great movements of the Natural
Order. The Life of Nature is, in reality,
a mighty ceremonial, an infinitely complex
ordered movement, of which Man should
rightly form a part. As he evolves, more
and more will he come into harmony with
this movement. As the turbulent wilful
ness of a nascent individuality is quieted
down, and as a larger and less self-centred
life takes its place, so will he enter more
fully into the great order of Nature,
filling his part therein more and more

perfectly as an expression of the One
Divine Life which wields and sustains all.
In this sense a Nature Religion and
Ceremonial necessarily go together.

• • •

Modern Educational Reform.

It has been suggested that the present-
day discussion of educational methods is
an unhealthy sign. We are becoming
too self-conscious, say the critics. The
doors are being opened for the invasion
of the educational world by every kind of

crank with an idee fixe, and our children
are being made the sport of doctrinaire
experiment. The point is interesting.
No one can deny that never were there so

many new movements on foot with regard
to the education of the young ; nor is it
possible to deny that some of these seem

fantastic enough. On the other hand, the

salient fact in all this is the growing
interest in education which is one of the
features of our time ; and an interest,

suddenly awakened in connection with a

department of life hitherto largely ruled

by custom and convention, must obviously
be of a "

self-conscious
"

character. As
to the value of all these experiments, the

truth of the matter is that we are living
too near to them to form clear and precise
judgments. The historian of the future
will probably generalise and will discover,
in all this activity, one or two general
tendencies, bred of the times and necessi
tated by the times, and directly pointing
to some new ordering of human life
towards which things were unconsciously
njoving. Two of these tendencies seem to

us fairly clear. One is the insistence upon
the individuality of the child ; the other
is the insistence upon character, as the

first qualification for any teacher. It is

notorious that both these sides of the

educational question have, in the past,
been sadly neglected ; and nothing but

good can come of the emphasis which is

now being laid upon them. Both really

depend upon deep truths in Nature. The

first of these truths (which is becoming
more and more widely accepted) is that

the child actually does bring with it into
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its new life an individuality already
largely fashioned in many previous lives on
earth. The second truth is that, in any
complete and vital civilisation, the teach

ing profession and the religious profession
naturally go together. It is only in our
present inchoate condition—living, as we
do, in what has been described as the
" trough between two waves of civilisa
tion "—that the two have become
divorced. Priest and Teacher are, in the
natural order of things, correlative terms.
One day the two offices will once more be
combined ; the reason being that the
foundation of all teaching, in a world
where all departments of life are linked
together, must be a knowledge of spiritual
truth. The two tendencies, which we
have singled out of the complex modem
educational movement, seem to us, there
fore, to be signs of a really valuable
movement in the direction of a truer and
sounder educational system. But all this
will become much clearer when the world
has received the new teaching for which it
is waiting. Look where we may, the
world to-day is full of loose threads,
busily spun by the restless idealism of the
times, which are only waiting to be
gathered up and woven together by a
Master Hand.

• • •

Direct Aotlon and the New Order.

The political world has been much
exercised of late over the threat of the
Labour " Triple Alliance," a group of the
three strongest Trade Unions in Great
Britain, to call a simultaneous strike in
order to enforce certain lines of action upon
the Government. Such a strike would, of
course, if successful, put an end to the
present system of government altogether ;

and that is undoubtedly one of the objects
of the movement The whole question,
from the point of view of The Herald of
the Star, is not one of politics, but rather
of general social evolution. That a new
social order must sooner or later come into
being, The Herald of the Star is con
vinced ; and its view would be that a
certain degree of fluidity in society must
be attained somewhat speedily, in order

that social conditions may be sufficiently
malleable when the Great Teacher appears.
Consequently, it may be part of the
scheme of things, from this point of view,
that the existing order should be rapidly
broken up, even though this entail a few
years of chaos and upheaval. Where,
however, this Magazine would differ from
the majority of those who are in favour of
a social revolution, is that it would regard
any such revolution as a purely destruc
tive, as opposed to a constructive, piece of
work. The principles of such an up
heaval would not, in its opinion, be the

principles on which the New Order, when
it comes into being, can be founded. In
the first place, the modern Labour Move
ment is a class movement, setting itself in
antagonism to other classes in the com

munity. In so far, therefore, as it is
exclusive and separatist, it cannot embody
a creed for society as a whole. In the
second place, its strength lies chiefly in
organised physical force, and not in any
inherent superiority. Consequently it can

only effect just so much as force is able to
give it, and no more. Doubtless such

organised force is extremely valuable as
an engine to compel reform. Certainly, it
"

keeps things moving." But it is an

engine which, given freer scope, would
undoubtedly be misused, as it has ever
been misused throughout history. In the
third place, the aims of the movement are
at present entirely material ; they may be
summed up as Wealth and Power. These
are excellent and commendable aims, as
our modern civilisation conceives of
things ; but, here again, they have
nothing to do with a New Order. The
world has a poor future before it, if it has

merely to exchange one class, actuated by
these ideals, for another actuated by ideals
of precisely the same nature. A selfish and
material proletariat is probably (to judge
by the evidence of history) a greater curse
to a nation, if it came into supreme power,
than a selfish and material aristocracy or
plutocracy.

• • •

No, the ideal of any New Order,
deserving the name, must, in our opinion,
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be that of unselfish government by the
wisest and best, irrespective of class ; and
it must also be a government in the
interests of all. Here, of course, it will be
objected that the word "

unselfish
"

involves a human impossibility. No
governing class, it will be maintained, can
ever be anything else than selfish. This is

precisely the point where The Herald of
the Star stands upon its faith and in
tuition, as against the very excusable
cynicism of common thought. Let it be
granted at once, that, unless something
extraordinarily happens, human affairs
must remain in the morass of less ideals in
which they are at present. But this
Magazine stands for the belief that some
thing extraordinary is destined to happen.
It looks to the entire re-spiritualisation of
modern life by the teaching and influence
of a great Messenger of God ; to the birth
of a new Religion, which will infuse a new
ideal into human society ; and to a new
age of Faith which will make the heroic
virtues of brotherly love and self-abnega
tion once more possible, as they are not
possible to-day. And, finally, it looks
forward to the gradual emergence of a
class, which is absent to-day, but for
which every civilisation at its prime has
found a place —a class, namely, of men
and women wise in the spirit, detached
from worldly aims, and qualified by

character and ideals to be the spiritual
leaders of the people. Such a class will
not necessarily govern, but it will influence

government. It will raise the whole tone
of the communal life. Every great
Rehgion, in its best period, has produced
such a class. The coining Religion will
also produce it. The great lack of society
to-day is that it has nothing of the kind to
look up to. This lack infects every social

problem that arises. There is no element
in the community capable of rising to a

higher interpretation of human relations,
—which has sufficient authority to dare to
do this or to claim a hearing. Only the

emergence of such a class will raise the
social problem above the level of a sordid
scramble for selfish gains. And only a

new Religion, a new influx of the Spirit,
can do it.

• • •

The present struggle in the social world
is only a preparation for what is to come ;

necessary perhaps, but necessary only
in the sense that a certain amount of

destruction must obviously precede the

work of construction. For this reason, it
is quite likely that the revolutionary
movement may have free play for a while.

But its usefulness will be temporary and

anticipatory merely. It can clear the

ground for a New Order. It can never
found one.

ti&bftnarp

We regret to announce the deaths of two National
Representatives of the Order of the Star in the East.

Herr GUDMUNDUR GUDMUNDSSON;

National Representative for Iceland,
and

MOUNG THAIN MOUNG;

National Representative for Burma.

PEACE BE WITH THEM.



India's Nietzsche
By W. Loftus Hare

{Concluded from our August number)

[The author has already indicated by a few quotations from orthodox literature of ancient
India the line of criticism by which egoistic doctrines were met ; he now brings together

from the Vedantist, Buddhist and Jaina Sources, typical passages in which the philosophers

of these great schools indicate more fully the way to refute egoist doctrine.]

IT
must be remembered that

theoretical and ethical egoism
appears in opposition to and in
reaction against orthodoxy, not
the reverse ; so that while egoism

will be and appear conscious of that
against which it rises, orthodoxy will not
explicitly, though it may implicitly,
refute egoism. In a sentence, that which
had constituted the main strength of
orthodoxy will, on the egoistic challenge,
have to be appropriately reaffirmed.

I. The Upanishads.

The declared aim of the Upanishad
philosophers is to induce a knowledge
of the Cosmical Principle, of the Psychical
Principle, and a subsequent knowledge
that these are identical— I am Brahman."
Any one reaching that goal is lifted beyond
the possibility of desire and of immoral
conduct. For him there can be no" ethics," nothing specially to be done
or to leave undone. He can be neither

egoistic nor altruistic. But for the great
bulk of mankind, not so favoured, there
is undoubtedly a dharma, a duty, so to
say, within and appropriate to the general
illusion. For the aspirant to liberation,
conceived as something that would happen
causally (although originally likened to
an awakening), there is a special dharma

appropriate to his aims. He desires
"

knowledge of the atman," to see all life
as one, as declared in the teaching to
which, by faith, he holds. Moral action,
considered as a means of facilitating in
himself the removal of all desire and the
removal of the consciousness of plurality,
has a subjective value, primarily for the

actor. (We shall find the same in Budd

hism). It has only a secondary or
objective value for others. But as the
conviction strengthens that life is one,
conduct towards others must become
more and more sympathetic and less

outwardly egoistic, while inwardly it is
more spiritually significant.

One of the earliest statements of an

ethical system appears in the Chandogya
Up. (3, 17) as asceticism, liberality,
right dealing, no injury to life, and truth
fulness. Another passage adds self-
restraint, tranquillity, hospitality and

courtesy, and yet another, pity.
As the scent is wafted afar from a tree laden

with flowers, so also is wafted afar the scent
of a good deed.

(Mahdndrayana Up. 9).

Now inasmuch as egoistic deeds—
in the worldly sense—are done for
the empirical or illusory self, the man
in whom that egoity is weakening will
cease to invade the lives of others.

The Sannyasin and the Yogin, creations
of Upanishad ethical movements, are
those who have gradually withdrawn
from this world and its enchantments in
order to be fitted for their home in the

other world.
The Upanishad philosophy, when met

by the challenge of Indian egoism, had

but to reaffirm its metaphysical con

ceptions and their moral consequences, or,

as in the case of Madhava's epitome, to
treat it with ironical contempt.

II. Buddhism.

The Buddha, as we know, differed

fundamentally from the Brahmans of
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his day and agreed with some of the
tenets which we have identified with
egoism.* His system was atheistic,

agnostic as regards the soul ; he rejected
the Vedas, sacrifices, and the whole para-
phanalia of Brahmanism ; but he equally
rejected the determinism, non-moralism
and egoism which we have expounded.
How ? It is explained by the Buddha
that all suffering is dependent upon and
caused by craving :—

Without beginning and without end is this
Samsara ; unperceivable is the beginning of
beings buried in blindness, who seized of craving
are ever and again brought to new birth and so
hasten through the endless round of re-birth.
And thus. Brothers, have you long time under
gone suffering, undergone torment, undergone
misfortune .... long enough to turn your
selves away from all suffering, long enough to
be released from it all.

This " turning away
"

is an effort of the
will ; in it is the whole Buddhist ethic
comprised. Non-moralism is opposed by
the most categorical distinction between
conduct that is right and conduct that
is wrong. The former leads away from
craving and suffering, the latter per
petuates them. Egoism is refuted by
love.

Putting away the killing of living things,
Gotama the recluse holds aloof from the
destruction of life. He has laid the cudgel
and the sword aside, and ashamed of roughness,
and full of mercy, he dwells compassionate
and kind to all creatures that have life.

(Brahma-gdla sutia. 8.)

And he lets his mind pervade one quarter of
the world with thoughts of Love, with thoughts
of Pity, with thoughts of Sympathy, with
thoughts of Equanimity, and so the second,
and so the third, and so the fourth. And thus
the whole wide world, above, below, around,
and everywhere, does he continue to pervade
with heart of Love, Pity, Sympathy, and
Equanimity, far-reaching, grown great, and
beyond measure. Just as a mighty trumpeter
makes himself heard —and that without diffi
culty—in all the four directions ; even so of all
things that have shape or life, there is not one
that he passes by or leaves aside, but regards
them all with mind set free, and deep-felt
pity, .... sympathy, .... equanimity.

(Tevigga Suita 76-79.)

After these emphatic statements it
may seem surprising to learn the Buddha's

•Bee Section D.

teaching as to the value of welfare. The
disciple was told to seek (1) his own wel
fare ; (2) his own and not another's
welfare is a lower aim ; (3) another's and
not his own still lower ; and the lowest

(4) neither his own or another's good.
And when we understand what, in the
Buddhist conception, is the nature of
welfare, the ethical criterion becomes
very clear.

Four in number are the various courses of
conduct : (1) At present painful and also
bringing future pain ; (2) pleasant now but
bringing pain in future ; (3) at present painful
but bringing future pleasure ; (4) pleasant now
and also bringing pleasure in the future. . . .

What is that course of conduct which is both
pleasant now and leads to pleasure in the
future ?

There is a certain man who with pleasure and
satisfaction abstains from taking life, shuns
theft, avoids lewdness, refrains from false
speech, from scandalmongering, from cruel
words, from idle chatter, and he is not covetous,
is not malignant, and cleaves to right views ;
and by reason of his abstention from killing,
from stealing, from lasciviousness, from lying,
from scandalmongering, from harsh speech,
from vain babbling, because of his shrinking
from covetousness and from malignity, because
of his cleaving to right views, he experiences
pleasure and satisfaction. At the dissolution
of his body after death he comes upon a happy
journey to the heaven world. This is that
course of conduct which is both pleasant now
and leads to pleasure in the future.

(Majjhima Nikaya XLVI.)
We may, therefore, conclude that the

Buddha's life-ideal was to provide hap
piness in this fife and the next, both for
one's self and all other creatures. This
is positive love, the antithesis of egoism.

III. Jainism.
The followers of Mahavira, the jina

(conqueror) held views somewhat different
to those of the Buddhists. They accepted
the doctrine of the Soul, but not that of
God. They believed in the reality of the
world, in Karma, and consequently in
freewill ; they were vigorous ascetics.
The link between them and the Buddhists
was their tenderness for life which they
carried to extreme degrees. The aim of
life is liberation of the soul, and the
chief means are "

comprehension and
renunciation of the causes of sin."
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The living world is afflicted, miserable,
difficult to instruct, and without discrimination.
In this world full of pain, suffering by their
different acts, see the benighted ones cause
great pain ! . . . . He who injures these
earthbodies does not comprehend and renounce
sinful acts. ,

(S.B.E. 22, Ahdrdnga SiUra I. 1-2.)

This is the basic ethic of the Jains, and
although it is for liberation, like the
Vedanta, it is strongly altruistic as
regards this hfe.

He does not kill movable or immovable
beings, nor has them killed by another person,
nor does he consent to another's killing them.
In this way a monk ceases to acquire gross
Karma, controls himself and abstains from sins.

(SMra Kritanga II. 1-53.)

Here, as in Buddhism, we see that the
ultimate aim of conduct is personal
welfare, but the present motive is com
passion. The following passage makes
this point quite clear :—

The venerable one has declared that the cause
of sins are the six classes of living beings . . .
As is my pain when I am knocked or struck
with a stick ... or menaced, beaten,
burned, tormented or deprived of life ; and as
I feel every pain and agony from death down
to the pulling out of a hair ; in the same way,
be sure of this, all kinds of living beings feel
the same pain and agony ... as I when
they are ill-treated in the same way. For this
reason all sorts of living beings should not be
beaten, nor treated with violence, nor abused,
nor tormented nor deprived of life. . .
This constant, permanent, eternal, true law has
been taught by wise men who comprehend
all things.

(Ibid. 48-49.)

In the foregoing passages and the
explanation which accompanies them we
have confined ourselves to the task of
showing the practical altruism of the
three philosophies of the Upanishads,
Buddhism and Jainism. True, they dis
play a spiritual or other worldly egoism ;

but inasmuch as egoism proper is ad
mittedly a matter for this world, we have
to contrast with it, not the benefits which
are alleged to accrue in after life, but the
altruistic attitude and present conduct
which are declared to be essential to the
gaining of ultimate good.

We have not concerned ourselves to
ask whether the refutation of egoism

offered by these teachings is sound, but
merely to state it in the plainest and
briefest possible manner.

(g) THE INDIAN MACHIAVELLI.
We have argued that egoistic philoso

phies are based on real psychological
egoistic impulses ; that these latter
manifest themselves at all times in all
men in various degrees of intensity. In
the midst of political strife they will be
liberated with considerable force ; for
where men are in positions of power the
motives we are discussing will find
expression in many ways. We are able
to conclude our study with an example
of a ruler to whom we give the title
" The Indian Machiavelli," because of a
certain likeness to the great Italian
jurist, though our readers may feel we
do him an injustice.

Chanakya was the purohita or domestic
priest to the all-conquering Chandragupta,
the founder of the Maurya dynasty of
India in 321 B.C. This office conferred
upon its holder much more than the
powers of a private chaplain, rather those
of chief legislator and prime minister
combined. Indeed, Chanakya, the de
formed Brahman, boasted of himself as"

he who with knowledge in his head
and weapon in his hand snatched with
irresistible force the earth from Nauda,"
the weak monarch who immediately pre
ceded Chandragrupta on the throne of
Magadha. Indian law books attributed
to ancient sages all exhibit an unpleasant
discrimination in the regulation of the
domestic and civic duties, and the con
stant exaltation of the Brahmans, on a
principle difficult of appreciation to us, is
one of their chief features. Chanakya's
legislation, while covering much of the
same ground, is devoted to the organisation
of the growing empire of his master, and
is recorded in 150 chapters on 180 themes
divided into fifteen books, omitting
nothing even to the smallest details. The
Arthasastra deals with political division
and distribution of the land, sources and
collection of revenue, finance, prices,
currency, trade, industry, mines, military,
admiralty and civil government. The
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appointment and control of officers and
ministers of every kind, the principles
and methods of diplomacy and foreign
policy, and the protection of the imperial
person are all presented in minutest
fashion. We have no means of knowing how
far the dominions of Chandragupta were

ruled by the principles of Chanakya, but it
is something to know what the spirit of
the administration must have been when
directed by such a remarkable character.
In selecting our quotations from the
Arthasastra we do so in order to exhibit
the spirit of " non-moralism " which is
part of the general philosophy of egoism.
Of philosophy in this sense Chanakya
displays no knowledge ; he is a Vaidic
priest with all the ancient lore behind
him ; his non-moralism is designed to
serve the state, and what is unusual about
it is its unconsciousness.

Passing over, therefore, all that may
have been well designed and open to no
objection, we come to certain sections

dealing with what may be called the
secret service department." The Institutes of Espionage

"
had a

large staff of spies representing fraudulent
disciples, recluses, householders, mer
chants, ascetics practising austerities,

apprentices chosen from the orphans,
firebrands chosen from brave desperados,
poisoners chosen from those who exhibit
"

no filial affection and who are cruel and
indolent," mendicant women, etc. These
were provided with money to carry on
their assumed occupations while really
engaged in espionage.
" Such a spy surrounded by a host of disciples
with shaved head or braided hair may make
his abode in the suburbs of the city, and pretend
to be barely living on a handful of vegetables
or meadow grass taken once in the interval of
a month or two, but he may take in secret his
favourite foodstuffs."

All ministers and officers were to be
tested by means of

" artificial allurement
"

of four different kinds—religious, mone
tary, love and fear allurements. The
method was as follows :—A military
officer was to be dismissed his post and
surrounded by spies who would suggest
the possibility of his obtaining wealth
by murdering the King out of resentment ;

"
Thisjattempt is to the liking of us all ;

what dost thou think?" That was the

moneyj allurement. If he resisted he was

reported
" pure." Again, each minister,

was subjected to the
"

love allurement
"

in the same way. A woman spy under
the guise of an aged ascetic was to tell
each minister in succession

"
the Queen

is enamoured of thee and has made

arrangements for thy entrance into her
chamber

"—and so on. The resisters of
religious allurement were appointed to

civil and criminal courts ; of money to the
revenue collection ; of love to the royal
pleasure grounds ; of fear to immediate
personal service. Resisters of all four
temptations were to be appointed as

prime ministers ; those who fell into the

traps were sent to mines, timber forests
and manufactories.

One of the many ways of collecting
special taxes is called by Chanakya,
" begging," the gist of which may be told
by the words " The King's servants shall
revile those whose subscriptions fall very
low." In the raising of revenue apart
from taxation and begging, the non-
moralist principles are exhibited in all
their nakedness. Here follow a few of

the many devices upon which we leave
our readers to comment.

(10)
The King's spies, under the guise of sorcerers,

shall under the pretence of ensuring safety
carry away the money not only of the societies
of heretics, and of temples, but also of the dead,

provided they are not Brahmans.

(12)
The Superintendent of Religious Institutions

and Temples shall collect money under the

pretence of holding at night processions of gods
or of performing other religious ceremonies with
a view to avert impending calamities.

(13)
Or by causing false panic from the arrival of

an evil spirit on a tree in the city, wherein is

hidden a man making all sorts of devilish noises,

the king's spies, in the guise of yogis, shall collect
money with a view to propitiate the evil spirit
and send it back.

(15)
Or, to persons who are not by nature credulous,

the yogi spies shall sprinkle or give to drink of

sacred water (!
) mixed with anaesthetic in

gredients and attribute their insensibility to
the curse of the gods . . . they may cause
an outcast person to be bitten by a cobra (1

)
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Thus the king's spies shall gather sufficient
money to fill his empty treasury.

(16)
Or else one of the king's spies, in the garb

of a merchant may become a partner to a rich
merchant and carry on trade in concert with
him. As soon as a considerable amount of
money has been gathered by sale, he shall rob
the whole and transfer it to the king's treasury.

Or else a spy in the garb of a rich merchant
may borrow vast quantities of gold, . .
and allow himself to be robbed of the same at

Courtesan spies, under the garb of chaste
women, may cause themselves to be enamoured
of persons who are guilty of various crimes
punishable by government. No sooner are the
suspected persons seen within the abode of
female spies than they shall be seized and their
property confiscated by Government. . . .
Or state spies may bring about a quarrel between
two guilty persons born of the same family
and administer poison to one or the other.
The survivor and his party shall be accused of
poisoning and their property confiscated. . . .
Or a claimant may be set up against a guilty
citizen of wealth to claim a large amount of
money professed to have been placed in his
custody by the claimant. . . . The king's
spies may murder the claimant at night and
lay the charge at the door of the citizen. Then
the citizen and his party may be arrested and
their property confiscated.

(19)
An outcast may be induced to enrol himself

as a servant to a rich citizen. The servant may

be murdered by a spy at night and the citizen
accused of the crime. Consequently his property
may be confiscated by the Government.

(22)
A spy, under the garb of a cook, may enrol

himself as a servant to a rich citizen and mix
counterfeit coin in the money in the possession
of his master and make room for his arrest.

Our extracts are a small part of a
translation of the Arthasastra made by
Pilay.

They show how far non-moralism can
be seriously carried ; it is probable that
many a monarch in the pursuit of his
egoistic aims, or even in fancied defence
of the welfare of his country, has before
and since Chandragupta's day employed
just such men as Chanakya.

If any one should believe that such
principles are in the last resort necessary
for the welfare of a nation, the case of
King Asoka, the grandson of the founder
of the Maurya Empire, is to the point.
His edicts and his conduct are the direct
antithesis of Chanakya's Arthasastra, and
it would be pleasing if our readers would
turn their minds to the intellectual and
moral problems which this remarkable
divergence suggests. i

William Loftus Hare.

It is not growing like a tree,
In bulk, doth make men better be ;

Or standing long an oak, three hundred year,
To fall at last a log, dry, bald, and sere.

A lily of a day
Is fairer far in May;

Although it fall and die that night,
It was the plant and flower of light.

In small proportions we just beauties see,

And in small measures life may perfect be.

Ben Jonson.



Thoughts on the Times
{Under the above heading we shall, in future, print a number of short leading articles each

month, by various authors, bearing on questions of interest at the present time.)

THE POST-WAR OUTLOOK
jA LL who read these pages are

privileged to live in whatI m should be the beginning of the/ m greatest renaissance period of
the world's history.

Measured by the calendar, the long
drawn out agony of the European War
covered less than half a decade. Measured
by the pitiless immensity of its slaughter
and destruction, the period was much
longer. Now that it is ended, we should
be entering upon a time of recreation ; a
restorative, creative time of building up ;

the beginning of a new and better epoch.

^Those who incline toward fretfulness
and pessimism, because a new heaven and
a new earth did not come into view within
a month or two of the sounding of the
Cease Fire in November last, would be
well-advised to remember that after a
strain so dreadful as that of 1914-19,
reaction, with its attendant stumbles,
pauses, false starts and blunders, would
inevitably precede action. From stress so
violent the reaction would necessarily be
severe, had we endured it for but fifteen
instead of fifteen hundred days. Therefore
—patience ! A task so stupendous as the
recasting of civilisation cannot be accom
plished at the gallop.

Enquiry, investigation, patient study ;

these must always precede full under
standing ; and full understanding must
precede wise and fruitful action. And it
is in this essential spade-work that the
least and humblest among us may help,
may play our part, manfully and worthily,
in the foundation-laying of the great
renaissance. Where all are sincerely
seeking understanding, progress will be
more sure and more rapid than where the
clever among the rank and file expend
their cleverness upon criticism of the
leaders, and the remainder merely listen
to the criticism, waiting idly upon events.

In the matter of this quest of under
standing, one may perhaps be permitted
to emphasize the first-rate importance of

weighing and considering the points of

view of the returned fighting-men. There
are a number of sound reasons for this,
and one of them is that, in the case, for

example, of the people of the British Isles,
the fighting-men represent nearly one-fifth
of the entire population, and certainly
not its least active and vigorous section.
That fact deserves the consideration of
all those among us who are in any danger
of becoming superior persons, and who
incline accordingly to class themselves as

the thinkers of the community, as dis

tinguished from such simple folk as mere
demobilised soldiers and sailors. Another
sound reason for seeking knowledge of the

points of view of the returned fighting
men is that they represent the young
manhood of the race, and that the future
is to the young.

In billets and trenches in France and

Flanders and in a variety of places in

England, the present writer has sought

understanding of the fighting man's point
of view. It is just possible that the fol

lowing few brief extracts from his note
books may prove of some slight suggestive
value to other seekers and students. On

the off-chance they are recorded here, for

even the off-chance of mutual helpfulness
is of more worth than the certainty of self-

seeking.
Capt. W , ex-Company Commander,

rather older than some, and wearing the

ribbons of three medals won in this war,

said :—
"As I see it, it is the coming-on

generation we should be thinking most
about, and the whole many-sided question
of education seems to me more important
than anything else, I don't mean only

schooling, of course, important though
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that is. I mean the whole vital and
tremendous business of the upbringing
and equipment of the young. I feel that
all peoples have been horribly remiss with
regard to this ; some from sheer careless
ness, and some from stupidity and

ignorance. We have all been at fault,
and the British people, I think, have been
most glaringly at fault. Think of the
accumulated wisdom and knowledge of
the past few centuries, and then consider
the intellectual equipment of the average
youngster who enters an office in London,
or the youngsters I've been living with,
as they were pitchforked into this war.
The stupid wastefulness of all that we
have left undone is as cruel as war itself.
Examine into all that is done to fit a

thoroughbred young horse for its career
on the race track, or a poodle for its
music hall stage career, or a dancer for
the ballet, and then consider carefully the
training given to the average British boy
or girl—the numerical majority —in the
first fifteen years of their lives.

" Ask any General in this war, or just
think the thing out for yourself. What
else can possibly be so important as
training ? The teachers then are the most
important people in the community. They
should be the flower of the race. How do
they compare in importance, in the eyes
of the majority, with the brewers, actors,
financiers, politicians, millionaire company
directors, and so on ? How do the names
of teachers figure in the Honours Lists ?

How many of the very greatest among
them, those who are entrusted with the
training of the sons of the most highly
privileged, are made peers ? Compare
the rates of pay with which we attract
men and women to the teaching ranks
with the rates in vogue for prize-fighters,
comedians, film-play actors, Cabinet
Ministers, big shop managers, or the
trainers of racehorses, for example." With regard to the schooling part of
education, it is obvious we have never
been able to see the wood for the trees ;

we have concentrated on the most un
important kind of detail, and blindly
ignored the essentials. What have we
been giving the youngsters, after two

thousand years of Christian civilisation ?

Distasteful, indigestible tabloids of in
formation, the use of which is rarely
comprehended, the existence of which is
forgotten in the first season out of school.
Appreciation is vastly more important than
memorizing. The provision of the right
kind of appetite is more important than
the provision of any kind of food, because
the owner of the right kind of appetite
will himself obtain the food he wants.
If men and women were performing
poodles the tabloid system might serve ;

but as it is, the only thing that really
matters is the development in the young
of given attitudes of mind and points of
view ; the development of an intelligence
capable of fending for itself. Obviously,
the teachers should be the very finest men
and women of the race, the strongest,
keenest intelligences we can produce. We
cannot make real progress until we
recognise and act upon our elementary
obligations in this matter of education.
And we must do it at once, or the next
generation will lose, for example, all the
priceless lessons we have paid for in blood
and agony since August, 1914."

Colonel A , junior partner in a
mercantile firm before the war, and com
manding a battalion for more than two
years in France, after serving as Subaltern
and Captain, said :—

" We have been a nation for a long time,
but we have not yet acquired the com
munal feeling which, I believe, is a first
essential to progress. We have got it in
sport, and we knew how to introduce the
team-work spirit into war. But we have
to go far beyond that. We have to run
civilisation on team-work fines and con
duct it on the basis of the communal
spirit. The initiative and individualism of
our men was splendid in the war ; but
yet I believe individualism of a narrow,
selfish sort is our besetting weakness as a
race. For reconstruction purposes we
must learn to regard ourselves, not as
isolated individuals, but as units in a
great army whose goal is betterment,

progress, righteousness. We must work
each for all. What is the first step ?

Improved and much wider understanding,
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and less segregation. We must slouch
less, and stand more to attention ; on the
fore-part of the feet. I mean mentally.
In the average man's mind to-day the
ordinary phenomena of daily life are
accepted blindly as proceeding in some

vague way from the will and action of
unseen powers behind the scenes generally
referred to as

' They.' ' They ought to
put a stop to this.' ' They'll jolly well
have to give us .' That horribly
vague and totally uncomprehended

' They'
should be washed right out, and replaced
by practical understanding, and deter
mined desire for yet further and more
complete understanding. Out of that
will arise intelligent participation,
adequate sense of responsibility, increased
activity —progress.

' '

Corporal N , an Australian N.C.O.,
who declined several offers of a Com
mission, had the reflection of big distances
in bis kindly eyes when he said :—

" The finest thing of all to aim at has
this great advantage about it

,

that the
mere aiming at it brings gain all along
the line ; gain to the fellow who's trying
to bring it about, and gain to everybody
else. If we all really try for it, now that
this war's over, the world will be a good
place to live in ; it will that ; a deal
better place for us, and a great place, aye,

a great place, for those that are coming
on. What is it ? It's not so easy to put

it into words, because words have some
how got cheapened. Politicians and
people have juggled with them till they're
mostly a bit tainted ; some with one kind
of a taint and some with another ; swank,
humbug, and dirtiness. But the finest
thing to aim at, if you give the word a

chance, is comradeship ; to see to it that
every fellow has a fair sporting chance
in life. If you say

' brotherhood,' well,
we've all known brothers who hated one
another like poison. But, all the same,
it's a spirit of real brotherhood that will
accomplish more for the new world than
anything else. I think perhaps we have
got a shade more of it out yonder than
you have here at home. Maybe not, but

I think so. We really do want every
youngster to have a fair sporting chance.

I believe everyone would aim at it to get

it
,

if we could give up spotting what
seem to us the faults and failings—what
we call vulgarity, and that sort of thing—
of other people, outside our own particular
little lot, and think instead about what
every single one of them might be, may
be, should be, will be—given the fair
sporting chance from the start."

An English Platoon Commander, young
and keen, who had listened to Corporal
N , had some interesting things to say
about the effects of training. It was
military training he had in mind, and he
had been greatly impressed by the
miracles it could accomplish in a few
months, even where the least promising
material was concerned. He instanced a

type which, before the war he had re
garded as hopeless : the street -corner
Hooligan from the worst quarters of
London and other great cities. " In three
months I've seen him taught to throw a
chest and keep himself as smart as paint,
and you might think there was nothing
much in that, any more than in teaching
him to throw a double somersault, and
that he was the same old hooligan inside.
But you would be wrong ; as wrong as
wrong can be. The throwing of that chest
was the outward and visible sign of an
inward and spiritual change, I can assure
you. I have seen the same fellow a month
or two later in trenches, and watched him
doing things a saint might be glad to have-

to his credit. I have, indeed. His tongue
might still be what you'd call foul, but
I've seen him living a life that was
knightly, so far as the things that matter
are concerned ; and doing nothing for
credit's sake, mind you, but more often
hiding up real unselfishness and bravery,
and self-sacrifice with clumsy pretences at
continued hooliganism. They're real gold
at the core. The gold is there, believe me,

in the poorest of them. But they'll leave

it overlaid to the last unless they're
helped —forced in the first place —to bring

it out. But it's there, and if we could
bring it out in the war, in a few months,

surely we ought to be able to bring it out ,

and keep it out, in the Peace !

"

A Sussex man, Private in a Line
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regiment, who, one was glad to learn, had
aimed before the war at school-mastering,
and cherished still the same purpose,
spoke feelingly of what the word" England

"
has stood for and meant in

the minds of men of different classes ;

how grandly, sweetly gracious a symbol
for some, and for others no more than an

image conjuring up visions of a network
of slums bounded by squalid public
houses ; and, withal, of what was done
for England in the war by all grades of
men. The theme bears a good deal of
thinking upon. The English Private felt
strongly that it behoved all men of good
will to see to it that there should be some
evening-up of the disparity between the
meanings for different minds of a good
many key words. With regard to the
schooling of the future, the indoor work,
he felt there should be less of task work
and more of what he called

" pow-wow
"

;

more of the rational talking over of things
in an informing, ordered, disciplined way." But most of the discipline should be
inculcated outside the class rooms ; inside

should come culture. The more discipline
outside and in games, the better ; tasks,
too, if you like. The learning should
never be task work. That is where

pleasure and interest should come in.
It all boils down in my opinion, first, to
the matter of good-will and imagination,
and, secondly, to making the best
possible kind of teaching worth while,
and so attracting to it those who, in
time, will feel the worth-whileness of
it, irrespective of any merely material
aspect."

The note books are bulky, the opinions
recorded numerous, the space now avail
able all too short and valuable to permit
of further sampling. Here and there a

suggestion may be found in these few
extracts ; but, failing that, they will have
amply served their turn if they should
induce some readers of these pages to seek
for themselves and at first hand, sym
pathetic understanding of the views and
impressions of returned fighting-men, re
garding the constructive, creative period
that lies now before us.

FIRE WORSHIPPERS

WE are suffering to-day from the pre
sence in our midst of a considerable

number of people who delight in playing
with fire. The disorder and the unrest
of our time give them an opportunity
of posing in the most dangerous fashion
as friends of humanity and heralds
of a new and brighter day. For the
most part these swash-buckling souls

keep all that is their own and as much
else as they can acquire, they lack no
creature comforts that are within the
reach of their purse even while they de

plore all forms of extravagance lying
outside the range of their means or taste.
They do not know themselves, but the
historian knows them. History records
their intervention through the ages.
Their last appearance in force was at
the end of the eighteenth century in
France. They clamoured for the Revo
lution which was to shear their foolish
heads from their pampered bodies. The

fires they helped to kindle consumed
them in the end.

To-day they have passed beyond
slamming and State socialism, for both
have lost their pristine novelty. The
very latest " stunt "

is to be a revolution.
Reconstruction is anathema, profit shar
ing, housing schemes, garden cities, small
holdings and resettlement are either
"

eye-wash
" or " dope," according to

the degree of slanginess that has been
reached. Half trained or wholly un
trained minds excited by the incendiary
Press are affected in a way for which
only Rabelais would have found such

fitting expression as the sensitive among
us would hardly care to read. With
some undoubtedly this fire-worshipping
propensity is a form of auto-intoxication,
in others it ministers to a diseased vanity,
in a few it is the expression either of
fear or of a perfectly honest inability
to understand the social complex, or a
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complete mental inability to reach any
goal save by what seems the shortest route.
Not more than a part of fire-worshippers
are dishonest, but all are dangerous.
At the present time, when there is but
a thin crust of civilisation between the
world and chaos, we have in our midst
people who are trying deliberately to
break through it, to release all the forces
that are associated sooner or later with
revolution and anarchy. They have
never seen the fruits of disorder, the
lessons of the past are unknown, nor
will they trouble to enquire about them.
Some are not even serious, they merely
think that the frequent use of the cliches
of the revolutionary will add to their
mental stature.

Among their equals and superiors in
intelligence the fire worshippers can do
little harm. There comes to some of
us who listen to their impassioned or
envenomed tirades a memory of the famous
scene between Mr. Weller's mother and
the Fat Boy. " I'm sure I've been a

good mistress to you, Joe," says the
old lady.

" I wants to make your flesh

creep
"

is the implacable reply. Un
fortunately it is not to those who can
detect and expose fallacies that the
fire worshippers appeal. They under
stand that their only chance is with the

ignorant and embittered, with those
whose grievance against society is not
only real but well founded. They are
careless of the consequences, for such is
their belief in the chapter of accidents
that they are confident of its aid. Some
who have failed utterly and demonstrably
to rule their own poor lives, their own
whims, passions and opportunities, dream
that they can ride in the whirlwind and
direct the storm. They talk as though
weighed down by all the burden of social

inequality and resultant evils from which
no civilisation is exempt. No sense of
the actuality of things and the blind
ness of the forces they seek to provoke
avails to deter them ; their thoughts,
feelings and sentiments are all shams,
and they cannot understand the risks to
which they expose the State. Invariably,
too, they lack the saving grace of humour.

Yet, be it confessed, there is no need to
feel concerned on their account, since
no concern can alter the direction of their
destiny. Our care is for the innocent
victims of the fire worshippers, the
people who strive and suffer and ac
complish ; who realise that in spite of
civilisation's failures, its tendency is
to move onwards and upwards. Those
who have helped to build up, to help, to
guide and assist, they are the real sufferers
from revolution, and so, too, in the end
are the blind unthinking masses spurred
by the incendiaries to revolt to gratify
an emotion, a whim, a desire for brief
rule in the Kingdom of Hell rather than
long service in the Kingdom of Heaven.

We must expect when the nerves of
the world are set on edge that there will
be many who will seek to promote dis
order and revolt. A very small minority
may believe that the end justifies the
means, some who have suffered from
the manifest errors of industrialism may
hold that nothing less than world
upheaval will cure world sickness. On the
other hand it may be noticed that the
supporters of revolt in all its evil forms
are either the very young who are follow
ing a normal instinct or the biases and
the amateurs of life who have no real
claim upon the attention of serious
people. The exceptions to this general
rule are few.

The time is coming, indeed it may be
said to have come, when all who realise
how great has been the struggle to bring
our western civilisation to its present
stage must combine to repudiate the fire
worshipper, whose confused thought is
dangerous to all within the circle of its
expression. They must expose the
fallacies they utter and the mischief they
seek to bring about, they must prepare
themselves to defend their country against
all who would substitute revolution for
evolution. It is often difficult to chal

lenge statements, to find offence in what

may stand for nothing more than ignor
ance or bad taste. There is in most of
us a certain reluctance to be thought
old-fashioned ; we sometimes allow our
selves to be driven from the most strongly
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entrenched moral position by a little
of the quick fire of ridicule. We cannot
if we would, we would not if we could,
defend certain aspects of the life around
us, its inequalities, injustice and un-
happiness. We admit the need for drastic
reforms, and the presence in our midst
of many who will seek to obstruct them.
But we do know that it is in the steady
and untiring work of the reformers,
rather than in the glib chatter of the
amateur revolutionist that salvation lies.
In the light of this knowledge our path
is made clear. We have to remember,
too, that the modern tendency is to
worship brute force. Ten ignorant people
are more than nine wise ones, three brick
layers prevail at the polling station over
two trained political economists. Nay,
the whole Parliamentary system is to
be sacrificed to the new demands, and
the fault is with those who placed the
suffrage before the knowledge of its
proper use. It is better to be dubbed

reactionary than quietly to acquiesce
in the procedure that hands intelligence
over to ignorance and places the wise
under the heel of the foolish.

In the long run the man with the
brain, the master organiser, will prevail
over brute force. So it has ever been
in the past, so it will be in the future.
Only a respect for the State and the
determination to fight abuses on con
stitutional lines can save what is left
of western civilisation from red ruin and
the breaking up of laws. Should we be
doomed, we must console ourselves with
the thought that " in the huge mass of
Evil, as it rolls and swells, there is ever
some Good working imprisoned ; working
towards delivery and triumph." But
just as we have fought for civilisation
vi et armis, so we must fight for it with
all our mental equipment against
those who are seeking to sacrifice what
has been one to empty and delusive
formulae.

THE WAY OF ANCIENT WISDOM

AFTER
four-and-a-half years of world

warfare and upheaval the hard and
bitter years of reconstruction have arrived.
The city of Western civilization has
been visited by an earthquake and we
are all busy among the ruins clearing
and rebuilding. No one can say of
his fife "

as in 1914," yet how many
now groping amid the debris have any
definite idea about the task before them,
what manner of city they are going
to help rebuild ?

The problems of construction and
reconstruction are threefold, and always
have been from the very dawn of social
life—namely, spiritual, moral and material.
Great wars can only rise when the first
two have become exhausted. Recon
struction ! The papers are full of it, yet
from one view point alone and that the
lowest. There is but one problem for
countless readers —the eternal stomach
problem stated variously in terms of
commerce and transport, of capital and
labour. The moral side is practically

untouched, and the spiritual largely by
those who desire to find a short and easy
way of communicating with the other
world.

An acute observer from the Far East
recently summed up the three failings of
Western civilisation as follows :—

Utter lack of the sense of proportion.
The secular life.
Worship of speed and short cuts.

Lack of Proportion.

If we take the first, we find it equally
applicable to the individual, the class and
the nation. Whether the atom is one or
many it matters not, for all three,
insignificant as they are in the vast

purposes of the Universal, have the same
idea of their own importance. We have
three standards— the standard of Me, the
standard of My Class, and the standard
of My Nation. All things are measured
by these three, they must be produced
on all occasions. True ! we speak of
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Democracy, of our age as a Democratic
age, and all the while Democracy is as
remote as the Isles of the Blest or The
Garden of the Hesperides. Who rules ?

All higher posts of the Civil Service, the
Governmental Departments, are the per
quisites of a class that has never for a

single instant relaxed its grasp from the
tiller of State. Without that mysterious
talisman of the upper classes called
"

influence
" all avenues are closed. The

same applies to both Army and Navy.
Only during the war and at the front,
where leadership and efficiency were
matters of life and death, the old barbed-
wire entanglements of privilege were cut
down and merit won thropgh. At home
the same old crusted incompetents, the
same young society darlings, red tabbed
and green. Take the education of the
poorer classes. In the towns it is largely
in the hands of well-to-do tradesmen, in
the country of prosperous farmers and
men with big business interests, generally
the last people to be interested in or
sympathetic to educational ideals for
working men's children.

On the other hand those who perform
hp service to Democracy are no better
than our present masters. With them

Democracy is always Me and My Class,
but stops short of the nation, though it
is inclined to include corresponding classes
of other nations. Strikes are engineered
with utter ruthlessness and disregard for
all classes save that of the striker. The
two prime causes for strikes are more

money and shorter hours, i.e., leisure. A
third has recently been added —the
political strike which aims at the downfall
of representative Government, and the
setting up of a Union mandate. With the
first two all of us must sympathise up to
a point, but the unfortunate corollary of

higher wages is always greater spending
capacity invariably strained to its limit.
Leisure is spending time. Blackpool
and Scarborough are the Nice and Cannes
of the weekly rich. The third cause is
essentially anti-democratic and a mere
substitution of Tom Stork for Lord Log.
All life is fluid, all things interpenetrate.
You cannot take the Material apart from

the Moral or the Moral apart from the
Spiritual. And the individual, the class
and the nation, each in its little water
tight compartment, may grow to the limits
of that compartment and then —rot.

The Secular Life.

Why should you take the seventh day
and say,

"
Chop ! this day belongs to the

Spirit —these six belong to temporal
things ?

" All days in the East belong
to the spirit and there is no such thing as

the secular life. The Material is merely
a preparation. Eating and drinking are

worship performed with the body. The
body is a temple of honour for the spirit.
The head of the family is the high priest
of this daily worship and pays homage to
the Primal Cause through the endless

chain of his ancestors. Thus the individual
becomes a responsible link with the

Divine and the bringing of children into
the world is an essential part of religion.
And so the race is preserved through the

medium of the sacred unit —the family.
But science will not preserve the race for
ever, nor sanitation, nor any remedy that
civilised society can offer. That which is
born through temporal need may prolong
a temporal state, it cannot render it
immortal. Only the religious sanction
can achieve this and through religion
alone China has been able to survive when
all her great contemporaries, Egypt and

Babylon and Assyria, have turned to dust.
Socialism and a declining birth rate, as

Dr. John Hubbard has pointed out in
" The Fate of Empires," always appear
together.

" The turning-point in past

civilisations has been marked, again and

again, by the appearance of Socialism
coincidently with a failure of the birth
rate." Where the interests of society and
the race are antagonistic, the race will go
to the wall. "It is not to the interest
of a Socialistic society to permit more
than an irreducible minimum of repro
duction on the part of individuals the

composing it."
The secular view of fife is alone

responsible for the appalling selfishness of

the present day. Work as little and spend
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as much as you can applies to rich and
poor alike. Where is the spirit of brother
hood that journalists once professed to see

arising from the graves of our dead ?

And yet it is to them that we shall turn
for salvation—to the immortal host that
went forward for the sake of an idea and
came not back. Not to the pontiffs who
sold their birthright for a mess of politics,
not to the Cagliostros of ancient super
stitions who come in shoals in the wake of
desolating wars, not to the vacillating
steersman of our modern states ; but to
the imperishable youth of those who
believed and gave all for the sake of their
belief. As they believed in liberty so
shall liberty ensue, as they believed in
Democracy so shall Democracy prevail, as
they believed in England so shall England
win through from the sands of her
sorrowful pilgrimage in the wilderness
after many years.

Worship of Speed and Short Cuts.

After many years ! That is the keynote
of our reconstruction. Time to heal, time
to mend, time to make straight the broken
roads and clear the debris before we build." You look at your cross-bow and expect
to see broiled duck "

runs the Chinese
saying, and this is the method of the West
—to look and straightway expect. It is
the last and subtlest and most perilous
of vanities, the vanity of the social
reformer who plants the tree and straight
way expects to sit in its shade. The wise
men of the East were wise because they
sowed and looked not for the harvest, they
planted for others not for themselves. In
all things they paid tribute to those whose
harvest they gathered in, the shade of
whose woods and gardens they enjoyed.
Their laws and ten commandments were
the laws of growth. " Thou shalt not "

applied to false restrictions or hot house
methods. The miracle of the pine and
the cedar is a culminating miracle wrought
through the sleep of many winters and
the awakening of many springs. And if,
this is so of the tree, what of the human
soul and the sense of things spiritual
beyond the borderland ? Is there a future

life and can we communicate with those
we love who have vanished from our
midst ? Listen ! From time to time
disciples came to the saints and Wise Men
of the East. As a diver searches the
bottom of the sea for sunken treasure, so
they searched the hearts of their disciples
for the right motive. For one that came
seeking truth, there were ten miracle
hunters. From the beginning it is the
motive that counts. What we say or
write is not half so important as our
reason for saying and writing it. So
vanity, ambition, curiosity and selfishness
all jostled each other at the Master'
Gate. They were put to menial tasks,
bidden to sweep the temple steps, to
stand in the outer court in the snow, they
were made hewers of wood and drawers
of water. The long, hard period of
discipleship, of humility and patience !

How many survived ? Here and there a
few, and invariably the few whose motive
was right from the beginning. The world
claimed the rest as the world will always
claim the seeker after miracles and the
short cut to another world. It is hard
for instance to tell those who have suffered
and lost that their motive for seeking
reunion is a selfish one. Yet in all humility
it must be said. There is only one way
of meeting with those who have made
the supreme sacrifice, and that is the
way of supreme sacrifice, of renunciation.
If the one you loved died for a cause in
this greatest of world catastrophes you
can make that cause your own. The war
is not over, it is only renewed elsewhere
and in another form. If to him the cause
was greater than all human ties, than even
your love, can you not make it greater than
your sorrow ? Become a hewer of wood
and a drawer of water, a camp follower
in the army of progress, sweep the steps,
of the temple you presume not to enter..
And one day the scales will fall and you
will see, not with mortal eyes looking uporv
a dim shadow, an apparition, but with
eyes of Illumination, and the comfort you
have denied yourself will be given you.
Ask not and ye shall receive, seek not
and ye shall find, that is the Way of
ancient wisdom.
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THE DUTY OF OPTIMISM

AMID
the unrest of the nations groping

after a new basis of security the voice
of the public counsellor rises continually,
as it did during the war, to advocate
endurance. " Mr. Standfast," of the old
allegory, has been furbished afresh as

the type and example of citizenship at
a moment when citizenship seeks new
definitions and new ideals. Every day,
while work halts paralysed by labour dis

putes, the Press urges the paramount neces

sity of productive endeavour, and calls

upon the nation to " hold on." The
advice, sound in itself, is coloured by a

note of misgiving and apprehension, not
unnatural where circumstances are appa
rently so adverse and disturbing. Too
often the phrase of implied hope is cast in
the conditional form. // we endure to the
end, we shall be saved. Something more

positive is required, a firmer affirmation
of belief, which is the only spring of
action. And that belief must be in the
ultimate victory of good. Nothing more
or less will carry the world triumphantly
through the second and hardest stage of
the great conflict, in which, under the
name of Peace, it is now engaged.

Here then is
" indicated," in the

physicians sense, the duty of Optimism.
But in what form is this loosely used
word optimism to be interpreted for our
present purpose ? Not in its strict
original meaning, as it was first coined

by the Jesuit authors of the
"

Memoires
de TreVoux," with reference to the

optimum of Leibnitz's doctrine that the
actual world is the best of all possible
worlds, a proposition that drew the fire
of Voltaire in " Candide." Nor should
it be taken as signifying the mere dis

position to look on the bright side of

things ; for that, although on occasion
a useful and comforting attitude, has
limited driving force and tends to in
dolence. It is that " shallow optimism,"
censured by the author of " The Idea of
Tragedy

"
as

"
the last theory of all to

which a thinking man ought to consent."
The only optimism worthy of thinking
men must be that wider conception,

which looks beyond the present chaotic
flux of human affairs, and presupposes
the ultimate predominance of good over
evil. It leaves room for that divine
dissatisfaction, which, clearly seeing what
is awry, yet recognises the possibility
of betterment, and refuses to rest content
with easy views, or to sink beneath the

weight of adverse circumstance. The
harder the task appears, the more courage
ous becomes this spirit of optimism. It
ceases to be a mere attitude of mind, and
declares itself as a vital force, carrying
the man it inspires forward from conquest
to conquest, and enabling him to rise

on stepping stones of his dead self to

higher things. In its light alone can he

see life steadily and see it whole. By
optimism progress thrives. Pessimism
is slow poison and its end, paralysis.

It is against this slow poison that the

world of to-day has chiefly to contend,
for, to the superficial, the discourage
ments were never more oppressive. The
dislocation of society, the brooding con

sciousness of instability, the knowledge
of volcanic fire, ready to burst forth and

overwhelm what remains of established
order, the apparent lack of clear leader

ship, the babel of divided counsels tempt
men to despair, if they do not fortify
themselves with firm belief, that, as out
of the recent material struggle came

victory, imperfect perhaps yet recognis
able, for certain eternal principles, so

out of the new conflict, waged, for the

most part, with immaterial weapons,
there must emerge a spiritual triumph.
Such an optimism knows no haste or

impatience. It consents even to forgo
the sight of the fulfilment of its faith,

for the process is likely to be long. It
is hardy enough to endure shocks, to see

confusion worse confounded, before order
can be reasserted.

It endures because its roots are deeper

than the flux of things. To find the

foundations of this optimism it is necessary
to follow the path of Plato, when he

distinguished between knowledge and

opinion, showing the former to rest upon
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the essential Form of Good, that " in
expressible beauty," the source of science
and truth, and surpassing these two in
beauty ; while the latter has to do only
with objects blent with darkness, the
world of birth and death, and therefore
a dim, shifting and unsteadfast thing.
To this transient opinion, which the un-
philosophical mistake for real knowledge,
must be referred those secondary com
placencies which go by the name of
optimism, and which fail before the';hard
pinch of evil realised. Lower still, is that
false optimism which sees one fool's
paradise dissolved, only to build another
and more foolish out of the crumbled
materials, like the lady who declared
herself an optimist, because she never
missed the five thousand pound prize in
a lottery, without concluding that Fortune
had pahned her for the ten-thousand.

The true optimism never shrinks from
facts, however threatening, nor does it

imagine good where none exists. It is
the stronger the more it approximates
to true knowledge, and every new approxi
mation is a step towards the realisation
of the ultimate Form of Good. It seeks
to assign just values, and to know things
as they are, so that all relations may be
harmonised. Whether the ultimate vision
of the perfect beauty is attainable by
any man is a question that concerns the
optimist less than his desire to make
what progress he may towards the ideal
goal. And he is sustained in his quest
and in his conviction by something
transcending the mutable world ; for
he has made friends with reality. To
do this he had to put himself under the
guidance of truth, whereby the soul wins
emancipation. And the soul set free
"

co-operates," to use Emerson's phrase," in the divine expansion ; it refuses
limits, and always affirms an Optimism,
never a Pessimism."

In the final judgment of history, the glory of any nation is estimated, not by its
power or its wealth, but by what it has added to the beauty of the world. The story
of mankind is nothing but the record of an age-long quest for beauty.

* # »

It only needs a slight raising of human standards of thought and feeling, to reveal
the present age as an age of barbarism rather than of civilisation. Five hundred
years hence men will shudder at things which we do, with complacent unconsciousness,

to-day.

• • •

To have an ideal, and to live it to the fulness of his power, is Man's only secret of
true happiness.



From a Country Study
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. Bensusan

S
IR

Charles Walston (Waldstein)
has written a thought provoking
Essay in Moral Reconstruction
and has called it "Truth"
(Cambridge University Press).

Composed during the war, publication was
delayed until quite recently, and the result
of the epic struggle that provoked his
comment upon our morals and manners
leaves the opinions set out unaffected.
The author believes that the efficient cause
of war is to be found in our defective
standards, our faulty education. He
pleads for Moral Reconstruction and even
those who cannot see eye to eye with him
must admit that he is justified and that
he makes out a strong case, though some
of the evidence adduced in support breaks
down on examination.

Looking at his conclusions from another

angle of vision we see that war has flooded
the world with hatred and all uncharitable-
ness, has multiplied the evil forces that
are ever waiting to attack civilisation, and
strengthened the hands of the Satans who
who go to and fro in the world and walk
up and down in it. Yet we have to
remember what Sir Charles Walston
forgets, that there are probably more

people in our midst to-day than there have
ever been who recognise the evils, are

prepared to fight them and believe in
their hearts that the submergence of
civilisation is not the Divine Intent. We
have had long years in which it was not
necessary to do battle for any of the faiths
that were in us. Now the time of truce

is over and in the world of Moral Causes
there will be such a fight as has occupied
the civilisation of the Western world
through five long years on the physical
plane. Defeat is unthinkable and some of

us know that those who struggle will be

stronger even though they be overcome

and that they will be giving their little
help to move life on towards the far-off
divine event. It is my quarrel with the

author of a really illuminating essay that
he writes as though few, if any, perceived
the danger to which our lowered standards
of public and private life are leading us.

Surely if this were the case he would find

no audience. Again I blame him for his

assumption that honesty, clear thought
and direct intention are the fruits o

f

culture. They are not. Culture may force

the seed, but without that seed, forcing is

a waste of energy. What, one would like
to know, is the proportion of under
graduates that derives real benefit from

university life ? One of the best and most

honourable men I have ever met is a

country carrier who, up to the age of forty,
just forty years ago, was a rag and bone

merchant. It is from within and not from
without that the forces capable of building
up our moral standard derive.

• * •
A further matter for regret is that Sir

Charles Walston will write as though he

were on a high tower, or at least a very
elevated platform, that he will talk to
his fellow men as though he stood far
above them by reason of his mental and

moral equipment. I do not suggest that this
attitude is deliberate or even conscious, I

am content to remark that it is unpleasant.
There is nothing in his pages, valuable
though many of them are, to proclaim
the man with a vision that extends beyond
the ordinary, nor can one welcome his
repeated reference to his own earlier works.
He mistakes obscurity for profundity on
several occasions, and is at the best of
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times eminently long-winded. Here is one
sentence that tells beyond all doubt where
the author learned to think. " The reason
why such an adequate expression of moral
consciousness has not existed among us,
in spite of the eminently practical and
urgent need, is that the constitution and
the teaching of ethics have been relegated
to the sphere of theoretical study of
principles, historical or speculative, and
have not directly been concerned with
establishing a practical guide to conduct."
Yet we learn to pardon such a cumbrous
sentence, and to read with genuine
appreciation many more that are like them,
when we realise that we are listening to
a man whose effort is to help, to stimulate
flagging virtues, to repress flamboyant
error wherever he may meet it. He
considers the lies and subterfuges born of
war, mercilessly he exposes them, but his
remedies are never as great as the disease
he has discovered. It is not by giving
culture to the few that you will bring
reform to the many, but it is by altering
the whole basis of modern life, by enlarging
the chances and diminishing the anxieties
of the masses, by setting up from above
a standard of simplicity in living, honesty
in action and sobriety in thought. From
no cloistered seclusion of the University
town can these influences reach the rank
and file.

" Truth "
is an Essay that ought

to be in the hands of thousands, its appeal
should be world-wide, but the reader feels
that the author is over-anxious to justify
himself, that he has remained on his
platform and would not in any circum
stances leave it to mingle with the
profanum vulgus that needs the ripe fruit
of his learning, his seclusion and his ease.

• • •
Some quarter of the Essay is devoted to

a critical consideration of journalism as
a factor in the creation of moral standards,
and here Sir Charles is amazingly in
tolerant and ill-informed. A mere onlooker,
he writes as though he had lived for a

generation at least in " the Street of
Adventure." Journalism with its peren
nial haste and occasional inexactitude is
intolerable to him. A journalist having
justified himself to the author in little

more than two pages of type, Sir Charles
gives nearly ten to a vain attempt to
demolish the justification. One thinks,
with a chuckle, how the journalist unknown
would probably have pared his critic's ten

pages into four and put into them all that
was worth the saying, might even out of
life-long habit have given some of the

arguments a little much-needed cogency.
It is when our author proceeds to wield
the bludgeon that we see he has forgotten
Hamlet's remark that a bare bodkin
would do the business. He says in his
semi-judicial fashion —" you have laid the

greatest stress on the faculty of rapid
judgment. I see no need for this." Here
you have the key to the writer's mental
attitude. Sir Charles Walston looks at

journalism, finds it always hasty and
sometimes inexact and will have none of
it. Consequent upon his rejection the

profession becomes worthless. If it were
courteous to whisper that the modern

journalist has other functions than the
satisfaction of his distinctly academic
taste, one would almost feel tempted to
do so. I am by no means certain that in
giving some four-and-forty out of one
hundred and sixty pages to the subject
of journalism Sir Charles Walston has

preserved a sense of proportion, I am

sure that in his criticism he has failed to
do so. It is a fact that if he had the

lightness of touch, the firmness of grip,
the eye for the essential and the sense of

proportion that distinguish the best
journalism, his work would escape the
worst of its faults, the heaviness of the
doctrinaire, the dry hardness of the

professor, the sublime certainty that
opinions cannot be challenged. Here we
have a valuable Essay, the work of a

well-meaning and gifted gentleman whose

principles are admirable, and it will fail
to attract the audience it deserves because
it has all those faults of composition that
the trained journalist, who must hold his
reader if he would keep his place, has
learned to avoid.

• • •
We have all heard the story of the little

boy who told his father that somebody
he could not see had been abusing him
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and even using bad language. His father
on questioning the lad found that he had
mistaken echo for the voice of a stranger.
Now I may claim in all modesty to have for
gotten much more about journalism than Sir
Charles Walston will ever know. Through
five-and-twenty years 1 have been
associated with the newspapers of London ,

with those he would bless and those he
would ban, and I know now that the most
successful are those that echo their readers
most exactly. The papers with the vulgar
personal columns, the articles that reflect
the lowest tastes supply a definite want.
So, too, do those that comment sanely,
reasonably, often with authority and even
distinction, upon current events. Though
Sir Charles be virtuous there shall yet be
cakes and ale, though he be long-winded
there shall yet be a daily news service for
such as desire one. Let him reflect upon
a certain absence of objectionable elements
in our English press, he will know some
thing of the continental variety. It is
customary to abuse the house of Harms-
worth, but did anybody find a paper issued
by that remarkable house in which there
was anything unclean or salacious ? Has
anybody been able to find the financial
columns of any of its organs used to mis
lead or rob the public ? Our newspapers
are free from much of the reproach that
falls to the press of the Continent, and the
men at the head of affairs will be found
ready to improve the tone and the taste
as soon as there is any evidence that
their public will endure the elevation.
You may say they should lead and not
follow their public, but the average
Englishman is not easily driven and the
most vulgar of men has a right to a news
sheet that reflects himself. Perhaps when
we have the Journalism by the State that
Sir Charles Walston demands things will
be different ; it does not follow that they
will be better. Recent experiments in
State direction of affairs have hardly
strengthened desire for Government
control. After all the State is represented
by men with the faults, failings and
limitations that are common to us all. We
may say of the Statesman as the Spaniard
says of his village priest, he is

"
hombre

como edqmer otro," that is to say, a man
like the rest of us.

* • •
1 confess that I took up " Truth " with

an enthusiasm that flagged slowly but

surely. Here was a great theme, here a

supreme occasion, here a man of more
than ordinary attainments. From the
union of the three should have come the

message that would have stimulated and

strengthened us. Alas, it resolves itself
into some few valuable reflections and a

good many ill-founded views and opinions,
uttered with an air of omniscience. A
great opportunity has been seized but

could not be retained. It may be very

wrong of the world at large to refuse to
be lectured or scolded, and when it is

reading one book to be very little con
cerned with what the author said in

another, but we have to take people as

we find them. I do not suggest that we

should make no effort to convert them to

any views that are, as far as our finite

intelligence can tell us, likely to advantage
the world at large. We all have our ideals
and we seek either by precept or example
to make converts, but we must stand on

our feet when we address our fellow men

and leave our stilts at home. They can

be used at carnival or on Bank Holiday
when we set out to make people laugh,
the last thing I am sure that Sir Charles
Walston would think of doing. When
we would teach, particularly when we are

addressing those who may please them
selves about attending our discourse, we

must persuade, we must appeal to our
common humanity, we must remember
that we are but a spark of the universal

fire, that the same life that has given one

a taste for Greek culture and University
seclusion has given another man a

preference for bitter beer and a football
match. For when we come to think of it
the greatest among us plays a very small,

insignificant part in the scheme of things,
and the salt of a sense of humour may

preserve many gifts that for lack of it

tend to become unpleasant. In these notes,
should he deign to read them, Sir Charles
Walston may find yet another aspect of

Truth.
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I have been greatly interested by " The
Thunderbolt," a novel published by
Fisher Unwin and written by George
Colmore, a writer who needs no introduc
tion to readers of this magazine. It is
in many respects a remarkable work.
We are presented with a picture of an
absolutely uninteresting woman, Mrs.
Bonham, and her completely conventional
daughter Dorrie. They live in a dull
market town, they do uninteresting things,
they are common-place to the finger tips,
and yet they hold us because they are
living people, bye-products of our latter-
day civilisation. Every county town has
its Mrs. Bonham and its Dorrie, its
Doctor, its Vicar and its working-party
ladies, cut in like fashion or cast in the
same mould. They do more good than
harm, they are kind and helpful, small,
petty minded and as stimulating as
Salisbury Plain on a wet and windy day.
But it is to this dull circle that tragedy
comes ; to be more accurate the trouble
strikes the centre of the circle, Mrs.
Bonham and her daughter. For Dorrie
goes abroad, to France and to Germany. I
think it was Francis Bacon who remarked
that he who goes to a foreign country
without having mastered the language
does not travel ; he merely goes to school.
A hideous complication supervenes, not the
less effective by reason of the author's
reticence, Dorrie, for a trifling ailment , goes
to the clinic of Dr. Reisen where she is
received by his assistant who takes her for
a patient of quite another kind and
proceeds to inoculate her in order to treat
the terrible complaint for which he care
lessly supposes her to be suffering. For
Dr. Reisen is the discoverer of a famous

remedy for a foul disease, and it is rumoured
that he has sacrificed patients to perfect
his cure. In the dedication George
Colmore writes, " To A. W. L., with whom
I have often discussed the place of fact
in fiction, I dedicate a piece of fiction
which owes both its conception and its
climax to fact." Early in the book when
nursery governesses for Dorrie are being
tried and found wanting, a certain Miss
Bootham, one of the rejected, airs hetero
dox views. She says that animals have

rights, she declares that experiments on
animals lead to experiments on human
beings. The Vicar having said that he

had never heard of such things and the
Doctor having declared that Miss Bootham
didn't know what she was talking about ,

Mrs. Bonham sends the governess away.

* * *

In the days of the tragedy, when a
French specialist had told Mrs. Bonham
the nature of Dome's trouble, and had
remained unmoved by the cause of it,
the statements of Miss Bootham were
recalled. Then Dr. Reisen came to
England, and the scientific world paid
homage to the man being concerned with
results and not with means to an end.
even Mrs. Bonham 's friend, Dr. Rayke.
being among the worshippers, so that
the cup of her bitterness was full to over
flowing. And Dorrie, the innocent victim
of scientific research, was dead ; her old
nurse who had been faithful to her all the
time gave her during an attack of
influenza the painless dose that put a
period to her trouble.

" It is little satis
faction to Georgina (Mrs. Bonham) that
Dorrie died of an illness she can talk
about."

One cannot suggest that " The Thunder
bolt "

is a pleasant book, or one that
may be left about for anybody to read,

but it is at least a very sincere work
and written with more than ordinary
skill and with a reticence that is at times
most effective. It would seem to have
a definite purpose, to be designed to teach
that the responsibility for evil extends
to all classes of the community and that
none may hope to escape. If the sins
of the times can strike such sheltered
lives as those portrayed here who shall
dwell in security ? George Colmore brings
a very grave indictment against the

memory of a man whose identity can

hardly appear disguised to those of us
who know the comparatively recent
history of therapeutics. To the English
mind there is something unspeakable
in the practice of experiment upon
humans, and yet it is well known that
such things as are hinted at here are
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done in Central Europe. We get back
to the sole declaration of Miss Bootham,
who is little more than a name in the
narrative, who arrives and disappears
in the traffic of half-a-page, leaving
behind her the remark that vivisection
leads to outrage upon human beings.
We have the assurance of the preface
that we are reading fact in the guise of
fiction, and so when " The Thunderbolt "

is laid aside we have to ask ourselves
whether we see clearly about these
questions of vile means to desirable ends,
and whether at the great Court of Final
Appeal science will be able to justify
her attitude to all the lives of which man
is the appointed guardian. If George
Colmore set out to stimulate reflection
through the medium of a novel, there
can be no question about the success of
the endeavour.

• • •
We are all very interested in Russia

nowadays, and first-hand news from
that wonderful country is welcome even
when it is belated. Mr. Ernest Poole
is the author of two really interesting
books, one called

" The Village
"

and
the other " The Dark People

"
(Macmillan)

They were published in America a year
ago, and have been printed from electro
types that preserve all the peculiarities
of modern American spelling — ' traveler,'
' dove 1

(for dived—permissible, but un
pleasant), ' bowlders

'
for boulders, and

other little excursions into the unex
pected. In one of the books Mr. Poole
admits that he had no Russian, and
depended upon the services of his inter
preters, and yet he gives us what are
supposed to be the ipsissima verba of all
classes of men and women, statesmen,
soldiers, peasants, priests, landowners,
factory hands, schoolmasters and the
rest. One is afraid that Sir Charles
Walston would be very vexed, and would
find in these books material for a further
indictment of journalism, but the fact
remains that they make interesting read
ing, and the views are so clear, fresh
and individual that, though we may
criticise the inverted commas, there is
no need to quarrel with what they con

tain. " The Village
" is the account

of a journey made by Mr. Poole to the
country home of his interpreter, who is
a small landowner on good terms with
his neighbour.

" The Dark People
"

is a
rather out-of-date survey of revolutionary
conditions made before Lenin and
Trotski had come into power ; it is
devoted to a consideration of the whole
question from the view point of the
peasantry, whose general name in Russia
gives the book its title. It is comforting
to remember that out of Russia's vast
population some hundred and sixty
millions are workers on the land, for we
know that it is impossible to be in con
stant contact with Mother Earth and to
remain permanently out of touch with
the sane and sober realities of life. Mr.
Poole is able to show us that the heart
of Russia is sound. The peasants want
more room, they will welcome the means
of improved tillage, they have a contempt
for the towns and for the folk who do no
more than talk. Lack of sufficient land,
too much vodka and no education have
kept the Moujik in a backward condition,
but these books bear witness to the ex
istence of a large measure of commonsense
and mother-wit among the rank and file.

For the moment the young peasantry
who supplied the bulk of the Russian
soldiery have been overwhelmed by the
experience of war, by the new ideas that
they heard for the first time on the battle
field, by the Revolution and the con
sequent relaxation of the bonds of dis

cipline. German propaganda and intrigue
have been at work, too, and we know by
now how skilfully they are used. The
general opinion of old Revolutionary
leaders like Tchaikowski, men who have
both brains and character, would appear
to be that commonsense will prevail in
the end, and that against the vis inertiae of
the tillers of the soil, the insanity of the
townsfolk will be unable to prevail. This
at least was the view held by these sane

leaders of revolt some two years ago.
How far developments have served to
affect their outlook we have no means
of finding out. It would be unfair to
Mr. Poole to suggest that the interest
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of his books is limited to the views of
other people. His descriptions are ex
cellent, and he has captured successfully
the atmosphere, or what we may take
to be the atmosphere, of a Russian
village. Some of the people he writes
about are fascinating. There is the
rural priest who brings about educa
tional reform, improves farming and
reduces drunkenness, literally sacrificing
his life for the good of his flock. There
is a great schoolmaster who works in an
unknown village ; there is a " sorcerer,"
a mystic with hypnotic powers and a
gift of second sight, a strange, arresting
figure. It may be that remote Russia
is favourable to the development of such
types. This man, Kraychok (wild duck)
does no harm ; there was another named
Rasputin who, it will be remembered,
wrought evil all the days of his life, and
was able to make a conquest of all the
women, and most of the men, with whom
he came in contact. There have been very

many books about Russia published in
the past few years, and whatever their
qualities they all leave one impression
behind them, the impression that we are
only on the outskirts of that vast realm,
that its strenuous inner life is only half
understood ; that the writers of both fact
and fiction have vast mines full of most
valuable material awaiting their skilled
research and patient handling. Mr. Poole
has not written merely to add to the
number of books on Russia, he is a deter
mined advocate of American assistance
for Russia agriculture and urban in
dustry. He sees that if America with
her boundless wealth and vast oppor
tunities stands aloof, Germany will step
in, and that when Germany and Russia
between them number three hundred
millions or so, and there is a common
training and a fixed intent, the rest
of Europe may be faced again with
trouble that we are all reluctant to
think upon.

To look at life without eyes of love is to see only the back of the tapestry.

• # *

Action, and action only, is the measure of understanding.

• • •

He who is making true progress cannot plan his life ; for he has committed
himself to higher guidance, the purposes of which he cannot foresee.

• • *

How seldom do we dare to live out the logical consequences of even our sincere
beliefs !

• • •

There is no spiritual truth, however simple, which if honestly lived would not
make Earth into Heaven.

• • •

It is a truism that it is harder to do right in little things than in great things.
This is because it requires a greater degree of concentration to focus the attention on
the small things, and a higher discipline of the will to keep it constantly adjusted to
their claims.



The Struggle for Social

Justice
Notes for the Month

By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

THE
many forms of social

unrest which confront the
world to-day have —or at least
so it seems to me—one root
cause which is often not

apparent to many of those who take
part in the struggles which are merely
different expressions of the same con
flict. Put simply it is this : The great
body of working people of this country —
what is generally termed Labour with
a capital " L "—is determined to have a

greater share of the products of industry
and the amenities of life than it had
before the war, in the shape of more
leisure (shorter working hours) and greater
command over commodities and services
as expressed by purchasing power ; the
propertied class, generally speaking, or
what, for convenience sake, one terms
" Capital," is equally set upon retaining
in one form or another its pre-war share
of the national wealth. The struggle
would be bitter and intense even if there
had been no war, but on top of this
conflict comes the fact that the burden
of the war has to be paid for by someone,
and that, as a result of the war, the
national wealth, as represented by the
sum of goods or commodities distributable
each year, is very much less than it was
before the fateful year 1914. Obviously,
if Labour has more leisure and works
less hours, other things being equal, less
wealth will be created. Furthermore, if
Labour also insists upon having command
over a greater quantity of commodities
than it had before the war, that is to say
if it insists upon receiving wages which will

permit it to purchase more commodities,
to live in better houses and to have more
comforts than in pre-war days, there will
be less left for the rest of the community.
It is presumably not necessary here to
advance the justice of the claims of the
working people —who, be it remembered,
form the vast majority of the nation —
to a larger share of the good things of
life ; even the

" idle rich "
give at least

lip service to this aspiration. The question
is, how can it be achieved ?

Increased Production.
Many people who, for the first time in

their lives, are giving attention to these

matters, come to the surprisingly original
conclusion that what is required is

increased production. An intelligent
business man, who as a result of a dis
cussion on this subject, felt impelled to

put down his thoughts in writing,
admitted, as was admitted early in the
war by Mr. Asquith, that the working
classes are entitled to a bigger share of

the things of this world, and then pro
ceeded to prove that the only means of

labour securing more was for it to produce
more ! He failed completely to see that
this was not giving labour a bigger share

of things, but I am afraid my friend

quite accurately represented what most

capitalists mean when they speak of

labour having a bigger share. Far be it

from my mind to deny the necessity
of increased production ; in fact, without
it, I see nothing but national bankruptcy
a few years hence. But if increased
production is to come at the price of the
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masses having to work long hours for
inadequate remuneration, and under con
ditions which condemn them to live
lives starved of all that is beautiful, in
order to retain in their present privileged
position that relatively small number
of people who benefit by the present
state of affairs, I have no desire to see it.

Trade Union Restrictions.
" What then is to be done ?

" the
exasperated industrial magnate will cry ;" if the Unions remove their absurd
restrictions upon increased output, we
could produce more and compete suc
cessfully with the rest of the world." It
may be remarked incidentally that every
attempt to shorten hours and improve
conditions is met by the argument that
it will ruin industry, that we shall not be
able to compete with the foreigner, etc.,
etc. ; and it is only when one looks at
the extraordinarily successful profit earn
ing record of most of our big industrial
undertakings, even after being masked,
as it is to an enormous extent by all
sorts of devices to conceal profits, such
as paying dividends free of income tax,
making distributions of bonus shares,
issuing new shares much below market
value, that one realises how well our
big industries seem to have triumphed
over all such handicaps in the past.

The capitalist is, however, quite right
when he points out that some trade
union regulations do restrict output ;

and from the national standpoint, this
is a danger. It cannot, however, be
successfully overcome by handing over
the organised workers to the mercy of
the factory owner or industrialist against
whom they have found it necessary to
institute these restrictions, for they have
discovered by actual experience that the
small additional earnings they may gain
during a period of prosperity are not
sufficient to carry them over the subse
quent period of unemployment, whereas
the employer during such period is
frequently able to lay aside sufficient to
retire upon ; and when work becomes
slack, the forced rate of production the
workers may have attained during a

period of feverish activity becomes
established as the standard to which
they have to conform at a time when
there are only three jobs available for
four applicants, and it is easy then for
the employer to insist upon this maximum
production being the standard for the
old rate of pay. At such a time the

employer can bring forward many a

cogent argument to prove that under
the prevailing conditions it would pay
him temporarily to shut down his works ;

what he does not add is, that the bank
balance and investments accumulated
during the previous time of prosperity
(which would have been even greater
if the " short-sighted workers had
waived their " absurd restrictions "),
would enable him to regard with perfect
equanimity any such temporary closing
down of the works. Not so with the
worker, however.

A National Matter.

From the national point of view,
however, it is emphatically a bad thing
that there should be any unnecessary
restrictions upon output, and the problem
is to render such restrictions unnecessary.
This can only be done by a comprehensive
national policy, assuring to each citizen
the right to obtain work on the best
conditions that the nation (and not the
circumstances of any individual employer)
can afford, and full and adequate main
tenance if facilities for such work are
not forthcoming —an unthinkable thing,
however, in a properly organised com
munity, which should be able to make
use of all the labour forces it possesses.
The present system whereby industries
are carried on by many overlapping and
unco-ordinated concerns is, in itself,
extremely wasteful, and results as in
the case of the coal miners, in one works
having a modern and satisfactory plant
and in another being quite inadequately
equipped. The problem was well put
recently in an article in " The New
Statesman," in the following words :

Is the continuance of private ownership
compatible with the elimination of huge
avoidable waste in production ; and is there
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any chance, under private ownership, of
satisfying the legitimate aspirations of labour,
or of giving to the workers that sense of working
for the community which is essential if smooth
operation in industry is to be possible.

An American Comment.

A pungent comment upon the industrial
position in the United Kingdom has

quite recently been made in a book,
entitled " What happened to Europe,"
by Mr. F. A. Vanderlip, the late President
of the National City Bank of New York,
America's greatest banking institution,
who this year paid a visit to Europe with
a view to interesting American capital
in Europe, and has written his impres
sions. Mr. Vanderlip does not consider

that British industries have benefited

by the war through forced awakening
to the possibilities of labour-saving
machinery and through the relaxation
of restrictive regulations imposed by
unions. He writes :—

The differential that England has had in
the last generation, compared with America,
and I believe in some degree with Germany,
has been the differential of a wage scale that
averaged lower than the point at which the

ysical efficiency of labour could be maintained,

order successfully to compete in neutral
markets British industry has made a red ink
overdraft on the future, an overdraft on the

physique of her citizens, an overdraft that
Las consumed her house facilities ; that over
draft must now be made good, at the expense
of the nation. At the direct expense of industry
a minimum wage must be paid, either volun
tarily or such wage will be fixed by law.

A City Opinion.

In giving the following long extract, I
may be filling up some of my space this
month rather easily, but the value of an

extract depends not only on what it
contains, but the source from which it ema

nates, and the fact that this particular
quotation is taken from " The Statist," of
July 19th, one of the most reputable

weekly financial journals in the City of
London, invests it with a good deal of
importance. It shows that underneath

the concerted effort that is being made

to bear pressure upon the Government

and the public, by means of a stream of
resolutions from Chambers of Commerce

and shareholders' meetings, there is a

current of serious opinion in City circles,
which is not represented by these inter
ested efforts. Incidentally, it may be
mentioned that although the whole
machinery of the Press, trade and political
associations is being worked for all it is
worth to convey the impression that
public sentiment is against the com

munity taking over the control and

operation of necessities, no attempt is
made to organise Hyde Park or other

great open-air demonstrations which
require the presence of a great concourse
of people. All that money can do is

being done in the campaign against
nationalisation, but it stops short at any
ocular demonstration of the power behind
the movement. This by way of introduc
tion to the following observations of
" The Statist " :—

We are entirely unwilling to say anything
that would in any way even seem to encourage
disagreement, and the consequent breakdown
of the negotiations between the Government
and the miners. At the same time, we conceive
it to be our duty as a member of the Press to

point out clearly that the Government has
not done quite as much as it can do. The
miners, it is true, are the people who are

actually engaged in the extraction of the coal
and the lifting it to the upper world. And
the very fact shows us that the importance of
the mine-owners and the mining capitalists
is enormously exaggerated. When a state of
things arises which brings home to every one

of us that our export trade is seriously en

dangered we turn at once to the miners and
ask them to show the patriotism which they
exhibited when they voluntered in such large
numbers to defeat the Germans, and by so

doing to save the trade of the country ; and,
consequently, its political standing in the
world.

The mine-owners, and those who rent the
mines from the owners, are comparatively of
no serious importance. It is taken for granted
everywhere that they can do nothing. It is
to the miners we turn. And when they show
the patriotism that is expected from them we

all feel relieved, and hope that an arrangement
will be come to which will save the future of
the Empire. Now we think it our duty to

dwell upon this aspect of the case, for there is

no use in our pretending not to see that the

fate of the Empire is in the hands of the miners ;

and, consequently, that the members of the
Government can undertake to do other things,
besides what they have promised, to come to a

really satisfactory arrangement with the miners.
Let us not pretend to believe in the power of
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capital, for capital is nothing in the world,
only the means put into the hands of a small
number of persons to employ those who can
furnish us with coal and other things at cheap
prices. It is the workers we instinctively
recognise when we are really frightened, who
are the people who can secure to us cheap
coal ; and, consequently, can maintain our
great world-wide trade. We would, therefore,
ask Sir E. Geddes and Mr. Bonar Law to
consider well between now and when they
receive the answer of the miners what more
they can do to make it the will of the miners
to increase as much as possible the outturn
of coal, and on as cheap terms as is compatible
with their reasonable comforts. We are told
that property is sacred, and that the mines
cannot be taken away from the mine-owners.
Is that really true ? Does anybody, even the
most confirmed old Tory, believe that it is
not possible to take over the mines from the
mine-owners ? The mine-owners did not in
any way make the mines, or even render it
easy to work the mines. Practically, they
got the mines for nothing, by rendering
services, the nature of which need not be
inquired into, to kings who were not always
endowed with power for the welfare of the
Kingdom. They can be bought out like
other people. And is it quite impossible to
buy them out ? Everybody who pays atten
tion to what is going on in this country
during the present year, and for some little
time previously, knows that the great land
owners are selling their landed properties of
every kind, including mines, in extraordianry
numbers. Is it, therefore, quite out of the

question that the mines shouid be made to
pass without delay from their present owners
to the representatives, agents, and servants
of the people of the United Kingdom ?

It will be said, of course, that Government
control of business is always wasteful, and
that we should exchange King Stork for some
thing worse. But is it inevitable ? Are the
British people incapable of creating a Govern
ment Department which would manage the
mines as well, let us say, as directors chosen
by shareholders manage so many of the business
concerns of the Empire ? We are never tired
of bragging about our own practical capacity
and our ability, especially in matters of busi
ness ; and yet, while we are bragged to in thi?
offensive manner, we are told by the same people
that a Government is sure to mismanage
whatever it gets into its hands. If that really
be so —if there is no chance of forming a
Government body which can manage the mines —
we may as well submit to the inevitable. If
the present arrangement has brought us to a

position in which the Government tells us
that we shall practically lose our foreign trade
unless we agree to make coal so dear that nine
persons out of ten cannot afford to provide
themselves with all the coal they need, we may
as well at once throw up the sponge and say
that the days of England are numbered. In
the second place, we would ask the great com
panies which have worked the mines with so
much success hitherto, whether they are at
present so enamoured with profiteering that
they can do nothing to keep coal moderately
cheap —so cheap, at least, as will not lead
inevitably to the loss of our foreign trade ?

Many think they are serving humanity, when they are really only giving expression
to the pride which makes them deem themselves not as other men.

# * •

No man really serves, who is fastidious about the work which falls to bis share.

• • •

The greatest self-sacrifice is to be unconscious of the sacrifice. Consciousness-
itself is a compensation.

» * *

That is a red-letter day for any man, on which he thinks, or does, one simple thing
out of the depths of his own spiritual nature, uninfluenced by custom or by the opinion
of his fellows.



The

Crusade against Cruelty
Monthly Notes

By G. Colmore

All nature protests against the barbarity of man, who misapprehends, who
humiliates, who tortures his inferior brethren. —Michelet.

A New Name.

The change made last month in the
title of the notes formerly styled
"tHumanitarian " indicates no change
of policy, but only a more definite and,
if possible, more vigorous pursuit of the

policy followed hitherto. The Editor, in
selecting a title more picturesque and
less trite than " Humanitarian Notes,"
has the intention of emphasising the
necessity, in this time of reconstruction
or regeneration, of combating one of the

greatest foes that regeneration has to
face. One of the greatest ? It should
rather be termed the greatest of all, the
arch foe of the spirit of regeneration.
For where cruelty reigns, progress lies

prostrate ; since the precepts of cruelty
tend to veil man's vision, and its prac
tices to harden his heart. It must be so,
for cruelty is the antithesis of love, and
love is the vital element in the world's
advance. It is the translation of love
into conduct which measures the rate of
the advance.

Cruelty, Blind and Intelligent.

There is cruelty conscious and cruelty
unconscious. Born into the world when
the world was in its babyhood, when
ignorance and selfishness were part and

parcel of man's inexperience, cruelty, the

offspring of selfishness and the foster-
child of ignorance, was inevitably to the
fore. But it was unconscious ; void of
understanding, it was void too of calcu

lation ; brutal, it was hardly base. As
the minds of men developed, it became
not only an impulse but a design, not only
a weapon of defence but a means of gain,
not only the blunt instrument of passion
but the tempered steel of careful craft.
Unconscious still where ignorance per
sists, it has become half conscious in the
domain of custom and fully conscious in

the realm of knowledge. Between cruelty
unwitting of the hurt it causes and cruelty
aware of the pain it inflicts, there are as

many degrees of consciousness as there are

tones, semi-tones and over-tones in the

scale. Thoughtlessness and stupidity, cus

tom and convention contribute much to

the cruelty perpetrated hourly, daily and

year after year by men and women

subject to the civilisation of to-day ;

cruelty which is associated with amuse

ments, with food, with clothes, with much
that forms an unconsidered part of

ordinary life ; cruelty which is not

definitely acknowledged to be cruelty,
but which is nevertheless recognised as

such to the extent that those who directly
commit or indirectly cause it refuse to

consider its nature and shrink from the

questions of its extent of its necessity.

Necessity the Mother not of Invention only-

There is wanton cruelty ; cruelty, that

is to say, which inflicts pain for the mere

sake of inflicting it, with no object save
tha; infliction ; and there is calculated
cruelty, practised with a definite purpose,
to achieve a definite end. Wanton
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cruelty is condemned by the average man
and woman of to-day ; the cruelty called
necessary is accepted, and necessity in
this connection covers a field large and
little explored. It is "

necessary
" that

in slaughter-houses terror and pain should
obtain ; it is "

necessary
" that in the

transport of cattle suffering should be
widespread, long drawn out, and acute ;

it is necessary
" that in sport animals

should be done to death ; it is "
neces

sary
" that in the interests of fashion and

of trade beasts and birds should be
slaughtered to the verge of extermina
tion. It is "

necessary
"

too that in the
service of science living creatures should
be dissected, operated upon, poisoned,
and starved ; and it is noteworthy that,
where science is concerned, cruelty is not
technically or legally cruel so long as

it bears the hall-mark, "
necessary."

Constantly we are told that vivisection
is not cruel ; nor is it—technically ; for
the infliction of pain does not, according
to the law, in itself constitute cruelty ;

nor does it in the ethical vision of the
vivisector. Pain, where pain is inflicted,
is essential to the attainment of his end,
and, being essential, cannot be char
acterised as cruel ; in other words, it
ceases to hurt, not the victim, but the
conscience of tie vivisector.

People Who Mean Well.

In the debate on the Dogs Protection
Bill on May 23rd in the House of Com
mons, Sir Hamar Greenwood protested"

against the allegation, made more
widely outside the House than in it, of
the alleged cruelty of medical men.
. . . ", and the implication in his words
is that the infliction of suffering, even of
severe suffering, is not cruel, provided
that the aim of the man who inflicts it is
to obtain some benefit to humanity. The"

alleged cruelty
" which Sir Hamar

Greenwood repudiates is wanton cruelty,
and it should be distinctly stated and
clearly understood that no one who
seriously and intelligently takes up the
question of vivisection and advocates its
abolition accuses the medical profession

of wanton cruelty. There have been men
in that profession who have taken pleasure
in cruelty ; there have been men in other
professions or in no profession at all who
have rejoiced in the infliction of pain ;

men subject to the lust of cruelty, a
vice, or rather a disease well known in
psychiatry ; but the medical profession
is not denounced, by those who denounce
vivisection, as being actuated by love
or lust of cruelty, is not charged with
inflicting pain for the sake of inflicting
it. The motives of vivisectors are not
impugned by their opponents, but only
their actions ; it is not the moral evolu
tion of the experimenters with which those
opponents are concerned, but the suffer
ings of the animals upon whom the
experiments are made. " For the good
of humanity

"
has a noble sound. Pos

sibly ■'For the good of Germany
"

had
a noble sound to the souls of the crew
who sank the Lusitania. But nobleness
had no part nor lot in that sinking in
the eyes of those on board the doomed
vessel. Patriotism, when it disdains all
considerations save its own, may become
an ugly thing ; and so may philanthropy.

The Means and the End.

There are two methods of treating the
problems of life ; one is to put aside
ethical considerations altogether —and this
ordinary men and women decline to do ;

the other is to apply ethical considera
tions with logical completeness —and this
ordinary men and women shrink from
doing. Ordinary men and women want
to effect a combination of these two
methods, to give a voice to ethics, but
the casting vote to selfishness. The
result is confusion of thought, a darkening
of counsel, a blurring of moral vision.
And in this disorder of values, in this
confounding of means and motives, of
practices and purposes, the value of the
end to be attained is apt to be exaggerated
in order to extenuate the unworthiness
of the methods by which it is sought.
In respect of many questions this is the
case ; in respect of vivisection it is
certainly the case ; the phrase,

" For
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the good of humanity," has an especially
exalted ring about it. But phrases are

constantly curtains, hiding reality as a
room is hidden behind masked windows,
and in order to appreciate the meaning
of a phrase, we must throw off the

hypnotism of familiar words.

8pirlt and Matter.

What then is the true meaning of that
soothing phrase,

" For the good of

humanity," taken in connection with
the practice of vivisection ? What is this
good which justifies evil and sanctifies
the imposition of pain ? Is it something
which will bring humanity nearer to the

supreme Good, or God ? something which
tends to develop man's spiritual nature
and so aids him in the great struggle
between spirit and matter ? Not at all.
This good which uses pain as its agent
and might as a right is a good of the

body, a gain for matter, for the material
side of humanity ; and the justification
for the means of its pursuit is the same

justification as that of the man who
thieves in order to support his family, or
the nation which breaks its treaties in
order to increase its power and pros
perity. The thief breaks a social law
" for the good of the family

"
; the nation

breaks international law " for the good
of the nation "

; and the only way in
which the vivisector and his supporters
differ from these is that the law which
they break is wider than either the law
of the nations or the law of society.
They break " for the good of humanity

"—
that is to say, for the good of a section
of living beings —a universal law.

The Law.

The law of spiritual development is
the law of love ; selfishness, oppression,
tyranny are factors in arrested growth ;

and humanity, in making use of these
factors, in harming, oppressing, tyrannis
ing, harms most of all its own soul.
" For the good of humanity," when that
good is gained by evil, when relief from
suffering is sought by the infliction of
suffering, is a phrase that is fashioned

of falseness ; the gaining of the whole
world for humanity, all its knowledge,
all its power, all its intellectual capacity,
profits humanity no whit if

,

in the gain
ing, it loses its own soul. And thinking
upon progress, upon evolution and the

quickening or retarding of it, the question
arises : Is an act of cruelty performed for
the sake of gain, even the gain of humanity,
evidence of a stage of development
more advanced than that betokened by
cruelty for cruelty's sake ? Is, in other
words, wanton cruelty a worse or a better
thing than pain inflicted with purpose
calculated and deliberate ?

Motive an Index.

Consideration of motive—which is the

consideration usually introduced into

questions of ethics in which the treatment
of animals is concerned — is out of place
in this question ; for it is motive itself
which is under review. Is the motive o

f

gain, of material gain, a higher motive
than that supplied by careless brutality ?

That is yet another way of putting the

question, and most people would answer

it, put in that way, in the affirmative,
with a qualification as to the nature o

f

the gain. If the gain is in the direction
of a general improvement of conditions,

they would say, even material conditions,
the motive of the man who hurts and

oppresses in order to secure that gain is

higher than that of the man who hurts
from sheer wantonness. The verdict
would be a true one. The man who
vivisects with the idea of helping humanity
even with the idea of acquiring know

ledge belongs to a more advanced stage
of evolution than the man who hurts

through lack of imagination or love o
f

giving pain. A more advanced stage ;

but a more dangerous one ; of greater
responsibilities, of larger opportunities,
of subtler selfishness, of increased capa
cities for good or for evil.

The Perils ot Progress.

The man of intellect, of knowledge, o
f

determination, of self-control, stands at

a critical point in his career ; a point at
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which he can associate himself with
matter and the glories of matter, or
consecrate his strength and his abilities
to the service of the emerging spirit ;

he can, in a word, work with evolution
or against it. The brutal man, cruel in
ignorance or in malice, has no such choice
as this ; blindly he acts, and cannot
descend to the uttermost evil because
he is incapable of perceiving the highest
good. His motives are lower than those
of the man who would torture animals
for the advantage of mankind or for the
acquisition of knowledge ; but his guilt
is less, since his perception is dim. He
is the slave of matter and is bound by its
decrees ; it is the evolved man only who,
conscious of matter's force, can voluntarily
become its servant. It is not contended
that vivisectionists as a body or vivi-
sectors as a section of scientists have
reached the point where vision is com

pletely clear, but only that, generally
speaking, they are nearer to that point
than the man who inflicts pain in wanton
and unconventional ways ; that certain
amongst them are, in many respects, in
the van of advanced thought ; and that
the greater the brain power, the more

developed the intellect, the more

important it becomes that arguments,
whether scientific or ethical, should be
based on true premises. For an argument
may be justly reasoned and the conclu
sions arrived at logically reached ; but
if the premises from which argument
proceeds are false, the conclusion which
arises out of it may be more inherently
wrong than if the reasoning were faulty.

The Only Test.

There is but one way in which, in
matters ethical, to reach conclusions
ethically sound, and that is to base all
judgment of such matters on the prin
ciple which, viewed from the side of

reason is justice, from the side of know
ledge is truth, from the side of emotion
is love. It matters much—but, com

paratively speaking, little —if the scientist

makes mistakes. It matters much—but,
comparatively speaking, little —if the

judge, in individual cases, confuses the
issues. It matters enormously, not
comparatively but positively, if men of
intellect, of influence, and of power, give,
in matters of morality, a false lead, and
retard instead of stimulating the spiritual
perception of the mass of humanity. It
matters enormously to humanity, enor
mously to the men who mislead ; for to
every individual those less advanced than
himself are the " little ones

"
spoken of

in the Christian Scriptures, and great is
the responsibility of the more developed,
and pregnant with disaster the misuse
of that responsibility.

Unconsidered Cruelties.

There is no better training in dis

tinguishing between cruelty and kindness,

selfishness and unselfishness, right and

wrong, than to practise just and kindly
action in the small dealings of daily life.
And in these small dealings people who
are by nature not unkindly are often

carelessly cruel. In holiday time, for
instance, in Britain certainly—and the
British are undoubtedly in the van of
humane advance —cats are frequently left
in the untenanted homes to starve
uncared for, or, after wandering, dis
traught with hunger, through the streets,

to die from exhaustion or at the hands of
those human beings whom defencelessness
forms an incentive to attack and not to
protect. The chaining of dogs again, or
their confinement in small back yards or
unwholesome outhouses —the constant
chaining, the unceasing confinement, for
there are many people whose circum
stances render it impossible that their
dogs should be continually at liberty —is
a cruelty none the less real and profound
because it is constantly unconsidered.
Lack of consideration is one of the most
fruitful causes of unkindness, and stands
in the way of the sympathy, the "

feeling
with " other beings, which is the beginning
of brotherhood.

Provielons and Praotlee.

An increased consciousness of the suffer

ings of the animals directly dominated by
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man, a growing sensitiveness to those
sufferings, and a deeper sense of human
responsibility in regard to them is
evidenced by the proceedings of the
Select Committee of the British House of
Lords engaged in considering the pro
visions of the Anaesthetics (Animals)
Bill. The Bill does not go as far as
humanitarian principles and sentiment
would like it to go ; but the mere facf of
its existence, and the opinions and ideas

expressed by many of the witnesses before
the Select Committee, testify to a marked
advance in general humaneness of outlook
and attitude. But the difficulties of

dealing in piecemeal fashion with the
sufferings of animals exploited for man's
benefit were demonstrated in the evidence
of Major Hobday, F.R.C.V.S., who, wholly
in sympathy with the object of the Bill,
to the extent, indeed, that he would like
to go beyond its scope and make an
anaesthetic, local or general, compulsory
for every operation performed upon
animals, yet pointed out that one, at least ,

of the provisions of the Bill as it stands is
impossible of practical application. That
provision enacts that no operation shall
be performed on any animal by anyone
except a qualified veterinary surgeon ;

but it could not be carried out, Major
Hobday remarked, for the simple reason
that in country districts, where lambs and

pigs have to be dealt with in large num
bers, there are not enough veterinary
surgeons to perform the necessary opera
tions. That this is a just criticism is
obvious in face of the fact, stated in
further evidence, that there are in Great
Britain about 2,500 registered veterinary
surgeons and about 40 million domestic
animals, not counting cats and dogs.

The different ideas that people have with
regard to what hurts beings other than
themselves and cut off from all possibility
of recounting their sensations or expressing
their opinions, were emphasized in the
course of the evidence. Sir John
McFadyean, for instance, Principal of
the Royal Veterinary College, contended
that the use of the twitch, without which
severely painful operations could not be

conducted unless the animals were

anaesthetised, was torture, while Lord
Chaplin held such a view to be ridiculous.
Sir John McFadyean withdrew the term
" torture "

and substituted for it the
words " excrutiatingly painful

"
; and,

confronted with this delicate hairsplitting
in definition, the familiar Shakespeare
question leaps up in the mind :

" What's
in a name ?

" Is there a great deal of
difference to the horse, with the noose of
cord drawn tightly round its nose, that
highly sensitive, tender, delicate part of
a horses's body, drawn more and more
tightly as the noose is twisted, and
twisted, and twisted again, till the pressure
is intense ; is there a great difference
between torture and excrutiating pain ?

The answer comes in another Shakespeare
quotation, one spoken by Hamlet, and it
is :

" Words, words, words." Words
mean so much when men are arguing,
and so little when pain has reached the
point of excrutiation —at least to the

animal excrutiated. And then, after all,
to find in such an authoritative dictionary
as Webster's that " torture " is given as

the synonym of
" excrutiation "

!

This enquiry into the meaning of words
is not intended to throw discredit upon
Sir John McFadyean ; not at all, for he

stuck manfully to his opinion that the use

of the twitch causes intense suffering, and
his change of phrase would appear to
indicate concession rather than convic
tion ; it simply calls attention to that
tendency in men and women, alluded to
in a previous paragraph, to soothe their
consciences with phrases. Torture ? No,
we must not tolerate torture ; the word
has an ugly sound. But pain, even

excruciating pain, is a different thing ;

there is nothing unusual in pain—inflicted
on animals ; and it is not necessary to
define the extent of it. According to Lord
Chaplin, however, there is in the use of
the twitch, which Sir John McFadyean
says causes excrutiating pain, no pain at
all—or none worth speaking of ; and
this division of opinion shows itself in
connection with many practices besides
that of using the twitch. Mr. J. Lennox,
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giving evidence on behalf of the National
Farmers' Union of Scotland, said it was
doubtful whether great pain was caused
by the dishorning of cattle ; other
witnesses pronounced dishorning to be a
brutal and shocking operation, and that
whether performed by clipping off the top
of the horn with shears, or by sawing it
through, it caused intense pain.

But considerations other than those of
causing pain were brought forward by
witnesses before the Select Committee ;

there were considerations of trade interests.
A witness who stated that the dishorning
of cattle "

caused animals excruciating
pain, during which they roared and

struggled
"

(Times report, July 23rd,

1919), said that the imposing of the
obligation to use anaesthetics would
seriously affect Irish breeders, and sug
gested that compulsory anaesthetising
should be postponed for two years because
the Department of Agriculture in Ireland

" thinks it necessary in the interests of
the trade." Another witness declared
that the necessity for the dishorning of
cattle is greatly exaggerated, and that it
is done to " make the cattle more valuable,
to turn them into poll cattle." Moreover,
this witness declared, that the results of
the operation could be brought about in
a different and a humaner way, a way
which indeed would be wholly humane.
He said that " the application of caustic
potash to the horns before the cattle were
six months old would prevent the horns
from growing, and would be painless."
If this is so, why has this cruelty gone on
so long ? Is it just custom that has

perpetuated it, and carelessness and
indifference ? The Select Committee to
enquire into farmyard practices has work
to do which badly needs doing ; and the
Chairman, Lord Willoughby de Broke, is to
be congratulated in that he shows himself
determined that, as the result of this work,
results definitely good shall be obtained.

The most urgent reforms are never those about which the world agitates itself.
What popular statesman or reformer has ever yet put the problem of cruelty in the
forefront of his programme ? And yet it is the great problem of human life. Abolish
cruelty, and the way is open to every other kind of reform. Shut the eyes to it, and

every form of amelioration becomes impossible, because undeserved.

• • •

To be indignant at injustice is not necessarily to be an idealist. Too often it is
only merely the indignation felt at the lack of opportunity of being unjust oneself.

• • #

There is only one thing that counts in any human being, and that is the silent
influence which he emanates. The true test is in simple presence. It is thus that every
man is instinctively judged, whether he realises it or no.



Educational Notes
The New Teaching. —T.E.T. at Home.

EVEN

the uninterested general
public, nowadays, has educa
tion thrust upon it. It hears
murmurs of education on every
side ; whatever newspaper it

opens, education stares it in the face ; the
uninterested general public feels rather
bored. Not that alone ; it is apt to be
rather sceptical as to the results that are
claimed for the new methods in teaching.
It agrees more or less with the poet that
Heaven lies about us in our infancy, but,
in reference to new methods, it scoffingly
adds that it is not Heaven alone that
"lies" about us in our infancy. One has
only to hear the general public comment
on Montessori to realise the strength of
its scepticism.

We wish that more of these sceptics had
heard and seen the display of music,
eurhythmies and handwork given by
children from the Arundale and Bracken-
hill Schools, on Whit-Tuesday, in Morti
mer Hall, on the occasion of the T.E.T.
At Home. Each child taking part in
the music and rhythmic exercises, and
in the little play was an individual, yet,
though individual, an indispensable part
of a corporate whole. There was no
nervousness or stage fright, even among
the very tiny ones. There was, instead,
balance and poise and a certain indefinable
joy in doing. Each played his part, not
because this part had been meted out to
him by a teacher, but because he loved the
mere playing of it. The classes worked
together as intelligent entities ; they did
not woodenly follow the instructions
given to them by teacher or leader.

The handwork was equally noteworthy
in its individuality and breadth of choice.
There was rhythm in art here as well as
in the musical studies. In the handwork,
children from the London Garden School
had also a share, and the three exhibitions
gave the visitor the impression that zest
in pleasurable work, not dutiful prepara

tion for a public display, had been the
chief factor in the production of design,
grouping of colours, modelling, carving,
needlework, original compositions of a

literary and a musical character, etc.,

that interested and called forth admira
tion.

The children themselves are not the
ordinary school children. They have
character, self-control and balance. They
look on the world with understanding,
and with straightness. They have amply
repaid the trust that is the right of every
child, but which very few children, com

paratively, are granted. The test of this
" new

" education will come when these

children go out into the world. Judging
by the impression they make now, they
should be more fully equipped for life
than children educated on more orthodox
lines, for they are accustomed to meet and

resolve, their problems in an independent
spirit, to try to fathom the depth
of any matter, to try to find out "

why
"

to look on all persons and all things with
sympathy, even though with disapproval.
The ideal that is held up to them is Love,
and Love necessarily includes service.

Brackenhill Garden Party.

Another striking example of the new

methods in education was given at the

Brackenhill Theosophical Home School
Garden Party on Saturday, 28th June.
The entertainment, delighting the guests,
was provided entirely by the children,
who produced a simple little play and

gave an exhibition of Margaret Morris
Dancing, as well as singing several
charming two part-action songs. What
has been done here by the new methods
is little short of marvellous. Encourage
ment, freedom, and as much self-govern
ment as the little ones are capable of

managing is given to them, and the

result is a group of " happy hearts and

happy faces
"

engaged in " happy play in

grassy places." Surrounded always by
love and gentleness, these little waifs,
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many of them, have become loving and
gentle ; treated with consideration and
tolerance, they show consideration and
tolerance ; hearing well-modulated voices
and good English, they have learnt to
speak well. It was a wonderful thing
to see these little folk sing and dance with
joy and grace, heart and soul in this
education by play. The display was
given out-of-doors, and the children danced
bare footed on a grassy stage ringed about
with trees and flowers.

Pondering the reclaimed lives of the
Brackenhill children, watching the sunny
seriousness of the Montessori baby,
being led, a willing captive, by some
friendly youngster over the garden, with
its terraces and its mysterious hiding
places under the shelter of spreading
shrubs, we find but one answer to the
question, " Are the new ideals in edu
cation worth while ?

" The new ideals in
education are Life itself to the child. One
looks forward to a day when the teaching
vocation shall be the most sacred, not
alone in the eyes of the few who have
seen, but also in the eyes of the many who,
not having seen, yet believe. We are
all struggling towards the far light at the
end of the long rocky gorge, grown-ups
and children alike, and it is for us to
help the little ones to " win their path
upward, and prevail," not by removing
the boulders, but by helping to overcome
them.

The Educational Basis of Peace.

The Institute of International Educa
tion, recently established in the United
States as a" permanent central bureau of
information to serve as a clearing house for
international relations in education," is
the result of a wish, born of the war, to
direct attention to the desirability of such
relations in education as a basis of per
manent peace.

The first task to which the Institute,
which will co-operate with other agencies
interested in the promotion of international
good-will through education, will apply
itself, is to prepare and disseminate
information concerning institutions, types
of training, graduate instruction, and

individual courses in the United States.
If other countries took up this idea, and
if the dissemination of such information
were so regulated internationally, that
each country was in possession of the
same quality and class of facts regarding
all other countries at any given time,
world-wide education would go ahead
" by leaps and bounds." This regulation
of the dissemination of information would
mean that the United States would have
to hold in their grey-hounds and that the
slower European nations would have to
slip theirs. Every country cannot have
that peculiar quality of atmosphere which
belongs to America, and which makes for
speed, but it is a fact that should be borne
in mind in making comparisons, that in
the Eastern and Middle States, at any
rate, there is that exhilaration of air
that almost doubles an individual's work
ing capacity. The Institute proposes to
" discover how many foreign professors
could be of service, where they could
teach what subjects were preferred, and
other aspects of the problem of exchange."
It will organise the visits of foreign
educational missions, and will gather
together the threads, broken in the war,
of the valuable international bibliographi
cal work. The Institute seeks to promote
proper understanding and appreciation
of the life, institutions, and culture of
other nations. If it had no other object
in view, this last one would claim for
it immediate attention and interest, for
it is on the broader lines of international
sympathy that the basis of any peace
worth calling a peace, must be built.

A second experiment is the foundation
of the Society for American Fellowships
in French Universities, the outcome of
a volume on

"
Science and Learning in

France "
(1917), detailing the contri

butions of French scholars in the fields
of scholarship and research. The Society
will endeavour so to readjust the weights
that the balance in favour of German
Universities will no longer be so heavy
as now in the States, and it will also foster
the mutual understanding and appreciation
of those peoples of the world who cherish
the same ideals of democracy, justice,
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and liberty. Twenty-five fellowships will
be awarded each year, to the value of
$1,000 (£200) a year for two years. It is

hoped that ultimately similar relations
may be established with the British
Universities.

Moral Instruction in U.S. Schools.
" Education as service

"
might well have

been the motto, as it was the spirit, of
the Educational Congress held at Albany,
New York, in May, under the auspices
of the State Education Department.
Through the wide range of divisions covered
there resounded the basic notes of
patriotism socialization and co-operation,
withemphasisonthe importance of theideal
rather than of the material, in education,
and on organization of the school as a
form of present life rather than simply
a disagreeable preparation for adult life.

Not least among the various sections,

although it was attended by comparatively
few educators, was the conference on
moral instruction, which covered the
four foundational questions :—

1 .—Should there be specified and formal
courses of moral instruction in
schools ?

2. —If so, what should be the programme
of such instruction in the high
schools ?

3. —What should be the programme of
such instruction in the elementary
schools ?

4. —What should be the preparation of
the teacher for giving moral in
struction ?

Professor Felix Bertraux, of the Uni
versity of Paris, who has recently been
lecturing at Columbia University on
civics and moral instruction, explained
the French system of ethical instruc
tion which has been in effect for some
time in the public schools of France.
While a definite course is laid down, most
of the instruction is given through talks,
readings, gems of poetry, the appreciation
of nature and the teaching of civics. An
interesting point is made in the correlation
of the teaching of the French language

with training in patriotism, the attitude
being taken that a pupil who speaks poor
French is " not a Frenchman," and hence

unpatriotic. Also, " without taking into
account the special creeds of the different
sects, the teacher tries to make the child
understand and feel that the first duty
man owes to the Divinity is obedience to
the laws of God as revealed to him by his
conscience and his reason."

Conditions in the educational system
in France, however, are somewhat different
from those here in the United States.
For instance, the personnel of the teaching
force in France is constant, and the
preparation of the teacher never incidental.
The teacher there is looked upon as a

representative of the Government, and
hence has a recognized prestige in the com

munity. All these factors tend to render
school conditions better suited to formal
moral instruction than are educational
conditions in America, where the teaching
force is more fluid and immature. Pro
fessor Adam Walker, of the New York
State College for Teachers, was inclined
to think that no systematized attempt
at regular courses in moral instruction
could be made here until the economic and
social position of the American teacher
was definitely improved.

Mr. Angelo Patri, principal of Public
School No. 45, New York City, spoke in
favour of incidental moral instruction
through co-operation in school and com

munity life. Later questions, however,

brought out from the members of the
conference the opinion that there must
be some organization or systematizing of
content, material and method, especially
for those teachers who are not so fortu
nate as to be trained under Mr. Patri 's

personal supervision. Mrs. Annie W. Allen,
director of the Roger Ascham School, of
White Plains, thought that the basis
of moral instruction in the high school
might well be laid on the common law
of the English-speaking peoples, i.e., on
the basic laws of personal safety, private
property and contracts.

Dr. A. R. Brubacher, president of the
New York State College for Teachers,

concluded the sessions with a brief
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exposition of his idea of the proper training
of teachers for the giving of moral in
struction. Every normal teacher should,

according to Dr. Brubacher, be given at
least a two-hour course in each of the
following : anthropology, sociology, prin
ciples of government, social relations and
their accompanying conventions. Then
to these he would add a course in
systematic ethics, with one precept for
guidance.

"
Use education for the pur

pose of inducing patriotism and loyalty.
A committee was appointed to formulate

the concensus of opinion expressed at
the conference. The Moral Methods Com
mittee for New York State, working under
the auspices of the National Institution
for Moral Instruction, is also at work on a
tentative plan of moral instruction. The
session was, however, a little disappoint
ing, in that so little really crystallized
into action at the conference. As yet
no definite summary of content, sources
of available material, possible methods
and bibliography, seems to be in process
of forthcoming for the average teacher,
who is even now wielding either a moral
or an unmoral influence in the schoolroom.
Not one argument against the necessity of
some kind of moral training in the Public
Schools was advanced at the conference.
All were agreed that it is a desirable thing ;

there is, after all, just one time to begin
a desirable thing, and that time is now.

Imperial Education in Canada.
The Daughters of the Empire, a patriotic

Canadian women's association, has decided
to create a fund for university education
for the sons and daughters of soldiers and
sailors killed in the war, and also for
scholarships for post-graduate work in
the universities of the United Kingdom,
and other parts of the Empire. It was
also decided to establish lecture courses
in Canada for teaching Imperial history
and to place Empire historical libraries
in every school in the Dominion.

Le Cabinet d'Orientation Profession-
ELLE.

In every country either during the
war, or since the armistice last autumn,
all kinds of institutions and societies

have sprung into existence for the further
ance of education. One of the latest of
these, and one which is due to the
initiative of L'Union des Femmes, is the
Vocational Guidance Office at Geneva.
Switzerland has been full of interned
soldiers all these years of war, and many
of them took advantage of the educational
opportunities offered in Geneva by the
Institut Jean- Jacques Rousseau, which
specialises in child psychology. One of
the students at the Institut was Prof.
Fontegne, of the " Ecole des Arts et
Metiers," of Lille, and he set about

psychological investigation in his own

subject, which is the forming of the
artisan and skilled workman. He gave,
during the winter of 1917-18, a remark
able course of lectures on the place of
handwork in education, and he laid
the foundations of the

" Cabinet," which
is now a part of the Institut Rousseau,

by getting into touch with all interested

persons in Geneva, His efforts were
aided by the fact that in Geneva

questions of apprenticeship have a very
prominent place.

M. Fontegne, in attempting to find
a solution to the question of the
vocational aptitudes of any individual,
studies the skilled workman, and holds
suitable tests. He has completed a

study on the work of the telephone
operator, which has been published
under the auspices of Prof. Claparede,
and is having prepared similar studies
on the work of the mechanic and the
seamstress.

At the " Cabinet
"

unemployed young
men and women are given information on
the various trades ; the opportunity of
being examined as to their own orienta
tion ; and the names of good employers
requiring apprentices.

The establishment of such a
" Cabinet

"

on a psychological basis at once alters the
status of Employment Bureaus. It is
an example that might well be followed
in this country. So great a hold has the
work taken on Switzerland that a new
federal apprenticeship law is under con

sideration.
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The Modern Education Exhibition.

The Exhibition of " Modern Educa
tion "

was held under the auspices of the
Private Schools' Association, towards the
middle of July, in Caxton Hall. Over 120

schools took part, representatives coming
from even so far away as Yorkshire. The
Exhibition was not one of special work ;

it was a display of the work being done
every day in hundreds of schools, not
prepared with the idea of its ever being" shown." Many types of educationists
were represented, many types of children,
each in individual work showing per
sonality and a lesser or greater promise
of future capability and power. There
was little uniformity to pattern. The
age of the children exhibiting ranged
from 6 to 18 years.

The arrangement of work and displays
was excellent, and the attendance good.
The general public, that (to educationists)
elusive quantity, is showing more in
terest in matters educational, and while
many no doubt went to Caxton Hall
through pure curiosity rather than a
burning interest in the school-life of the
youth of the nation, they cannot have
left without having been impressed by
what they saw and heard.

There was hand-work of all kinds in
great variety, and of a high standard
—basket-making, weaving, embroidery
and needlework, paper and cardboard
modelling, wood-carving. There were
models in paper of villages, which had
been executed co-operatively by a whole
class. The large number of drawings
displayed deserves special mention, many
of them being excellent, and all snowing
that individuality of treatment which

the modern teacher seeks after so dili
gently nowadays. There were also

some very good relief models and geological
and geographical maps in colour, as well
as world-maps with pictures of different
industries drawn in the appropriate places.
These all showed intelligent grasp of
the subject, and much individuality.

A specially interesting exhibit was a

small selection, included by request,
from the handwork done in the Ruhleben
Internment Camp, where the men formed
themselves voluntarily into classes, and

chose one of their number as class

leader.

The variety of demonstrations of various

teaching methods was large and very
satisfactory. One saw all manner of
" systems," all manner of principles, and

one longed above everything to be once

more going to school. The physical
and choral work included Swedish drill,
euhrythmics, swimming, fencing, tactical

marching, Danish steps ; Russian, Morris,
and country dances, group and verse

dances ; cantatas, and dramatic and choral
selections. There were also demonstra
tions of spinning and hand-loom weaving,
of a psychological method of teaching
French, of the Yorke Trotter system
of aural culture, and of the Montessori
Method.

The whole exhibition was remarkably
good, and showed clearly the value of

the private school —its enterprise, its

courage, its scope. The display came at

a particularly opportune time, when
there is all this discussion as to the fate

of the small private school. England
cannot afford to do without it ; it is the

seeker and the pioneer.

ERRATUM

In the article " Rescue Work in Belfast," which appeared in the August number

of The Herald of the Star, read, on page 398 line 13, for the words " eleven

thousand births," " eleven hundred births."



The
Woman's Observatory

By " Femina."

(A monthly record of events connected with the rapidly growing pari which women are

taking in public affairs.)

THESE

notes go to press
earlier than usual on account
of the holidays, so it is possible
that events of great impor
tance to women, which our

readers would naturally expect to be
dealt with here, may be reported too
late for notice in the present issue. In
that case they will, of course, be duly"

observed
" in our next. Meanwhile, the

position of women at the first great
League of Nations Conference, and the
International Labour Conference, to be
held simultaneously at Washington in
October next, is still causing considerable
anxiety. Direct representation is, of
course, what we want, and a deputation
representing 300,000 organised women
recently waited on Mr. George Barnes to
urge upon him the need of this concession.
It cannot be said that his reply was
entirely satisfactory. Very few women's
questions, he said, would be

" up
" for

discussion before the Conference ; and,
with regard to these, women would have
" deputy votes

"
and advisory powers.

Both together are, we need scarcely point
out, a poor substitute for direct re
presentation at the councils of Labour,
with which Mr. Barnes and the organised
industrial women of the deputation were
chiefly concerned. But there the matter
stands at the time of writing.

• * *

As to the League of Nations, Mrs.
Ogilvie Gordon did well to emphasise, at

the annual meeting of the National
Women Citizens' Associations over which
she presided, the all-important fact that
"

one of the public questions on which
women are all practically agreed is the
need of supporting the League." She
added a declaration of her belief that
" every woman in the country

" will do
her utmost to support and develop it's

(the League's) ideals. This speaks well
for the peace-loving and peace-maintaining
proclivities of the sex. We share Mrs.
Ogilvie Gordon's profound satisfaction in
the assurance given by the revised League
Covenant — already noted here — that
women will be eligible not only to act as
members of the various Commissions, but
as delegates on the main body of the

Assembly. We welcome, however, all the
more strongly on that account the timely,
loyal, and public-spirited action of the
Northern Men's Federation for Women's
Suffrage, in calling on the British Section
of the League of Nations to elect women
" in equitable numbers with the men

"

on its National Committee and Councils.
Without such action on the part of all
similar organisations—all, that is, con
cerned for the cause of women and for
the woman's specific work in promoting
peace—there is grave danger that the
admirably just and sound provisions of
the Covenant above quoted will be allowed
to become a mere dead letter.

• • •

University women ought to be having
the time of their lives in England. One by
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one the old sex barriers are falling (" not,
i' faith, before it was time," the women
concerned will justly add) ; and women,
in sports as in scholarship, are proving
their mettle. The celebration of Girton's
Jubilee took place at about the same time
as the throwing open of Ruskin College
to women ; and just before came the
announcement, hailed by all 'Varsity
women with great glee, that in the various
Triposes at Cambridge

" all down the line
women had beaten the men." There was
no

"
senior classic

"
among the women

students this year, it is true ; nor, for
that matter, among the men. But in
both parts of the Historical Tripos the
women scored, having one feminine success
to none on the masculine side in the first
class of each part, Miss W. I. H award, a
Girton girl, and Miss S. H. Barefoot of
Newnham, divide these laurels ; and
another Girton student, Miss B. F. Wooton,
has taken the only " first class

" in either
part of the Economics Tripos. Of still
greater social significance, however, is the
mingling of men with women students in
the 'Varsity sports, and the first 'Varsity
Women's eight-oared boat-race, when
Newnham beat the London School of
Medicine for Women (whose boating
champions showed splendid pluck in the

contest) by a length-and-a-half . But when
will women be admitted to full member
ship of the older Universities ?

* • •

Under the presidency of Professor
Caroline Spurgeon there has been a meeting
of noted English women writers (novelists,
poets and critics) at Bedford College,
charged with the important duty of
appointing a committee to act in col
laboration with French literary women
for the award of an annual £40 prize,
(" Femina "

and " La Vie Heureuse ") for
the best recent work of imaginative

literature in English. The prize will be
awarded as the result of international
voting, and no member of the committee
will be eligible. Both sexes may compete,
and the first annual prize will be awarded

early next spring, to an English wj>rk, in
prose or verse. This must have been

published in England between June 30th,
1918, and June 29th, 1919. All com
munications should be addressed to the
Secretary,

" Femina Vie Heureuse Prize,"
Literary and Secretarial Bureau, 50,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

* * *

The Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom should do well at its
new headquarters at Geneva, the seat of
the League of Nations. Its office there
will be under the capable direction of
Miss Emily Balch, who was formerly
Professor of Political Economy and Soci

ology at Wellesley College, Boston, and of
Miss M. Gobat. Miss Balch has a notable
record, both in scholarship and public
work, and Miss Gobat is well known in
"

the City of the League," as Geneva may
now be called, through her work for the
World Union of Women. AU success to
them both.

« * *

Still more Suffrage triumphs. In the
Roman Chamber of Deputies Signor
Martini and others have introduced a

Woman's Suffrage Bill, which, though its
fate is uncertain as we write, represents
at least one step gained ; German women
over 20 are to have the vote ; the Dominion
House of Commons in Canada has passed
a Bill granting to women the right to vote
and sit in Parliament ; and American
Suffrage leaders are confident that women
will be " voting like men

" in the Presi
dential election of 1920. What nation
next ?

" Femina."
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Annie Besant

October ist, 1919

To have faced much, fought ruggedly, held fast,

'Gainst all detraction, to the Cause you serve ;

To have been one no peril could make swerve

One hair's-breadth from her path ; to have freely cast

Friends, fair repute, peace, comfort, all away,

Not once but many a time, for honour's sake—

0, Lady, these are things that need must make

This day we keep for you a Holy Day.

Like some great river rolling to the sea

Thro storm and sunshine, shallow and turbulent shoal,

Yet, thro all change, unchang'd,—from earliest youth

Such has your life been, Lady ; toward one goal

Still set with a majestic constancy—

The mighty sea of Love, and Faith, and Truth.



ON
the 1st October the hom

age and good wishes of Star
members all the world over
go out, each year, to the
Protector of our Order. The

passage of the years seems to make little
difference to Mrs. Besant. The fire of her
eloquence is not dimmed ; the golden voice
retains its marvellous purity and flexi
bility; her capacity for untiring labour
remains unchanged. Indeed, to many who
see her only after long intervals of time,
there would appear to be on each occasion
an added power and "

bigness." The
dynamic quality of her presence grows
with the years. More than ever it has
about it that indefinable atmosphere
in which all that is petty, squalid and
uncharitable seems to wither and fade
away. It is given to few to be " spiritual
forces for good

" in this way. It is,
indeed, only when actually brought into
contact with such an energy that we
begin to realise what those words mean.
For they imply far more than simple
goodness ; far more than the ruder
energies of the ordinary "

strong man
"

of the world. Perhaps the best way
of expressing their import is to say that
they denote the vast store of accumu
lated energy generated by many fives
of whole-hearted devotion to the highest
spiritual ends, and strengthened by un
remitting self-discipline. The force thus
gathered remains as a kind of unseen

presence overshadowing the presence that
is seen. It is operative at every moment,
lending weight to the smallest word and
action. Upon all who happen to be near

it acts as a magnet ; when such an one
is present, he or she seems to be the only
person in the room. But its happiest
action is upon the higher natures of
those who are brought into contact with
it. By some silent influence —which is
really "

magic
" in the true sense of the

word—all that is noble and aspiring in
any such individual seems, at its touch,
to awaken out of sleep. Forgotten ideals
are remembered. The consciousness of
deep-hidden powers revives. The world
seems suddenly more spacious, a place
of infinite possibilities. The duD atmo

sphere of everyday life becomes re-charged
with ozone. Many and wonderful are
the ways of working that belong to this
energy. Taken all together they sum

up what is meant by a
" spiritual force

for good." And this, for those who
have the privilege of knowing her, is
what our Protector pre-eminently is.

The life that, some years ago, entered

upon what we commonly speak of as
" old age

"
has been one so full of varied

activities that it is difficult, even from
the " physical plane

"
point of view, to

grasp it as a whole. To many—even
to those familiar with the activities of
the past few years —a re-reading of
Mrs. Besant's Autobiography comes as
a revelation. It reminds them that,
long before her theosophical days, our
Protector was a pioneer in a whole num
ber of movements, then in their infancy,
which have now become an established

part of the progressive life of our times.
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Indeed it would be difficult for any modern
Reformer to look back along the path
which his particular cause has followed,
and not to find Mrs. Besant a prominent
figure on that path at one point or another
in the past. This universality has in
vested Mrs. Besant's career with an
almost legendary character. She seems
to stand less for any particular cause
than for Progress in general. Our ideas
of human capacity become enlarged as
we view this impressive pageant of
multifarious activity. In this single fife
the sum of many noble and busy fives
seems to be compassed. Retrospect is
bewildered and, in the mass of details,
the eye is likely to miss the grand uni
formity, the mighty sweep of the whole.

* * *

If it has been Mrs. Besant's fate to
be judged, at every step, by the special
activity of the moment, unrelated to her
life as a whole, this is only because the
higher sequence of her activities has
belonged, by nature, to a realm which
the normal vision cannot pierce. The
Drama of the Soul, when played upon
a big stage, outreaches the capacities of
the spectators. It breaks up into a
series of incidents ; the plot, the organic
movement of the whole, is lost. And of
all the notable figures of our time Mrs.
Besant is the one in whose life that
drama has been played most greatly and
most publicly. Perhaps some day,
when things have had time to fall into
their right perspective, the fife of Annie
Besant will be seen as something almost
symbolic—as typifying, in the span of
a single human fife, that great transition
from the Old to the New Age through
which the whole world is now passing.
The revolt against obsolete convention,
the plunge (by reaction) into a mater
ialistic scepticism, the agony of a darkness
into which the new fight has not yet
pierced, the passionate groping for some
thing which the inner spirit demands
but which the intellect denies, and then,
at last, the illumination, ever broaden
ing with the passing of the years —all
this is symbolic of the greater life of

our age. These are the stages through
which our modern civilisation is passing
and through which it is destined to
pass. For the " iuumination "

just
referred to represents a point which, for
civilisation in general, has not yet been
reached, but which must ere long be
reached. Just as for her, whose birthday
we celebrate on October the First, a
new age began when she found the fight
which she had been seeking, so for the
world there must come, in the fulness
of time, a new age ; and it will come
with the finding of the fight. And
that fight will, in the centuries which
lie before us, broaden and broaden until,
like the occultist, humanity will have
re-shaped its fife in accordance with the
wisdom thus vouchsafed. That is the
vision of those who follow the Star ;

and for them the life of their Protector
is the symbol of what must be—fore
shadowing, in little, the greater movement
of the age.

* * *

There is another reason why a life, like
that of Mrs. Besant, must be widely
misunderstood. We are accustomed, in
our judgments of individuals, to associate
them with particular ends. We do this,
partly because we find it simpler to do so,
partly because, in the vast majority of
cases, it is true. The ordinary man or
woman is a person of special interests,
limited, moreover, by that rapidly harden
ing effect of habit which usually stamps a
more or less definite pattern upon most of
us before middle age is reached. A human
being who is constantly growing, and
hence constantly changing, through fife
and to whom every kind of work seems to
come alike, is a phenomenon which baffles
us. Such a phenomenon refuses to be
labelled. We have no convenient docket
in which to place it ; and, being thus
foiled, we are apt, in a kind of irritation,
to condemn that which we do not under
stand. The fact of growth and change,
the fact of a multitude of diverse activities
—both of these we bring together in a
charge of " inconsistency." And yet it
is in precisely these two points that the
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life of the Occultist differs most markedly
from that of the ordinary individual, and
in which it achieves its highest consistency.
For the Occultist is consistent in two
things pre-eminently—Growth and Ser
vice. He is ever growing, because he is
definitely upon the path of rapid spiritual
unfoldment ; and this means that, at

every stage, he must leave behind him
the stage that is past. He is forever
discarding his "

dead selves." The light
of yesterday is swallowed up in the light
of to-day ; and at each stage he must
proclaim the light that is in him. It is
easy to see how this may lay him open to
the charge of inconsistency ; and, indeed,
to be thus " inconsistent " is, for him, one
of the sharpest tests of his courage ; for it
always means sacrificing so much,—the
friends and followers who were his in his
last stage, but who cannot follow him
into the next ; the good-will of the world
which he had just begun to secure ; the

peace, which must needs be destroyed by
fresh misunderstanding. Those who know
our Protector will, we think, agree that
her " inconsistencies

"
(in this sense) and

her courage in proclaiming them have been

among the noblest things in her life.

♦ * *

And then as regards Service. What is
not recognised here (how should it be

generally recognised ?) is that the servant
of Humanity, in the occult sense of the
words, must be unattached to any special
forms of work. He cannot be identified
with any limited "

cause," no matter how
noble in itself. For him, his task for the
moment lies where work is needed at that
moment. He is " under orders," just as
literally as any officer or man in an army.
And into each piece of work he must
throw himself with as much zest as the
ordinary man puts into the performance
of a favourite task. The true servant, in
other words, must keep himself " loose."
His duty is to help Humanity where
Humanity needs help ;—and the

"
need

"

here is determined by the Great Plan.
The part he plays in that Plan will depend
largely upon his own spiritual stature ;

also upon the amount of work which has
to be done. At a time of world-crisis,
when the destiny of civilisations is in
volved, a great servant of Humanity may
be called upon to help now here, now
there, in a variety of ways seemingly
unconnected with each other and
altogether bewildering to the onlooker.
To-day's task may appear to the super
ficial observer quite out of keeping with
the task of yesterday. And yet all this
variety is, if rightly fathomed, the very
proof and token of a sublime consistency
—the consistency of the Servant, who
thinks only of service and stands ready
to be called upon, at any moment, to fill
the need of the hour.

# * *

And so there are many reasons, in the
nature of things, why a great soul should
be misunderstood. The very force, more
over, which belongs to high occult de
velopment intensifies all reactions upon it.
The spiritually great are either intensely
loved or bitterly hated —the religious
history of mankind bears abundant testi
mony to this truth —and of bitter hatreds,
as well as of intense loves, Annie Besant
has had her full share. These, however,
are but the necessary accompaniments of
a life devoted to service and unfmiching in
its championship of noble causes. There
are some who might wish for our Protector
an old age crowned with peace and sur
rounded by naught save affectionate
devotion. But she herself will never wish
it. She will fight to the last, and only
when the body can no longer serve the
spirit within will she lay it aside. Then only
will she say, with Antony :

" Unarm, Eros,
the long day's work is done." There will
come a time when those of us who belong
to a younger generation will claim as our
proudest privilege the fact that, in days
gone by, we knew and served under Annie
Besant. And there will come a later
period, —perhaps not in the time of any
of us living now—when all that she has
contributed to the great movement of our
Age will at last be appreciated at its true
worth, and the life, of which we celebrate
the seventy-third year this month, will be
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generally recognised as the noblest, the
fullest, and the most heroic of our age.

It is our honour and our privilege to be

associated to-day with the living presence
of one, whose memory will be the inspira

tion of generations to come. On behalf
of every member of the Order of the Star
in the East the Herald of the Star
wishes to the Protector of the Order many
happy returns of the day.

A NEW WEEKLY

THE
letter which is reprinted below

is one which should interest all
readers of the Herald of the Star who
have followed Mrs. Besant's work in India
and are familiar with her great ideals for
that sacred and venerable land. As is
well known, our Protector's present visit
to England is chiefly connected with her
Indian work. One of the fruits of that
visit has been the projection of a weekly
paper on Indian affairs, under the title of
United India. Its aim, as set forth below,
is to provide trustworthy knowledge about
India—a need which all recognise, who are
aware of the manner in which India is

consistently treated by the ordinary Press.

Trustworthy information about any
country can only be provided by writers
who are not only well-informed but
sympathetic ; and such a group of writers
United India is in the process of gathering
together. In view of the vast importance
of India and Indian culture to the age

which is dawning, The Herald of the
Star feels that as many of its readers as
possible —not merely in Great Britain but
in other countries as well—should become
acquainted with this new publication, with
the two-fold object of acquiring valuable
knowledge about India and of helping our
Protector in her great work.

The circular letter, announcing the new

weekly and briefly outlining its aims and
ideals, is as follows :

1, Robert Street, Adelphi,
London, W.C. 2, August 17th, 1919.

Dear Sir or Madam, —There is much
ignorance of Indian conditions, movements, and
aspirations in this country, but there is an
earnest desire to understand, to co-operate and
to help. It is difficult to obtain trustworthy
knowledge about India ; it is crowded out of
British papers by the rush of news nearer home.

PAPER ON INDIA
To meet this desire for knowledge, I have

resolved, with the help of friends, Indian and
British, to start on October 1st, 1919, a weekly
paper, entitled United India. It will be
published at an annual subscription of £1 6s.,
plus postage 2s. 2d., or sbt months post free
14s. Id., or quarterly post free 7s. OJd.

The policy of the paper will be the attain
ment by India of responsible Government in
successive stages—Home Rule within the
British Commonwealth —and it will create a
broad platform from which can be expressed
the views of all Indian schools of politics which
accept the above principles.

The paper will contain articles written by-
eminent Indians on politics, economics, civics,
commerce and industry, with labour, scientific,
and other news, as well as articles by British
sympathisers with Indian struggles for freedom.
Its subscribers will thus be in immediate touch
with Indian thought and Indian progress in their
various aspects, and will be able to judge of the
value of each in its international relations.

The paper will also record British activities
on behalf of India, and especially all which helps
to unite the two countries in equal fraternal
relations.

Correspondence from all points of view will
be welcomed, whether for or against the policy
of the paper, provided it be reasonable and
courteous in tone. A special feature will be
Answers to Questions on Indian topics, and it is
hoped to make these both interesting and
instructive.

The co-operation as contributors of the Hon.
Messrs. Surendranath Bannerji, V. S. Srinivasa
Sastri, M. Ramachandra Rao, C. P. Ramaswami
Aiyar, C. Y. Chintamani, Messrs. B. P. Wadia,
P. K. Telang, Jamnadas Dwarkadas, and
Annie Besant is already secured.

I hope to obtain also some British friends of
India as contributors.

Will you help India by subscribing to the
paper, and if you want information will you also
help us to make our Question column interesting
by sending us Questions ?

For the first two months I propose to edit the
paper myself, with the help of an Assistant, who
will fill the editorial chair when I leave for India.
I shall contribute regularly from India on my
return thither.

Sincerely yours,
1 Annie Besant.



The Light of the Star
By Annie Besant

(An address given to members of the Order of the Star in the East at the Molian Hall,
London, on June 14th, 1919.)

Friends,—
A very great and very spiritual truth

is embodied in the idea that Mr. Krishna-
murti has just put before us : that it
is not personalities that matter, but
ideals.

One of the earliest lessons which we
learn, when we come under the influence
of those Great Ones above whom the
Great World Teacher stands, is that, so
far as any one of us personally may be
concerned, where we are is of no real
importance. The thing that matters for
each of us is that we should be in the place
where we are most useful to the progress
and the uplift of the world. The question
—a very natural one —" Am I making
progress ?

"
is based on a fundamental

error. For all of us are one in Life !

There is but one Life which expresses
itself through us all, and what matters for
each of us is that we should be in the place
where that Life is seeking, and has not
found, an expression ; not that we should
climb higher, but that we should be

exactly where we are wanted, the place of
our greatest service. That is the place
where we ought to wish to be ; to be where
we can help in the Great Work ; to realise
that in that work there is neither great
nor small ; neither first nor last ; that it
is all one Work and that it all moves by
one Life ; that every fragment of that
machinery is wanted for the perfection of
the whole, and that great service might
be missed if we should happen to be in a

place which we deem to be higher than
our own, but a place in which someone is
already embodying the Life, while our
remaining in a lower place means filling

up a gap which would otherwise injure the
work of the whole.

And that lesson, so vital, is one which
at first gives a little pain in the learning to
the eager and enthusiastic. Naturally (as
the Christ once said), they desire to be in
some place in His Kingdom, when He shall
take His Kingdom and reign. But the
answer was : Ye know not of what manner

of spirit ye are! After these things do the

Gentiles seek.

That great lesson is a lesson which
brings with it, in the learning, a peace that
nothing can shake, a strength that nothing
can impair ; and gradually we learn that
truth lies in the whole and in the life that
inspires, and that it verily does not matter
who is in any special place, or from whom
any special inspiration comes. Nor in the

great world-view, which the Teachers of
mankind inevitably must take, is there
in Their hearts, or in Their thoughts,
anything of what we down here should
call favouritism, nor in Their choice any
thing which is unfair. Each one of us is
chosen either on account of the work we
can do better than any other who is
available at the time, or we are chosen,
not because of the work we can do best, bui
because of work that needs to be done.

And when that lesson is really assimi
lated—not only intellectually recognised —
then, wherever we are, that, we find, is the

right place ; whatever the work may be,
we know it is the work that needs to be
done. And so we gradually come to
realise that in that service the doing of
the work is the one thing that matters :

the willing surrender of the individual
advance to the uplift of the whole.
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When the heart has learnt that lesson

(for it is a lesson essentially of the heart),
then the intelligence can justify the learn

ing. We can then realise that at every
stage of this great ladder of ever unfolding
life we must have those who are ahead of
us and those who are younger than our
selves ; that for each of us the same thing
is true ; that, wherever we are, there we
are most useful. And so we absolutely lose
that longing for progress which is really
one of the clogs on our upward way. The
great words of Christ, the Mighty Master :

He that is greatest among you should be as
he that does serve, and lo ! I am among you
as he that serveth —are really the very
essence of the spiritual life. For they
proclaim that common progress of the race
which is the object of the existence of our
world.

Now, during these last terrible years in
which every one of you must have had
many a heart-ache, must have had many
a terrible anxiety and lived often under a
tension which must have seemed well-nigh
unbearable, —during the whole of these
years, what could have been more helpful
to you, and through you more helpful to
those around you, than the knowledge
that all the turmoil and the struggle, all
the misery and the heart-break were only
the quicker ways of sweeping away the
obstacles which stood in the path of the
coming of Him who is the Eternal Peace ?

For when a road has to be made, and when
that road perchance may have to go
through some entangled jungle or over
some rocks whose points are sharp, whose
height is forbidding, how should the
jungle be cleared, how should the rock be
removed or the points be smoothed away,
save by destroying that which is an
obstacle, in order that the way may be
made clear for the footsteps of the Lord !

For if He came before that preparatory
work was over, how brief would be the
season He could spend among the mortals
whom He loves ! How brief a visit was
His visit last time ! Not because He did
not love the world ; not because He was
not willing to remain among His younger
brethren ; but because His remaining
gave rise to hatred which made impossible

the manifestation of His love, and because
all that He could do, in pity for the
blinded ones around Him, was to take out
of the way of their poor eyes the light that
was too dazzling for them to see by. And
so, after a brief stay, His body was slain ;

after a brief presence among us He was

obliged to hand over His great work to
those who scarcely could grasp its won
drous significance or realise the mighty
future that lay in front of One who was
"

despised and rejected of men." For the
world cannot safely reject its Teachers ;

men cannot without peril for their own

spiritual progress despise Those who are

worthy of honour among all the Mighty
Ones who fill the upper spaces around our

globe.
The Coming of the World Teacher is not

wholly a matter of rejoicing, ; it is also a

matter of compassionate fear for those
who may, for a time, be hindered rather
than strengthened by His coming. For
the hate of the evil for the good, the

failure of the blind to understand those
who see, —this has a retarding effect upon
the unfolding of the Spirit within us, and
we build up obstacles for our future that
it may be difficult in that future to over
cast. It is in love and not in indifference,
in the wisest and tenderest compassion
and not in any unwillingness to give, that
the Highest five behind a veil until we

have unfolded the Spirit in ourselves, so

that Their coming may be truly an in
spiration and that a Barabbas may not be

chosen instead of a Christ ! For ever we

choose that which is something like
ourselves.

Not only must we sweep away the
obstacles which are in the way, but must
also purify and clarify ourselves, so that
the light which shines in every one of us

may be able to shine through us and
welcome the light from outside.

And so the story of the Christ, as you
have it in Christian lands, in Christian
scriptures, is really a story that has to be

re-lived by every one of us.
At first we hve it very imperfectly, a

mere fragment of it. A mere glimpse of a

beauty greater than we dreamed of comes

to us at some moment when we open our
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hearts—as is said in a well-known lesson
of the Wisdom : when we open our hearts
to the Sun. For never forget that that
lack of light within you comes because,
not recognising the sun within, you cannot
realise the sun without. But it is ever
there, filling the whole of you, and in it
you continually live and move and have

your being. It cannot, however, be to
you a light until it can penetrate into you,
and it cannot penetrate into you until you
yourselves throw open the windows and
doors of your own hearts ; for the mighty
Divinity without us will not overpower
the Will within us, for that Will is the
highest attribute of Divinity Itself, so
sacred that even He through whom it
comes cannot force His way into the heart,
unless we open to Him the door.

There are so many phrases in the
Christian Scriptures which convey these
great truths : Behold I stand at the door
and knock ; and if any man will open, I
will come in. But the man within must
open before the Divine Man without can
enter in. And so it is, at first, only a

fragment of that great story, which
anyone of us is able to re-live in his own
life. Happy indeed are they who can
re-live even the tiniest fragment of it ; for
the living of a fragment leads to the living
of a greater fragment and so on con

tinually in ever-increasing fulness of life.
But as the Spirit within unfolds more and
more and makes the temple of the body
more ready for the outshining of that
light, as life after life increases the mani
festation of that indwelling power and
slowly it permeates its grosser vehicles, —
so we can see, if we know anything of the
meaning of the story of the Christ, that we
are beginning to re-live the incidents of
that life, until at last there shall come to
each the full re-living, the more conscious
imitation ; and we shall realise, sometimes
with a shock of surprise, that, even in our
outer life in the world, there has come a

strange, a marvellous resemblance to some
of the marked and significant features of
that life ; for it is a life which every un
folding spirit must live through from
stage to stage, and those of us who have
learnt something of the Mystic Story, ever

told and retold in each successive edition
given to the world for its helping, shall
find that history repeats that mighty
Myth of the human unfolding of the
Divinity over and over again in the lives
of every child of man. And the later
stages are marked out by those wondrous
illuminations which are spoken of as the

great Initiations.
Now Initiations are many ; for, as you

know, the essence of every Initiation is

merely an expansion of consciousness ;

and in all your lives in the past, in the
present and in the lives which stretch in
front of each of you, such Initiations are

continually going on, as your conscious
ness expands more and more in the training
of life, which is the great Initiator. For
Initiations are not matters of words, but
matters of experience ; and although,
inasmuch as the life in us is one, there is a

certain likeness in all those great Initia
tions, still the fundamental truth for each
individual is a little different, because his
past is different to the past of another, and

the expansion of the consciousness which
has been unfolding in that past must be

according to his own line of sequence, the
line of his previous unfolding. And so

each of these Initiations is really original,
peculiar to the person who, as we say,
"

passes through it "
; and because they

are very marked, and because each is
entered as a new stage in consciousness,

they seem more wonderful, more striking
than the early, daily, Initiations which
pass unnoticed, perchance, because the
unfolding is small, though necessary to
the greater unfolding of the later lives.
But all these are alike in their nature—
that the Spirit, which is our very Self, has

been opened a little more, has expanded
itself, contacts a little further, and finds

itself possessed of fuller powers, finds
itself realising that which before passed
unnoticed. And inasmuch as there are

special duties and responsibilities attached
to those higher stages of consciousness,

they have been marked off in a definite
way and we speak about the Probationary
Path, which means that some particular
Master who has trodden that Path —and
far beyond it—has recognised a younger
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Brother who is capable of receiving help
which will spread from him to the outer
world. For, as I said, there is nothing of
favouritism in Their choice, and when
some special service is rendered by a
Master to His younger brethren, it is
rendered because through that younger
Brother more service can be rendered to
the outer world than others, perchance,
might be able to compass. He is to be a
channel, and his value depends upon how
many he can influence, how many he can
serve, how many he can help, how far he
is fitted to the particular time, particular
nation, particular type of people among
whom he is ; and it is all these outside
things which have a great deal to do with
the technical advance or progress of
anyone. It is quite possible to have a
person who might be more unfolded than
another, but, who, just because he is
specially unfolded, is not the one at the
moment who is most required—is not
quite ripe for use. He might be over
looked, while another, whom we think far
less fitted, will have the help poured out
upon him. That is the reason why none
of us should judge another, seeing that
Those who give the help have a vision
wider, deeper, truer, than ours, and that
the past and the future, as well as the

present, are ever open to Their eyes.
And so the time comes when some

one is thus recognised as one who will
be useful to the evolution of his particular
time and place ; and for this reason

special help is given to him and he treads
the Probationary Path. And then the
time comes when he is wanted to be
more useful still, and he is called to the
first of those five great Initiations. And
that, as you know, is symbolised in the
Gospel story by the birth of the babe
in Bethlehem and the shining of the Star
above the stable where he lay. The
birth of the Christ in every one of you !

That is what all who love the world long
to see in every individual of the human
race.

You remember how St. Paul, speaking
of his converts, spoke of them as

" my
little children of whom I travail in birth
again until Christ be formed in you."

When you have made yourselves ready,
then the Christ is born ; and then you
begin that closer reproduction of the
wonderful life lived so long and lived
in lesser measure so often since.

Thus the new Initiate is spoken of
always as a little child. That is the
real meaning, of course, of the words of
the Christ : Except ye become little children

ye cannot enter into the kingdom of
Heaven.

I know many persons still believe
that those words only mean that you
must reproduce in yourselves the life of
innocence, of simplicity, of a little child.
That is a fair enough meaning to give
them, but it is not the deeper meaning
of the words. Before you can enter the

Kingdom of Heaven, which lies beyond
the first of the great Initiations, you
must be born as a little child who is

welcomed into the Brotherhood of the

Great Ones ; and over that birth, as we

know, the Star is ever shining, and that
Star which shines over the birth does

not leave the child, as he passes through
the years of mortal life of the body
which has to be prepared for higher
and greater work for the world.

For that Star, what is it really ?

In one sense it is to be found in the

heart of every one of you—the Spiritual
Self. The five-pointed Star is the Ego
in man, the " jewel in the lotus," and

because it is that essential light, "
the

light that lighteth every man that
cometh into the world," that Star— the

Star in the East —is a symbol of that

perfect One Who dwells on the thres
hold, Whom we speak of, with deepest

reverence, as the One Initiator. That
is His symbol—the Star. And by that
Star He sometimes sends out His mes

sengers, and through that Star His

protecting Power is manifested and,
wherever it shines, confidence and strength
and certitude of ultimate triumph shine
out in the hearts of all who are affected
by its presence.

And, if it dwells over the birth of the

little one, it shines hidden in the dark
ness over the last struggle of the Initiate,
who passes through death to conquer
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death, and around whom, in the moment
of his agony, there is darkness that no

eye, save the eye of the Highest, is able
to pierce.

Between that earlier and later
Initiation there he two other great
Initiations, one of which is symbolised
by the Baptism. In the Coming, the
actual Coming of the World Teacher,
that Baptism is the mark that He is

embodying Himself in a human body.
You remember the significant words

which are spoken in the great mystical
story of the life of Jesus, later called" the Christ." There it is said that,
when He went down into the water,
the heavens opened and the Spirit of
God came down and dwelt upon Him.
That is the mark of the Second of the
great Initiations, when the true Self
touches its human tabernacle and when
the mighty expansion of consciousness
shines out as a marvel in the spiritual
world, ever becoming more and more
beneficent, until there comes the Third,
the great Transfiguration, when the
wonder of those near breaks out in words
asking impossibilities, and the new Initiate
sees near him his Forerunners, his
Brethren, on the higher reaches of the
Path. Then follows the Fourth, which,
as you know, is sometimes achieved in
the course of some seven lives swiftly
succeeding each other. For long is the
way that has to be traversed, and steep
the precipices which have to be climbed I

And there you have what is called the
Passion of the Christ : the supper of the
Christ ; the betrayal by His disciples
and their flight ; their sleeping as He
passed through the agony of the garden ;

then the dark scenes when He stands on His
trial, closed by the deeper agony symbolised
by the Cross. But the cross on which the
body is stretched in crucifixion is the
mighty uplifting power that carries the
Man Himself above the suffering. And,
after that, the deepest agony of all, in
which the cry breaks out : My God, My
God ! Why hast thou forsakenme ? Then it is
that the forsaking is recognised as an
embracing ; that the all-embracing arms
raise up the agonised disciple, and the

cross itself becomes as wings to lift
him—the symbol of his triumph over
death.

In the Resurrection is the setting free
—that which the Christian speaks of
as w salvation," and which the Hindu and
Buddhist speak of as "liberation." For
salvation in the earlier days was not
thought of as that later dream, in which
Medieval Europe imagined an angry
God from whom man must escape,
followed by the dream of a Saviour
who saved by substitution instead of
by assimilation. For in those days,
when man believed in the terrors of
everlasting hell and were confused by the
fancy of having only a single life, then
salvation came to mean nothing but the
keeping of some individual soul out of
the agonies of hell by the Vicarious
Atonement of Christ. But Salvation,
in the older, truer sense, meant the
setting free of the indwelling Spirit from
the bonds of the mortal body that had
so hindered its finer unfolding ; and
" liberation "

is the favourite word of the
East as signifying the breaking of the
bonds that keep the hidden God in man
within the prison, and so check His
force. The Resurrection and the
Ascension signify that triumph, first
over the power of death, and then over
the power of matter, which becomes
no longer a clog, but an instrument
which is used for helping, instead of
being a weight that drags. For this is
really what is meant by Ascension : not
the going up of the physical body into
some unknown realms of space, but the
conquest over that dragging-down power
of matter which hinders the full freedom
of the living Spirit.

And so that exquisite story of the
Christ is truly, as I said, the story which
each of you has begun to live and will
live more and more fully according to
your own will, the will of the Self within
you.

For the light, we must remember,
"

lighteth every man that cometh into
the world "

and not only a chosen few.
In the great Egyptian ritual from which
that phrase was transplanted into the
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Fourth Gospel, that speaking of the
light " as the light that lighteth every
man

"
was the very key-note of the whole

Egyptian conception ; and so you find
throughout the ancient ritual of Egypt
this constant reference to the light, and
you are told that the light of the sun
in the sky is the same as that which
was born in your own heart, and you are
told that you should try and see the
light in everyone, you are told to look
for the light, to follow the light. These

phrases that occur, scattered but re

cognisable by anyone familiar with the
Egyptian scriptures, have passed into
much of our thought and literature and
have become almost household words,
so familiar that we sometimes fail to
grasp the mystical depth of their mean

ing. For in the greatest darkness that
can surround any of you the light is ever
around you, is ever shining within you ;

and when everything around you is de
pressing and disheartening, remember the
light is always shining in your own hearts.
You need not seek for it without you,
because it is ever within, and —by one
of those strange paradoxes —as you find
it within you, so will you ever see it
without you. The one great proof of
Divinity is the realisation of the Self.
And just as you catch glimpses of Its
reality and begin to seek and find Its
glory in yourself, so you will see It in
everything that is around you and know
that nothing can five, save as It partakes
of that life.

All these thoughts and the living of
them should be familiar to the brethren
and the children of the Star. For to
look for the Coming of that embodied

Light, unless our little lights are also

burning, would mean we should not know
Him when He comes, should not recognise
Him even though He were in front of
our eyes ! For it is ever true that He
is the King immortal and invisible, and
that no eye of flesh can see Him. You
might see the outer form ; you might
see the mortal embodiment, but you would
not know it veiled the King in His beauty,
unless your eye had been opened to the

light within yourselves and that fight

shining out from you, enabled you to

pierce the veil of matter in which He
will again come and walk our earth.

For none would have slain Him, had

they known Him. None would have

hated Him, had they recognised Him.
One of the lessons of that story, for all

of us, is that it is very easy to be blind
and very hard to see. When He is again

amongst us in those days to which we

are looking, we shall not know Him save

as we reproduce something of Him in

ourselves. Remember how often the

phrase is used : Their eyes were holden

that they should not see him. Holden by
their own imperfection and not by any
external power that blinded them !

Looking at the world as you see it

now, with all its tremendous problems

pressing for solution, with all its con

flicting interests battling for supremacy,
do you not sometimes say to yourselves:" None can solve these riddles save the

One who is all-wise
"

? The troubles

around us are so great, the hatreds are

so bitter, that we cannot but realise that

they are beyond mere human cure, and

that the One, in whom the fulness of

Divine Life is revealed for our world,
is the only One whose heart is strong

enough to face the difficulties and solve

them for the uplifting of man.
There is so much of justice on each

side in the great struggle !

Take all the quarrels we have around

us, of the classes into which 'society is

divided. It is very easy to throw your
self on one side and see nothing else, to

say that those who are opposed to you

seem wilfully blind, foolish, unfair and

unjust ! And yet there is no opinion,
that holds the hearts and minds of men

for any long period, that has not in it a

truth which attracts, beneath the mis

takes that repel, some who see the truth
from other standpoints.

I do not know how far you realise in

your daily life that in every party in the

State there is a kernel of truth which

holds the people to it ; for error does

not hold the hearts of men.
It is said in a Sanskrit phrase : Truth

alone conquers, not falsehood ; and this
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is everywhere true. There may be false
hoods woven around the truth, but the
truth is there in the centre, and it is
this which holds men faithful to what
seems to you so mistaken. You who
are seeking for that coming Embodiment
of Truth ; you who hope to see Him and
to know Him—would it not be well to
learn something of the patience, some
thing of the tolerance with which the
Members of the Hierarchy, which serves
Him, look on the errors and the blindness
of mankind ?

None is so patient as the Highest !

None realises, as He does, that time is
very much of an illusion, and that it is
consciousness that is the measure of time
and that there is time enough for all
that has to be done.

I do not think that there are many
errors of man that cause so much mis
chief and so much sorrow as the want
of tolerance, the inclination to think
our way the best, because it is the best
as we see it ; the desire that others should
think as we think, do as we do, see as
we see. But in the Eternal, all ways
that life finds for itself have their place
and their lesson ; and you must be able
not only to be firm in the truth you know,
but patient with those whose view of
truth is other than your own—not patient
with the pity of a mother for her child's
ignorance, but patient with that respect
which recognises the freedom of the
individual Spirit and knows that none
can go forward on the path of evolution
save by his own experience, save by his
own will.

Half our troubles are caused by want
of tolerance —certainly most of our
quarrels —our narrow, bigoted views.

It seems to me that you, who look for
the Star, should be examples of that
quality of Divinity which is willing that
every Spirit should find its own way,
should hew its own path to perfection.

I know this is sometimes hard—for
the enthusiastic especially ; but there is

an enthusiasm which comes with wider
knowledge of life ; which, lacking nothing
of the warmth of youth, has yet the
tolerance of experience, the recognition
that God manifests Himself in many
ways and that there is none in whom
He does not live. Remember that great
lesson that the Hebrew psalmist taught
when he sang : // I ascend into Heaven,
Thou art there, and if I descend into hell,
Thou art there also. In looking for the
Star, you should see glimpses of its
light everywhere. For there is no other
light, as there is no other Life ; and you
must think of the Christ as coming to
those whom you call your enemies as
well as to those whom you look upon
as your friends.

You must realise that in the nausea
of defeat, as in the triumph of victory,
the voice of the Christ is teaching the
lessons most needed to be learnt in every
place ; so that, in preparing for the
coming of Him who is the Peace Eternal,
there may be nothing in you to cause
friction and difficulty ; that you may
throw no stone in the way of His path
by hindering your brethren from recognis
ing His love. And if day by day, at
home and abroad, in your household
and community, you are ever thus trying
to live in the light of the Star, be sure
that, when that Star shines over the
head of His appointed Messenger, you,
who have striven to follow it now, shall
see it in the life of Divinity manifested
on earth.

Live in the light of the Star ; and,
when the Star is shining in all its beauty,
you shall realise it as that which is
familiar, which is true and welcome.

Realise that as each of you is a Star
in his own household and surroundings.
So shall you be able to know the glory
of the Star when it shines out from Him
who is Light embodied : the Messenger
of the Great White Lodge of our Elder
Brethren, the Lover and Helper of
men.



The Outlook in the Schools
By E. Sharwood Smith

TO
one, who, like myself,

has served in schools of varied
"

class
"

and character, the
different outlook of the pupils
in the different types of schools

has been of peculiar interest. In the
so-called public schools, where, up to
quite recent times, the majority of the

pupils have been born to positions of
power and privilege, there is often an

easy acceptance of the whole business of
life, an acquiescence in things as they
are because they have always been so
and will always be so to the end of the
chapter—at any rate the personal chapter
of the particular individual. After him
may come the deluge. What does it
matter ? Him it concerns not at all. He
has a niche in the world waiting to be
filled, no effort is needed to fill it

,

and he
feels he will fill it with ease and, if the
fates are kind, with distinction and profit.
Consequently he is a traditionalist, a
lover of what is

,

and with no interest in
" what might be." Games and sports
are his chief concern in life, usually his
only interest at school. Learning is a
bore ; a certain amount has to be got
through unfortunately ; it is one of the
rules of the solemn game of education,
and so must be observed, but with as
little interference with the main business
of life as possible. Intellectual pursuits
he neither understands nor cares to under
stand. There may be a value in them
for others, for the class beneath him, for
the people who have to earn their own
living, but he is a person apart. What
good will they do to one who will be in
process of time lord of many acres, justice
of the peace, member, perhaps, of the

County Council in his spare moments,
master of foxhounds, and squire of a

considerable parish? He will not object
to see a little learning in others ; indeed,

he will patronise it ; maybe if there is a '

local grammar school he will suffer himself

to be chosen on the governing body;
certainly he will spare a few half-crowns
for the bright boy and girl in the elementary
school. But as a pillar of orthodoxy he

will object to new fangled notions in

education, and view with suspicion any
drastic reform in the curriculum. He

has an uneasy feeling that reform in

education menaces his position, and

though a thoroughly good fellow at heart,

generous and fairly tolerant, he cannot

understand an England where the county
landowner is not the commanding figure.
Such is the destiny of the eldest son. If

he be a younger son instead of the heir,

he will go into the Army, or rather would
have done before 1914, in the sure and

certain hope that the mess will be made

up of other beings like himself, products
of Harrow and Oxford, with the same

shibboleths and the same cut in their
clothes ; and for such an one, too, learning
can have no value. What should learning
do for an officer in the old army ? Or,

again, it may be that he will carve out

for himself new lands in a new country,
take a ranch or a sheep farm and play
the squire under another sun. For, with
all his faults, he has the spirit of adven
ture strong within him, he has a long

tradition of ruling others, he is prepared
to take risks and, best of all, he is usually
incorruptible. Like the Persian nobles
of old he will ride straight, shoot straight,
and speak the truth. He will have a

code of honour and will strictly keep it.
His conventions will be narrow, but

respectable. From war, from sport, from

landowning, all his philosophy is won ;
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beyond their horizon he does not care to

look. It is he and such as he who have
won for England her empire in the past,
and it must be added that it is he and
such as he who will probably lose it in the
future. For with all his virtues he has
a double portion of stupidity in his
composition. And the world of to-day
has less tolerance of stupidity than in
the easy days of the Georges and Victoria.
I am afraid there is little room for him
in the world society which the new birth
of time will before long usher into the
world. He is a picturesque figure, and
in the museums of the future waxen

specimens of his type will be studied with
considerable interest. Specialists will
write monographs on him, as on the Dodo.
But let us look for a moment at another
picture. Let us consider the product
of the smaller schools, the local grammar
schools, the municipal secondary schools.
It is more difficult to generalise here.
Such schools have been in existence for
too short a time. But certain main
features already stand out distinctly.
The outlook of the scholars in these
schools is widely different—and naturally
so. The future for them is insecure, no

place awaits them, no easy chair into
which they will drop by the mere process
of nature. Their parents are self-made
men, small manufacturers, successful
tradesmen. But money made in business

may quickly be lost. Hard-headed,
energetic, careful, saving, they know with
what sweat of the brow and at the cost
of what self-sacrifice they have amassed
their little pile. They do not desire their
sons to go through the same struggle.
There is too much risk, too little security,
not enough position. No, their sons
must play for safety, gain nice secure
jobs, just as the public school products
have had in their particular line. But
it will be different. The civil service is the
thing evidently, not too much work, an

adequate if moderate salary and a decent

pension. There is the ideal life, comfort,
safety, regular hours, not too long, and
a provision for old age. But to achieve
this end the boys and girls must work
hard at school. There are examinations

to pass. They are necessary, inevitable,
or we shall have privilege again. And
privilege in that form the sturdy middle-
class will not stand. They fought against
it when Charles the First was King ;

much as they hate war, they would take
up arms in that cause again. So examina
tions become all-important, and indeed
constitute the end of education. And
the pupils do work ; on the surface they
have much more respect than their
wealthier brothers and sisters for intel
lectual prowess. But the respect is
skin-deep ; there is no real belief in learn
ing for itself. It is but the stepping
stone to the easy chair in the customs or
the bank ; it is the barrier to be climbed
before the desirable pension can be
discerned on the far horizon. Once the
barrier is passed, the books, the test-
tube, the compasses can be thrown into
the limbo of lost things. It is a common
proof that the climber-upward scorns
the base degrees by which he did ascend.
The civil servant has emerged from the
humble scholar, and society groans under
one official more. Education for them
is no adventure, but a humdrum routine.
And I am not sure whether their state is
any more gracious than that of the spoiled
darling of the public schools. And the
world is changing for them too. For
beneath the secondary school comes the
elementary, and, after all, if one counts
heads, the products of the elementary
schools have it by an overwhelming
majority. And they are invading the
secondary schools now, pervading them,
swamping them, cry the poor burghers,
alarmed and fearful for the security of
their own children. And the waves are
rising higher and higher still. And
society is looking on breathless. And
lean prophets augur dreadful things. It
is even whispered that in the not-distant
future they may slip over into the sacred
enclosures themselves, across the strong
dams that the big public schools have
erected to keep out all intrusions from the
unprivileged—one's cheek grows pale at
the thought. Can this thing really be ?

Yet to him who can read the signs of the
times aright this and much more than
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this will be indeed. For in very truth
we are standing on the threshold of a new
world, a world, as it seems to many, of
topseyturveydom, of Bolshevism even.

Nothing is sacred ; the very arcana of
the stronghold of privilege will be thrown
open to the profaning eyes and hands of
the vulgar. . . . But to go back to the
outlook of the schools. All this, it will
be said, is generalisation made easy.
It is absurd to assert that all the members
of one type of school have the same

outlook. Of course, that goes without
saying. We are a mixed race in more

meanings than one, and our schools, even

the wealthiest, are very mixed. But on

the whole a long experience teaches me

that in the main the outlook in the
two types of schools is as I have described
it. There is the spirit of indifference to
learning, coupled with the readiness for
adventure in life in the one ; there is the
superficial deference for learning, coupled
with a demand for security in life in the
other. In neither is education in the
proper sense the aim. The two ideals are
like oil and vinegar, they won't mix, and
after all we are not so much in need of
either the oil or the vinegar. Possibly,
the ingredient we really want for our
life-feast is something quite other than
oil and vinegar. But of that more may
be written in another paper.

E. Sharwood Smith.

IMMORTALITY.

In vain I search mine heart. I see

But doubt and darkness and despair.
Oh trembling heart ! What hast thou there
Doth merit immortality ?

Will cosmos poorer then become
When thou in endless death art dumb ?

In vain I search my troubled brain :

For Reason doth no comfort give.
How hopest thou again to live
When stars are sundered, suns are slain,
And the sweetest flower, the proudest tree
Makes way before posterity ?

But when I turn to thee, my sweet,

And see in thee the solemn shrine

Of ev'ry spirit that's divine,
Then Faith doth all my senses cheat.

Twere madness thinking thou could'st die :

And, since thou lov'st me, how can I ?

John Bateman.



A Cavalier of Christ
By Frances Adney.

" Because his heart was pure."

IO
N

G

years ago in the neighbour
hood of old Madrid lived a
noble Christian Knight, Pas
cual Vivas. He belonged to

valiant soldier band which
—^™ clustered around Fernan

Gonzales, the Count of Castile.
Courteous, courageous, and a perfect

warrior, young Vivas was also a steadfast
devotee ; and always he attended the
masses which were celebrated daily in the
Sacred Honor of the Christ, and for the
helping of souls on the world's evolu
tionary ladder. Disturbed often were
those religious services by the noisy
departure of people who, perfunctorily
perhaps, observed the first mass and
hastened away as soon as it was over ;

but the devout Pascual made a solemn
vow that whenever he entered a church
in the morning he would on no account
leave until all the masses were finished.
This vow, taken in a time of comparative
peace, became the source of a severe
ordeal in time of war.

The Christians of Spain were often
harassed by hordes of Moslems, —those
turbulent mediaeval horsemen whose skill,
cunning and speed made them the menace
of Western Europe. Sometimes, however,
after these invaders had been beaten into
a temporary quiet, the Christians forgot
common ties of brotherhood, and fell
to quarrelling with one another. During
a period which was thus disfigured with
internal strife, the Moors, with a great
army, made an incursion into Castile as

far as Burgos. King Ordono, of Leon, and
Count Gonzales, of Castile, alarmed at the
common danger, at once leagued their
forces and prepared to give battle to the
Moslems who held the fortress of Gormaz,

beside the River Douro, on a lofty and
rocky height.

The struggle commenced, in a pre
liminary manner, at dawn. Before taking
the field, however, Gonzales and his
principal cavaliers went to the church for
the first morning mass. When this was
finished, the Count and his retinue arose
and departed, breast-plates, coats of mail,
shields and swords clanking full noisily.

The Reverend Fray, or Father as we
would say, immediately began to say
another mass. Pascual Vivas remained

kneeling all in armour before the altar.
Soon trumpets and reverberating hoofs
told that his companions in arms were off
to the encounter. His own noble war-
horse, hard by the chapel, snuffed the air,
pawed the earth, neighed his impatience
to the skies. The young knight, true to
his vow, never turned his head but
remained kneeling, weapon in hand.

It was one of life's little ironies that the
masses should be very numerous that
morning. An hour and yet another hour
passed away. Trumpet sounds and the
din of distant battle drifted into the
church. The situation seemed intolerable.
But to Pascual Vivas a vow was sacred ;

it could not be broken. So this young
knight, who could pray as fervidly as he
could fight, threw his whole soul into a

prayer for victory.
Then something happened. His body,

indeed, remained kneeling at the altar ;

but, for a space, his spirit obtained
freedom.

About that time, the esquire who was
somewhat sullenly holding the white war-
horse, noted that the animal ceased to
champ and fret, and became as quiet as

if sleep had fallen upon it.
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It was nearly mid-day when the masses
were done ; but the Knight remained
kneeling at the altar. After a time one of
the servitors shook him gently. With a
long sigh, he awakened, as we say ; in
reality he drowsed into the forgetfulness
of physical existence. Clogged by the
body, his spirit could not make him
remember recent realities. Overcome
with shame, he felt that he could never
leave the chapel and meet the jeers of his
companions, who surely would think that
he had remained away through cowardice.

Soon horsemen came riding up to the
church with shouts of victory, for the
Moors had been completely vanquished.
Those who entered the church to render
thanks to God saw young Vivas and
greeted him with joyous acclaim. He
thought they scoffed and was covered with
confusion. Then he was summoned to the
presence of the Count. With bowed head
and sinking heart he obeyed, for he
expected to be looked upon as a recreant
knight by Gonzales, who himself was the
most complete hero of his era in Spain.
Instead of reproaches, praises and caresses
were given him ; he was lauded for his
valor ; and it was said that victory was
due to the prowess of his arm. Thinking
it all a mockery, he stammered out an
explanation of his vow.

When the truth became known, all
present were filled with amazement ; for
it appeared that this intrepid knight had
been at the same time in the chapel and
on the field. His comrades in arms had
beheld a warrior exactly resembling him,
with the same arms, device and steed,

in the hottest of the fight, penetrating and

overthrowing whole squadrons of the
Moors. He had cut his way to the
standard of the enemy, that Crescent
detested of the Christian soul, had slain
the standard-bearer and carried off the
banner in triumph ; his pourpoint and
coat of mail were badly battered and his
horse was covered with wounds ; yet still
he fought on, and through his valor
chiefly the victory was obtained.

In confirmation of their statements, his
brother knights pointed to the many
marks of battle apparent on the armour
he was wearing. Searching out his war-
steed, they found appearances exactly
corresponding to the wounds ordinarily
made by Moorish weapons, although the

animal was in no manner discommoded.
In appearance, the wounds were bright
and fresh ; in effect, they were no more

than old scars.
The Christians of those days did not

understand the law of repercussion, which
Occultism explains to its children to-day ;

but they were persuaded, one and all,
that they had been enabled to win against
great heathen odds by a miraculous
intervention. Even so were the soldiers
in our World- War convinced at Mons, in
France, of a heavenly intervention —of a

reality for which they had no physical
explanation.

As for Pascual Vivas, he may well have

whispered softly to himself as, with renewed
confidence and courage, he went forth :

" It is God who girdeth me with strength
and maketh my way perfect."

Frances Adney.



Thoughts on the Times
THE RURAL QUEST
" Beatus iUe, qui procul negotiis

Ul prisca gens mortalium
Paterna rura bobus exercet suis
Solutus omni fenore."—Horace.

WAS
Horace laughing in his

sleeve when he penned
his famous Ode in praise
of the country life and
wound up by putting the

words into the mouth of the usurer
who called in his money at the middle-
month and sought to lend it again a
fortnight later ? Is it possible that in the
Augustine age the people of means and

leisure played with the idea of rural
happiness and filled the landscape of
their thought with figures of sturdy
country men and women rejoicing in truly
strenuous labour ? Here at least we have
an honesty that had passed from the
thoughts of those who looked to the French
painters of the seventeenth and eighteenth
century to give them the shepherd and

shepherdess of a country-side that never
was on earth. It is a far cry from the
natural man and woman of Alfius's
fancy to the beribboned fantasies on
which a Watteau could impose the
painter's immortality. The countryman
of Horace prunes his own trees, he is an
apiarist, a sheep shearer, a fruit tree
grafter, a hunter, a trapper. His wife
milks the cows, distenta siccet ubera,
lays the table, and has presumably
cooked the lamb or the kid that is the
chief dish at the "

unpurchased meal."
When we come to the time of the

French Empire, the century preceding
the Revolution, we may look in vain for
real toil, for honour paid to work. All
was pretence and sham, there is no farm

in any country on which shepherdess
or milkmaid could have kept her finery
unpolluted.

How do we stand in England ? The
move countrywards is about thirty years
old. It has brought the era of the little
landscape, the Italian, Dutch and formal
gardens, the herbaceous border.

Thousands of country cottages have
been built or rebuilt, the week-end habit
has taken root. In short, the country
has been admitted to the world of those
whom William Cobbett termed " tax
eaters," and the present generation under
stands that it is possible to enjoy rural
surroundings even if you are not en
gaged in destroying the life that has a
better right to them than any visitor
from cities can claim.

Now, with the passing of war and the
return to civil paths, thousands of men
are making or have made up their minds
that the country fife is the only one they
can enter upon happily. Women, wel
comed in all industries during war only to
be cold-shouldered now, are prepared to
believe that the land calls them and that
they will find in its embrace the peace of
mind that many seek and few discover
anywhere on the road that separates the
cradle from the grave.

In the case of the average man and
woman of city and town, familiarity
with the country is always associated
with the pleasant seasons. The week
end visitor stays away between October
and April, only the sportsman ventures
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out between times, and in the excitement
of the pursuit forgets the disadvantages
surrounding it. To those who know rural
England in spring, summer or autumn,
enthusiasm comes easily. They see the
ripening expanse of meadow and woodland,
watch the winding way of rivers, the
cool repose of sheeted water. Bird music
thrills them and the scent of new-turned
earth. Fresh from town where blooms
are scarce and costly they wonder at the

prodigality of the hedgerows. They see

man going forth to the fields and to his
labours until the evening, and they fancy
that his tasks are light and his cheer

great. It is, they are sure, a simple matter ;

theirs but to tickle the land with the
hoe that it may smile with a harvest.
So the unrest grows until they learn to
hate the city, though it offers them a
hard pavement, a well-lit street, a main-
fed supply of water, gas and electricity,
a telephone service (this is the courtesy
title of what Mr. Illingworth provides),
and other amenities.

At last they can no longer be restrained,
they wake one morning to find them
selves under thatch or lichened tiles,

looking out of a casement window on
to a garden full of bright, familiar flowers.
Perhaps the daffodils and narcissi are
the trumpeters of spring, or the lilac and

peony tell of May, most rare and exquisite
of months, or June tells " how red is the

reign of the roses over the rose-crowned
land." On the other hand they find that
the postman calls once and the paper is
a day late, that milk and butter supply
is uncertain, all the dairy produce being
contracted for, that sanitation and lighting
are unknown, and that all water must be
won by pumping. Livestock is happy
and picturesque, but its homes require
to be cleaned frequently, and every
living thing must be fed at regular hours,
for seven days in the week and at least
three hundred and sixty-five in the
year.

Social intercourse can hardly be said
to exist, and the most trifling causes
avail to divide the neighbouring village.
You cannot remain indoors to avoid the
rain, the carrier possesses the only public

conveyance, and like the stork in the

heavens, as observed by the Prophet, he

has his appointed times. Your con

venience concerns no man, even the

doctor with his five or six mile round
lives a long way off. The only shop is a

general store, the church organ is insulted
by the village schoolmaster who is not

ashamed to say that he " trained "
what

he is pleased to term the choir.
To all newcomers the village is covertly

or overtly hostile, regarding their advent

as an unjustifiable intrusion. The belief

prevails that a newcomer must needs be

a person who has lived disreputably
elsewhere and is driven by the strong

current of public opinion to hide the

shreds of a reputation in a neighbour
hood that has long prided itself upon a

certain respectability.
Apart from all these trifling dis

advantages, the work associated with field

or garden and the rearing of livestock
is very hard, and unless it be carried out

with knowledge and discretion, the profits

are as exiguous as those associated with

Mr. Bob Sawyer's practice in the neigh

bourhood of Bristol after he acquired

the apothecary's business of Mr.

Nockemorf deceased.
Yet, despite all the hardships and

difficulties, the rural quest continues and

the numbers of those engaged in it grow

day by day. There is a great revolt against

the latest aspects of urban life, people

show a genuine anxiety to escape from

it. Some, very well qualified to hold the

views they express, are of opinion that

contact with Mother Earth is a great

solvent of mental trouble ; that if we can

return to Nature and five by her rules

most of the unrest from which whole

nations suffer will tend to disappear. A

hardy peasantry and yeomanry may yet

save civilisation, as far as it wishes to be

saved and is prepared to make an effort

to bring about its own salvation. It is

possible then that the rural quest may

have far more in it than appears even

to those who are most ar ected by the

adventure. Forces beyond their know

ledge may well be guiding them to a lilt'

of clean simplicity in which they will
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free themselves from all the fetters
fastened upon them by the later day
developments of commercialism.

Some of the best informed writers on
the Russia of the Revolution see in the
stubborn industry and conservatism of
the peasants the one hope of the future.
It is well to remember that while the
towns and cities rage and excitable

crowds imagine vain things the labourer
is at work in the fields. He is ploughing,
harrowing, drilling ; all to one end, that we
may have next year the wherewithal to
sustain our varied views of the road by
which the millennium is to be reached.
If he were to hold his hand, a knowledge
of the shortest cut to the goal would
hardly help us.

THE PRESS AND IDEALISM

\* 7HEN Charles Reade, by a stretch of
* * historical imagination, conceived his

pleasant little Renaissance picture of two
travelling printers demonstrating their
new art to chance companions of the
wayside, he put into the mouth of one
of his characters a plea for the integrity
of the Press, which may very well have
occurred to the prescient mind of some
sixteenth century idealist. The powers
of the printed word for good and evil
are alike envisaged in that vivid passage
of fiction, brief but pregnant, which
lo-es nothing of truth that its author
had before bis view three later centuries
with their triumphs and shortcomings
in the history of the printed page. That
history is chequered enough ; it is a
record of great heights and sorry descents,
of credit and discredit, but on the whole
of steady movement upwards. However
much the pure idealist may find to censure
or regret in the Press of to-day, he has
but to look backwards with the eye of
the impartial historian, to see that, on a
balance, the account comes out on the
credit side.

The two sides of that account were set
out with the nicest impartiality by
Cowper in the

"
Progress of Error."

How shall I speak thee, or thy power address,
Thou god of our idolatry, the Press ?
By thee religion, liberty, and laws
Exert their influence and advance their cause ;

By thee worse plagues than Pharaoh's land befell
Diffused make earth the vestibule of hell.
Thou fountain at which drink the good and wise,
Thou ever-bubbling spring of endless lies,
Like Eden's dread probationary tree.
Knowledge of good and evil is from thee.

Of direct offence against taste and
morals, Cowper's day had more to re
prehend than ours, yet so rigid a censor
as the poet did not fail to discern the good
and give it its due. Much more ought
we so to do. Scurrility and the ranker
forms of venality have disappeared, and
in point of literary craftsmanship the
average of performance is higher even in
those portions of the popular journal
which make no pretence to literature.
The parts that so pretend make a poorer
show. But the worst atrocities of the
old penny-a-liner (who no longer exists)
offend the fastidious reader no more, and.
if the modern struggle to be

" bright
"

and
" snappy

"
has produced its own

vices and trivialities, these are the
reflection of a restless age, hardly yet
out of the swaddling bands of a popular
education which has aroused a strong
craving for reading, but has taught little
discrimination or taste to the mass of
readers. The first phase of that education
has passed, leaving much to be desired.
The second phase, now opening, must
repair these deficiencies, or fail utterly.
The moment is critical —for the nation.
For the Press it is big with opportunity.

While the more popular Press of the
last quarter of a century has certainly
tried to give a clean and attractive page
that will assure its free and welcome
entry into what is technically known as
"

the home," it has erred in under
rating the intelligence of its new public.
It goes in craven fear of what it calls
"

the high-brow." An address to a million
readers, so runs its maxim, must contain
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nothing that the least instructed of that
million would not understand. So far,
so good. Swift himself took care never
to write over the heads of his audience,
but that care did not extinguish the flash
of wit or the stimulating appeal to the
intellect. It is precisely in these qualities
that the papers for the million come so
lamentably short. They move in fetters
of their own devising. The " high
brow," in so far as it connotes a remote
mental superiority, they do well to avoid ;

but between that and the deliberately" low-brow "
yawns a wide gulf. By this

we do not mean that they give us what
is low, as Tony Lumpkin's ale-house
crony understood the term.

" Lowly-
brow "

perhaps would be a better anti
thesis ; but the attitude is too pedestrian
altogether, and if it seeks to stimulate
at all, it strives only after a momentary
tickling sensation, a novelty which it
dignifies, in its official jargon, by the
name of an

" idea." Amid the struggle
after mere notions, misnamed ideas, the
wider idealism comes near to be obscured.
A touch of idealism, of real fineness, as
apart from affected or conceited superi
ority, never misses its mark with the
plain man. He is ready to receive it,
as never before.

In France, certain experimenters in
education, greatly daring, ventured to
introduce Plato to miscellaneous audiences
of soldiers, who listened gladly and dis
cussed that old idealism with shrewd
insight. Working men's colleges confess
to a similar experience. This instance
must not be taken as implying that the
daily Press should turn itself into a plat
form of Greek philosophy. It has other
tasks. But the general indication is clear.
The popular mind, in this hour of recon
struction, is ripe for idealism. The
popular Press, now sure of a hearing,
may with courage begin to strike a some
what loftier note, which will not miss its
response. With confidence it may exclaim,
paullo majora canamus, and venture to
be even a trifle abstract on occasion.
Too long has it dallied with what can best
be described as Charlie Chaplinism. That
happy objectivity may have served to

win attention and may have been per
haps a necessary stage on the road, but
man cannot live by " stunts "

alone. It
is time to put away childish things, and
to recognise that bright little antic
notions are not ideas living and fruit
ful. Was fruchlbar ist, allein ist wahr.

But it may be objected that the

purely idealistic journal is a chimera of a

dreamer's brain. If such existed, it could

appeal only to the few, and these possibly" cranks " in the world's estimation.
Such a paper, practical men will add,

could never be self-supporting. It could

not be in any sense a news-paper, which
must reflect a world not yet ideal or even

idealistic by many aeons. But even the

successful newspaper, as that word is

commonly understood, has shown that
it can coexist with a form of idealism
imperfect, because human, yet lofty and

consistent. But only if it keeps the com

mercial element in its proper place.
Mr. C. E. Montague, in one of his novels,

has drawn such a paper, not without
basis of fact. He has further shown, again
with fact for foundation, an idealist

business-manager whose sport and hobby

was keeping a newspaper clean. Tins

manager also wrote, in "
a club-footed

style
"

; yet " the things the crank said

seemed to count. Even the wise found

they could not look just the other way,

as they would like, when some discom

forting truism, dug up by Bruntwood. was

awkwardly breaking the bonds of the

grave, or some two and two were being

joined together that man for his peace
had put asunder." Such business-

managers may be rare, but the existence

of even one is a sign-post, a guide to

seekers after the ideal path, and a warning

encouragement to tremblers before the

power of commercialism.
Arrogant commercialism is the foe-in-

chief. It is that which often well-nigh
causes the idealist's heart to faint, when

he notes the tightening of the trader's

grasp to a strangle-hold on the Press.

Where the trader has usurped the seat

of control, the written word, with which

he has no business, becomes the pitifu
ghost of his sordidness. That incongruou
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tyranny of the bag-man has to be

broken if the Press is to continue its
slow upward reach after the ideal. That
it does so strive is a fact reassuring to the

doubter. Halting it may be and often
baulked, but the responsible Press seeks

honestly to promote public well-being
and to expose abuses. If not yet ideal, it
recognises the existence of ideals. If it

would progress, that recognition must
grow more vivid and comprehensive and
must be linked with a sharper discern
ment of the things that are incom
patible with a mission, in its ultimate
essence, spiritual. For the word is a
sacred thing, terrible in its power, and
to be handled with reverence toward
God and man.

THE COMING BRITISH LEADERS

THE hope of a race must always be
in its youth, and that more so than

ever at such a time of universal upheaval
as came to us with the end of the

European War.
Of what like are the young men who,

in the natural course of events, will be
leading the British people in governance,
science, art and life generally, in the near
future ? What is their training, and how
are they shaping under it ?

With regard to the schooling of the
numerical majority of the nation's youth
it may be difficult at present to feel

anything like optimism. With regard
to those numerically small but in every
other respect vitally important sections
of the community in which the aim is to
give the very best that can be obtained
in the shape of education, the outlook
is probably a good deal more definitely
hopeful.

The Public Schools and Universities
of Great Britain were probably never
fuller than they are to-day ; the number
of parents applying for admission for
their sons to these institutions, and pre
pared to spend money, time, and thought
really generously upon their education,
was never so large as now. In such
matters it is sometimes of value to
consider the impressions formed by non
expert and unprejudiced outsiders, Major
R and his son, Jim, served all through
the war. A good many years ago, Major
entered a certain college at Oxford,
straight from Rugby. After "

coming
down "

he went to Australia, and from
that time until this year had not set
foot in England. This year he entered
his son, Jim (educated at one of the best

of Australia's many good schools), at
his own old Oxford college. Here is a
passage from a letter the Major wrote
to a friend in Australia :—

" If you aim at sizing up the prospect,
it's the young stock, the coming-on
stuff, you want to study. I've given
three months to it now, and don't know
that I ever found a more interesting
study. Among the smooth-faced fresh
men at the universities, who were school
boys last Easter, you find mixing men
of the rank of Lt.-Colonel and Major,
with years of active service command
behind them. Think of the contrasts
and the influences at work, where the
limits of one man's experience have been
sixth form life, and those of the next
man of the same stair—the command of
a thousand men in the firing line, and in
billets ! (Remember the details of feeding,
clothing and judicial administration, as
well as going over the top.) No wonder
the general tone is more serious and
practical than in my day. It's a fascinat
ing study, I can assure you.

" And in the schools, too, the changes
since my time are amazing. They go
clean down to the roots. Unhappiness,
harshness, bullying —they are practically
unknown. You don't find ex-Lt. -Colonels
in the sixth form of course, as you do
in the freshmen's rooms at the universi
ties, but you can find a good many of
them among the form masters. The boys
have, naturally, not been personally
engaged in the war, but they have all
been through the war none the less ;

and very many have heard Gotha and
Zepp. engines drumming over their dor
mitory roofs, and listened to gun-fire
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by the hour together. But, apart from
aU that, they have changed utterly since
my day ; they and their schools, clean
down to the foundations.

" Every tree must be judged by its
fruits. I believe there are no nicer, franker,
kinder, more clean-minded or amiable
lads in the whole world to-day than
Britain's public school boys ; and no
others anywhere who are quite so happy,
who love their schools and the school
life quite so joyously, or have quite so
good a time, in the healthiest possible
sense of the phrase. It is all bright light
and clean laughter. They are delightful
boys ; modest, gentle, invincibly and
unvaringly kind, honourable, generous,
frank, and quite wonderfully devoid of
vice. Considered negatively, they are
the finest boys the world has yet pro
duced ; I am convinced of it.

" But with regard to the active and
positive side of it all, are they being in
any way endowed with '

aggressiveness,'
in the praiseful American sense ? Will
they make successful fighters in the
strenuous battle of post-war competi
tion ? Is there a good proportion of
strong, forceful and determined characters
among them ; personalities that can
impose their will upon others, and shape
circumstances to fit their need ? In
short, are they on the positive side, well
equipped to make their own way and hold
their own ends up in a world of fierce and
unslackening competition ?

" Those, my friend, are not easy
questions to answer, and I certainly am
not prepared to answer them in the
affirmative. The gentle amiability, the
universal kindliness, the happy charm
and the prevailing good-will ; all these
products and accompaniments of an
exceedingly happy life, whilst making
for very much that is good and delightful,
do not necessarily make for the develop
ment of the stern, rough and tumble
qualities demanded by such a grim
prospect as that before the nations to
day. These lads are the most delightful
I have met ; but And on that word
I'll end, lest my dissertation should
weary you too greatly."

There is a hint of the wistfulness of
the old war-horse, and more than a hint
of practical anxiety, in the closing
sentences of these extracts ; whether or
not well-grounded. But is there not, in
any case, welcome ground of hopeful
ness and satisfaction for most readers
of this journal in the whole of these
quite spontaneous, non-academic, and
unprejudiced reflections ? Evidence of
good-will and kindliness is surely all to
the good. It is easy to imagine mistakes
and blunders made by characters of the
type here indicated ; but would it be
reasonable to expect injustice, harshness,
bigotry or mean self-seeking from them ?

Surely not. Among the bases of future
piogress can any more important be
found than good-will and loving kindness ?



From a Country Study
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. Bensusan

I
HAVE a belief that the time cannot unfortunately apt to call "

the lethal
be far off when the purveyors of the weapon." Happily her strength or her
cheaper kind of fiction will be seen will is unequal to the task of putting
carrying to the nearest salerooms sufficient pressure upon the trigger, but
the revolvers that have served them the villain, not having the leisure to gauge

so well, so faithfully and so long. For what is known to sportsmen as the weight
how many years has the "popular" of the pull, decides to take no risks. Some-
magazine drawn its myriad readers with times he disappears remarking, truly
the lure of a revolver pointing to the heador enough, that " a time will come." He has
breast of Mr. Whiteheart the unperturbed been known to hiss this "

from between
hero, or Mr. Illintent the desperate and his clenched teeth," but the precise
ultimately baffled villain ? Like the gun method of so doing awaits explanation,
of Mr. Gervais, to which reference is made In any case his utterance, repeated down
in Daudet's " Tartarin of Tarascon," the the echoing grooves of time, has had in it
revolver of fiction never goes off —at least, something akin to the prophetic. The end
it is harmless when pointed at a leading draws near. First it came for the blunder-
performer. Certain immutable laws forbid buss, then for the old flintlock pistols that
a bullet to become effective. Mr. White- were carried in holsters on the saddles of
heart has to triumph in the end ; the highwaymen, then for the breach-loader
shrinking girl whom he rescues repeatedly with its single barrel, and now even the
from the villain's pursuit must become his Service revolver can hardly hope to
tremulous bride, he and she must be endure.

" Into the night go one and all."
wedded by the hoary old incumbent of the It is not that the writer of bad fiction has
parish church, while the bells utter their tired of his weapons ; he would fain retain
seemly but conventional comment. Mr. them. Science moving further along the
Illintent is equally immune. Even a hero road of discovery is dispossessing him.
can hardly shoot him dead without a She is perfecting more atrocious modes of
certain risk of being tried on the capital slaughter. By the side of the latest
charge, and a villain is very necessary to a devices the bullet that "

lodged
" in the

well-constructed story, since it is only to a unfortunate person's heart or brain pro-
villain that a much-persecuted heroine, vided a clean and wholesome death,

her eye flashing, her bosom heaving, Perhaps it will be urged that no hero
remarks in tones expressive of annoyance would descend to high explosives, to
or even indignation, " I shall never be germs of evil diseases, to poisonous gas.
yours. Unhand me, I will die first. Have This is true enough : he would not : but
you no pity ? I despise you. You will the villain would, and the author must
never succeed. He will protect me." teach him how.
Sometimes I gather from the coloured • • •

frontispiece, beyond which I have grown It is a grave dilemma that faces the
too wary to venture, the heroine herself up-to-date purveyor of sensation. His
handles what newspaper reporters are accustomed weapon fails him. For time
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out of mind he has stood relieved from all
anxieties as to means, his one problem has
ever been the precise conditions in which
these means were to be used. Now he
has to begin life, or more accurately death,
all over again. He has yet another
trouble. Being a man not of war but of
words, he has had no technical experience.
Even on paper he cannot handle high
explosives with certainty, he has never
seen torpedoes, aerial or marine, he knows
little about the action of poison gas, he
cannot lay a mine, and the course of action
pursued normally by germs released from
a test tube is unknown to him. At the
same time he cannot afford to make
mistakes, for, since the war, his readers
are bound to include a certain proportion
of those who know. The artist who must
design the coloured frontispiece is far
better off. He can turn to the repro
ductions of photography and present a
picture that does not transcend the
bounds of possibility, but, for the poor
purveyor of sensation, death has become
all too complex. He may yet have to fall
back upon heart disease or that spon
taneous combustion so boldly, even de
fiantly offered to an early Victorian world
by Charles Dickens in " Bleak House."
To a limited extent he could save him
self by a return to the jungle. There
are still lions in East Africa, tigers in
India, pythons and poisonous snakes of all
kinds linger yet in the forests of South
America, and the aeroplane has brought
all far things near. With a Sopwith and
a machine gun a villain may attempt
much, and in a rival plane, unarmed
but more skilfully handled, a hero may
escape with the brave though exhausted
heroine to some far land where the villain
confident that he has them at his non
existent mercy, may disturb a jaguar, a

serpent of old Nile, a man-eating tiger, or
a short-sighted, ill-tempered rhinoceros,
with results that vindicate even in these
restless times the triumph of the right.
Here are suggested one or two of the
possibilities—their name is legion —that
may enable the maker of sensational
stories to hide from his readers the bitter
truth that the old familiar means of

death-dealing or death-threatening is

played out and that the methods sup
planting it demand a measure of technical

knowledge denied him. Fortunately, the
readers do not often stop to think. Villains
and even a few neutral-tinted folk must
be killed for their amusement, and. so that
the killing be crude and have in it a

spice of the unexpected, they are content.
But in those shadowy realms where heroes

and villains meet at last on friendly terms,
the realms lying beyond those seemingly
irrevocable words " The End," I can

picture hero and heroine, male villain and

female villain sitting at their ease without
recrimination, united in the belief that
the fiction of which on earth they were

perennially a part must go to the dogs for

lack of the revolver. Perhaps they are

wrong and theirs is only the middle-aged
view.

• • #

There is another aspect of the sensa

tional fiction, with its embellishments of

murder and outrage, that might justify
brief comment. Here in a few words it
can be set out. Of old time men delighted
in playing some at least of the parts to

which they now turn to the printed page.
For how many centuries did folk go about
in heavy and cumbersome armour looking
for trouble ? How often for the sake of a

display, that we moderns would deem

vulgar, did they sacrifice life or limb in the

tourney. In " Ivanhoe " and " The
Talisman," Sir Walter Scott has shown us

the glamour of the times of violence ; in
" A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur

"

Mark Twain laughed such chivalry away.
Yet, despite the war, there are young men

with us to-day in their thousands, living
the most sober lives, following the most

prosaic occupations, wearing the most

conventional clothes, and dwelling in

neighbourhoods of the most rigid re

spectability, in whose veins there runs a

little of the blood of the blameless Knight
of La Mancha. If there are some men,

there are still more lads. The young linen-

draper's assistant may dream that his

cloth measure is a stout ash-poled lance ;

he who handles the butter or the bacon
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may be thinking that a sharp sword
would come more readily to his hand,
and that by its aid he would cut some

offender against the code of chivalry
as surely as he slices the cheese. We have

passed, by grace, from the time when men
and women could witness unmoved the

gladiatorial combat. The corrida de ioros
is not for us, and we do not even bait bulls
or badgers. Rat pits are hard to find,
and cock-fighting is near to extinction.
Brutality of the more active kind has gone
out of fashion, leaving still a little of the
old offending Adam in the majority. It is
for this part of the normal make-up that
the writer of fiction and of melodrama and
the manufacturer of film-plays cater.
With the physical or the mental eye the
sensation - loving soul must needs be
satiated. In all probability the cinema is

going immensely to stimulate instincts
that, but for its advent, might have

disappeared with the revolver. In the old
dayswhat were described as " penny dread
fuls " or " penny bloods "

were potent to
bring ingenuous youths to the police court.
Nowadays there are fresh developments,
and small delinquents plead guilty to
indiscretions born of the moving pic
tures. Will these lapses from grace be
limited for all time to the youngsters, or
will they spread to the children of a larger
growth ? Will the sensational fiction of
the future, deprived to some extent of the
revolver that is becoming an obsolete
weapon, be able to compete with the
moving picture ? If it does, it will perhaps
owe survival to the pen's power of
creating romantic surroundings at much
smaller cost than its rival. The real
trouble is that the lack of revolvers will
not do aught to diminish sensation, at
best it will effect a transfer. As a force in
the wrong direction a bad film-play is
worse than a bad book. The latter
demands some sort of mental effort, the
former dispenses with it. In fine, we dare
not hope that the passing of the revolver
will bring the world relief .

It may be thought that the lower class
of fiction, having no greater enemy than
the cinema to contend against, may enter
either into competition or into an unholy

alliance with it. Perhaps this is what will
happen, but, for the next few years at
least, much fiction will lose its savour
because fact is stronger and more attrac
tive. The full tale of the world-war,
whether in the heavens above, or the
earth beneath, or the waters under the
earth has yet to be told. At present we
have not heard one in a thousand. Some
fifteen hundred days of war, more than
twenty million men engaged, whole
countries devastated, lives sacrificed in
numbers that we can talk about but
cannot realise, the fate of empires depend
ing upon the penetrating or resisting force
of movements that were accomplished in a
few hours, there is hardly an aspect of the
struggle of 1914-18 that does not teem
with stories demanding no more than the
trained narrator to become living and
lasting things. By their side fiction must
hide a diminished head, for man's capacity
to imagine a drama of horrors is limited.
Most of these recitals, too, are of the quiet
heroism that distinguishes Englishmen in
times of crisis and, consequently, they
will have an uplifting quality that must
carry the finer natures to heights that no
base fiction can scale. Even the young
people who can think with genuine
enthusiasm about knights in armour,
distressed damsels, perjured traitors et hoc

genus omne will recognise the traits that
endeared their heroes to them. The
costumes vary and the conditions under
which men exchange life for glory, but the
emotions are much the same. Of old time
it was worth death to do battle for those
Holy Places that the Moslem contrived to
retain. In our day it has sufficed to
struggle for a certain rule of life, for well-
tried forms of freedom, for ideals. Above
all, men have laboured in the sure hope
that by their effort the world will be better
for those who come after. It follows, then,
that when another generation reaches the

years of discretion and capacity to under
stand, it will be eager to pay its benefactors
the tribute of grateful appreciation. By
that time there will be hundreds, many
hundreds of books about the Great War,
and, as fiction of the kind discussed here
is only a substitute for fact, a device to
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brighten dull lives, it will hardly be able
to compete successfully with the truth.
Already we can see the shadow of coming
events. Personal narratives of war-time
adventure are coming from the publishers
in a quickening stream. We have to re
member, too, that the American, French
and Belgians, the Russians, the Italians
and Germans, the Austrians, Turks,
Serbians, Roumanians, Greeks and Bulgars
have stories to tell, and many of them,
the best certainly, will find an English
dress and publisher. There is a mass of
fact stranger and more arresting than
fancy that will tax the most patient
reader for years to come.

One of the books of the kind I have
mentioned lies before me as I write ; it
will find a place on my bookshelves and in
my memory. It is called

" Glimpses of the
Great War "

and is a selection made from
the letters of the late Lieutenant G. H.
Whyte, M.C., sometime of the London
Irish Rifles. He was a Theosophist of
promise and of deep sincerity of purpose.
This little record of experiences in the last
years of his life is issued by the Society in
whose publishing house he worked for
many years. After serving in France,
Salonika, Egypt and Palestine, Lieutenant
Whyte was killed in a fight on the hills
north of Jerusalem in December, 1917.

His Colonel said of him that he was
" a

most capable officer, liked by all ranks,
and brave as a lion." His bravery was
the fruit of his faith. Less than a fortnight
before he died he wrote to his wife :
" Nothing can come to us which is not in
the Plan, and so I face whatever may come
with complete equanimity I shall
be with you often I know that love
is deathless."

These simple letters, written in the first
instance to solace those who remained at
home, and without a touch of self-
consciousness about them, are to be
recommended to pessimists. We know
that Lieutenant Whyte was just one of
thousands who did their job, and left the
rest to the Divinity that shapes our rough-
hewn ends. From the first, when he went
out in September, 1914, just before the
first Battle of the Marne, with Dr. Haden

Guest's hospital unit, we find him working
contentedly, cheerfully, helpfully, not
afraid to express his opinions, and yet
endeavouring to understand the varying
view-points of the people with and for
whom he laboured. In December he

returned to England and civil life, but the

feeling that he must help became too

strong, the path of duty lay clear before
him, and he followed it. He joined up in

May, 1915, and was sent to France a year
later. His cheerful enthusiasm suggests a

schoolboy rather than a man engaged in
the worst of all earthly work—the destruc
tion of one's fellow men. There are

guarded details of certain happenings that

bring home to the reader a few of the
actualities of trench warfare in a fashion
the more effective because no effect is

aimed at, and throughout the sure, simple
faith of the Theosophist reveals itself, rising
to heights where no sense of danger can

follow—" Do you know that I have never
realised the power of conscious immortality
as I have out here with the guns banging
away

"
(p. 53). "I reminded myself

that I am here because it is right for me

to be here, with all the other folk,

separated from all we care for. . . .

There are things to be learned in separa
tion which cannot be learned in any
other way

"
(from Salonika, p. 65).

" As

ever, I try to go as His servant and in His
name

"
(from Malta, June, 1917).

" What
happens to us must be, can onlv be, His
will " (Palestine, July, 1917).

" I don't
know what the future will bring, but the

strength and the ever-renewed Love and

Sweetness which have sustained me so far

for three years of war will not fail me I
know "

(Palestine, November 24th, 1917)." It (the life in Palestine) has its charm,

and yet sometimes one would sell one's
soul for civilisation and all it means ! But
we must endure and set our wills with the

Great Will to achieve its Purpose
"

(December 18th ; beyond Jerusalem).
Five days later Lieutenant Whyte's end

came, apparently it was swift and merciful,

the kind that the soldier is happy to con

template. We have to remember that he

did not write for publication. He gave his

intimate thoughts and beliefs to the
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partner of his life, and because they are
strong and full of healing she has done
well and wisely to offer them to the general
reader. To be happy in life and fearless
in death, to feel that the work, whatever
its hardships, has been given for a wise

purpose and to a useful end, to keep in
touch, as far as is possible, with the great
forces that guide and direct, surely he
who can so act and feel has made a com

plete success of life. I have no hesitation
in commending

"
Glimpses of the Great

War " to those who can find no consolation
for the losses it has enforced. It will give
them courage and understanding, perhaps
it will even provide a clue to the meaning
of much that has appeared inexplic
able.

One cannot but regret that the value of
propaganda depends so often upon ex
trinsic rather than intrinsic merits. You
may have the very best of cases but, if you
cannot present them to the greatest
advantage, you may fail to gain a well-
merited verdict. I have been reading" India's Nation Builders," by Mr. D. N.
Bannerjea (Headley Bros., Ltd.), reading
with such sympathy and understanding
as I have to offer, and I am struck by the
hard fact that the requisite appeal will not
be made to the unconverted reader
because Mr. Bannerjea is not master of his
medium ; he cannot state his case to
advantage. It is, doubtless, a great
achievement for an Indian gentleman to
haw» learned as much English as he has

placed to his credit, and it is not sur
prising that the gift of style has not been

granted to one handling a medium that is
not his own. Unfortunately, the stubborn
truth makes no concessions and insists
that books written in this fashion cannot
assist great causes. To learn anything
about the nation builders, and fifteen of
them figure in these pages, it is necessary

to wade through a veritable plethora of
words. The prose is stodgy, sticky, it
clings to one like heavy ploughland on a
wet, winter's day. It drags its slow length
along tedious "

as a twice-told tale vexing
the dull ear of a drowsy man." I do not
wish to belittle the achievement ; it is a
very considerable one. How pleased one
would be to write with equal fluency a
language not our own. Yet, when this has
been granted freely, we who read must
know that Mr. Bannerjea's book will
preach chiefly, if not altogether, to those
who are waiting to agree with him. None
will take it up and feel that they have "been

enlightened and even thrilled by a
revelation of patriots, greatly daring and
self-sacrificing, in their habit as they lived.
This is a pity, because India needs under
standing to-day, the big movement to
wards Home Rule on the one hand, the
acts of oppression on the other, the rigid
handling, the badly-advised outbreaks, the
discontent, the suffering, all these aspects
of Indian life are insufficiently understood.
It is imperative that every Englishman
should recognise the measure of his
responsibility towards India, and he can
leam much by a study of the lives of those
who have led, taught, suffered for India's
sake. We are not well served by our press
where India is concerned, few papers have
correspondents on the spot. In Parlia
ment, too, the interest is of the slightest,
questions of moment cannot find half-a-
dozen speakers able to debate them with
knowledge. It is very evident, then, that
we need such books as Mr. Bannerjea has
given us, but they must be written by one
whose deep convictions are associated
with a mastery of the English tongue.
Such a writer may command a following,
and in the day when India's legitimate
grievances are widely realised they will
be well on the way to abatement.



The Struggle for Social

Justice
Notes for the Month
By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

SEVERAL

tilings have occurred
of late which give food for
thought ; the position of the
national finances, perhaps, to
gether with the question of

the future form of ownership and operation
of the coal mining industry occupy first
place. Quite apart from the question
of principle involved, the coal question
has an interest of its own, as it compelled
Mr. Lloyd George to show on which side
of the fence he was coming down. Right
up to the last moment many people were
of opinion that the Prime Minister would,
at the last moment, follow the advanced
tendency with which he is generally
credited, and part company with those
representatives of the big interests who
are temporarily his political companions ;

but the event showed that he had
capitulated to them.

The Coal Mining Question.
There is a very important new principle

involved in the coal problem as it presents
itself to-day, and it is desirable that this
should be clearly kept in view. It is
not merely whether co-ordination in one
form or another will conduce to more
efficiency and cheaper working ; it is
not whether bureaucratic methods are
so much worse than private enterprise
that they would neutralise the big
economies over the latter that would
result from uniformity of equipment and
the elimination of overlapping. From
most of the discussions that take place
in the capitalist Press one would assume
that these were the only considerations.

In reality, they are all overshadowed
by the question of how the goodwill of
the coal mine workers can be secured,
and it is here that the course decided
upon by the Government will break
down.

The Psychological Factor.
The miners demand not only better

conditions for themselves ; these they
have secured. They demand that they
shall work for the community and not
for the enrichment of private persons —
in fact, that they shall feel they are
working for the State. Two or three
generations of private ownership of the
coal mining industry have resulted in
the relationship between owners and
workers having become so strained as
seriously to impede that smooth working
which alone will secure an adequate
output. The coal mine workers will
only give of their utmost under the
impetus of the feeling that they are
working for the community. The
criticisms before the Coal Commission
of the inefficient operation of the mines
and the waste entailed by hundreds of
overlapping unequal administrations were
so overwhelming that the Government
is going to compel the owners to intro
duce a certain amount of co-ordination,
but care is being taken that the golden
goose producing the profits is to be
retained by the owners and not to be
acquired by the community. It is in
deed to be polished up and made more
efficient, but the profit is to remain with
the existing proprietors. The miners
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demanded a share in the control of the

industry, thinking that thereby both
themselves and the community would
be benefited. The Government say that
the workers shall have a few representa
tives on the Boards which shall control
the industry, but care is taken that they
shall be in a minority and not possess
any real power. The campaign that
has been waged by the vested interests
to prevent nationalisation of the coal
mines has been stupendous ; they have

evidently felt that if the principle of
public ownership were conceded in one

big industry it would be followed by
others, and then where would they and
their class be ? It would be the be

ginning of the wresting of economic
power from them. Hence coal has become
the big struggle. The railways may,
after a fight, be conceded ; but a great
industry, out of which enormous profits
are made year after year, must not be

permitted to become a success under
public ownership.

Well, the gauntlet has been thrown,
and the battle has commenced. At
first sight it might seem as though the
miners will not win ; the sectional strike
in Yorkshire has weakened the hands of
the miners as a national body, and the
Triple Alliance with it. It is quite
likely (although not certain) that we
shall not have a strike to secure national
ownership—at any rate, not yet. On
the surface the vested interests would
appear to have won the first round ;

but it is one thing to refuse the miners
their demand that they shall work for
the community and not for private profit,
and it is another thing to secure the
necessary amount of coal. After all it is
the miners, and not the mining magnates,
who actually hew the coal ; and it is
because I recognise this obvious fact
that I am quietly confident that we shall
see the mining industry nationalised ere
long. In other words, the state of mind
of the miners has become as important
a factor in the output of coal as the ex
istence of the coal itself ; but this fact
our governing class has not yet grasped.
In my own evidence before the Coal

Commission I laid particular emphasis
upon this point, and was distressed
to find how utterly the capitalist repre
sentatives on that Commission failed to
comprehend the notion that the workers
were anything more than so much raw
material. I am glad to see that Professor
H. Stanley Jevons, the distinguished
economist, in an interview published in
The Daily News of August 29th, stressed
this aspect of the problem. Among
other useful things, he said :—

In saying this, I have in mind not only the
physical conditions of the industry, which
permits of enormous economies in working, by
the re-arrangement of areas leased by different
colliery companies, and a certain amount of
joint pumping, ventilation, and so on, but
also I take into account the psychology of the
workers. This is, indeed, a most important
factor, which is too often lost sight of. If the
workers in any industry are discontented and
obsessed by the theory that their conditions
will be greatly improved by a rearrangement
whereby no private persons will reap large
profits from their labour, it is most desirable,
in the general interests, to give that large mass
of workers the conditions that they want. A
new spirit is needed in work—an ideal of duty
and efficiency, and there is reason to believe
that when the miners are working under con
ditions when increased effort will not simply
mean the realising of larger profits for the owners
they may be converted to action on these
higher ideals.

The Tax on Coal Royalties.

One point that calls for special attention
in the Government proposals with regard
to the coal mines is the extraordinary
proposal that in connection with the
purchase by the State of the mining
royalties Mr. Lloyd George proposes
that a deduction shall be made from the
sum to be paid to the royalty owners
for the purpose of improving housing
and social conditions. In this proposal
lies the implication that it is the royalty
owners who are morally responsible for
the conditions under which the coal
miners live, and not those who own and

operate the mines. The principle is of
the utmost importance, for if the argu
ment is that because the royalty owner
—the original owner of the coal —who
has done nothing towards the creation
of that wealth is responsible for the
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conditions under which the workers
who convert it into effective wealth
live, this applies equally to the owner

ship of land.
If it were not that this measure in

dicates Mr. Lloyd George's muddled
thinking and rush to measures of pure
expediency instead of dealing with root
causes, one might hail with joy this
recognition of the responsibility of re

cipients of "
unearned income." Coming

from the quarter it does, however, I
cannot believe that any measure passed
through the present House of Commons
will admit this principle, and doubt if
it will ever become law ; if it does, I
shall be surprised if the price paid by
the State for the acquisition of the coal
royalties does not have added to its
proper value sufficient to make the
special deduction only a burden in name

upon the proprietors, just as the Excess
Profits Duty has been regarded by every
business concerned as an additional work
ing cost before arriving at the profit,
instead of a tax on profits. Still, to do
Mr. Lloyd George justice, he has always
been a good agrarian agitator, and land
reformers should remember, and make
use of, the Prime Minister's arguments
as expressed in his proposals with regard
to coal royalties.

The Police Strike.
I imagine that many readers, like

myself, have been worried as to what
is the correct attitude to take towards
the Police Strike. One can so easily
realise the validity of the argument that
the police force, like the Army, is a

weapon forged by society for its pro
tection against malefactors, and that
to allow the weapon to possess a say in
its own use would be too dangerous to
be thought of. On the other hand,
people who talk like this cannot mean
that members of such forces are to sink
absolutely their own liberty of thought
and action, otherwise a Secretary of
State, like Mr. Winston Churchill, or a
General, might make himself dictator
of the country. Our governing class
has not been wise enough, until the police

took direct action a few months ago,
to pay them adequately, let alone give
them compensation for deprivation of
the right to combine that is enjoyed by
all other workers ; but suppose they did
—we are still face to face with the problem
of whether it is good to train and breed
a distinct class like this which is not
permitted to have the same right or
be subject to the same influences as its
fellows. We do not want more janissaries.
I admit the problem baffles me ; but
society will have to tackle it sooner or
later. One cannot but be sorry for the
hundreds of police with whom the sense
of solidarity with their fellows was so

strong that many of them sacrificed
pensions towards which they had worked
twenty years or more. These pensions
are really paid for by themselves out
of their wages, in the fixing of which
the pension is counted, so that morally
the authorities ought to return to the

discharged men the commuted value

to-day of their pension rights. If they
were wise to the interests of their own
class, the present Government, with a

gesture of generosity, would offer re

instatement without penalisation to all
the police who left work ; fortunately,
perhaps, for the future progress of events,
the present Government appears incap
able of such wide vision, although one

might perhaps have expected it from the

Prime Minister, who does possess the

gift of imagination.

The Financial Situation.
With a Prime Minister and Chancellor

of the Exchequer prophesying black
ruin if we (not they) do not immediately
mend our ways, many people are asking
what does really happen to a country if

it continues indefinitely to spend more

than it earns. In the case of an indi
vidual, he goes through the bankruptcy
court and then starts afresh, fives on the

charity of his friends, or commits suicide.
In the case of a nation, it gets included
in the annual report of the Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders as a defaulting
state, has a revolution or two, and after
a lapse of time finds a fresh generation
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in another nation to lend it money,
and possibly to "

develop
" it financially

and politically.
It is surprising how long a man can

sometimes go on spending more than
he is earning, and it is the same with
a nation ; but there is this big difference
between a person and a nation. There
comes a time when an individual having
to purchase almost everything from others
is brought to an absolute standstill. In
the case of the nation, which is composed
of millions of individuals, the worsening
of the general situation resolves itself
into a series of convolutions whereby
one section of the community endeavours
to escape the consequences of the crisis

by passing on most of the burden to
another, with the result that while,
owing to the exchanges going against
the country, the amount of imports
has to diminish, the going short in regard
to these imports shall fall upon some
sections, thus leaving sufficient for those
who are able to pass the burden on to
their fellows. Of course, it does not appear
crudely like this, but it works out in this
manner by means of inflation.

We are only just entering this period
of struggle. Everybody who has been

poor knows that strange feature of
poverty that when things are very bad
one is apt to be reckless and spend with
out thought of the morrow, whereas
when an unexpected piece of fortune
results in a balance coming on the right
side one is apt to be careful and to make
all sorts of good resolutions. The nation
has thus far been passing through the
first stage ; the second stage does not
appear probable for some years to come ;

so we have to consider the third, which
consists of a sober stocktaking of a

position which is extremely difficult
but not hopeless. Underneath it all,
however, there is, as I have hinted above,
a gigantic struggle in progress, the full
extent of which is perceptible to but few
of the protagonists. The big indus
trialists and capitalists wish to take
full advantage of England's position as

the one big European belligerent with her

productive capacity almost unimpaired,

and are hopeful that their paper fortunes,
accumulated during the war, will enable
them to maintain their pre-war position.
The millions of workers, termed for con
venience sake Labour, are equally de
termined that their relative position to
capital shall be better than it was before
the war ; and neither gives adequate
thought to the fact that the war has
to be paid for and that somebody has
to make a sacrifice. In the course of
this struggle neither side is losing —
superficially. The industrialists are
piling up fortunes after allowing for
Excess Profits Duty, which, incidentally,
is now halved ; Labour wants concession
after concession in the shape of reduced
hours and more wages. Both stand
where they were —on paper.

The result is a huge inflation, which
ends up in the cost of living getting
higher and higher. The inflation is not
merely in the shape of Treasury Notes,
although that is serious enough. It
consists in bank credits and the creation
of new securities, from Government loans
to new companies. During the past
few months four new insurance com
panies have been created ; with only
a shilling or two paid up per share, the
shares stand at large premiums, result
ing in the aggregate to a million or two
Yet not an ounce more of commodities
has been, or will be, produced, because
of the creation of these companies.
The premium at which the holder can
sell his shares is a discounting of the
profits it is anticipated these companies
will make, and it is probably a correct
anticipation, as they have been launched
under very powerful auspices ; but the
result is to increase the amount of pur
chasing power in existence without in
creasing commodities. Then up go
prices still more. This is the sort of
thing that is happening, while mean
time the Government is spending
hundreds of millions per annum more
than it obtains in revenue. That this
might easily lead to disaster was apparent
to ordinary people a long time ago,
and it is gratifying to learn that this
great truth has no v penetrated the minds
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of those responsible for the financial
policy of the nation If things go on
as they are something will break. My
prophecy is that the cost of living will
become so great that people in increasing
numbers will find it impossible to keep
body and soul together. It is the task
of the statesmen to foresee and avert
this. The Government's dilemma, as
I see it, is as follows :—If the present
subsidies for bread, unemployment, etc.,
are continued it means financial ruin ;

if they are removed, particularly the
unemployment benefit, it means revo
lution. True, there is an alternative
in the fact that the nation urgently
requires an immense amount of work
to be done (housing, etc.), and that
there are hundreds of thousands of
people receiving unemployment pay. One
might set the unemployed to build the
houses the nation requires, making use
of national factories, etc., etc. But
that would be interfering with private
enterprise, a most appalling thought !

Apart from this, however, it is clear
that the nation cannot afford to con

tinue wasteful methods of production
and distribution ; these will have to be

co-ordinated on the lines on which Sir
Eric Geddes proposes to co-ordinate
transport, even if it does affect the vested
interests. It may even come to this
in the end, that the Government has

to act upon the recommendations of
the committees it has appointed, as,

for example, in connection with a national
electricity supply.

Finally, we must beware lest the

clamour for economy should lead to

the cutting down of such expenditures
as conduce to cheaper working. The
national finances are in a position when

every section of the community will
have to work, and that upon efficient

lines. To secure increased production,
which alone will avert national bank

ruptcy, the good will of the workers,

including even coal miners, must be

obtained. If our governing class does

not recognise this fact, it will be made

to ; but the whole community may

have to pay a heavy price before this

happens.

SPINNING WHEELS AND HAND LOOMS.

Cawnpore, July 12th, 1919.

To the Editor of the Herald of The Star.
Dear Sir,—

I came across an advertisement of
" Spinning Wheels and Hand Looms "

(The Alston Studio, 8, New Bond Street),
in the Herald of the Star, dated
February 6th, 1919. I want our boys
and girls in our schools, especially Theo-
sophical Schools, to learn the art as an
aid to manual training. Our hand looms
and spinning wheels are of very ancient
pattern, and if we can get a few wheels
and a couple of the most improved pat

tern it would be a real help to us. Will

you kindly give me an idea of the cost of

these ; or if you can induce an interested
brother to supply this information I shall

be grateful. Any literature on the sub

ject will be most helpful.
Yours, etc.,

H. Sakharam Rau.

(The Editor would be much obliged if any

reader possessing the information required

by our Correspondent would communicate

the same to the Editorial Office, Herald
of the Star, 6, Tavistock Square, London,

W.C. I.
)



The

Crusade against Cruelty
Monthly Notes

By G. Colmore

He hath but half a heart
Who loves not all.

Philip J. Bailey.

The Half and the Whole.

The quotation at the head of these
notes expresses a profound truth : lack
of love means limitation. The casting
aside of limitations, the transcending
of barrier after barrier of ignorance,
of selfishness, of superstition, is the
process of man's progress ; and the vital
agent in this process is love, which,
besides being the means of attainment,
is also the end to be attained. Until
the fulness of love is reached, and the
perfection of all that love implies, per
ception, understanding, vision, man can
realise only a portion of his potentialities ;

has " but half a heart," or less than half,
or it may be more, but something, in any
case, less than the whole ; has but a
partial consciousness, a curtailed in
telligence, bounded sympathies. And
the means of manifestation cannot appear
until there is something to manifest ;

it is as man evolves within his essential
being the principle of life—that is to
say, love —that the consciousness expands,
the sympathies widen, the intelligence
grows (and by intelligence I do not mean
the dialectics of the schoolmen, but the
perception of the philosopher) ; that"

the heart "
enlarges from the germ to

the half and from the half to the whole.

Means and End.

To say that love is the means of attain
ment and also the end to be attained is

only to repeat in other words the saying
of the Founder of the Christian faith
that the way and the life are one, in
separable from each other and inseparable
from the truth. " I am the way, the
truth and the life " is a statement of
deepest import ; it identifies life with
truth, and truth with the way to truth ;

it indicates that the way to life is by the
practice of the principle of life—the true
fife, which is love. And as each man
has as his heritage a portion of that life
or love, has within himself the kingdom
of heaven, so can he make, by the evolv
ing of that life, a way to the kingdom.
But the evolving of love means the
eschewing of cruelty. Cruelty whether it
shows itself in brutality, in malice, in
oppression, in ruthlessness, in selfishness,
in greed, in cowardice, in cunning, or in
unkindness, is the impassable barrier
which blocks the entrance to the Way ;

and it is impossible to tread the pathway
of love while that barrier remains. It is
true that understanding often lags be
hind intention, that the truth is not
always perceived when desire for the
life is experienced ; but it is just because
good intentions, when divorced from
perception and practice, pave no road but
the road which leads not towards love but
away from it, that the practice of the
principles of love, of justice, of generosity,
in connection with every problem of life,
is essential to the finding and following
the one way of spiritual progress.
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Universal Kinship.

In connection with his fellow men,
man — civilised man — has begun to
recognise the vital character of these
principles and the necessity for their
application ; not completely, but to
some extent, the idea of the brother
hood of humanity is permeating the
thought of mankind ; it has not yet
reached the citadel of man's heart, but
it is gaining ground in his consciousness.
But the idea of a brotherhood wider than
human brotherhood, of obligations ex
tending beyond the confines of mankind, of
a kinship not limited but universal, this
is an idea which has hardly suggested
itself to the general mind of humanity,
and is certainly very far from general
acceptance. Here and there individuals,
moved by the pity which is akin to love
or the generosity which is akin to justice,
realise, if not the truth of universal
kinship, yet the duties which that truth
imposes ; here and there bands of people,
united in the recognition of those duties,
in the conscious or unconscious recog
nition of the truth which enforces them,
form centres from which the conception
of universal kinship is conveyed to the
general consciousness : but so far as
the bulk of humanity is concerned, the
conception is, as was the universe it
self at the beginning of things, without
form and void.

Kinship, or Unklndness.

The conception will take form and
grow with the growth of the general
consciousness : instead of appearing, as
it appears to-day, as an accidental and
unrelated exhibition of mind and emotion,
it will show itself as a permanent and
ordered outcome of human understand
ing : and the acceptance of it will pass
from an eccentricity to a convention.
But as yet this " consummation devoutly
to be wished

"
is far away, and the

earnestness and efforts of the few are in
sharp contrast with the callousness and
indifference of the many. In every
direction the indifference to animal suffer
ing is apparent, often glaringly apparent;

the right to inflict it is regarded as man's

prerogative, the unresisting and patient
endurance of it as the natural destiny
of the animal kingdom.

Pit Ponies.

Take such an instance as the case of
the mines and the miners which has

recently been engaging public attention
in the British Isles. The fate of the pit
ponies has been in the minds of a certain
number of individuals, but has been

altogether absent from public consider
ation. Yet their fate is largely affected
by the working of the mines, and if there
were any widespread recognition that
man's relations with the animal world
are other than those of exploiter and

exploited, provision would be made for
the ponies' protection, instead of, as is

actually the case, their sufferings being
augmented by the changes which are

taking place. A paragraph in John Bull,
the editor of which has again and again
taken up the cause of defenceless animals,
states the nature of these sufferings :

" The miners' hours have been reduced
"

says
a letter received from the depths of a colliery
in Northumberland, ' but the ponies' hours
are doubled, each working approximately
thirteen hours a day. Some cases are even

worse, for the ponies are being worked in the
night shift as well.' Such gross inhumanity
ought to be stopped : but, in our opinion, it
will not be stopped until the inspectors pay-
more frequent visits to the mines, and refrain
from intimating to the management when they
intend to call."

Blindness and Vision.

There can be no two opinions about
such cruelty as this amongst people
whose minds are not fettered by trade
customs and trade interests ; and the
fact that such an expedient should enter
into the minds of the men responsible
for it, that such cruelty should be decreed
and carried out is proof of the strongest
and most direct character that the

general attitude of mankind towards the
animal world is an attitude lacking in

even elementary ideas of justice and fair

play. With regard to the treatment
of animals it is, indeed, as though men

stood within the circle of light cast by
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a lamp, that within that circle —that is
to say, within the circle of human in
terests —they saw more or less clearly
according to their nearness to or distance
from the lamp, and that beyond that
circle they saw nothing at all. For the
standards of morality are altered when
men are dealing with animals ; and it
does not occur to the bulk of men that
a morality, the standards of which can be
altered at the bidding of commercialism
or convenience, is no true morality at all.

Inspectors without Inspection.

The Editor of John Bull refers to the
infrequent visits of inspectors to the
mines, and to the fact that the time of
each visit is made known to the manage
ment beforehand ; that, in other words,
time and opportunity are given to those
in command to arrange for the temporary
suppression of abuses, the temporary
adoption of regulations, the temporary
observance of rules ; that, indeed, in
spection is a farce. Mr. Francis A. Cox,
the well-known secretary of the National
Equine Defence League, calls attention,
in a letter published in the Daily Mail
of August 1st, to one of the features of
this farce, namely, the absurdly small num
bers of inspectors. Mr. Cox begins his
letter by deploring the dense and extensive
ignorance of the public in respect of the
pit ponies and their conditions. Even
residence in a colliery district, he says,
does not lead to knowledge of even a
tithe of the facts concerning them. That
this is likely to be so is hardly disputable,
is, on the contrary, fairly obvious ; for,
since there are numbers of people who
are unconscious of the abuses which
flourish in their neighbourhood above
ground and in the light of day, it is
hardly surprising that iniquities carried
on below the earth's surface, out of
sight, out of hearing, out of touch with
the events and happenings of overhead
life, should escape the ordinary obser
vation of the ordinary man.

Enquire to Aoqulre.

People must enquire into the facts
of a question if they wish to acquire any

real knowledge of that question, and
human nature shrinks from enquiry that
is likely to lead to discomfort of con
science or increase of responsibility, and
Mr. Cox expresses very truly the feeling
of those of us who are trying to draw
attention to the inhumanities of humanity
when he says :

" I sometimes despair
ingly wonder whether the public ever
can or will be made to realise the appalling
sufferings of pit ponies." He then pro
ceeds to deal with the question of in
spection.

" At the passing of the Pit Pony Protection
Clauses in the Mines Act, 1911, the House of
Commons stipulated for an '

adequate
' number

of inspectors. Mr. McKenna appointed six,
which was subsequently raised to eight. Eight
inspectors to examine about 70,000 ponies
employed in the 1,880 coal pits in this country,
which means that each man annually is expected
to grope in the dark underground workings
of 235 mines in about 260 working days to
examine about 8,750 ponies."

Law and Oonsoienoe.

Such figures as these show the absurdity
of a so-called system of inspection, since
the system, so far as there is any system,
is a false one, and the inspection is con
spicuous by its absence. The fact that
any pit pony protection clauses at all
were incorporated in a Mines Bill is
a hopeful sign, inasmuch as it
points to a pricking, if not a true
awakening of conscience in connection
with the exploitation of animals ; and the
Anaesthetics (Animals) Act is a further
indication of the troubling of the very
still waters of man's attitude towards
the sub-human world. But both the
inadequacy of the first and the evidence
given for and against the provisions of
the second go to prove how gentle is the
troubling, how slight are the pricks.
Moreover the public conscience is very
quickly and very easily soothed : if
a law be passed and placed upon the
Statute Book, the pricking also passes :

the sense of justice goes so far as to
demand that cruelty to animals, when
it is gross, should be legally forbidden,
but not so far as to ensure that what
is legally forbidden is actually abolished.
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It remains for humanity to realise that
justice does not always emerge from
jurisprudence, that there is but one
law sound in principle and inevitable
in action, and that that law is the law
of love.

A Plea for Oppression.

The recognition of this simple truth
is still a long way off so far as the bulk
of humanity is concerned, and its advent
is not hastened by the pronouncements
of men assumed by the general public
and themselves to be in the van of pro
gress. The Times of April 11th reports
that, at a meeting of the British Medical
Association, Colonel C. J. Martin stated
that " the kind of dog that found his
way into the physiological laboratory
really had no friends outside." The
statement is a characteristic vindication
of vivisection ; characteristic, I mean,
not of Colonel J. C. Martin as an indi
vidual, but of the vivisectional attitude ;

and it reminds me of a saying, current
in popular jargon many years ago. The
saying was :

" Hit him hard, he's got
no friends." It was used in a facetious
sense and had a facetious origin ; but
it expresses in grim truth the kind of

reasoning which governs so largely man's
treatment of animals. Friendlessness
is a ground for oppression ; defenceless-
ness invites not protection but the
infliction of pain ; weakness permits
exploitation. It is an ugly code, whether
consciously or unconsciously held, and
the conduct that flows from it, whether
in carelessness, in stupidity, or in cal
culation, is an ugly thing.

Lost or Stolen.

But Colonel J. C. Martin, in saying
that it was only the friendless dogs
who found their way into laboratories
expressed an aspiration rather than a

fact ; for, in truth,* all dogs imported
into laboratories are not without
friends, and * this is another way of

saying that even a dog's friends cannot

always save him from his enemies.
Sometimes they can ; even when he has
been stolen and, by means of a com
mercial transaction on the part of the
thief, has " found*his way

" within the
walls of a physiological laboratory. The
Scottish Society for the Prevention? oi
Vivisection, in the July number of its

organ,
" Our Fellow Mortals," refers, in

connection with Colonel Martin's state
ment, to the case of " Vivisected Jack,"
who was stolen from friends to whom
he meant much, was delivered into the
hands of vivisectors, was vivisected,
escaped in spite of the injuries inflicted
upon him, found his way back to his
friends, and was by them protected from

further physiological experimentation.
In this case the fact of having friends
did not save the dog from vivisection in
the first instance ; but it did save it
from the fate of the collie who escaped
from a physiological laboratory in London
some thirteen years ago. This dog,
with a tube in its throat and a bandage
round its neck to keep the tube in place,
fled into a shop for protection, was not
in that shop protected, but was given
up to the doctor who pursued it and
taken back to the laboratory. It had
no—at any rate available— friends, and
so could be " hit hard."



Educational Notes
Militarism in Education.

OF
the many questions provo-

i cative of wrangling, which are
I forcing themselves upon the'

attention of distracted recon-
structors, militarism in educa

tion is one of the most rousing. Compulsory
military education is not merely a bone, it
is a complete skeleton, of contention, and
educationists of every type and degree
throw themselves upon it with gusto.
The " mere "

person listens to the
wordy struggle, feeling that he lacks the
conviction that would ally him to the
one side or to the other. The mere person
cannot reconcile himself to the idea that
the youth of the nation be trained after
the manner of a military machine in order
that they may be good

" material," but
on the other hand he feels that there is

something to be said in favour of military
training, the world being what it is, and

being at the stage of development at
which it stands. He finds that the motive
spirit on each side is force, and that the
favourite word is " must."

Mr. B. N. Langdon-Davies, Secretary
to the National Council for Civil Liberties,
is of the opinion that boys and young men
should be trained to make and keep
themselves " fit "

by methods other than
military, and we ourselves cannot believe
that military training in schools should be
compulsory, or that such training is in
the best interests of the future of the
nation. On the one hand we have what
seems to be the general idea of the anti-
militarists, which is that, should military
training be enforced, Great Britain would
presently present the provoking spectacle
to the world at large, of a brawny, brazen
warrior walking up and down within his
borders, throwing out contemptuous chal
lenge to any who have ears to hear. On
the other hand is the belief of the man who
holds to military training that, without

this form of physical education, the youth
of Great Britain would be soft, sleepy, and
helpless in an emergency. Both of these,
we think, are extreme aspects of the case.

There is no doubt, as Mr. Langdon-
Davies pointed out, that environment and

atmosphere mould character. There is
no doubt that the boy who is forced to
undergo military training in school, and
the young man who must go through a
military course when he leaves school,
will regard war and the idea of making
war with, at least, indifference. He will
have absorbed so much iron into his
composition. But there is no reason why
the youth of this country, or of any other
country, should not grow up fit, and keen,
and hard, through the use of physical
exercises and training other than military.
Boys given this kind of physical education
will have a very different outlook on war.
Should the emergency arise, they will be
there, but they will not be of the conscious

organisers of war. Nor will they want to
go to war, nor will they offer good ground
in which the jingoists may sow the seed of
international distrust.

For our own part, we are here in entire
agreement with Mr. Langdon-Davies. We
do not approve of military training for
children, and we are in favour of abolishing
all such training in schools, and of sub

stituting those physical exercises which
will ensure that boys will grow into fine,

strong and healthy young men, who will
not need months of special drill to make
them fit, should need of helping a weaker
brother or of national defence arise. We
do think that England must still be
" prepared," but we do not think that such
a condition can be met only by military
drill. We are convinced that any system
of rational physical exercises, where the
whole needs of the body (not the develop
ment of the muscles alone), are provided
for, is better for the body, the mind and
the soul of every child, than any military
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training could be. Regular hours of work
and play, nourishing and regular meals,
an open-air life as much as is possible, a

system of suitable physical exercises
intelligently applied —these will do more
for the youth of Great Britain than any
military training. Besides satisfying the
needs of the physical body, the mind will
be open, clear, and tolerant, and there
will be a measure of orderliness and

sympathy and of sturdy manliness that
will cause the War Office no uneasiness as

to reliability. Let physical exercises be
"

compulsory
" if the authorities like, but

let them not be military.
Sir Douglas Haig recently said that

every able-bodied citizen should be able
to come forward, should danger threaten
us again, as a trained man, for he was
convinced that in that condition lay " the
only certain guarantee of peace." Sir
Douglas Haig described himself as "a
man who has seen enough of war to make
me determined to spend my utmost efforts
to prevent its recurrence," and he urged
that we organise at once " our democratic
citizen army." Nor do we find this spirit
alone among soldiers. W. B. Yeats, in
his latest book, " The Cutting of an Agate,"
says : "I think that all noble things are
the result of warfare : great nations and
classes, of warfare in the visible world ;

great poetry and philosophy, of invisible
warfare, the division of a mind within
itself, a victory, the sacrifice of a man to
himself." Certain it is that there is a
tendency just now on the part of many
to exalt the "

efficiency
" of Germany, to

state that those principles which helped
Germany should now be followed in this
country. This tendency is but another
illustration of the historical fact that it
is in the end the conquered who are the
conquerors. It seems to be at the root of
this matter of compulsory military
education in schools ; there seems to be
very grave danger that the militarism
against which we took up arms may become
our tyrant. The War Office, probably,
has no idea whither such training would
lead, for what does it know or care of the
psychology of Education, of the effect of
environment on the temper of the mind,

of the influence wielded by the thought
and outlook of elders on the character of
the young ? The advocates of military
training in schools desire that the youth
of Great Britain should be ready in case

of need ; they do not want England to
be "

unprepared
"

again, and they are
convinced that the world has not yet
seen the end of wars and rumours of wars.
And, indeed, few can believe that at one
bound co-operation will take the place
of competition in things international,
any more than it can in things national.
Nor is it to be thought that Britain should
turn a deaf ear to an appeal for
aid, wrapped in the selfish, and, we

are afraid, somewhat self-righteous cloak
of neutrality.

Between enforced military training and
no military training at all, it is for the

citizens of this country to find a mean
road. There is the danger of an ever-

increasing amount of " State control," with
a consequent ever-increasing tendency
on the part of the public to leave matters
in the hands of the State altogether,
and to follow, more or less blindly, the

paths indicated by the State. There is

also the danger of non-combatant selfish
ness, for there is no doubt that, however
virtuous it may be to turn one's own other
cheek to the hand of the smiter, it is cold
indifference to stand aloof when a smaller
brother is threatened. We must have

co-operation and an appreciation of the

other point of view on both sides. A
couple of verses not wholly inappropriate
come to mind, random verses that some

how have been remembered :

If only the good were clever,
And if only the clever were good,
This world would be better than ever
We thought that it possibly could ;

But somehow it seems that we never
Can manage things just as we should :

The good are so harsh to the clever,
The clever so rude to the good.

Housecraft and Military Education.

The idea of coupling Housecraft in

girls' schools with Military Training in

schools for boys is one which at first may
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evoke a smile. But a recent commentator
in an educational paper declared, with a

good deal of sense, that the proper analogy
of Housecraft is with Military Training.
If there is to be compulsory military
education, there should be compulsory
housecraft. Girls who intend to earn their
living must compete with boys, pass the
same examinations, enter the same scholar

ships at Universities. They are thus on
an equal footing with boys. But, if
military training is to be made compulsory
for boys, added to the subjects of a general
education in preparation for careers, girls
should be equally handicapped by having
to go through a course of domestic science
for a like period. The same commentator
states that the proper time for these

specialised departments of education is,
for the boy, at the regular military age, and
for the girl, when she begins to think of
marriage and a home of her own —that is
to say, when she has finished

"
school

"

in the accepted sense of the word.
In these days of unsatisfactory domestic

help, ever more women are arriving at the
conclusion that domestic work should be
considered as a skilled occupation, which
girls from gentle families may enter.
Under the guise of " W.A.A.C.'S," or
" W.R.N.S," or " V.A.D.'S," no task was
considered too menial for them to perform ;

why, then, should they consider it beneath
them to keep their own homes beautiful ?

Should " free place
"

pupils be admitted
to housecraft classes in schools, should
domestic science take its place among the
skilled occupations, there would be happier
homes and shorter lists of clerks and

stenographers in the books of employment
bureaux. But schools must see that they
teach the science of housecraft as they
teach the science of engineering or
agriculture ; the practical experience is
best had at home.

The Margaret Morris School.
The Spring Term Demonstration of

the Miss Margaret Morris School, given
a few weeks ago, fulfilled the promise of
its most attractive programme of danc

ing, singing, and acting. The programme
was subdivided into these three depart

ments ; but as a matter of fact it was
difficult to say where the dancing ended
and the acting began, or how much
would have been lost from the singing
if the unconscious dancing and acting
had not added their value. The fusing
into the sense of rhythm, of hearing,
seeing, and feeling, is said to be the

meaning of dancing ; this meaning of
dancing the pupils of Miss Margaret
Morris understand, in a greater or lesser

degree, of course. It has been a matter
of wonder to many a teacher of drawing,
that even little children, if left to them
selves, express in their work, indifferent
though it may be, so true an appreciation
of design and colour. Miss Morris has
utilised this appreciation in her pupils ;

she teaches them drawing and painting,
and thus helps them to understand the

figures they themselves build up while
dancing, and to think of the effect from
the spectators' point of view. The
result is, that a demonstration of Margaret
Morris dancing is the natural and rhythmic
expression of the musical feeling inherent
in the child. Instead of " interpreting

"

a given composition, he actually dances
the composition itself, in harmonies of

design and colour that are an expression
of the music. He learns to fit music
into its place with the other arts, and to
endeavour to demonstrate them all in
his dancing.

Special mention must be made of one
little pupil of six-and-a-half years, who
arranged one of her own dances, de

signed her own costume and chose her
own colours. It was all of course very
simple, but to the spectator it was an
instance of true musical feeling. The
songs, the acting, were all just as good ;

the audience could see that the children
were delighted with their art, and their
growing ability to bend that art to what
they felt the music, or the play, or the

song, demanded. The School is an ex
traordinary education for young minds
—an education in many arts, an educa
tion so founded that, even should the

personal charm of the performer be taken

away, the pure lovely culture of the art
remains.



The
Woman's Observatory

By "Femina."

(A monthly record of leading events in the world of women.)

TO
all public-spirited and peace-

loving women the greatest and
saddest event of the month,
when these notes are written
(August), is the apparent sur-.

render of President Wilson and his War
Secretary to the forces which have been
long clamouring for a measure of peace
time conscription in the States. We say" apparent," for the American President
is before all things a democrat (not using
that word in its political sense) , believing in
the control of Governments by the people
from whom they derive their authority ;

and if the American people whole
heartedly resist these proposals, as we
devoutly hope they will, we have a shrewd
suspicion that no one will be better pleased
than he. It is urged on behalf of the pro
posed measure, which provides for three
months' military training for all youths of
nineteen, followed by two years' com
pulsory military service, that it may
prevent a far more drastic Republican
Military Bill, should that party prove
triumphant at the forthcoming Presi
dential election. The defence is scarcely
adequate. The militarisation of America
at this juncture would be rightly viewed,
by reformers in general and by women-
reformers in particular, as the death-blow
of the chief secular hope of the world.
Meanwhile, the President's strong action
against the Meat Trusts, his courteous but
unfaltering message to Japan against the
annexation of Shantung, and his long,
laborious effort to keep the peace in
Mexico, lead us to hope that he will yet

find a way out of the Military Bill impasse
also. We shall see.

* * *

The Englishwoman's main problem
during part of this golden harvest month
has been that of her daily bread and her
household's. The bakers' strike, however
genuine the grievances behind it from the
strikers' point of view, caused real hard
ship from the consumers', especially in
industrial districts where day-long work
in factory or warehouse prevents women
from baking at home. We hear of dough
kneaded perforce by the trembling hands
of old ladies of 80, no bread but " home-
baked

"
being available 1 The North of

England suffered chiefly. In the South
many towns were scarcely affected at all ;

sixty loaves being counted in one baker's
shop, in a popular southern sea-town,
after all demands had been supplied !

Nevertheless the words "
Settlement of

the Bakers' Strike "
were read with pro

found relief everywhere. The staff of life
remains the staple of living, all substitutes
notwithstanding, in England more than in
most countries.

* * *

The cry of " Votes for Indian Women "
was never so strong or so persistent. The
remarkable mid- July meeting organised by
the Women's Freedom League at Essex
Hall, London, when standing room could
scarcely be found for the enthusiastic
audience, has been followed by many
significant expressions of opinion by
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champions of Indian freedom, male and
female. At the Essex Hall meeting
Mrs. Besant spoke with her accustomed
zeal and fire ; and Mrs. Despard, quoting
the Persian sage who described humanity
as a bird with two wings, one of which
could not fly if the other was crippled,
added the telling application, " No nation
can be strong or independent if its women
are not free." Mrs. Besant's noble
tribute to the heroism of Indian women in
the past —women who had died rather
than be dishonoured by the enemy at
their gates —was followed by a plea for
those in whom the roots of their race lived
on, still strong and vital. Mrs. Sarojini
Naidu, the Indian poetess, added her own
eloquent testimony to the need for
emancipating Indian womanhood. Since
then various leaders of Indian thought
have joined in the demand. Let us hope
that, revolutionary though the idea may
seem to conservative Anglo-Indians, the
way may soon be open from the purdah to
the polling-booth.

* * *

The housing question is still prominently
and painfully with us, in spite of the
Government's attempt to solve it and the
many private solutions put forward as a
contribution to the problem. Fears are
expressed that pestilence will result from
overcrowding this winter unless speedy
and drastic action be taken by the
authorities. We must again urge the
folly, not to use a stronger word, of
allowing large empty houses to remain
unoccupied in a house-famine like that at
present prevailing. A Women's Housing
Board, recruited from genuinely demo
cratic bodies like the Women's Co
operative Guild, would probably make
short work of the problem. Something
has been done in the right direction here
and there ; the use of munition hostels
and warehouses for housing purposes, for
instance, and the turning of soldiers' huts
into cottage homes. But there is deep
need of a more vigorous, thorough, and
co-ordinated action, if the " Woman at

Home," of whom we used to hear so much,
is to have a home in which to play the
woman.

* * *

The Suffrage cause in France has
suffered a temporary set-back. After
their striking victory in the Chamber of
Deputies, Suffragists were scarcely pre
pared for the reactionary procedure
adopted by the Senate in reversing that
decision. Frenchwomen have asked in
dignantly, as well they may, in what
respect their countrymen judge them
inferior to German women, who have the
vote, or how their sacrifices and their
heroism and devotion during the war have
fallen short of those of both Allied and"

enemy
"

women already enfranchised.
M. Clemenceau, who is understood to be
mainly responsible for the thwarting of
the women's will, may well find these
questions difficult to answer. Meanwhile,
the women's trade unions and similar
organisations are doing the cause such
excellent service that its complete triumph
can only be a matter of time. Of a short
time, probably.

* * *

It is an extraordinary fact, and one
bearing eloquent witness to the " ant-like
industry

" of the women as well as the
men of Belgium, that that " little land so

great of heart
"—the first and perhaps the

worst-stricken of all the countries de
vastated by the war—should have been
the first, too, to recover herself and
become self-supporting. The authorities
testified, some time ago, to their ability to
get along without further supplies from
America, the great relieving agency of the
world during the unparalleled crisis whose
reverberations are still felt in all the
lands affected. Belgium's recuperative
power, indeed, is only to be matched and
measured by her courage in meeting the
blow. We are glad her heroic women
have won political recognition, even in so
curious a form as the " Votes for Widows "
measure previously noted here.
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REVIEW

A Reasonable Revolution, by Bertram Fickard
(Allen and Unwin, 2/6 net).

NO
social worker or theorist, from whatever

camp, should omit the reading of this
remarkable book—a book, if we mistake not,

destined to make history, and embodying a scheme
which is already a factor in those currents and
eddies of industrial thought and civic enter

prise which turn the mill-wheels that may
grind the world's future lifebread.

The argument of the book, already familiar
to many through the judicious propaganda of
Mr. Dennis Milner and Mr. Miles and of Mr.
Pickard himself, is best presented in the author's
own words ; but he touches with such cogency
on so many vital side issues that this brief
appreciation must be regarded as a mere guide-
post to the paths he opens up, and it is essential
that the book should be read in its entirety.
Those who cannot buy it should at once insist
on having it from their library, for no library
should be without it.

The State Bonus Scheme, which Mr. Pickard
and his friends believe to be the master-key
for undoing our present social deadlock and
gradually remedying our debasing inequalities
of opportunity, is thus outlined on p. 19 in a

passage quoted by Mr. Pickard from a pamphlet
by its originator, Mr. Milner :—

(o)
" That every individual, all the time,
should receive from a central fund some
small allowance in money which would be
just sufficient to maintain life and liberty
if all else failed.

(6) "That as everyone is to get a share from
this central fund, so everyone who has any
income at all should contribute a share,
each in proportion to his capacity."

This pooling of resources and equal dis
tribution among rich and poor alike, would
deprive the Bonus of any pauperising taint,
for it would not be a charity but a Right. It
would give to him whom Mr. Milner has named
the Bottom Man—that ill-paid toiler on the
lowest rung of the social ladder who, compelled
by destitution to take an insufficient wage, in
sensibly lowers wages throughout the entire
social scale—the power to bargain and to
wait ; and, since the percentage on income
contributed to the central fund is to be a fixed
percentage, a most important rider added by
Mr. Milner, and it has been shown that prices
rise and fall with wages, in so simple and uni
versal a scheme no man can be mulcted of
any part of his advantage in the Bonus, how
ever great the rise in the price of commodities.

At the present moment when prices are
abnormally high, the calculation of the weekly

Bonus is hypothetic-ill y placed at 9/-, and,

since it would be paid to every individual in
the family, an average family of five would

receive £2 5s., which represents an equivalent
to the interest on an impregnable capital of

something like £2,500.
One by one, with modest simplicity and

clearness, Mr. Pickard answers all the most

obvious doubts and difficulties, showing how

the scheme would cover and amplify the present
palliatives, such as Pension and Insurance

schemes and Poor Law, without their defects,

and would, by the simple expedient of enabling
the mother to take the children's Bonus in
trust, be better than any scheme for the en

dowment of motherhood and secure better

nutrition for all children, whether bora in

lawful wedlock or not.
It is suggested that the Post Office should

distribute the Bonus on the lines of the present
Separation Allowances, and that, to minimise

cost of pooling, money from wages and salaries

should be deducted at source by the employee
—see pp. 523-25.

It is shown on high authority that, as com

pared with other national expenditure of

kindred aim, the expense of administration
would be relatively very small. And it is

impossible to read Mr. Pickard's book care

fully, with its admirably marshalled analyses
and statistics, without feeling that, if carried
out, its effects would be far-reaching and

stupendous ; for the economic independence
conferred would mean just that increased

liberty, in the choice of work and the rightful
ness of early marriage, which to thousands—
we had almost said millions—would bring to

body, mind and soul release from servitude,
and with it an immeasurable increase of oppor
tunity, full of educative and regenerating
power." We stand to-day," says Mr. Pickard in

his concluding peroration,
"

upon the threshold
of revolution. Whether it is to be a revolution
achieved through blood and tears, or, instead,
a triumph of intelligence, will depend —upon
you, reader. The social and industrial fabric
tc which we have grown accustomed is tottering.
Its foundations are insecure ; nothing can save

it. Whether the new fabric is to be ugly or

beautiful will depend —upon you, reader. If
you be one of those marching sternly towards
emancipation, will you not curb your passion
lest it become as cruel as the system you would
overthrow ? If, on the other hand, you stand
within the citadel of privilege, will you not
throw open the gates lest in defence the whole
city should be destroyed ?

Annie Matheson.
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SONNET

1919

There is no peace : the heart of every man

Burns with a one-eyed jealousy and hate ;

And even while of common weal we prate,

We snatch and seize what private spoil we can.

There is no peace : gone is that inward light

That shines in noble hearts. It guides no more

Our feet in paths of gentleness. A war

Of selfishness 'gainst selfishness we fight.

One hope there is. In ev'ry evil thing

Though rooted deep within the human heart,

Though darkness to high Heaven it may impart,

Yet in its own small seed it still doth bring

Its own innate corruption. Hate shall die ;

And Love for ever be exalted high.

John Bateman.



The Spirit of this Magazine.

The Herald of the Star, although it
is published in London and printed in the
English language, is not a British, but an
international, periodical. It has, or should
have, an interest for dwellers in many
countries. In practice, however, this
international tone is extremely difficult to
attain. The fact that the language of the
magazine is English limits the circle of
our contributors. In the second place, it
is not easy for writers to transcend the
confines of their immediate surroundings
and to take a

" synthetic
" view of the

subjects of which they treat. In some of
the contributions which reach us—par
ticularly in those dealing with questions
of the hour—there is an implicit horizon
of outlook. The writer accepts as his
" universe of discourse

"
the country in

which he happens to five. There are many
reasons why this should be natural, —
prominent among which is the simple fact
that the truly international journal can
only be run along one of two alternative
lines. It can either achieve its cosmo
politanism by including articles and news
from many countries and so build up an
international character through the sum
and variety of its contents ; or it can take
a short cut to the same end by dealing
with every topic which comes into its
purview in an " international " way,—
that is to say, in the light of the widest
and most general principles. In the case
of The Herald of the Star the former
method is clearly impracticable, if only by
reason of the limited space at its command.
Consequently, its only hope of being really
cosmopolitan and of exercising a general
appeal lies in the manner in which it
tackles its subjects. So far as is humanly

possible, contributors to its pages should
strive to rise above intricacies of detail
and local limitations and view their
subjects in relation to the great general
movement of the age. Assuming (as we
have reason to assume) that the peculiar
task of The Herald of the Star, con
sidered as a " Herald," will be concluded
when the Great Teacher appears, we may
justly look upon the magazine as a record
of the great transition through which the
world is now passing —the transition
between an age which is being left behind
and an age which is about to dawn. Its
business is thus to note the leading
phenomena of this transition, to distin
guish in them that which is essential from
that which is accidental or superficial, and
in this way to build up a constructive
formula of the general world-order toward
which humanity appears to be moving.
The task has been stated in its largest
terms. Needless to say, thus stated, it
appears to be almost beyond human
capacity. But, as a matter of fact, there
need be in this no real cause for misgiving.
Granted that the aim, so formulated, is an
ideal, there can be no harm in striving to
get as near to the ideal as our limitations
render possible. Out of a multitude of
tiny fights a great light can be made. All
that is needed is that every subject, which
finds a place in The Herald of the Star,
should be treated in its large relations,
that it should be lifted above the acrimony
of passing controversy, and that it should
be viewed as part of the great human
problem of our times. It is useful to
remember here that every problem implies
a " movement." It arises from a dis
turbance of equilibrium ; old positions are
vacated in order that new positions may
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be taken up. In a static world there would
be no problems. Consequently, the true
insight into any problem consists in a
right perception of what is being left
behind and of the goal towards which the
observed change is tending. The friction
and upheaval which accompany such

changes are, from the larger point of view,
immaterial. The clear thinker will refuse
to become entangled in these surface
controversies and will keep his eye steadily
fixed upon the deeper tendency at work.
He will also recognise that the movement
of the age is in reality one movement, and
not many ; and any particular problem
he will envisage as arising out of this one
movement and as, in some way, illustrative
of it.

♦ * *

Could this attitude of mind be steadily
maintained by all who write for The
Herald of the Star, this magazine
would, in very truth, be a unique periodi
cal. In a certain sense it is unique already,
in view of its central message. But what
is more than ever required, as time goes
on, is that it should rise to the level of its
message. The more we think about it, the
vaster seems the responsibility which it is
called upon to bear. To prepare the way
for a World-Teacher involves much more
than the reiterated assertion that every
sign of the times indicates that such a
Teacher is to be expected. It involves,
in however imperfect degree, the reflection
of something of His attitude toward the

great world-problem of our age, and some
thing of His own high vision of the solution
of this problem. Dimly we feel that what
is needed in the world is, before all else,
a spiritual change, a change in the attitude
of humanity towards the whole great
matter of human life. It is our duty, so
far as we can, to delve into the depths of
our intuition for some definition of this
change and, having found it, to proclaim
it to the world and to apply it to the
various special problems which are, in
their last analysis, only the symptoms of
the need for that change. That such an
effort will make an immense demand upon
our deeper perceptions, is true. But we,
who believe that all work done for the

Great Teacher has His blessing upon it
,

may strive on in the confidence that, in
the struggle to reach the light, something
of His own greater light will not be lacking
to help us. It is no extravagant dream,
therefore, to visualise a Herald of the
Star, through which, in very fact, some

thing of His wisdom will be distilled—
which will become, in the years which are

before us, a veritable Messenger in His
service. But, in order that this high
ideal may be attained, there must be a

certain spirit cultivated in all who would

help in the work. There is only one name

for this spirit ; it must be a spirit o
f

dedication. Every contribution to The
Herald of the Star must be, in a real

sense, an offering. It must have behind

it the definite intention of bringing down

a ray of His light to bear upon some

question of contemporary interest ;— a ray
not to be won easily, or by mere clever
ness, but by a reverent effort to rise above

the limitations of ordinary vision to a

loftier and more spiritual atmosphere.
There should be the question in every
writer's mind :

" What would He think
about this ?

" The simple asking of this

question will probably have a steadying
and ennobling effect. Nay more, it will

probably open up doors of intuition
normally closed. Who can say, finally,
but that it will call down help from just
that Source whence help is needed ? It

is impossible to foretell how great a

power The Herald of the Star
might become, if this were the universal
spirit of its helpers. And there are few

who do not realise that such a periodical

is needed in the world to-day. On all

sides the need is growing for some utter
ance higher and more spiritual than that
which is found in the general discussion
of our contemporary problems. Ex
perience is showing us more and more

clearly that none of these problems are

capable of solution on the level on which

they are habitually debated. They need

to be lifted up, to be viewed afresh in the

light of something greater in man than
that to which they are usually referred.

Ultimately they are all spiritual problems.
Let us, then, have the courage to deal
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with them as such. For only thus shall
we prepare the way for One for whom the
whole world is a world of the Spirit.

* * *

These reflections have been borne in
upon us by the fact that, with our next
issue, the present volume of The Herald
of the Star comes to an end. We feel
that, with a new year about to begin,
some effort might be made to raise the
whole conception of the character and
aims of this magazine. The Herald of
the Star has either no purpose at all, or
it has the greatest of all purposes. It
could be so much, if only it could receive
the right kind of help from all who are
capable of assisting it. There are many
writers of deep spiritual insight and of
experienced wisdom, whose whole life and
work is linked with the central purpose of
The Herald of the Star, who could give
it invaluable help. There are many others
who, perhaps, are diffident about their
capacity to write, but who would, if they
tried, give it just that " tone

" which is
wanted. To all these we appeal for
assistance in the year which is coming.
The Herald of the Star could be, if all
went well with it, a great spiritual
magazine, —one to which readers of all
kinds could turn for inspiration and fight ;

and surely we are not overrating its
mission, if we claim that this is what it is
meant to be. On any lower assumption
its very title is an arrogant misnomer.
We appeal, therefore, very earnestly for
that assistance which we have every right
to claim. It will be the beginning of a
new era for the magazine, when it can feel
that it possesses a recognised band of
helpers, anxious and ready to give to it
the best of which they are capable, and
embodying in what they write something
of that spirit of the World-Teacher, whose
Coming they expect.

♦ * *

The International Bulletin.
At the time of writing it is still doubtful

whether anything will come of the revival
of the International Bulletin suggested in
our columns a month or two ago. No
news is yet to hand as to the number of

subscriptions which the various Sections
are likely to gather in for the purpose, nor
do we entertain any hopes of receiving this
information before the New Year. With
out such information it will, of course, be
impossible to proceed with the plan, since
the Bulletin, if started, must be self-
supporting and not depend upon subsidies ;

and it will take a large number of sub
scriptions to make the venture financially
sound. That being so, the wisest plan
seems to be to go on as though there were
no chance of the Bulletin coming into
existence. At the same time, we fully
recognise the desire on the part of large
numbers of members of the Order of the
Star in the East that there should be some
vehicle for the exchange of Order news ;

and, in order to meet this, we propose in
future to devote, if possible, some part of
each issue of The Herald of the Star to
matters of interest to members. In our
December issue we shall publish a resume
of all the national reports which are at the
moment in our possession. Some of these
are dated some time back, but we trust
that they will not be the less interesting on
this account. Meanwhile we address an
urgent appeal to the Representatives of
National Sections to keep us well supplied
with the material for future numbers.
Such material need not only include
reports. It can include suggestions, or
short articles, on any subject immediately
connected with the life of the Order.
Reports of Star Lectures are rather
difficult to handle, owing to their length ;

but it might be possible, if the authors do
not object, for useful short extracts to be
made from some of these. It is better to
receive too much material than too little ;

so that there should be no hesitation felt
in sending in anything which may possibly
be serviceable.

One more word. Experience shows the
printed appeals do not always produce
that response which might be hoped for.
May we therefore ask all National Repre
sentatives to regard this as a personal
appeal ? The supply of material depends
upon them. In the old days it was readily
forthcoming. We sincerely hope that it
may be just as readily forthcoming now.



The Two Roads
By Eva Gore- Booth

WHEN,
according to

Chwangtszes account, the
two Chinese sages Confucius
and Laotze had their famous
interview, they could find

no common ground of understanding and
appreciation. And this was scarcely to be
wondered at, standing as they did for
those two opposite tendencies of human
thought that have divided the minds of
thinkers since time began. The man who
dreamed of redeeming the world by a
severe code of right living, a system of
state enforced morality, found himself
completely baffled by the simple and pro
found poetic conception of " Tao," which
to Laotze was the one thing needful for
the transfiguration of life. Confucius felt
it his mission to build up a great state by
careful regulation and restriction in the
relations between groups of human beings.
He could explain with eloquence the
peculiar duties of man in the five social
relations, those of sovereign and subject,
husband and wife, parent and child, elder
and younger brother, friend and friend.
His relation to the unseen was curious,
and perhaps coloured by his desire to
bring back the Golden Age of his dreams.
He adopted, elaborated and systematised
the ancient Chinese tradition of Ancestor
Worship. It was no divine unachieved
Ideal that he set before his followers, no
far off perfection to worship and strive
after. The object of their adoration should
be the limited, ordinary, and even primitive
lives of those who had gone before him.
Even a woman, in ordinary life an object
of contempt, became dignified as a parent
and achieved deity as an ancestor.

For man must always worship his
ancestors. The worship of Heaven was
not the ordinary person's concern. It
should be left to the Emperor, who thus

became the interpreter between gods and

men. Confucius was strictly religious, in
his own sense. All ancient forms of state-
worship, the old sacrifice of prayer and

thanksgiving, were sacred to him. But
religious life for the individual was

centred not in any relation with the

unseen, but in family ties, and social

relationships. Proper respect for parents,
sacrifices offered to ancestors, mourning
worn for relatives, and all forms of filial
obedience were regarded as sacred duties,
and any failure in their observance was

severely punished by a sort of divine
State, that claimed the right to interfere
in all the details of everyday life in the

interests of propriety, unity, and the

moral tone of Society. Laotze, on the

other hand, taught no system, did not

wish people to worship their ancestors or

be loyal to their kings, or be respectful to

their parents. He cared for none of these

things. In fact, he had no use for force

at all, believing, as he did, that the Tao,
his wonderful secret of life and beauty,
meant, in one of its aspects, the absence

of all striving and compulsion. He himself
wished to remain humble and unknown
and obscure ; that, too, was part of Tao.
He had no ambition to rule or organise
other people's lives. For the enthusiasm
of Confucius he had nothing but a perhaps
slightly mocking smile. He told the

statesman that " the more they multiplied
laws, the more ingenious would men

become in evading them," and that "he
did not dream that men would walk for
ever in the footsteps of the dead."

He himself had a secret, the under

standing of which would solve all pro
blems, the secret of the " Tao." That
which is like water, gentle and yielding,
and yet is the strongest thing in the world.
Tao expressed in terms of human fife
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was kindness and humility, the returning
of good for evil, peace and gentleness, but
beyond this it was something very pro
found and mysterious, what Professor
Douglas describes as

" the Way, but more
than the Way. It is the Way and the way-
goer and an eternal road. ... It is Being
itself. Everything and nothing, the cause
and effect of all." And everywhere
Laotze identifies life, being and growth
with gentleness and pliancy, and speaks of
the strength and rigidity of death.
Whatever we may think of its ultimate
meaning, which may indeed be something
very like the Universal Self of the Upani-
shads, it is easy to understand that an
idea of this kind would be incomprehen
sible to one whose mind was preoccupied
with the establishment of a social order
and a state Religion, in which expediency
must always be one of the principal
considerations. Confucius is said to have
searched for twenty years for the Tao, and
found it not. Laotze, with great candour,
told him that the reason he could not
acquire it was, that he was "

incapable of
giving it an asylum at the bottom of his
heart." The expected happened. As
usual the law-giver was baffled by the
poet. But the law-giver founded a great
religion, was revered and deified by mil
lions of his fellow countrymen, whilst
the poet died in obscurity, leaving a great
book in the hands of the Guardian of the
Pass, as he left China on his last important
journey. He also left a tradition which
was gradually developed into a dogmatic
religion, that had little in common with the
mysterious Tao.

" The Great Tao (the Way) is ex
ceedingly plain," complained Laotze, "but
the people like the footpaths." Still, at
the end of their intercourse the poet was
smiling and serene, whilst the law-giver
was doubtful, angry, and uncertain, feeling
perhaps, dimly, that there was something
that passed his comprehension in the
depth and unity of Laotze's conception." My mouth gaped wide," he said, " my
tongue protruded, and my soul was
plunged into trouble." . ..." I know
how birds can fly, how fishes can swim,
and how beasts can run. The runner,

however, may be snared, the swimmer
may be hooked, the flier may be shot with
an arrow. But there is a dragon. I cannot
tell how he mounts on the winds through
the clouds and rises to Heaven. To-day
I have seen Laotze and can only compare
him to the dragon."

It was a strangely dramatic decree of
fate that brought Laotze and Confucius
into personal contact, and it was perhaps
not strange that they came to no under
standing. For the differing philosophies
of these two men were the result of two
streams of tendency in the human mind
eternally antagonistic to one another. For
the thoughts of primitive people, working
slowly towards some clearness of religious
understanding, are strangely drawn into
development upon two widely different
roads. Both these roads are beset with
dangers and difficulties. They are not
peculiar to any form of faith. They exist
side by side in every religion, often they
cause confusion by intersecting each other,
every human being is faced with a choice
between them. It is not a question of
monotheism, or polytheism ; a polytheist
may be a true seeker of the inner way,
whilst a worshipper of one God may be
wholly absorbed by the social regulations
and restrictions of a formal religious
system. When the primitive people of
India first started on that wonderful road
that led them to the profound under
standing of the Secret of the Universe
they seem to have been simple and
credulous enough, with wonder and wor
ship for all things that were in some way
out of the grasp of the senses. For these
people living 1,000 years before Christ,
mystery, and a sort of dimly felt un-
analysed idea of divinity, enveloped every
object that the hand could not quite
touch and the eye could but dimly see.

It is perhaps to this faculty that the world
owes the wonderful growth of spontaneous
primitive poetry to be found in the
Rig-Veda.

Those who knew nothing of that multi
tude of links in the chain between cause
and effect, that understanding of relative
explanations which is the wisdom of later
generations, could yet plunge straight into
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a direct search for that hidden Reality
that lies beyond the deepest investigations
of science into the proximate relations of
things that are in their essence mysterious.
As to anyone of poetic temperament in
our own day, there was a sense of joy and
adoration in the mysterious activities of
sunshine, rain, and wind. The dark
forests, the ever-flowing river, and the
immense snow-clad mountain peaks sur
rounded with mysterious suggestions the
early thoughts and imaginings of that
race whose characteristic was to be a
persevering and indomitable search for
Truth. This idea of a secret, of something
strange and beautiful hidden within those
activities of the Universe people some
times call material, is widely removed
from the fetichism that makes a god of a
bit of bone or stone, and worships it, not
for its mysterious connection with the
whole, and that divine spirit dimly per
ceived behind matter, but as something
with strange magic powers of its own,

separated from other things. Indeed,
sung, as they were, in the early days of the
world, before the crystallization of theology,
it seems as if in the hymns of the Rig- Veda
there was more poetry than polytheism.
Even when they pray for help to the
Thrice Seven Running Rivers, the Great
Waters or the Grassy Mountains, the Trees
and Fire, it seems more like an invocation
of the hidden life-giving activities in the
universe, than the worship of definite gods.

Indeed, it is a rather curious peculiarity
about early Aryan thought that the
Devas or Bright Ones seem to have been
named after some special activity. Thus
the wind was Vayu, the Blower ; Indra,
the Rainer, was worshipped as the giver
of that mysterious gift of water that was
such a matter of life and death in India ;

the thunder was Rudra, the Howler.
The fire was Agni, the quick or agile.
The sky was Dyaus, the light-giver and
illuminator, or in another aspect as the
sky drawn all over the world to cover and
protect it, as Varuna, the All-embracer.
This feeling for the Divinity in natural
forces seems to have saved these primitive
peoples from the evolution of the idea of
God as power, the great fighter who gave

the tribe victory over its enemies. They
must have begun to feel, if only dimly,
that to bring sunshine and rain on the
earth, and to create a great rhythm and
pageant from dawn to sunset in all mortal
things, was a more divine deed than to be

the arbitrator amongst angry and mur
derous men. In the early stages of
religious thought the worship of what one

might call the Fighting God, orthe Shining
God, would be a more fundamental dis
tinction than the worship of One God or

many. Because in primitive minds the
existence of many gods merges often very
strangely and easily into the conception
of one. Religion is always a quest after
something hidden, and to find divinity in

the wood, or the waters, or the sun may
indeed be only a stepping stone to the

discovery of the universal spirit in all
these things.

Professor Max Muller has described a

state of mind he calls Henotheism, which
is neither Polytheism nor Monotheism,
but " a successive belief in single supreme
gods.

" " In the Veda one God after another
is invoked. For the time being all that
can be said of a divine being is ascribed to
him. The poet, whilst addressing him,
seems hardly to know of any other Gods.
But in the same collection of hymns,
sometimes even in the same hymn, other
gods are mentioned, and they also are

truly divine, truly independent or it may
be supreme. The vision of the worshipper
seemed to change suddenly, and the same

singer who at one moment saw nothing but
the sun, as the ruler of heaven and earth,
now sees heaven and earth as the father
and mother of the sun, and of all the
Gods." But could not this state of mind
be equally described as the shifting moods
of the poet, seeing the supreme and divine
essence of Beauty now in the wind, now in
the rain, now in the sky ? Sometimes,

perhaps more often, in the fight and life-

giving powers of the sun, or the infinitive
mystery of the dawn, that whiteness out of
which the sun rose, the Goddess beyond
the sunrise, Aditi, the Boundless, the
Infinite One.

Many of us still feel that somehow
religion and poetry are the same thing.
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And in the early days of the world whilst
religion was still a quest and not a creed,
it would seem that their identity was
spontaneous and unquestioned.

The mental road that led part of man
kind to the worship of the Fighting God
seems to have been very different from
that which led to the adoration of the
Shining God, for Power is not to be
reached by the same path as Wisdom. It
seems natural that directly any primitive
man began in the course of evolution to
feel some consciousness of life and death,
some uncertainty, some wonder that
roused him from his wholly animal state
of content and acquiescence, he began to
feel about for something we should call
religion. To him it would only be at first
a vague wonder, and a mental step in one
direction or another. But however vague
and undecided the movement, it would be
the first step on a quest that has been one
of the world's greatest preoccupations
ever since the human race became co
herent and capable of self-expression.

It is rather curious to note that, though
most of us take for granted that man is
naturally a practical animal, the majority
of his ancient writings, that have been
handed down, are religious. Certainly the
ancient Aryans as well as the Egyptians
thought their dreams were of more value
to posterity than their deeds. The oldest
books of the world are not often accounts
of adventure, travel or war, experiences
shared by all animals. Far more often
are they attempts to peer into the unseen,
to establish relations with divinely per
ceived forces. So fascinating was the
quest in the early days of mankind, when
men were finding with wonder and delight,
on the threshold of a really new human
life, a faculty of understanding and the
consciousness of a secret and an enigma
too subtle to trouble the peace of the
somnolent animal fife from which they
were just emerging. The challenge of the
supernatural came to them on all sides,
knowing as they did little more of human
life than its most primitive emotions and
passions.

From the first there seems to have been
two kinds of temperaments, two different

Enchantments, two separate quests.as there
were two different roads of development.
There was the practical social tempera
ment, fascinated by the phenomena of

personal power, whose quest was for the
governor or governors of events. And
there was the temperament common to
the poets and mystics of all ages, fas
cinated by the secret of the Universe, and
driven along the difficult road towards
remote wisdom by an inner passionate
conviction of the Beauty and Divineness
of the Essence of all things. The dis
coveries of these types of temperaments
can be found reflected thousands of times
in every religion of the world. The quest
of power and the worship of the powerful
has, through the ages, led great masses of
human beings through strange morasses
of fetichism, and magic, and sorcery. It
inspired many a curious and horrible
custom. It brought evil forces into high
repute, exalting cruelty into an attribute
of Deity, and sanctified any means by
which a savage tribe may seek to destroy
their enemies. It cast the glamour of
religion over war dances, holocausts of
human sacrifices, and many obscene and
cruel ceremonies.

Inspired by the zeal of this quest,
Constantine made Christianity into the
state religion of the Roman Empire,
emptying it of its spiritual content, and

using its symbols to express the military
ideals of the Roman Empire. This kind
of religion, the worship of power, in what
ever country or age it shows itself, seems
always connected with cruelty, and this is

perhaps natural. Because of the tendency
of all power to realise itself in cruelty, a

tendency which indeed not very many
people have yet overcome in dealing with
lives more helpless than their own. The
God of power was from the beginning the
favourite among Gods. We find him
masquerading under many different names
in many different religions and nations.
But it is nevertheless from the ranks of
his worshippers that the atheists come.
Perhaps he is more especially the God of
those who live a community life, as he is
an invaluable asset in all matters of tribal
organisation and discipline, being able to
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give the sanction of heaven to many
doubtful transactions. He is, unfor
tunately for the human race, still often
accepted as the adjuster of the relations
between men, women, children and
animals. The innate human emotion, on
which the power religion is based, seems
to be, in many cases, that everlasting fear
that haunts the paths of undeveloped man
and of many animals. Primitive hatreds
and cruelties, the constant experiences of
suffering and death amongst men and
animals, seems to have produced in some
minds the images of mighty world rulers,
who delighted in the sight of pain and
destruction, and especially in the shedding
of blood. The religion of many savage
tribes seems to have been concentrated in
an effort to satisfy this lust of slaughter
by a constant stream of sacrifices. These
sacrifices consisted usually in the slaughter
of human beings or animals, but sometimes
they took more subtle forms. In the
famous instance of the Golden Bough, the
piiest lived on in the sacred grove hour
after hour, day after day, year after year,
always in fear of his life, an outlaw in the
forest, with a great price on his head.
Every time a bough rustled, or a twig
broke, or birds flew suddenly out of the
thicket, he expected the advent of his
murderer, making as it were a daily
sacrifice of his terror to the goddess of his
worship. The conception of something
malignant in the Universe, that can only
be appeased by sacrifices, sufferings and
submissions, seems to be at the root of the
religions of power. The idea follows in
many cases that this malignant power,
when once appeased, can be triumphantly
invoked by the reconciled worshipper, to
inflict pain, disaster, defeat or death on
his enemies.

Thus is evolved the idea of the tribal
God whose chief function is to reward the
performer of ceremonies and sacrifices, by
giving him the victory over his enemies.
The quest of power, in the case of Con
fucianism, seemed to result not in organis
ing relations with foreign states, but in
organising the internal relations of human
beings to one another in the state itself.
Indeed, in many countries the whole social

order , as well as the foreign policy, seems

to be largely the result of this primitive
instinct. We can read in the Old Testa
ment how the search for Divine Power led
gradually to the establishment of a mili
tary state, in a condition of everlasting
war with its neighbours.

The caste system of the Hindoos rested
on the same divine sanction. And yet in
these nations the quest of the secret went
on side by side with the quest of power.
In each case this latter quest seems to

have led, through the same paths of

worship of great natural activities, to the

deep labour of introspection, and the

understanding of the self, and in each

country it culminated in the birth of a

Teacher who claimed to have discovered
the secret of understanding of all things.
Laotze, Buddha, and Christ each in His
turn forced their way into new depths of

understanding of that mysterious, all-

embracing Nameless Being, called so

variously the Tao, the Universal Self,

the Fattier.
It is perhaps natural that it is amongst

the followers of this quest of the Secret,

the searchers for Truth and reality, we

should find the perfection of human

character, because the measure of a

person's power of apprehending truth is in

direct proportion to the truth and reality
in their will ; and therefore the most

severe path of self analysis is the nearest

road to wisdom, and
" Know thyself

"
is

the inscription above the shrine of the

Delphic Apollo. The quest of the Shining
God seems to develop as naturally into

introspection as the quest of the Fighting
God develops into organisation , ceremonies,

magic, ritual.
Another very strongly marked dis

tinction in the followers of the two
different quests is in their attitude towards
morality. To those who seek divine power

to propitiate and to use as a prop to

earthly thrones and earthly systems, it is

natural to elaborate a strict order of

morality, enforced by a complex system

of rewards and punishments, whilst to

those who seek the secret of life, right

living is but the natural result of right

knowing. " The characteristic of Tao is
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gentleness," says Laotze. ..." When a
wise man hears the Tao, he follows it. . . .

He who has occasion to kill many people
has cause for deep sorrow and tears. . . ."
" He who being a man remains a woman
will become a universal channel. As a
universal channel the eternal virtue will
never forsake him. He will re-become a
child. He who being in the light remains
in obscurity will become a universal
model. As a universal model the eternal
virtue will not pass him by. He will go
back to the All Perfect." And again :
" To regulate one's life by the ancient
knowledge of Tao is to have found the
path." Such ideas, of the free struggle of
what is divine in us towards the ultimate
perfection, must always seem absolutely
immoral to those who put their trust in

the restraints of Power, and the response
of fear and submission in the human mind,
for the redemption of Society. And, to the
seekers after reality, the petty restriction
and tyrannies of organisation must always
seem irrelevant. " When the great Tao
is lost," said Laotze, "

men follow after
charity and duty to one's neighbour."
And one of the main differences between
Christ and the priests andscribes was, that,
whilst He was thinking of " The Way, the
Truth and the Life," they were pre
occupied with the Temple ceremonies, and
the strict rules of a morality that regulated
the trimming of pontifical robes, and
sacrifice of sheep, oxen and doves, in
honour of that terrible power they wished
to propitiate.

Eva Gore-Booth.

TO A DEFEATED REFORMER

Call it not defeat
But seed of victory I You have planted
The tree ; the fruit shall yet be granted,
Maturing still, through cold and heat,

Full, and ripe, and sweet.

He whose cause is high
Fears not that it can fail : how can it ?

Truth has the strength of flint, of granite,
Sure as the sun is ; and its cry

Is ever
" Victory !

"

In the people's cause
And for the people's rights contending,
You wrought a work that has no ending ;

That still, through scorn or through applause,
Moves without rest or pause —

Moves to issues meet,
To victories prepared aforetime,
As seeds of Peace grow still in war-time.
Truth's triumph lasts ; her failures fleet —

Call it not defeat I

S. Gertrude Ford.



Thoughts on the Times
EPIDEMICS

OF
the epidemics that destroy

i the body, history has had very
I much to say. From Bible'

times comes the story of the
Plague that troubled Philistia,

and there are those who gather, from certain
passages in the Book of Samuel, that this
outbreak was a form of the bubonic
trouble that over-ran England with the
Black Death in the reign of the third
Edward, struck London some centuries
later in the time of the Great Fire, and
now in our own era has devastated
India. We may suppose on the authority
of these few facts that the work of the
Board of Agriculture in the twentieth
century is devoted to ends of the kind that
occupied the attention of the Israelites
and Philistines in times belonging to the
twilight of history. There are other
epidemics, serious, far felt.anddestructive,
of which no record is kept ; they attack
the mind rather than the body. Such an
one is devastating England as we write,
paralysing those essential activities upon
which all classes of the community in turn
depend, closing the mines, that must
provide the money to pay for food we
cannot grow ; putting out furnace fires
and turning many millions of people from
the normal state of comparative content
ment into a condition not far removed
from despair. If all these disorders that
threaten our social and political organisa
tion had been associated with some
disease of the body, England would in all
probability have been described as suffer
ing from a plague, would have been
declared an infected country at whose
ports no merchantmen might calL But
as the symptoms are associated with the
malady of the mind, comparatively little
notice is taken, psycho-analysis being yet
in its infancy and the great majority of
people being more deeply concerned with
effects than with causes.

What we look for, and apparently in
vain, is some sign that the real nature of
the prevailing malady is understood.
We have in our midst men who have
shown their capacity to lead the Nation
to victory, to lead the Nation to health;
what we require is the advent of the

genius who will lead the Nation to sanity.
We may be paying one of the many
penalties that war demands, but it is in

the interest of all that the conditions
tending to make that payment excessive
should be removed as quickly as possible,
lest we destroy ourselves. Students of

the power of thought know that it is a

force far more effective than the physical
action of which it is the parent, that it is

very difficult to direct and moves along
lines impossible to follow with any sense

of certainty. It is such an uncon
trolled force of immeasurable potency that
we have witnessed in full blast during
October of the year 1919, working to ends

that only a very limited number of people
can possibly have in view. For the rank
and file of both sides of the great con

troversy there is something of a gamble
with Fate. One section of the community
believes that any change in social con

ditions must be an improvement, another
section believes that labour is acting much
as Samson did in Gaza of the Philis
tines, and that in a very little time the

results will be of a like kind. We are face

to face with such an outbreak of bad

thinking as threatens to submerge the
whole fabric of our hard won civilisation
and go far to destroy the country that has

withstood successfully the furious attacks
of what was reckoned to be the greatest
military power in the world. While

everybody knows that the destruction and

expense of war have crippled the national
resources to such an extent that nothing
less than increased production can save

the State from bankruptcy, each section
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of the community is cheerfully prepared
to take risks that even an abnormal
prosperity could hardly justify. The
State is forgotten, party feeling alone
exists. Yet if one were to say to a truly
responsible member of any class, whether
Trade Union leader or Capitalist, that he
was mad, the suggestion would be actively
resented. It is said that many madmen
are well convinced that they alone in the
community restraining them are in full
possession of their faculties, and what is
true of an individual may be no less true
of a nation or a large section of it in times
like these.

Observers of human life and progress
who stand a little removed from the heat
and stress of things believe that upheavals
of the kind through which England is
passing merely mark another stage along
the road evolution must follow, and that
the troubles of the individual will do
nothing to set back the progress of the
race. But those of us who are not con
tented to take the dislocation of all normal
services of our social state as a matter of
course may be forgiven if we hold that
our whole scheme of modern life is un
natural and dangerous, and that for the
troubles that come upon us towns are
in part responsible. Man is intended for
the soil and too long a divorce from it
affects his mentality. We were told
lately of a great alienist who has a hospital
in the heart of a Finnish forest and there
receives cases that the asylums of Finland
regard as hopeless and even dangerous.
They may be both as far as the com
munity is concerned, to him there are
neither mad men nor mad women nor mad
children. He receives them all, and by
his own carefully devised means he per
suades them to work on the land. Once
there, the work effects cures that can
neither be explained nor explained
away. The theory advanced by the man
responsible for the treatment is that
Nature has her own powers of healing,
that they are inherent in the Earth and
conveyed to man by currents beyond our
present powers of analysis. In the present
state of our development we know little
or nothing of what is best for us, says the

distinguished alienist, but for those who
will get back to Mother Earth there is a
certain cure for many forms of mental
trouble that will not yield to any other
treatment. This at least he has been able
to demonstrate time and again.

Certainly it is of interest to notice how,
during all these times of anxiety, the
countryman goes steadily about his work ;

to him these tumults of the brain, these
passionate gestures, these furies of ill-will
signify nothing. His plough still moves
over the last remains of the stubbles, he
reflects with pleasure upon the fine
weather that saw the harvest home. He
is concerned, as we write, with his winter-
sown corn, so intent upon his task that to
explain to him the turmoil of cities in
agony is no more than a vain labour. He
knows his allotted portion and the lines
along which life will follow, the long hours
spent in wrestling with reluctant soil, the
short-lived leisure of evenings and Sun

days, the simple pleasures, the occasional
grief and pains. Out of a little he has
made for himself a mental atmosphere of
content, and in it he dwells secure since he
follows the one industry that by itself is
self-sufficing. Others may come and may
go, this remains, for seed time and harvest
shall not cease.

If there is a lesson for us in the events
of the past few weeks it is that the long
divorce between man and the land must
be ended, that every opportunity must be
taken to renew the union and make it
stronger than it was before. The greater
the mass of men herded together in cities,
the greater is the risk of outbursts of
passionate fury that are proving less a
revolt against the conditions of urban life
than against urban life itself. One thing
is clear in all countries where any revolu
tionary spirit has expressed itself—the
final arbiter of its destiny has been the
Countryside. There one of twothings must

happen. Either the country enforces its
sane tranquillity on the town, or infected at
last by urban virus it turns from its task
of providing all food beyond its own needs,
and the city is then purged by deadliest

suffering of all the passions that had accu
mulated until they passed beyond control.
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"STEADY AS SHE GOES!"

TO every man qualified to " reef,
hand and steer," to everyone who

has ever walked the poop of a sailing ship,
one phrase is familiar, and that is the
order to the man at the wheel of : "Steady
as she goes I

" Whether the steering be
" full and by," " by the wind," or to a

compass course, that sober refrain is its
frequent accompaniment :

" Steady as
she goes !

"

Again and again during the past five
years, what we call the civilised world has
rocked and swayed to its foundations in
the wild welter of a man-made storm
more sinister and horrible than any con
vulsion of nature. A year ago this month
the Cease Fire sounded. Our troubles
were far from ended, but in the forenoon
of November 11th last year the wholesale
slaughter in which tens of thousands of
men were being killed or maimed each
day was brought to a sudden end, thereby
lifting a crushing weight from the hearts
of hundreds of millions of non-combatants.

As was inevitable, there followed an
ebullition of wild rejoicing, from out the
lees of which large masses of people
distilled a series of hopes and anticipa
tions, in some respects hardly less wild,
hardly better balanced than the rejoicing,
and even more subject to the backwash
of reaction, because in the nature of things
of slower growth and development.

It is a dangerous mistake for educated
and thinking people to imagine that they
were unaffected by these emotional tidal
waves, merely because they were not
moved to riding on the roofs of taxi-
cabs or to the belief that the millenium
had arrived, and that what it meant was
the inauguration of an era of free drinks
and State-provided incomes for all. Though
in quite different ways, the most superior
of mortals were none the less profoundly
affected by the momentous events of this
month of November, 1918 ; and that,
not exteriorily alone, but in the very
marrow of their inmost being. And to
these sober and cultured people also, just
as surely as to the unthinking or less
thoughtful masses, came in due course the

depressing influences of reaction. Now,
after the passage of a year, the majority
in all grades are somewhat more conscious
of these last-named, lowering influences
than of either joy and relief in the cessa

tion from slaughter, or hope for the
future.

For all classes alike now the word should
b* :

" Steady I Steady as she goes !
"

As its unfortunate wont is, the news

paper press of civilisation, that tremendous
factor in the shaping of our destinies, has

missed its wonderful opportunity in this

critical juncture by insisting upon follow
ing and for the most part shirking its so

obvious duty of leading and guiding public
sentiment and opinion. We are reminded,
of course, that newspapers are commercial
undertakings whose ruling standards must

necessarily be economic and based upon
circulation and advertising figures. But
some of us are far from sure whether, even

so, many leading journals might not best

serve their own business ends, as well as

the common weal, by exercising their
great powers in wise guidance and control
at such junctures, instead of expending
them slavishly in mere phonographic
recording, and the even less admirable
employment of deliberate pandering.

In effect, the newspaper press, or the

major part of it, has simply reflected

early rejoicings with following whoops and

hurrahs, and early hopes with provocative
demands for instant realisation ; followed,
ad nauseam, in the reactionary period, by
mere recrimination and peevish contrast-
ings of desires and anticipations and

promises with present facts. So many of

those who could light and lead the van
have chosen to loiter behind the rear

guard, ears to the ground to listen for and
echo the mob's chatter, and win its
scattered halfpence.

The sober truth is that November, 1918,

very truly did bring us good ground for

gladness, thankfulness, relief, and high
hope ; and that the present holds no

logical justification for the prevailing
tendency towards pessimism, gloom, dis

appointment, or the thrusting aside of
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hope. That tendency contains nothing of
helpfulness or wisdom, and should no
more be countenanced than one would
countenance the argument that foot-
soreness after an over-long walk proves
the undesirability of taking outdoor
exercise.

" Here we are," say the martyrs to
reaction, " after a whole year, still in the
same old world, beset by troubles and

problems. Therefore everything is a
failure ; there is no health in us, and no

hope for us." And, accordingly, not
having yet savoured the realisation of
high hopes, they have only derision, con
tempt, and reproaches for the preachers
and teachers of high hope ; for the
aspirants, and the determined seekers
after enlightment and progress.

" You
have not given us the reality, and so to the
devil with your hopes, plans, aspirations
and exhortations. These are of no use.
Reality and accomplishment are the only
things that matter."

As well we might say that the ploughing
and the sowing, the harrowing and the
weeding are of no consequence or value,
the reaping being the only thing that
matters.

The aspirations, the hopes, the plans,
the aims, the point of view and attitude of
mind ; these things are of supreme
importance. They are of infinitely more
importance than monetary profit and loss,
commercial achievement, or the finished
organisation of detail, because they are the

essential preludes to and basis of all these

things, and of all progress. They represent
the vision of a people ; and where there is
no vision the people perish. Now, the
vision of the people has in very truth
developed immensely, broadened and
grown prodigiously, during the war, and
as one of the outcomes of the war. It
were arrant foolishness to be despondent
because the accomplishment of the neces

sary prelude has not given us already the
finished masterpiece.

It is fair to say that, before the war, the
philosophy and outlook of the majority

could be satisfied by the teaching of a
Samuel Smiles. The service of his in
dividual success comprised the whole duty
of man. It was our business as individuals
to get money, honestly if possible, but
to get money. To-day, no responsible
man would venture to assert in public that
" getting on

"
comprised the whole duty

and purport of the individual's life.
" The old world must and will come to an
end It should be the sublime duty
of all, without thought of partisanship, to
help in building up the new world." That
was the gist of a message to the nation
during this present autumn from the first
Minister of the State.

" Mere words," say
the pessimists ;

" what we need is deeds."

Quite so. But if the deeds are to be of
service they must be preceded by thought
and by corporate will power, which must
needs find their expression in " mere
words," there being no other medium.

Much, very much, remains to be done ;

much, very much, has been accomplished ;

far too much to admit of despondency
being justified. Much of the old, accursed
selfishness of individualism has been

swept away. At least, one cannot any
longer teach it openly, and remain respect
able, as one could a few short years ago.
Let each and all of us strive to spread and

strengthen now the rapidly growing
loyalty to the common weal, the rapidly
developing community sense, the already
recognised paramountcy of our individual
duty, not to ourselves and our own

personal profit, but to mankind; and

we shall speedily draw near to that "New
World," which " millions of gallant young
men have fought for, and hundreds and

thousands died to establish."
Meanwhile, the downcast, the sufferers

from reaction, the pessimists, and those

who seek popularity by simply echoing
discontent, do us an ill-service when, in
the absence of the immediate accomplish
ment of our desired ends, they answer the

voice of aspiration— the people's growing
vision—with derision, recrimination, or
mere carping.



From a Country Study
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. Bensusan

ECHOES

of the most varied
activity find their way to my
remote workroom, there is the
never failing suggestion of the
pursuit of widely divergent

interests in the world that lies so far
away. In one week the books that have
reached me include a doctor's study of
his own religious belief, a work on insect
life, a defence of the drink traffic, the
translation of an old theosophical work,
a compilation of notes relating to birds
during the war—it is not easy to feel
dull in such a mixed company though
some of the things read may encourage
pessimism, and one at least promotes
active disgust. But, if I am right in my
view, the reader's business is to mark and
inwardly digest, to gather what good
he can from one and all, and not to expect
that he will find grapes growing on thistles.
He must try, even though the task be a
little difficult, to credit with good faith
the preachers of false doctrine. I cannot
help thinking that the occasional reading
of bad books affords a most salutary
exercise in patience and restraint, and

yet there is no need to resist the tempta
tion that urges me to deal first with the
best of those that he before me. This
undoubtedly is " The Religion of a
Doctor," by T. Bodley Scott (T. Fisher
Unwin), a singularly frank avowal of
clear thinking. Dr. Scott does not beat
about the bush.

"
One is forced to

acknowledge," he writes in his opening
chapter,

" that there is a power outside
ourselves, invisible, unimaginable, omni
potent, conscious and continuous, that
can give life and can withdraw it ... .

there is a mind, something far beyond
our mind, never ceasing, never resting,

controlling . . . ." He finds the belief
of medical men moving ever to the deep
appreciation of the spiritual as the un
dying part of man, and he defines the
body as the machine, marvellous in
design and superlative in efficiency, that
works the Divine Will, while evolution
functions, on different planes, the purely
physical, the mental and the spiritual.
Dr. Scott has not arrived at these con
clusions easily or readily, for he tells us
he was born in mid-Victorian times when—
as all who belong to any of the spacious
years of that well-meaning lady know
very well —Heaven was above our heads
and Hell was under our feet, and the
popular conception of the Deity was
anthropomorphic. I can remember latter
days of the era, when Heaven awaited
those who went to Church on Sunday,
and Hell was the portion of those who
played croquet.

Dr. Scott's views are eminently liberal
and broad up to a point, but they do
not soar beyond the reach of criticism.
He finds that, when we analyse what we
call sin, it is largely the survival of animal
instincts that in their time were useful
and essentially necessary for the con
tinuance of life and species. We came
honestly by these animal instincts ....
"

they were stepping-stones up the
mountain path of man's destiny." They
are sins to-day, because we have out
grown their necessity and they interfere
with "

the comforts and conventions of
civilised life, with social order and with
the idea of the sanctity of personal
property." Here, for the first time, I find
myself joining issue with the author. I
am not prepared to say that comforts
and conventions cannot or should not be
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interfered with, and the idea of the
sanctity of personal property can no
longer be accepted without reservation.
If the author is very critical of his state
ment he may possibly find therein a relic
of the mid-Victorian mind. It seems
inevitable that, for the purposes of sane
progress upon wise lines, we should pass
before us in strictest judgment all our
old-time notions relating to conventions of
whatever kind. Particularly is it necessary
for us to realise that the fruits of the
earth are the common property of its
children, and that advantages, whether
of mind, body or social circumstances,
should not avail to give one more than
he can eat while another has less than
will maintain him in health.

I am greatly struck by Dr. Scott's
unconscious leaning towards Theosophical
belief. This tendency is symptomatic,
and may be found among many who have
never followed it to a logical end.

" We
must be convinced," he writes, " that
our spirit, apart from our intellect and
our body, is part of the originating Divine
spirit, and so is infinite both in time and
in possibilities of development." It is
from this premiss that he appears to
draw the conclusion that, with the growth
of ' altruism, charity and brotherly love," there shall be no nationalism, no
racialism, neither bond nor free, but all
shall be united in the universal love and

purpose of our Creator." Later we come
to what I take to be pure Theosophical
doctrine—" what we call death is re-
absorption into God, the originating
absolute power, and the life is sent out
again for action in His own time and
method." And again —" We think of
our suffering, weary bodies as if they
were our real selves, while they are only
the wearing-out garments ; we think of
our tired, slowly moving, slowly grasping
minds as if they contained the real ego,
whereas they are only a part of the worn-
out machinery ; we think of death and
dread it as if it were the end, the destruc
tion of all our hopes and plans, whereas
it should be regarded as the beginning,
only of a higher and more complete
life."

It may reasonably be objected by those
who belong to the Theosophical Society
or to the Order of the Star that there is

nothing new in what Dr. Scott has to
say, and as far as they are concerned
the criticism is sound. On the other hand
let them reflect that this is no book
written to preach to the converted,
presumably the author has never heard
of them : it is issued to the general public
by a firm that caters for the ordinary
reader, and to the full extent of the appeal
the seed will fall upon virgin soil. I find
a special interest in this twentieth century
answer to a problem stated by Sir Thomas
Browne three-hundred years ago, just
because science has made so much pro
gress in certain directions since that time
and has of late years grown so strangely
confident, so completely satisfied with
its own limitations. Dr. Scott, whose
long life has led him to the conclusions
set out in this admirable little book, is
dispensing medicine that will help to
cure ills that he far deeper than most
physical ailments. It would appear
from the title page that he is the author
of another book, " The Road to a Healthy
Old Age."

In Praise of Drink.

In the first week of September the
United States Senate passed

"
almost

without discussion
"

the
" Prohibition

Enforcement BUI," and, at the time of
writing, the victory of the Temperance
Party would appear to be complete.
My own sympathies are with the Pro
hibitionists, though I recognise that every
moderate drinker will suffer annoyance
that can only be justified by the higher
needs of the State, and that, as a certain
number of individuals may possibly die
for lack of stimulants in moments of
grave physical stress, spirits should have
a place in the doctor's dispensary, where
they would rank with other poisons.
While holding that no sane Government
has any choice between State Control
and Prohibition, if it regards the health
of the citizens as matter of first importance,
I have been particularly anxious to study
the whole question from the drinkers'
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view point—/as est ab hoste doceri. The
opposition to Prohibition in the U.S.A.
has undoubtedly been marked far more

by ability than scruple, and there lies
before me now, the verb is chosen with
deliberation, " The Whole Truth about
Alcohol," by George Elliot Flint (The
Macmillan Company, London and New
York). In five and twenty years of
reviewing I have never met a book quite
like this. Mr. Flint's attitude isso amazing,
his deductions so passing strange, that it
does not appear necessary to criticise him
while he can be trusted so completely to
criticise himself. He has many moods, let
us exhibit him first of all in a frank one.
" While I believe that the basis upon
which Universal Prohibition rests is a
quicksand—which, ultimately, will dis

appear, engulfing with it that hollow shell
raised by prejudice, injustice and unreason
—some do not share that opinion." It
may be remarked that Mr. Flint suffers
greviously from what Mrs. Malaprop
called a

"
derangement of epitaphs,"

and, if we were disposed to be unkind, it
would be hard to overlook the striking
resemblance between his style and that
of the gentlemen and ladies who endeavour
to promote custom at a country fair.
As it happens, his conclusions stand on
a plane so far lower than his diction that
this last may be disregarded.

To expose the fallacy of the suggestion
that pure water would cure thirst, Mr.
Flint can advocate nothing better than
a visit to Coney Island in the height of
the season. You then and there ask a
" brawny waiter " for water, but " you
will not get it, unless on the brain, after
you have been thrown out on your head."
Turning from this inspiring thought to
the next one, Mr. Flint envisages a world
deprived of tobacco. " Tea and coffee and
meat would then be attacked, and a

vegetarian humanity .... would,
groaning, give up the ghost." He sees a

great increase in the army of
"

drug
addicts "

(these lapses into pure American
add to the novelty if not to the charm of
the writing), and he discovers suddenly
that " men and women worry ; they have
cares ; they are more or less afflicted

with disease, and they have frequent
bitter disappointments." It follows that,
failing drink, the human race will fly to
drugs, according to our author. That
worry, care, disease and disappointment
may be due in part to alcohol is a thought
that has not occurred to Mr. Flint.

" Thus," he concludes triumphantly," Temptation paves the way to Perdition."
There are more lions in the path, the

whole human race is endangered
" A

world without alcohol and tobacco —for
tobacco would go next —would mean that
instead of, as now, a few thousand thin-
armed, narrow-chested, pale-faced, non-
smokers, teetotallers and dyspeptic vege
tarians, afraid to take a deep breath lest

they be wafted to Heaven, there would
be millions such." If the reader is flinching
from these extracts let him remember
that they are from a book published in

New York and London in the year 1919

by a leading firm of publishers. There
will have been patrons, there may even

be admirers. Before Mr. Flint's eyes
there swim visions of private distillation
and national deceit.

" Let the drink

problem take care of itself," he cries, ". . .

meddlesomeness in man's private
affairs, and even with their private
vices, if reformers will so call drinking
and smoking, can end only in disaster."

Our author, passing from one to another

plane of exalted thought, becomes on a

sudden a psychologist. Religious people,
humanitarians, abstainers, have at you
all; a chiel has been among you taking
notes, and, faith, Messrs. Macmillan have

published them. Did you think you were

devout or land or temperate ? Out upon
you, humanity may have been deceived,
but Mr. Flint's mental eye has pierced the

armour of your deceit.
" All (religious)

'cranks' are more or less diseased, or, at
least, are abnormal As a matter
of fact, rabidly religious persons are

usually erotic." A doctor, writing to the
" New York Medical Journal," explains
that purists are sensualists — "

The
fanatic anti-vivisectionist harbours in his
nature certain features of the sadist. He
is by nature cruel He is cruel

enough to sacrifice millions of sick children,
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if only his beloved rabbits are safe."
Fanatics, this great authority believes,

are abnormal and perverted, a striking
indictment and one that must command
still greater respect if the learned gentle
man would tell us precisely what a fanatic
is. Carlyle, Mr. Flint tells us, was once; and,

exquisite stylist, he goes on to write of

John Stuart Mill, " who was fanatical
on calm and rest." To the end we find
that prohibitionists are people with a
secret and almost irresistible desire for
alcohol. Those who cannot resist liquor
want prohibition, those who don't resist
it object. There is the case in a nutshell.
It will be seen that all who regard drink
as a source of evil, who believe that the
path of the drink traffic is strewn with
the wreckage of countless minds and
bodies, are cruel and erotic perverts who
would drive humanity to—eat candy.
(Chapter xvii.) Why, there was a gentle
man operating in East Africa where in
ten years

" he shot and killed 447 bull
elephants." (Page 100.) What enabled
him to perform this noble work? Read
bis own account, quoted by Mr. Flint :
" In the evening .... I always indulge
in a stiff whisky and soda ; with dinner
I regularly consume half-a-bottle of port
wine, and ere retiring to bed another
strong peg or two of whisky." But for
this stimulus who can say what might
have happened ? The killing of bull
elephants at the rate of nearly one a
week for ten years might have palled.
Some shadow of the cursed humani
tarian instinct might have fallen across
his path. Our author, despite his scientific
mind, is a little hard on scientific men.
" If they cannot tell us positively whether
it is the water, or the hops, or the alcohol,
in the beer —or the fusel oil, or the
alcohol, in the whisky —which cuts short
our youthful careers, we would better
continue to take a chance with some one
of those popular palate pacifiers, alcohol
and all, as has been from time immemorial
our custom."

Let me set out briefly a few more
extracts from a work that should be hung
up in the bar of every public house, find
an honoured place in every toper's

library, and be issued to the shareholders
in every brewery and distillery of the
Old World and the New, and with every
prospectus of a new distillery or brewery.
Alcohol, we learn, infuses into orators
just the touch of recklessness they need
for the courage of their convictions.
Alcohol releases the spark of genius. As
Mr. Flint himself does not eschew alcohol
(page 192), it is to be feared that the
machinery of release does not always act.
" When the progeny of the mentally
unsound are unbalanced, it is the basic
unsoundness, rather than the incidental
chronic alcoholism of the parents, that is
responsible." Life insurance companies
having had the impudence to assert that
abstainers live longer than drinkers, Mr.
Flint devotes a chapter to the question.
It is long, and ends with a quotation, in
the minor key : "He who expects to
five especially long because he abstains
from alcohol may experience a bitter
disappointment." Later (chapter xxvi.)," The fact that many criminals drink
proves nothing, excepting that they
drink." Here let me leave " The Whole
Truth about Alcohol," with a certain
sense of gratitude that the case for the
defence has been put into hands that
can deal so destructively with fact,
argument, reason and style, while leaving
intact the beliefs of those who believe that
alcohol produces some of the worst evils
that afflict mankind. If there is any excuse
to be found for " The Truth About
Alcohol," it lies in the virulence and
exaggeration of much that has been
written on the other side in a controversy
that has stirred passion to the dregs.

Bird Life In War Time.

It is a relief to turn from the hectic
writing of Mr. Flint to Mr. Hugh S.
Gladstone's book, " Birds and the War "
(Skeffington), a compilation from the
English newspapers that published reports
about bird life through the years of the
great campaign. There is much that
must repel in the thought of pigeons and
canaries helping to draw Bellona's chariot
and perishing by the hundred in a trouble
that was not of their making. To those
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of us who are not yet attuned to the
actualities of the times we live in it is
a little difficult to read about carrier
pigeons trained to fly over fire and poison,
or of "

enemy
"

canaries killed by our
shell and gas. Some day the conscience
of the world will be stirred, and military
authorities will recognise that Providence
made beast and bird non-combatant as
far as man-made war is concerned.
Worse if possible than the calculated
sacrifice of birds by the soldiers was
the sporadic crusade against them by the
non-combatants at home. It was enough
that the sparrow and the wood pigeon
are harmful to agriculture for many
harmless and useful species to go in
danger of their lives. Happily common
sense prevailed in the end. Mr. Gladstone
tells the story of great losses due to the
incidents of war. Monsieur Delacour's
famous collection of wild birds, one
hundred and forty-one species, and three
hundred and sixty specimens were des
troyed at Villers-Bretonneux during the
German push towards Amiens in the

spring of last year. Gulls suffered from
the loss of fish refuse thrown overboard
in normal times by fishermen working
in security. Where oil ships or sub
marines were wrecked there was great
mortality among guillemots, scoters, razor
bills, puffins, eiderducks, and other birds.
The oil clogged their feathers, they were
unable to fly, and were washed ashore
" to die of starvation." It is a hideous
story. Happily there are lighter touches.
Soldiers were found to place their canaries
where gas was least likely to reach them,
of the making of strange pets there was
no end, while in the area of actual fighting
native birds and those from overseas
lived and loved, nested and reared their
young, cheering with their song the
combatants on either side. Poison gas
would appear to have passed them by ;

unless they were actually struck by
splinters or fragment of some projectile
they did not cease from their labours
if there was a lull in the heat and stress
of a general engagement their voices
could be heard. They stood between
many an overstrained fighter and com

plete breakdown. Mr. Gladstone did well
to collect all these extracts and to make
a book of them, for the record is one that
should be preserved. Perhaps the best
news he has to tell us is that when the
Austrians invaded Venetia they destroyed
all the

" roccolos
" in which the Italian

bird catchers annually snare thousands
of insect-eating birds that are migrating
southward. The groves of hornbeam
were cut down, the towers were razed,
and over this scene of well-merited
desolation the migrants may for some years
to come pursue an untroubled way. It
is an unfortunate fact that in peace as
in war Italy persecutes all her birds.
If there is one to be seen, you are safe to
find something that is misnamed " sports
man

" in eager pursuit. Even a linnet may
be found in a game bag sufficiently large
to hold a swan. Perhaps a sense of
humour would pave the way to better
things.

The Insect World at Work.

The thinking section of the community
is under a very deep debt of obligation
to Fabre, the veteran entomologist.
Literally he has opened the eyes of the
blind, and has given us a marked respect
for insect fife and a certain consciousness
of the modesty of our own achievements
that should in the long run be very
salutary. Fabre has many followers,
earnest and observant students who spare
no pains. One of these, Mr. Edward Step,
is a man whose books never fail to hold
the lover and student of Nature, he is so
safe to follow, and he writes so pleasantly
and easily. His latest book, " Insect
Artizans and their Work "

(Hutchinson
and Co.), is one that should appeal to
young and old alike. He considers insects
in the light of their special activities,
dividing them into thirteen classes, includ
ing miners, masons, paper makers, tailors,
musicians, burglars, lamp-bearers, etc.,
etc., and there are plenty of illustrations
to stimulate imagination and point to the
path that the young observer may follow.
I find that Mr. Step is a reverent naturalist,
or at least I hold strongly to the belief
that he must be, for in the days when I
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read the first of his books that came my
way (" Wild Flowers Month by Month "),
I felt a reverence —never expressed, always
implied—and it is this spirit that seems
to me to be the right one. It would be
hard to think that Mr. Step's teachings
could have added to the ranks of those
who take a delight in destruction; one
feels that upon him the meanest flower
that blows may have the effect that
Wordsworth experienced, that he has
seen how "the daisy by the shadow
that it casts, protects the lingering dew

drop from the sun." So he becomes
a delightful companion in the library,
and sometimes, after solitary rambles,
when I have been baffled and unable to
understand some aspect of the activity
of plant or insect, I have turned to his

pages for an explanation and have fre

quently found one. " Insect Artizans "

would make a delightful Christmas present
or school prize for any boy or girl who
desires to enquire into the wonders of
the world around us. It is not all original
observation. Mr. Step lays several famous

entomologists under contribution, includ
ing Monsieur Fabre of course, and the

result of the combined observation is a

succession of true stories, beside which
the fairy tales of our nursery days must
hang diminished heads. The appeal is
the stronger because there is no attempt
to embroider or embellish the facts. A
simple, straightforward narrative is all we

get, and it is perhaps left to those of us

who have made some modest efforts at
observation, to realise the measure of hard
and patient work that was demanded

before the story told could be complete in
all its details. One feels that science has

studied Creation's face without with
drawing enchantment's veil, and that the

laws that are explained to us are neither
cold nor material. Certainly Mr. Step has

deserved well of many readers.

An Old Theosophlcal Work.

I have been reading with more interest
than understanding a translation of Jacob
Bohme's " Sex Puncta Theosophica."

The " Six Theosophic Points "
has been

translated from the Latin version of the
original by John Rolleston Earle, and
published by Constable & Co., Ltd.
Following the work that gives the book its
name, we have further sections, " Six
Mystical Points," " Of the Earthly and
Heavenly Mystery," and " On the Divine
Intuition." It is regretted that Mr. Earle
did not write a preface setting out the
ascertainable facts about Bohme's life and
thought, since, failing this, the appeal of
the work is limited to the few. The
general reader is to be excused if he knows
little or nothing about Jacob Boehme or
Bohme or Behmen, as he appears to be
called, who was born in 1575 near Gorlitz,
and crowded into the last dozen years of a
brief life the voluminous writings by which
he is remembered. He wrote in German,
his books, or some of them, appear to have
been rendered into Latin, and this curious
study lying before me has been translated
from the Latin into English. Only experts
can say what has been lost on the double
journey. Bohme's views and his efforts to
justify the way of God to man have been
studied all over the learned world of
Europe. There were Behmenist societies
in England, and the Quaker movement
has some association with his doctrines.
Dutch, English, French and German
scholars have written of our author and
his recondite theory of two correlated
triads of forces, but his work remains the
property of the few, and in these days
those who seek to extract the gold of
thought from the quartz of words are
likely to work hard for a modest gain.
There is a faint archaic atmosphere about
the present version, the translation would
appear to have given us the spirit as well
as the words, but it is all infinitely far
away, and I know no writer save Blake
whose mind seems to express itself in a
similar key. A difficult book to read, hard
to understand, impossible to criticise, and
yet with a charm of its own, much in
evidence as the old writer moves with sure
foot and dilated mental eye among the
mysteries.
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Crusade against Cruelty
Monthly Notes

By G. Colmore

" And some of the people said. This man careth for all creatures, are they his brothers
and sisters that he should love them ? And he said unto them, Verily these are your fellow
creatures of the great Household of God, yea, they are your brethren and sisters, having the
same breath of life in the eternal." —The Gospel of the Holy Twelve.

Methods not of the Laboratory.

It is satisfactory to find that even to
day, when the methods of the laboratory
colour the whole thought and affect the
whole attitude of the medical profession,
there are still men within that profession,
and within the orthodox section of it,
who follow in the footsteps of the great
surgeon, Sir Lawson Tait, to the extent,
at any rate, of recognising the importance
of methods of approaching and treating
disease in which laboratory experi
mentation plays no part. I am indebted
to " Our Fellow Mortals " for calling my
attention to some recent utterances of
Sir James Mackenzie's reported in the
Times of April 8th and April 12th. Sir
James was speaking of the modern
tendency of physicians to rely upon in
strumental and mechanical means of
examination, but the means which he
declared to be essential to true diagnosis
exclude reliance upon laboratory methods
as surely as reliance upon instruments
and mechanism ; and. indeed, it is hardly
possible to differentiate between the one
and the other, since much of the
mechanism now relied upon is claimed
as the result of vivisectional experi
ment.

Mind Better than Mechanism.
In speaking of heart disease, Sir James

Mackenzie said that " an X-ray examina
tion might be made, an electro-cardia-

graphic tracing might be made, blood-
pressure estimated, and, in the end, the

patient might be told nothing of value to

him as sick man seeking health." The
italics are mine and are intended
to emphasise this very noteworthy
statement. Equally remarkable is the
antithesis which Sir James goes on to
present.

" On the other hand the im
minence of heart failure might be gauged
by the simplest phenomena —restriction
of the patient's response to effort, shown
by breathlessness and pain." This is
common sense ; and I do not hesitate
to repeat what has already been repeated
in these notes —that common sense and
humaneness are, ultimately, inseparable.

The Progress of Medlolne.

But Sir James Mackenzie had other
and most interesting comments to make
on the training and qualifications of
medical men. He said that in his opinion
prognosis was the main object of the
physician, and that if the prognosis was
to be accurate, if the physician was to
be able to tell the patient what bearing
his symptoms had upon his future, the
physician must possess not only wide
knowledge, but discriminating judgment,
must have a clear understanding of the
value and meaning of symptoms, and
their bearing upon the evolution of
disease.

" Let no man think that this
could be achieved by the aid of elaborate
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instruments, by modern magic, so to
speak. It could only be achieved by
close and careful observation of many
patients over a long period of time and
by diligent thought." Close and careful
observation of many patients, diligent
thought ; these are the means of advance ;

not laboratory experimentations, how
ever perfect, mechanism, however wonder
ful. The progress of medicine, said Sir
James, depended on this observation
and this thought.

Humanism.

There is a long article in the Nation of
August 2nd under the title " Fine
Feathers Make Empty Nests." It begins
by reference to a book about birds recently
written by an ornithologist who calls
himself a humanist. What is humanism ?

It is the provincialism of science. The
provincialist limits his sympathies and
respect to his fellow provincialists —to
his own species : the humanist also limits
his sympathies and respect to his own
species. The ornithologist in question
makes the fact quite patent : he is a
humanist, he tells us, and respects only
humanity : and he tells us, apparently,
with complacency, as though he found
merit in his limitations. Limitation and
crankism ; these are for him antitheses,
and the sole alternatives between which
men must choose ; and having chosen
what he conceives to be the better part,
he declares by his attitude that it shall
not be taken away from him. He has
a rough and ready way of putting his
theories into practice. Birds, of course,
must not be allowed to get in our way,
and if they do there is a very simple
means of getting rid of them : eat them.
It is absurd to be hampered in this
method of ridding ourselves of a nuisance
by the crude superstition "

against eating
any birds outside game and poultry."
There is, by the way, a good deal of
superstition, of a kind very crude indeed,
connected with the use of birds and
beasts as food ; but it is so intertwined
with the conceptions of humanism that
it cannot be recognised for what it is
by humanists.

Nature's Deficiencies.

The writer of the Nation article suggests
that, even within the limits of humanism,
there are more means than one of ridding
ourselves of creatures who get in our
way. It would be nice, he says,

" to eat
half-a-dozen humming birds on a round
of toast, but how much more delicate
and poetic to wear them in a hat !

" And
he goes on :—

" The argument is indeed so obvious that
our refined modern European civilisation has
not hesitated to put it into practice, the single
drawback being that, on account of the scarcity
of raw material, it will not be able to do so
much longer. It is the custom nowadays to
regard Nature as cruel, but surely her real
offence is a criminal deficiency both in artistic
productiveness and in business foresight. The
economic use of wild birds' plumage in women's
hats is a striking example in mankind of both.
Yet Nature, who, according to the best judge
—a plume trader—created

' all birds, beasts
and fishes for the use of men and his woman
kind '

has actually made no provision for an
inexhaustible supply of them."

Stupid Nature. No wonder the orni
thologist respects only humanity. For
first Nature produces birds which get in
our way, and then fails to provide a
sufficient number of them to form an
inexhaustible commercial asset. It al
most looks as though the power behind
Nature —God—were not a humanist.

Mad and Bad and Sad.

True it is that the way of the trans
gressor is hard, for those who tEansgress
the laws of kindness and common sense
add greatly to the ills to which flesh is
heir. It is not an easy thing to put the
fear of God into mankind, that fear
whose synonym is reverence ; but it
seems extraordinarily easy to imbue
people with the fear of rabies, a fear so
abject and overwhelming as to paralyse
the intelligence. An instance of the
abjectness of this fear and the strength
with which it grips its victims is furnished
by what the Daily Telegraph in its issue
of July 28th aptly designates the divert
ing comedy of a mad cow. What happened
is described by the Daily Telegraph's
correspondent as follows :—
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The cow was killed and eaten. Then the

report was spread that the animal had been
afflicted with rabies. Immediately those who
had partaken of the flesh imagined they were
doomed to madness, and forty-four of them
took train for Paris, travelling in the luggage
van, as the other passengers would not allow
them to enter their carriages. Those who

remained behind insisted on a veterinary
inquiry, which established the fact that the cow
had been really mad. At the Pasteur Institute
the forty-four people were immediately ex
amined, but it was not found necessary to put
them under treatment, because none of them
showed any symptoms of the dread malady.
They were informed that the fact that they had
eaten the flesh of the mad cow presented no

danger since the flesh was rendered immune by
cooking. They were, therefore, adjured to
telegraph at once to their friends, who also

imagined that they were afflicted with hydro
phobia, and save them a useless journey to
Paris.

Panic.

One can imagine these forty-four people

rushing off to the railway station, impelled
by the fear that at any moment they
might be seized by the desire to bite ;

driven away from railway carriages by
fellow creatures, terrified of being bitten,
or of being infected by the dread disease

through the agency of that most useful

servant of experimental physiology, the
germ ; herded together within the limits
of the luggage van and the confines of

mortal fear : arriving breathless at the

Pasteur Institute, all agog for examina
tion and tests ; being informed that
since the cow was cooked it could cause

no harm to its consumers ; and streaming
off in a comfortable anti-climax to

telegraph to their fellow diners that all
was well. And, considering the wild
terror of the stampede and the attitude
of panic which governed the whole pro
ceedings, one is half tempted to suggest
that the meat ran more risk of madness

through being eaten by the people than
did the people through partaking of the

meat.

Fear'and Authority.

It is perhaps natural, and truly more

pitiful than ridiculous, that people should
be easily frightened by a bugbear when

that bugbear is dressed up in the habili
ments of science, since, for the multitude,

science is invested with the authority
which for so many people is supreme—

the authority of the unknown ; and,

moreover, a large number of people are

still at the stage of " children crying in

the night, and with no language but a

cry." The shame is with the terrifiers

rather than the terrified ; and indeed

the inconsistencies connected with this

bugbear of rabies and hydrophobia are

so many and so glaring, and it has to be

bolstered up with theories so strange in

order that it may retain any degree of

equilibrium, that it would seem to shame

rather than to honour the science respon

sible for its existence.

The Confusion of Inconsistency.

Here, in this tragic comedy of the cow—

for tragedy there is, though the comedy

is so conspicuous, is an inconsistency

patent to the eyes of discrimination,

though screened, apparently, from the

eyes of dismay. It is directly contrary to

the conditions prescribed by Pasteur, as

essential to the efficacy of his treatment,

that the forty-four patients who arrived

at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, in order

to be treated, were given no treatment

on the grounds that " none of them

showed any symptoms of the dread

malady." Pasteur emphasized the point
that his treatment, in order to be suc

cessful, must be administered before

any symptoms of "
the dread malady

"

appeared ; and insisted, on the con

trary, that after the appearance of the

symptoms it was too late to administer

the treatment. The assumption that a

disease is prevented by a definite treat

ment when the patient treated has no

symptoms of the disease is an assumption
that has never, for the impartial observer,

passed into the region of established fact.

The fact that patients, treated for the

purpose of preventing hydrophobia, pre

senting at the time of the treatment
no symptoms of hydrophobia, have, sub

sequently to the treatment, developed
not only symptoms of the disease but
the disease itself in full force, gives

ground for the assumption on the part
of the impartial observer that there
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exists confusion in the matter of cause
and effect. The casting on one side, by
the followers of Pasteur, of a condition
which he himself declared to be essential
to the success of his treatment, makes

confusion worse confounded, and causes
the impartial observer to wonder whether
this much-vaunted child of experimental
science, Pasteurism, has indeed a leg to
stand upon, and to ask, supposing that
it has, where and what is that leg ?

Back Numbers.

The only leg which to-day is forth
coming appears to be a crutch rather
than a limb, for it did not come into
being in Nature's orderly way, as part
and parcel of that which it is its function
to support ; but years after the birth of
the discovery it is called upon to sustain,
has been brought forth from that car
penter's shop in which are fashioned
sticks and staves to uphold decaying
doctrines of medical science, ere they
become, in the words of the Editor of
the British Medical Journal, " back
numbers," and " graveyards of dead
theories, of which the various forms of
quackery that survive are the ghosts."
For the new contention advanced as a

prop to the Pasteurian theory is indeed a

sorry support. It is referred to in a

paragraph which appeared in the Daily
Telegraph of August, under the headings
of "

Spread of Rabies. Grave Discovery."
Grave indeed ! for Pasteurism rests upon
the assumption that infection depends
upon the transmission of the germ of
disease from one organism to another

organism ; that, to take the specific
disease with which the birth and vogue
of Pasteurism are associated, hydro
phobia in man presupposes that the germ
of the disease has been conveyed to the

system of the patient by means of the
bite—or lick, where the skin is broken —
of a rabid animal.

Symptoms and Disease.

And now, behold, in Paris, are numbers
of cases of hydrophobia in persons bitten
by animals in which no sign of rabies
was to be seen, animals described by the

Daily Telegraph correspondent as
" appar

ently healthy." And here, in the word
" apparently," is the leg or crutch by
which Pasteurism is to be kept erect.
We all know that appearances are deceit
ful, but we did not know that they were
deceitful to the point of representing
their antitheses ; we did not know that
an animal, human or sub-human, could
appear perfectly well, eat well, sleep
well, display ease and energy of body,
exhibit all the symptoms of normal
health, and yet be the victim of disease
to an extent so marked, to a degree so
potent, that it could pass it on to another
animal. This is a doctrine directly
contrary to the methods laid down by
Sir James Mackenzie (see last month's
Notes) as essential to the treatment of
disease. According to him, the physician
" must have a clear understanding of
the value and meaning of symptoms ;

"

and presumably, if he attaches so much

importance to the symptoms of disease,
he would not entirely discredit the
symptoms of health.

Two Ways.

There are two ways of handling such
a problem as is presented by the fact of
hydrophobia appearing in persons bitten
by healthy animals ; the problem, that
is to say, of the development of disease
in a manner not in consonance with an

accepted theory of the means by which
disease is developed. The first of these
ways is to question the theory, to recon
sider its bases, to admit the possibility
that, since the facts are at variance with
the results which it lays down, the
theory may be at fault. That is the
scientific way, the way that would be
taken in any science save that of medicine.
But medical science has a logic and
methods peculiar to itself, and it deals
with the problem in its own way. It
pins its faith to the theory, and accounts
for the facts by the introduction of a
fresh assumption ; an assumption which
rests on the same basis as does the theory
whose postulates have broken down.
The Pasteur Institute, the Daily Telegraph
Correspondent tells us, has been led to
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make further investigations into the
problem of rabies and hydrophobia,"

and it is now established
"—not, be it

observed, by the means advocated by
Sir James Mackenzie, but by the methods
of the laboratory —" that the puppies
of an animal to all appearance healthy
may nevertheless transmit the virus to
human beings, although the disease may
not be evident but only dormant in the
mother and in the puppies, and may
only declare itself many months later."
Declare itself in whom ? The mother ?

or the puppies ? or both ? or only in the
bitten person ?

Apparent Health.
" This discovery," comments the

Correspondent of the Daily Telegraph,"
greatly complicates the difficult problem

of stamping out disease." It does indeed.
It complicates the problem if only for the
reason that the symptoms indicative of
disease upon which Sir James Mackenzie
lays such stress are, according to the
theory now " established," sometimes to
be considered as essential evidence of
the presence of disease and sometimes to
be dispensed with altogether. For, when
hydrophobia declares itself in the patient,
it is by no means of the symptoms of
hydrophobia ; the patient, so long as

he is
" apparently healthy," is supposed

to be so in fact. But if the dog
that bit him remains " apparently
healthy," if the mother of the dog, and
his grandmother, and each and all of
his ancestors, so far as they can be traced,
show or have shown no signs of rabies,
the absence of symptoms must not be
taken to mean the absence of disease.
For the person bitten by the apparently
healthy scion of an apparently healthy
race has developed hydrophobia, or
apparently developed it—for there is
nothing but the symptoms to prove it—
and as, so says Pasteurism, hydrophobia
can result only from the bite or lick of a
rabid animal, it follows that the animal
who bit or licked must have been rabid.

Facts and Theory.
This is scientific reasoning when science

commits itself to the methods and

mentality of the laboratory ; and the
Correspondent of the Daily Telegraph is
right ; it undoubtedly gives rise to
complications. At first sight this method
of reasoning seems to have at any rate

the merit of simplicity ; you "
establish

"

a theory, and then make the facts fit in
with it. But facts are awkward things,
and once they have been manipulated,
become like a pack of cards that has been

shuffled ; the suits get mixed, and the

more you shuffle the greater the confusion.
For, see what this newly-established truth
brings in its train ; nothing less than this :

that disease is no longer the negation of

health, but its companion ; that health
no longer banishes disease, but is con

victed of the tendency to nourish its arch

enemy in its bosom. Wherefore the

dangers that beset us are obscure and

manifold. The most healthy animals—
as far as appearances go—present a

menace, and not only cows who apparently
have rabies, but cows who apparently
have not, may be the cause of future
expeditions in luggage vans to the

Pasteur Institute.

Oonfllotlng Assumptions.

The whole question of hydrophobia is

indeed obscured by conflicting assump
tions ; the very existence of hydrophobia
as a specific disease is an assumption.
For, since the same or a similar disease

is produced by gun-shot wounds, by the

bite of a healthy animal, and by the bite

of a rabid animal, it is surely an assump
tion, rather than a proved fact, that that
disease is due, and solely due, to one only
of the several causes from which it results.
The symptoms, in fact, are very much
the symptoms of tetanus, and it is more

than probable that what is called hydro
phobia in man and rabies in animals will
one day be seen to be a form of that
disease and not a specific disease in itself.
If this hypothesis be correct —the hype-
thesis that hydrophobia is a form of
tetanus—it would account for the fact
that hydrophobia does not always follow
on the bite of a rabid animal, that it

sometimes follows on the bite of a healthy
animal, and that it, or a disease similar
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to it, sometimes results from wounds in
which the bites of animals play no part.
And these facts are not accounted for by
Pasteurism.

Oruelty and Punishment.

"There has been more than one case

lately of fines imposed as punishment for
cruelty to pit ponies, and on this subject
Mr. Leslie Scott writes to the Times

(of August 15th) as follows :—

It is monstrous that intentional cruelty to
dumb animals should be let off with a fine.
Imprisonment with hard labour is the only
appropriate punishment Time after
time there appear notices in the Press of " shock
ing cruelty to some dumb animal," and defend
ants escape with a fine. After some years'
consideration I have come to the conclusion
that it is the Beach which is to blame, and that,
so long as the magistrate has a free discretion
between a fine and imprisonment, these utterly
inadequate punishments which shock the
feelings of right-minded men and women will
continue.

It is true that cruelty to animals is
looked upon as a minor offence, and true,
too, that it is a shame and disgrace to
civilised humanity that it should be so ;

for the Bench, it is to be feared, represents
fairly adequately the sentiments and
opinions of the average man and woman.
That cruelty, whether to man or beast,
is the worst of all offences is a truth
which all who perceive it should do their
utmost to bring home to their fellows ;

but whether punishment, whether im
prisonment, under our present prison
system, would act either as a deterrent
or a cure in connection with cruelty is
more than doubtful. The aim of all
treatment of offenders should be to get
rid of the tendency to offend, and our
actual way of handling criminals results
in increasing rather than in diminishing
that tendency, in hardening, not in
improving those who are submitted to its
methods. We must eliminate cruelty,
negative as well as positive, from our
prisons, before we can hope to eliminate
it from our prisoners.

Publlo Responsibility.

True it is, and fortunately true, that
there is a considerable body of " right-

minded men and women
"

whose feelings
are shocked by the attitude of magistrates
towards the cruel treatment of animals,
and it is a matter for rejoicing that their
feelings are, and can be, thus shocked ;

but if they are truly right-minded on

this question they will not concentrate
their energy upon the infliction of harsher
punishment on those guilty of cruelty,
but will set themselves against those

systems of trade, those customs of fashion
and amusement which not only incite to
cruelty but sometimes positively demand

it. Thus, in the cases of cruelty to pit
ponies, it must not be forgotten that the

boys in charge of the ponies have to get
a certain amount of work out of them in
a certain time ; and as the strength of
the ponies is totally inadequate to the
work imposed upon them, and as the
nerves of the drivers become irritated in
the attempt to perform a brutal and all
but impossible task, cruelty is the almost

inevitable result. For you cannot do a
cruel thing kindly; and, if anybody is to
be punished for adding cruelty to cruelty,
the inaugurators and responsible agents
of a system inhumane in itself should not
be left out ; nor should" the public who
permit the system to exist and flourish
be exempt from blame.

Cruelty of Ouatom.

There is very much cruelty which is

permitted simply because people are
accustomed to it, are born into conditions
in which the prevailing attitude of
thought and feeling is toleration, and even
condonation, of cruel customs. The
practice of conveying live poultry for
sale suspended head downwards from a

pole, is a practice which would surely be

speedily condemned and abolished were
not the people, who are familiar with it,
blunted in understanding and sympathy
by their familiarity with the cruelty of
such a proceeding. This particular
custom seems to be confined to Wales,
but, as a correspondent points out in the
Western Mail of September 3rd, it prevails
throughout the whole of that country,
and, as he also points out, is a disgrace to
the principality.
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A Scandal of the Road.

There are other customs, quite as cruel,
quite as complacently accepted by the
public, as this method of transporting
live poultry, and far more widely preva
lent. The custom of sending cows to
market unmilked is a cruel and a shameful
one, and the wonder is that people can
see these poor things, with swollen
udders, hardly able to walk from pain and
discomfort, driven along the roads, and
be no whit affected by their suffering.
Probably they don't see, for the company
of those who, having eyes, see not, is
still a large one, and those who in respect
of animal suffering see with their eyes
and understand with their hearts form
as yet but a very small band. The
chaining of dogs, the leaving of cats in
empty houses, the over-driving and
over-loading of horses, these are common
abuses of everyday life which have been
referred to before in these notes, and will
be referred to again and again, just
because they are so common, so wide
spread, so ignorantly and callously
tolerated, so calmly accepted. The
running down by motorists of the ponies
in the New Forest is another instance of
the scandalous indifference to animal life
and suffering with which a certain class
of people pursue what to them counts as
pleasure. Cows, ponies, fowls, dogs ; the
lives and mutilation of these are as
naught to the Road Hog, nor is the loss
to the owners of the animals. All that
matters is to rush at full speed through
beautiful country, running down what
ever comes in the way, oblivious alike to
beauty of scenery and of conduct. Mr.
Cunningham Graham, in a powerful and
caustic article on this subject in the
Observer of September 14th, suggests
certain means of checking this ill-bred

behaviour. " Firstly, to put on a strict
speed limit, not to exceed ten miles an

hour on all the forest roads. Secondly, if
it can be brought home to them, to fine

the owner, driver, and all the passengers
of any car that should run over ponies
and leave them injured on the road.
Thirdly, the restitution of the old forest

gates, a measure strongly recommended

by cattle owners for the prevention and
detection of reckless drivers." The ponies
suffer the most. Figures and facts, Mr.

Cunningham Graham tells us, can be

obtained from any resident ; and he says

that a friend of his has informed him that
" only in the district round where he

lives thirteen ponies had been killed or

mutilated since the first week in April."

A Test Proeeoution.

It is highly satisfactory to know that a

prosecution undertaken by the Equine
Defence League in the case of an over
laden horse has been successful. The

Magistrate (the case was tried before
Mr. J. Ratcliffe Cousins at the West
Ham Police Court) said it was just the

kind of case that " was meant to be

stopped by the Protection of Animals
Act, passed in 1911," and imposed fines

both upon the owner of the horse and

upon the carman, not only " with the

object of drawing the attention of other

carmen —but also because I think that

there has been callousness in not ascer

taining what was the extent of the load

which you were going to call upon this

horse to take over the road—a callousness
that amounted to cruelty." If the

Protection of Animals Act were only
justly and uniformly administered, as in

the above instance, cases of cruelty
would soon be decreased in number and

extent.



The Struggle for Social

Justice
Notes for the Month

By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

THESE

notes are written while
the passions engendered by the
strike of railway workers are
in full flood. It is strange to
observe how engrossed we all

are with what happens before our eyes
when it closely affects us personally, to the
exclusion of other things, possibly of much
wider moment, which are occurring in the
outside world. As at the touch of a magic
wand, public interest in what was happen
ing elsewhere in the great world dis

appeared totally during the strike—
disappeared from our thoughts and from
the newspapers, which, instead of devoting
columns to the situation in Russia, in
many cases bestowed not a line there
upon. And yet, when one comes to
think of it, there are hundreds of thous
ands of people in Vienna (to mention

merely one of numerous cities to which
these remarks, alas, apply) who, as they
read in their newspapers that there was
a railway strike in England, shrugged
their shoulders and passed on to the
all-absorbing thought of how to ward
off utter starvation from themselves and
their fellows ; and, if I lived in Vienna
instead of London, I, too, would be but
mildly interested in what engrosses me
to-day. It is human to attach the
utmost importance to what concerns
ourselves individually, and, so long as we

recognise that this circumstance puts
things altogether out of perspective,
no great harm is done.

The Strike and Olaee Hatred.

Many earnest-minded men and women
must have been painfully impressed with

the class feeling that came to the surface
during the conflict. The War has
already engendered more evil passions
than are good for the race, and what
humanity needs to recover from the
ill effects of that conflict—more serious
in the moral than in the material domain
—is an increased sense of solidarity and
brotherhood. A great labour struggle
like the railway strike brings into play
within the Nation all the evil feelings
referred to, which are assiduously fanned
to a flame by that section of the Press
which is always quick to pander to man
kind's worst and most facile instincts.
Mixing, as I do, with men occupying
leading positions in finance and business,
I am appalled at the depth of class
feeling that has been evidenced. We
frequently hear of class hatred, as though
it came from a feeling of envy on the
part of the

" have-nots "
; but is it

realised that this class hatred is still more
acute on the part of many of the

" haves" ?

Those gentlemen who, as we read, volun
teered along with their valets and
chauffeurs to take the place of the
strikers, did so with the same feeling
as followers of Islam entering upon a
Holy War. To do them justice, many
of these persons are convinced that in
so doing they are fighting the battle of
society, or the public, as against a section
of their fellow-countrymen who wish
to " hold up

"
the community for their

own profit. In a letter received from
a friend, stranded during the strike at
one of the great hotels of a fashionable
health resort, occurred the following
passage :—" The kind of comment on
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the strike which is current here you can

imagine ! It nauseates me, but I have
to be discreet in speech. I have not
heard one single remark which would
indicate the remotest possible under
standing of the labour position."

What Is the Publlo ?

With all this talk about a so-called
War against the public, few people stop
to consider what is the " public." A
rich man, with whom I was discussing
the situation, inadvertently stumbled on
the truth by saying " of course if the
transport workers and other Unions
come out, I am afraid the public will
not be large enough to win." Suppose
the railwaymen feel they are fighting
the battle of the mass of the workers
against a reduction in their standard of
living, a view supported by Mr. Lloyd
George's statement that " whatever we
lay down in regard to the railwaymen,
you may depend upon it is going to be
claimed throughout the country." Sup
pose the mass of the workers agree with
this view—as indeed they do, although
the ordinary newspaper reader would
not be aware of it—the Trade Union
Congress, with its five-and-a-quarter
millions of organised workers and their
families, represents alone about half the
Nation ; add to these the millions of
unorganised workers, and the remaining" public

" will be found to be consider
ably less than one third of the population ;

and who is justified in assuming that
the whole of that one third is unanimously
against the workers ?

What Lies Beneath the 8truggle ?

An appeal from Church leaders which
appeared in one or two papers affords
gratifying evidence that some people
are aware of the fundamental principle
underlying the issue, instead of arguing
upon points of procedure. Permanent
peace and justice, as these gentlemen
say, can only be established on a clear
basis of principle, and they rightly
pointed out that the lowest wage paid
to any man should at the very least not
be less than the poverty line, the line

below which a man cannot bring up a

family in decency and comfort. That
there is a section of " big business

"

which recognises this aspect of the matter
is shown by the September circular of

Barclays Bank, Ltd., which, referring
to the statement of Mr. Vanderlip, head
of the greatest American Banking In
stitution, the National City Bank of
New York, that Britain had maintained
her trade by levying on her manhood
"

a wage scale that averaged lower than
the point at which the physical efficiency
of labour could be maintained," added
the following :—

We have to admit that very large numbers of

our population have worked hard and for long
hours, and yet lived under conditions which
were a disgrace to a great nation—this while we

were annually investing £200,000,000 of so-called
'■Surplus Profits " abroad.

We have also to admit that, at a time when

our country was the greatest and wealthiest in
the world, conditions of abject poverty obtained
to a greater extent than in many small and com

paratively poor countries. This position has te

be adjusted, for we cannot logically emphasise
to the mass of the population their duty to their
country when there are sacrifices to be made,

and forget its obligations to them when there

are benefits to be shared.

The Only Hope.

As Mrs. Besant has pointed out, all
times of transition are a struggle between
two opposing forces, that which makes
for growth towards a better world, and
that which retards this development.
Stripped of all its petty personalities
and its clash of selfish interests (admittedly
on both sides), the recent strike was a

struggle between the under dog, in the

shape of the workers generally, and those
sections of society which are more com
fortably circumstanced, as to who shall
do the paying for the War. As indicated
above, great American and British
financial interests are agreed that in the

past the British worker has been under
paid, under- fed and under-housed —the
Prime Minister himself holds and has

expressed this view. The questions
at issue are big, and, if they are going to
be settled in a spirit of class hostility,
it means a series of labour disturbances,
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which may engulf the Nation in a state
of hopeless chaos ; if it is handled with
a sense of solidarity, brotherhood and

co-operation, we may yet see the happier
world that so many of us aspire to.
Interested parties talk as though the
better conditions for the workers mean
national ruin ; it is precisely the con

trary which is true, and if Labour loses,
the Nation loses. The question is, how
many struggles of this sort are we to
have before Capital realises that no

temporary victories will serve its purpose,
and that only a straightforward under
standing with the workers in a full spirit
of co-operation, and with all the cards
on the table, will avert the breakdown
of industry ?

The Presa.

In all these struggles, one is continually
forced back to consider the part played
by the Press. It is of no use mincing
words ; the fact is that the greater part
of the daily Press, being owned and con
trolled by persons whose interest it is
that the present order of things should
persist, does its utmost to poison the
minds of its readers against the workers.
It is possible that many of these people
have become so accustomed to think
that what their papers say is public
opinion, that they really believe it ; and,
when the compositors began to grow
restless at the daily tissue of tendencious
matter they were called upon to set up
—"

poisonous misrepresentation
"

as
they termed it—newspaper proprietors
virtuously declared that they would not
permit anyone to dictate to them the
policy enunciated by their newspapers

(the possessive pronoun should be noted) ;

but they hastened to add that they were
not opposed to, and had no intention
of making attack upon, the principles
of trade unionism. It is noteworthy,
also, that, after this passage of arms,
most of the papers referred to adopted
a more conciliatory tone in their com
ments. Anyone who mixes much with
journalists will be aware of the fact that
the majority, including those who write
for the most reactionary papers, them

selves hold views that would be character
ised as advanced, Radical, or Socialist,
by their employers ; but they are engaged
professionally, and in that capacity have
to write on the lines dictated by their
employers.

Do Newspapers Represent the Public ?

By this time some readers are probably
asking how it is that, if I am right in
asserting that newspapers represent the
opinions of a limited class only, they hold
their ground, and are not swept out of
existence by some newspapers which do
represent the majority of decent people.
The answer is that the modern newspaper
—the English newspaper in particular —
is a complex organism which only pays
its way after a vast amount of money
has been spent upon it, and could not
endure without enormous subsidies from
persons who utilise it as a means of
forcing the public to buy their goods and
also to assimilate the political and in
tellectual views they and their friends
(the propertied class) wish disseminated.
No newspaper lives on the penny or so
per copy paid by its readers, which
represents merely a small part of the cost
of distribution, without reckoning the
cost of production at all. A paper like
the Daily Herald, which is avowedly
brought out to assist in putting an end
to a system based upon the exploitation
of the many for the profit of the few,
cannot hope to make both ends meet,
for the simple reason that, with a few
exceptions, the ordinary big advertiser
will not make use of it as a medium of
publicity ; and if a time ever came when
daily newspapers, independent of the
big interests, looked hke establishing
themselves, those same big business and
political interests would very quickly
subsidise still further the older organs
so as to continue to influence the public
in the manner they desired. It is not
many months ago that the newspaper
world was staggered at the price paid for
a great London daily paper. Does any
reader suppose that the enormous sum
at which this paper changed hands, plus
the very considerable compensation paid
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to the retiring editor, was fixed upon a

purely commercial basis, depending upon
the profits ? What determined the price
paid was, of course, the value of the said

organ as a means of gaining support, in
favour of certain political personages, of
those hundreds of thousands of people
who regularly took their news —and, alas,
their views —from that paper. Such a
traffic in " public opinion

" should appal
decent-minded people who little realise
the extent to which it is carried on.

The Attitude of the Press.

In dealing with the attitude of the
Press towards the railway strike one
must of course be permitted to generalise.
There are, naturally, some exceptions,
and it must also be admitted that there is
a growing tendency on the part of some

newspapers to allocate one or two columns

to the expression of views by leaders
of the men, even if they do their utmost
to counteract the effect by leading and

other articles. Still, the fact that some

space is given to the workers' point of
view is of itself a considerable advance
on the past, and is a tribute to the grow
ing power of labour. Unappalled at
the vast forces of capital and vested
interests with which it has to contend,
Labour is beginning to organise its own

Intelligence Department, and during the
strike a band of workers, the names of
some of whom would surprise the public,
met regularly under the auspices of the
Labour Research Department, kept in
close contact with the railwaymen's head

quarters, drafted the excellent advertise
ments which appeared in the Press
stating the men's case, and arranged for
the writing of articles and a whole pub
licity campaign. One great daily paper
admitted, in a leading article, that it
was in a great difficulty about accepting
the first advertisement of the men's
case, until it received the Government
advertisement replying thereto. Yet this
newspaper, and practically all news
papers, publish all sorts of statements
in advertisements, as to the truth of
which they have no qualms and make
no enquiries ; and I suppose most readers

of these notes are aware that much of
the society news and other items that

appear as news in the papers are paid
for by the would-be celebrities whose
arrivals, departures and activities are

thus gravely chronicled. The men's

sympathisers circularised the London
Clergy with a number of Press extracts ;

and one which, I have been told, horrified
some of these gentlemen, was a quotation
from the Times to the effect that "like
the War with Germany, it must be

fought to the finish." Anyone who
has been in a newspaper office knows
of the hundreds of letters for publication
that are received each day, and that

only one per cent, or less of such letters
can appear. Only those, therefore, which
are of great public interest, or coincide
with the views of the proprietors, are

inserted. It is interesting to note, there
fore, that out of four letters which ap
peared in the Daily Mail on October 1st

two read as follows :—

I.
"Make the capitalists pay;" has been the

war-cry of the red tie brigade for quite a long
time. Now the question is, who are the Capital
ists ? Surely they are the National Union of

Railwaymen who in 1917 held assets valued at

£982,834 !
I advise all railway season ticket holders to

combine and sue the Railway Union for com

pensation.

II.
The railway labourers at 53s. war wages have

been "temporary gentlemen." Were the case

so put to them they would surely see that war

conditions cannot be expected to prevail in peace
time.

The war was lucky for some people and un

lucky for others. Let them take their bad luck,
such as it is, like English sportsmen ; or, at any
rate, wait and see if the bad luck really does
materialise, before acting on the supposition.

To me the serious thing about these

two letters is not the low standard of

intelligence displayed by their writers,
but the assumption that the arguments
they contain are those which appeal to
the large public for which the Daily
Mail caters. The statement that a Trade
Union having assets equal to £2 (two
pounds) per head of its members, is

itself a capitalist is equalled only by the
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argument that if one man gives up his
life for his country while another makes
a million out of the fact that he is a ship
owner and that several of his vessels
have been destroyed by the enemy, in
volving the loss of several human beings,
but with the benefit of high insurance
values, while yet another has to keep a
wife and family on 53s. a week (in these
days when a pair of girl's shoes cannot

be obtained for less than 25s., and are
rubbish at that !) ; the said workman is
to take his " bad luck " like a sportsman !

Fortunately for the Nation the strike
has been settled on lines other than those
advocated by the majority of the Press,
and on this Mr. Lloyd George, no less
than the men's leaders and the Nation
itself, is sincerely to be felicitated.

A. Emil Davies.

THE DEEPER MEANING OF THE RAILWAY STRIKE.

THE Strike came and went with
a suddenness that left us mentally

breathless. For a few brief days it
was as though a curtain had been drawn
aside and we looked into a black place of
unimagined horrors. The curtain has fallen
back again, at any rate for the present,
and the future of our country depends in
a large measure upon what we saw and
how we interpret what we saw.

On the surface it appeared as though
the magnitude of the weapon employed
by the railwaymen was altogether out of
proportion to the issue at stake. Someone
humorously suggested that the strike was
about the use of the term

" definitive "
!

This, of course, is merely a picturesque
exaggeration, but the railwaymen them
selves insisted that the single point at
issue was the question of standardisation,
and important as that is, involving as it
does the fight for a minimum standard of
life, it would yet appear that the national
strike—with its strong tendency to become
a

"
general strike "—was a method far

too terrible in its consequences to be

employed when merely a question of
wages for a comparatively small number
of men was at stake. (We are not dis

cussing here whether the strike is ever a

rightful or expedient method, but are
assuming the commonly held view that
the strike is a legitimate weapon in the
last resort when the issue is big enough.)

But , although the issue was ostensibly one
of wages, it is now clear, that, if the strike
had continued for any considerable period

of time, the conflict would have broadened
until it had become a gigantic trial of
strength between the State and Organised
Labour. Although the forces of reason
and conciliation have temporarily
triumphed, those who were in close touch
with the negotiations tell us how powerful
were the forces on both sides that were
anxious for a " fight to a finish." Negotia
tions came perilously near to breaking
down, and anyone watching with imagina
tion the preparations being made for a
protracted struggle could only feel how
terribly suggestive it all was of the bloody
revolution which William Morris depicts
with such an amazing grasp of psychology
in his " News from Nowhere."

Thus we see that the strike was only a
symbol of a far wider unrest, and, if we
are to understand it, we must view it
as a symbol and not as an isolated
phenomenon. Unrest is deep-seated and
wide-spread. The Worker suspects the
Employer. Why ? Because, generally
speaking, the Employer asserts that a
higher standard of living for the Worker
can only come through increased produc
tion, and refuses to consider the possibility
of the distribution of existing wealth being
wrong. He suspects the Government.
Why ? Because, after all the things that
have been said about a " land fit for
heroes to live in," they are apparently now
merely engaged in establishing the status
quo ante bellum in Industry. The fact is
that we have reached an industrial
impasse. The Workers are determined to
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have more of the good things of life ; the
Employers and the shareholders are
equally determined that profits and divi
dends shall be maintained ; yet both
cannot have their way, because the War
has made us poorer as a community.
There is only one way out of the muddle—
increased production. But this, as we
have seen, is not an adequate solution in
itself, because the Worker is determined
to have his fair share not only of the added
wealth but also of the wealth already
created.

It is no use baulking the issue. The
present system is bankrupt. It is not able
to meet the needs of the day, the spirit of
the times. It is proving as inefficient as
it is anti-Christian, in that it does not
draw the best efforts out of men. Someone
who attended the first great mass meeting
of the railwaymen at the Albert Hall came
away with the feeling that there in that
vast assembly was a spirit so powerful
that its import could not be estimated.
It is the same spirit that is stirring the
ranks of Labour throughout the world : in
India, in Europe, in America. It is ex
pressing itself in varied ways. Sometimes
it is crude, and almost always inarticulate.
It is limited by the ignorance and pre
judices of men, and so it is often expressed
unwisely and even disastrously. But, never
theless, it pushes on irresistibly because
in the nature of things it is irresistible.

It is this spirit that has been manifesting
itself in our midst. It is the new wine, and
with a considerable shock many people
have at last realised that the old bottles of
our present social and industrial order are

inadequate. Why are they inadequate ?

Because the dominant note of the present
system is—gain, whilst the dominant note

of the new spirit is—service. The issue,

then, is between Co-operation and Chaos.
Having seen the issue, our duty is clear

and our responsibility is heavy. There is

no time to be lost. Even now a crisis may
be developing with regard to the national
isation of the mines, and, supposing this to
be averted, there cannot possibly be peace
until some radical alteration in the struc
ture of society be undertaken. Our first
duty is to proclaim, both as individuals
and groups, that we understand the

aspirations of those whose fives have

hitherto been cramped by economic

pressure. Our second duty is to point to

the great fundamental principles of service

and fellowship which must be at the base

of any re-construction, if the structure is

to be stable. Our third duty is to think,
and think, and go on thinking until we

discover ways in which we may cor-

porately express the new spirit in our
social and industrial life. We must not be

content to leave this last work to the

politicians and the economists. Religious
people have surely erred in the past in

trying to separate politics from religion.
Religion, if it is to be a real force in the

world to-day, must be able to tackle
specific problems with specific solutions.
The crisis is so grave that rapidity and

boldness in action are essential. To act

thus requires faith in principles, and it is

this faith that religious men and women
can alone supply—faith in human nature
and faith in God. Bertram Pickard.



Educational Notes
8 hakes peare for Children.

Certain head teachers some time ago
initiated a movement for the organisation
and extension of children's Shakespearian
performances in London, with the primary
result that at the present time no fewer
than 400 schools are working in con
junction with the Royal Victoria Hall,
near Waterloo Station, fondly known
as the

" Old Vic." The work of the
" Old Vic "

has already been discussed
in these pages. Its audiences are an
education in life, exhibiting that sharp
Cockney faculty for grasping and criti
cising essentials, and what may be styled" kernels." Against enthusiasm, apprecia
tion, and delight, the hygienic adult
balances atmosphere ; London's poor school
child, plus the position of the Hall, ren
dering this consideration one of consider
able strength. Unfortunately for adult
education, the balance generally goes
down on the side of hygiene. The
spectator who braves the air, reads in
the rapt faces of the children that here
is a way to the heart of the pupil.

The " Old Vic," with its huge child-
audiences brought there twice weekly,
at least, during the season, through an
efficient organisation established by
teachers, was, as has been stated above,
the first result of a belief in the educa
tional value of Shakespeare. But a more
interesting development is, that certain
other teachers, fired by the success of
the " Old Vic," formed a small local
Committee in Whitechapel for the purpose
of arranging children's performances to
be given in the Whitechapel Road. The
interest aroused was so great, that other
localities followed Whitechapel's example,
and there are now nine Committees of
teachers responsible for the organisation
of Shakespearian performances in various
parts of London.

Lately, the L.C.C. had urged upon it
the desirability of establishing a municipal

theatre, and the Education Committee
have now taken up this suggestion from
an educational aspect, and are taking
action to consolidate the movement to
provide special Shakespearian perform
ances for school-children. The Education
Committee propose to do three things.

(1) to make a £250 grant to the London
Central Shakespeare Committee, an
organisation representing all the localities
in which plavs are being given, outside
the " Old Vic "

; (2) to make a grant
of £100 to a Committee of teachers
representing the

" Old Vic "
; (3) to

spend a further £100 on evening per
formances for students at evening in
stitutes. The Committee is of the
opinion that this assistance should ^nable

the plays to be brought within the reach
of the poorest children. On the other
hand, it may be questioned whether this
might not degenerate into a charity, for
experience has proved that the children
willingly pay the price of admission ;

in a few cases help might perhaps be
given.

The Ben Greet Company, during its
last season, gave an average of four
matinee performances per week, for 34
weeks, the average audience being 1 ,500
children. Next season it is hoped to
produce plays in outlying areas, even
those so far distant as Brighton.

There is much to ponder in the fore
going. This movement, one feels sure,
will not stop at children's theatres. Some
present day reformers of school life
rather decry Shakespeare as an educa
tional factor, or they condescend to
mention him as the writer of " what are
perhaps the very best school-books in
the world." They say nothing against
Shakespeare, but they say a great deal
in favour of Bernard Shaw ! To be
fair, they recommend Shaw as a training
in quick-wittedness, open-mindedness,
generosity, and humour, not as an educa
tion in the broader things of life, which
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Shakespeare is. Given good interpreters
of that master-dramatist, there are no
other plays extant which so create their
own atmosphere as those which centre
round young England. They breath of
freshness and of uncontaminated air
from the time when all the world was
young. The tragedies are another matter,
but in these, too, is a lasting quality no
where else to be found. In Shakespeare
are the draw and impetus of the eternal
currents, not the choppy wash in the
wake of the vessel of modernity. In
so far as the youth of a nation is brought
into contact with what is true and deep
everlasting, in so far will its essence

be strengthened and refined. The men
of Shakespeare's day adventured into
the West and were gathered to the great
gold heart of the sun ; through his plays,
his poetry, we in this commercial age
are fingered lightly by those far-off
beams, and adventure ourselves other-
whither, seeking rather the Golden Age
of the soul than the Golden Age of a
nation.

8ex Education In 8ohools.

Three important resolutions were passed
at a Conference held in the United States,
of educators representing schools and

colleges of Maryland, Delaware, Virginia,
and the District of Columbia, on the
question of teaching children in school
the facts of sex. This is a problem
which not only teachers, but also most

parents, pass by on the other side—with
disastrous results, as a rule. If ever
there were a subject which needed frank,
clean handling, this is one, and, fortu
nately for the present-day children, its
needs are being recognised. Briefly, the
three resolutions referred to are : (1)
That sex education should be given in
connection with physical education,
biology, physiology, hygiene, general
science, and other subjects to which it
has a rational relation ; (2) That it is
desirable that such essential matters
as reproduction, in a few typical forms
of plants and animals ; elementary physio
logical facts and the true significance
of physiological changes ; the main facts

concerning the cause, manner of spread
ing, and possible results of certain diseases ;

and the fundamental facts concerning
heredity, be taught during the first year
of the high school. (3) That the courses

in physical training, biology, physiology,
hygiene, or general science, throughout
the four years of high school, and,

especially during the last three years,
should make definite provision for
carrying on the instruction. It is urged
that these principles be included in the

high school programmes throughout the

United States.
In the first resolution the words

"
to

which it has a rational relation "
are

of very great importance. In sex educa
tion there is always the danger, when

dealing with children of any given age,

of providing instruction which is too

advanced for that age. To know how

much, or how little, to say, and how to

relate this teaching to other subjects,
is a difficult task for any teacher, but

it is a task which must be faced. It is

essential that such instruction be given

in connection with other "
rationally

related
"

subjects, and be not given

undue importance by being made a special

study.

A Community Children's Place.

In the Spring of 1918, a group of

women resident at the University of

Chicago organised the University Nursery
for the Co-operative Care of Children,
in order to demonstrate how a mother

may find freedom for the reasonable
pursuit of their own interests, and at

the same time be assured that her young
children are safe and happy. There are

40 members of the society, who each

pay 2s. 6d. per week. The sum thus
realised covers the salary of a trained

kindergarten teacher and the cost of
the equipment needed ; the University
furnishes rent, light and heat, and the

grounds supplied the out-door play
rooms for the children. The children
use playthings in common, learning some

thing of co-operation as well as enjoying
many things which their parents could
not afford to buy for them alone. A
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certain proportion of the equipment was
at first given by interested people.

The University Nursery is open to
the children of members, from the age
of a few weeks up to ten years, daily
from 9 to 12, and 1.30 to 5 p.m. Mothers
and children are free to come and go as
they please. The average attendance
is 25, and two mothers are present each
day to help the matron ; those mothers
who are professionally employed and
therefore cannot serve, pay a double fee.

Through the variety of interests to be
found in any group of women of this
number, the children have the benefit
of learning music, modelling, handicrafts,
of having story-telling, etc., and the
spirit of play guides all that is done.

Two doctors of the faculty have offered
their services, but it is interesting to
note that in all the months of the ex
istence of the University Nursery, no
doctor has ever had to be called in.
Precautions are taken for the prevention
of the spread of infection ; no child
suffering from a fresh cold, for instance,
is admitted.

The organisers of the Nursery started
the plan by sending to all whom they
thought might be interested, a
" questionnaire." This leaflet explained
that the idea was the result of a dis
cussion by a few University mothers
who knew what a strain the long hours
of uninterrupted work and responsibility
were on a professional woman, and asked
ten questions —whether the recipient had

any children who would benefit by the
scheme ; how many and what age they
were ; what hours of the day would be
most convenient for the children to be
cared for ; whether it would be of use
every day ; if not, what days ; would
it be difficult to get the children to the pro
posed Nursery, and if so, would assistance
in this make the Nursery more useful
to her ; would she prefer the group to
be under the care of mothers taking
turns, or under the care of someone em
ployed for the purpose ; would it be

better to have smaller groups meeting
in private gardens ; would she be willing
to trust possible infection to the intelli

gence and conscience of other mothers,
or should there be medical inspection ;

would she patronise a University creche
if it were properly safeguarded medically.
Suggestions and questions were also asked
for.

This admirable experiment has been
a very great success, as it well deserved
to be. It is a scheme which might be
put into operation by other professional
mothers who find the strain of work
and looking after their children severe.

Co-Educatlon Abroad.
It used to be permissible in France

for girls to attend boys' lycees, but this
—we do not know whether to call it a
right or a privilege—has now been with
drawn from them. The reason is not
given, but it is probable that it is on
account of the great losses in young men
which France has suffered during the
war. The authorities would hesitate to
allow the girls the same—they would
call it privileges —as the boys, now that
they would be likely to be largely in
the majority.

In Italy there is a curious type of so-
called

" co-education." The girls and

boys are taught together, but the girls
assemble in an adjoining room, and are
ushered into the classroom under the
wing of a mistress, a few minutes after
the boys have entered. At the close
of the lesson the girls again wait until
the boys have been dismissed. It seems
rather like an insult to call this co
education !

La Mai son des Petite.

Last October one of the " New Schools
of Europe

"
was opened in Algiers by

Mdlle. Jeanne Evrard, daughter of Mme.
Figuemont, who called it "La Maison
des Petits." On the front page of a
small descriptive leaflet which we have
just received is a sentence which sup
plies the reader with the key to the
school :

"
Cette ecole est une maison ou

Ton reunit des enfants de 3 a 7 ans, moins
pour les instruire que pour les cultiver,
c'est-a-dire pour les aider a se developper
joyeusement et spontanement."
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At first there were fourteen pupils ;

by April of this year there were 24, but
during the early summer many left for
France or went away to the country, and
now there are ten little children in this
happy home school, of whom two are
Russians, one is a Swiss, and one is a little
native who cannot speak French. Madame
Figuemont writes that the liberty of
the Montessori method is a joy to the
children, though some of them were
rather bewildered when they first came.
With one exception, the silence class was
especially appreciated, and the very in
teresting little girl who was, as Madame
Figuemont says,

" painfully impressed
"

by it, insisted upon her little school
fellows playing at

"
silence class

" with
her when school was over 1

More attention has been paid to the
formation of character, this first year,
than to teaching proficiency in manual
work or in actual book work, and the
interest and satisfaction shown by the
parents has proved that the experiment
has been a successful one. The children
now show more initiative, more decision
and more taste in the choice of oc
cupations ; they show a desire to orna
ment their schoolroom ; their manner
towards visitors is perfectly natural and

simple. Best of all, Mdlle. Evrard has
been able to win from her little pupils
spontaneous frankness : and there is
much less

" tale-telling.
'

The descriptive leaflet tells us that
the children five in a home atmosphere
of calm, of confidence, of love, and of
mutual respect. Not only is the social
instinct developed by teaching the little
ones to share with one another, to help
the younger ones, to be polite and good-
tempered towards all ; but they are
given responsibility in the caring for
animals and plants. Mdlle. Evrard be
lieves that in this "

society in miniature,"
the primary social habits are formed
more easily than is the case when the child
is at home and is the centre towards
which his whole world converges. The
plan of the whole system aims at the
catching and holding of the child's
inquiring mind, at the development in

him of the power of observation, of
initiative, and sequence in thought and
idea. At home a child is, by reason of
his being very precious, surrounded and
hampered by the care of anxious parents,
but at a school like this he has a liberty
which is limited only by the liberty of
others, and through this liberty there
grows in him a thoughtful and active
personality. In the concluding para
graph is found a precis of the Montessori
method, which gives in a nutshell the
administration of the Maison des Petits :

" La direc trice n'impose pas ses volontes ;
elle est la pour rfepondre a toutes les questions de
l'enfant, pour observer ses manifestations et
ses tendances ; pour le guider en tenant compte
de son caractere et de ses aspirations vers la
discipline de lui-mSme."

It will be interesting to watch the
steady development of this New School
in Algiers, a pioneer of the New Ideals
in Education in Africa.

Social Training for Women.

Since the commencement of the War,
many women have entered the medical
profession ; so many, that there is dan
gerous overcrowding. To relieve this
pressure, and also to provide a career for
those women who wish to devote them
selves to public service of some kind, yet
who are drawn neither to medicine nor to
teaching, St. Andrew's has instituted a
diploma for social training. The details
of the scheme have not been quite worked
out, so far, but the progenitors are
actively engaged on their completion, and,
when ready, the course should be one
giving scope to the activities of many
women who have been engaged for the
past four or five years on one kind or
another of useful work, and who feel that
they cannot return to a life which contains
no occupation or interest definitely their
own.

Education for the Working Woman.

In the host of, schemes presently being
broached for the betterment of the educa
tion of all classes, the needs and desires of
the working woman are not being for
gotten. The Adult School Union, for
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instance, proposes to teach the factory
worker and her class the past history of the
human race, and its problems of to-day
and of to-morrow, in such a way that in
her the social conscience will be awakened,
and she will try to do her share in the
bettering of human life within her reach.
A Summer School for working women has

already been established by the Union,
for a period of a few consecutive weeks,
where the students live and work and
play together, reading, hearing lectures,
and discussing. Another Society is the
Ruskin College for working men, which is
planning an extension of its work to
women. Still a third is the Y.W.C.A., at
the headquarters of which, in Hanover
Square, is being drawn up a scheme for
the foundation of an experimental resi
dential college for working girls.

This College will start, probably, with
some 20 students and a small staff, the
domestic work largely to be done by the
students themselves under competent
direction. The cost per student is tenta
tively estimated for one year at £60,
including medical attendance, but a
certain number of free places will be
offered. It is hoped, also, that the
majority of the students will hold scholar
ships provided by individuals, groups of
people, or organisations interested in and
sympathetic to the aims of the College

We quote shortly from the preliminary
draft scheme which sets forth these aims." The life and work of the College will be
founded on the belief that the basis of all
education is spiritual, but attendance at
religious classes, discussions and services
will be entirely voluntary." The College" will aim at stimulating mental and
spiritual growth while seeking to avoid
denominational or political bias. It is not
proposed to give vocational training."" The College .... will be open to
women wage-earners with ability and the
desire for study, particularly to those who
have had little opportunity beyond, that
afforded by the Elementary and Con
tinuation Schools." The curriculum will
include : Religious study, social and
industrial history, social science,
economics, literature, elementary science,

hygiene, elementary psychology, singing,
physical culture, art. The needs and
desires of individual students are to be
studied, and great importance will be
attached by the promoters to the atmo
sphere and social life of the College, and to
its interchange of views, aims, and ideals.

Swimming for Schools.

Enthusiastic supporters of swimming
declare with conviction that there is no
other physical exercise as all-round as
this, no other that develops muscles in an
equal proportion, no other as sure a cor
rective for round shoulders and drooping
carriage. It is at least certain that a
swimmer carries him- or her-self well, is
poised and gracefpl in movement. It is
just a few weeks ago that a paragraph
appeared in one of the daily papers, con
tributed by an elementary school teacher
who, having no swimming-bath to which
she could take her small pupils, pressed
into service the benches and stools on
which they sat, and proved entirely to her
own satisfaction that water was not an
absolute necessity to the success of
swimming exercises. She said that the
whole general health of her little charges
improved in a few months, and that even
the most indifferent acquired a better
carriage and less-rounded backs. Swim
ming not only invigorates the mind and
body, but it also teaches cleanliness and
self-reliance ; diving trains the nerves and
imparts graceful movement to the limbs.
Messrs. Simpkin & Marshall have just
published, for the sum of Is., an interesting
book brought out by the Amateur Swim
ming Association — Swimming Instruc
tion." This gives all the training necessary
for both land and water drills for class
teaching of all the strokes, and is illus
trated by cinema photographs.

The School Garden.

During the War the school garden came
in for a large share of popular attention
and interest : it was regarded as a prac
tical means of meeting the shortage of
vegetables. Now that the War is over,
there is little to prevent the school garden
from descending into a state of neglect, an
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unsightly object past which hurry teachers
and children. The school garden in
England belongs to the school ; the
teacher directs his or her pupils under the
eye of " the authority," and temporary
enthusiasm is created. In the main,
however, it is looked on with indifference
or with a certain indulgence by the public
at large. In the United States, in Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, the school garden
is used as a means of developing the
schools and their work ; in those countries
it is regarded as an instrument and means
of education, not merely as physical
exercise or as horticulture.

In Norway there is a School Garden
Association whose experts instruct the
teachers, these in turn directing the pupils
how to make the most of the ground allotted
to them. The teacher's garden is among
the children's gardens, and it is supposed
to be a model for the others, showing how
much a little plot of ground can be pre
vailed upon to produce. The Association
is an organisation that is outside the
teachers' and outside the school
" authority "; it attempts to procure the

necessary money for the starting and

carrying on of school gardens from patrons
in the villages, from banks, or from rich
people who may be interested.

Norway, like Sweden, Denmark and
America, recognises that teachers must
come to understand the educational use
of a garden — that school horticulture
should be a correlated subject with
chemistry, physics, hand-work, composi
tion, art, and literature. The school

garden should exist, not merely for
economic purposes, but for the good of
education and of the community as a
whole. Why should there not be in this
country a school garden association,

composed, perhaps, of people who were
not teachers, but who would take up this
question and co-operate with teachers
and education authorities in laying out
new gardens, improving old ones, raising
funds, etc. ? There is no other work,
indoor or outdoor, which so clears the
mind, softens the heart, revives the spirit,
as this practical communion and co
operation with Mother Nature.

A Holiday Play School.

The holiday play school for children
from the Ancoats district of Manchester,
organised by Ancoats members of the
Manchester University Settlement, was
held this year at West Didsbury. Two
hundred children were taken out from and
brought back to their homes daily by
special cars. In the mornings classes were

given in singing, dancing, eurhythmies,
painting, doll-dressing, toy-making, wood
work and cobbling, and the very small
people found their play-work in bricks,
ninepins and raffia-weaving. All sorts of
games were played, and long rambles, with
tea out-of-doors, arranged for the after
noons, after the mid-day rest. The
children were provided with an ample
dinner, which one small boy remarked was
" Like having a Sunday dinner every day."
The school was open for the first three
weeks of the holidays, and the Settlement
was besieged by parents who wanted their
children to be included among the scholars
taken for the time. The Settlement could
have filled three schools of the same size,
and isjurgently in need of funds in order
to beAable to extend its work next year.

Education Grants for Ex-Service Men.

The total number of grants awarded by
the Board of Education to ex-service men
for higher education amounts now to
5,400. Applications are still being dealt
with, and at the rate of over 200 per day.
It has been found that the proportion of
officers and men applying for grants is
practically equal. The grants made for
engineering and technological subjects are
almost one-third more than those for
classics, philosophy or literature, which
are about equal in number with applica
tions for grants for pure science and
mathematics.

The^Clnema in Schools.

A month or two ago it was stated that ,

as the cinema industry would not turn its
attention to the supply of educational
pictures because it could see no substantial
financial return therefrom, pressure must
be brought to bear from without by
those educationists who believe in the
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educational value of moving pictures.
The Juvenile Organisation Committee of
Birmingham, therefore, has laid before
the Education Committee a scheme which
may prove to be the first serious step taken
in this country to introduce the cinema
as a permanent factor.

The scheme proposes that certain pic
ture theatres in the city, with their
apparatus and operators, should be hired
by the local education authorities at such
times as they are not required for the
public. The exhibitions would be counted
as part of the regular school curriculum,
and attendance therefore would be com
pulsory. At first only the elder pupils
would attend, and lectures would be given
beforehand on the subject with which the
pictures would deal. The Juvenile Organi
sations Committee estimates that the
average cost of an exhibition would be
somewhere in the neighbourhood of £3.
It is proposed that the schools of Birming
ham be grouped according to their near
ness to each chosen picture theatre.
Cinematograph proprietors and the cine
matograph industry seem to be anxious
that the scheme be given a thorough trial.
The Committee suggests that a special
sub-committee, with power to co-opt
experts, be formed to deal with the scheme
and to do all the necessary organisation.

Immediately following the making
public of this proposed experiment in
Birmingham comes the announcement of
an important British cinema invention.
This is a portable projector which makes
it possible for the cinema to come to the
school. The projector weighs less than
23 lbs. ; its construction is simple, and,
by connecting it with the electricity
supply of the school, it can project a
standard-sized film on to the wall of the
schoolroom. The invention has been
demonstrated successfully, and ought to
be of the greatest value in education by
pictures. It does away with any question
of bad ventilation, or the danger of
infectious diseases, which have disturbed
the minds of many with regard to taking
children to picture theatres. Local Educa
tion Authorities might build up a central
library of films as they now build up a

library of lantern slides, so that the
required films might be sent to the schools
and exhibited in the right conditions at
the right time.

Madame Monteaaorl.

Madame Montessori arrived in England
on Saturday, August 30th, and was
accorded a warm reception by friends and
members of the Society. During the next
three months she is conducting a course
in her system of education, applications
for admission to which almost paralysed
the organiser. It is a matter of keen

disappointment to the hundreds who had
to be refused that only 250 students
could be admitted to the course. Practi
cally all of these are certificated teachers,
a fact which testifies to the importance
attached to the Montessori system by
those who know and have themselves

struggled with the rigidity of the ordinary
methods.

Madame Montessori will give one or two
public lectures during the autumn and
winter, but at the time of going to press
the dates had not been decided.

Higher Education In France.

The most important event in connection
with higher education in France has been
the appointment of a strong Commission

extra-parlementaire (President, M. Leon
Bourgeois) for the study of projects
relating to such education and the financial
support to be allotted to them. The
opinion of the Senate and University of
France is, that the student should get at
the University not only that knowledge
which would bring him success and honour
in his profession, but also the sense that,
above that knowledge, there are wide,

general ideas to which he may rise by his
own free efforts.

With regard to the practical application
of science to life, it is proposed to add

representatives of agriculture and industry
to University Boards, and to create
National Council for Scientific Research.
An Institut Commercial has been attached
to the Faculty of Law at Caen.

Juvenile delinquency is causing France
widespread anxiety. Statistics show that
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since 1905, when the average number of
offenders from sixteen to twenty years old
who were brought before the courts was
34,000, there has been a steady increase in
crime. The average number of cases of
suicide of young persons under sixteen in
1875 was 25 yearly ; it is now 120, and for
those from sixteen to twenty it has risen
from 168 to 781 yearly. France is seeking
to discover the root-cause of this dis
tressing condition, which is attributed by
some to the lack of religion, or rather, of a
religious sense, and is seeking to inspire in
the child soul a sense of human responsi
bility, and to cultivate moral as carefully
as physical health.

Johns Hopkins.

The famous Baltimore University, Johns
Hopkins, is giving encouragement to
commercial studies, and already 228 men
and women are following evening courses
in business economics. Candidates for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy must be
able to read technical French and German ;

the embryo chemist is obliged also to have
this qualification. The Department of
Physical Training has been placed under
the direction of a Doctor of Medicine, and
every commencing undergraduate under
goes a careful physical and medical
examination ; unless it is inadvisable
that he should do so, he must take the
physical training course during the first
two years.

An Opportunity School.

In Denver, Colorado, has been started
a school, the admitted purpose of which is
to make up for lost opportunities. It
keeps open house for those who have had
no educational chances, or who have lost
or thrown away those they had. Its hours
are from 8.30 a.m. till 9.15 p.m., and it
asks no questions of its guests. The
reports of this Opportunity School which
comes from the United States declares
that the Principal, Miss Emily Griffiths,

carries on a course of educational Red
Cross work—" a first-aid establishment
for ill-nourished and debilitated educa
tions." There are no fees ; there is no
set curriculum ; the pupils are encouraged
to ask for instruction in any subject
that will be of immediate service to
them.

The Opportunity School started in the
autumn of 1916 with a register of 2,400

pupils. In May, 1919, there were 5,000.

The predominant classes are occupational,
organised to instruct in intended trades,
and for persons who wish to better them
selves in their present work. It has been

found, too, that employers send their

employees to this school rather than
institute a works' school of their own, and

have thus, to a considerable extent,
become partners in the scheme. A special

visitor keeps employers in touch with
those pupils at the school who are training
in the peculiar requirements of any given

trade. > The vocabularies of the various

shops and factories are studied by the

school staff, also special forms of drawing,
graphing and mapping used in various
trades, and these are taught to the

pupils.
Since 1916 eighteen hundred aliens have

passed through the
" citizenship

"
class in

Opportunity School, and have thus been

enabled to petition for their final citizen

ship papers. The school also takes its

share of dull and backward pupils, and

helps them to pass on to their proper
promotion. A parent troubled about the

slow progress of his child at an ordinary
school may enlist the advice or help of

Opportunity School while continuing to

send the child to school.
The Principal states that what has

struck her most is that the result of the

training is always surprisingly out of

proportion to the effort implied ; it takes

so little in many cases to lift a worker
from the ranks of the inefficient into those

of the efficient.



The
Woman's Observatory

By "Femina."

(A monthly record of events connected with the rapidly growing part which women are
taking in public affairs.)

QUESTION of profound interest
to humanitarian women every-/ ^ where was raised a few weeks/ ago by the Women's Freedom

-^-League, always to the fore in
matters of this kind, when the case of a

girl clerk in the Air Force had just been
dealt with at the Old Bailey. Elsie
Kathleen Smith, a " Penguin

" or
W.R.A.F. girl, was on that occasion sen
tenced to four months' imprisonment in
the Second Division for an attempt to
smother her baby ; the Judge adding to
the sentence words of holy horror con

cerning " the sacredness of infant life."
Infant life, even more than adult, is in
dubitably sacred, being the seed-bed of

the whole future of the race ; though we

may suggest that his worship's remarks

might more profitably have been directed

against the wholesale waste of infant fife
in the slums than against the desperate
act of a single girl-mother, half mad with
pain and shame. In any case (to quote
the admirable protest and appeal of the
W.F.L. Secretary, Miss Florence Under
wood), " It is entirely beyond our under
standing that this Judge should be able to
talk thus while at the same time he

allowed the name of the Canadian officer
who betrayed the girl to be suppressed.
This Canadian officer should certainly
have been in the dock beside her." The
law compelling 3uch criminals to "

appear
in the dock "

beside their victims is one of

the gfirst reforms women voters must

press for.
* * *

We are glad to note that the Northern
Men's Federation for Women's Suffrage

does not stand alone in urging, as reported
in our September notes, that the excellent
resolutions defining woman's position in
the various advisory and executive bodies
of the League of Nations should bear their
appropriate fruit. At the Caxton Hall
Conference of women's organisations held
in September these resolutions, amongst
others, were on the agenda :—

" That the Secretariat of the League of
Nations and of each of its Councils shall be
under the direction of two principal secretaries,
a woman and a man, holding equal status ;
and that subordinate positions shall be shared
by women and men in approximately equal
proportions."

That every European country entering
the League of Nations shall include women
among its national representatives."

The proposal that one of the two
Government delegates to the International
Labour Conference should be a woman,
too, is interesting and admirable. We
hope the League will be in being by the
time these notes are read ; the President's
10,000-mile campaign in its favour having
proved up to the time of writing a

magnificent success.

* * *

The "
equal pay

"
question again 1

Women will remember, we hope with
indignation, the recent outburst of wrath
on the part of a demobilised officer called
forth by the fact that the Secretary of the
London War Pensions Committee, Mrs.
E. M. Wood, receives (actually !) £600 a
year for her services. How many men in
high positions are receiving similar or
superior remuneration ? The Globe, to its
credit, proved an able champion of the sex
in this matter. For some time past, the
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male teachers, also, have been showing
signs of restiveness and revolt against the
"

equal pay
"

decision arrived at by
referendum and registered at the Chelten
ham conference. The fact that the
women-teachers outnumber the men is

responsible, they maintain, for that de
cision. Allowing this, would it not be a
particularly audacious example of in
justice, of the lack of ordinary British
fair-play, to let a masculine minority
legislate against the interests and in
defiance of the expressed will of the
feminine majority ? But alas ! even so

progressive a body as that represented by
the great co-operative movement denied
"

equal pay
" to its men and women

employees after the recent co-operative
strike. Will the woman labourer never be
held worthy of her hire as frankly and
generally as the man is ? The South
Wales Dispensers' Association, by the
way, has secured a five-guinea weekly
minimum for men —only £3 10s. for
women !

* * *

The position of the Women's Suffrage
cause continues at "

set fair " in most
parts of the world, in spite of occasional
and local depressions. In America the
National Women's Party is putting its
best foot foremost in the great struggle
for ratification of the Constitutional
Amendment conferring full citizen rights
on the whole womanhood of the nation.
As we write, fourteen States have ratified ;

and fifteen have the vote already—twenty-
nine of the requisite thirty-six. Delay in
ratification is thought possible, however,
in ten of the remaining States, and might
easily defeat the Feminists' hope of a

victory in time for next year's Presidential
election. In Sweden, on the other hard—
where such notable Feminist triumphsjas
Ellen Key's and Frederika Bremer's have
been won—victory would seem to be
secure. According to one authority, votes
and access to both Houses of the Riksdag
will be speedily granted to women " on
the same terms as to men." Votes for
Indian women, too, are still on the tapis ;

and the policy of granting them has been
urged on the Joint Committee of Lords
and Commons by authorities, English and
Indian, well qualified to judge of both the
need and demand for^the ieform^in
question.

* * ■ *

It is a gratifying sign of the times that
the British Association this year admitted
women to a share in its deliberations
Papers were read by Dr. Marie Lebour and
Miss M. D. Haviland in the zoology
section, while a report was presented to
the educational section by Dr. Lilian
Clark. Women experts in botany and
geography, too, were to the fore ; and
a report on

" The Replacement of Men by
Women in Industry

"
was submitted to

the section dealing with economic science
and statistics. Miss E. R. Saunders, it is
interesting to note, is the first (and, as yet,
the only) woman member of the Council
of the Association.

* * *

HonourjJ where honour is due ! At
Warsaw University Madame Curie, co-
discoverer with her late husband of
radium, has been elected Professor of
Radiology. No one could fill the Pro
fessor's chair more ably or fitly.
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QUEST

Behind the subtle shadows of the earth

I sought the Light that throbs to every star

And twinkles in the throats of singing-birds . .

Dim empty human voices broke the hush

That laid its quiet finger on the mouth

Of inner loveliness. . . I cried alone

For solace from the deep infinitudes

Of pale blue-thinking clouds and cool grey space

Between their journeying song of silence.

I ran beyond the gardens of my heart

Chasing white butterflies of solitude

Spotted with burning colours that unfold

To quick pulsating dreams glowing within. . .

I flung my woven net of many wounds

To catch divine unerring wings of peace.

Burns my mouth redder now with flaming thirst

For a rich cup of Beauty, filled by a hand

Of whitest language to its sparkling brim.

For I would drink, not to forget my pain

But feel its passion and its magnitude

With all the grand intensity of the sea

For the silver moon. . . .

For shadows flit and pale. . . .

I seek and seek the mystic light behind the veil.

Harindranath Chattopadhyaya.



THE
festival of Christmas .which

is, throughout Christendom,
the chief event of the month
which now opens, marks a
turning point in the year which

has from time immemorial been celebrated
by mankind with religious rejoicings. For
it is in what is now called Christmas week
that the days begin to lengthen. That
week marks, in a literal sense, the Rebirth
of Light. The Romans celebrated this
Rebirth in their Saturnalia, the Druids in
their festival of Yule. It was probably
because of the time-honoured sanctity
and significance of this period that the
Early Church, after many changes, finally
selected it as most fittingly commemora
tive of the birth of the Founder of
Christianity. Not only was an ancient
tradition thus perpetuated, but the sym
bolism was felicitous and exact. The
coming of a Great Teacher and Saviour
into the world is ever a Rebirth of Light ;

and He comes when days are darkest and
when fight is most needed. Moreover,
with His coming —as in the passage or our
earth round the sun —there begins a new
phase ; a period of broadening light and
lengthening days ; the melting away of
Winter, the birth of Spring, the culminat
ing glory of Summer, and then the gradual
decay of Autumn, leading on to another
Death of the Year and, at the appointed
time, another Rebirth. " As above, so
below." The spiritual history of the
world has its periodicities. The observant
eye can mark its seasons. The perpetual
self-restoration of Nature, which ever
brings new life and hope to birth out of
the womb of darkness and despair, has
its parallel in the world of the Spirit.

When Dharma decays, says a Hindu
scripture, the Lord Himself descends
among men. Shelley's question :

" When
Winter comes, can Spring be far behind ?

"

may be applied equally to the Winter of
the Spirit.

* * *

There must be many who feel that a
Winter of the Spirit broods over the earth
to-day. The joyousness and warmth of
the Ages of Faith is no longer with us.
Our life has been chilled and made rigid
by the creeping frosts of materialism and
commercialism. The angry gusts of storm
and dissension rage fitfully through human
society. The heavy mists of doubt and

uncertainty hang over us and shut out
from our eyes the vision of the eternal
verities. These are the dark days. But
just because they are dark, we who have
faith in the periodicity of Nature, spiritual
as well as physical, know that the Rebirth
of Light cannot be far off.

" If Winter
comes, can Spring be far behind ?

"
Let

us carry these words in our hearts, strong
in our faith that the darkness is not for
long, and that this Winter of the Spirit
will, in the fulness of time, have its
Christmas Day, its great Rebirth. We
believe that One will shortly appear
amongst men, who will show us a better
solution of our many problems than we
are capable of reaching, and realising,
ourselves. Sooner or later the only true
solution—that of Peace and Goodwill
amongst men —will be re-proclaimed, and
we shall be shown how to apply it in
practice. Just as the frost-bound earth
yeams for the warm birth of Spring, so is
the deep heart of mankind to-day yearning
for the rebirth of Faith and Love. And
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when they are born anew, then will the
new cycle, the new Spiritual Year begin.

* * *

This is the Christmas message of The
Herald of the Star to its readers. And
now, in the few lines which are left to us

(for our space is limited this month) let us
say something about our plans for next
year. It is our hope to make the Magazine
next year a greater inspiration to its
readers than it has been during the present
year. Promises of contributions have
been secured from sources which, we know,
our readers will welcome, and we hope
that our pages will, in a fuller degree than
hitherto, breathe the spirit of the Star
life and of Star ideals. As announced last
month, The Herald of the Star will, in
future, devote space in each issue to a
record of the work of the Order of the
Star in the East, and a first instalment of

reports appears in this number. One
further change will be made, which is made
not entirely for the purposes of economy
but in order, also, that the Magazine may
embody something of that spirit of service

which is the essence of the Star movement.
In future payment for articles will only be
made in cases where the Editor has
definitely commissioned the article on that
understanding. We shall, of course, fulfil
our outstanding obligations, in the case of
articles already in our possession but not
yet printed. But, after that, our endeavour
will be to throw open The Herald of the
Star as an opportunity for service to all
members of the Order, or others, who feel
they can help by writing. If members
feel that the Magazine is not something
independent of their assistance but actually
dependent upon it, we are sure that they
will rally round it and seek in it an oppor
tunity for helping the Cause for which it
stands. And, if this be the spirit in which
it is carried on, there is no doubt that the
Magazine itself will increase in life and
influence. We hope that members, not
only in Great Britain, but throughout the
world will do what they can to prove that
a Magazine, which has been definitely
founded to prepare the way for the
coming Teacher, need not lack voluntary
support .

FADES THE LAST GLEAM

Fades the last gleam of setting sun ;

And we grow old and sad at heart
For all the glories that depart.
For life's brief day, how soon 'tis gone !

As Night her sombre curtain draws
Across the thoughtful sky, we sink
Into enfeebling dreams, and think
Of Nature's cold indifferent laws,
Of the sun that knows not saint from knave ,

Of hope that finds fulfilment never
Of man's unending vain endeavour,
And faith that digs her own blind grave.

The fierce lean fingers of the dawn

Sweep back the scroll of ancient Night.
O'er the horizon climbs the light
Of proudly, surely-striding morn.
Alas, how few of us, once sad
With all the sadness of the sunset,
Now leap with joy to meet the onset
Of life's diurnal duties, glad
With all the gladness of the sun

Uprising, by its passion fired,
By its courageous song inspired,
And proud that battles must be won !

John Bateman.



The Angels of Sacrifice
By Amy M. Leake

THE
Miracle of the Great

Awakening had once again
taken place. The brown winter
earth had been transformed into

one of bewitching beauty beneath its
mantle of vivid green.

I had watched through all the long
weeks the gradual renewing, from the
time when the earliest buds appeared
on the lifeless-looking twigs and the first
delicate shoots above the dull soil.

I had thrilled at the sight of the pale
pink of the almond blossom. I had seen

the big chestnut buds swelling each day,
until the strong young leaves burst forth.
The willows had thrown out their green
tassels ; the sweet spring flowers had
lavishly scattered themselves over the
meadows ; the hawthorn hedges had put
on their snowy dress.

Now, on this morning of blue skies,
fleecy clouds, and fragrant breezes, I
stood in the old-world garden of a farm
house, one side of which was bordered
by a rough stone wall.

The garden was used for the growing
of fruits and vegetables, but many flowers
found their way there too. Here was a
bush of sweet briar, there a clump of
grey-green ladslove, tall foxgloves and

graceful columbine filled odd corners,
sweet-scented gillyflowers bloomed be
tween the gooseberry bushes.

But, on this morning of late May, that
which held me was the long glistening
row of fragrant white lilies in full bloom
by the old wall. The warmth wooed
them to give forth of their very best.
Their purity was entrancing, their white
ness dazzling.

As I gazed at them I called to mind
how, a time ago, there lay, on the floor
of a warm storehouse, a heap of dry
brown bulbs. All this glory was the
result of the dying of those same bulbs.

The words came to my mind, " Except
an ear of wheat fall into the ground, and
die, it abideth alone, but, if it die, it
bringeth forth much fruit "

; and the
thought that had been behind all my
observation through the weeks of spring
took shape.

It was this—how wonderfully, whenever
fife was given up, in order that new life
might result, that new life was shielded
and fostered ! The beneficent influences
unceasingly surrounded it ! How careful
Nature was that the sacrifice should not
have been in vain !

" If it die it bringeth
forth much fruit "—a law which cannot
be broken.

I sat down on a seat opposite the lilies
to ponder.

If this were true in one realm of life,
would it not be true in all, in the moral,
and in the spiritual, as in the natural ?

Could any sacrifice ever be made in vain ?

Would not new life always result from
renunciation, and would it not be im
possible for that life to fail ultimately
of its purpose ? Presently, as I gazed, it
seemed to me that the queenly flowers
grew taller, until at length it was no
longer a row of lilies, but of angels, in
glistening white, ranged before the lichen-
covered wall.

While I wondered what this might
mean, I heard a voice, clear and musical
as a silvery bell, saying,

" We are the
Angels of the Renunciation. It is ours
to shield and develop all life, in whatever
realm of existence it may be, which is the
result of sacrifice. Wherever such new
life is, we are there, to serve. The sleep
ing seed, the tiny babe, the undeveloped
instinct, the awakening soul, the stirring
of the spirit, all are the objects of our
care."

I questioned how this might be, but
even as I did so the Angel-forms faded
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away. I opened my eyes to find the
lily-sentinels watching.

But, with the passing of the vision,
the thought did not vanish.

I went forth from the garden, into the
life of the village, to read events there in
the light of this revelation.

* • •
A week or two later I called, one

morning, at the schoolhouse.
April, the daughter of the refined

elderly couple who for thirty years had
had charge of the education of the rustic
mind in S , had been one of the most
winsome of English lasses, healthy and
happy, overflowing with life. Indeed,
she had always seemed to me, with her
glowing cheeks, bright eyes and hair, her
Jithe form and unceasing activity, the very
embodiment of life.

Two years ago she had married, and

gone to a distant home.
After the birth of her little one there

had been weeks of anxiety in the humble
schoolhouse, the dread fear lest their dear
one should slip away in her extreme weak
ness.

Now April was here with her baby girl.
I was eagerly anxious to see her.

When I entered the garden, where I
was told I would find her under the old
apple-tree, and saw the pale wan face
and delicate form of the young mother,
my heart was oppressed, there was even
a feeling of resentment.

Sweet April could never be again what
she had been in the past ; her radiant
joyousness was lost to the world for
ever. She had given the best of herself,
her youth, her strength, her beauty. Was
not the sacrifice required too great ?

Had not too much of that which is precious
in this world of gloom and sorrow been
lost to it when April became a mother ?

But, as I left the shade of the apple-
tree, half-an-hour later, and took my
way homewards by the sunny field-path,
my heart was at ease.

For I had remembered the garden-
dream, and I felt assured that I had
already seen the beginning of the working
out of that great truth taught by the
lilies in their resurrection glory.

Just where the road leaves the village>
to take its winding way between green

hedgerows, stands a long red house with
many small windows, and a general
appearance of gloom, which is increased

by the sombre evergreens surrounding it.
This is the home of Barbara Reesey,

she dwells here with her widowed step
mother.

Her father was a scholarly man who,
during the latter years of his life, suffered
much from ill-health. When Barbara
left school, where she had had a successful
career, taking all her examinations easily
and winning honours all along the way,
her burning desire was to become an

earnest student, to give herself to the
quest of knowledge. But she found her

father longing for her companionship.
The shallow-minded, self-centred woman,
who had attracted him when Barbara
was five years old, failed to satisfy him
in his weakness.

When Barbara discovered how things
were, she knew she could not leave her

father ; as long as he needed her, her place
was by his side.

But, through long years of loving
service, the girl kept her purpose to the
front in her own mind.

After her father's death, when the

poignancy of her grief had passed, Barbara
made her plans for her career. She felt

already the exhilaration which a life of

study would bring to her, and she realised
that her desire for it, though kept under
all these years, was keen and strong as ever.

Then it was that her step-mother inter
vened. She who had never shown any
love for Barbara, nor any desire for her

companionship, but, rather, had regarded
her presence in the home as an intrusion,
now railed at her for thinking of leaving
her. She could not enter into Barbara's
desire for a life of study, and she insisted
that it would be the height of selfishness
on her part to leave her in her loneliness,
that, indeed, she could not live without
her.

I knew something of the struggle through
which that strong soul passed.

There could be no half measures with
Barbara Reesey, she was so thorough in
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everything she undertook ; she must give
the whole of herself in one direction or the
other.

She made the great renunciation, but
she experienced the bitterness of death
when she laid the one hope and ambition
of her life in its grave.

She hid her grief from everyone, and

quietly, even cheerfully, set herself to her

great task.
On a June evening, ere the lilies had

quite faded, I called at the Red House.
I had been away from my village home

during the winter months, and the few
lines I had received from Barbara, now
and again, touched only the surface of
things.

I was shown into the shaded drawing-
room, where, remembering other days,
I expected to find Mrs. Reesey on the
sofa, surrounded by cushions, and novels,
and scent bottles, deploring the state of
things in general, and her own in particular.

She was not there, and when Barbara
came in she at once asked me to go with
her to their little workroom, where her
mother was. We found her, looking
through a parcel of clothing, which, she
told me, was for the fourteen-year-old
daughter of Widow Day, who was leaving
home to go into service for the first time.

I noticed how Barbara led her on to
talk of other interests in the village, and
I soon became aware of something
altogether different in the atmosphere of
the home, and especially in Mrs. Reesey.
The old querulous note had gone from
her voice, the dissatisfaction and weariness
from her expression ; one realised that she
was no longer a woman self-absorbed,
but one who had found the joy of giving
out herself to others.

As I went among the cottage homes,
I soon came across traces of her ministry,
a ministry unobtrusive and gracious.
When I tried to understand this, I remem
bered that, for ten years after she left
school, Barbara had lived with her step
mother, without in any way affecting
her mode of living or altering her attitude
of spirit.

It was only after she had, for her sake,

given up her cherished ambition, that the

hitherto self-centred woman had been
transformed by the power of the new life
within.

Once again I knew that the Angels of
Sacrifice had been faithful to their trust,
and that that new life, which was the
result of death, would not fail to fulfil its
promise of beauty and fruitfulness.

• * »

On a breathless morning in August, I
passed up the cobble path to a little
thatched cottage, with overhanging eaves,
standing lonely by the wayside, half-a-mile
out of our village.

Sunflowers, hollyhocks and dahlias made
the garden gay with colours.

The sun beat down relentlessly, birds
and bees were silent, a sense of drowsiness
over all.

The heavy door of the cottage was ajar,
I knocked lightly ; there was no response.
As I waited, there came to me the sound
of a muffled sob. I strained my ears.
Again it came. I pushed the door open
and spoke the name of the one who dwelt
there, then, receiving no reply, I stepped
in. The room was in deep shadow, the
contrast from the blazing sunshine was
such that at first I could see nothing.

Presently, I discerned the figure of a
woman, crouching in the far corner, by
the side of a chair. I came hastily forward ,

and saw it was she whom I had come to
seek. By her side lay an open letter.

When I spoke, she pointed to this, and

picking it up I read the official tidings of
the death of her son on the battle-field
of Flanders. Private Robert Weaver
had been the only son of his mother, and
she a widow since the days of his baby
hood. These two had been an enigma
to the village ever since they came to it
as strangers twenty years ago, Mrs.
Weaver wearing her widow's black, Robert
a fair-haired child of four, with dreamy
blue eyes and the face of a cherub.

The woman gave the impression of
having been embittered by some trouble
or hardness in her lot.

She soon indicated that she wished to
have as little as possible to do with
anyone in S ; she withstood all
advances, barely returned her neighbours'
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greetings, and never noticed
"
the little

children who smiled up into her face.
And her own child—the relationship

between herself and her own boy was a

mystery to the simple homely mothers
of the village. The child was well cared
for, no boy was better fed, and clothed,
than he, and be was never ill-used ; but
the mother showed no trace of love for
him, she always treated him coldly, and

repelled any advances on his part.
Robert was sensitive, and while yet

a little lad, thus repulsed, he withdrew
within himself, and the kindly souls
of S would remark that in his eyes was
the pensive expression of a motherless
child.

As Robert grew to manhood, the re
straint between them became more and
more marked. Now and again he tried
to break through it, but he failed utterly ;

he resigned himself to what he felt was
inevitable. Their life was a loveless
one, to all outward appearing.

Then came the war. Robert was one
of the first to join the colours:, and, after
after a short training, he went with
his regiment to France.

His mother showed no sign of feeling
at parting from him, though she was
careful to do what she could for his com
fort. She received dutiful letters from
him at intervals, but he never came home
on leave. Now, after long months, he

had made the supreme sacrifice.
As I stood helpless by the huddled

figure, trying to think of some word of
comfort, she held out to me a letter

bidding me read it. It was from her son,
he had written it just before the engage
ment in which he lost his life, under the

strong presentiment that he would not
come through, and it had been found in
his pocket, with instructions that, in that
case, it should be sent to his mother.

In it he poured out his soul, all the

pent-up feeling of a lifetime was revealed.
He told his mother how he had longed
always to show his love for her, how he
had hungered for some sign of affection
from her. He reminded her of efforts
he had made, which had been met by
her with coldness. But there was no
word of reproach, only a last, lingering
expression of his own deep love for her.

And what he had failed to do in his
life he accomplished in his death. The
mother's heart was broken, the pride and
coldness banished for ever. When the

exceeding bitterness of her sorrow was

passed, the sting of her remorse somewhat
less keen, it was a different woman who
took up the threads of life again.

Now, where help and comfort are
needed, in the homes of her neighbours,
she is to be found ; her days are filled
with deeds of mercy. She is the friend
of little children, the adviser of those in
difficulties, the sympathetic consoler of
those in trouble.

Again , as I think upon this, I remember
the fragrant lilies, and realize anew that
the life laid down can never have been
in vain, that the promise can never fail—
". . . if it die, itbringeth forth much fruit."

Amy M. Leake.



The Stranger Guest
A Christmas Story

By Cecil R. Bernard

IT
was Christmas Eve —a real old-

fashioned Christmas Eve. The snow
lay white and thick upon the ground,
and overhead the stars shone with a

frosty radiance out of a cloudless
sky.

Away in the east a new star shone forth
with dazzling brilliance. It had only
appeared during the past week, and
astronomers talked learnedly of the col
lision between two dead worlds. The
people, however, to whom the secrets of
space were a closed book, had other views
on the matter, and more than one man
and woman, as they hurried through their
final shopping, remarked to their com
panions how nearly twenty centuries ago a
star had shone forth with like brilliance,
heralding the advent of a Saviour and
Redeemer to mankind.

The grand-looking old man with the
silver hair was very weary, and as he
walked he leaned heavily on his stout,
oaken staff. But in spite of his fatigue
his eyes shone brightly from beneath his
snowy eyebrows, scanning with a searching
glance the faces of the passers-by. At last
he appeared to find what he was seeking,
for he went up to a fashionably dressed
man, and said :

" Excuse me, sir, but can you direct
me to the Kingdom of Heaven ?

"
" The—Kingdom of Heaven !

"
gasped

the exquisite.
" I say —haw ! haw !—

that's a tall order, you know I The
Kingdom of Heaven ! Well ! That takes
the cake ! Ha ! Ha !—"

and he walked
on laughing immoderately.

The old man sighed, and took up his
vigil again, seeming as he did so to grow
older and more weary than before.

Presently a young woman came hurry
ing along the pavement. Her face was
white, and drawn with misery, and every
now and then a big tear welled up and
coursed down her thin cheeks.

The old man stopped her and, as before,
said, " Can you tell me where I shall find
the Kingdom of Heaven ?

"
" The Kingdom of Heaven ! You're

looking for it in the wrong place down
here, mister," said the girl.

" Ask me for
the Kingdom of Hell, and I can direct
you straight to its chief devil who lives
just round the corner. Christmas Eve,"
she sobbed, " and he has turned me out
because I can't pay the rent !

" And
crying bitterly she went on her way.

Two great tears rolled down the
wrinkled cheeks of the old man as once
more he took up his watch. Suddenly
his eyes brightened. Coming towards him
with portly carriage was one whose
raiment proclaimed him a minister of
Christ's Church. Surely here was one
who could give him the much coveted
information. The old man straightened
himself, and, stepping briskly up to the
clergyman, said :

" You, sir, can surely tell me where I
shall find the Kingdom of Heaven ?

"
" The Kingdom of Heaven, my good

man !
"

exclaimed the clergyman.
" Well,

really, this is a most inopportune time for
such questions. You know what Our
Lord said, ' Give unto the poor all that
thou hast, and follow Me.' Do this, my
good man, and you will not fail to reach
the Kingdom. Also come to my church
next Sunday, and I will preach a special
sermon on the subject. Now, really, you
must excuse me as I am already late for
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dinner," and, breathing benignity, the
pillar of the church went his way.

As the clergyman was speaking the old
man had seemed visibly to age, and now,
with a sigh of heartrending anguish, he
tottered away, and leaned for support
against a neighbouring lamp-post.

Could no one answer his question ? At
this especial time of the year when the
world was celebrating the Birth of Christ,
was there no one to tell him what he so
longed to know ? Yes ! Surely this
radiant girl being handed out of a
brougham by a man in evening dress
could tell him. Such beauty as hers must
of a certainty cover a pure and holy spirit.
He hurried forward, and reached her just
as she was about to enter the door of a
brilliantly lit house. Timidly he touched
her on the arm.

"
Lady !

"
he said.

"
Can you tell me

the way to the Kingdom of Heaven ?
"

The girl stared, and then with a giggle
looked up at the man by her side. He
touched his forehead, and, with a meaning
look to the girl, handed the old man
half-a-crown which dropped unheeded
from his nerveless hand. Then the door
closed, letting escape as it did so a silvery
peal of girlish laughter. With a groan the
old man sank down on the doorstep and
buried his face in his hands.

" Here, move on !
"

said a policeman,
shaking him roughly by the shoulder.
" I can't have you loitering here." With
tottering footsteps the old man went away.
What mattered it whither when there was
no one who could answer his question ?

Presently a young man turned into the
street and came briskly towards him. He
was so very young that he still almost
believed in Father Christmas. Yet he had
a girl wife waiting for him at home,
wherefore he walked fast, and as he walked
he whistled softly the tune of some old
Christmas ballad. Under one arm he
carried a goose done up in newspaper,
whilst from the other dangled a bulging
string bag. From one of his pockets
peeped the end of the parcel containing
his simple, yet —because of the sentiments
conveyed thereby —priceless offering to
his bride.

The old man stood still leaning heavily
on his stick. He would make one last
effort. Perhaps this poor young clerk,
who, nevertheless, radiated all the joyous-
ness of youth, could answer his question.
So pathetic looked the old man standing
all alone in the snow-covered road that the
young man came to an abrupt stop in
front of him, and asked him if there were
anything he could do for him.

" Yes," answered the old man.
" If

you would tell me where to find the
Kingdom of Heaven I should be very
grateful."" The Kingdom of Heaven !

"
replied

the young man.
" I fear I am hardly fit

to guide you there. But if you will come
with me I will take you to my home
which is as like Heaven as an earthly
paradise can be," and he laughed joyously
as, tucking the goose under the arm
already laden with the string bag, he gave
his free arm to support his guest." I have a little wife," he said, as they
walked along,

" and she will be so very
glad to see you. She is one of God's
angels sent down to earth."

The old man smiled. He seemed to have
cast off all his weariness and languor. He
carried himself erect, and his steps were
firmer.

" This is our first Christmas together,"
continued the young man, " and we are

going to be children again, and have a
rare good time. It will give us such

pleasure for you to share our happi
ness."

As he spoke he stopped in front of a

tiny house the door of which opened at
the same moment, revealing a young girl,
clad in white, framed in the setting of a

tiny hall decked with holly and ever

green." Girlie !
"

said the young man. " I
have brought you a Christmas visitor."
And he stood aside for the old man to
enter.

" Come in !
"

cried the girl, extending
a welcoming hand. " You poor people !

Why ! you must be perished with cold,"
and, leading the old man into the sitting
room, she seated him in an arm-chair
before the fire.
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Supper was already laid, and in a few
moments all three were seated round the
table. For awhile they ate in silence.
Then the old man began to speak. As he
talked he gradually won the attention of
his audience until they were listening
spellbound. He spoke of all the countries
of the world, not as a casual tourist, but
as one who had lived the lives of the
different peoples, entering into all their
joys and sorrows. Often he moved the
two to tears, for, of necessity, his words
dealt more with sorrows than with joys.
Chiefly he spoke of the countless millions
in the East, of their ignorance and misery,
and of the plagues and famines which
assailed them. Or he would depict with
burning words the selfishness of the West ;

how most men strove to five at the
expense of their brothers, and to gain
rank and riches by treading the helpless
and unfortunate into the mire, little
heading the divine precept,

" Love thy
neighbour as thyself."

So long did he talk that it was eleven
o'clock before the little house was in
darkness, the one spare room being
occupied by the stranger guest.

As the young husband and wife slept a
dream came to them. It seemed to them
that the stranger guest entered their
room, and going to the window drew aside
the curtains and gazed out into the night.
As he gazed his age dropped from him as
a mantle. His form straightened, his face
grew young, and his eyes kindled with a
more than earthly radiance. Then, turn
ing towards the sleepers, he pointed with
his right hand to the new star which
shone in through the window.

" The Kingdom of Heaven is within
you," he said, in a voice that seemed to
echo round the world. " For I was
hungry and you fed me, I was a stranger
and you took me in."

As he finished speaking the bells pealed
out across the great city heralding another
Christmas morn. At the glad chimes the

sleepers awoke. All was still in the tiny
house, but the curtains across the window
had been drawn aside revealing to their
eyes the new star in all its glory. Without
a word the young husband went across
the passage, and looked into the spare
room. The bed was untouched. The
Stranger Guest had gone.

GOLDEN MOMENTS

THERE
are moments in everyone's fife when something of the breath of reality

seems to be wafted to him from the mountain peaks of the eternal. Such moments
come and are gone ; they are not at the command of the will ; but, when they depart,
they leave an ineffaceable memory behind them. Their intrinsic value far transcends
the long succession of hours governed by ordinary thinking and feeling. Brief though
they be, they stand out ; and, for the retrospective mind, they are the authoritative
experiences of life. So true is it that quality, and not quantity or duration, is the
standard by which we instinctively estimate all which pertains to our inner conscious
ness. A moment of insight is worth years of clouded vision ; a touch of ecstasy far
outweighs a long succession of mere pleasures. Dimly we realise the truth that the real
life of every one of us is out of time and space, and is measured by other dimensions
than those with which we are familiar in our physical day-to-day existence.

From a Student's Note-Book.



Thoughts on the Times
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS

THE POST-WAR CALL TO MEN AND WOMEN OF GOOD WILL

IT
was inevitable that the European

War should bring about a condi
tion of life in which very many
thinking Europeans should be
moved anxiously to ponder the

question :
" What's wrong with the

World ?
"

For more than four years the major
part of Europe, and of the New World,
was involved in a struggle of quite unpre
cedented desperateness and ferocity, in
which the issue seemed to be nothing
less than the destruction or the salvation
of all that had so far been accomplished
in the direction of civilisation and freedom.
A world dominated by victorious Prussian
militarism would have been a world of
little hope and no liberty for the sort of
men and women who read the Herald

of the Star and serve its aims. And some
there are who, in the present phase of
reactionary weariness and unrest, are
too faint-hearted to be able to discern
much light or hope in the conditions
to which we have so far emerged
from out the bloody wrack and infernal
chaos of 1918. But that is the fault
rather of the observer than of the
conditions, and is evidence, not so much
of blackness in the prospect as of nerve
strain and short-sightedness in the student.
In our world's mortal sickness the crisis
was passed in November, 1918 ; but the
sickness had endured for more than four
years, and not even convalescence, to
say nothing of complete restoration,
could be attained by the mere signing of
treaties. Convalescence is with us now,
now that we approach the end of the first

post-war year ; and convalescence is

notoriously a period of irritability and
uneasy fluctuation. As renewed health
succeeds convalescence, in the second
post-war year, we may hope for useful
foundation-laying activity in the much

discussed work of reconstruction. What
then of our needs and prospects in the
gradually reconstructed world that is to
be when poor, battered, bleeding Europe
is, so to say,

"
getting about "

again ?

The problems, spiritual, psychological
and material, are very numerous, and
some of them are undoubtedly for
midable. To attempt to examine them

(let alone to suggest solutions for them)
in a brief article would be presumptuous
folly. But of them all, of the conditions
producing them and of the ends to be
aimed at in their solution, it is possible
that even in this space something useful
may be said ; and this for the simple
reason that the question of mankind's
attitude and frame of mind in approaching
them are of crucial and permanent
importance. Upon this alone, upon the
mere frame of mind and condition of
spirit in which we approach the problems
of the second post-war year, will depend
whole stages of progress and happiness
or stagnation and suffering, not for our
selves only, but for our children and for
their's. This is not a figure of speech,
but a statement of exact fact.

Comprehendingly appreciated, the
thought is one to give pause even to the
least reflective among the many mere

spenders of money, time and emotion.
It should command the earnest, striving
concentration of all men and women of
good will, and more particularly of every
reader of this journal.

Those who fought for us in this war,
as well as those who remained at home
to plan and to administer, were able to
think, and at times were richly inspired
as to vision. One of them, in writing
home shortly before the Armistice, said :—
" Like the rest of Europe I suppose we
shall come out of the war bankrupt of
our accumulated savings ; pretty nearly
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paupers so far as money is concerned.
But financial bankruptcy would be a
small matter, if we could emerge from
Armageddon endowed with a genuine
spirit of brotherhood ; if we could carry
on into the Peace the community spirit
and the team work that we have suc

cessfully evolved in the War. I wonder
shall we do it, or will the old petty
sectionalism reappear and rule again ?

"

Those three homely little sentences are

quoted here because, fully understood,

they embody a complete indication of

policy ; they place before us in the fewest

possible words the factor which is more

vitally important than any other in this
vitally important question of how we
should approach the problems of recon
struction. And, manifold and complex
though those problems may be, they
will assuredly be solved and rightly
solved, if only we who have survived
the War can approach their solution
and the foundation-laying of the new
order in the light of the spirit indicated
by that officer's letter. Financial bank
ruptcy would be a small matter, he
wrote ; and so it would, for a people
endowed with the spirit of genuine
brotherhood. If we can sweep away
sectionalism, and tackle the great task
before us as members of one family ; if
we can lay aside all egoism, all merely
individual ends, forgetting the petty
divisions of class and party, and con

centrating single-heartedly upon the com
mon weal, each for all and all for each,
there need be no shadow of fear or doubt
as to the result, for the Peace will be real
and enduring, the post-war world will be
secure, our children will be saved from
much misery, to enjoy an order based
more truly than any that we knew before
the War ; and the process of our evolution
toward the light will be substantially
advanced. There must be unity and

community. There must be an end of
the primitive, tribal selfishness of mere
sectionalism.

Unfortunately, there have been bitter
outbreaks of sectionalism during the
first post-Armistice year. Russia presents
the cruellest example of them all, for

there men have made of their earth a
hell, in the effort to wrest profit for one
section out of the destruction of another
section. With this ghastly lesson before
their eyes mankind might well be moved
to answer in the right way the speculation
of the officer who, writing from the
murderous turmoil of the fighting line
in France, so truly said that financial
bankruptcy would be a small evil if we
could face the future in a spirit of genuine
brotherhood. But in England also
sectionalism of the self-seeking sort has
been rampant, among the employed, and
individualistic egoism of the baser, money-
grubbing kind among the employer class.
The contemplation of war-made fortunes —
blood-money, it has not unnaturally
been called —has roused the bitterest
kind of animosity against the newly rich.
The newly poor, of the middle classes,
have been sorely tried by the reduction
in value of their incomes. And it must
be admitted that the division of the
community which groups itself proudly
under the head of Labour has, more than
any other, shown itself inclined rather
toward sectionalism than the service of
the common weal. But those who are
inclined to judge harshly of Labour
because of this, because it displays more
of sectionalism and class hostility than
any other division of the community
now shows, would do well to consider
seriously the history of Labour during,
say, the period between 1775 and 1825,
for example, and to remember, humbly,
that we none of us can separate ourselves
from our history, or escape the penalties
of our forebears' misdeeds and mistakes.
Upon its side, it is urgently necessary
that Labour should—should grow, develop,
broaden its outlook, and put away
finally the obsolete pettiness of class
antagonism. To a large extent this has
been accomplished in the newer lands :

America, Australasia. Where tried and
assured confidence is, defiant assertive-
ness must needs be foolishly out of place,
besides being mischievous.

Finally, in this most momentous period
of history upon which we enter with the
close of the present year, let us bear
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steadily in mind the central truth that
self-seeking will mean inevitable failure
and probable destruction ; whilst sincere
service of the common weal, community
of service, forgetfulness of self in the

determination to build and labour for
the benefit of our fellowmen, will as

certainly bring success, progress, and
true Peace. No other course will serve
our need.

THE NEW YOUNG PEOPLE

n"HE older generation will probably
A never fully understand the new race,

that looks out upon the world with
"

eyes of youth." It is an old story ; the
elders have ever been at a loss, even Jane
Austen's correct young people, who seem
so exceptionally sedate and scrupulous,
fell short of grace in the sight of their
parents, and so backwards through time
immemorial. But to-day the question
has a thousand complications, hitherto
unknown ; for the last five years have
hurried boys and girls into premature
manhood and womanhood, with bewilder
ing results. Yet the situation carries
the germs of hope.

The elders stand perplexed before that
impetuous new brood, with its courage,
its curious wisdom and experience, its
paradoxical assumption of ripeness,
coupled with a gracious yet somewhat
pathetic survival of childhood, betrayed
in mad extravagances and headlong
pleasures. Small wonder that the balance
was upset. When the boy, just turned
eighteen, went forth to war, he made,
in one stride, a progress that would other
wise have been the gradual work of

years. When he returned, his father
recognised that old methods of guidance
would serve no longer, for although his
son did not presume, yet there was that
about him which bespoke a creature
refashioned after a pattern hitherto
unknown. He had seen things and endured
things of which his father had no know
ledge. In certain respects, his experience
of life was deeper. The boy that was
returned no more, yet he came back not
altogether a man ; odd remnants of
boyishness remained, accentuated to a
strange whimsicality, almost out of place
in the manly setting. Pieces of him only

proclaimed the man ; the suddenly
arrested boy looked out at times, distorted.
This new being was a paradox, an enigma,
compact of wisdom and freakish folly
and withal a little unstable. Yet so

developed was he, on a broad survey,
that to hold him still in pupillage had

been absurd, or perilously near an outrage.
The parent recognised an added respon
sibility, a new problem, for the solution
of which no precedent appeared in aid.

Here arose no case for reconstruction,
but a task purely constructive, on lines

entirely fresh.
The problem more particularly in view

here is that of the boy of nineteen, who
came of military age late in the war and
saw only a year or less of service. His
elder brothers, hardened in many cam

paigns, returned men complete, with
character formed and set, for better or

worse. But the last classes of young
conscripts were flung back upon their
homes in an unsatisfactory middle state,
neither recruits nor veterans, still of an

age to be governed, to reckon by birth
days alone, yet grown to a mental stature
that challenged governance of the kind
appropriate to their years, had the natural
course of things remained uninterrupted.
Here stood a new and startling form of
hobble-de-hoy, efficient in places, sadly
lacking in others, trained and untrained,
formed and yet unformed, knowing red,
raw facts of fife and death, whereof he

spoke seldom or not at all, wise on points,
with a hidden wisdom, yet "

pleased with
a rattle, tickled with a straw." This
amazing creature set its begetter (after
the flesh) groping in dark ways to dis
cover such moderating influence as might
mould and direct without alienating a

spirit adrift in a world hardly rescued
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from chaos, and itself partaking largely
of the chaotic.

Definite prescription of a course, educa
tional or professional, would answer no

longer. The day of parental command
had passed.

" I will go, if you wish me
to go ; but "—here the man looked out
and gave reasons so cogent, so utterly
undreamt of by a father's more limited
experience of a re-shaping world, that
they compelled respect. This personality
must be met on its own ground. Pre-war
formula had gone by the board. Youth
saw with other eyes, knowing what it
wanted and stating its case independently,
with facts in support. These the senior
dared not " pooh-pooh," as in former
times. He had to reserve judgment,
while he repaired blanks in his own
information, and so by degrees the pair
arrived at a modus vivendi, without breach
or irritation. And the senior had still
a word to contribute to the debate,
for, after all, his years count for something,
and even the new youth, sage as it is
on occasion, has not compassed the
whole of wisdom. Yet, just because of
its rapid development, it is hard to
handle, ultra-sensitive and easily derailed.

In some cases another handicap appears,
that of too early disillusionment. Not
infrequently the boy who went out to
war full of enthusiasm has returned with
enthusiasm quenched or in suspense.
He suffers from moral shell-shock, as it
were, and seems incapable of directing
his energies. Such an one may have
possessed some special capability, which
he put at the service of his country, only
to find that a blind system disregarded
his aptitudes and flung him into unsuitable
tasks. One whose health denied him a

commission in a technical corps, where
he had hoped before the war to find his
life-work, voluntarily entered its humblest
ranks with an official certificate of special
mechanical skill in one branch, only to be
used for the roughest labour and forced
to carry heavy loads when strangling with
respiratory trouble. He returned, with
his old physical disorder confirmed, and
a new and disturbing mental disorder.
The old keenness was dead, the Corps,
to which from early boyhood he had so
eagerly aspired, had become a mockery.
For months he could settle to nothing.
He was the victim of a shattered ideal,
a creature astray, vocationless. The case
is not singular. Such require a more than
mortal wisdom for their healing.

Under a multitude of forms this malaise
of the young generation, ensnared and
sacrificed by war, declares itself. The
conflict, it is true, brought out great
qualities and splendid self-realisation ;

but it has left also a sad wrack of per
versities and anomalies. Only by seeking
to understand both cause and effect can
elder people find the true secret of guiding
the morally shell-shocked towards stability
and hopeful purpose. That understanding
is not easy to come by, so much does it
involve of a tempestuous world which
those of mature years knew only at
second-hand, but the task is far from
desperate. Deftly handled, the patients
themselves prove the physician's best
teachers, and thus old and young arrive
at a new reciprocity, a new understanding.
Thus the very accident of these times,
which seemed to set youth and age more
cruelly apart than ever, may yet serve
to bring them into a sympathy such as
no former epoch has attained.

THE OTHER CHEEK ?

At every trifle scorn to take offence,
That either shows great pride or little sense.

POPE
wrote the above lines or some

thing so like them that we shall
run the risk of being found " with just
enough of learning to misquote." Let us in
the first instance, of course, agree about the

definition of a trifle. The most of us are
all willing to overlook what is trifling, but
who shall decide where the trivial ends
and the serious begins ? The molehill of
the sane, clear-sighted man whose con
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science and digestion are equally sound
becomes a mountain to the neurotic, the

super-sensitive, the dyspeptic. Few of us

have minds that see all round a subject
and are able to understand even though
we cannot accept the view-point of our
opponent. The healthy man finds it hard
to realise why the unhealthy one should
be so absurdly sensitive, so hard to please ;

the invalid is astonished to find that a
robust frame should be associated with
what appears to him an utter absence of
the finer perceptions.

It is well to remember that we ourselves,
strong or weak, fiery or phlegmatic, pre
pare the soil upon which all grievances are
to be sown, and decide for ourselves
whether they shall germinate or fail
utterly to take root. We suffer when we
are misunderstood or traduced or cheated,
as in the course of the normal life we are
all bound to be. Our indignation is often
born of the keen sense that we deserve
better treatment, that we have en
deavoured to " play the game," that we
have not sought to deprive any man of
his rights. We at least ought to have been
immune from suspicion, from abuse, from
misunderstanding and from treatment
that approaches the fraudulent. How
seldom do we pause to ask why ? Surely,
if we are to have a clear conscience we
must be prepared to pay something for it ?

If we will resist and will keep our more

primitive emotions tightly reined in, it
may be that no seeds of anger or passion
will blossom or bud and fill some comer
of the mental world with poisonous fruit.
Rightly considered, he who wrongs us is
worse off than we are, even though there
be some material advantage of the wrong
doing. If anger was the cause of the
affront, we can meet it best with pity, for
the angry man is the slave of his passions
and provided he fails to tempt us to a

response in kind he has harmed only
himself. Was it malice or avarice that led
to our being wronged ? We may be
rightly advised to resist, it may be
imperative to defend our rights, but we
may at least do it with a very minimum of
emotion. There is no attitude that others
can take up to our hurt if and while we

remain the master of our fate, the captain
of our soul. We may well pity those who
have wittingly done us wrong, because
whether they hurt us or fail to do so, they
are at least certain to have hurt them
selves. They have broken the Law and it
will vindicate itself ; they have incurred
a penalty of which not all our forgive
ness will avail to relieve them.

It is well to remember that however
peacefully we endeavour to go about our
work in the world, we shall not escape
from either enmity^ censure or mis
understanding. They are a part of the
life we share. The best we can do is to rise
above them. At first the effort is a very-
hard one, for injustice has an evil habit of
taking us unawares. We have approached
people without suspicion, we have believed
and trusted in them, and on a sudden they
fail us utterly. What wonder, then, if we
wish to proclaim the perfidy of mankind
from the housetops, if we summon our
remaining friends to bear witness that we
are greatly wronged. What a shock to
find they care not at all ! They are right.
The work of the world would be seriously
disturbed if we were to pause to agitate
against all life's little injustices.

We know a man who has contrived to
control a fiery temper that earned him in
those days, when he was green in judg
ment, the title of "

the pepper-pot."
Marcus Aurelius brought him healing.
He is not a reader, but once, in seaside
lodgings, under stress of bad weather, he
was reduced to books, and the Meditations
chanced to be on a shelf. After that time
he never engaged in a quarrel. Once or
twice, when he felt he had been sorely
wronged, he wrote some letters full of
bitterness and invective, sealed them and
locked them up. A month later he would
open and read these fiery epistles, and be
very glad they had remained unposted.
As time went on even the inclination to
write such protests died away, and within
a couple of years of his death he could say
that he thought he had no enemies, and
that, if he had, he asked their pardon.

The truth is that, though many injuries
are worth a protest and some may call for
action to obtain redress, there is nothing
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that is worth malice or ill-will, because
each of these feelings injures the possessor.
It is bad enough to be injured, ill-treated,
slighted, to suffer evil in return for good ;

it is far worse to suffer further by acquiring
a diseased state of mind. Anger in all its
varied forms is a disease, and he who
succeeds in infecting us has done an injury
that must last until we can summon up the
will power that alone brings healing. Those
who injure us do so of our own free will ;

before a true sense of perspective the worst
efforts of our ill-wishers lose all their
significance. For all who believe that life
is a recurrent phenomenon, and that the
present is no more than one in a long cycle
of lives, there is the certain knowledge
that none can do us harm. We can hurt
ourselves, and we shall do this the more
dangerously according as we take the
efforts of others seriously,

f This mental attitude is not grasped
without difficulty by the average man,
but none will question the reward it brings
to those who have grasped it. The vision
of (material good becomes dim, the things
that appeared to matter are seen to have
but little worth. Malevolence becomes a
mere fantasy, an aberration, it cannot
rouse to anger though it may stir to regret.
Only when passions have been dismissed

and we are the masters of ourselves we

begin to five and then the wider and

deeper aspects of life come within the
range of our vision.

There are truths that pass glittering
down the ages and yet only a few people
see them. Marcus Aurelius could deliver
his message to a conventional twentieth
century mind that discovered it by
accident. There were whole ages in which
revenge was esteemed rather than con
demned, the lex talionis was of common
acceptance. Walter Savage Landor gave
the truth a new facet when he wrote his
own epitaph, beginning "I strove with
none, for none was worth my strife." He
did but put the old thought into a new form.

There may be a few who will turn the
other cheek, who being robbed of one
garment will offer another. We cannot
hope to reach this high standard of
achievement, nor is it necessary. Suffice
it to resist anger, to shun controversy, to
preserve as best we may the love of love,
the hate of hate. Then if we lack the
positive virtues of the saint we have the
consolation at least that we have done
nothing to poison the mental atmosphere
in which we and those who have injured us
dwell together, brethren whether we will
or no.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS.

The series of
"

Thoughts on the Times
" will be continued throughout next year, and will

be open to all contributors who care to send in suitable articles. The widest range of subjects

is admissible. Articles should not exceed 1,500 words in length.—Editor.



From a Country Study
Some Notes on Life and Letters

By S. L. Bensusan

WHEN

the horses are stolen
or strayed, somebody locks
the stable door ; now that
war has devastated Europe
and laid no small part of it

in ruins that are moral as well as physical,
there is a keen search for the first causes
of the catastrophe. Perhaps the most
illuminating study of the forces that have
destroyed the hopes of the present genera
tion is Earl Loreburn's " How the War
Came

"
(Methuen). The writer is one of

the greatest living lawyers, and he is
better able than most to consider the value
of evidence because that has been his life
work and it was done well enough to carry
him to the very topmost pinnacle of
success. It is not given to many men in
any century to become Lord Chancellor
of England, and, though the supply has
been more generous of late years than
appeared possible when Lord Halsbury
looked like holding the office until the end
of time, it is still the prize given to the
very few. We may expect, then, from
Earl Loreburn a masterly summing up of
all the evidence afforded by his authorities.
Those official books that recall in their
multi-coloured wrappers the Coat of the
Patriarch —British and German White
Books, French Yellow, Russian Orange,
Belgian Grey, Serbian Blue and Austro-
Hungarian Red Books—supply the facts,
and Lord Loreburn, having marshalled
them with great skill and fairness, draws
inferences that will command the respect
and the agreement of most unbiassed
readers.

The result is an indictment of secret
diplomacy that every Member of Parlia
ment and every candidate for membership
of the House might ponder. I am not

sure that an examination in the principles
set out should not be a condition precedent
to candidature. It is almost beyond the
reach of doubt that, had we possessed an
open and avowed foreign policy to which
Parliament was a consenting party, there
would have been no war in 1914. Unfor
tunately, Mr. Asquith, Lord Haldane and
Lord Grey of Falloden (then Sir Edward
Grey, and so referred to in the following
comments) committed this country to a

policy of agreement with France, and did
not even take the rest of the Cabinet into
their confidence. There were conversa
tions with Belgium as early as 1906 show
ing that London and Brussels were dis
cussing contingencies that could only be
met in the fashion proposed if France were
a consenting party. Gradually as the
years passed Franco-German relations
grew more strained. British policy moved
steadily in directions where Franco-
Russian assistance was as certain as
German opposition was sure. The group
ing of the Great Powers of Europe,
nebulous though it may have appeared at
first, found definite shape by slow degrees,
but neither Lord Haldane, Sir Edward
Grey nor Mr. Asquith took any steps to
instruct the people. To be sure, Lord
Haldane prepared the groundwork for
building up an army. He went to Berlin
and endeavoured to remove by friendly
negotiation the standing dangers to peace,
while on all occasions Sir Edward was
courteous, correct and peaceful. But, as
one gathers from Lord Loreburn's pitiless
exposure, the triumvirate never prepared
to back up their own policy. On August
3rd, 1914, Sir Edward Grey could say in
the House of Commons, " We have taken
no engagements with regard to sending
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an expeditionary armed force out of the
country." His policy had been wholly
unaccompanied by national precautions,
he and his two fellow culp let us say
colleagues, had been content to believe
that they could ride on the whirlwind and
direct the storm that scattered their hopes
and good intentions. We might have
answered for France, we could not answer
for Russia, and, as Lord Loreburn says," we went to war unprepared in a Russian
quarrel because we were tied to France in
the dark." It would seem to be Lord
Loreburn's opinion that the Kaiser and the

great leaders of Germany's new commerce
were opposed to war, but, if this is so, they
were quite unable to stand up against the
Generals. The Zabern incident had shown
that German militarism was not popular
with the Reichstag, that the day might
not be far distant when there would be no
more room for it in the scheme of German
national life. A great world victory might
give militarism a century of renewed
authority, a world defeat would merely
anticipate that which, failing a victory,
appeared to be inevitable. Above all, and
this is a point that Lord Loreburn brings
out quite clearly, German militarism was
prepared to gamble on British neutrality.
In the last weeks of peace we see Sir
Edward in non-committal mood ; he is
unable to state his intentions, he will do
nothing, but asks that no inferences may
be drawn from inactivity. He cannot say
what manner of advice he will offer his
distracted country, he reserves his rights,
nobody must depend upon him, he will
make no engagements, long-tried friends
and potential foes must stand aloof from
this Foreign Minister—a much harassed,
deeply perplexed, undecided man to whom
the fateful hour brought no clear call. A
severe critic once said that the late Lord
Salisbury was a lath painted to look like
iron. Such a description, harsh though it
sound, and unjust as it was in relation to
him of whom it was uttered, is not in
adequate here, even though we grant the
difficulties and the tireless efforts made at
the eleventh hour to find a way to peace.
There were moments when success and
failure trembled in the balance. Sir

Maurice de Bunsen, most expert of
diplomats, could write " A few days delay
might in all probability have saved
Europe from one of the greatest calamities
in history." German war leaders would
run no risks of peace, and their ultimatum
to Russia unloosed the dogs of war. This
is old history, but Lord Loreburn shows
how completely unfitted were the men at
the helm to face the worst issues. When
the torches were already alight, we find
King George writing to M. Poincar6 that
"

his Government would continue to
discuss freely and frankly any point which
might arise of interest to our two nations
with M. Cambon." Who, one wonders,
asked the King to sign so fatuous and ill-
written a note ? One of the men who had
sown in 1905 the seed that took more than
four years of bloody war to harvest ? What
could the recipient have thought of it—if
no covering letter were sent ?

On August 1st, 1914, we find Sir Edward
Grey discovering that any attempt to
infringe the neutrality of Belgium would
affect feeling in this country, but even at
that late hour he might have saved the
situation by telling Germany that, if
France was attacked, Great Britain would
enter the lists on the French side. As it
was, Sir Edward was forced to tell the
House of Commons that, while no binding
treaty existed calling us to the aid of our
nearest neighbour across the Channel,

every instinct of moral worth demanded
that we should not leave her in the lurch.
" We were constrained," says Lord Lore-
burn explicitly and remorselessly,

" to
enter upon that war whether Belgium
were invaded or not." But, and this is
one of the worst charges to be brought
against Mr. Asquith, Lord Haldane and
Sir Edward, "

when the time came there
was nothing to start on. No machinery,
in many cases no raw material, no men
accustomed to the work." General Mahon
wrote these words a few months ago. It
was his duty, when war set Europe ablaze,
to tour the country and expedite by every
possible means the supplies of ammuni
tion. "

None of the politicians had

thought of accumulating reserves of guns,
rifles or ammunition sufficient to enable
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rapid expansion of strength if such
became necessary, and we are told that
they knew it would be necessary." In
short, our leaders exposed us to a maximum
of risk with a minimum of preparation.

Lord Loreburn passes with becoming
gravity to the most deplorable side of the
situation. We went into the war with
clean hands, we were forced to become a
party to foul agreements, to schemes of
greed and rapine that put our boasted
virtues to the blush, and in the end we
appear to have reconciled ourselves to the
inevitable. We have found consolation
for ourselves in the largest possible share
of the booty. Russian demands, French,
Italian, Greek, Rumanian claims —to all
or most of these we were forced to become
consenting parties, so that there is no small

danger that Peace, whenever ratified, will
find the world still full of unsettlement,
injustice and unrest. Public patriotism
and private jobbery are a bad pair to run
in double harness. The brave, enduring,
ignorant rank and file of Europe have paid
for secret diplomacy with a war that not
one man per thousand of belligerent
populations can be said to have desired.

These melancholy facts serve to point
Lord Loreburn's moral, which is that,
unless we are prepared for a renewal of
world tragedy, for the utter desolation of
all that remains to-day of the wasted
fabric of civilisation, we must put an
end for all time to secret diplomacy. It
has made world war inevitable, it has
parcelled out the world without regard to
any principles that commend themselves
to honest men. It must go. All lovers
of peace and sanity will be performing a
public service by enlarging the area of
Lord Loreburn's appeal. For it is made
by a man who stands far above suspicion.

# * *

The Education and Research Society of
St. Philip's Settlement, in Sheffield, in
stituted, in the autumn of 1916, an inquiry
into "

the adequacy of the Adult Manual
Workers (of Sheffield) for the discharge of
their responsibilities as Heads of House
holds, Producers and Citizens." The Re
port, under the title of

" The Equipment

of the Workers," has been published by
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., a firm
that would appear to have taken the lead
in the output of sane studies of social
reform. The main interest lies in the
conclusions of the inquirers, and these,
oddly, but inevitably, follow immediately
upon the preface. Three chapters,

" The
Great Education," " The Method of
Investigation," and " Classification," are
of great value, and, though the extensive
and intensive studies of individual cases
that follow are real human documents,
they do not present surprises to students
of life in large towns, being little more and
little less than the average observer would
expect. The special interest in the opening
chapters is derived from the fact that the
authors of the inquiry, though avowedly
revolutionary in aim, have an uncanny
honesty. I say uncanny, because it is
hard to understand how they could have
taken all the pains their book reveals in
order to demolish what would appear to
be their own pet theories. They think a
revolution is necessary to make a new
England ; evolution is a train stopping at
all stations, and they demand an express.
They accept, without a smile and as a
serious utterance worthy of regard, the
statements of colliers, railwaymen and

engineers who prophesied Revolution half
way through the war, declared they were
"

fed up," that the workers would stop the
struggle, as though by declaring that it
interested them no longer. Yet they
came to the conclusion, as early as page
13, that the well-equipped men and
women workers, about 25 per cent, of the
whole, would make intelligent demands ;

and that the inadequately equipped 75 per
cent, do not know definitely what they
want and do not possess

" much willing
ness for self-discipline and patient en
deavour." They are not regarded as
"

capable of responsible and thoughtful
participation in political and industrial
affairs." The real truth is summed up
(page 15),

"
the ultimate sources of human

life and progress are in spiritual things ;

that what is the matter with the poor (and
the rich) is spiritual poverty ; and that
the fundamental solution of the problems
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ahead of us is education." From thinkers
who are frankly advanced this is a most
valuable concession to the logic of facts,
and no mere party men would have set it
down. Again, we get sound sense in the
following (page 28) :

" It is only by
putting new ideas into people's heads
and new virtues into their hearts that
civilisation can be fundamentally and
permanently improved." Of the mal-
equipped class, the lowest grade, the
investigators write, " Could all the mem
bers be segregated but plentifully supplied
with whatever material goods they de
manded, it looks as if in twelve months
they would drink, gamble, lie, steal,
murder and rob themselves to extinction.
Were Sheffield freed of their presence,
many thousands of policemen, Poor Law
officers, medical men, social workers and
others engaged in combating disease, dirt,
destitution, vice and crime, would have
little or nothing to do." If any people,
who had not declared themselves in favour
of the most advanced views and were not
regarded with respect by serious workers,
had written in these terms of any section
of the manual labourers of any great city
what would have been said of them ? It
is right to add that the mal-equipped are

represented as forming no more than five
to eight per cent, of the population, a low
percentage enough when we consider the
pressure of life in the great industrial
centres, the few opportunities of making
progress, the many temptations to take
the downward roads. The picture palaces,
the public houses, are the limits of their
horizon; their life is destitute of ideals,
and they are in some sort of blind revolt
against the drudgery that provides the
means by which they live. But it is not
the virtues at the top that need improving
or the vices at the bottom that can be

cleared away, it is the vast mass of life
lying between that needs a stimulus in the
right direction.

Now, it would be a shameful thing to
treat the revelations of this remarkable
work—which, by the way, is the first of a

promised series-^as a pulpit from which to
harangue the thriftless and the submerged.
It seems to me that the true value comes

in the admission it makes both directly
and by implication that education in its
widest sense is the one means to the
desired end. If Sheffield may be taken to
be typical of the towns of industrial
England, it follows that there are, roughly,
25 per cent, of well-equipped, earnest,
striving men and women who are out to
make the world better than they found it,
and are the salt of the earth as it stands
to-day. There are anything between
65 and 75 per cent, of inadequately
equipped men and women who are not
fitted for any form of responsibility and
are not competent to assist any form of
government, though they would be likely
to hinder one ; and there is the uncertain
five to eight per cent, that is positively
or negatively criminal. Remember that
the figures are given by people who are

profoundly dissatisfied with the social
conditions prevailing, and believe that
almost any change must be an improve
ment. If they were not thoughtful and
educated they would be mere demagogues ;

as things are they are spurred by the
desire to raise and leaven the mass of their
fellow citizens, victims all too often of a
blind and foolish industrialism . They hope,
in another volume to be called

" The
Education of the Workers," to show how
the existing conditions have been brought
about, and in yet a third volume, " The
Environment of the Workers," to consider
the agencies and influences that are
moulding the personalities of the adult
" hand." Down to the present what they
have shown us is that the crying need of
the worker is, in the first instance, for
considerably better accommodation. There
were 28,000 people living in tenements
containing three or fewer rooms, and it
may be taken for granted that bad accom
modation is one of the most potent sources
of degradation. After decent houseroom
there must be decent soul room, space for
ideals to thrive in, there must be some
thing of an atmosphere in which men and
women may grow. At present they are
attracted by the commonest lures, they
are repelled by responsibility in any form.

Consequently they are not only unfit to
exercise authority, they are equally unlit
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to vote, and they are at the mercy of
people who know how to play upon the
emotions that are their substitute for
intellect. The vote of any one of the
lowest types set out in this report is equal
to the vote of the cleverest statesman, the
most learned divine, the most scholarly
philosopher, the most saintly philan
thropist. Herein lies the gravest danger
to the commonweal, for it is the custom to
flatter the ill-equipped and the badly-
equipped, to assure them that they are the
proper inheritors of the earth, and that
they are quite fit to overturn existing
institutions and "

remould them nearer to
the heart's desire." Yet, if the truth be
told, ample houseroom, wider education,
and a proper measure of well-directed
leisure are the real needs of these people,
and any attempt to give them what they
require most would be denounced as an
outrage against the liberty of the subject.
It is part of the prevailing cant of the
times we live in that everybody wishes to
be taken for an advanced and generous
thinker, is afraid of being denounced as a
reactionary, and lacks the courage to
assert that there is no greater virtue in
manual than in mental labour. Indeed,
unless that manual labour be directed to
the production of food on the land, the
manual labourer is very hkely to be
inferior to the mental worker ; the factory
does not ennoble employment, while the
fields may and frequently do. Certain
papers and certain groups that propose to
rise to power on the shoulders of the
manual workers are siding with the most
extravagant demands put forward, and
the general public is a little confused, a
little hesitant, because it knows that before
the war Labour seldom received its due.
This honest, sober and well-considered
Report seems to suggest that a system of
sound education, with food for those who
need it, and a system of housing that
encourages a healthy life, would provide
the best means of paying the debt of the
comfortable classes to those who have
brought them comfort. It is hard to avoid
the thought that, among a large number
of the papers that profess to have the
interest of the proletariat at heart, " The

Equipment of the Workers " will pass
unnoticed or rebuked. Perhaps it is on
account of her extreme unpopularity that
Truth lives at the bottom of a well.

* » *

There is something very fascinating
about the collection of war-time notes
contributed by that Nestor of literature
and journalism, Frederic Harrison, to the
Fortnightly Review, and published by
Chapman & Hall under the title " Obiter
Scripta." The notes written during the
last year of the war are published, the
author tells us, without addition, qualifi
cation or excision. Now, a year after the
Armistice, theystill make excellent reading,
for Mr. Harrison bears lightly his heavy
burden of years, his judgment is clear,
and his conviction strong. Some of his
aphorisms make good reading. Here are
some :

" Public men must remember
they have no private life. Two-thirds of a
statesman is character ; and public men,
just like private men, cannot abolish for
themselves recognised laws of morals. . .

"
" The private life of poets is not so really
important as that of politicians, whose
characters we need to know before we

judge their acts. . . . Happily no man can
unearth the domestic privacy of Homer."
" If faith in social order is destroyed
wealth is sterilised, suspended, destroyed.
It melts away as does a snow figure in a
thaw."

He quotes Shenstone's exquisite epitaph :

Heu, quanto minus est

Cum reliquis versari

Quam Tui
Memin isse,

and his own delicate rendering :

Ah ! can the living be to me
All that I feel remembering thee !

He is old in years but young in enthusiasms.
" I am an Early Victorian. I plead
guilty. . . . The world is to the young.
Believe how we elders rejoice and admire
them." Thinking of Mr. Harrison one is
reminded of what De Quincey wrote, now
nearly a hundred years ago, of Bentley :
" An Indian summer crept stealthily over
his closing days ; a summer less gaudy than
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the mighty summer of the solstice, but
sweet, golden. ..." I would not suggest
that his pen has lost its sting, merely that
time has mellowed his judgment and given
it a quality that only the years can confer.
I like to commend

" Obiter Scripta " to
all masters of a quiet hour and a tranquil
mood. I think the library is the most fitting
place, and a winter evening, when the log

fire burns brightly and the curtains are
drawn, the proper time. For it is not so
much in what he says as in what he
suggests that Mr. Harrison lays us under
obligation. These suggestions involve
repeated reference to the shelves that
house our best friends, and their friendli
ness is never quite so real as on a winter's
night at home.

(This series is now concluded.)

Two Sonnets

SPIRITUAL HEROISM.

The night's dark eyes look on heroic deeds
Not known of men, in solitude performed :

No wave of hot excitement, city stormed ;

No shout of charging throng, nor rushing steeds ;

Nor yet the praise of high Command who heeds ;

Nor bitter cry of women, children mad
With fear in shipwreck ; nay, nor drowning lad

Whose mother's hand for his life intercedes.

In dark and solitary space confined
The lonely spirit struggles on 'gainst fear,

'Gainst all the forces of dark hell combined,
Straining a sweet and distant voice to hear,

While loathsome forms assail the mind of him
And raging doubts their awful pictures limn.

HIS COMING.

Go forth to tell with joy, Children of Light,
A Saviour comes, another Christ to be,
To save the world from its great darkness. See

E'en now his prophet speaks the word with might :
" Come forth into the day ; leave now the night

Of brooding darkness where is sin : Hear me,
And leave the ways of ill : I have the key

To ope the doors of joy and give you sight."

Then ring it out aloud, ye sons of men ;

Let others know the joy your heart has bome :

O, now prepare the sacrifice, and when
He comes again, He shall not be forlorn,

But raised up on high and worshipped then.
Bringing to this sad earth a glorious dawn.

John A. Palmer.



The Struggle for Social

Justice
Notes for the Month
By A. Emil Davies, L.C.C.

jA T the time these notes are written
the eyes of the world are/ ^ turned towards the United/ States, where the same struggle

-^-as that in which European
nations are engaged is proceeding. It may
take a different shape from that which our
own conflict assumed, but in its essence

it is the same—a struggle between those
who have the hard and disagreeable work
of every day life, and those who enjoy the
fruits of a system which condemns the
majority of their fellows to hard and
unlovely lives.

The Right to Combine.

Although at the moment the coal miners
occupy the centre of the American stage,
it is the dispute with the iron and steel
workers which deserves most attention.
Here the men are fighting for the right to
have unions and appoint their own leaders
who shall negotiate on their behalf with
the employers ; and the iron and steel
magnates, under the lead of Judge Gary,
the President of the United States Steel
Corporation, are opposing this demand.
It should be noted that it is the United
Steel Corporation, itself the greatest com
bination of employers in any one industry
in the world, which will not grant its
workers the free right to combine. The
ordinary European student of affairs can
only stand aghast at this state of affairs,
which makes him realise how far the
United States still has to go in labour and
social matters. In many respects the
United States is like a giant in a country

with a giant's resources, but with an
intellectual development —in this parti
cular domain, at any rate —that is incom
mensurate with his stature. I have the
privilege of reading, month by month,
some scores of letters, circulars and
publications issued by leading American
bankers and financial institutions, and am
startled at the economic crudities which
are often to be found therein. Only the
other day an important bank in its circular
actually put forward the hoarder of food
and commodities as performing a useful
service to the community ! The fact is
that the United States is so vast a country,
with such enormous resources, that its
leading spirits have been able to grow rich
without having to pay much attention to
economics or sociology. It is this cir
cumstance, no doubt, which is partly
responsible for the lack of the " Inter
national Mind " that has been so per
ceptible of late across the Atlantic ; and
it is this circumstance also which is
responsible for the intensity of the struggle
between Capital and Labour that is taking
place over there.

Swimming Against the Tide.

It may be that, by the time these words
appear, the first great engagement of the
struggle will be over and that Capital,
supported as it is by the Government and
the press, wliich is much the same as in
our own country, will 'have won ; but it
will be only one battle in the campaign,
for the trend of the thought and spirit of
man is not in the direction desired by the
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great capitalistic interests of the United
States. There is an interesting test that
thinking people can apply to themselves,
viz., to go through a list of reforms or

proposals which are the subject of dis
cussion and combat, and discover which
of them they, in their innermost soul,
know will be accomplished. I remember
applying this test to myself some years
ago and finding that among measures
which responded to this requirement was
the following incongruous mixture : Politi
cal equality of women with men ; the
construction of a Channel Tunnel ; and
the institution of a real and effective
International Court of Arbitration. I did
not know when these would occur ; but
that they would come about sooner or
later I felt absolutely assured. There
were other things I desired quite as
ardently as some of the foregoing, e.g.,
nationalisation of land and railways, but
with regard to which I did not feel the
same inner certainty. A result of this
test, I fear, is to make one somewhat
impatient and intolerant of opposition to
those things which one knows will come
about, and it is from this standpoint that
I judge the action of the big American
financial interests in trying to prevent the
development of trade unionism, and the
action—or inaction—of the great American
political interests in obeying the behests
of capital in this matter.

The National Finances.

The workers of this country arc reading
the newspapers, and know that, when in
August last there was an estimated deficit
on the year of 250 millions, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer said that if we were to
continue spending as we are spending it
would lead straight to national bank
ruptcy ; but at the end of October when,
according to his own revised estimate, the
deficit becomes 473 millions, he tells us
that matters are all right, and that there
is no need for a levy on capital or increased
taxation. In the face of these two state
ments ordinary men and women can only
ask themselves if it is they who are mad,
or if this is really to be taken as an index
of the capacity with which our governing

class carries on the affairs of the nation.
The Chancellor's utterances denoted a

complete capitulation to the narrow-
sighted capitalistic interests which almost
alone are represented in the present House
of Commons. Well, we shall see what the
future brings forth ; but, readers of these
notes should bear in mind that the state
ment of the national finances produced by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer and com
mented upon so favourably by the Prime
Minister, serious as it, does not fully
show the true position of the national
finances, for it omits to make provision
for the interest that has accumulated on
the War Savings Certificates in respect of
which £261,000,000 has been subscribed at
the rate of 15s. 6d. per pound, but which
are repayable within the next few years at
£1, nor does it make any provision for
the premium upon the enormous amount
of National War Bonds which have to be
paid off at £102, £103 and £105 per cent,

respectively ; and it palpably understates
other items of expenditure.

Increased Production.

The one thing that all those who,
through their speeches and newspapers,
attempt to guide the working classes,

preach consistently as the sole cure for
any possible troubles, is "

increased pro
duction." The necessity for increased
production in a state of society where the
community in the aggregate is much
poorer than previously owing to a dreadful
war, is obvious, but it is becoming equally
obvious to the worker that unless some
change is effected in the systems of dis
tribution of that which is produced, he
and his dependants will not necessarily be
any better off in consequence of increased
production. In my local paper, covering a
district in the south-eastern corner of
Kent, I read an account of a speech made
at a meeting of the Primrose League, and
as it is illustrative of the ideas that are

being expressed in different parts of the
country towards the end of the year 1919,

some of the remarks of the speaker, a high
official of the League, are worth noticing.
He commenced by pointing out that a

change had been made in the declaration
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of membership, whereby the Primrose
League was henceforth not a party
organisation. There was no longer an

official Conservative Party in existence,
nor an official Liberal Party ; we were

living under a Coalition Party "
composed

of the best of the Liberal and Unionist
Parties," so the declaration had been

changed in order that the Primrose League
would be able to " Stand on the old
patriotic basis, and not be bound to any
political party." The speaker hastened
to add, however, that it did not follow
that the League would not support the

Unionist Party, to which he and most of

his hearers adhered :

Personally he thought that in future they
would see two parties only, one party that stood
for the Constitution and the defence of the
country, and for closer unity with the Colonies ;

and the other party, small but noisy, which did
not care about the good of the country, but
only about putting itself into power for what
could be got out of that position. The future
struggle in the country would be between men
and women patriots who desired to preserve
the greatness of the British Empire, and on the
other side a party that would pTobably spring
from the present Labour Party, out for Anarchy
and Socialism, because they wanted money and
power without working for it. So that the
Primrose League was as great a necessity as

ever, and there would be calls on their patriotism
in the future just as great as during the five
terrible years of war they had gone through.

The speaker's remarks as to the neces

sity for increased production are worth
quoting in extenso from the Press report.

Great Britain and the British Empire to-day
was in a more serious position than at any time
in its history. A colossal debt had been piled
up, making it impossible for the ordinary man
and woman to live decently, or to bring up their
families properly, and now there were people
who were trying to stir up trouble, trying to set
labour and capital at loggerheads, oblivious of
the fact that labour and capital could not exist
without each other. He urged upon them to
impress upon working men the lesson that the
only way to improve their condition was by
increased production The only
way to wipe out the enormous debt was by
seeing that the utmost amount of work was done
by everyone in the country, and that the utmost
amount of goods were produced. If this was
done he was certain no one would begrudge
increased wages to the worker. Of course, they
all desired to make life better for the working
man and his family ; but this could not be done

by increasing his wages, reducing the hours of
labour, with at the same time a decreasing pro
duction. There was no royal road to wealth.
If this country was to recover its former position,
or to attain to an even better position, they had
to educate the working men on these points.

War Savings Certificates.

The following is the wording of an

official advertisement regarding the ad

vantages of War Savings Certificates
which appeared at the same time as the

speech referred to in the preceding para
graph :—

A FAMILY INVESTMENT.
Recently a family of ten walked into a London

Bank and astonished the cashier by buying, each
one of them, 500 Savings Certificates. The total
co6t of the Certificates was £3,875. In ten years'
time that family will receive back Six Thousand
Five Hundred Pounds !—a clear profit of £2,625
earned by simply waiting for it !

Of course it is obvious that such a family
must be fairly wealthy. Most families cannot
contemplate investing thousands.

The point of the story, however, is this.
If Savings Certificates are good enough for
the wealthy to buy them

" up to the hilt,"
they are good enough for You, who can,

perhaps, invest only hundreds, or tens, or
pounds.

Savings Certificates.
Buy them Yourself.
Advise Your Wife to invest her housekeeping
savings in them.

Teach Your Children to save their pocket
money to buy them.

If you hold a 15s. 6d. Certificate for ten

years you get back £1 6s.
Every Certificate You Buy adds half-

A-GUINEA TO THE FAMILY FORTUNE.

Savings Certificates are obtainable
through a Savings Association or from
any Bank, Money Order Post Office,
or Official Agent.

The cleverness and ability with which
our present governing class conducts
affairs is shown by the fact that the above
advertisement appeared in the Daily
Herald. One pictures the " Bolshevist

"

railway workers with their 53s. a week

buying these certificates in large quan
tities for themselves and their wives and
children ; but the interesting point is the
admission in the advertisement that the

person who to-day lends £3,875 to the
State receives in ten years

" a clear profit
of £2,625 earned by simply waiting for it

"
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(the italics are mine). This should be

compared with the accusation of the
Primrose League speaker that the Labour
Party wants money and power

" without
working for it "

! To enable the promise
in the official advertisement to be accom

plished, it is evident that the working
class will have to produce more ; and it is
thoughtful of the governing class to
impress the fact upon the workers in this
delightful fashion.

The results of the Borough Council
Elections, with their extraordinary series
of Labour victories, ought to be an eye-
opener to those people who, misled by the
Press in the manner described here a
month ago, felt sure that " the public

"

was dead against Labour on account of
the railway strike. Such a notable series
of victories in the face of a Press almost
unanimously opposed to Labour gives
food for thought.

(This series is now concluded.)

A New Civilisation

THE
world to-day is full of

inarticulate yearnings. To the
sensitive these are even more
apparent than the strivings

and aspirations which have found vent
in thought and speech. On the surface
there is noise and clamour, chiefly political
and economic ; and all this we are ac
customed to sum up as the Problem of
the Times. But it is very much to be
doubted whether this Problem consti
tutes even a fraction of the true enigma
which has to be solved before the world
can enter upon a new civilisation.
Civilisations are fundamental things ;

they spring from the roots of being. A
new civilisation is more than a reordering
of existing conditions. It is a new
growth—something independent, coming
up like a flower from the deep soil of
Nature. The disturbances which attend
such a growth may be likened to the
breaking of the surface incident upon
that upward pressure. Behind all the

turmoil and upheaval of to-day there is
the pressure of something at present but
little apprehended, yet dimly felt ; and
the break-up of old forms and conditions
of life has really but one object, and that
is to give room to the new growth. The
hard surface has to be broken and loosened.
The water of criticism and common-
sense has to be poured upon the dry soil
of obsolete ways of thinking and living.
The fertiliser of idealism has to be called
in to help. But these things, when all
is said and done, are only preparatory.
They are negative processes, preparing
the way for a future positive. Reform
can never bring a new world into being ;

it can only clear the way for something
which is original and underived, a re-
influx of the Eternal. That is what a
" new civilisation "

really means, and
that is why we look beyond the move
ment of to-day to something greater
which is to come.

K.



The

Crusade against Cruelty
Monthly Notes

By G. Colmore

There is no creature which creepeth on the earth but God provideth his food.
Al Koran.

Books Worth Buying.

Two books have been sent me, and

both of them I can heartily recommend.

They are small books ; one is very small
indeed ; and both are full of valuable
information, of knowledge derived from
direct observation and practical study,
of knowledge, therefore, which is truly
scientific. The smaller book, the price
of which is no more than sixpence, is
issued by the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds, 23, Queen Anne's
Gate, London, S.W. 1, and is called
" An A.B.C. of Common Birds." Its
aim is, in the words of the preface,

" to

give a short and simple description of

the commonest birds of the country
"

(England)
" from which they may be

identified by the non-scientific person,
together with notes on the food they eat
that may be considered as '

pro
'

and
'

con
'

the interests of husbandman,

gardener or gamekeeper, and also their
local names." Later on in the short

preface it is pointed out that the re

putations of birds have gained far more
than they have suffered by reason of

investigation ; and also that " laboratory
investigation can never be final, because
the food of birds differs with the district,
the season, and the supplies." The book
can easily be put in the pocket, and would
be most useful to anyone who wants to
be able to identify birds and to study
and observe them for his or herself.

One Who Knows.

The other book is written by a veter

inary surgeon, William Brown, J.P.,
M.R.C.V.S. ; it is called

" Our Lesser
Brethren," and is printed and published by
Headley Brothers, 18, Devonshire Street,
London, E.C. 2, at the price of two shillings.
The fact that the author is a veterinary
surgeon implies that he has had great
experience of animals, of their capacity for

feeling pain and of their behaviour under

suffering ; and this experience leads him

to the conclusion that "
they feel the

agony of inflammatory diseases and the
throb of the injured nerves even as we

do."
It is because he knows how much

animals suffer and realises the cruelty
practised upon them that he has written
this book ; because he is impelled to ex

press something of what they themselves
are debarred from expressing. And this

expression, this conveying to the con

sciousness of men and women what is

going on around them every day, is the

only way of bringing about reform ; for,

says the author, " Were it not for the

fact that animals cannot communicate
with us in the direct way of speech, much
of the terrible cruelty now perpetrated
upon them would be impossible and un

thinkable." He goes on to say that

those who would understand animals
" must approach them with sympathy
in their natures and love in their hearts.
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They must be at pains to learn their
habits, their likes and dislikes, and some

thing of their marvellous natures with
all their wondrous gifts."

Mother Love.

It is the same old story ; the woes of
the world are largely due to ignorance
and lack of imagination. This is especially
marked in respect of the treatment of
animals, and in this treatment lack of

logic is astrong factor ; if
,

indeed, the place
of logic is not usurped by a reasoned and
calculated selfishness. That this is some
times the case is evidently Mr. Brown's
opinion, for he says :

" While we grant
the right of every defenceless human
creature to be protected against wrong
and outrage, yet in our utter selfishness
we deem it right to place animals under

any terrible disability, and even to inflict
upon them untold agony, if by so doing we
can bend them to our purpose or make
their sufferings the channel through
which we may possibly find relief for
our own." The wonderful strength of
mother love in animals is well known to
those who know anything about animals
at all. Mr. Brown speaks of it in con
nection with stag hunting. He lives in

a county famous for this particular form
of " sport," and he tells us that when
the dogs are about, the mother stags hide
their little fawns under the bracken fern.
" Then the mother runs away and draws
off the dogs from where the fawn is lying,
and the little thing will remain quite still,
and very often the dogs will pass close
to it and never touch it, intent only on

following the scent left on the trail by
the mother." The book abounds in
instances of animal affection, intelligence,
and faithfulness, and is useful for purposes
of reference as well as interesting to read.

Amusement and Attitude.

The use of the term
" sport " for the

hunting and destroying of animals is

indicative of the false and tyrannical
attitude of mankind towards the sub
human kingdom, and of the limited
advance towards true civilisation and
culture by the large bulk of the peoples

of the world. For there is nothing which
so surely marks the stage of a man's
development as his ideas of recreation
and amusement ; his pleasures are an
index to his ideals, his laughter throws
light upon his aspirations. To be sure,
in the matter of recognised

" sports,"
hunting, shooting, fishing, skill in sport-
manship is an element —and a strong
one—in the pleasure of the sportsman,
as the conditions under which the sport

is carried on, the endurance, and some
times the danger connected with it, are
elements in his . enjoyment ; and as the
birds, beasts, and fishes which are his
victims have, in practice sometimes and
in theory always, a chance of escape, fair
play is claimed as one of his character
istics, and has, in truth, a place in his
ideals. Nevertheless the fact that slaugh
ter is and can be looked upon as an
amusement, and that the men and women
who thus amuse themselves are generally
encouraged and admired, is a fact which
goes to prove that the vision of humanity
as a whole is heavily obscured when it

is turned upon animal beings and animal
suffering.

Here a Little and There a Little.
It is obscured by beams and motes

which leave a portion of it clear ; but
in different individuals and classes of
individuals the portion which is clear

is a different portion. Thus the sportsman
constantly condemns the vivisector, be
cause of his methods, while the vivisector
condemns the sportsman, because of his
aims ; and women, enlightened enough
to repudiate the practices of either or
both, continue to out-Herod Herod by
encouraging the stupendous slaughter of
beasts and birds which is inseparable from
the procuring of furs and feathers. And
so it goes on. There are those who, per
ceiving cruelty in one direction or perhaps
in several directions, are blind to it in
others ; conscious of the beams in others'
eyes, they are unconscious of any ob
struction in their own : and the vision
which recognises cruelty in all its forms
has been attained as yet only—com
paratively speaking —by few.
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Salvation by Whipping.

There are people whose acceptance,
and even advocacy of cruelty is not con
fined to cruelty practised upon the animal
kingdom, but is extended to the kingdom
of humanity. For the most part such
people as these have something to gain
through the existence of cruelty, money
or some other advantage : not so the
Founder of the

"
Corporal Correction

League," whose motive in advocating
that whipping should become a science
is an altruistic one (seeing that he himself
is not a child), namely, " to make naughty
children good." This gentleman sees in
the children of to-day a fateful " de
terioration," which he ascribes to the"

growing sentimentalism and mawkish-
ness of mothers, seriously encouraged
. . . . by the abolition of corporal
punishment in schools." Churches, Sunday
Schools and other institutions, he tells
us, have gone on striving to do their best ;

but religion, he implies, is a poor thing
where the training of children is concerned.
It lacks something. What ?

" Obviously
that which our wiser and less mock-
modest grandmothers used to apply
so effectively —corporal correction that
brought shame as well as pain." Not
pain alone nor shame alone, but a
partnership of the two are essential to

goodness
" in children.

A Golden Age of Discipline.

What kind of goodness is it that is to
be secured by shame and pain ? What
sort of society does the founder of this
League want to found ? Discipline is to
be ensured, since children "

remain un
disciplined, as so many are, because
unwhipped." The future citizens will
be modest, for " who were more modest
than our grandmothers, who, in their
turn, as children, were undoubtedly
whipped ?

"
They will be truthful,

because untruthfulness will be whipped
out of them. And the grace of humility
will be theirs because the whippings"

humble (which is so very necessary,
especially where obstinacy is

) as well as
hurt." A truthful, disciplined, humble,
modest community, this is to be the

result of whippings, administered (and
here is a glimmer of righteousness) as

privately as possible, with the hand as

a rule and, only when the hand has
hopelessly failed," with "

a heelless
slipper, or a short, broad, medium-thick
strap." Originality, initiative, enterprise,
individuality, courage, tenderness, sym
pathy, joyfulness ; of these there is

no mention ; but since the Founder's
aim in education is not to develop the
inner selves of the children, but " to bring
increased peace to your home, and so

keep down your worries," the more those

inner selves are suppressed, the more

completely they are moulded to a uniform

shape, the greater, in his view, is the

success of his system.

The Orab's Progress.

There are many people who think that
the ways of our grandmothers were better
than the ways of to-day in other respects
than in that of causing pain and shame

to their children, but people who want to

improve the world by going backwards
instead of forwards can, fortunately, not

attract a large following. They will appeal
to those of a like spirit with themselves,
and there is, no doubt, a considerable
body of people who, in their outlook on

life and their attitude towards it, belong

to our grandmothers' days ; but the ex

istence of old bottles does not stop the

fermenting of new wine, and there is

much new wine in the world to-day.
Vessels there are, unbroken yet, in which
the vintage of cruelty still floats secure ;
conventions, customs, beliefs — in medicine,

morality, and fashion —which may persist
for years to come : nevertheless the past
with its errors is past, and it must bury its
dead ; they cannot be re-imbued with life.

Misdirection.

Truly the evils of the present are more
than sufficient unto the day, without

revivifying the cruelties that are passing
or past. In the Daily Express of Sep
tember 17th, the following paragraph
appeared :—

"
Perhaps the real reason why the rat lives

to multiply and to mutilate is that he has six
senses, while his human hunters have but five t
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Professor Watson, of the University of Chicago,
proved this entirely to his own satisfaction in
1906. By means of skilful vivisection, he
destroyed the five senses of a rat without killing
it. The animal was then turned loose—and it
found its way to food. This, Professor Watson
claimed, proved the existence of a sixth sense,
which he termed the sense of direction."

The absurdity of the Professor's claim
is only surpassed by the cruelty of his
proceedings. He must be indeed a poor
observer of animal life who does not
know that the sense of direction is strong
in most, if not in all, animals. Many
are the instances of animals who, con

veyed long distances from home in covered
baskets or in railway trucks or both, have,
as soon as they were released, gone straight
back to the place whence they were taken.
Neither sight, hearing, taste, smell, nor
touch could have aided them in finding
their way through country which they
had previously travelled in circumstances
which rendered any record of the road
by these senses, or any one of them,

impossible. If the Professor had studied
rats in the truly scientific way, that is
to say, in their natural surroundings,
he would have learned far more about
them than by subjecting an isolated rat
to cruel mutilation. We are continually
assured —with indignation on the part
of the assurers —that wanton cruelty
and vivisection have not even a bowing
acquaintance ; but can the infliction of
suffering such as was inseparable from
Professor Watson's experiment, entirely
unnecessary, entirely barren of results,
be described as anything but wanton ?

There is nothing scientific in such blunder
ing inquiries into the senses and capacities
of animals, any more than it is scientific
to study acoustics by the childish method
of cutting open a drum.

The Rat Plague.

Professor Watson's "
discovery

"
cer

tainly seems to have been of no use in
solving the problem of how to keep
down the too rapid increase of rats, for
now, after fifteen years, the problem is
still to the fore. There are— in England
at any rate—constant and widespread
complaints of the

"
rat plague," and very

few means of combating it have been sug
gested, save that of wholesale destruction.
Yet destruction, on however large a
scale, is useless except as a temporary
palliative, unless the cause of the increase
is known and grappled with ; for, however
many rats are killed, some few are sure
to escape, and, the conditions under
which they have multiplied remaining,
will proceed to multiply again. Part of
the rapid increase in rats is probably,
and more than probably, due to the
foolish and merciless destructiveness of
the humanity which now complains of
the destructiveness of rats ; to the up
setting of the balance of nature by the
killing, in large numbers, of owls and
other rat eaters ; and part is explained
by the fact that where there is food for
rats, there rats will congregate and
multiply.

Prevention Better than Cure.
These two factors in the excessive

number of rats can both, to some extent
at any rate, be controlled. In the first
place rat enemies can be encouraged to
come into existence instead of being
harried out of it ; and in the second place
the depredations on the farmers' stacks
can be prevented by the protection of
the stacks. So long as the stores of grain
in barns and stacks are easy of access to
rats, so long will rats assemble and flourish
in the neighbourhood of those stores and
continue to feed upon them ; and the
only sensible suggestion for staying the
rat plague that has come to my notice
is one which appeared in the Daily
Express of September 17th. It runs
thus :—

" The first essential of the anti-rat campaign
is to save food by protecting barns and stacks,
and the Daily Express is offering £75 for the best
design of rat-proof barn and £25 for the best
method of stacking wheat."

Rats most certainly would not frequent
farmyards if no food were available
there ; and perfect cleanliness would
also militate against their approach and
establishment ; for rats are scavengers
as well as corn eaters, and where there is

scavenging work to be done they tend to
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take up their abode, and are surely, in
this latter character, benefactors rather
than foes.

The Lesser Brethren.
When there is so much exploitation,

so much ill-treatment of animals, so
prevalent a belief that man is entitled
to do what he likes with them, and that
their lives are of no account, it is encourag
ing to one's cause and stimulating to one's
faith in human nature, to hear of acts of
heroism performed on behalf of animals,
of lives risked, and —more than risked —
given to save animals' lives. The para
graphs which appear below are taken from
the Daily News of September 8th :—

" Earnest Barnett, aged 14, a coal pit pony
driver, gave his life to save his pony, and yester
day at Matlock the K.S.P.C.A. presented the
parents with a silver medal in memory of his
brave deed .

" A train of coal trucks getting out of control
Barnett rushed up, and leading the pony to
safety was himself killed.

" Adam Spencer, a quarry man, also received
a bronze medal for risking his life down the
quarry rock to save a terrier."

There may be, and probably are, those,
and many of them, who think such
heroism as this thrown away in saving
a pony and a dog, but people who think
thus misunderstand the nature of heroism ;

for the beauty and the value of it consists
in the courage that dares, the love that
gives, and the selflessness that does not
pause to consider, and not in the status
of the being on whose behalf the heroic
deed is done. Indeed, the humbler that
being, the nobler the impulse which
prompts to self-sacrifice, since the praise
and the fame of the hero who saves an
animal is as a molehill to a mountain
compared with the praise and fame
accorded to him who saves a king. Yet
whoso saves the humblest saves the
highest of all ; for what is done unto the
least of His brethren, said the Christ,
is done unto Him. Often this saying is
quoted, but so profound is the meaning
that many do not fathom it, do not per
ceive that it goes to the very foundation
of what is essential to His service. If it

(This series is

were understood, if it were realised,

accepted, much that is common custom
would be impossible to those who call
themselves His followers. For this that
is true of the good that is done is true
also of the evil. No cruelty is practised
that is not practised on Him, no blow
given to child or animal or imbecile, to
the helpless, the feeble, the defenceless
of every kind and degree, that does not
fall on Him ; and in every fashion, every
system that hurts the lowliest creature,
the hurt is given to Him.

An Outburst.
It is not only in men's treatment of

animals that conventional misapprehen
sion works for barbarity. Our British
prison system is constantly cruel, yet so
little is this fact understood that, when a
convict speaks of its cruelties,it is assumed
by those in authority that his mind is
deranged. As reported in the Daily
Herald of October 17th, a man, aged
seventy-one, sentenced at Preston to
three years penal servitude for breaking
into a mill, had what is described as"

a wild outburst " in court. Here are
some of the things he said :

" I have been
hunted from pillar to post. ... I
have been in iron chains, straight jackets,
and God knows what in gaols and asylums.
I can tell how criminals and lunatics are
treated. I have had six terms of penal
servitude and three local bits. . . If
a man is a convict on licence and tries to
go straight, he is hounded about. I have
worked hard, but the police keep inter
fering. I tried to enlist, but they would
not have me." The result of the "

out
burst "

was that the magistrate, in passing
sentence, said that the prisoner's mental
condition would be investigated ; and
in this result there is surely a grim irony.
A man dissatisfied with our criminal
methods must be mad ; that is the im
plication in the magistrate's order. It
does not seem to have occurred to the
Bench that there might be some madness in
the methods, and that the collective mind
of the community needs investigation.

G. Colmore.

ow concluded.)



Educational Notes
A School of Social Research.

In October, in New York City,"" is to
begin the work of a new School of Social
Research, the aim of which is to "

seek an

unbiassed understanding of the existing
order, its genesis, growth and present
working, as well as of those exigent cir
cumstances which are making for its
revision." The view is expressed by the
Directors, that learning and society have
suffered from the practical separation of
the social sciences from the ever-changing
economic and industrial world. Therefore,
each of the courses of study will include
such data, historical, economic, political,
psychological, or anthropological, as

appear to bear on the special inquiry in
hand. The courses fall into three

categories :—
1. A group of studies which will be

primarily descriptive and historical in
their emphasis, seeking to give that
" unbiassed understanding "quoted above.

2. A group dealing with the develop
ment of thought and ideals, with human
emotions, with the conflict of interests,
with the development of a scientific
attitude towards social questions and the
technique necessary to research.

3. A group dealing more directly and
specifically with special contemporary
problems which have been selected for
study on account of their pressing im
portance.

The programme of classes will meet the
requirements of both regular and research
students, and the work is divided corre
spondingly into so-called open and closed
courses.

The Continuation School in Denmark.

Educationists in this country are
anxious concerning the fate of continua
tion schools —whether they are to be or
are not to be ; if to be, how and what they
are to be. It is of peculiar interest, there

fore, to read of the progress made in
Denmark by the road of the continuation
school. In 1832 the aim of the traditional
Danish system in education was described
by Bishop Grundtvig, Denmark's great
educational leader, as having been " to
give all men a German comprehension of
heaven and logic, and to the professional
class a Roman comprehension of the
whole worjd, but it has given to none a
sound understanding of the things that lie
nearest to us all—nature, the Fatherland,
and the conditions that make for its
welfare." Therefore he proposed the
establishment of a folk high school, and
this was actually founded in 1844.

Grundtvig was the pioneer, but Kristian
Kold was the practical propagator, of the
folk high school —Kristian Kold, " who
was consumed by a passion for communi
cating to others what had brought light
and help to himself." Kold became the
Consultant Educationist for the Danish
continuation schools ; he also engaged
women teachers and organised summer
schools for young Danish women, parallel
to the winter schools for the young men ;

all this prior to 1864. His influence and
Grundtvig's brought teaching into high
honour as a calling, and produced a supply
of devoted, patriotic teachers, the basis
of the work being thus distinctly spiritual.

The desire of the teacher is not to
" entertain," or to make his teaching" interesting "; it is to impress the feeling
of some responsibility which pupils should
meet and take in the social welfare. Thus
is strong personality developed. In the
79 folk high schools and 23 agricultural
schools there are nearly 10,000 of the
youth of Denmark of both sexes, from
18 to 30 years of age. The courses are run
for five months in the winter for the men,
and for three months in the summer for
the women. Only 6 per cent, of the
students come from towns. The schools
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are owned privately, though subsidised by
the State ; the system is voluntary. In
the agricultural schools special instruction
is given for small-hold farmers in farming,
there is a training course for country
artisans and for young gardeners, and
there is a course in dairying and in house
hold economics for young women. These
folk high schools, which are essentially
continuation schools, are the type of the
whole educational system of Denmark ;

their nationalist and humanist spirit per
meates all the elementary, secondary and
university systems. The institution has,
moreover, spread to Norway, to Sweden,
and to Finland, and in the United States
four Danish Folk High Schools have been
established by Danish settlers there. In
our own country, the Fircroft School,
outside Bournville, though a short-course
school of twelve weeks, has been modelled
largely on the Danish precedent. In a
single generation the ideals of the philo
sopher-educationist Grundtvig have trans
formed Denmark spiritually, have created,
through education, a new world. Grundt-
vig's ideal provided the right combination
of humanism and helpful special know
ledge at the age of adolescence, thus
giving the solution of the problem of the
continuation school, the crux of educa
tional problems.

Education in Finland.

There has just reached us from Finland
an interesting account of the progress of
education in that country. From the year
1686 the ecclesiastical law provided that
all candidates for confirmation and all
persons at the time of their marriage
must be able to read ; this teaching was
given by the church, or was required to be
given in the home. Later, the schools
were taken from the care of the church
and placed under the jurisdiction of the
State.

In 1910, the Finnish Parliament passed
a law equivalent to a Compulsory Educa
tion Act, though without the sanction of
the late Czar. It is thought that this law
will come into force in the immediate
future, and will be modelled on the
principles of the new ideals in education.

Elementary schools have been established
for many years, and the education
authorities intend to carry out reforms in
the system governing these. A moot
question is whether or not religious in
struction shall continue to be compulsory
in school curricula.

Our correspondent does not believe
that much " reconstruction " will be
achieved in education in Finland if
orthodox methods are continued with. The
machinery of State-control of schools is
heavy and slow in its movement, and does
not allow of much initiative. The
believers in Theosophical ideals in educa
tion have therefore the important task
confronting them of supplying pioneers to
make a new road along which the newer
education may develop. In 1914 the
question of education was discussed for
the first time at the Theosophical Summer
School, when Mdlle. Helmi Jalovaara gave
two lectures on " Theosophy and Educa
tion," and a little society of Theosophist
teachers was formed, taking J. Krishna-
murti's " Education as Service

" for the
ground of their work. Every member of
this small society tries to carry out in his
or her own school the Theosophical ideals,
and paragraphs have been inserted in
the general press calling attention to
these.

In the summer of 1918 Mdlle. Jalovaara
again lectured on " Theosophy and Educa
tion," and so much interest was aroused
that a Trust was founded for the ad
vancement of Theosophical education. A
national section of the Theosophical
Fraternity in Education was formed, and
the proposal brought forward to establish
a Theosophical school. Much headway
has not been made by the new ideals

during the last year or so, on account of
the distressed condition of the country,
and the work has been mainly individual
on the part of private members. It is
hoped that several books treating of
this most important subject will be

published before very long.

St. Christopher's.

There are autumnal days of a brooding
beauty, the memory of which illumines
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the mind as with a ray of pale light.
These are days of faint opal haze, of sun

that caresses the earth with gentle and

lingering fingers, of heavy sunflowers and

hollyhocks that with bowed heads await
the touch of the first frost—days of still
ness and of purity, when the spirit soars

upward on a song.
On such a day as this Mrs. Besant came

to Letchworth to lay the Foundation
Stone of the new school being erected by
the Theosophical Educational Trust, of
which she is the President, to take the
place of the present Modern School. From
the spot on which the building will stand,
the rolling plains and thick woods of
Cambridgeshire sweep out to the far low
line of blue hills. Around are fields and
broad, new-made roads lined with slim
saplings. The Union Jack and the flags of
Belgium and of Russia flutteredin thewind.

Mrs. Besant was the honoured guest of
the Directors of the Trust and a few
friends, at a luncheon given in Arundale
School before the ceremony. This visit
was the first that had been paid by the
President to Arundale, and she was given
a very warm reception.

Friends who had been invited to witness
the ceremony, at the invitation of the

Principal, Miss King, assembled early,
and watched with interest the marshall
ing of the children belonging to the
Modem School. These were formed into
a guard of honour from the Broadway to
the entrance to the grounds, the " littlest
one of all," Muriel Mylles, aged 5, in
solemn charge of a huge bouquet of roses
and other flowers to be presented to Mrs.
Besant. The pupils from Arundale were
lined up inside the gateway.

Shortly before 3 o'clock the President
arrived from Arundale, and was greeted
by ringing cheers from the children. She

passed slowly down the line, smiling back
at the upturned faces, the sun shining on
her white hair and shimmering dress.
At the gateway she received the bouquet
of flowers, a gentle hand on the child's
shoulder.

The Foundation Stone was uncovered,
and with the silver trowel Mrs. Besant
laid on and smoothed the mortar on the

supporting bricks. She placed in it silver
coins of the year, and the stone was
lowered slowly. After a moment's
silence the President spoke the words of
consecration :

" This stone is laid, rightly
placed on its foundations—this stone, to
the glory of God, to the use of His children,
to the training of the young in righteous
ness, in piety, and in patriotism. To that
I consecrate the building of which this
is the foundation stone, and which I
declare to be well and truly laid, in the
name of the Great Architect, in the name
of the Master Builders, and in the name
of all who here shall do their work for
children in this land of England. And I
declare this stone to be well and truly
laid."

The inscription on the stone read :
" This Corner Stone was laid by Mrs. Annie
Besant, President of the Theosophical
Educational Trust. 25th September, 1919."
It is of good augury that the place un

intentionally chosen for the setting of
the stone was the corner of the Montessori
room, the true foundation of a school.
Along the building wall of this room, the
60 Modern School pupils then placed
themselves, and, as the masons laid
on the mortar, each one of them set
a brick in its proper place. The intent
and serious faces showed their pride in
taking part in the erection of their own
wall. They then clustered in a group round
Mrs. Besant, who talked to them of the
new school. After saying that it was quite
clear that the name given to it should be
the name of someone who loved little
children, she told very simply the story
of St. Christopher, adding that the school
had been given the name of that good work
man. Teachers should remember that
the children of to-day will make the
world of to-morrow, and that it is the
teachers' work to carry the little children
on whom the world depends. Our blunder
has been to make the child learn what
we want him to learn, not to teach him
what he wants to know. The child should
question, not the teacher. Teachers and
parents and children all should try to
make learning a beautiful and a delight
ful thing in St. Christopher's, that the
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children might be good citizens of this
country and of the world. When we
have succeeded in realising that there
is only one humanity, and not many
humanities, the King of the Heavens
shall have come down upon this earth.

It was pretty to see the children sur
round Mrs. Besant as she entered her
car when the ceremony was over, to see

her turn to speak and smile to them, and
to lay her hand for an instant on young
head or shoulder. Difference in years
seemed to fall away between them.

In the gymnasium at Arundale was

given a short program of choruses and
recitations, and a display of eurhythmies,
followed by the presentation (made by
Helen Bateman, head scholar) to Mrs.
Besant of a gift of money from the children
at Arundale to the children in India.
The President, thanking them, said that
in school they were learning that service
which makes others, and themselves,
happy, and that, when she took this gift
to the children in school in India, she
would tell them that at Arundale they
had brothers and sisters whose hearts
were the same as theirs, though their
skins were white instead of dark. Some
day, when everyone had lived and worked
for a very long time, this world would be
a very happy place for children and older

people, and there would always be smiles
instead of frowns. The more we are able
to see the pretty reality behind the some
times ugly outside, the more we shall
realise that life is a very happy and
beautiful thing. We must remember
that we are children and old people to
gether, and must work, all of us, to make
people better and happier.

After tea in the pretty dining-room of
the school, looking out on the well-kept,
lovely garden, a meeting was held for
T.S. members, at which the President
spoke. Once more, on her departure from
Arundale, the children clustered about
her, waving hands and cheering as the
car rolled out of sight. It is a happy
memory —the children grouped about
the gate of the school grounds which
opens into a quiet country road with high
hedges and leafy trees, and the President

turning on the step of her car in the
flickering sun and shade to smile and
wave her

" God be with you."

Madame Montessori.

It is not easy to reproduce an "im
pression

"
of Madame Montessori's

lectures, any more than it is easy to re
produce an "

impression
" of her methods

of teaching children. For one thing, it
is a novelty to listen to a lecture given
in a foreign language, and translated
practically sentence by sentence. The
novelty has its disadvantages, and in some
respects the lecture is rendered a slight
strain. In a hurried literal translation
there is the danger of using obscure words.
Yet, though the students may grasp the
meaning with difficulty at times, there
is no flagging of interest. The one re

gret is that they cannot meet Madame
Montessori on the common ground of
language.

Long before the time for the lecture to
commence, students may be seen hurrying
briskly in the direction of St. Bride's
Institute, and the large hall fills rapidly.
It has been said by some that the Montes
sori method will commend itself only
to those who are young or who have had
no experience of teaching. The observer
standing by the entrance to the Institute
receives a fresh contradiction of that ex
travagant claim as each member of the
class passes up the steps. A small number
are quite young, but the large majority
are women to whom, after years of ex

perience, conventional methods of teaching
have brought no conviction that they are
as good as they might be. In Montessori
they have found that which they
sought.

The atmosphere of the lecture-hall
palpitates with interest, and the stranger
is moved to glance curiously about. The
chairs are packed as closely as it is
possible, the rows tread on each other's
heels, the air is busy with hum of low-
toned conversation and the conning of
notes. Groups of heads cluster together,
others are bent over books. There is
keenness on the faces of these women,
University graduates many of them ;
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there is expectancy ; there is a dash of

impatience for the session to open.
Madame Montessori appears at a door

at the far end ; there is a hush, a stir, and
then hearty clapping as the Dottoressa
comes on to the platform. A moment she
stands, smiling, erect, gracious, looking
directly at the eager faces, happy in her
work and in her students. She turns to
ask for certain apparatus. Each move
ment is swift, yet unhurried and grace
ful. The personality is winning, the
mind poised, the forces concentrated to
the present work. With a quick turn of
the head, a gesture of the hands, a slight
inclination to her audience, Dr. Montessori

begins to speak in clear, carrying tones,
musical, decisive. It is as if she made

personal invitation to each to come with
her to be shown more of that which
is her life-work —as if she spoke to
each individual member of the huge class.

The meaning of the liquid Italian
syllables is illustrated by easy manipu
lation of the apparatus. The interpreter
takes up the thread of the sentence or
group of sentences just spoken. So the
lecture proceeds. Madame Montessori
watches the faces of the students care
fully, detecting at once any shadow which
suggests that the idea has not been grasped.
In this case, she clothes her meaning in
another form, and does not pass on until
she is satisfied that she has made her
principle as clear as may be. She speaks
with that quiet enthusiasm and conviction
which is the result of long years of study
and of successful practical application
of sound theory. There is no hint of her
self ; she is as detached from the method
as being the product of her own especial
genius, as if she were merely the expounder
of a system into which she had been
drawn, but in which she had had no
creative part.

Lectures dealing with the psychological
aspects of Montessori, which are intended
to make clear the process by which the
mind and the motor activity of the child
develop simultaneously and in relation
to each other, are necessarily difficult to

interpret. Madame Montessori shows
an exact care and precision in her lectures,
a determination that everything shall
be thoroughly understood, that is of the"

greatest value when the language em
ployed is foreign to most of her students.
Her calmness, her patience, her interest,
are unfailing ; she throws her whole self
into the subject she is engaged in demon
strating ; she does not hurry, she does not
waste time ; there is no effort needed to"

keep up." An hour and a half passes
like magic, and, when one looks at the
pages of notes, one is amazed at the
amount of work done, and the accumula
tion of clear, concise teaching.

A recent lecture dealt with a part of
the education of the senses, with the
auto-education and auto-correction re
ceived by each little child through his
own use of special didactic material.
Through his own work (or play) with a
solid block of wood in which are set ten
little wooden cylinders, the bases of which
diminish gradually, the little one teaches
himself the knowledge of dimensions,
correcting his own errors by removing
and inserting in their proper places all
the cylinders which at first he had placed
wrongly. He repeats this exercise, this
fascinating game, of his own free will,
many times. Thus, without any out
ward control or guidance on the part of the
directress, the child leams, by comparison
of the various pieces, to distinguish
dimension and at the same time to go
through a muscular exercise rapidly and
without error. This illustration is given
merely as an example, for there is a
different type of material for each different
kind of dimension.

Considering the wide interest that the
Montessori method is arousing in this
country and in America, it is not sur
prising that the demand for admission to
Madame Montessori's course was so great.
And having attended her lectures, one
can feel only that in this method is to
be found very much of the greatest
possible moment to the education of the
20th-century child.

(This series is now concluded.)



The
Woman's Observatory

By "Femina."

(A monthly record of events in the world of women.)

WE
are glad to see that there

are signs, at long last, of
an organised protest
against the conditions of
life and labour prevailing in

the nursing profession. At a time when
workers of all grades are agitating—in many
cases striking —for a 44-hour week, nurses
are expected to put in an 80 hour week
without a rest-day ; while their under

payment is in proportion to their over
work. Their days are, as a contemporary
has pointed out, " a constant fight against
sleep," especially in the case of the younger
nurses ; and in many institutions they
are by no means fed or " boarded," to
use the official term, as they ought to be.
A nurse personally known to the present
writer informed her that the nurses of
one hospital, where she herself had served,
lived chiefly, for four months of the

year, on rhubarb, lettuce, and dry, hard
cheese ; even a pot of jam being considered
a luxury. They could ill afford to supple
ment this fare out of their meagre earnings,
and went ill-fed accordingly. The cheer
fulness and fortitude of these gallant
servants of the public often blinds those
who benefit by their service to the full
extent of the sacrifice it involves : virtue,
in their case, is supposed to be its own
reward. Registration, though it will
raise the status and remove some of the
worst evils of the profession, provides
no remedy for these. We hope the
nurses' official leaders will take the matter
up by an organised agitation for "

more
pay and more sleep," with standardised
conditions of board and accommodation.

* * *

At the time of writing, the shameful
injustice of the treatment meted out to

the
" Wraf " or " Penguin

"
girl, Elsie

Kathleen Smith, is still unredressed. It
will be remembered that this unfortunate
girl was sentenced to four months' im

prisonment for an attempt to smother
her week-old baby, the child of a Canadian
soldier " whose name," said the presiding
Judge, " I do not propose to give." This
same merciful and humane judge seems

to have felt, to do him justice, some sense

of the pitiableness of the young "
crim

inal's " condition, of her claim to humane

treatment as a sick person, barely re

sponsible for what she did. But, at all
costs, the sacred rights of the male must

be protected : he must be guarded from

exposure, even, while Nature's heavy

penalty imposed on his victim must be

reinforced by four month's imprison
ment to show that " infant life is sacred."
The Home Secretary, on his part, meets

the indignant appeal and protest of the

Women's Freedom League with the

answer that he " does not feel it con

sistent with his public duty
" to liberate

the hapless girl. The League rightly
feels that the matter cannot be allowed
to rest there. Questions will have been

asked in Parliament, and another in

dignation meeting held at Caxton Hall,
before these lines are read. But even

this is not enough. Women must insist
on full exposure of the male offender in

these cases, and on his appearance in the

dock beside the mother of his child.

* * *

Certain writers and speakers, of the

forlorn ranks who cling to the now dis

credited
" Anti " faith, are attempting

to make capital out of the fact that the
woman's vote in general, and the German
woman's vote in particular, is alleged
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to have been, on the whole, a reactionary
or, at best, a " moderating

"
force in

politics. In the case of Germany we do
not dispute the inference. The feminine
electorate there seems to have swung,
in the main, to the Catholic and " Centre"
parties, which stand towards the Ex
treme Left as Conservatism, say, towards
Syndicalism in this country ; or high-
and-dry Republicanism to the

" Radical "

(i
t would here be called the extreme

Socialist) party in America. For that
result, no doubt, Germany's exceptional
circumstances are largely responsible ;

revolution representing simply more
bloodshed and more misery to the mass
of thinking women in the country, while
the religious factor must also be taken
into account. We deny, however, the too
hasty inference from certain facts and
figures collected in other countries. It
was probably (indeed almost certainly)
owing to the woman's vote that the
Democrat cause triumphed in the last
Presidential election in the United States ;

a victory reflecting the loftiest citizen
ideals of peace and progress. But, even
were the " reactionary

"
theory fully

demonstrated, what then ? What would

it prove ? Women will vote as they
choose, not as men think they should.

* * *

In municipal affairs there is certainly
every sign that women are waking up.
As we write these lines the elections are
still a fact unaccomplished ; but there are
over a hundred women candidates (38,
pending the elections, already sit on
Borough Councils). In this connection
we may note the significant support given
by Mr. Herbert Samuel, formerly an
" Anti," to the Women's Local Govern
ment Society in its movement on behalf
of women Justices of the Peace. Women

are urgently needed in the law courts
when feminine offenders, young girls
more particularly, are on trial. Men and
women should work side by side here as
elsewhere.

* * *

We have often pointed out that all the
social and intellectual triumphs won by
'Varsity women must remain something
of a barren glory while, to their discredit,
the older Universities still refuse the
right of women students to full member

ship. As we write, the news comes to
hand that Oxford is thinking of seeking"

express Parliamentary sanction," on
the advice of Counsel (Sir John Simon,
K.C., and Mr. G. J. Murray, K.'C), to
admit women as full members eligible
for Degrees. It is suggested that Oxford
should act conjointly with Cambridge
in the matter. The more liberal Univer
sity, as it is commonly supposed to be, will
surely not lag behind its fellow in estab
lishing so great a reform.

* * *

On November 14th a meeting to demand
the enfranchisement of Indian women
took place at the Queen's Hall, London.
Indian women are demanding equal
treatment with men, and the more en

lightened and public-spirited of them
are indignant that it is denied them
under the Montagu-Chelmsford scheme of
government. Purdah is declared to be
no barrier to estate administration even
where it still exists, and need be none to
citizenship. " The Begum of Bhopal,"
says Miss Mithibai Tata, now in England
on behalf of the movement, "

governs
her country though she never raises her
veil." We shall revert to this subject
next month, when we hope to be in a
position to "

report progress."
" Femina."

(This series is now concluded.)



Star Work in Many Lands
<A S promised in the last issue of

/% the Herald of the Star,
/ we print this month some of

/ m the reports from National
Representatives of Sections of

the Order of the Star in the East, which
have reached us during the past year.
Several of these date from some time back,
but we trust that they will be none the
less interesting on that account. In
future, it is hoped, as far as possible,
to include news about the Order in each
issue of the Magazine.

The reports which follow are given in
chronological order.

British West Indies.—The British West
Indies are not yet an officially organised section .

But Mr. Edward Drayton, of Barbados, is in
charge of the work there. He writes, on Nov
ember 28th, 1918, that, as far as he knows,
there are 29 members of the Order in the B.W.I. ,

distributed as follows : Barbados 12, Grenada
9, Trinidad 6, St. Lucia 1, Turks Islands 1.

Five members have left the West Indies and
are now living in other parts of the world. At
present there is no organisation of any kind,
but Mr. Drayton does his best to keep in touch
with members and to supply them with litera
ture.

Russia.—One of the most interesting reports
ever received from a Section of the Order comes
from Russia, and is dated December 17th, 1918.
It is impossible to read it without the deepest
admiration for the earnestness and diligence
with which our fellow-members in Russia have
carried on the work, in spite of all the diffi
culties and dangers in that much-troubled
country. We await with $ie utmost interest
the time when Madame Poushkine, the admir
able representative of the Order in Russia,
will be able to send us a further account of the
organisation in her charge. To give a synopsis
of the report would spoil it ; we therefore print
it in full.

Madame Poushkine writes :—" The work of the Order of the Star in the
East in 1918 has taken the form of lectures,
meetings for inquirers, concerts, for the public ;

group studies, devotional meetings, for members ;
publishing activities, children's work." The Petrograd lectures have been given
in the first half of the year on the subjects of'

The Coming and the Higher Consciousness '

and ' Liberated Labour.' In the latter part of

the year no public lectures have been possible.

Quite lately we have attempted to give one
under the title ' The Living God,' but it was
prohibited at the last moment.

" In Moscow a series of lectures in January
and February have aroused great interest in the
public at large, and at the same time strong
opposition in a group of very orthodox people,
the same who made all the fuss at the lectures
of the preceding year. They raised the same

noise and cry of the Antichrist at the first two
lectures, but we very gently and firmly declined
to discuss the question in the excited atmo
sphere of the hall, and sent out special invitations
to all the leaders of the protesting groups

(well-known persons in Moscow) to our meetings
for inquirers, changing even the hours to suit
their convenience, but none of them came.

The rest of the lectures passed off quite smoothly
amid an attentive and interested audience." The aforementioned group announced three
lectures on the Theosophical Society, the Order,
and the Antichrist, on which all possible and
impossible slander was heaped on these move
ments and their leaders. At the first lecture
the house was full, but the third had to be

cancelled, as nobody came." The Anthroposophical Society also set up
a campaign against the Order, and held a public
meeting, conducted in the same spirit as the

said lectures. Notwithstanding, or, perhaps,
because of that, our lectures in Moscow are

always very well attended, and the sale of our
literature has considerably increased. At any
rate, our message has widely spread in Moscow,
partly through a purely mechanical means.

The programs of the central lecture of the series,
' Soon is the Saviour coming

' have been pasted by
our members high up on the walls and have
remained there for many months, so that by
this time the whole of the population of Moscow
must have read those words. During the last
three months no public lectures were given
in Moscow, for many reasons." Our third centre, Kalouga, has also had
its cycle of lectures in the early part of the year.
They were pretty well attended.

" The meetings for inquirers have been

regularly held every Sunday in Petrograd.
At them we are giving in a condensed form the
series of lectures which we have planned for
great public lectures during this winter. The
plan comprises three main points :—

I.—The Necessity of Reconstruction.
(a). The coming of the World Teacher and

the New Spirit of the Age.

II.— The Necessity of Reconstruction by

Love.
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(a). New Ethics :

1. Brotherhood.
2. Compassion and reverence.
3. The Sermon on the Mount and the New

Era.
4. The Ethics of the Order.

(6). New Sociology :
1. Service and sacrifice, as the foundation

of the social order.
2. Ideals and their rdle in the impending

reconstruction of life.
3. The spirit of co-operation and the co

operative movement.

III.—The Coming of the World-Teacher.
(a) . The Idea of the Coming of Teachers in

1. Hinduism.
2. Buddhism.
3. Islam.
4. Judaism.
5. Christianity.

(6). Preparation for the Coming i
1. In religion.
2. In social life.
3. In individual life.

" Part of this program has been carried out ;
the latter part is left for the coming year." This autumn we have tried a new type of
public work—weekly concerts with readings
from standard poetry and prose—old and new
—and scriptures, illustrating the ideas of God,
brotherhood, beauty, service, the Coming, the
New Era and the like, taking one idea at a time.
The public seems to like these concerts very
much, and, as they are given at head
quarters, we are able to imprint on them a
character of reverence and peace, very com
forting and soothing in our troubled times.
We have also opened a circulating library and
reading room.

" The members of the Order work in several
groups, studying different questions, such as—

1. The Coming of Teachers in various religions .
2. Different questions connected with the

work, such as the inner and outer work of
the Order, as such ; the inner and outer
work of a member of the Order ; Theosophy
and the Star, etc.

3. The rules of the Order, taking, one by one,
each sentence, and studying the bearing
on the life of the Order and the individual
member.

4. The problems of cruelty to animals and
children, and of the white slave traffic.

5. Mr. Jinarajadasa's books.
6. "At the feet of the Master."
" The last two groups are formed only of

active and earnest workers in the Order." The weekly devotional meetings consist
of readings from Scriptures and musir." The work of the members is conducted on
the same lines in Moscow and Kalouga. It has
been considerably hampered in both towns by
the absence of local headquarters, but this
obstacle is now removed, as the Order in Moscow
owns two very good rooms at the house of the

local secretary, Mme. Matreeff, and in Kalouga
it has a bright, cheery room at the house of our
member, the Countess Tolstoy, daughter-in-
law of Leo Tolstoy. In Moscow the inner work
of the Order has been conducted by the local
secretary on deeply devotional lines, so that
the Moscow Section of the Order represents a
group of Star Brothers, strong in their rever
ence and devotion to the movement they serve
—perhaps the type best suited for work in
mystical and religiously-minded Moscow. The
meetings have been unwaveringly held, despite
repeated bombardments, difficult communi
cations, and numerous and various other
obstacles." In Petrograd the meetings have also been
regularly attended, in spite of the state of un
rest in the town, the positive danger of being
out in the streets at dark, the suspension of the
tram service and many other difficulties." Our publishing activities are growing and,
since last year, we have printed eighteen pamph
lets and books, besides post-cards, calendars,
and book-marks." The children's club of last winter had to
be discontinued as the parents were afraid to
let the children go out towards evening, but
we have established, instead, fortnightly talks
at headquarters, with music and lantern slides,
on the life of different animals, teaching the
children to know and love them (this being the
practical work of the group studying the
problems of cruelty and on ethical subjects, and
the Coming of the Teacher). Besides, we have
arranged the same thing three times for a more
numerous audience. One of these talks, given
on Palm Saturday in a big hall, was quite
successful. Mme. Ounkovsky talked on the
qualities of devotion and gentleness as the
palm leaves with which they must greet the
Coming Teacher, and lantern slides and music
were given illustrating this idea. The hall was
beautifully decorated and the evening's pro
gram was preceded by a bazaar, where our
block-notes, book-marks, post cards, etc., with
the Star on them and sayings from our books,
were sold. The whole thing proved a great
success, and the 500 little urchins smiled broad,
happy smiles, and listened in rapt wonder while
the music and the pictures and the sweet voice
of Mme. Ounkovsky told them of the blessed
time, when their Great Friend will again be
among them and take them to His loving heart.
The general atmosphere of the hall was some
thing to be remembered, and the love with
which the festival was organised contributed
probably largely to it. I may mention a small
detail. One of our members, an elderly lady well-
known in Petrograd as organiser in the women's
movement (our Russian Mrs. Drummond),
herself scrubbed the floor of the hall, seating
over 600 people, bringing over from her house,
with her own hands, the pails of water and all
the paraphernalia necessary for the operation,
as servants in our days of freedom are not
always inclined to do their work.
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" We close the year with a membership of
319. This number is not quite exact, as our
three Southern Centres, Kieff, Odessa and
Rostoff, are quite out of reach. All postal com
munication with them is cut off, but from the
very rare and far between letters, carried over
the frontier by some friend or stranger, I gather
that no public lectures have been attempted,
but the meetings for members are regularly
attended, although those towns have badly
suffered at the hands of foe and friend." In June we had in Moscow the first con
ference of the chief workers for the Star in
Petrograd and Moscow. We discussed the
problems that have arisen in connection with
the immediate work in hand. Half-a-year later,
on the 10th and 11th November, we held our
first convention. It was not very crowded, by
reason of external conditions, but still a few
brave souls have faced the untold difficulties
of travelling and have given us the joy of their
presence. We have discussed, one by one, each
type of outer and inner Star work, its weak
and strong points. The gathering proved very
useful and inspiring, opening up new vistas of
work, and making us feel very strongly our
perfect unity and mutual love and our responsi
bility, as of a small army, standing, as it seems,
at one of the most difficult posts in the world
just now, as well as the great help given us in
our work."

Barbara Poushkine, Princess Galitzinc,
National Representative.

The United States and Canada. —The
membership figures of the U.S.A. and Canada
on January 1st. 1919, were : U.S.A., 5,400 ;
Canada, 380; total, 5,780. The number of
Star Centres in the two countries were 80 and
eleven respectively. After giving these figures.
Miss Marjorie Tuttle, National Representative,
goes on to say :—

" We have to confess that our membership
statistics are no longer very accurate. Some
of the members whom we still carry on our lists
have moved to other countries without notify
ing us of their change of residence ; others may
have died without our knowledge of that fact.
Moreover, numbers of Star members having
joined in other countries have come to reside
here, but have not always thought to notify
our office of their membership. Therefore, the
statistics above quoted are only an approximate
estimate of the number of Star members we
now have in America." Our General Secretary asks that reports
of National Representatives may supply the
gaps in news which the difficulties of com
munication in war times caused, so this report
forwards news that is now somewhat ancient." The Star work in America went on per
sistently all through the war, although hampered
a good deal by lack of funds, by the absence
of some of our best workers, and by the difficulty
of communicating with The Herald and the
difficulty of importing books from abroad.

The usual Star meetings were turned for the
most part into Red Cross working or knitting
parties, our lectures were fewer, but drew
larger audiences than formerly and dealt mostly
with the subject of the war as a preparation
for the Coming Teacher. Study classes dwindled
in attendance because everyone was so busy,
but nevertheless some continued to study" At the feet of the Master " and questions of
reconstruction, and reported much inspiration
received thereby. Much propaganda was made
possible through our members' participation
in Red Cross work, defence meetings, patriotic
drives, etc. In addition to contributing in
dividually to many of the branches of war
service, our Section was able as a whole to
collect and forward donations to various worthy
enterprises, i.e., to Dr. Haden-Guest's hospital
funds, to the fund for wounded Indian soldiers,
to the Star and Garter fund for totally dis
abled soldiers, and to the President's fund for
Mrs. Besant's personal travelling expenses." The most successful and far reaching piece
of propaganda accomplished by our members
in all the duration of the War, cannot yet, if
ever, be fully told. Suffice it to say, that
through the efforts of some of our members,
each supplementing the other, we succeeded,
in spite of many obstacles, in getting to
President Wilson the news we received from
India. Our great President acknowledged the
news with thanks, and we have reason to know
that he personally received it, though what
action he decided to take with regard to it,
the future alone can show. Indeed, one good
effect of the War has been to bring a knowledge
of the Star message to the attention of govern
ment officials more than could a score of years
of the usual propaganda methods. An amusing
incident was the descent of government secret
service men upon our Organising Secretary,
Mrs. Dcnman, just after she had called in re
ports from all the local Star representatives
of the Pacific Coast. Mrs. Denman, who in
private life is the mildest type of individual
and whose daily deeds of mercy are as far as
possible from political intrigues, was preparing
for The Server a report of Star work. Well,
The Server could never publish that report
because the government officials got it, along
with Mrs. Denman's personal papers and all
the letters on which the report was based ; but
we hope the readiug of it was profitable to the
Government 1

" Our new departure this last year was to
maintain a Star Shop for eight months in a well-
known building in the heart of the Los Angeles
business district. It was a disappointment

• that it had to be finally discontinued, owing
to lack of funds, at the time when so many
patriotic funds demanded all the money our
members felt they could spare. For, although
the shop could not be expected to be a financial
success, it was a great propaganda asset and
made a good impression upon the public. We
found it a great advantage to have, if only for
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a while, a dignified headquarters to represent
our work ; and, in the short space of time that
we were there, we made so many friends in the
building that the management offered us a
room rent free for a while if only we could stay.
This we could not of course accept, but our
experience makes us hope that we may presently
repeat the shop idea if we can collect funds
enough to guarantee our staying a full year in
a given place. Unfortunately in this connection,
hardly a single copy of the issue of The Herald,
which printed the pictures of and article about
the shop, reached American subscribers.
Evidently that was one of the American con
signments of The Herald that was lost or
delayed in transit, and that article could not
be read by those whom it most concerned.
If American members could have seen the
pictures in The Herald and its article about
the shop, it is possible they would have sup
ported it more heartily" Our Organising Secretary, Miss Mcnzies,
and her colleagues, have done excellent work
in organising Canada. She has appointed two
assistants to keep in touch with isolated mem
bers, and the Star members in Canada seem to
have responded with much more enthusiasm
than formerly." With the joyous news of the Armistice,
our members seem to feel a new impetus, a new
freedom to pick up and work again, but now
along the lines of reconstruction and education :
December 28th and January 11th were cele
brated with rejoicing, the birthday of our
Order giving us at Krotona a special treat—
an exquisite lecture-recital, by Dr. Bruce
Gordon Kingsley, on " Parsifal," which was
largely attended and much appreciated, and
in which Dr. Kingsley explained very beauti
fully and fully the mystery which always
attends the coming to the world of the Parsifal-
Christ." In conclusion, my report may voice the
loving, and loyal reverence of American Star
members to our Head and our Protector, and
to their representatives and the Star workers
in all lands. In the Service of the Star, may all
wounds quickly heal, all injustices be wrought
to right !

"
Marjorie Tuttle,

National Representative.

Holland.—Mile. Dijkgraaf, National Repre
sentative for Holland, has a very cheering story
to tell with regard to the work of the Order in
her Section. The following report will show
how rapidly it has grown in public estimation
and in the range of its activities. We give the
report as it stands, in the National Repre
sentative's own words :—

" My chief impression, in looking back over
last year, is that the place of the Order in
the public opinion has changed enormously.
Well-known clergymen state, more and more
often, that they share the views of the Order,
and that they look forward to the same event.

" In April last year I was invited, as National
Representative, to join in forming a Brother
hood Federation, together with all organisations
that tend to promote brotherhood amongst
men. As the principle, on which we could join,
they chose :

" We regard all men as our Brethren,
and we shall try to think, feel and act, accord
ing to that ideal." At the first meeting about
35 movements were represented. One of the
chief results of the Federation is that organis
ations usually regarded with suspicion, aversion
or ridicule, could explain their ideals and
principles, and so do away with prejudice, and
help to form a common basis of understanding.
In May the first convention will be held, and,
as it is to last two days, the different repre
sentatives will be able to decide on a programme
for the future. We hope that the Federation
will become international. Miss Bayer represents
the Order, since I become General Secretary
of the T.S. Another sign that the religious
world is recognising the dignity and moral
value of the Order is that a few months ago
a Federation of Free Religious Organisations
was formed, in which the Order was also invited
to join. The originator of the plan. Dr. van
Wijngaarden, a clergyman of the Free Church
here in Amsterdam, said in his letter that he
invited all organisations, within the Church
as well as without it, who are free from dogma,
and who are willing to co-operate in the effort
to bring the religious life to the masses, who
feel that they are miserable without it, yet
cannot accept the dogmas of the Church. A
little pamphlet which he has written, " The
Church of the Future," expresses the widest
views, concerning the possibiltity of forming
a unity of the different diversities. To the
meeting for discussing the possibility of form
ing the Federation, several liberal communities
within the Protestant Church were invited ;

but also Old Catholics, Liberal Jews, Free
masons, Theosophists, The Order of the Star,
Woodbrookers, Religious Socialists, etc. We
have formed a committee for preparing a
congress to be held in June, at which the Feder
ation will be definitely formed ; and, in order
to gain the public opinion for it, a series of
lectures are organised by the members of the
Committee, and two of them will lecture at
the same meeting —one from communities
within the Church and one without it— in order
to show that no difference is made on that
point. I expect much from that Congress, as
I see already, in the meetings of the Committee,
that a mutual understanding will lead to
co-operation, especially as every individual
characteristic of the federated organisations is
respected and will tend to make the unity the
richer." About the internal activities of the Order
I can tell you little that is new, but the work
is going on steadily and the roll of membership
is increasing. At present we have about 1,200
members, working in 27 groups. We have
spread much literature, published a new pocket
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edition of "At the Feet of the Master
" in

Dutch, and a translation of Mr. Leadbeater's" Starlight," and given many public lectures." We are still hoping that an International
Conference may be held in Holland, but we
await Mrs. Besant's decision about that. I
need not tell you that we shall as gladly give
our help and co-operation when it is other
wise decided. In any case members of different
countries will again be able to meet, and that
will be the opening of a new cycle of activity,
in which the international relations will be
restored." In conclusion I send you love and greetings
from our members to our Star brethren in
England, hoping that we shall all be united
in His service."

C. W. Dijkgraaf,
National Representative.

Switzerland. — MUe. Brandt writes, on July
21st, 1919, that a few members of the Order in
Switzerland are thinking of founding a small
spiritual, co-operative community, as a nucleus
for the Star work in that country. She hopes
that the community will come into existence
within a few months of that day. Its specific
aims and ideals are set forth in a pamphlet
which she encloses. There are many difficulties
to face, she says, but these will be willingly
met by members as part of their service to the
cause. It will be interesting to hear from Mile.
Brandt further news of this enterprise, to
which our good wishes are herewith given.
The Order of the Star in Switzerland has, in
Mile. Brandt's opinion, been growing in strength
and vitality. At the time of writing most of
its members had dispersed for the summer ;
but, with the autumn, fresh activities were
being planned and old ones were to be revitalised.
It is pleasant to hear that certain political and
social reforms have been inspired by members
of the Order.

South Africa.— A brief report from Mr.
Herbert Robins, National Representative, dated
September 30th, 1919, states that there has
been a marked increase of membership this
year, the numbers having risen from 147, at
the beginning of 1918, to 216 at the date of
writing.

Burma. —We have received a newspaper
report of the Third Annual Conference of the
Order in Burma, which took place on April
18th, 1919, at Rangoon, under the presidency of
Mrs. K. Hamilton. The delegates were welcomed
in an eloquent introductory speech by Mr. N.
A. Naganathan, Organising Secretary, in which
he set forth the hopes, ideals and duties of the
Order, and gave certain interesting information
as to the existence of the belief in the near
coming of a Great Teacher in many quarters
in Burma quite unconnected with the Order
of the Star in the East. Mr. Naganathan 's

speech was followed by readings from the
Buddhist Scriptures and from the sacred books
of Hinduism. The meeting concluded with a
resolution of loyalty and devotion to the Head
and the Protector of the Order, and with a few
words of appreciation and regret for two mem
bers, Messrs. Arunachalam and Muniswamy, who
had passed away in the course of the year. The
membership of the Order was stated to be 251.

(As recorded in a recent issue of The
Herald of the Star, the much-respected
National Representative of the Order in Burma,
Moung Thain Moung, has passed away since
the above report was sent in. An announce
ment as to the appointment of a successor will
be made in the January number of the Magazine.)

There are still a few of the 1918 reports, not
yet printed, which, for reasons of space, I am
compelled to hold over till next month.

E. A. Wodehouse,
General Secretary.

NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES.

The following appointments of National Representatives of the Order have been

made :—

Argentine Republic. —Miss Blanche Taillefer, Dharma, Casilla 1019, Buenos

Aires, in place of Mr. Edmund Taillefer, deceased.

Iceland. —Mrs. Adalbjorg Sigurdardottir Ni^lsson, Vinaminni, Reykjavik, Iceland,

in place of Mr. Gudmundur Gudmundsson, deceased.
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XLhc ©rber of tbe Star in the East
The Herald of the Star is the official organ of the Order of the Star in the East,

and is obtainable through the Officers of the Order in the various countries of the world.

A list of these Officers is given on page three of the cover of this magazine.

The Order of the Star in the East is an organisation which has arisen out of the

rapidly growing expectation of the near coming of a great spiritual Teacher, which

is visible in many parts of the world to-day. In all the great faiths at the present time,

and in practically every race, there are people who are looking for such a Teacher;

and this hope is being expressed quite naturally, in each case, in the terms appropriate

to the religion and the locality in which it has sprung up.

It is the object of the Order of the Star in the East, so far as is possible, to gather

up and unify this common expectation, wherever and in whatever form it may exist,

and to link it into a single great movement of preparation for the Great One whom the

age awaits.

The Objects of the Order are embodied in the following Declaration of Principles,

acceptance of which is all that is necessary for membership:

(1) We believe that a Great Teacher will soon appear in the world, and we wish

so to live now that we may be worthy to know Him when He comes.

(2) We shall try, therefore, to keep Him in our mind always, and to do in His

name and, therefore, to the best of our ability, all the work which comes to

us in our daily occupation.

(3) As far as our ordinary duties allow, we shall endeavour to devote a portion

of our time each day to some definite work which may help to prepare for

His coming.

(4) We shall seek to make Devotion, Steadfastness, and Gentleness prominent

characteristics of our daily life.

(5) We shall try to begin and end each day with a short period devoted to the

asking of His blessing upon all that we try to do for Him and in His name.

(6) We regard it as our special duty to try to recognise and reverence greatness

in whomsoever shown, and to strive to co-operate, as far as we can, with

those whom we feel to be spiritually our superiors.

The Order was founded at Uenares, India, on January 1 1th, 1911, and has since

both grown and spread rapidly. Its membership now numbers many thousands in all

parts of the world, and includes men and women of all the great Faiths and of nearly

every nationality.

Information about its life and work may be obtained from any of its Officers,

and applications for membership should be sent to an Officer of the country to which
the applicant belongs. Each member receives, on joining, a certificate of member
ship, leaflet, and card. The Badge of the Order is a silver five-pointed Star.
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TTbe ©rber of tbe Star in tbe East

The Herald of the Star is the official organ of the Order of the Star in the East,

and is obtainable through the Officers of the Order in the various countries of the world.

A list of these Officers is given on page three of the cover of this magazine.

The Order of the Star in the East is an organisation which has arisen out of the

rapidly growing expectation of the near coming of a great spiritual Teacher, which

is visible in many parts of the world to-day. fn all the great faiths at the present time,

and in practically every race, there are people who are looking for such a Teacher;

and this hope is being expressed quite naturally, in each case, in the terms appropriate

to the religion and the locality in which it has sprung up.

It is the object of the Order of the Star in the East, so far as is possible, to gather

up and unify this common expectation, wherever and in whatever form it may exist,

and to link it into a single great movement of preparation for the Great One whom the

age awaits.

The Objects of the Order are embodied in the following Declaration of Principles,

acceptance of which is all that is necessary for membership :

(1) We believe that a Great Teacher will soon appear in the world, and we wish

so to live now that we may be worthy to know Him when He comes.

(2) We shall try, therefore, to keep Him in our mind always, and to do in His

name and, therefore, to the best of our ability, all the work which comes to

us in our daily occupation.

(3) As far as our ordinary duties allow, we shall endeavour to devote a portion

of our time each day to some definite work which may help to prepare for

His coming.

(4) We shall seek to make Devotion, Steadfastness, and Gentleness prominent

characteristics of our daily life.

(5) We shall try to begin and end each day with a short period devoted to the

asking of His blessing upon all that we try to do for Him and in His name.

(6) We regard it as our special duty to try to recognise and reverence greatness

in whomsoever shown, and to strive to co-operate, as far as we can, with

those whom we feel to be spiritually our superiors.

The Order was founded at Benares, India, on January 11th, 1911, and has since

both grown and spread rapidly. Its membership now numbers many thousands in all

parts of the world, and includes men and women of all the great Faiths and of nearly

every nationality.

Information about its life and work may be obtained from any of its Officers,

and applications for membership should be sent to an Officer of the country to which

the applicant belongs. Each member receives, on joining, a certificate of member

ship, leaflet, and card. The Badge of the Order is a silver five-pointed Star.
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The Herald of the Star is the official organ of the Order of the Star in the East, and
is obtainable through the Officers of the Order in the various countries of the world.' A
list of these Officers is given on page three of the cover of this magazine.

The Order of the Star in the East is an organisation which has arisen out of
rapidly growing expectation of the near coming of a great spiritual Teacher, which la

visible in many part of the world to-day. In all the great faiths at the present time,

and In practically every race, there are people who are looking for such a Teacher ; and

this hope is being expressed quite naturally, In each case, in the terms appropriate to tbe

religion and the locality in which it has sprung up.

It is the object of the Order of the Star in the East, so far as is possible, to gather

up and unify this common expectation, wherever and in whatever form it may exist,

and to link it Into a single great movement of preparation for the Great One whom the

age awaits.

The Objects of the Order are embodied in the following Declaration of Princip

acceptance of which is all that Is necessary for membership :

We believe that a Great Teacher will soon appear In the world, and we lib
to live now that we may be worthy to know Him when He comes.

We shall try, therefore, to keep Him in our mind always, and to do in His name

and, therefore, to the best of our ability, all the work which comes to us in our
daily occupation.

As far as our ordinary duries allow, we shall endeavour to devote a portion

of our time each day to some definite work which may help to prepare for
His coming.

We shall seek to make Devotion, Steadfastness, and Gentleness prominent

characteristics of our daily life.

We shall try to begin and end each day with a short period devoted to the asking

of His blessing upon all that we try to do for Him and in His name.

We regard it as our special duty to try to recognise and reverence greatness in
whomsoever shown, and to strive to co-operate, as far as we can, with those

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

whom we feel to be spiritually our superiors.

The Order was founded at Benares, India, on January 11th, 1911, and has since

both grown and spread rapidly. Its membership now numbers many thousands in ail
parts of the world, and includes men and women of all the great Faiths and of nearly

every nationality.

Information about Its life and work may be obtained from any of its Officers,

and applications for membership should be sent to an Officer of the country to which the

applicant belongs. Each member receives, on Joining, a certificate of membership, leaflet,

and card. The Badge of the Order is a silver five-pointed Star.
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IN AID OF THE BRAILLE AND
SERVERS OF THE BLIND LEAGUE

A RAINBOW BAZAAR
Will be held on WEDNESDAY, the 10th,

and THURSDAY, the 11th of December, at

THE MORTIMER HALL
93, Mortimer Street, Langham Place, W.l

To be Opened at 2.30 by

A GROUP OF BLIND CHILDREN
from the Royal Normal College, Norwood, S.E.

CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENTS
STALLS for the SALE of CHRISTMAS GIFTS

A MONSTER XMAS TREE
ILLUMINATION AND ELECTRICAL iEFFECTS by
Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM, 66, Victoria Street, S.W. 1

ADMISSION 1/3. including Tax. After 6 p.m. on Thursday, 8d.

TICKETS can be obtained in advance from —The Secretary, 3, Upper Woburn Place ;

The Star Book Shop, 314, Regent Street, and 169, Piccadilly, W. 1.

TYPEWRITING
Authors' MSS., Examination Papers, Articles, Circulars, Letters,

Testimonials, Duplicating, etc.

J. TRIMNELL, 8, MOIRA TERRACE, CARDIFF.

TEA CUP INN
TEA ROOMS

Opened January 1910, and still under same management.
f

LUNCHEONS AND TEAS. SMOKING ROOM.

BANK BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, W.C.1.
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International Women's Franchise Club
FOR MEN AND WOMEN.

9, GRAFTON STREET, PICCADILLY, W.
SUBSCRIPTIONS : London Members, £2 2 0: Country Members, £1 5 0. Irish,
Scottish, and Foreign Members, 10/6 per annum. Entrance Fee, One Guinea.

tECTUREB.
Wed., 3rd Dec.—" Delinquent Children." Mr. CLARKE HALL. J.P., K.C.

8 p.m. Chairman, Dr. ETTIE SAYER.
Sat., 6th Dec.—" Imperial Resettlement." Miss E. ST. JOHN WILEMAN

5 p.m. Chairman, LADY ASKWITH.
Wed., 10th Dec—" The Future of Women Police." Miss DAMER DAWSON

8 p.m. Chairman, Miss ALISON NEILANS.
Wed., 17th Dec.—" Ghostly Phenomena." Dr. ELLIS POWELL, LL.D., B.Sc.

8 p.m. Chairman, CAPTAIN BENNETT.
Invitation* given to Non-Members on application to the Secretary.

Tel: 3932 Mayfair. LUNCHEONS, TEAS AND DINNERS.

SERVICE
All who possess any talent for writing should train them
selves in order to serve humanity through the Press.

Synopsis of Postal Lessons on application to

S. MIOHAEL'8 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND STORY WRITING
Prlnelpal : O. W. Jennings, F.T.8. 6 & 7, CORNMARKET STREET, OXFORD

CERTIFICATED
TEACHER OF LANQUAQES having been many years in Paris gives French and

German lessons. Conversation, Grammar, etc. Direct method, simple and easy. Pupils learn to speak
the Foreign language from the first lesson. Also 3anakrlt lessons for beginners. Readings from the Bhagavad-
Ghita in the original 8anekrit Text and Lessons in Astrology (Elementary Course of 12 Lessons). Apply by
writing to Hiss M. STE1NBART, 36, Kildare Terrace, W.2.

SCHOOLS : GIRLS : BOYS. ENGLISH : CONTINENTAL
Recommended by Mrs. Hooper, Ltd., the Pioneer of Continental Educational Tours,

13, REGENT STREET, S.W.I, London. Expert advice, choice of

illustrated Prospectuses, gratis. State pupil's age, fees limit, district
preferred. Tutors, Governesses (daily and resident) introduced for

British Isles and all parts of the World. Established 1881.



HAND-WOVEN MATERIALS
LOOMS AND SPINNING WHEELS

ON SALK AT

THE ALSTON WEAVING 8TUDIO.
Hand-Spun Woollens, Vegetable Dyed. Linen and Silk, Wool and Silk, Jumper*, &c.

Special Courses of Instruction are given to those starting Village In
dustries in Spinning Wool and Flax by the Wheel and from the Diataff.
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Lestont Given.

THE ALSTON STUDIO, 8, NEW BOND STREET, W.1. Telephone :

fl>ermtb Bew==5cbool,
Co-educational Day and Boarding School and Kindergarten

t>ent>on Xane, C.£„ ftncbleft H.3.
Principal: Miss B. ALDUS BRAY, F.T.S.

Local Branch of the Incorporated London Academy of Muiii
Rhythmic Method Classes and Private Lessons.

OUTSIDB PUPILS TAKEN

' Education as Service.
Open-air School. Full

Public Examinations if deiired.

THE LONDON GARDEN SCHOOL
17, FINCH LEY ROAD,

St. JOHN S WOOD, N.W.8
has opened as an experiment to offer a first-class

MODERN EDUCATION ON NATURAL LINES
Open-air Classes, Eurythmics, Swedish Drill, Dancing. Music Appreciation, Acting, Singing, Draw
Painting. History of Art. Gardening. Cookery, Fine Laundry. Handicrafts. BOARDERS taken who do s
share of the service of the house- Special Housewifery course for girls over 16on practical every-day lines.

Co-education during Preparatory an©. Vacancies for little hoys, and for girls over 17.
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THE (Founded by Julia Bbtoh, If.D.)
Ml» E. G. OWEN.NEW THOUGHT CENTRE
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OPEN DAILY, 2 to 6 P.M.

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES at 11.15 a.m.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, and THURSDAY. Lectures on The Silence, Concentration, etc.

For Syllabus apply to Secretary. All Lectures and Classes Free.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS
All enquiries regarding Advertisement Rates, also Application

for Space in
"

The Herald of the Star "
to be made to

Miss FRANCES L. FULLER
Advertisement Office.

99, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W. 1.
Telephone: 2421 Mayfair.

Application for space should be made before the 15th of each month for following issue.



XLhc ©r&er of tbe Star m tbe East
Head: J. KRISHNAMURTI
Protector: ANNIE BESANT

Private Secretary to the Head : General Secretary t

S. ARUNDALE, M.A., LL.B., F.R.Hist.S., E. A. WODEHOUSE, M.A.,
Sevashrama, Adyar, Madras, India. 19, Tavistock Sq., London, W.C., England.

COCKTaT NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Sectional Oboa*

AFRICA.
TRANSVAAL K. R031N8, Esq., P.O. Box 376, Johannesburg, Tranevaal.

'

N. AMERICA.
U.S. A Mra. M. TUTTLE-LEEMBRUaQEN, Krotona, Hollywood, "lbs Server"

Loa Angeles, Oalllornla, U.S.A. (Monthly).

CENTRAL AMERICA.
COSTA RIGA Sartor DON TOM AS POVEDANO, AparUdo 220, San Jos*

da Costa Rica. —
CUBA Sartor DON RAFAEL DE ALBKAR, AparUdo 365, Habana. " La EstreUa Da

Orlente " (Monthly).
MEXICO StAora TU8IA 0ARRA80O, Apartado 4575, Max loo, D.F.
PORTO RICO 6enor DON E. BIASCOECHIA, San Juan.

S. AMERICA.
ARGENTINE Mile. BLANCHE TAILLEFER OH ARM A, Caellla 1019, "SI Mensajero Da La

REPUBLIC Buenos Aires. EstreUa" (Monthly).
BOLIVIA SeAor DON ERMINIO TORRE, Caellla Oorrao, 79, Oruro.
BRAZIL Sennor MAJOR RAIMUNDO P. 8EIDL, 112, Rue General "A Boa Nava

"
Bruce, Rio da Janeiro. / (Monthly).

CHILI 8eftor DON ANTONIO OARMONA, Caellla, 1390, Valparaiso.
PARAQUAT Softor DON JUAN A. AMADO, Calls Palma 285, Aaunolon.
PERU Sartor DON J08E MELIAN, Oaailla 188, Lima, Peru,

O. Amarloa.
VENEZUELA Sartor DON H. R. OOLEMARES, Calls Prlnolpal, Botloa dal

Pueblo, Duaoa, Est. Lara.

ASIA.
BURMA OFFIOE VAOANT PENDING NEW APPOINTMENT.
INDIA.... RAO BAHADUR PANDA BAIJNATH, c/o "8tar" Olflcs, " Brothers of the

Theosophloal Society, Adyar, Madras 8. Star** (Monthly).
JAVA DEN HEER D. VAN HINLOOPEN LABBERTON. Musetim-

wag, 19, Cultenzorg. —

AUSTRALASIA.
A USTRALIA T. H. MARTYN, Esq., Hunter Street, Sydney, N.B.W.
SEW ZEALAND.. J. R. THOMSON, Esq., 351, Queen Street, Auckland. "Tbe Dawn"

(Quarterly).
EUROPE.

AUSTRIA JOHN OORDES, Eaq., Wlan, IV. | Tereslanum O. 12.
BKLCIIUM M. la Profaaasur JEAN DELVILLE.
BULGARIA THE JERODEAKON SOPHRONIUS NICKOFF, 85 Raoovaky,

Sofia.
DENMARK Mdlle. HENNY DIDERICKOEN, ID, Carl Guatafsgatan, Gothen

burg, Sweden.
ENGLAND LADY EMILY LUTYEN8, 6, Tavistock Square, London, W.C. "The Dayiprlng"

(Quarterly).
FINLAND DR. WILLIAM ANOERVO, St. Michel. "Idan Tahtl1'

(Monthly).
FRANCE Mma. ZELMA BLECH, 21, Avenue Montaigne, Parla VIII. "Bulletin do l'Ordro da

1'EtoUe d'Ortont"
(quarterly).

GERMANY OFFIOE VAOANT PENDING NEW APPOINTMENT. " Ordeu dea Stems ltn
Oaten "

(Quarterly).
HOLLAND MEJ. DIJKQRAAF, 78 Amsteldljk, Amsterdam. "Da Star" (Monthly).

HUNGARY Herr ODGN NERE I, 1, Magyaradl-ut, 55, Budapast, Hungary.
ICELAND Mra. ADALBJORQ SIQURDARDOTTIR NlELSSON, —

Vlnamlnl, Reykjavik
ITALY Slgnor BMILIO TURIN, Vllllno Fadda, 7, Via Antonio Muaa,

nomo. " La Stella."
NORWAY Miss EVA BLYTT, 50, Thomaa Hsfty'a Gate, Ohrlstlanla, » Stjertiei.ladet "

Norway. » (Monthly).
RUSSIA Mma. POU8HKINE, 5th Rota St., Petrograd.
SCOTLAND Mlsa IEABELLE PAQAN, Nswbattls Tsrraoa,

'
Edinburgh.

SPAIN Sonor DON MANUEL TREVINO, lluatraoloii 2, Madrid.
SWEDEN Fru. KUVLENSTIBRNA, Narvavagsn No. 5, Stockholm.
SWITZERLAND.. .Mdlle. M. L. BRANDT, T, Cour St. ricrre Osnava. "Message da I'Etolk;"

(Monthly).



LIST OF STAR PUBLICATIONS

The Message of the Future
THE

By C. JINARAJADASA, M.A. Fellowship of the Holy Ones
A Mriu of soul-inspiring Article* and Lec
ture* which create an interest in, and stimu
late the work of preparation for, the Coming

of the World-Teacher.

Being some Thoughts on
the Communion of Saints
and the Coming Christ.

By Rev. C. W. SCOTT-MONCRI2FF, M.A.
In Art Paper Cover, 6d. each.With Photogravure of Author.

Cloth 21:
Abo in Special Bindings suitable for Gifts.
Superior Cloth, Gilt Top, 2 6 ; LeatSer, 3 6.

Postage 3d. extra.

PAMPHLETS.
" Theosophy and the Star,"

C. J inarajadasa, M.A:

The Lord's Work "The Signs of the Times,"
By C. JINARAJADASA, M.A.

A Practical Message to the &' others of the
Star who labour in every department of
human activity for the Coming of the Lord.

Lady Emily Lutyens.
" The Great War and the Coming

Civilisation," Lady Emily Lutyens
" Information for Enquirers,"

An excellent gift. Paper, 1/- ; Leather, 2/6.
Postage Id. extra.

E. A. Wodehouse, M-A.

Id. each ; 9d. per dozen.

The Sacramental Life " Why We Believe in the Coming
of a World-Teacher,"By LADY EMILY LUTYENS.

Annie Besant.
A Compreheniive Scries of Articles dealing
with the near approach of the World-Teacher

and the necessary preparation therefor.

" Until His Coming Again,"
Rev. C. W. Scott-Moncrieff, M.A.

Paper. 1/6 ; Leather, 3/6.
Postage 2d. extra.

"The New Gospel in Social
Affairs," George Lansbury.

"The Christ That Is To Be,"

The Faith Catholic
, Mrs. Despard.

Some Thoughts on The Athanasian Creed.
By LADY EMILY LUTYENS.

Price 1/6.

" The Order of the Star in the East
and the Present World Crisis,"

Lady Emily Lutyens.
" The Order of the Star in the East

and Reconstruction,"

A World Expectant
E. A. Wodehouse.

2d. each ; Is. 6d. per dozen.
By E. A. WODEHOUSE, M.A.

A Masterly Statement of the Evidence for
the Belief in the near coming of a Great
Spiritual Teacher for the Helping of the

World.

The Declaration of Principles
On small cards suitable for carrying in
purse or cardcase, or enclosing with letters.

Price 2/6. Postage 4d. 2d. per dozen.

Star Publishing Trust, 240, Hope Street, Glasgow ;

The Star Shop, 314, Regent Street, London, W. ;

Theosopbical Book Shops, 42, Ceorge St., Edinburgh ; and 144, West Nile Street, Glasgow.

Printed by Hudson and Kearns, Ltd., Stamford Street, London, S.E. I;
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